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EDUCATION LEGISLATION, 1973
Bilingual Education
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31. 197.

Ti Ir.

SENATE,
SuncommtrrEr, ON EDUCATION' or
3r3t mut.: oN LA iton AND PUBLIC 'WELFARE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice. at 1:05 p.m., in room
4232, Dirksen Senate Mee Building. Senator Alan Cranston presid:
ng pro tern pore.
Present : Senators Cranston, Kennedy, Mondale. Dominick, and

Javits.
Senator CIZANsTox. The hearing of the Subcommittee, on Education
of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. vill please come
to order.
Today we examine, Senate. bills 2552 and 2553, introduced by Senator Kennedy and myself on the subject of bilingual. education. Senator Kennedy hopes to be with us shortly. He isa member of the Senate
Judiciary Committee which is meeting in executive session on problems
concerned with the Watergate afrair. His statement will be Made a
part, of the hearing record.
I am delighted to have with us this morning Senator Montoya who
likewise has been spending a great. deal of time connected vith 'Water-..gate. Senator Kennedy and I are honored to have Senator Montoya
cosponsor each of our measures. Senator Montoya, as everyone in
this room knows, has done tremendous work and provided leadership
over a, sustained period oftime in the matter of bilingual programs in
education and other fields.
We are delighted.. Senator. that you could be here if only briefly.
understand that. you have other commitments that prevent you
from being here throughout. the hearing. but all of us know you are
carrying one of the heaviest loads int-he U.S. Senate at this time. We
are delighted that you are.able to be with ns. [Applause:]
STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH M. MONTOYA, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Senator Mo:croyA. Thank you. Senator Cranston.
May I say at time very outset that I commend you and Senator Kennedy and the subcommittee fo becoming very interested, in fact. wamly so, in the problems of some Americans who have a language handi.

(2539)
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Cap, find In the SHIlieet
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1)1)111;.,911111tint. '1.011

harp

!rl'ent, \Mr):

011

it
behalf or the
or cart rornia. not only in the hem
of education hat in waa other hems.
I \Valli. 10 CH111111011(1 yoll help
before some of vourroastituents.
I also wish jo thank.. Hip poittntittop roi. inviting me to he with you.
111

today. I'nfortunatiily I gill not he able to slay for the roll hearing
heeaase I am ,,iiedoled 1. he hySt in Ilse tisking of questions or the

,vhaes; 'wrote the Ivatee...,,ale committee short ly alter

I

leave here,

hut I nut looking' forvard to reading the 11111s.iript of the test intiiny
\vhich I am sure \vitt hp very 110114111 Ill this conitnittop in Its 1vork.
0111 delighted. to eltionie some of my constituents from New

Mexico to AN'ashington. and to in turn present them to this committee
for testimony this it fternoon.
eIC011ii.
Henry .1. ('asso, extiontiT secretay of the.
I 1V11.1it lc)
)rozro. direcNational I.:duration Taslc Force de hi lin-zit; 1)1.. I
tor, Institute for Iiilinind
nt Nov Mexico I I ighlatitls I
versify :. Dr. I lenry l'asettal. Dirtietor, ('rocs Coltural Education h"tiit,
xe m-esieo neparl went or Education : tuid. Maria Chitierrex-Spen(Tr, director or teacher Ira ining hi my State.
I kucov that these. Now Nlexit.ian
specialIsts have had the
kind or experience ill teaching mid administration vhich.lias sparked
many innovat lye proi.iroins roe hiringotti oieatturat eommmoties in
Nov -Nrexieo. 1 am sm, thohe test bonny viii he va limbic. to the connnit too. and 1 thittik them for conlint.ti this long distance to help us work on
I his important legislation.
1. also tintlpystaitti that there ;ire some Naaho 'Indians here from
my state. senator Cranston, and they did not know :Wont tliis hear'mu', Init. they are \Try kno\hi11.1rotthiv on tills Snhjeet 1'00. IK.e:111Se
bilingualism and the tearliimi of bilingualism a trects also the Indians
of flip smith \yestern part or the I-oited states...and other Imhaas. as
\veil as the Natives 01 Alaska.

SO I am hopeful that this committee vill open this forum to these
people so that the can ill turn present their expieriencies and their

nspirat ions.

also have here a statement vli hill I will the for the record. with the
proceed with the
permission of the committee. SO tint( von
of the scliedolod witnesses.
Senator ChAss.rox. Tlmt will he accepted for the ret..orcl. '1'1 lank yoti
very- very much.
want to exinvss.nly \vn pleasure in iveleoming each of yici)ti to this
t hp Sohrononittee on Eacntion. Senimportant hearing. On belial

1 look forward to the iniformation you wilt provide
intport ant topic:of hilitlgual etillication.
Ikon the (Tit
and enthusiastic support, or the
1 want, to iitelmowledge the si
rhairiimmof the sulaiommitteeSenator Claiborne Pell. Senator Pell's
belief in bilingual education has made possible this hearing as \veil as
:1 hearing in Fel)rintry in Los Anuieles. \vhich I corhaired. Ile is a
won
th:olks.
or (Is
N1110,11ioi, ;out
.trreat friend or
want. also to thank the professional stall nt the siibcointrlittee for
their counsel. their technical assistance. and their firm stippc)rt g-iven
techboot Senator Kennedy and myselr oyer the past months.
nical skill provided by Iiieharll Smith of the subconimittee. vaF., espyhelpful in preparing tnv own bill.
ator Konneily 111111
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I

liVi'111:41' Senator Ketineov and I had :mil similar aims. e %vero
able to introduce ompaniou measures (hut
holieve proido a new
;11111 mow comprehensive mandate for vetterar hilhl,rual educat4m

eiros.

\ore (teligittett to he joined out hoth hdis hy the clistitt-

i'vished senator from Ne\v Mexieo,..11r. Montoya.

11'it It ns tillhIl are I!) distinguished Icnders: in hilingual-hieultural
ednealintn. Many (4 'item have (raveled long distances autl ut their
115 nlnrh tine 115

0\1'11 l'N1WIISO. \Vt, 11*:1 111 to ;Mon' t110:1'

toy own remarks. \in, one final \vord ;
will
The dramatie events or the past \vi.eks anti !Hullo's here in the
SO I

Nation's
have placed a severe strain on the schedules of Sonnlors. In ninny cases. ve must 11() t Itin.(rs luster :Ind in loss time than

ve ould like. That is the case today, itli I ills all 100 Silorl.
II:110 I lied ii) 1.01ti1t.t):7,:tb., by 011001.11.:Prilig
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into Matters
i
At stake hero nre the lives and the educational futures of millions
of children whom V(` 11111Si.
II) 1IV1 as they are: Children Ito
aul\-anilured,

:

C1111(11141 1%110 1)1:111g
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V1111111'011 tin Shortchanged
rich (1111111'11 IV:40111'1PS Ill the SOINICI1S:
educationally in the. past. tint they deserve 110111111e less dem the

yen- hest we. inn i e them now.

texts of S. '.-2..)5.2 ;mil S. '25;i:;
oi)pear at this point in the
record, folh)\ed 11 the introductory renittrls of Sennlor ICenned,

myself. Senator 1 lonloya, and Senator Javits.
lid introductory Stitt0111PlitS Of
['File texts of S. ;2:-):-.)2 and S. 25:-)3 and
Senators Cranston. 1(enned, ;11111 ionto,a folloNv:1
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931) CONGRESS
1ST SESSION

S. 2552

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
°mon Es 9,1973
( Fe r himself, 1Ir. C.RANsTos, and NI. MosToyA) introduced the

Mr. Etss

Following bill; wltirh was read twice and referred to the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare

A BILL
To improve bilingual and bicultural educational opportunities for
children of limited English-speaking ability.
1

Be it; enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2

lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That this Act may be cited as the "Bilingual Education

4 Reform Act of 1973".
5 AMENDMENTS TO TITLE VII OF TIIE ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

6

7

SEC. 2. (a) (1) Section 702 of the Elementary and See-

8

onda.ry Education Act of 1965 is amended by striking out

9

that part of the first sentence thereof which precedes "de-

10

11

dares" and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"Recognizing
II

2543
2
.1

( L)

that there are large numbers of children of

limited English-speaking. ability;

(2) that ninny of such children have a. cultural
4

herimge which differs from that of English-speaking
persons;

6
7

" (3) that the use of a child's language and cultural
heritage is the means by which a child learns: and

S

"(4) that, therefore. huge numbers of children

9

of limited English-speaking ability have special edttea-

10

tional needs which can be met by the use of bilingual

Ll

educational methods and techniques: and

12

" (3) that, in addition, all children benefit through

13

the fullest utilization of multiple language and cultural

14

resources,

15

Congress hereby declares".

IG

(2) (A.) Section 703 (a) of such Act is amended by

17

striking out "and" where it appears after "1972," and by

is inserting before the period at the end thereof a. comma and
19

the following: "81.35,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

20 June 30, 1974, 8150,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
41

June 30, 1975, 8175,000,000 for the fiscal year eliding

22

June 30, 1076, $200,000,000 for

time

fiscal year ending

23 June 30, 1977, and 8250,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

24 June 30. 1978".
25

.

(B) Such section 703 (a) is further amended by insert-

25=1=t

3

(I)

after ''

and by adding at the end thereof the

.1

ing

2

following new paragraph:
(2) In any fiscal Year beginning after June :10. 1973.

4

in which the sums appropriated pursuata to paragraph (1)

3

exceed ti35.000.000, not less than 35 per column shall be

6

used for the purposes of section 704 (b) .".

7
S

9

10
1.1

12
13

(3) Section 704 of such Act is ameuded
)

(b), and (c),

by redesignating clauses (a),

and all references thereto. as clauses (1)

,

(2) , and (3)

,

respectively:

(B) by inserting " (a)" immediately after the see
tion designation;

(C) by striking out "through such activities as"

14-

and inserting in lieu thereof "through bilingual education

:15

programs and related .activities, conducted in conjunction

16

with bilingual education programs, as";

17
18

(D) by striking out division (1) in clause (3) (as
redesignated by this paragraph) ;
(B) by redesignating divisions (2), (3)

(4),

20

(5), (6), (7), and (8) of such clause (3), and all

21

references thereto, as clauses (i), (ii), (iii), (iv),

22

(v), (vi), and (vii), respectively; and

23

(F) by adding at the end of such section the follow-.

24

ing new subsection:

25

."*(b) (1) (A) For the purposes of this section, the term
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1

'bilingual education program' means a full-time program of

2

instruction for ehildren of limited English-speaking ability

3

and for English-speaking children, who desire to participate

4

in such program, in which-

5

" (i) there is insinuation, given both in the native

6

language of the child of Bailed English-speakin ability

7

and in English, in all courses or subjects of study which

are required of a child in preschool, elementary school,
9

10

or secondary school, as the case may be, by or pursuant
to, the law of the State;
"

both' the native language of the children of

12

limited 14:nglish-speaking ability and English are studied,

13

including speaking, reading, and writing;

14

"(iii) there is study of the history and culture of

15

the nation, territory, or geographical area with which

16

the native language of the children of limited English-

17

speaking ability is associated and of the history and

18

culture of the United States; and

19

"(iv) the requirements of subparagraph (B) and

90

those established pursuant to division (iv) of such sub-

21

paragraph are met.

22

(B) (i) In all courses or subjects of study in which

23

the speaking and understanding of the English language is

24

not essential to an understanding of the subject matter, such

25

as art, music, and physical education, it bilingual education
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program shall

nuike provision for the participation of chil-

dren of limited English-speaking ability in regular classes,
3

and in such courses or subjects of study special attention

4

shall be given to the language and cultural heritage of the

5

children of limited English-speaking ability participating

6

therein.

7

"(ii) A bilingual education program shall make provision for the voluntary enrollment, on a regular full-time basis,

9

of children whose language is English, in order that they may

10

learn the language and cultural heritage of the children of

11

lindted English-speaking ability for whom the particular

12

program of bilingual education is designed. In no case may

13

the number of English-speaking children constitute more

14

than 50 per centum of the total manlier of children participating in a particular bilingual education program.

16

'' (iii) Children enrolled in a bilingual education program

17

shall, if graded classes. are used, be placed, to the extent

18

practicable, in classes with children of approximately the

19

Sallie

20

of significantly varying ages or levels of educational attain -

21

are placed in the same class, the bilingual education

22

program shall make special provision to insure that each

23

child is provided with instruction which is appropriate for

24

his level of educational attainment.

age and level of educational attainment. If children

.

25

" (iv) The Cominissioner shall, by regulation, establish,
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1

with respect to bilingual education programs, minimum re-

2

quirements regarding pupil/teacher ratios, teacher qualifica-

3

tions and certification, and other factors affecting the quality

4

of instruction offered in such programs.

5

" (0) For the purposes of

oaragraph, the term

6

'native language', when used with reference to children of

7

limited English-speaking ability, means the language nor-

8

mally used by such children, or the parents of such children,

9

or in the environments in which such children are reared.

10

" (2) (A.) In carrying out the provisions of clause (2)

11

of subsection (a), the Commissioner shall, through arrangements with institutions of higher education including junior

13

colleges and community colleges and with local educational

14

agencies-

15

"(i) make grants for the establishment, operption,

16

and improvement of training programs for persons pre

17

18

to participate in or for persons participating in
bilingual education programs;

19

" (ii) make provisions for the operation of short -

20

term training institutes designed to upgrade the skills of

21

persons participating in bilingual education programs;

22

" (iii) award fellowships for study leading to an

23

advanced degree for persons planning to pursue a career

24

in bilingual education programs.

25

"(B) In carrying out the provisions of clause (2)

26

subsection (a) and clause (iii) of subparagraph '(A) of

of
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1.

this paragraph, the Commissioner shall. through arrange-

.)

meats with local educational ii!rencies

VIII!). appliCatiOltS

illtIO.O011 to carry out cu tivities lieSel.11)011 in clause
subsection
.

(I)

of

(a) . award not IeSS than two hundred fellow-

5

s.t.ps ond not ntore than five lunched fellowships during any

fi

fiscal year to persons preparing to participate in bilingual
education programs carried out by such agencies and de-

s

scribed ill such applications.

(C) The Commissioner shall include in the terms of

(i), (ii), and (iii)

10

any arrangement described in clauses

.1.1

of subparagraph (A) of this paragraph provisions for the

12

payment, to persons participating ill training programs so

.13

described. of such stipends (including allowances for sub-

14

sistence and other expenses for such persons and their de-

1.5

pendents) as he may determine,' which shall be consistent

1(i

with prevailin practices under comparable federally sup-

17

ported programs.".

.(4) Sections 703 through 707 of slid' Act, and all
1!)

references thereto, are redesignated as sections 711 through

0 715. respectively. and title VII of such Ant is amended by
2.1

P)

inserting. after section 702. the following:

" 'AIN' AFINANCIAL A SSTSTANCE FOR
EnrcAT ION

24

itIA >MITA],

_NOG I? AMS."

(5) Such title VII is amended by striking out "this
filly" wherever if appears ill sections 711 through 715 (as
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1

redesignated by paragraph (4) ) and inserting in lieu thereof

2

"this part".

3

4

(6) Such title VII is further anwnded by striking out
section 708 and inserting in lien thereof the following:

5

"PART BA nAr N ST RAT tos

6

"BUREAU or lilt I NG UAL EDUCATION

7

"Six. 721. (a) There shall be, within the Office of

8

Education, a Burma of Bilinomt;'Education (hereafter in

9

this part referred to as the 'Bureau') through which the

10

Commissioner shall carry out his functions relating to bililc-

11

gual and bicultural education.

12

" (b) (1) The Bureau shall be headed by a Director of

13

Bilingual Education, who shall be accorded the rank of a

14

deputy commissioner of education and who shall be placed

15

in, and compensated at the rate specified for. grade 18 of

16

the General Schedule set forth in section 5332 of title 5,

17

United States Code.

18

"(2) There shall lie two additional positions in the

19

Bureau which shall be placed in grade 17 of the General

20

Schedule set forth in section 5332 of such title 5, one of

21

whom shall be designated by the Director of the Bureau

22

to be Deputy Director of the Bureau, who shall act for the

23

Director in the Director's absence or disability.

24

" (c) The Commissioner shall delegate all of his respon-

25

sibilities for any program of bilingual or bicultural education

26

to the Director of the Bureau..
97-457 0 - 74 - 2
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1

" (d) Not later than Noventber

1

of each. year the

2

72.1rector of the Bureau shall submit, through the 0)1111114:-

3

skillet.,

4

Bureau, including-

to the Congress a report on the activities of the

5

" (1) a review and evaluation of the activities

6

carried out by the Bureau during the preceding fiscal

7

year;

8

" (2) the status of the programs and projects ad-

9

ministered by the Bureau during the then current fiscal

10.

year;

"(3) an estimate of the costs of programs and
12

projects adMinistered by the Bureau during the sue-

13

ceeding fiscal year; and

14

" (4) a description of the personnel and informatk)n

15

available at the regional offices dealing with bilingual

16

programs within that region.

17

18

"RESEARCH AND EX PER I 1M ENTAL PROJECTS

"SEc. 722. (a) (1) Notwithstanding the second sentence

19 of section 403 (b) (1) of the General Education Provisions
20

Act, the Commissioner and the Director of the National

21

Institute of Education are authorized jointly to enter into

22

contracts with public agencies, institutions, and organizations

23

in order to conduct research and experimental projects in the

24

field of bilingual and bicultural education. No contract shall

25

be entered into under this section that is not in accordance
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1.

with regulations established by the Assistant Secretary of

2

lle!dth. Education, and Welfare for Education which have

3

been aurecd to by the Commissioner and the Director of the

4

National Institute of Education.

5

"(2) Research and experimental projects conducted

6

pursuant to contracts entered into under this section may

7

include, but are not limited to-

8

" (A) the development of hilinmal and bicultural

9

curriculum for preschool, and elementary and secondary

10

education programs;

11

"(13) the development and distribution of instrue-

12

tional materials and equipment suitable for use in bilin-

13

gual programs;

14

" (0) the establishment of a. center for bilingual

15

education designed to serve as a national clearinghouse

16

fin the collection, analysis, and dissemination of infor-

17

!tuition concerning bilingual education; and

18

" (D) the analysis of existing testing methods used

19

in monolingual and bilingual programs and the develop-

20

!tient of improved testing methods to be used in such

21

programs.

22

" (b) Not. to exceed 10 per cent= of the funds appro-

23

priated in any fiscal year for the use. of the National Institute

24

of Education. but. in no event less than 510,000,000 shall be

25

available to carry out the provisions of this section.
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1

"NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL,

"Sic. 72:1. (a) There shall he a National Advisory
3

Council on Bilingual Education (hereafter in this section

4

referred to as the 'National Council')

5

Members appointed within ninety days alter

6

enactment of the Bilingual Education .Aendments of 1973,

7

by the President. without regard to the provisions of title 5.

S

hinted States Code, governing appointment in the competi-

9

tive service. Members of the National Council shall be ap-

10

consisting of live
the date of

pointed as follows
" (1) eight members from among individuals who

12

are experienced in the educational problems of children

13

with limited English-speaking ability;

14

"(2) two members front among

individuals who

15

are full-time elementary and secondary teachers who are

16

experienced in extensive bilingual training:

17

"(3) three members from among individuals who

18

are experienced in the training of bilingual teachers;

19

" (4) two members from among individuals who

20

are experienced .in the area of elementary and second-

21

ary education.

22

Members shall he appointed for terms of three years, except

23

that (A) in the ease of initial members appointed by the

24

President. five shall be appointed for a term of five years
each, fire shall be appointed for a term of two years each,
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1

and five shall he appointed for a term of three years each;

2

and (B) any appointment to till a vacancy shall be made

3

only for the unexpired portion of the term for which his

4

predecessor was appointed.

5
6

(I))

The National Council shall meet at least four

times in-each year.

7

(c) The National Council shall review and evaluate

S

the administration and operation of this title, inelnding its

9

effectiveness in improving the educational attainment of chil-

10

drew with limited English-speaking ability, including the
effectiveness of propants under this title to meet their ocett-

12

pational and career needs, and make recommendations for

13

the improvement of this title and. its administration and

14

operation.

15

"(d) The National Council shall make reports of its

16

activities. findings. and recommendations

17

ommendations for ehanges in the provisions of this title)

18

as it may deem appropriate, and shall make an annual re-

19

port to the President and the Congress not later than

(including rec-

20 gan' 31 of each calendar year.".
(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall be
22

effective with respect to appropriations made after the date.

93

of enactment of this Act.

24

A MTN WM ENTS TO 'OCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1904

25

SEC. 3. (a) (1) Section 102 of such Act is amended by

26

redesignating subsection (c)

,

and all references thereto, as
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1

subsection (d) , and by adding after subsection (b) thereof

2

the following new subsection:

3

" (c) There are also authorized to be appropriated

4

$40,000,000 each for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1975,

5

and June 30, 1970, for the purpose of section 122 (a) (4)

6

(C) . Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to affect

7

the availability for such purpose, of appropriations made

8

pursuant to subsection (a) .".

9

(2) Clause (D) of section 104 (a) (1) of the Voca-

10

Education Act of 1904 is amended by inserting before

11

the comma. at the end thereof the following: "and of persons

12 who have limited English-speaking ability".

(3) Clause (A) (vii) of section 104 (b) (1) of such

13

14 Act is amended by inserting before the comma at the end
15

thereof the following: " (including students of limited Eng-

16 lish-speaking .ability)".
17

(4) (A) Clause (4) of section 122 (a) of such Act is

18

amended, by adding at the end thereof the following:

19

20
21

" (C) vocational education for students of limited
.

English-speaking ability ;".

(B) Section 122 (c) of such Act is amended, in para

22 graph (3), by inserting " (A) " after " (3) " and by adding
23 at,the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
24

" (B) At least 10 per contain of each State's allotment

25

of funds appropriated under section 102 (a) for any fiscal year

26 beginning after June 30, 1974, shall be used only for the pur-
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1

pose set forth in paragraph (4) (C) of subsection (a) ."

2

(5) Section 123 (a) of such Act is amended by redesig-

(17) and (18) thereof, and all references

3

Rating clauses

4

thereto, as clauses (18) and (19), respectively, and by

5

inserting after clause (16) thereof the following new clause:

6

" (17) provides that grants made from sums appro-

7

printed under section 102 (c) shall be allocated within

8

the State among local educational agencies serving areas

9

with high concentrations of persons with limited English-

10
11.

12

speaking ability;".

(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall be
effective on and after July 1, 1974.

13

AMENDMENT TO THE LIBRARY SERVICES AND

14

CONSTRUCTION ACT

15

Sm. 4. (a) Clause (4) of section 6 (b) of the Library

16

Services and Construction Act is amended by inserting before

17

the period at the end thet'eof a comma and the following:

18

"and to programs and projects which serve areas with high

19

concentrations of person's with limited English-speaking

20

ability".

21
22
23

(b) The amendment made by subsection

(a) shall

be effective on and after June 30, 1974.
AMENDMENTS TO THE ADULT EDUCATION ACT

24

SEC. 5. (a) (1) Section 306 (a) of the Adult Educa-.

25

tion Act is amended by striking out the word "and" at the
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1

end of clause (8) of such section,

I),

redesignating clause

(9) . ;Ind all references thereto. as clause ( to), and by add-

ing ;ling. climsc (8) the 1090 \vilig
4

"(1))

provide dun. special

clause:
emphasis

be given

to

5

the needs of limited nglish-speaking persons through

6

the creation

7

and".

or bilin!il adult education programs;

S

(2) Section 309 (b) (1) of such Act is amended by

9

inserting a comma and dn., words "including bilingual meth-

:10

ods" immediately after the word "methods".

11

(3) Section :110 (h) of such Act is amended by insert-

.12

ing a comma and the words "bilingual education" after the

1.3

words "adult education".

14

(1)) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall be
n f;
e,:ec,:,ve
on and after June 30. 1974.
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IN Tim SENATE OF Till E UN

E D ST T Es

Ovromi 9,1913
Mr. CRANSTON ( for himself, :1I r. KENNEDY, and Mr. MovrorA) introduced the

following hill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee On
Labor aml l'uNie Welfare

A BILL
To mond title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to extend, improve, and expand programs
of bilingual education, teacher training, and child development.
1

Be it enacted IN the Senate and house of Representa-

2

tines of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That this Act may he cited as the "Comprehensive Bilingual

4 Education Amendments Act of 1973".
5
G

Sac. 2. (a) Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 is amended to read as follows:

7

"TITLE VIIBILINGTJAL EDUCATION

8

"SHORT TITLE

9

10

"Sat. 701., This title may be cited as the 'Bilingual
Education Act'.

Ii

255S

"Pm.icv; APPnumnATIoNs

)

702. (a ) In recognition of the special educational

needs of the large numbers of children of limited English.]

speaking. ability in the United States, the Congress hereby

5

declares it to he the policy of the United States to (1) encourage the establishment and operation of educational pro-

7

grams using bilingual educational methods and techniques

s

and (2) for that purpose, provide financial assistance to local

9

educational agencies in order to enable such agencies to carry

JO

out. Stich programs in elementary including preschool and

it secondary schools which are designed to meet the special edu12

cational needs of such children.

" (b) Except as is otherwise provided in this title, for
14

the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this title, there

15

is authorized to be appropriated $135,000,000 for; the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1974, and for each of the succeeding
17.

fiscal years ending prior to July 1, 1977;.and there is further.

18

authorized to be appropriated for such purpose for each of,

19

such fiscal years such additional sums as the Congress may

90

detemine.. From the sums so appropriated for any fiscal.

year
:0

" (1) the 'Commissioner shall reserve such amounts,

23

as may be necessary, but not in excess of 10 per contain,

24

thereof, for the purposes of sections 731, 732, 742, and

95

743; and
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" (2) the Commissioner shall reserve not less than

9

33-k per eeIltuni of that, part thereof which is in excess

of $35,000,00 for the purposes of section 721 (a) (3) .
1

"DEE' N MON S/ItEC ULATIONS

"SEC. 703. (a) The following definitions shall apply to
6
7

the terms used in this title:

" (1) The term 'children of limited English-speaking
ability' 11101111S-

9

" (A) children who were not born in the United

10

States and whose native language is a language other;

11

than English; and

12
13

14

"(B) children who were born in the United States.

and whose parents do not speak English; and
" (0) other children, as further defined by the Cont

15

missioner by. regulation, who come from environments

.16

where a language other than English is dominant;

17

and, by reason thereof have difficulty speaking and under-

18

standing instruction in the English language.

19,

" (2) The term 'native language' when used With refer-

20

erice to a child of limited English-speaking ability means the

21

language normally used by the child, or the parents of the-

22

child,. or in the environments from which the child comes...

23

"(3) The term `low-income' when used with reference.

24

to a family means a family .which has . the amount specified..

25

as a low-income' factor in section 103 (c) of title Iof the Ele--
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mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, or which

2

receives payments under a program of aid to families with

3

dependent children under a State plan approved under title

4

IV of the Social Security Act.

5

" (4) (A) The term 'program of bilingual education'

6

means a full-time program of instruction of children of limited

7

English-speaking ability and for English-speaking children

who desire to participate in such program in which
9

" (i) there is instruction given both in the native

10

language of the child and in English and given with ap-

11

preciation for the cultural heritage of the child in all

12

those courses or subjects of study which are required of

13

a child in elementary school, or secondary school, as the

14

case may be, by or pursuant to, the law of the State;

15

" (ii) both the native language of the child and

16

English are studied, including speaking, reading, and

17

writing;

18

" (iii) there is study of the history and culture of

19

the nation, territory,- or geographical area with which the

20

child's native language is associated and of the history

21

and culture of the United States; and

22

"(iv) the requirements

in subparagraphs

(B)

23

through (D) of this paragraph and established pursuant

24

to subsection (b) of this section are met.

25

"(B) In those courses or subjects of study in which the
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speaking and understanding of the English language is not

2

essential to understanding of the subject matter, such as art,

3

music, and physical education, a program of bilingual educa-

4

tion shall make provision for the participation of children

5

of limited English-speaking ability in regular classes, in which

6

cases special attention in those courses or subjects of study

7

shall be given to the language an:1 cultural heritage of the

S

children of limited English-speaking ability participating

9

therein.

10

" (C) A program of bilingual education shall make pro-

11

vision for the voluntary enrollment therein, on a regular full-

12

time basis, of children whose language is English, in order

13

that they may learn the language and cultural heritage of the

14

children of limited English-speaking ability for whom the

15

particular program of bilingual education is designed. In no

16

MO shall the number of English-speaking children con-

17

stitute more than one-half of the total number of children

18

participating in a particular program of bilingual education.

19

" (D) Children enrolled in a program of bilingual edu-

20

cation shall, if graded classes are used, be placed, to the

21

extent practicable, in classes with children of approximately

22

the same age and level of educational attainment. If children

23

of significantly varying ages or levels of educational attain-

24

ment are placed in the same class, the program of bilingual

25

education shall make .special provision to insure that each
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child is provided with instruction which is appropriate for his
.,

level of educational attainment.

" (E) An application for a program of bilingual educa1

tion shill be developed (1) in open consultation with parents

.;

of bilingual children, teachers, and, where applicable, seeondary school students, including public hearings at which

7

such persons have had a full opportunity to understand the

8

program for which assistance is being sought and to ofTer
recommendations thereon, and (ii) with the participation

and approval of a committee composed of, and selected by
1

such parents and teachers, and, where applicable, secondary

1.2

school students of which at least one-half the members shall

13

be such parents.

14

" (b) The Commissioner, by regulation, shall establish,

15

with respect to programs of bilingual education, minimum

it;

requirements regarding pupil-teacher ratios, teacher qualitica-

17

tions and certification, and other factors affecting the quality

18

of instruction offered in such programs.
"PART AFINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR BILINGUAL

90

EDucATtpx PnoonAms
"BILINGUAL EDUCATION PR OG RA MS

"Sm. 721. (a) Funds available for grants under this
23

part shall be used for-

24

" (1) the establishment and operation of bilingual

25

education programs; including preschool programs car-
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tied out hi coordination with lleadstart programs assisted

under section 222 (a) (1) of the Econotnie Opportunity
:3

Act and other such preschool programs in the area,
designed to meet the special educational needs of children

5

of limited English-speaking ability from lOW-ineeine

ti

families;

7

" (2) planning and providing technical assistance

ti

for, and taking other steps, leading to the development

9

of, such programs;

" (3) training designed to prepare persons to partici11.

pate in such programs, including programs.to train teach-

.12

ers, administrators, paraprofessionals, teacher. aides, and

13

parents, and to train persons to teach such persons, whieh
programs stress opportunities for career development, ad-

15

vaneement,.and lateral mobility, and special programs de-

16

signed to meet individual needs and to encourage refomi,

17

innovation, and improvethent in applicable education cur-

18

riculums in graduate education, in the structure of the

19

academic profession, and in recruitment and retention, of
higher education and graduate school' facilities. as related

21

to bilingual education; and

22

" (4) auxiliary community activities designed ID

23

facilitate the implementation of a program described In

24.

clause (.1). or .(2) .

(b).(1) A grant may he made for the. purposes of this
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section only upon application therefor by a local educational

2

agency or two or more local educational agencies (or, in the

3

case of an activity described in clause (3) of subsection (a),

4

by an institution of higher education applying jointly with a

5

local educational agency) . Such application shall-

6

" (A) include a description of one or more of the

7

activities described in subsection (a) which the applicant

8

desires to carry out; and

9

" (B) provide evidence that the activities so de-

10

scribed will make substantial progress toward making

11

bilingual education programs available to the children

12

having need thereof in the area served by the applicant.

13

"(`2) An application for a grant under this part may be

14

approved only if-

15

(A) the program set forth in the application is con-

16

sistent with criteria. established by the Commissioner

17

(where feasible, in cooperation with the State educa-

18

tional agency) for the purpose of achieving an equitable

19

distribution of assistance under this part within each

20

State, which criteria shall be developed by him on the

21

basis of a consideration of (i) the geographic distribution

22

of children of limited English-speaking ability, (ii) the

23

relative need of persons in different geographic areas

24within the State for the kinds of services and activities
25

described under subsection (a), and (iii) the relative
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1

ability of particular local educational agencies within the
State to provide those services and activities;

3

" (B) the Commissioner determines (i) that the

4

program will use the best available talents and resources

5

and will substantially increase the educational opporUtilities for children of limited English-speaking ability

7

in the area to be served by the applicant, and (ii) that,

8

to the extent consistent with the number of children

9

enrolled in nonprofit private schools in the area to be

lit

served whose educational needs are of the type which

this program is intended to meet, provision has been
12

made for participation of. such children; and

1:3

" (C) the State educational agency has been noti-

14

of the application and been given the opportunity

15

to offer reconunendations, thereon to the applicant and

16

to the Commissioner.

17

" (3) (A) If for any fiscal year the Commissioner deter-

18

mines with respect to any State that-

19

" (i) the State educational agency of such State has

0

developed high-quality leadership capabilities for the

21

supervision of bilingual education programs in opera-

22

Lion by local educational agencies in such State, or, with

assistance under section 743, will Mr such fiscal year
24

develop and maintain such capability;

37-457 0 - 74 - 3
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" (ii) there is in effect at the beginning of such
9

fiscal year for such State a statute enacted under the
constitution of such State designed to provide equal
educational opportunity for children of limited English-

speaking ability through bilingual education programs;
0

"(iii) there are a substantial number of bilingual

7

education programs in operation by the local educat joint! agencies in such State; and

" (iv) the expenditures for such fiscal year front
10

State revenues for bilingual education programs operated

11

by local educational agencies in such State constitute

12

not less than 25 per centunt of the total expenditures

13

for such programs in such State;

1.4

the Commissioner shall, upon application front the State

15

educational agency of such State, make provision for the
sulattission and approval of a State plan for the supervision

17

by such State educational agency of bilingual education

18

programs in such State assisted under this part. Such State

19

plan shall contain such provisions, agreements, and assur-

20

tutees as the Connuissioner shall, by regulation, determine

21

necessary .and proper to achieve the purposes of this title.

'22

" (11). The Commissioner

pay for each fiscal year to

23

each State educational agency which has had it State plan sub-

24

mitted and approved under subparagraph (A ) such sums as

25

may be necessary for the proper and efficient administration
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of such State plan. The amount paid by the Commissioner
o

to any State educational agency under the preceding sentence

for any !is( al year shall not exceed an amount equal to 5
4

per centun of the aggregate of the amounts paid under this

5

part to local educational agencies in the State of such State

6

educational agency. Fur the purpose of this paragraph there

7

is authorized to be appropriated such stuns as may be neces-

s

sary for any fiscal year.

.

9

" (e) The terms of any application, and of any State

10

plan, submitted and approved ;order this section for any

11

fiscal year shall constitute a contract between the agency

12

submitting the application or plan and the Commissioner

13

which shall he specifically enforceable in any court of the

11

United States.

15

"c00.0REN IN SCHOOLS ON RESERVATIONS

16

"Si. 722. (a) For the purpose of carrying out pro-

17

grams pursuant to this title for individuals on reservations

is

serviced by elementary and secondary schools operated on

19

such reservations for Indian children, a nonprofit institution

20

or organization of the Indian tribe concerned which operates

21

any such school and which is approved by the Coinuiissioner

22

for the purposes of this section, may he considered to be a

23

local educational agency as such term is used in this title.

"(it) From the sums appropriated pursuant to section
5 702 (b) , the Commissioner may also make payments to the
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Secretary of the Interior for elementary and secondary school

programs to carry out bilingual education programs for chil-

dren ou reservations serviced by elementary and secondary
4

schools for Indian children operated or funded by the Department of the Interior. The terms upon which payments

6

for such purpose may be made to the Secretary of the

7

Interior shall be determined pursuant to such criteria as

8

the Commissioner determines will best carry out the policy

9

of section 702 (a)

.10

.

"PART BADmIN ISTRATION
"DIVISION OP BILINGUAL EDUCATION

12

"SE(. 131. (a.) There shall be in the Office of Education

13

a Division of Bilingual Education (hereinafter referred to as

14

the 'Division') through which the Commissioner shall carry

.15

out his responsibilities for all activities of the Commissioner

tt;

relating to bilingual education.

17

"(b) (1) The .Division shall be headed by a Director

18 of Bilingual Education (hereinafter referred to as the 'Di19

rector') , appointed by the Commissioner, to whom the

20 Commissioner shall delegate all of his delegable functions re21

hated to bilingual education. The Director shall be placed in

22

grade 17 of the General Schedule set forth in section, 5332 of

23

title 5, United States Code.

24

" (2) The Division shall be divided into such branches,

25

units, and offices as the Director determines to be appropriate
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1

in order to enable him to carry out his

responsibilities

effectively.
3

"(3) In order to assist the Director in carrying out his

4

responsibilities, there is hereby established two positions in

5

the Division, which shall be placed in grade 16 of the Gen-

6

oral Schedule set forth in section 5332 of title 5, United

7

States Code, and one of which shall be filled by a Deputy

8

Director who shall act as Director in the event of the absence

9

or disability of the Director or of a vacancy in the office of

10

Director.

11

" (4) The positions created by thissubsection shall be

12

in addition to, and without regard for, positions and install-

ions under section 5108 of title 5, United States Code.
14

" (c) The Director, in consultation with the National

15

Advisory Council on Bilingual Education established by

16

section 732, shall prepare and, not later than November 1

17

of each year, shall submit, through the Commissioner, to

18

the Congress and the President an annual report on the

19

condition of bilingual education in the Nation. Such report

.20

shall include-

21

" (1) a national assessment of the educational needs

22

of children with limited English-speaking ability and

23

of the extent to which such needs are being met from

24

Federal, State, and local efforts, including, not later than

25

July 1, 1976, a census of the number of such children
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in the States and a plan to be carried out in five years

2

for extending bilingual education programs to all suell

3

preschool

4

ing a phased plan for the training of the neeesa:ry

5

teachers and other ethic:16(mill personnel necessary for

t.

such

and elementary school children,

includ-

purpose, and detailed cost estimates for the

expenditures necessary in each fiscal year for such

purpose and the share thereof which inay reasonably
1)

he expected to be borne by State and local government,
charitable organizations, private institutions, founda-

titins, and the Federal Government:
12.

" (2) a report on the activities carried out under

.13

this title during the preceding fiscal year and the extent

14

to which each of such activities achieves tine policy set

15

forth in section 702 (a) ;

16

"(3) a statement of the activities intended to be

17

carried out during the succeeding fiscal year, including

18

an estimate of the cost of such activities; and

19

"(4) an assessment of the number of teachers and

20

other educational personnel needed to carry out bilingual

21

education programs in the States and

22

describing the . activities carried out under this title

23

designed to prepare teachers and other educational

24

personnel for such programs,

a statement
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"NATIONAL ADviSouY COUNCIL ON BILLN0uAL EDUCATION

"Sue. 732. (a) There shall he a National Advisory
Council on Bilingual :Education composed of fifteen members
.1

appointed by the Secretary, one of whom shall he appointed

Chairman by the Secretary, not later than ninety days after
the enactment of this title. At least eight of the members of
7

the Council shall be persons experienced in dealing with the

S

educational problems of children who are of limited English-

9

speaking ability. At least, three members shall be persons

10

with general experience in the field of elementary and sec-

11

ondary education. At least two members shall be full-time

12

classroom teachers of demonstrated bilingual teaching abilities. At least two members shall be experienced in the lrain-

ing of bilingual education teachers.
15

" (b) The Advisory Council shall advise the Commis-

11;

sioner in the preparation of general regulations and with

17

respect to policy matters arising in the administration of this

18

title, including the development of criteria for approval there-

19

under. The Advisory Council may, at its option, sub ':

20

report of its own to the Congress and the President, but such

21

report must be made in accordance with the specifications

22

set forth in section 731 (c) and only if a majority of mem-

23

bers state they are in substantiatdisagreement with the report

24

of the Commissioner as called for under section 731 (c) . If
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the majority so states, the report deadline of November 1 for

2

each year may be postponed by the Commissioner until no

3

later than November 15 of the year in which the report in

4

disagreement is submitted.

5

" (c) The Commissioner may appoint such special ad-

6

visory and technical experts as may be useful and necessary

7

in the functioning of the Advisory Council.

8

CSUPPORTIVE SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES
"ADMINISTRATION

9

10
11
12

13

"SEC. 741. The provisions of this part shall be adminis-

jointly by" (1) the Commissioner, through the Division of
Bilingual Education; and

14

"(2) the Director of the National Institute of Edu-

15

cation, notwithstanding the second sentence of section

16

405 (b) (1) of the General Education Provisions Act;

17

in acoordance with regulations promulgated, upon recom-

18

mendation of. the Director, by the Assistant Secretary of

19

Health, Education, and Welfare for Edumtion.

20

RES,NARCII AND DEMONSTRATIONS

21

"SEC. 742. (a) The National Institute of Education

22

shall, in accordance with the provisions of section 405 of the

23

General Education Provisions Act, carry out a program of re-

24

search in the field of bilingual education in order to assist
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local educational agencies in planning and operating effective
2

programs of bilingual education.

3

" (b) In order to test the effectiveness of research find-

4

ings by the National Institute of Education and to demon-

5

straw new or innovative practices, techniques, and methods

6

of bilingual education; the Director and the Commissioner are

7

authorized to make contracts with public and private educa-

S

tional agencies, institutions, and organizations for such pur-

9

pose.

.10

" (e) In carrying out their responsibilities under this

it

section, the Commissioner and the Director shall, through

12

contracts with appropriate public and private agencies, in-

13

stitutions, and organizations-

14
15
16

" (1) develop mccicis for bilingual education programs;

" (2) develop a model State statute designed to pro-

17

mote equal educational opportunity for children

18

limited English-speaking ability through bilingual edu-

19

cation methods and techniques;

of

20

" (3) develop and publish instructional materials

21

and equipment suitable for use in bilingual education.

22

programs; and

23

" (4) establish and opertite a national clearinghouse.

24

of information for bilingual education, which shall col-
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lect, analyze, and disseminate information about bilingual education.

" (d) The National Institute of Education is authorized
4

to use funds appropriated pursuant to section 405 (g) of the

5

General Education Provisions Act, and there are authorized

6

to be appropriated for the purpose of carrying out this sec-

7

Lion such additional "sums as the Congress may determine.
" LEADERS-II IP CAPABILITIES FOR STATE EDUCATIONAL
AO ENC I ES

9

"Sm. 743. The Commissioner and the Director are
,

1. authorized to make contracts with State educational agencies
12

authorized to make contracts with State educational agencies

for the development in such agencies of leadership calm
14

in the field of bilingual education, in order that such

15

agencies may be able to assist local educational agencies in

16

providing bilingual educational opportunities for children of

17

limited English-speaking ability.".

18

(b) The amendment made by this Act shall be effec-

19

live upon enactment, except that the provisions of part A of

20

title, VII (as added by subsection (a) of this section) shall

21

be effective on July 1, 1975, arid 'until such date the present

22

provisions of such title VII shall remain in effect to the
extent not inconsistent with the provisions of this Act.
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EDw.tED 1f. KENNEDY ON S. 2552,

Vuom Tun CoNottEssios.,o, 14:coun, 0("ronn.it 0, 1973
Mr. KENNEDY. Nir. President.

itlii introducing today legislation to

reform and expand bilingual education opportunities for American

schoolchildren.
The Bilingual Eduent ion Reform .\ 'I of 197:1. IvIii(.11 is rnsponsorm
by the. dislinultishod
rrnin unlifurnia, Mr. Cranston, and the
distinguished Senator from New :srexii....Ntr. Aroutoya, ehaiten.yes the
coW1211(ling
(11c3f101
110,111iS vont:tilled Withill the
4

bast budget proposal or the attioinist ration. At the same time. I am

pleased try eosponsor II complementary measure in the field of bilingual

eduration being introduced today by the Senator from California,

Cranston.
AVhilt there are different points of emphasis in the two bills. they
together represent a major initiative. to place a new Federal priority
on bilingual education. IN`e expect early hearings on our proposals and
intend to work for early senate approval.
The -year out horizat ion for all expanded bilingual education program (I the Bilingnal Educal ion Reform act of 1973 will insure that
51.11001 districts. teache training programs. and parents will he able to
plan bilingual education programs with the knowldlre that. Federal
support. is not an on-a.rain, off-again proposition. We have an obligation to make gocal on the promise of equal education to all schoolchildren and the hilimriud education program is a vital element in
ieliieving that- ...on 1.

The bill authorizes $1:15 million for fiscal year 1974. $150 million

for fiscal year 107;i, ::.2,175 tuillinii for fiscal year 1976. S200 minion for
fiscal year 1977, and $2:1(1 million for fiscal year 197S.

l'residential vetoes of appropriations hills containing increases in
bilingual education have stunted the program's development, in the
past.
The

Education Act of 1907 was desi(rned as the first step
in assuritnr equal educational opportunity to children from bilingual
backgrnifink. 1fexican .-kmerican phildren, Puerto Rican children,
Cuban children, Portiorties.e. children, Asian children., and Indian
children. 1-nfortinuttely the Federal funds to back up that commitThe promis,, made to these children
ment have not.been
has not been kept.

For the :1 million schoolchildren whom the Office of Education has
estimated have come to school with Enchsh-speaking deficiencies, the
Federal bilingual education pooTam has been of limited value.

The degree of our failure can be read in the reports of the U.S.

Conmnission (m Civil Bi.(rhts. They found that less. than 2 percent of
the liexivan Anterionn student. nonnlation was reached by bilingual.
education pro,(rrams. In three. States, Arizona. Colorado, and New
Afexico. 1:)ilincrual programs were reachincr less than 1 percent. of the

Chicano student population. While. California had more bilingual
programs than any ether State, it still was reaching less than 2 percent of its -Nlexican American students. Similar reports:. have shown
Puerto Rican and other limited-English-speaking children similarly
neglected.

For fiscal year 1973. the Ofilee of Education's 217 1)ilingual education propTanis servo only 117,000 children. While the Federal effort has
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stimulated some 11 States lo adopt hilinmai programs of their own,
the vast majority of the States are doing very lit t le in this area. I ask
umminions consent. to have printed in the Record it the conclusion
Of 1111 relllaks a l'epart on State. lepiSlatiall oil bili1111,11V: etillatiOn
prepared 1/1 the :\-:atonal Advisory Onincil on the Education of Disadvantaged Children.
11'ithout objection, it is so ordered.
The l'ut:sinixo
See exhibit 1.)
KENNEDY. :qr. President. I am pleased that my. own State of
'Massachusetts has been ;t leader in die Nation in the effort to fulfill
its responsibilities in the held of bilimrual education. The State's
bilingual education law Sel'veS IS a Model: hat Mph in AraSSIICIIIISettS
11111011 real:till 10 be (loins as oli!1* a small percentage or children partiipate in full bilingual programs.
Nationwide. in the area of preschool education. less than 5 percent
of the total number of Spanish-speaking children between 3 and .5
years of age are enrolled and even those 10.000 youngsters are not

receiving full bilingurd prooTams in most instances.
When out' lool+s
voeationtil education. the lade of sensitivity to

the needs of bilingual young people is mirrored in the almost total
failure of the mit Mind or `sate vocational education programs to

incorporate bilingual met hods or curriculums.
fart of the failure to provide educational services to these children
relates to 0111 failure to produce a cadre of experienced and quaiiii,gi
prorossionals and paraprofessionals to staff these prog-r;ints
or hilingual educators to produce adrquate curriculums. The ()like of
Education has found ill a study of 76 of its own programs that some
or all of the teachers involved \yore not adequately prepared to teach

in bilingual programs. The I'.S. Commission on ('ivil Bights also
estimated the percenta,re of leachers in Texas involved in bilingual
education prograiiiSer participating:in
forbilingual
education to Ia. only 1. percent of the total. The other four South\vestern States shoNed one -hall` of pervellt or less or
teachers in1

vol-ed in such bilingual programs.
'Despite the Lilt hority of
Eduvatioll .let for teacher
training. :ind professional development. virtually no it le VII funds
lia-t, liven spent for this purpose. This hill presents a fit 1.(mg emphasis
on teacher trainin!,.

These statistics tell only part of the story. They do not measure

t he degree of harm done to a child who is forced to sit in classes 0111
listen to teachers he cannot understand or complete assignments front
books he cannot read.
The gravity of this s i t mu 'am is perhaps exeninlitied by the mere fact
that in 1970.the (Mice for ('ivil IZights of the Department of Health.

Education, and l'Vell'ae felt compelled to iSS1a. a Inell-lOralalt1111 to
school disf riots declaring that :

school (list riels itinsl not assign natinnal nrigin-miiimity group :at:dents to

classys for the nientally retanlol on Ilie inisis of criteria which.
inuai4tiro or ealitale English language skills..

felt .it necessary to
The Illere fact that the Department of
issue that. memoandumhich i ask 1111:116111011S consent, to have
printed in the Record at t he conclusion of my remarksdemonstrates
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ow. (o

or the radole or our etillell11011111

11
for children

Of

;111/1111.

111111I0(1

The 1'f:1:SIDING

obj01.11011. it is so Ordered-

(See tiNilibit 2.)

Mr. lcusx Km-. Mr. President. for all of these reasons, there is a
clear and present need to reexamine the adequacy III
education
systvocs ,sponso io Ills no1.115 a hiring:nal rltildrril at all levels. Federal. State. and loon!.
It is our hope that these bills will initiate t hat response on the Federal level.
I want to emphasize that t he Bilingual Education Reform .1ct is the
result of substantial input and research front the bilingual education
community. It incorporates inliny of their smr,!rest ions and recommendations. I particularly would like to recognize the assistance pr()Yided by La liana .1ssocial ion of Spanish Surnamed .1mericans. who
helped bring together persons with substantial expertise ill the field
of bilingual education to comment on earlier drafts Of this legislation.
IV(' anticipate t hat t hey and many of her oduactors, parents. and com-

munity groups of all ethnic ImeligroIlluIS Will have an oppcultinit to
comment on t his legislation (luring the hearing process.
The bill &IPS lle following:
First , it ext ends t he hit ingua I eliticat ion act for 5 years with inervase(1
authorizations.
Second, it responds to the clear need for viva( itig adequate. munbers
of trained and competent bilingual educators. It earmarks 35 percent

of all appropriations in excess of $35 million for bilingual teacher

training programs at junior colleges, community college:4 and lilt vet.sit ies. short-term training institutes for in-service raining or teachers
and parapror,ssionak. and a r,Ilowsidp program for individuals seeking advanced traill111,1r

Third, it prOVidt's a special l'IllphilSIS 011 junior colleges :111(1 oninui-

nits colleges Irliere the vast majority of Spanish-speal;ing colle(re
st inlents are enrolled. Some ill percent of I
Spanish- speaking
tinn

institutions of higher learninr are attending. junior and

community colle(res.

Fourth, the bill enunciates, a clear (leinaini for full bilingual pro-

grams in 'Anvil children are I aught in the hinguapv they learn best in
and ill Nvhich the goal is for all children in the 1)1'0!raill to ;1(1111.'ve 161111A.{i-MOOt Sill(ly by the. General Acountin.u: Office T

gThIl

mincsted round a wide (lisparit.N 1/0tween the degree of bilingualism
present in the current programs. In at least one project. students alto
10 h.,
were
only 2s percent of their
instruction in academie subjek UI Spanish. The vast nutiority of their
spent sift lug in classes \vh(q., the subjects were
elassrooni time
taiorlit in Eindish. This hill-will remedy that situation.
Fifth. the bill upgrades the administrative st ruct lire for the bilingual
education 1)1'0P:rain within -tin. ()like of Education by establishing

'Boreal' of Iiilingind Education with the director having the title of
v Commissioner of Education.

54ixtli. the hill amends. the Vocational Education Act to include a

vocational programs Nvhere the need exists. The hill contains a $10 million authorizarecniireincnt for the (11.1"1.1011111ellt of
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tion for the establishment of this program in each of t he next 2 fiscal
years.

Seventh, the bill also amends the .1dult Education .1c1 and the
Library Services and t'ottstruct ion .krt to retPtill.' t hal 1111 ingoal Programs are provided where the need exists.

Eighth, the lull provides for the Nat ional institute of 'Education to
earmarl,: in percent of its rillids rot.
and vNiii,riniviliatimi in

biliil

educat ion. It also requires hat N I E est oldish a nat iona I clear-

inghouse for the collection. analysis. and dissemination of information
concerning hilingual education.
Finally. the bill establishes a 15-tuember Nat ional .1(1 visory

on Iiilingual Education

V1'll

t-4t t'Ong IITIVS1'111:11-1011 1.1*()Ili

111111.1g1lal

conimunity. The ( 'tame.] 1 will hate t la. responsibility to litivieNv and
evaluate t he bilingual eduent ion program.

It is our hope that these reforms in the Iiilingual Education Act. will
begin to fulfill the promise of .-illariinteving that language and culture
no longer gill be luirrierA to full ethic:Ilion:11 opportunities in .1inerica,
hut. will become positive values t hat the educational system protects
and supports.
ExIIIDIT 1

In an effort to reverse the denial of equal educational opportunity In the

non-English speaking population in the nation's schools, the staff of the NACIlliC
probed the possildlit ies for :them:dive funding* of bilingual-Wenn lira] education

programs. If, for example, the Slates art. funding programs similar to those
funded by dollars from Title VII and some title I programs. then the Federal
funds voulil have served its an impetus to get these programs into action at.
the State and local level. Their deletion at this time front Federal funding
%ou'd thus not have the result. of depriving children win are in need of, and
entitled to, such educational programs. if, however. the Stales and localities
have not taken steps to assume tinaneing such programs. the 111111out of Federal

funds with no foreseenhle replacement by the localities would severely limit
the achievement of equal educational opportunity for all. There are approximately S million children in the tutted States lint of 51.5 million enrolled in
public and non-public schools, who Cf1111e In school unequipped to receive. classes

in English due to the fact that- their native longue is not English.

With this goal in mind, the staff has conducted a telephone survey to establish

the policy of each Stale with regard to bilingual- bicultural education for the

children in that State who have some language and 1'1111111V 1)111r lhan English

as their basis for communication.
For the most part this information was olanined by telephone from the Office
of the Title i Coordinator in each Slate. or front other knowledgeable persons
itt the State Offices of Education. The following is a State-by-State description

of State treatment of the questions of hilingtml-hienitual education in the

schools.

Alalmina has no legislation or funding for bilingual-hicullitral education outside of Title VIT.
Alaska Jilst passed legislation in 1972 (The Alaska State Operative School
System Act) which appropriated $200,000 for bilingual-hienItural ethication'in
the 1972-73 school year. It is to be for any school that has 15 or more bilingual
hildrpo. There are few guidelines in lite law Itself, and the Stale realizes Hint
this is just a beginning. limit they are concerned ghoul
elocution anti this funding for the 1972-73 school year is a start.

Arizona has no State monies or legislation for the tinpviston of
education other than those provided under Title VII of the ESEA

of 19115.

Arkansas has no Slate legislation fir funding for the provision of bilinLonohictiltiiral education other than those provided under Title VII of the ESEA

of 1905.

California Just passed the Itillirgnal Eflueation Act of 197:2 (Deepinhe. 1972)
and have appropriated $5 milliot;-"for it.
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BLS1 CUCI AVAILABLE

Colorado does not, at present. have legislation for bilingual- bicultural education outside or I1mt supported by fife Federal government. lint they are introducing It bill in this Congress (between February and Alarch) which includes
at statement of the great necessity for passag,e fif such it lov, As the hill presprogram for mandatory establishment of bilingualt'llllY stands It culls fur a
bicultural edlleati"ll Programs in sehools where there are It minimum of 10(1

students of limited English speaking ability, or 5,,l; of grade levels K-1. It
calls for $.5 million to be appropriated for the first year, $7.5 million for the
second and third years, and $111 million for the fourth find stieceeding years.
The sloe. if the Bill is passed. %vont,' reinthurse local schools fur fins expentli
lure above average per pupil expendinire for the State.
Connecticut has two laths giving sanctions which are permissive fur bilingualbicultural education. One 011tharizes receipt of Tilde VII fluids. and another
allows for circumvention of cetificathni for native Spanish h.:tellers. The State
floes not. limvever, have any specific bilingual-bicultural legislation or appropriations. The State Act for Disadvantaged Children has ati appropriation of
)l,z7 million. and some of these hinds can he :Ind are used for hilingual-bicultural

education is that it is a child's right under the Constitution to a competent
teacher to tench hint whatever language lie speaks. No specific separate funding
is set aside for this. but Connecticut does live MI' ITS01111.1.$ UMW! general
education funds. They pay for competent teachers to teach a child. whatever his
learning needs may be.
Delaware has no specific law providing for bilingual-bicultural tdueatinn. The
only funds in the State for this Ion-pose at present come through Federal Funds

(Title VII and Title I) and are mostly wised for migrant programs within the
State. There is a law on the books, originated circa 1921). hiell required that

classes ninst he 'alight in the English medium. but this law is not presently

enforced :11111 teachers may teach in another language if they wish to. At one
time the State im:1 its own migrant programs funded by philanthropic, dona-

tions. etc.. but at the present time the primary source of funds for these programs is the federal Government.
The District of ('onmdfia has no specific legislation for the provision of
bilingual-bicultural education. but there is a inm.p on for sue)) education at
the local level. The District School system has a Director for Bilingual I.:Itication

for the I). C. Schools. and there is a direct lobbying effort with the Board of
Education for the rights and needs auf the Spanish speaking in the district.
Whether this will lead to Positions and action by the II mse District Committee
or not remains to he seen. Till, 1 )11411'111 1101,11 11:111;111. of Title VII funding. but
even without flies(' Federal dollars the District pays for 10 Idlingual-bicultural
teachers in hiling,unl programs. They have, also, just hired in full-time person to
start coordinating the thrust for bilingual education at the secondary hovel.
F10111111

1111)4 no S1101'1110

although sour 111(1111PS aunt

S1/111. legislation for bilingimi-hicilltund education,
111.

1111 (11211MII l'111110:11111n

mill are used for this

pni.i,s,, if I hit localities so (11,4.1(14'. The SOCPSSfOl experiments in Dade County
are carried on nialnly from Feder:11 Funds (Title VII. ESE.1.1 and from funds
n.,,111 the I );iiip 1:111inty School District (Dade t'olinty. according to Mr. Stapleton

in the Florida State Education .Agency. is the biggest and richest county in

Florida 111)11 it spctitls ml good bit of local funds for these programs. However this

has recently come miller criticism as a result of the S19'1110 vs. Priest case in
('alifornia.1
(-;porgin has no legislation aimed toward hilingual-bicultitral education nor are
there any appropriations for this InIrPose.
Idaho has no specific late Mating to bilingnal-bicultual education. nor does

it fund it. Any school district may have a special program levy for migrant

children if they so desire. The education law is permissive, lad not mandatory.
and it does not specifically use the term bilingual-bicultural.
Illinois (10,s have legislation prmiding for bilingual-hieultural education
(Ilonse Bills 1074 and 107S1. For fiscal 1972 there Inns an appropriation of
$950.000. and for 1973 $2.200.000 has been budgeted and approved. This 1973
money. however. does not eome under :Inv law. Ma is an
post item on the
Superintendent's budget. This is not a Bill in the i,egislattire. hunt the budget

must he approved by.the Illinois State Legislature (and it 11.11$: approved for
19731. $4.5 million is 'Ting proposed for this purpose in 1974 (also as a line

Item on the superintendent's Midget. and not as 11 11111.1 Al nresent Illinois is
funding. 20 bilingnal centers in Chicago and 23 in down-State Illinois. The State
also receives approximately $535.000 from Title VII.
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Indiana has no Slate money going into hilingualhicultural education, only

Federal WIMPY. Then. 'S lilt legjAll 11111 or funding

this purposv.

Iowa has no legislation or funding specitivally for hilingual-hicultural (shwali011. hut' !' then' all!" smell legiSha i1111 prndimg ill the 1.1.giShIl1111`. '('hey du, hnvv.
IP
I 'OHS for special
etlitea t ion for t he specitie purpose of
ilt Eoltica tied,
PVPI. 11111' $35,111/0 Or Slate 1.1111i'S 11111111:1 Ily to the St

has no State legislation or appropriations for the provision of bilingualbicultural cdiusit ion in the State. There is a liart of :Ilither education In W chat
svould he twriiiksive rio. Ku: minis shell :Is hilitp.:11:11-hii.1111111.:11. hut there are
Ill entail:tilted funds for this purpose. .1ccorditn.:. to Mr. Serrano, at the State

of Education, Kansas isn't ecru 1111111111.11 uuelrr Title VII appropriations,

because the percentage of Phildren that have a native language other than
English in the State is touch lower than the percentage required for eligibility
Stale does, hosvever, have stow bilingual-hicultural slatting
under 'I'll h' V 1 1.
miller the Title I ligratit Provision.
1:entticity has no law and no prilvision for State funding that
itself specifically to bilingual-Ilieultural tsliivat
There appears to he no
restrictive legislathm. hut at present there are lilt classes being /alight in ally

language other than English. Bicultural education (African history. etc.) is
left up to the discretion of the localities. Funds for such projects would come

from (lent-ral Education Funds.
Louisiana does have extensive legislation for bilingual-bicultural education lin
Prettuhl stating that Frenell 111 II Ile taught and lists! as at medium of instruction
in the elementary schools. In 20 of 9-1 counties in Louisiana, French is taught sin
hour a day with -telielling. mssistants" from France these persons are supplemental to existing teachers. I Act No. .10s. house hill No..137 is 1i:isle:illy an act
culture of Louisiana.
to further. preserve. null utilize the French language
Approved July 20, 191N. At first the law had no appropriations. but in 1972
$50.000 %vas allocated by the legislature with matching looks from the State
Education .\ gency.

(Mice I her. was
Note, in staff conversation with member of Mato niuat
little mention made of the Spanish speaking population in Louisianatheir
legislation is specifically for the French language and the State funding for

idlingual-bicultural Spanish education appears to he minimal.) However. Mr.
11inz was worried about 1;',S.\ funding \vide!' replace!... ES.1.P I whieli expires
February. 1973). According to him ESA has a .1:: holdout for Foreign language
instruction but the Dallas regional office had told him land other Louisiana
education officials) that this 111011eS is limited in those gr,)1111A who have been

legally defined as minority groupsand therefore French is tint entitled in t hose

foils.)

'Afaitie has liad a statute on the hooks for a few years %%loch is a slop in
bilingual-bicultural editention. It states that the Commissioner of

liireet 'MI

Education is empowered to word: with IIEW for concentration of bilingual-

bicultural funds tin Maine French is the most frequent second language.) The
statute a'
bilingual education techniques in preschool through the second
grade to enhance learning and earning potential. :1 recent amendment to this

statute has removed the sternal grade limitation for teaching in the wit lye

language. At the seconds I'S level they are trying it) get it included in the legislation that higlischool courses may also Ise taught in n f °reign language. 'lite present
however. only allows teaching in a foreign language lip through the second
grade, and the funds for such prOgl'll II1S suite of of tivilenli Education fluids.
This permissive levishition was passed about six years ago. In addition the State
has considerable Title \'1I for French (shwa t ion in t he State.
dues not have any lass's for the provisions of bilingnal-bicultural
education in the State. nor does it have any funds: for this purpose. '!'here isn't
any lass. restricting. instruction to the English medium. however.
Massachusetts does have bilingual-hicultural legislation Transitional Bilingual Education Act, Chapter 71A. November. 19711. .1mting its provkions are:
1. A State Bureau established to administer Pros:rain. 2. Lucid level agency and
district with 211 or more in one language classification other thein English who
eannot perform NN-orl: ill Enellsh will be treated
bilingual-bicilltual settling.

3. They define specifically treatment arid curriculum for bilingual-bicultural.
Act valls for a biennial census. i. Funtling-----ovr and ahove per onon cost..
Floor $2:10ceiling $500. G. Funds comp from General .kid to "Educat ion. The first
Fear 5511!: funded for $1.5 million. sevond and third years for $2.5 million. and
fourth yen' $1 million. The legislation doesn't require specific allocations because
the mmiey is already in the general education fluids, only funds for inlniiiiistra-
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action to overcome language harriers that impede equal participal hut by its
students in its inst ructional programs." The Act goes further in Title 1 I I
(EldOreetnellt ) to state that "An individual denied an equal cducational opportunity, as defined by this Art, may institute a civil action in an appropriate district court of the United States against such parties, and for such relief, as may
be appropriate, The Attorney General of the United States .
for or in the
name of the United States. may also institute such a civil action on behalf of
such an individual.- The bill goes further to say that if the .11(wavy (b nerni
does institute such a civil action on behalf of the individual then the Federal
.

.

Government will he liable for the costs of the snit.

The above-quoted legislation is strong evidence that the President considers
the right to understand one's teacher one of the inalienahle rights it' equal edam-

ficnal opportunity is to he achieved, and with this in mind it appears that the

withdrawal of Federal funds from the bilingual education programs WI mld serve
a great injustice to this ideal.
EXIIIRIT 2

InirmrtmEsT

IlEAurtt, Enc.vrfox, AND WELFARE,

11.1"hingtOn. n.r .line 25, 1070.

MENIORANDUNI

To :

School Districts With More Than Five Percent National Origin-Minority
Group Children.

From : Stanley Pottinger, Director, Iflice for Civil Rights.
Subject : Identification of Discrimination and Denial of Services on the Basis of

National ()right.
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 190-1, and the Department Regulation (-15
CPR Part SO) promulgated thereunder, require that then, he no discrimination on

the basis of race. color or national origin in the operation of any federally

assisted programs.
Title VI compliance reviews conducted in school districts with large Spanishsurnamed student populations by the office for Civil Rights have revealed a number of common practices which have the effect of denying equality of educational
opportunity to Spanitih-sunamed pupils. Similar practices which Int VP the effect,

of discrimination on the basis of national origin exist in other locations with
respect to disadvantaged pupils from other national ()right-minority groups, for
example, Chinese or Portugese.

The purpose of this memorandum is to elarify D/HEW policy on issues concerning the responsibility of school districts to provide equal educational
opportunity to national origin-minority group children deficient in English
language skills, The following arc some of the major areas of concern that relate
to emnplia nee.with Title VT :

(1) Where inahility to speak and understand the English language excludes

national origin.minority group children from effective pa rticipat hat in the educa-

tional program offered by a school district, .t he district must take affirmative
steps to met ify the language deficiency in order to open its instructional program
t o t hese 51 adonis.

(2) School districts must not. assign national origin-minority group students
to classes for the mentally retarded on the basis of criteria which essentially
measure or evaluate English language skills: nor way school districts deny na-

tional origin-minority group children access to college- preparatory courses on a
basis directly related to 11w. failure of the school system to inculcate English.
language skills.
(3) Any ability grouping or tracking system employed by the school system
to deal with the special language skill needs of national origin-minority group
children toast be designed to meet such language skill needs as soon as possible
. and Must not operate as an educationand dead-end or permanent t rack.

(-It School districts have the responsibility to adequately notify national
origindninoritygroupparents of school activities which are called to the attention of other parents. Snell notice in order to he adequate may have to he pro-

vided in a language other than English.
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School districts should examine current. 111110 iCeS %%11101 exist ill their dititriet'S

iPl'A set forth in this memorandum.
10 HIP
in 01111.1' 1t, at4SeSs Ple 11111 la IICP snail
A school district %Odell determines that compliance problems currently exist in

that districts should immediately communicate in writing with the ()Ilice for
Civil Rights and indicate %hat steps are being taken to remedy the situation.
\\*here compliance iffiestions arise us to the sufficiency of programs designed

to 11 WO. lilt, language skill needs of natiiittal origin - minority group children already

operating in a partieular area. full information regarding such programs should
be provided. In the area of special latigur.ge assistance, the scope of the program ;Intl the process for identifying need and the extent to which the need
is fulfilled should be set forth.
School districts whioh I'Vel'iVe this IIIPIIIM 11111111111 Will he Palltallt`ll shortly
regarding the availability of 0..111101d assistance and will be provided with any
additional information that may be needed to assist districts in achieving (Nau-

tili:mei. with the law and equal educational opportue. y for all children. Effective as of this date the aforementioned areas of concern will lie regarded
by regional Office for Civil 'tights personnel as it until of their compliance
responsibilities.

SUNIM.%ItY SIIET

Number of districts presently under review. 27.
Nimilier of districts scheduled to he reviewed during the 11171-72 school year, 10.
Number cif districts notified of non-compliance and have negotiated plans, 12.

Number of districts notified of non-compliance and have not yet negotiated
plans. 1.

Number of districts notified of non-eompliance and will not negotiate or submit plans,
Region I. Boston
Districts Presently 17niler Review
Bilston

Schools.

Thlyion //, Nen: ok

Districts Presently Ender Review
I lolloken, NPW Jersey. Perth Amboy. New jersey. Buffalo, New York.
I fist riets Scheduled To Be Reviewed
Passaic, New Jersey 1 no date set ).

Region 111, Philadelphia

Districts Presently Ender Review
None.

Districts Scheduled To Be Reviewed
()('It 11)1 forms are being reviewed in order to select districts to review.
h'egion

11)ist riot s Presently under lteview
Aiken. South Carolina (Flacks /special effitcat ion).

I)iNtricts Scheduled To Ile Reviewed
None:

leegion I', Chicago
District's Presently tinder Review
East Chieago, Indiana, Saginaw, Michigan. SllaW11110.
Americans), Ulysses, littistts, Untalland,
Kansas.
.

Districts Scheduled to Be Reviewed
Defiance. ()hit), Leipsig, Ohio, Findley. Ohio.

AVISPOIISIII
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VII or. lIa. Elt.mialtary and -.*.icon(lary Education Art, has been in
"Iwral.1011

ht.u.no this tdrort: to assist. hi' shays. Ill

for 7 v.nrs.
yon.tii)no)

ror t'),iiimo who speak a langitage
otla.r than Ettglis11. WI. wort. L.ntl)arking on a voya,e into tin' nillmown
11-1, knew thi. n(.14 PSISi e41. but Vce (lid lint know its hIllits or the best
about
It statoment..to this body concerning
On .1111v 12 or this
these
Iona I itaqpiaraivs raeoi
our effort I o oorrect.
minority (.1iiidt.,q,-_-and olly failure to 4.101 hi...job so ray.
provi, it ii

I

1

9587
.101 I1 1'

I

1'1't111:444111

:1 111

111141

erttltor 1:7etutedy iu

proposing amendments to our bilingual education legislation ill tut
attempt tc iniProve and expand on 1 111) Orip'ill11 I legislation. lt, is time
110 11101V1E4021".Vt
Ve gained in the last feY
1 4)
years into our national program. It 1s lime to reassess out Plans 111111
4/11

1 ' 0 1 10 1 4 4 1

11S.

Illlerinilffit

11

is hilt' Ili cone Iticle OUP in:Itletilitiele8 turd tO 11'01111Th
I()
11151.:11'll the g(1:11 Of the best 110SSt1)1(!edllen-

t inn for every American
(
tily 1 1 spoke to you of t he 7 million children who are victims
not yet (4011i111)(41 to teach 1110111:
or an
4'11'11411TO who Sp011l: 10141

111111: in 0114' tau ,9:11:1g0 111111 are asked to learn

in ;mot her. The original intent or the tiding:nal Edcat ion Act \vas
to create educational programs vddrh \void(' provide these, children
yitli a new vva to learn in two languages' at once. and Nvould titake
hem t lady
them the opportunity to
11"e want ml
speak and read and \\ile in turn languages: in English. which is the
hileqinge or the unljorii,... and in their other luttlxuageS.;panisii. or
Cliinoset Ilingtaie of their heritage, their
French. or
10 give them fluency in theu
holm. :Intl their conlitnInity. \Ve
nnti\e. laimmige ;Ind pride in their heitatre. as well as the al)ility to
live and vork in a nation NYlmse primary vernacular 1V21S

()in efforts \m.e not mit irely altruistic. AVe Nvanted to keep those
children in school and to tone], t hem miom,11 so that t hey could become

prodnetive and participat ing members of ow. Society, instead of hecoining the (1 l'opotit S Mid \Vol rtt re reel

the fat 111T. .1111) money

for t lout extra educational effort ould not only provide
odueat hula] equality to those children. it youhl he ;111 ill1.08(ini)11( in
Nye pov

the Int tills \'))1 t Awing of t his Nation.

lnfortiinatel. we hale

been thle to provide the money which

\l'1)11[d neet1911,1iSII a. real ethical ional lirealdlirough for these children.
NVe have only reached 2 Percent of thou, yowigstors who need
14.1.4.1(41'31 1/1.0.44T1111S, en)11 in our most Successful
year. 1Ve found we did not [love the Pools. the testing mat:06;11s, the,

0(111.01111i1)0 with our

history texts, the toitching tools to 1.10 the j()Ii. \VI' did 11111
1'0:141V.

11:1V4.4 11);011el'S

T114'11' were many States with outmoded laws vliih made it

inipossilffe for the hilintoitil pro.wrams to be used effect ivelv. AN'e found
that there was institutional resist:tun' to ellang-e in mlitcation at every
level. AN'e found it hard to explain the educational handicaps of
(.oit on, I ly trovent students to t he rest of the taxpaying. pubic.
h ut t he last feIv years have seen many changes in our understanding

of the proldems of ininoitv P:ronPs. The Civil "Nitzlits Commission
has done an in

study of the education of the -Nlexieno-.1merican

children of the southwest. Puerto Inenns. St):Inish-stwaking
'111):111 l'Orll!'''VeS.

8101 011101' .42:1'0111)ti Intl

till 0142.110-

t honiselves to provide uis wil h new (lain and now ideas. The 1)tlice
t lie 1)epa limpid or i,aboriinve brought our shit istics
of Eductitimi
lip to date.
1'4011

Educators have made great strides. too. They know 110\1' that ex1'1'4/111
ctulttnnl heritage and history. front your 1an0.11age and (1)1111111111Ity, C:111 1)1'.
Seir_conniii,,,,c, of
deStriltIVI.
a student that he tfradmilly loses his ability to !yarn. Vt' know that \ve
can chrimrp that. and can provide sun edlicational experience which
enriches holh t he minority child and I ho f.ingrish,speaking vhild -who
clnsion
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is litclq enough to share in a biliterual and bicultural. prograln. Iii the
have lteeo tilde to provide model pro..
relatively
where
grams. \V(' have made significant progress in cutting the dropout rates
and in raisingrtole educat iona I attainment- of nil

The most siniolis

hay, wad, is that we du not have tile

teachers or oven t hp t eneherd raining programs to handle t toe problem

nationwide. The tiny leacher-i I.:dont:L., effort we made through the
EPDA under the IliiZher Education Act has now disappeared entirelyand WaS never enough to provide t lie-t lionsands of teachers. we
\you'd need to Hullo, bilittirital education really Nvork.

The junior colleges and community colleres, whore most of these
minority students go to school, if they stay in. the editeat.itma I System,
are not equipped themselves to teach bilingually. aml are not ready to

provide teacher-trainin progranis which will lend to a large enough
increase in number or 101011(TS. 1.(1 tlle.to tirhools ;Ire the (1111' which
most. C1011 Hy linlit'ISt1111(1 1111. 101'0111010

1100(1 IWCallS(' Ile\ tyre

1101(1

closest. to the target minorities.

Dr. ('Ilarles 1:ebytt. director of project Maestro at California State
pr,,pininary rt,pm.t.
in.l.ns .\ lig,,i,,s. has recently solo nw
of .asurvey done on the bilingual projects funded under title VII. The
1(111 of the :)I7 funded
responses to his questionnaire lion) do.,,,tol.s
projects present a representative picture and dismaying olie for those.

of us who are concerned about the real future of hiliniuil education.
Too the districts covered there was a need for :15,1 IT bilingual teachers, boil 0111y 9.11-8 teachers who were act ion Ily bilitnrtial..Colle!res in
t lie ;1 to wore only preparing ..2,t)on l,ilingual t eaclwrs.vet these projects
percent of the children wore hicultural/bilinwere ill areas whore

gnat children. Obviously. the )teed for bilingual education is not heing
met, even in those limited number or specially favored districts.
Even more discouraging. iii the schools studied where a hilingiml
of floe 2.77:2 teachers in
pro.oTtini was actually in operation, on
H1111.0'11111 progrrauts Were actually hi I intznal themselves. in other words,
almost. one-third of the iv:toilers \yin) wee h''.111!,' to leach :1 W11111491111

program were not able to ,peal; to the children in their own language
or MT(' not able 11) read and write in both languages. .11111 these. 11r.
President. are 0111 hest prOgrt11111-"tile prOgralllti selected 101* .14s(1(101111

funding under current hildiret limitations.
Language development, ethilie history, studied, and new methods of
;.no the list of both presence and inserviee trainare. all.
ing requirements mentionetl by administrators in these programs. Unriort 'wordy, the programs to provide that teacher training- do not yet
exist iu sullicient amount to fill the need:-

.

The amendments we are offering today will, login to provide for the
iii-deptlt -teacher need more realistically.. Provision is mad in tIlese
amendments for both. innovative now programs and .for ongoing deeh)pment or short - tonic and loil.!).-t1,rio special training 'wog-runs.
testimmaterials,
new
,
Provision for t he. development. of nowt
visual ants and equipment. and new curriculum plans is important in
connection with any teacher training plans we make: Tt will be neces-.
sary to develOp malty neW ways of doing the thingswe have done. he-.

foov. Education with only one language and one cultural slant. is
sinwier. and is of course less re wardin!,, than bilingual education. Now
that. we are able to
and understand the multieultural heritage
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and fire itiult

les which are an untapped national re-

source, we will he I wt ter ablo to expand on t he educational offering aye
make to all children. lint We mast. learn HIV best ways to use the new

resource; like ally new fieldoll education, this will require the research
and development effort Which is provided for in these amendments.

One of the problems faced by any national prograIn of this kind is
the great variation in State. needs. State requirements, and State capa-

bilities. In recent years several States have rewritten their laws and
pare deel,,ped excellent hilingnal State 13rogranis, but many States
still have no real programs planned. The National Advisory Council
on the FAlucation of Disadvantaged Children, has recently presented a
report- to the President. and the Congress concerning America's edcationally neglected 111ild rem
it provides a survey of the varionS

State bilinguabbietiltaral legislation currently in existence.
T think every Nfeniber of CungreSS 5110111d I :Mire of the problem
Hs it exists in his own State and of the State legislation which addresses-that problem. Populations shift so rapidly ill these times that
States N1'11.1c11
not had to face bilingual or bicultural
education probleinS are now reecl..91izing new needs and are, developing

Since each State has a somewhat different concern, and some States
are better equipped financially to .provide for educational needs than
others, it is essential that, the Federal program be concerned with the
different needs and the different legislative responses, as they develop.
The Cuban child in Florida, the Mexican American child in Texas, the
Indian child in New' Mexico. the. Chicano child in California, the Eskimo child in Alaska. the. Puerto Rican child in New Yorkall of these
ehildren face the same difficulties, but may be helped by slightly WI!,
ferent. solutions. The flexibility of our programs and our guidelines
will he important as we move ahead in finding educational solutions.
In order to prolo
:Actress all of these facets of the bilit'-v.rual-bicidt oral Federal etroit. the amendments offered today providafor the
creation of a Bureau of Bilingual Education 011(1 for a National Advisory Council to al..4sess Our noels and to coordinate new ideas. With
that provision NIT. will he bett,. able to provide cooperation between
the Federal, State, or local procrrams and to offer needed new tools as
rapidly as possible. Cooperation between parent, community, and
school will lre encoura(red so that participation hy minority groups at
the loval level- will he developed to desirable levels.
-Arr. President. this ipp-isktion will not provide all that is needed.
We are only be.ffinning: to understand the desperate situation in .which
these children have .been placed and we are only beginning to under
shiiid the commit ment we must ma ke1n order to truly provide equality
of educational opportunity for them. The legislation proposed today

will continue our national effort. and will expand our national programs in such a way that imagination and creativity can produce real
progress. The changes are essential if we are _rain:," to educate our
bicultural children. But the future possibilities of these pro.(rrains are

bep.inning to take shape. Tt is becoming apparent that bilingualbicultual edneation will mean hope for the disadvantaged child who
speaks and thinks iii a language of her. than English.'If we, can develop
the programs to fill the needs Of these children. we will also he open-

in!, new vistas and new doors to rill:children. The provision in this
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legislation for part icipation be Ettglish-speal;ing eltildren means that
\V;1 tit 11) (111.01 a greater (ducat ional opportunity to the tiverage
American child. .1s %ve develop oltr own national 11111161'1111111'al itsources \ve
he preparing all children for a better future in a mutt i-

cultural and inultilitiqtal world.
I

urge (Ivory Sowi tor ando taV(te\

.1111ITOSS111:111

II) 1,N:1111.11W the. 1)i-

lingual-Heidi oral needs of his owl( ,..;tatc and of this Nationand to
support the amendments which are bo ing. proposed today.

INyttonuron

ii s By I lox. ALAN CHA N STUN (IN S.255:1, 1'Itom_
THE CoNonEsst()NAI, REcont). OcTootat . 1973

(
NsToN. Nlt., President. I int nullity for appropriate
refor.on,,,,_...4r myself.. Air. Kt.01,. ,i Jlr.
I,iii eat it led

the "t'ontprehensive Bilingual Education .1ntendments .1et of 197:3."
.11so today. I ant cosponsoring a companion measure on bilingual
education int roduced h the distinguished Senator from Massachusetts

:rr. Kennedy. in which we are again joined by our colleague from

New Mexico. :qr. NIontova.
The measures are intentled to be complementary. Tal,:en together,
they provide a broad new scope foe our important. Federal
elforts.

:\r bill concentrates on progrants.at the elementary and secondary
levels of education. Iticht I \in discuss in detail later in my remarks.
Senator 1(ennolv's measure includes higher education programs,
teacher 1r:611111;D% awl vocational provisions, The 1110a:3111'S VCre ilex-el-

oped in tandem. from tt %vide range or expertise and materials. Of
Brea importance to the development of
()il 111(`;1[S111' \LI'e field

vat itich I joined in chairing
with the distinguished chairman of the Senate I.:(Incation Sulrontmittee. Ir. Pell.
The measures we introduce today have all identical goal : To pro1.-itle educational programs that regad the bilingual child as adhraringrs in ('nliforitia earlier this

vantaged. not (lisad va tit a!re( I

lust provide opport unit ies for the mono-

lingual English-speaking child to encounter the rich resources the
bilingual-bicultural child brings to the classroom: and to provide
opportunities lot parental and community involvement iii the building
of a sound bilingual-hicultual program available to all children.
I N11111111:11'10 N

Alt% I'resident. our current Federal hiling-ttal education legishat ion-specifically title VI I of the 1.:Iententary and.tiecondav Education Act.
of 19n5expires in 197. :-;nie its passage by the Congress in 1067.
the. program has provided a number or demonstration projects across
the conntrt t hat have evidenced the value of a bilingual-hicult and editcation for all children. not just .t hose children whose toothier tongue
may be other than Eii.(dish.
The title. VII program has proved its efficacy. It. has proved its
\vortli in spite or the perennial lack of sufficient funding. And it has
proved its orth to ,,,rowing number or bilingual constituencies: Titfisal 1973. for example. $2S.1 million was proVido(1 under title \711for projects involving the Spanish-spealcing: $2.1 million was spent,
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upon

sPli, of 1..1,111:11.1Y iId notions, our schools \\.,"(..11"1

hiddyrs.

early 20t li century ininii,rants clininea to instant success.

dropping theirlaierunge itia their heritage on t he way .up. Iii fact.

the public schools ha %-e never done inuch of a job of educat ing minority

children. Minority dist rust and avoidance of public schooling is deepl
rooted in history.
As Nathan Glazer has pointed out. to most immigrant groupsthe
Trish, the Italians. Iii Poles, the Slayseducation was by no means
important or highly regarded. Ott the contrary, families survived by
,,,,vorking and pooling imlieichial incolileS_Mot her. fal 1101% and
children.
historian Stephan Thernstrom estimates that nearly 20 perincomes came from the labor of children
cent of laboringMAO' the age hi' to. I 011SVS %Yuri, bought, clothes were purchased. and
food %vas provided by keeping eldhlren out of school and .vorlcing.
1

Most immigrants. in fact. Viewed schools Nrit 11 SUSI/101On :Ind hos-

tility. For mie thing. as Glazer has pointed out, educat ion "eras for a
cultural slle of life and professions the peasant could never aspire
to." Personal and family circumstances %yell.. changed by hard
or lark. but not by spending time in a school.

nifotunately. this attitude was shared lI the schools. Y'llat re-

sulted

'11.01.1.

ill 111(11('-(laSS SC11(101S 16111 111111111e-class curriculums de-

sirtieil to serve. the .1 inerican middle classnot the iiiitiority, often
lower class, child.
Dr. Leonard Covello. the first Ita hail .1meican to become a principal in the New 1-orl: (''it schools, describes his school days like this:
The Italian language Nvas completely ignored in the American schools

.

%ye

soon got the idea that Italian meant something inferior. and ti harrier was
erected between children of Italian origin and their parents. This NV:18 the accepted process of Americanization, We were becoming Americans by learning
him. to lie ashamed of our parents.
.

I)ecades later. ('ha ries Silbermanin "('risis in the Classroom"-.

%%-ould describe limy schools had penetitated this cultural annihilation.
t his t hue ag-a list the Spanish-speal;ing child :
In a sump 'Texas soliool. ehlifirt.11 tiro f(11101I to 1:111.41 in 1111 playground and
beg forgiveness i f they a re caught talking Il itch other in gpanisb. sonic 'teachers

require studitts using the forbidden language to kneel before the entire class.
In a Tucson. Arizona. elenientao. school classroom. children who answer a
question in Spanish are required to come -up to the teacher's desk null drop
pennies in .ti bowlono penny for every Spanish word. -It. woks. the leacher
114-lasts. "They ofizilp from poor families, 2..011,taimy.-

in a school in the Itio (trande rano.. teachers appoint students as -Spanish
monitors.- Their job is to patrol the corridors. writing down the names of any
fellow students tiny twin. talking in Spanish.

F.V011 if we could agree that schools are to integrate minorities into
i s ample evidence to suggest that
schools 1111 ye not done this well. either. We need only look. at. the

the mainstream of society. there
tragedy of the (7 herolcees.

Tii the I9th venture-. prior to "teriiiinat

t he Cherokees had I heir

own litidile regarded bilingual school system and bilingual new-spaper.

.Terry Kohick. of If:Irv:U.(1's Center fm. Law and Education. points
oat that :
Ninety percent were literate in their own lantniage. and Oklahoma Cherokees
had a higher English literacy level than native English-speakers in either Texas
or Arkansas. Today. after seventy years of white control, the C.Iterc,Itvedropotit
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tale iu Ilir puldie NInonts ruin as high As 7:i preent. The median miniller
Ninety percent of the
years eninpletril In Iti adult cliptolcee is
are nil wnlfite.
('heft live families Adair Cniii as,
111111'1.. 4Videnot ctt jitst hoc; It:a:1111A IIUS 1)0111 1)111' colt
11
limqui I child, \ye need only look. a bit furthe
11111M:I I I rl'ai
ther into contemporary slat ist ics :

ri fly percent of Spanish-spetil:ing ;indents in ('Nlifornia drop out
s; percent of Puerto Nicatts over :1:1 years of age
by the eiidttli
City linve not completed high school; the overage numin New
ber of school years completed by the .!tIcNicatt .1inerican in I he Soul It-

wyst is 7.1 years: and in Boston. over half of the 10.000 Spanishspal:itt,w st udetus are not in school at all. In ( 'hicago the dropout

rule is some Itn percent..
So what are Wu. 110.01g:11)(m( it ?
1-111.01.1ititifivly, 0111' elilltat 101i111 l'eSI)011:40 10 these grim figures has

been to apply hand aids when major surgery is required. hot
children. Our hand aids have itieloiled prou:rains in English as It second lan,minte ( EST.) mul remedial reatlim,
'The solie ol),ject lye of 1 '...11!riiSh-11:4-11SeC00(171:0091:tge iS to Make 11011eirOrt is 11111(10 to
Sli0:110.N 11101'e V0101)elent ill l':112'11S1).

related v01110'1(1 litatoriat : the precis(' Inieligromul or it child
is tint a considerat ion. Essentially. EF4I, is a crash-course in English.
It require,. no modilication of the school curriculum. .11t estimated :1.5
percent of MoNican-.1merienii siiitlents in I he Smilliwest receive some
ahoot aver( as many as are in bilingual
kiwi of ESI, irist roe! ion.
(ducat ion programs.
Of till pro:11'11ms ilea:hie will] the bilingual child. remedial reading

is the m, -:: limited iti si,ipe. It requires no luttore iii the' school

-

strtoll.
ricultim :ind the least special Iraininur t,i teachers. [sing
ntt,n0lin real approach. remedial readim, has been much more accepted
hilimotal education. The program adin practice t hall ell her
dresses itself I o just tint' aspect or I he i1111!r1111(re prOh10111. 1)00/ re:111.111U
pere(m I Of all t'llicatio students
achievement. By the 12tli (grade.

read at least 1 months helov Irrade level. !lore than half of the South-

}vest's school,: otter remedial reuditot courses, vet only' in.7 percent of
the region's Alesican-Ainerican st titlents are actually enrolled in these
classes.

r. Ilesident. T ant not saving that remedial programs are wrong
completely. 11-e trill always have remedial approaches in education,
as long as some children are not achieving commonly agreed-upon
roals.
-Nit% President, is that our preFettt edurat ional
What 1 ant sintyest
goals need careful rethinking. There is evidence t hat what Americans
prize most---that hright spark- of initiative and individuality that helps
a child .tieltievemay he smoiliere(1 in classrooms where children are
t rained tip as identical (.();_rs ill society's inachiner,v.
What \re need are sellools with a Dassionate regard for the uniqueness

of a child, and the inclination to develop and preserve intact the

splemlid resource dun, k a child's own hael:groutid and cultural heriteducation appr()aches to
is wily I lind
ge,
be of such bright Promise, concentratinr as they (10 on making the
school fit for the child.
Mr. 1)resi(letit. the schools themselves are ooviditor some of the

greatest impetus attar front the historical e(lticational pattern and
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I owa rd programs t hat meet the needs ()I' llie bilingual child. 1Vhere
teachers onc(, ris1;ed pima It ies for not teaching in English. t t rend
is now toward State statutes that require school districts to have a

Englisli-as-a-svoutikl-hingilagvprorntlit for any stu-

dent \ose native la ti.ioriire is not Emrlish.
In the yowls. Hie right
nowl :olish-spealiiug child to a meaningful educat ion is einhodied in ,al ease to in heard hy.t he 1".S. Supreme

t'ourt this term. The ease involves I,tiltll Chi nese-si waking students in
..:,811 Francisco who.q. parents say 111(4 children 1111%. heiuig denied an
'ourt
C(111:11 01110:1 Ional opportunity. liegarilless of what the High

rules. actions by lower cowls have already resulted in mandated
school programs (hat have bilingual-bicultual components in Its many
1,4
Is 11:1ti a bilingual program that is

areas Its

mandatory. and t'alifornia has recently enacted a roma yll_lookinir
Slate polie.x. ()I' quality bilingual education to be developed throughout
the State.
From these happenitors. we ill the Congress sliould sense. not only a
new direct ion rm. pi] twat ion policymaiiing. but 11150 :1 new responsibility

in legislative planning. 11 "illl a t rend to \yard schools (tesirned to meet
the needs of filling-nal-16(9dt urn/. children. we must bring to hear all
tin resources wt, can muster 1.411' 111.1 1)1'04r1.:11115 cdIPArbvi'training. vont-

munity planning and parental Mvolvement in school programs. fresh

direct ions for emicat hand research and denionstrat ion. mory
moneys to State denart 'twins ()I' education for State-based activities.
and a Federal 'administ rat ire st ruel are 1 hat puts bilingual programs
nearer I he top of the edlico 1011:11 ol.,linizat ion ehart..
The bill we. intrinhice today is. 1 believe. an important step forward.

It. builds upon the experience gained in the first. flolgling years of
the Federal bilingual effort.
It. encourages. in other States, the development of hilingnal propaltins along the lines of those in California. Massachusetts, an(1 one
or two ()they States.
Tt. enrottrares the.
'Education.

activities of the 'National Institute of

it. sets forth new definitions for what is meant by a."bilingual child"
and the programs in which he may participate under the act.
It: offers new criteria_ for the development or all acceptable bilingual program application.
It. expanfls the role of eoulnunity and parent in program. develop
And it establishes, within the. r".S. Oflice. of Education. an ;nimbi'seflfication activities cannot slip to
t naive striletfm, wherein
the bottom of the organization Chart. mired in Intreaucratie inertia.
SVAni.112Y

MM.

Briefly. 7Alr. l'resident. the proposed -Comprehensive Bilingual
-Education Amendments .ct of 11)73- provides the following:

17eclares it the. policy of the 1-nitell States that bilingual educational
methods and techniques shall be enrourtured and developed in recognition of the special educational needs of children of "limited F,tiglish-

speaking ability."
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The sum of $1:1:) million is authorized for each fiscal year beginning
fiscal tvai 197.1 and ending fiscal year 197i, plus such additional Stints
as the 'ongress may determine netessary. Reserves some funds for
115 ;old of her mandated programA.
administration and ror ensos
Earmarks one -i birkt oft bo amount by wilivb
iisca I year appropriation exceeds $3:5 million to 1).. in.:(41 for teaeller 'training and related
edneational personnel development.

nErisTrioxs/azot71vrioNs
111ore precisely defines the terns ''cliildren of limited I.:nglish-spealc.-

ing ability- as covered under the act. Sets an expanded tlefinitim for
"program of bilingual educat ion." adding stooks in the native language of the child. as \veil as English. including speaking. rending.
and writing: mandates bilingual instruction in each mitirst, required of
the child : directs the study of the history and culture associated with
the child's native language. as well as the history and culture of the
I -nited States: allows the participation of bilingual children in regular classes--such as atwhere English is not necessary to understanding of' the subject matter: provides for the oluntar enrollment
of (.Iiildreti whose language is
anti provides for individualized
instruction.
Also. requires that applications for assistance he developed in open
vonsultat ion with all constituents of t he school, including- parents of
bilingual children, at public hearings. Directs the ( 'ommissioner to
establish minimum requirements for hilingnal education programs,
stud' as ptipil-leacher ratios and teacher qualifications.

ow\ carrmn
Provides that funds miller the act shall he used for bilingual programs including preschool propTams cc:toweled with Ilead Start:
planning and technical assistance. trainin!, of educational personnel.
including. paraprofessionals: to encouraire and develop higher education programs for bilitormil teachers rainin!r: and auxiliary conitininit y
activities in support of a bilingual program.
Provides that grants may he made to local educational agencies, or
to institutions of higher education applying jointly with a local educational agency. Applications must be consistent with criteria establisliedhy the Commissioner. tint till, Commissioner must determine
that tlie best available talents and resources will combine to provide increased educational opportunities For the children to he served. Provision for nonprofit. private school children shall he snide. The State

educational agency intist he notified or the application and given
oppot 1111 it y to Comment.

.

Further. polpmvoi. Hip coloolissioner to approve a State 1-almgual
itrognt111. directed' by the State eduat loran a;zetiy. if State educational agency Meets certain criteria designed to show sound planning
and good fait It ('onithissioner may, upon approval Of Statc, plan. provide mind nisi rat lye moneys to he State educational agency.

Specify I hat terms of accepted and funded applications shall constitute a contract bet %%Ten the State educational agency and t he Com-
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IIIISSioner and
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I

In' 11C 1 . 1 1'11

IIy

1.1)11.1..:11)1V

1

111

1YI

district

'III I rt
111-
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Provides that I rilml organizations or other nintprotit groups eon111(41 11'.1111 T11(111111 (1111(.111'1011. sin,iti,liny rot.

ms,..rvai hots. rimy

,00sidto.,,i to

children
nit
education agency as

defined hy I he act. and eligilde for grants under the :wt. Permits payments to lit' made to the Secretary of th, InIvrior col. the sumo pm.ADMINISTRATION

('reates, within the C.S. ()nice of Education, a I)iision of Bilin-

gual Education. headed he a I )ittect or. to he placed in (1 -17 in the
1)11,(.1111',
Civil Service leaves organizat ion of t111' )IVIS.11111 1111 to I

anti 1)1)idl'S I\Vii S111)1)(>1.tilig positions. illi.11141ing a Dvputy Di rerl()1*.

Provides that Director. in consultation with National .1th-it...tory
t'otincil on
Education. shall submit an annual report including a Rational assessment of hilingand education neetls.and eit'orttt.

a census or bilingual children in the Slates. and a :)-ear plan for exIttuCtim, bilingual programs to all preschool and elementary schoolhildren. a plait for the development of educational tau-sonnet to N'1*(111i

in bilingual programs: cost estimates projected for each lisral year
mold how cost is to he hta

nizations and specilies !hat

by government agencies and private orgaommissioner's report shall include a re-

Pull nit mitiities (luring the Preceding tiscui ver. '1 st'dymerti of
activities to he carried out during the succeeding fiscal year. and
education pi.rsooni
assessment of tomowi. or
needed in the f itture. inluditig- statement of present teacher training
act ivit ies.

.1IrisonY

Nittittlates establislmwnt of a National Advisory C'ottncil oil
Educat ionappointed bv the Secretary of I kali h. Education.
and 11'ell'are-----to include at least three members \ith oeneral experience in elementary and secondary education: at least two members
teachrhissroolo t,.o.hers or (kmoosinitt.d
\vIto 111'1' Folk
: and at least t an members who are experienced in the train
ing
ing of bilimmal education leachers. Overall. flit' council must he composed of persons experienced in the education of hilingual children,
Directs the ('ouncil to advise tint ('ommissioner in the prepttration
of general regulations and in the preparation of specific policy matters arising- in the tuba inist rat hum of the bilingual program. Empowers
the Council. at its option. should a majority of Council meinhers find
they mire in disagreement with the annual report of the t'onnoissioner.
to sulanit 11 1'01)011 (1f its 011'11.

Permits the 'ommissioner to appoint advisers ant! technical exports
to assist the ('ouncil.
SI:1'141111 VI: SP:MACES. INC1.1.1)ING 1(ESE.111li AX)) D M(>N-SRTIONS

I)irects the National- Institute of If.thicattiOn--NIF,.-tis thect.ted to
education.
carry out a programi of research in the field of
I >irects NI E. through its Itirector and the Commissioner. to contract

1)11 1(lir
and privnte educat iona I aLrenvics to develop lilingual
program models.
11aotlid S11111' 11.1111111:11 .111S1 1111.1.11)11:11 Mate-

with

11

rink 11111

11.111.1(111a I 011.111'111011/11:.41.
1111111'111a(4111.11a1WIlt.. 111111 11111'31ft
I.1(111 fill' 11111112'11a! V(1110:111011.
;111(1111(111111 .*,11111S as
lirIV1111' an :111(111 1011111 ni111101:1Zal .1011

moy determine is necessnry to carry out

t 111'

I hese :41,ee1nl

uctiit ies.
111'

I;D[C.VI'a INA!. AI;EN1s

.kut liorizes I he ( 'onimissioner
the I >i rector of Ililinzual 1.',Ilitont inn to ontrat with Suitt. educat ion:11 agencies Ill develop leadership
it: ill the Held of Iiilin!rtial editcat ion. in order 1 Ind SI:ite eduv lie of masimuni assistance to 100:11 ethic:it ional
varmint I ggeoies
(111,vi

agencies in

?dr. President. my inensure cont holes tilt' exist
clollar level of
nuthc)iznlion for the title VII hilimzual oduent ion program at i:;1:1:million for ouch
rear ending
.venr 1977. Ilmvever.
:11so

ionn I slims as
provides that hi. roinsress may appropriate -Itch
limy
11111,411?, 101;1001 not the purposes of t he net 111 001'11 fiscal year.
and :1(111- :1 special nut h)riztil ion of appl..pri,,i 'Inas for. the hiliurnnl
:Let ivit ins arried wit h IIto Nat ion:11 Institute of Education fur 1)1'0;2'r:tins tloindat (41 h the :wt.
I 1,01.;-ovt we 1111151 reco:Inize,

flu' :11111:1] ;wpm-

print ion for t it 10 VI I hiliit!oril edticut ion in ;illy given fiscal year has
has consistently
never exler11e11 ;: lnillir;n. T.111,
approved more fcr I he tit Ie VI I program. inc11tditne,':::4() million in
fiscal veal' 197:1,
v.,..as reduced to :4,4 1:I million in conference with
the House. ilovever. the hill was vetoed h,v the Presidehl- 1 itst this
api)rove(1 .7..:71:- million in Hip fiscal year 1 f/7.I
Iffist \\01.1;
.1.1i1'roprial ion Act, now in c (inference. The hill we int rolince. while
authorizat ion level, gives the C'oligresf,
ontinitio the exist in..
full ;tilt 'limit
its opt ion---to increase the moneys :Iva ilnhle for
ill rpoSeS

/110 art.

Arr. prosid,nt. I heliere the iv!fisto inn WI, have hit
Ettaratimi Amendments .11 t of 197:1
the ceniprehelisive
%yid

a lomir s. ay toward enili mr t he nightmare of oducati(111:11 ite.rdet.

hot !ins so lofty. plarurd Spanish-soenking a nil other bilingual e1ti1(Iry ill .1morica. I tixe its immediate and carefill consid('r:II ion 1)y
thr CollgIVS:4 nicuor with Ilse tiwasili 111111)(1111141 liv .."7;inalor
in 111110.11 I !MVP
1'111 1.11!1111.S

of IlllllintI. of rlijIdralllatt 11

11rnt11(1 111"11 NI!"1 \VP ki"."111 III"V 11164.1')Y
l'Eral Of lilt 11.011001T SnIt01111`111S 1.111111

11111.aa'jty 1111! 11111101it-

ill)
1

'migrcssional Ic:.ord of.

0(.1.9. )7:11

111111 Senator
..4o11111 or Cv.NsoN. I Nu,
1114. 11 p. ton. h;1:-; Itypa :I Very iim 1)11tr :4111)par1 :'1 aar!

.hrits has inlatql
plrorl Vf.

III the ptarrants butt we are concerned with today.
Senator .lavits, 1 am
t lint you are here. and i pesuine von
pla wish to n I,:e some remarks ilerca,p tee pcweed with tile proposeit
il(IV(Wat

sehedioe.

,7.457

- 74 .1.

.1AVITS 1:1::1.\11:S

Senator .1.\\rs. Thank you very usurp, and nia I sa in the spirit.
iu ICIt'll Senator
Spoken that I join with him and Senator Ientted \vit It great pleasure in respect In (114; Matter, and I ant
Vcry ralccni to him. As I happen to he very overwhelmed (Vint the
prohleitts of the war in the.11iddlr East, I cannot rem:lilt t Itrott<dt the
session here as I must he at a meeting of the ('untinit tee on Foreign
Iolat Mos. of which I am a menthol..

As an original sponsor of the Ililingual Education .1.et \viten it was
first enacted in 19(i\, I ;WI 1110tit (.0110VIlled I hunt I he pro...rani he adequately .unded and that those funds appopriated I>e equitahh
(list rihuted.
The ('ongress has recognized the words or the
Editetition
is title V II of the I :1(.111(11m.y and 1i.(.011(hir Education
ct and appropriations linve isen from i.J million for t he Iflti9
fiscal year to'sotne six tittles that amount. In the fiscal 197-I appropriation hill, the Senate has provided
and the House has provided $1:")
: the hill is still in conference nod nod action is expected On it shortly.

The program is effective. The ('ottimissioner of Education, in his
annual report. has stated :
ion has (i0v1(11)Pli silICt, Ilse VII:trt

A I tT111(.11(1(111s interest

t;liorl 10 give vistbnity
,gnin. 1)07i/Ise it ns
to this approach, is credited as a factor in evoking this interest.
"1 I Me V

The Feilern)

The report goes on to state that :
usher changes hich title VII is more directly resnonsilde for hart, occurred in
the education system, waking it more responsive to the needs 11r

.

spealatig children.

!'his is all to the !rood. and it ,.ivesns good reason to proceed further
ith the development- and encottrao.ement or hilingnal edueation.
I

.

Troeer, T am concerned ith the di,..trihiltion of funds under the
prorrant. Since the pro,oram's inception. 5011' ;I:1.-tri million has peen
appropriated. ()I' this lmina, $:l0.1-1.2.ti:l1 has o.one to pr()I.frains invutln,o.
Rieattrz, all save ii;:2.7.000 of it o.oing to mainland T..S.
pro.o.rams. most lv in the East. This stands in coot rast to the ti8:1.5-10.296
going to proo.ratits invol Ving Mexiu'on .k1110111.:111ti. mostly in the West

and Southwest. While some improvements have been made in ;whim.in!, a more balanced distribution, inequities still remain \hich most he
correeted.
0Np:111F:1011 of the program will facilitate the correction
of these itte(filities.:
It should he noted that the hilinuuiul education program is not merely a pro,rant for "foreipliers" but can benefit uaillioiusof children \\hos,,
hm. is not Eindisli. In Puerto Rico,
native latignao.e hv custom and
a part of the imited shifts, the flint:lid language is Spanish. and a high

proportion of American Tnclian hildren come front homes bee Eng-

lish is not the first language.
fn my own State of Ne\ York, there are approximately 200,000 stueducation programs of \vhoth less than 10
dents in need of
percent are receiving help from Federal and Mate lid
Programs.
edneati.(ni coin -.
. \s has beettpointed out hv NeNv york's
.

st
missioner, 'Ewald 1). Nyquist, the appropriate cost per
ThOS. if all of New York's :;00,000 children needing bilindent is
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glut] (ducat ion %very to reciee it, t he toldit Mimi cost for my State ;done
Notild lit. 00 rnil lion. (
Voleral assist:ince is required.

Mr. Chairman, 1 :tin ery al,l,rcriatite of I lie %York, NICIcil is now
hemg done %vItih I citify join in is
"1"111)Yrnt)ft.1"' 0.2"1"lit
lee. I 1.0!el'et t hal I \VIII loll he prp-4.111- I 1111)11:rilniit this nearing oecause

of duties in otthr committees. but I ttisll to '0111111011d t I he (hair
liwitik.rs or I
panels who lir(' front New yolh. carmen Rodriquez. stiperintendent or district 7 of NOW YOH: CILV : bills Alarez.
exrciltirr director or fit(' Very distinguished organization called
and 1)r. Francisco Trilla. President of t he Puerto Rican
.kssociat ion for National trait's, \ho is oil the
and on the
PI'y

punvi Ile111;111 1,t1 Fontaine, eNtYlit I Vi :1(11111111S1111tOr Of 111('

Ofile of ilitintat Ettneation in New york city.
senator ('it...NsTox. Thant; '' ott very touch.

l)iir first wit lipss is Louis Nmiez, 1)opoty St.ufr Director of t lie 17.S.
Commission till Civil Rights. Ile has been specializingin the area of
hilinind editeation.
\\re Nvolcome yon to this henrio.., I vi)111,1
it if you
introduer rot the record those \dm accompany yon.
STATEMENT OF LOUIS NUREZ, DEPUTY STAFF DIRECTOR OF THE
U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN

H. POWELL, Jr... GENERAL COUNSEL, JACK HARTOG, STAFF
ATTORNEY AND MS. CECELIA COSCA, DIRECTOR, BILINGUALBICULTURAL EDUCATION PROJECT

-Nur. NIs:. I ant Louis -Nttfiez. Deputy Statr ,Divectot of thc., TT.S.
Commission on

I rig.lits. I wish to express iny appreciation and
that or my cotiongnes for !riillir HIV the OppOrtOnity to teSti
S.
'25:12. the liilin vial Education Reform Act of 1973. and on S. 25:13.
The. Comprehensive .11ilimmal Education .1.itiendments Act of 197'.
.1f personal interest in this area is n lono.-tetn one and govs back
to the ears I spent \orking for .1SPI.. a Puerto Rican national
(4111c:01°1 ml or!ranization.

The, Commission has over the last fell- years undertaken major
studios coneernitor equal educational opport unity for merican Indians. M"(xican .Cinericans., and Puerto Ricans;

it is now involved in a study assessitt biliniqil-bh;ultural educa-

tion as an approach to guaratiteei».); equal ethic:114ml opportunity. to

children of limited _English-speaking ahility. It is with the information hicli the Commission has gained front these investigations that.
svt' wish to address tins commit t,,,, today.

The hills heron. voil today are er significant. to the future of equal
editeational 01)1)ml:unit-Iv for the millions of minority children in this
country oche come to school speal;ing a language which is not 'English
and who have cultural 1)cl;grounds which di ffer rrom that of Enilishspv)tkitig majority students. Current programs have consistently denied
these students equal educational opport unit V by attenipting to 'force
them into educational programs designed cultitrally and
fo-English -speakin students.
For these children. bilingnal bicultural education is the most significant and 1:rontisin.e. tt Iternative to the present forms of edlication

.
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which have failed I hem. We define bilingual bicultural education as an
instructional pro(rritin ill Which two langaugesEnglish and the native
the cultural
tongueare used as mediums of instruction and in
bqckground of the st intents is incorporated into t he curriculum. This
is distinguished from a. program, which may be bilingual, but which

fails to incorporate the cultural background of students and, thus,

cannot. be considered bicultural.
The proposed legislation is of major significance because it. not only
Imposes continued authorizat ions. for Federal 'funds for title VIT of
the 'Elementary and Secondary 'Education Act of il965, but because it

also makes provision for the accomplishment of some of the major
tasks remaining in the area of bilinnal bicultural education.
We have a. number of specific recommendations with respect. to the
bills, but first I would like; to explain more -fully the basis of the Commission's position that, in order to provide equal educational .opportrinity to children of limited English-speaking ability, we must develop

and implement appropriate language programs and culturally relevant. curriculum.

Mr. Chairman. millions of American children enter school with
insufficient. English language skills to progress academically in a school

program when instruction is in English. 'What happens to these children when they enter a school in NVilkil all instruction is in English?
What. happen; NIlell these children must face curricular materials and
methods which. were desi,tirned to be relevant to children from
'English-speaking bnekgrounds?
In all of our studies of these questions the. Commission has found
that the schools have a dismal record in educatim Mexican Americans,
Puerto Ricans. and American -Tndian students. Without .going Into
great detail, i would.like to point out some of these findings regarding
the school's record in educating these youngsters.
teach

In a. major survey of schools and districts in Arizona. California,
Colorado. Texas, and New Mexico, we found that approximately 40
percent of Mexican Americans who enter first grade in those States
never rfiCillilte -1'1'0111 high school.

According to estimates made by school principds, at the Sth and
12th..t.rratles fully 40 percent. of Chicano 5th and 1211r graders are 2 or

more years behind grade level and about two-thirds are reading 6

months or more below grade. level.

Similarly, several authoritative reports show that the Puerto Ricans
in New York City have astoundingly high dropout rates and that their
achievement levels are among the lowest In the city.
Accordintr to tbo New York St ate CommissiOner of Ethical ion, who
submitted a statement at the Conunission's,,NeW York hearing, the
Puerto Rican dropout rate in New York City rantres between 58 and
611' percent. Further, the board of re.t.rents of the State. of New York
reported that in 1971 in a random sample of schools with high concentrations of Puerto Ricans, 81 percent of the fifth !mule and SG percent of eighth grade, Puerto Rican students in New York City were
reading below their grade levels.
Academic achievement of :\rnerican Indians is documented in the
TT.S.0flice of Education's 1900 nationwide education Study commonly
known as the Coleman Report, and also in the New Mexico State De-
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partment. of Education's Results of the 1909 Assessment Survey:
rases

S. and 11.

In both reports the average. American Indian student, by the 11th
grade, \Vati found to he at least 3 vent's below the national norm in
reading, langnae ability, and matheinat ics.
\s part of the Mexican-Amerian education study, the Commission
has further asked the question, "IVIitit aspects of the educational program bear on the. school's failure to provide equal educational opportititity to these younsters?..
In the final tin(' fortlicomim, report of the Mexican - American education study, we investigated the relationship between aspects of the
curricular program and the low academic achievement of Chicano
students. ks reported. in that (locument, we found that the 'Atwell-lent
of. Alexican-American children in educational programs taught in a
language. di Ircrelit from that with which they enter school, and in
bacIround. constitutes
which the curriculum excludes their ell Itu
a. denial of equal educational opportunity to these children.
main reason for t his is that. the failure to incorporate the langua,iili and cultural liticl:rround of these students into the educational
curriculum is contrary to a. basic principle in education. This principle
is that. the development of sound curricutunrimist he based oil mfomatiort :llma the students particltiai skills, interests, and abilities. as well
as information nn his family and community.
.:111 the final report of the Afexican-American education study, wc
strongly re.commend the establishment of bilingual-bicultural education or other approaches designed to impart- 1"mi-lisli lalignai-e skills
to tion-En ;disli speaking students while ineOrpOratin!r into the curriculum the children's native
culture, tind. history.
The basic. educational principle that. curriculum must be based on
in formation about the student's skills, interests. and abilities, as well as

his family and community applies to all students.
The Commission has not, to date, conducted a comparable invest iga-

tion into the educational status of tiny of the other laiitritage minorities. There is reason to helieve. however, that any other group of
(hirel'eht r1.0111
students who enters school wit
hillgtlagV and
that of the school program. is eat it led to similar language and culture

This would apply, for example, to Puerto 1Ziefi11 students in New
.\ inerictin Indians on reservations, and Cliiiiese-American students in San Francisco.

Mr. (lin irman, there is a critical need ill this count ry for the .full

development and implemplitaiion of latigua:,0 ;Hid curricular programs
\\-Iiich call provide vouni educational opportunities to children of
limited English- speaking ahilitV. In theCottimission's view. bilingualbicultural instruction is the most oromisin.e. of the alternat ives to the
present itionolin,c,runl-itionocultual system. for two reasons.
The first of these reasons is shalt there are sound educational prin-

ciples whirl' indicate. that Itilingual-hieultural instruction .has the
imtential for !akin!, an effective method for instructing children of
linlitcd Englisli-soeiding ability in the conventional acadeitiic
.jests, By convent ional academic subjects. I mean English langittyre
arts, and other core academe subjects such as science, 'mathematics,
and history taught through the medium of English.
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The sound educational principles include the following:
( 1 ) irsing the naliyo hillirlin!,e to teach in other subjeils :Mows the

°ducat len of the child to continue uninterruptedly from home to
t hus preventing his retardation in subject matter \did(' he
learns English.

(2) 'Teaching a child to road first in t he language lle bring:-.; with
but NVhell he enters school facilitates his learning to read and write
in it second language because the basic skills or reading are generally
transferable from one language to another.

(:1) ('urricultun \itch incorporates the student's familiar experi-

ences, community, history, aml cultural heritage will help build prick
and self-confidene in the student. and by being more relevant to the
student's personal experiences. heighten his interest and !Hotly:it ion in
school.

(4) IS integ-rating the laui ii lirc and cultural backg-round Or all
students, bilingual-bicultural education reinforces and inreases the.
communicat ion between home awl school, thus improving the st lident's
mot ivation and achievement.

The value of bitinmd-bicultural education, hoNvever, goes beyond
its potential for being a tuttife effective approach to the teaching or
iSh is limited.
conventtomil academic subjects to (.11'11(11'011 Whose I.:
Bilingual- bicultual education has additional objectives which ,ae
important, not only to the ethnic communities involved. lout also to

the Nation as a whole.
These additional objectives include :developing literacy in the native
language for native speakers: developinp- literacy in a second language

for English 'speakers: fostering of positive. attitudes tovard. self and
to \yard learning: and improving understandin!, and communication
among ethnic groups in t his ((111111 1'y.

1 would likr to direct my comments no to the results shmvit 1)\'
bilinplial-bicultural education to date. Valid comprehensive methodolTry and instrument:it ion for the evaluation or hithigual-biettiturtd
ednent ion int ye not yet heel) developed. liven use of this t here has been

a great deal of misunderstanding end inaccurate interpretation of,
results.
and (1,,,,,.io,(. of evaluation 1,.hoi(1,,, is 0,1e of
the major needs in bilingual- bicultural education. 'There are several
matters or crucial importance to the assessment of the results of bilin!mat-bicultural education programs.
First, because bi lingtuul-hicu ltitrut I education fins several major goals
of the !pOn overall evaluation of results must Illehlde :111
si-Ilk ohtninod in ,111 or the major ohjeet Ives and not merely in some.

Secondly. bilingual-bicultural ethic:Ilion. programs need to be implemented for at least 5 or (1 .veas before

can be begun. 'lids

comprehensive evaluation

particularly- critical in evaluating impact

gin

'English language. shills. and on other aendemic skills as measured by
prorratns do not.
F.,m..flislt langiuuu tests. 13ecnuse bilin!rinu
introduce .English reading and writ ing until he second or third year
it-. is meanuni.rless to evaluate student performance in these. skills lentil
the students hove actually hart all opportunity to learn English read111,(r 111(1Avriting.

A third basic concern in the evaluation of program results is Hui
luck of achievement. tests and other types or assessment, instruments.

11:IVe been validated for 'bilingual-bicultural students. Many
autliorit ies have pointed out the inherent cultural and linguist ic. biases,
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aro too critical to bilingual-bicultural education to risk their not being
accomplished due to insufficient funds. hit' proposed le,islation must
include a mandate to conduct research and evaluation and an authorization for at least tiff) million so that these tasl:s call he accomplished.
-Fourth, in requiring as a condition for fundin, that an application
ro a bilingual program In, developed with open consultation ;Ind ;11)prOV:11 by coniniunit y members, the Comprehensive

tion .kininlments

of

Educa-

assures parental involvement ifi the

1)1*()Irl'alICS lit'Vt'1011111011t:II Si

fvflIffrolovuls will proffi l'or several thin,.s: that parents :Ind
communities have a choice as to whet her t hey need and want bilingual-

bicultural programs: that they can decide the type of program it
slmuld
and that the curriculum will lie relevant to the groups
served.

Firth. the Specific refplirenielifs for State eligibility for the fitmling of State administrative and coordinating funetions as outlined
in S. :25:):I are extremely important. They require that in order for a
State educational airencv to he eligible to receive Federal hinds, the
State must lifive already made specific commitments to bilingualbiultural educat ion ifi legislation and in fundino..

Jintlie. by Iiinitin!,.the amount of title VII funds \vhich a State

educat ional agency Illfly receiVv to ;t 'fervent or the total Federal funds

spent on hilingual-biultural programs within the State, the bill assures-hat the emphasis of I lit, program rein:tins at the local level.
Sixth. it is critical that some title VII funds he specifically allocated
to the training of needed administrative and teaching fa.,--;omad. The.
riiiingnai Education izeforin Act dm:: ass.m.t that a sithstantial portion
of title VII funds would he used for stall' training by specifying that,
not less than :I) percent of funds allocated for title \711 which exceed
:15 million shaII be used for training, and by also speci (du that from
DO to :tilt) fell() \\ships shall be ,Tanted each fiscal year.

I those staff development provisions are ioluded, we feel it would
!mt. be necessary to authorize additional finds for special training
programs for State eflilcfltiolial agency personnel as is specified in
S. 255:1.

al...Teat need for
Tho sventli point I wish to stress is that then
bilinrual-bicultural editcation for thousands of adults with limited

Enolish-speal:ing skills. This type Of education Nould provide them
with Joi) training and with the necessary language skills they need
to participate fully in our society. The NH110.11:11 Education Reform
Act. Ileitis meet this need by uppropriatin! $40 million for bilingual
Fort ion tinder I he Vocational Educat Iona I Act.

Eight, the C'orninission supports the idea expressed in both hills, of

estahlishintx a "National .kdvisory Council on Iiilingual-13icultual
Education.- 'Flit' 1.;,4 that hoth hills specify the cpialifications of
persons to he named to the Council works toward guaranteeing the
Ippoint ment of qualified persons.

In -addition, the specifications in S. 2552. that. the Council meet.
four times a year and submit its own ;1111111:11 report are eSSelitigl if

the (-'onticil is to have siuni (leant impact into the administration of
bilingual-hicultual education at the Federal level. Ifowever, we ITC0111111CM'

that the proposed legislation nial, the existence. of fir
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.,,torifinmils with the i.Nn-4,114., or the Bureau of IiilingualIlicultural
Then, I:Alticat
spvertii
chan:,,,,, iii ,,,,tting
t 10 (.onintission
recommends. .1 tmithei or Ihesr nr (01011,4i evil It the Ilpoianon of
ill,. cultural component to hilin.olutl-hicillt ttra I t.ducal 11111. Ilecaust. of
the divert ion \Itich ill he set he t he tone oft Iiis national ieisio runs

it is important that. in Ilit' title and I lirougliont the hill. t he term
"hilitequil-bicult urn I editcat ion- he used instead or ..Itirm;.91al rdlicat ion.- Tin,
hit,rprovii as programs
n
I pilorat
.tilt ural hael:!.rottad of students of
v;hivil 110 11{1t
Ettdish-speal:itt, abilit v. Thal is not t Ile intent of the legislat
The significance or 'Incorporating the emturai hact;gromnI or these
pro.rani Holds II) Ire equally :41 ressed in
sttolt,ols into
purpose the lit', }"lints spell41 (MA
tlu WW1.; policy s,talement
of
die
in he 1)011ey
in S. :):1.2

lint li

these 1,1,,,,

411111 cull tire to le titling. IS \ell as the import amp of

II", .\,;:"1)11 ;Is a ull,.
Immediately after these five points are made in the i)olicy state-

ment, itoYeer. the wording should read as stated in the policy section
of S.
\ \'itii this ehatige the section trill state Ihat C'ongress declares it to be Federal policy to encourage :nut proide fluids specifical-

ly for hii;nguni-hictliturai Ninvation.

.knotht. 11(11111 whitli ti. wish In inai.oe with resptqt in ellit lire pent he definition of hilinyantl-hicult ural education. Such defitti-

ion sluadd include the idea that culture or him nation or ava \vitt]

,icit.11 1 In, (.111141.5 (111t ive long:wore is associated. but also that culture
Insist lit. inilu,l,rl all'011!,111)111 die program by basing the design or

the ,orrioilito on tin' studt.nt,.
interpsts, and f'amil'iar t,Nperi,mps
slot11 in part. trim 1111111Ni 1101..0 n!..e.

.1.11(` C(11111111'111,11S1 VI.
F,Iiiil'at
Amendment- .1et (loes iitrinch'Snch ttur,litighvstatinw that ono of t he comp-m(9os or hilingualbiettlt
e(Ittent ion is thlit..
rustritettiiii
given kith hi the iiatire hiti.2:1111,4ii
the tithi ;ail Iii 1 ii i.tIi
the child in all thris, veinre
:mil
with ittitiro.hition riitt the enitilmi
siiilvels
01.:1 (.10141.

We recommend I lint Ihis concept of cult 111.111 inclusion he incorpo-

rated into t he definition of
nral education given in the
legislation.
Another wording recommendat ion hih Ne trislt tO Make eraleel'IlS
the 11Se of t Ile ()Jinn-4' Sperill I elIlleat 1011a 1 lleellS or children of limited
English-spea kimr
Senator Jct.:sm:1)Y. \hi. Nunes. I aim Just unnderilig. since these are
j r wt. musts pyrhaps moe on to sum, of
otiostions.
I do hay(' solo, tint.st 'Ions t hat I ,m: ot to ask von. We are !ming to be
pressed 1(». inn'.
allt I II trIVe 011 IIS great all 01)1)0011114Y /IS the
Other 'nil liosses to sin.;11.:. und I linve just a few questions.
1

\t -S.Ez. If 1 way, I vottlil like to read the elositiL paragraph

and I \vil I skip t he nest fete scums.
Senator 1:Es NEt»-. It trill all he inhuled in the record.
Are. NI-Ritz. The present iimitolitiumal-titoitoeitittival educational SVSSteil! 11.11S,by lVer.); Me:ISHII' 1.411w1 t
VII0
5c11001 with a
different intignage and ,1111111.111 background frotit that of Ill' iintri(wity
slmient. I -111ess appropriate language programs an(1 calturallt- relevant

2(10li

elirie11111111S are lleVelope,.1 and iiiiidctiivitit.11. this Nation's sorry fail-

ure to educate oltildrott

limited English-speaking ahilit NViii go

onvorrortell. t'oilgross has an f)pporIonit. vitii this
to
lonl lon to :dl. our hasi !I:Ilion:Li commitment lo proi(it, Nual oduc;11intial 4)pimounit ies In :111 children.

.1 Federal program rot hiring:mil-Heidi
educzo ion. adequately
funded and strengthened Ict important provisions in each of these two
hills. will offer new promise to 1 he millions id' eitildrell rot. whom 0111.1i
eittleat ional oppopt unity i511,)1 Vet :I re, lily.
icENNE/».. I ' .v
tO
a)! at this late hour extend a
%Yalu word of welcome to you and your associates this 0 ftet.110011.
Arr. 'Imirnutu. I Wol I Id i 1:c to iilelnde al lilt IIiiJamulriate place in

I ho record my opening. statement. It inclietit es at least lily very firm
belief ill I he importance of lair federal sstelli completely fulfillimr its

commit merit to the concept 01 hiroi.end-bienit,,1
IV-e have Iried in Ile lerislat ion, as you have out lined in your comments. to move into some additional areas. the 1
of vocational
edliva I ion as well as adult education.

`Coil know roll welt. as do Ili, others NV 110 will testify here. of the
need and support for this lerislat ion. It is written in the 'flovernt-nent's
mvii data eiiiicernimr children and adtilts in so many different parts of
our count re. It is collected in the statistics of the I ..S. Civil 'Rights.
Commission mid t lie Senate select Committee on Equal Education.
and in eor stlid of the :1(10(111111%v
educational 01)PotullitY for

children of other cultures.
I know \ve are gOillr to hear about those who have lived \Vial this
prolih.111. SO I 151: Hint III

stateuaeut he 1111411(1rd in its entirety in the

record. I would like to ask just a few quest ions of Mr. Nufiez.
1 Ins the Civil IZi....hts Cmiimissim, attempted to Iirovide

0'11'1'-

Si:fill on con111111 !ICUS With the 110.110111111111111 1:i511(11 by the (dire of

Civil Rights in

1.:11- in May. 1970 requiring :ill districts with iiiore
than .' percent mit ional ori!rin minority enrollment to meet the educational needs of t hese st udetits
NERE./.. Are you as1;iitir do we have a specific program?

our real failinirg, in a wide
Senator KENNEDY. Yes. I think one
variety a different- snc ial, eduent ion. tool health prograin:; is our own
failure to follow up suflieiently ion! 1.1111111
ibis I1101111 Ill(hIllt of M-a 1970. whether
I

1:irlits Commission attempts to provide some oersig.lit.
rnet, senator E-.ennedy,
Imve unit
that evahiaies civil eie-hts enforeemenit thli..noot the Fedend est:d)Iistooent.,old this unit does carry mil l`l' illtellSiVC \PSI ignt ions as
to the civil rights rosponsihilities of the Ih.part meta of II ElV.
t he

'Are.

.1s I understand from our !reneral romisel--and lie may want to
amplify on this pointlye are etaidutimr reielvs of this onforeernent

effort.
S'enator T\.-ENNEI». Is there nnythitir you atld like to add?
lir. I 'invE.1.1.. No.

Senator KENNEDY. Could Von submit for the record a somevhat
more detailed response, as to whether you have seen any oversight on
I his particular quest ioil of ell forcement.
"Arr. NIS:E. On I he specific question, yes.
Senator -KENNED1-. I refer to the percent national origin minority
enrollment ill these districts.
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Mr. Nt&'Ex. We will look into tliat when we get bark.
Senator KENNEDY, If you are doing it, can you tell us what you are

doing, the results, et cetera, and if you are not doing it, would you
undertake to do so, and if you are not doing it, let us know why not?
I think it \midd be very useful if we could work out something in
this area. I think it would be important.

Mr. NuSrz. hill
[The information referred to and subsequently supplied follows:]
=TEO STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
wASHINGTON, D. C. 20425

November 14, 1973

STAFF DIRECTOR

Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Kennedy:

The Commission on Civil Rights is pleased to provide the following responses to the questions you posed during the recent
testimony of Louis Nunez on S. 2552, "The Bilingual Education
Reform Act of 1973," and S. 2553, "The Comprehensive Bilingual
Education Amendment Act," before the Subcommittee on Education.
The longer version of the Commission's statement responds to
several of the concerns you raised, but I did want to provide
you with a complete and detailed response to each of your
questions.
With regard to the Commission's monitoring of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare's efforts .to bring about
compliance with the May 25 Memorandum, we have provided oversight information in two Commission studies.
The sixth Commission report on Mexican American education,
which is scheduled for release in February of 1974 contains
an analysis of the effectiveness of HEW's' efforts to enforce
the May .25 Memorandum. The analysis includes a description
of the Memorandum's conceptual frameworlc, a history of the
Memorandum's development, a description of its application in
compliance reviews, and a status report on districts reviewed
according to its provisions. While the analysis is not entirely.
complete, we have tentatively concluded that while compliance
standards have Unproved substantially as a result of the Memorandum's application, HEW's effect on school districts nationwide
has been limited, due to the small number of reviews it has
conducted and its failure to initiate enforcement proceedings
where noncompliance is found.

In addition, the Office of Federal Civil Rights Evaluation is
preparing a report on the status of Federal civil rights enforcement activities at the headquarters and regional levels.
HEW's
efforts to enforce civil rights provisions in elementary and
secondary schools will be covered in one of the report's sections.
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A major focus of that section will be a description of the
impact the May 25 Memorandum has had on HEW's overall compliance
program.
HEW has expanded the Memorandum's coverage to require
equal educational services for black as well as national origin
minority group children. The report commends HEW for this
approach.
Several deficiencies in HEW's enforcement program
will also be cited in the report, paramount among them will be
shortcomings already noted in the sixth report on Mexican American education.
Your second question asked whether this Commission was convinced
that the failure to provide bilingual programs in a school
district with a heavy concentration of Spanish speaking students
is a violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Title y1 is grounded upon the right of the Federal Government
to condition its grants of financial assistance with reasonable
restrictions. The Commission believes that Title VI imposes an
obligation on school districts to provide some kind of language
instruction to students of limited English-speaking ability who
cannot otherwise meaningfully participate in the educational
program which is readily accessible to their English-speaking
classmates. We agree with the memorandum of guidelines (May 25,
1970), issued by HEW, clarifying its policy concerning the
responsibility of school districts to provide equal educational
opportunity to children deficient in English language skills:
Where inability to speak and understand the
English Language excludes national originminority group children from effective participation
the educational program offered
by a school district, the district must.take
affirmative steps to rectify the language
deficiency in order to open its instructional
program to these students.
The Commission's position is, therefore, that a school district
has a duty to provide affirmative assistance to students of
limited English-speaking ability, and that to deny this affirmative assistance to those students has the prohibitive effect
of excluding them from participation in,. denying them the.benefits of, and subjecting them to discrimination under the school
district's educational program. Failure to provide this affirmative assistance is, therefore, a violation of Title VI.
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While stating that some sort of affirmative assistance is an
obligation under Title VI, the Commission cannot state that
bilingual education is the only program which will meet the
needs of all students of limited English-speaking ability.
We are presently conducting a study on bilingual-bicultural
education, which will describe the present state of its development and will include a discussion of the benefits of the
varying alternatives to the present monolingual-monocultural
system and will provide some direction for the systematic
evaluation of these programs.
Your third question asked whether the Commission had inquired
into the responsibility of State departments of educationfor
meeting the needs of Spanish-speaking and other national origin
minority students.
The responsibility of State education agencies (SEA) to provide
guidance to school districts in the area of equal educational
services is covered in this Commission's sixth report on Mexican
American education. The report includes an analysis of State
laws concerning bilingual education in five Southwestern States,
the nature and regulation of programs for the educable mentally
retarded, and the emphasis given the development of bilingualbicultural programs.
The Commission found in general that none
of the five States have provided sufficient funding to meet the
needs of Mexican American children.
In addition, no comprehensive guidance has been proVided to school districts by any of
the five Southwestern States.
The Commission recommended the
development of requirements by SEA's aimed at ensuring the provision of language and cultural programs, the use of sanctions
by States to enforce such requirements, and the increase of
Federal support for bilingual-bicultural education programs.
The Commission's Office of Federal Civil Rights Evaluation has
not examined State departments of education in its current
enforcement effort study. Funds have been set aside in the
Commission's budget for a study in the next fiscal year of
sate civil rights enforcement and State education agencies
will be included in that study to the extent that they enforce
civil rights requirements. This study, however, is not an
annual review of States education agencies, but a review of
State agency enforcement of civil rights in several areas,
including education. We do not now have the staff or resources
to conduct such a study, as you suggested. The Commission is,
however, concerned with State enforcement and State educational
programming with respect to bilingual-bicultural education. To
this end we will sponsor in early March of 1974, shortly after
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release of the sixth Commission report on Mexican American
education, a conference designed to apprise State and local
education officials about the report and to encourage action
on its recommendations. Attending the conference will be
State superintendents of education, school board members,
principals, parents and activists in bilingual education
from the five States discussed in the reports.
Finally, you inquired about follow -up to ourMaaiachusetts
State Advisory Committee Report issued in February, 1972.
The findings and recommendations contained in Issues of Concern to Puerto Ricans in Boston and Springfield dealt with
several issues including education. In following up the
nineteen recommendations on education, the Massachusetts SAC
wrote'to all the appropriate Federal, State and local officials.
I am enclosing some of the relevant correspondence for
your information. Additionally, Mr. Alexander Rodriguez, who
was Chairman of the Massachusetts' SAC subcommittee which held
the open meeting and prepared the report, remained active in
legislative efforts which resulted in the passage of House Bill
3575, which made bilingual education mandatory.in each school
district in the Commonwealth.
I would only point out that our
follow-up involved several other subject areas, and the Federal
and State agencies involved in the report.
The Commission will continue to be supportive of legislation
and of bilingual-bicultural education programs. We expect
that additional research and data collection will demonstrate
the relative merits of various language programs for all children
who come to school speaking a.language other than English and
who have cultural backgrounds different from that of English...
speaking students. If ybu have any further questions, please
feel free, to have a member of your staff get in touch with me.
Sincerely,

JOHN A. BUGG'S

Staff Director
cc:

Senator Alan Cranston
All Commissioners
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STATEMENT OF
LOUIS IsligEZ

UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
S2552 THE'BILINGUAL EDUCATION REFORM ACT OF 1973"AND ON 52553 THE
"COMPREHENSIVE BILINGUAL. EDUCATION AMENDMENT ACT"
BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE, OCTOBER 31, 1973

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:

I am Louis Nutiez, Deputy

Staff Director of the United States Commission on Civil Rights.

I wish to

express my appreciation and that of my colleagues for giving me the opportunity to testify on S. 2552 the "Bilingual Education Reform Act" of 1973
and on S. 2553

The Comprehensive Bilingual Education Amendments Act" of

My personal interest in this area is a long term one and goes back

1973.

to the nine years I spent working for Aspire, A Puerto Rican national
educational organization.

The Commission has over the last few years

undertaken major studies concerning equal educational opportunity and the
American Indian, Mexican American and Puerto Rican communities.

It is now

involved in a study assessing Bilingual Bicultural Education as an approach
to guaranteeing equal educatiohal opportunity to children of limited English
speaking ability.

It is with the information.which the Commission has

gained from these investigations that we wish to address this Committee
today.

The Bills before you today are very significant to the future of equal
educational opportunity for the millions of-minority children in.this
country who come to school speaking a 'language which is not English and

with cultural backgrounds which differ from that of English speaking
majority students.

Current programs have consistently denied these

students equal educational opportunity by attempting to force them into

17-457
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educational programs designed culturally and linguistically for English
speaking majority students.

For these children, bilingual-bicultural

education is the most significant and promising alternative to the
present forms of education which have failed them.

1 am defining

bilingual bicultural education as an instructional program in which two
languages-English and the native tongue-are used as a medium of instruction
and in which the cultural background of the students is incorporated into
the curriculum.

This is distinguished from a program, which may be

bilingual, but which fails to incorporate the cultural background of
students and, thus, cannot be considered as bicultural.

The proposed legislation is of major significance because it not
only proposes continued authorizations for federal funds for Title VII
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, but because it
also makes provision for the accomplishment of some of the major tasks
remaining in the area of bilingual-bicultural education.

We have a

number of specific recommendations with respect to the bills, but first
I would like to explain more fully the basis for the Commission's
position that, in order to provide equal educational opportunity to
children of limited English speaking ability, we must develop and implement
appropriate language programs and culturally relevant curriculum.
Mr. Chairman, millions of American children enter school with insufficient English language skills to progress academically in a school
program in which instruction is given in English.

What happens to these

children when they enter a school in which all instruction is given in
English?

What happens when these children must face curricular materials

and teaching methods which were all designed to be relevant to children
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from English speaking backgrounds?

Through several studies the Commission

has reported on the school's dismal record in educating Mexican Americans,
Puerto Ricans and American Indian students.

Without going into great

detail, 1 would like to point out some of these findings regarding the
school's record in educating these youngsters.
In a major survey bf schools and-districts in Arizona, California,

Colorado, Texas and New Mexico conducted by the Commission, it was found
that approximately 40% of Mexican Americans who enter first grade in those
states never graduate from high school.

According to estimates made ty

school principals, at the Sth and 12th grades fully 40Z of Chicano 8th and
12th graders are two or more years behind grade level and about two thiids
are rending 6 months or more below grade level.
Similarly, according to several authoritative reports, the Puerto

Rican dropout rate is among the highest and their achievement levels among
the lowest in the country.

According to the New York State Commissioner of

Education, the Puerto Rican drop out rate in New York City ranges between
58% to 66%.

Further, the Board of Regents of the State of New York

reported that in 1971 in a randoM sample of schools with high concentrations of Puerto Ricans, 81% of the fifth grade and 86% of eighth grade
Puerto Rican students in New York City were reading below their grade
levels.
Academic achievement of American Indians is documented -in the U.S.

Office of Education's 1966 nationwide education study commonly known as
the "Coleman Report", add also in the New Mexico State Department of
Education's Results of the 1969 Assessment Survey:.

Grades 5,'8 and 11.

In both reports the average American Indian student, by the 11th grade,
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was found to be at least I years below the national norm in reading,
language ability and mathematics.

As part of the Mexican American Education Study, the Commission has
further asked the question "What aspects of the educational program bear
on the school's failure to provide equal educational opportunity to these
youngsters?"

In the final and forthcoming report of the Mexican American

Education Study, we investigated the relationship between aspects of the
curricular program and the low academic achievement of Chicano students.
As reported in that document, we found that the placement of Mexican
,American children in educational programs taught in a language different

from that with which they enter school, and in which the curriculum
excludes their cultural background, constitutes a denial of equal
educational opportunity to these children.

The main reason for this is

that the failure to incorporate the language and cultural background of
these students into the educational curriculum is contrary to a basic
principle in education.

This principle is that the development of sound

curriculum must be based on information about the students particular
skills, interests, and abilities, as well as information on hia family and
community.

In the final report of the Mexican American Education Study, we
strongly recommend the establishment of bilingual bicultural education or other
curricular approaches designed to impart English language skills to nonEnglish speaking students while incorporating into the curriculum the
children's native language, culture, and history.
The basic educational principle that curriculum must -be based on
information about the Student's skills, interests and. abilities, as well
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as his family and community applies to all students.

Therefore, although

the Commission has not, to date, conducted a comparable investigation into
the educational status of any of the other language minorities, there is
reason to believe that, any other group of students who enters school with
a language and culture which differs from that of the school program, is
entitled to similar language and culture programs.

This would apply, for

example, to Puerto Rican students in New York, American Indians on
reservations and Chinese-American students in San Francisco.
Mr. Chairman, there is a critical need in this country for the full
development and implementation of language and curricular programs which
can provide equal educational opportunities to children of limited English
speaking ability.

In the Commission's view bilingual bicultural instruc-

tion is the most promising of the alternatives to the present monolingual
mono-cultural system for two reasons.

The first of these masons is that

there are sound pedagogical principles which indicate that bilingual
bicultural instruction has the potential for being an effective method
for.instructing children of limited English speaking ability in the
conventional academic subjects.

By conventional academic subjects, I

mean English language arts, and other core academic subjects such as
science, math and history through the medium of English.
The sound educational principles which underpin the use of bilingual
bicultural instruction to improve the achievement of children of limited
English speaking ability in conventional
1)

academic subjects ate the following:

using the native language to teach in other subjects allows
the education of the child to continue uninterruptedly from
home to school, thus preventing his retardation in subject
matter while he learns English.
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2)

teaching a child to read first in the language he brings

with him when he enters school facilitates his learning to
read and write in a second language because the basic skills

of reading are generally transferable from one language to
another.
3)

curriculum which incorporates the student's familiar

experiences, community, history, and cultural heritage will
help build pride and self confidence in the student, and by
being more relevant to the student's personal experiences,
heighten his interest and motivation in school.
4)

by integrating the language and cultural background of all
students, bilingual-bicultural education reinforces and
increases the communication between home and school, which
will improve the student's motivation and achievement.

The value of bilingual bicultural education, however, goes beyond
its potential

for being a more effective approach to the teaching of

conventional academic subjects to children whose English is limited.
Bilingual bicultural education has additional objectives which are
important.not only to the ethnic communities involved, but also to the
nation

as a whole.

These additional objectives include:

developing

literacy in the native language for native speakers; developing literacy
in a second language for English speakers; fostering of positive attitudes
toward self and toward learning; and improving understanding and communication among ethnic .groups in this country.

l'would like to direct my comments now to the question of the results
shown by bilingual bicultural education to date.

Valid comprehensive
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methodology and instrumentation for the evaluation of bilingual bicultural
education have not yet been developed, and because of this there has been
a great deal of misunderstanding and inaccurate interpretation of results.
Research and development in this area is one of the major needs in bilingual
bicultural education.

There are several concerns of crucial importance

to the assessment of the results of bilingual bicultural education
rrograms.

First of all, because bilingual bicultural education has several
major goals, as I have previously discussed, an overall evaluation of
program results must include an assessment of the results obtained in all
of the major objectives and not merely on some of these.

Secondly, bilingual-bicultural education programs need to be
implemented for at least 5 or 6 years before a comprehensive evaluation
of their goals can be begun.

This is particularly critical with the

evaluation of the program's impact on English language skills and on
other academic skills as measured by English language tests.

Because

bilingual-bicultural programs first introduce reading and writing in the
native language, and do not begin to introduce English reading and writing
until the second or third year, it is meaningless to evaluate student
performance on these skills until they have acutally had an opportunity
to learn English reading and writing skills.

A third basic concern in the evaluation of program results is the
lack of achievement tests and other types o'f 'assessment instruments which

have been validated for bilingual bicultural students.

Many authorities

have pointed out the inherent cultural and linguistic biases, not only in
IQ tests, but also in standardized achievement tests.
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tests in program evaluation thus raises questions regarding what is
actually being measured.

Another area of concern in evaluation is that certain conditions
have to be met in order to evaluate the effects of one educational
program relative' to some other program.

In order to compare the effects

of bilingual bicultural education with another educational program it is
necessary to have a systematic experimental study comparing a group of
students who have gone through a bilingual bicultural prugram with a
comparable control group of students exposed to the other alternative
program.

Both groups of students have to be very similar in such

characteristics as socioeconomic status, intelligence levels, entry skills
in Spanish and English.

In addition, because numerous other variable

enter into the effectiveness of educational programs, valid comparisons
would have to control for such things as quality of teacher training and
the availability of curriculum materials.

Because of the complexities involved in evaluating bilingual
bicultural education programs, the prerequisites of valid, widespread
evaluations necessary for broad generalizations have not yet been met.

Mr. Lhairman, I would like to turn now to some general comments and
to some specific recommendations on the two bills which have been introduced.

These Bills contain a number of strong elements which we urge be retained
in the legislation that is reported out of this Committee.

I want to

discuss briefly these strong elements.
Important Elements of the Bills which the Commission supports:

First, concerted efforts must be directed toward the authorization
and appropriation of adequate funds on the federal level if the goals of
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bilingual-bicultural educational programs are to be attained.

In order

to assure the continued development of essential components of bilingualbicultural education, the Federal Government must authorize and appropriate the full amount called for in the Bilingual Education Reform Act- -

$135 million for fiscal year '74 and increasing amounts each succeeding
year to $250 million by the end of fiscal year 1978.

The appropriations

must be increased annually if they are to adequately meet the increased
costs due to normal rises in standard of living costs, increased student
enrollment and the necessity for completing tasks begun in earlier years.
.

In addition, these federal funds will attest to the federal government's
commitment to bilingual-bicultural education and will serve to encourage
additional funding by State and local governments.

Secondly, we are in full support of the establishment of a Bureau
of Bilingual Education within the Office of Education as called for by
S. 2552.

A Bureau of Bilingual Education separate from, but equal in

stature to, other bureaus within the organizational structure of the
Office of Education will have meaningful input not only into policy and
decision making at the top level, but also into those bureaus, such as the
Bureall of School Systems and the Bureau of Renewal, which bilingual
bicultural education will affect.

This is essential if bilingual education

programs are to have a chance for'success.

Third, the importance of allocating separate resources for the tAskn
of curriculum development, research and evaluation, and clearinghouse
functions cannot be overemphasized.

Research and evaluation are too

critical to bilingual bicultural education to risk their not being
accomplished due to insufficient funds.

The proposed legislation must
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include a mandate to conduct research and evaluation and an authorization
for at least $10 million so that these tasks can be accomplished.

Fourth, in requiring as a condition for funding that an application
for a bilingual program be developed with open consultation and approval
by community members, the Comprehensive Bilingual Education Amendments
Act of 1973 assures parental involvement in the program's developmental
stage.

These requirements will provide for several things:

that Parents

and Communities have a choice as to whether they need and want bilingual/
bicultural programs; that

they can decide the type of program it should

be; and that the curriculum to be taught in the programs will be relevant
to the groups which the programs will serve.

Fifth, the specific requirements for state eligibility for the
funding of state administrative and coordinating functions as outlined in
S. 2553 are extremely important.

They require that in order for a state

educational agency to be eligible to receive federal funds, the State
must have already made specific commitments to bilingual-bicultural
education in legislation and in funding.

Further, by limiting funding to

the state educational agency to 5% of the total federal funds on bilingual
bicultural programs within the state, the bill assures that the emphasis
of the program remains at the local level.

Sixth, it is critical that sons Title VII funds be specifically
allocated to t!to [raining of needed administrative and turn:hint personnel

for bilingual-bicultural education.

The Bilingual Educntion Reform Act

cites assure that a substantial portion of Title VII funds be used for

staff training by specifying that not less than 35 percent of funds
allocated for Title VII which exceed $35 million shall be used for
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training, and by also specifying that from 200 to 500 fellowships shall
be granted each fiscal year for this purpose.

If these staff development

provisions are included, we feel it would not be necessary to authorize
additional funds for special training programs for State Educational
agency personnel as is specified in S. 2553.

The seventh major point I wish to stress is that there is a great
need for bilingual bicultural education to be made available to the
thousands of limited English speaking adults in this country.

This type

of education would provide them with adequate job training'and with the
necessary language skills they need to participate fully in our society.
The Bilingual Education Reform Act helps meet this need by appropriating
$40 million for bilingual instruction under the Vocational Educational
Act.

Eighth, the Commission supports the idea expressed in both Bills,
to establish a "National Advisory Council on Bilingual Bicultural
Education."

The fact that both Bills specify the qualifications of

persons to be named to_the_Council works toward, guaranteeing the appointment of qualified persons.

In addition, the specifications in S. 2552,

that the Council meet four times a year and that it submit its own annual
report are essential if the Council .1's

to have significant impact into

the administration of bilingual bicultural education at the federal level.
However, we recommend that the proposed legislation r1tke the existence of

the Council Coterminous with the existence of the Bureau of BillngualBicultural Education.
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SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS ON CHANGES IN WORDING

There are several specific changes in wording which the Commission
recommends be made to strengthen the legislation.

A number of these are

concerned with the importance of the cultural component to bilingual bicultural education.

Because of the direction which will be set by the tone

of this national legislation, it is important that, in the title and throughout the bill, the term "bilingual bicultural education" be used instead of
"bilingual education."

The phrase "bilingual education" can be interpreted

to refer to programs which do not incorporate the cultural background of
students of limited English speaking ability, which is not the intent of the
legislation.

The significance of incorporating the cultural background of these
students into the educational program needs to be equally stressed in the
policy statement to the Bill.

For 'this purpose the five points spelled out

in the policy statement in S. 2552 sufficiently emphasize the value of both
language and culture to learning, as well as the importance of these resources
to the nation as a whole.

However, immediately after these five points are

made in the policy statement, the wording should read as stated in the policy
section of S. 2553.

With this change the section will state that Congress

declares it to be the policy of the United States to encourage and provide
funds specifically for bilingual-bicultural education.

*SI
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Another point which we wish to make with respect to culture pertains
to the definition of bilingual bicultural education.

Such a definition

should include the idea that culture must be incorporated, not only through
a study of the history and culture of the nation or area with which the
child's native language is associated, but also that culture must be included throughout the program by basing the design of the curriculum on the
students' values, interests and familiar experiences which stem in part, from
his cultural heritage.

The Comprehensive Bilingual Education Amendment Act

does include such wording by stating that one of the components of bilingualbicultural education is that, "instruction is given both in the native language
of the child and in English and with appreciation for the cultural heritage of
the child in all those courses or subjects of study which are required of a
child."

(emphasis added)

We recommend that this concept of cultural in-

elusion be incorporated into the definition of bilingual-bicultural education
given in the legislation.
II

Another recommendation on wording which we wish to make concerns the
use of the phrase "special_ educational needs of childret,of limited English
speaking abilit)."

The use of the word "special" in this phrase reflects

the notion that there Is something inherently wrong with these children
which must be compensated by the school.

In fact, the need of these children

to understand what is being said in the classroom is not a "special" need,

but rather, a basic need which is common to all children.

Also, the need
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of those children to be able to relate to the cultural content is not a
"special" need, but rather a basic need, which they share with all children.
For this reason I would encourage this Committee to replace the word "special"

with the word "basic" in every phrase the phrase "special educational needs"
is used throughout the Bill.

The proposed legislation should also be worded in order to avoid establishing
" English speakers" as a category in addition to that of "children of limited
English speaking ability."

The conceptual difficulty such classification

will' incur for those who will have to administer Title VII stems from the
fact that these categories are not mutually exclusive.

Although for purposes

of simplification such phrases as "dominant in Spanish" and "dominant in
English" are often used, the reality is that bilingualism is an extremely
complex phenomena for which there is an absence of assessment instruments
making it both theoretically and practically difficult to classify children
as "English speakers."

For example, is a child who speaks English sufficiently

in some contexts, but not others, an'tnglish speaker ?"

This problem can

easily be avoided if the proposed legislation would simply use the phrase.
"children who are not of limited English speaking ability" instead of "English
s;eakers."' This change we have recommended will avoid administrative problems
caused by the provisions proposed by both of the bills which permit the
voluntary enrollment of ''E!Tlish speaking" children who wish to participate
in a bilingual- bicultural education program.
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In both bills, the sentence following this caluse providing for

voluntary enrollment is a clause which sets a 50% limit on the number of
such"English speaking" children who do voluntary participate in a bilingualbicultural program.

The obviou.t intent of these clauses is to prevent

bilingual-bicultural programs frcm becoming dominated by children who have
no English language difficulties.

We support this intent.

However, we

urge that instead of applying to "English speakers" the phrase read as
folloWs: "In no case may the number of children who do not share the same

cultural heritage as the children of limited English speaking ability constitute more than 50 percentum of the total number of children participating
in a particular bilingual-bicultural program.

Such wording properly emphasizes

the cultural inputs of bilingual bicultural programs, avoids difficulties in._
categorizing children, yet still prevents the program from being abused.

Further, we suggest that this same clause be followed by a provision
which allows for a local educational agency to pay the total per pupil expenditures of any child over the 50% cut off who does not have the same
cultural heritage as the children of limited Eng ish speaking ability.

A

provision to this effect would promote integrated bilingual-bicultural programs.

Also, there is a provision in S. 2553 which requires that a local educational agency, in order to be eligible for funds, must include as program
participants children of limited English speaking ability enrolled in nonprofit private schools in the area to be served.

This should not be a con-

dition to the local educational agency receiving funds.
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The present monolingual educational system has by every measure
failed the child who comes to school with a different language and cultural
background from that of the majority student.
programs and culturally relevant curricula

Unless appropriate language

are dev'eloped and implemented,

this Nation's sorry failure to provide equal educational opportunities to
children of limited English speaking abilities will go uncorrected.

Congress

has an opportunity, with this legislation, to make clear to all, our basic
national commitment to provide equal educational opportunities to all children.
A federal program for bilingual bicultural education, adequately funded
and strengthened by important provisions in each of these two Bills, will
offer new promise to the millions of children for whom equal educational
opportunity is not yet a reality.
Thank you.

If you have any further questions I will be glad to answer

them.
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UNITED STATES CMUSSiON ON CIVIL RIGHTS ON S. 2552 "THE BILINGUAL
EDUCATION REFORM ACT CF 1973" AND ON S. 2553 "THE COMPREHENSIVE
BILINGUAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS ACT" BEFORE THE COMMITTEE
ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE, OCTOBER 31, 1973

We welcome the opportunity tc testify before this Committee on S. 2552,
the "Bilingual Education Reform Act of 1973", and on S. 2553, the "Com;re7

hensive Bilingual Education Amendments Act of 1973." These bills are very
significant to the future of equal educational opportunity for the millions
of minority children in this country who come to school speaking a language
which is not English and who have cultural backgrounds different from that
of English speaking students.

Current programs have consistently denied

these students equal educational opportunity.

They have attempted to forge

these children into educational programs designed culturally and linguistically for English speaking students.

For these minority children, bilingual-bicultural education is the
most significant and promising alternative to the present forms of education
which have failed them.

We define bilingual-bicultural education as an

instructional program in which two languages--English and the native
tongue--are used as a medium of instruction and in which the cultural
background of the students is incorporated into the curriculum.
The passage of the 1967 Bilingual Education Act was, indeed, a
significant step in beginning to change the record of our educational
failure with respect to students whose first language is not English by
giving Federal support to educational programs designed to be truly relevant
to their language and cultural backgrounds.

HoweVer, the passage of

Title VII of, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act was meant to be
only a first step.

As very few bilingual programs were actually in
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existence iu the U.S. at the time of passage of the Bilingual Education
Act, Title VII was funded primarily as a developmental program.

Before

bilingual education could be fully implemented it was necessary first to
begin development of vital components of the program.

Foremost among

these were development of curricular materials, adaptation of instructional
methods, and training of staff.

In the four years that have passed since,

a good deal has been accomplished in all of these areas, almost totally
through the use of Title VII funds.

However, much yet remains to be done

before bilingual-bicultural education will be a real educational alternative
for the child of limited English speaking ability.
The "Bilindual Education Reform Act" and the "Comprehensive Bilingua,l.

Education Amendments Act of 1973" introduced by Senators Kennedy, Cranston,
and Montoya are of major significance because they not only propose
continued authorizations for Title VII, but because they also make provision
for accomplishment of the major tasks remaining in this area of bilingual
bicultural education.

We have a number of specific recommendations with

respect tolthe bills.

But first we would like to explain that we take the position that in order
to provide equal educational opportunity to children of limited English
speaking ability, we must develop and implement appropriate language
programs and culturally relevant curriculum.

In addition, I would like

to point out what we see as the benefits to the country of the bilingualbicultural instructional approach.
Millions of American children enter school with insufficient English
language skills to progress academically when instruction is in English.
Although the exact total number is not known, we do have estimates for
some of the major ethnic groups in need.
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According to the 1972 U.S. Census, of approximately 4.5 million
children of Spanish origin in the U.S. under 20 years of age, fully 64
percent speak Spanish in their hones.

A recent Office of Education survey

estimates that approximately 300,000 Indian children are enrolled in
elementary and secondary schools.

According to the Center for Applied

Linguistics, 28 percent of all Indian children ages 6-15 years have a
dominant language other than English.

Among Navajos, who constitute the

largest of the Indian groups, about 55 percent of children ages 6-15 years enter
School speaking primarily, or exclusively, Navajo.

An official estimate

made for the HEW Office of Asian Affairs shows that approximately 63,000
Asian American children are in need of bilingual-bicultural education.

Ic

the 1970 census reports on the total number of persons whose mother tongue
is not English.

Although this information is not categorized by age, it

does give some indication of the need among other language groups.
persons reporting another Language as a mother tongue were:

Among

French, 2.6

million; Portuguese,365,000;)and Italian, 4.1 million.
What happens to children whose English is limited when they enter a
school in which all instruction is in English?

What happens when these

children must face curricular materials and teaching methods which were
all designed specifically for English speaking children?

In all of our

studies of these questions the Commission has found that our schools have
a dismal record in educating Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and American
Indian students.

I would like to report some of these findings.

In a major survey of schools and districts in Arizona, California,
Colorado, Texas, and New Mexico we found that approximately 40 percent of
Mexican Americans who enter first grade in those States never graduate from
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high school.

According to estinvites made by school principals at the 8th

and 12th grades fully' 40 percent of Chicaiw 8th and 12th graders are 2 or

more years behind grade level.

About. t.wu- thirds are reading 6 months or

more below grade level.

Several authoritative reports show that the Puerto Ricans in New
York City have astoundingly high dropout rates and that their achievement
levels are among the lowest in the City.

According to the New York State

Commissioner of Education, who submitted a statement at the Commission's
New York Hearing, the Puerto Rican dropout rate in New York City ranges
between 58 and 66 percent.

Further, the board of Regents of the State of

New York reported that in a 1971 random sample of schools in New York City
with high concentrations of Puerto Ricans, 81 percent of the fifth grade
and 86 percent of eighth grade Puerto Rican students were reading below
their grade levels.

The low academic achievement of American Indians is documented in
the U.S. Office of Education's 1966 "Coleman Report" and in the New Mexico
State Department of Education's Results of the 1969 Assessment Survey:
Grades 5, 8 and 11.

In both reports the average American Indian student,

by the 11th grade, was found to be at least 3 years below the national
norm An reading, language ability, and mathematics.
As part of the Mexican American Education Study, the Commission
asked the question: "What aspects of the educational program bear on the
school's failure to provide equal educational opportunity to these

youngsters?"

In the final and forthcoming report of the Mexican American

Education Study, we investigated the relationship between aspects of the
curriculum and the low academic achievement. of Chicano students.

We
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concluded that the placement of Mexican American children in educational
programs taught in a language different from that with which they enter
school, and in which the curriculum excludes their cultural background,
constitutes a denial of equal educational opportunity.

The main reason

is that the failure to incorporate the language and cultural background
of these students into the curriculum is contrary to a basic principle in
education.

This principle is that the development of sound curriculum

must be based on information about the student's particular skills, interests,
and abilities, as well as information on his family and community.
The Commission's Mexican American Education Study has documented the
extent to which the schools disregard this basic principle and how the

i

exclusion of the language and cultural heritage from curriculum content,
textbooks, and other instructional materials works to deny Mexican Americans
the same opportunity to succeed in school as their Anglo counterparts.

In

the final report of this study, we strongly recommend establishment of
bilingual - bicultural education or other approaches designed to impart

,

English language skills while incorporating into the curriculum the
children's native language, culture, and history.
The basic educational principle that curriculum mumt be based on
information about the student's skills,' interests, and abilities, as well

as on his family and community, applies to all students.

The Commission

has not, to date, conducted a comparable inve:;tigation into the educational

status of any other language minority.

There is reason to believe,

however, that any other group of students which enters school with a
language and culture different from that of the school program is entitled
to similar language and culture programs.

This would apply, for example,
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to Puerto Rican students Ln Hew York, American Indians on reservations,
and Chinese-American students in San Francisco.
Policymaking bodies at the Federal and State levels have taken a
similar position on the right of children of limited English speaking
ability to appropriate language programs in the schools.

As a condition

for receiving Federal Fonda, HEW enforcement policies for Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 require school districts with children of limited
English speaking ability to implement programs to meet their language needs.
In a memorandum dated May 25, 1970, issued nationally to all school
districts with 5 percent or more national origin minority students; HEW
set out four requirements for compliance with Title VI.
reads:

One of these

,

"Where inability to speak and understand the English language

excludes national origin minority group children from effective participation in the educational program offered by 'a school district, .the district

must take affirmative steps to rectify the language deficiency in order to
open its instructional program to these students."
As of February 1 of this year, HEW had completed compliance reviews
of 29 districts with regard to the provision of equal educational services
to national origin minority students, as set out in the May 25 memorandum.
Aimost all of the 29 districts were found to be out of compliance for
failing to implement language programs for students of limited English
speaking ability.

These districts were required to submit a compliance

plan which would include bilingual education or other curricular programs
to provide for the language and cultural background of these students.
Several States have also recognized the right of children whose
principal language is not English to an educational program which
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incorporates their native iangudgo.

Two States have passed legislation

.

requiring school districts to implement language programs for such
students and have specified that the programs be bilingual education.
They define bilingual education as programs in which instruction is given
in the native language, as opposed to language programs designed solely
to teach the children English.

In 1972 the Massachusetts legislature passed a bill which required
every school district with 20 or more children of limited English. speaking
ability to institute bilingual instruction.

The new law also provided

for the State to cover any costs of bilingual education that exceed the
average per pupil expenditure in each locality.
This year the Texas legislature has passed a similar law.

It requires

every school district with an enrollment in each grade of 20 or more
children of limited English speaking ability to institute a bilingual
program.

This must include content instruction in both the native

language and in English, reading and writing in the native language, and
instruction in the history and culture of the language minority children.
Furthermore, the constitutional right of children of limited English
speaking ability to language programs, and specifically to bilingual
;duration programs, may be currently emerging in the courts.

The question

of whether the absence of bilingual-bicultural education denies
children of limited English speaking ability equal protection of the laws,
as guaranteed by the FoUrteenth Amendment, has been ruled upon in a few
district court cases.

So far the rulings are inconclusive, since useful

precedent has been set on both sides of the issue.

The Constitutional

question is now on appeal before the Supreme Court in Lau v. Nichols in
which the plaintiffs are Chinese speaking students seeking special language
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services from the Situ Francisco Unified School District.

The case is

scheduled to be heard by the Supreme Court this fall or winter.
There is a critical need in this country for full development and
implementation of language and curricular programs which can provide equal
educational opportunities to children of limited English speaking ability.
In the Commission's view bilingual-bicultural instruction is the most
promising of the alternatives to the present monolingual-monocultural
system for two reasons.

First, there are sound educational principles which indicate that
bilingual-bicultural instruction has the potential for'being an effective
method for instructing children of limited English speaking ability in
the conventional academic subjects.

By conventional academic subjects I

mean English language arts and other core academic subjects, such as science,
mathematics, and history taught in English.
The educational principles which support the use of bilingual- bicul-

tural instruction to improve the academic achievement of language minority
children are:

-czt
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1.

Using the native language to teach other subjects allows
the child's education to continue uninterruptedly from
home to school. This permits immediate progress in
concept building and learning subject matter rather than
postponing these important areas until a second language
It thus eliminates the-situation which leads
is learned.
to such unsound practices as requiring non-English speakers,
as a matter of course, to repeat the first grade to learn
more English -- a practice the Commission found commonly
used in the five Southwestern States with regard to
Mexican American children.

2.

Teaching a child to read first in the language he brings
with him facilitates his learning to read and write in a
second language because the basic skills of reading are
generally transferable from one language to another.
Many linguists and educators hold as axiomatic Ithat the
best medium for teaching is the mother tongue. To quote
Drs. Troike and Saville of the Center for Applied
Linguistics: "Recent experiences in many places prove
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that alt equal or better command of the second language
is achieved if school begins with the native language
as a medium of Lnsttuction and introduces the second
language gradually."
3.

4.

Curriculum which incorporates the students' familiar
'experiences, community, history, and cultural heritage
will help build pride and self confidence in the student,
and by being more relevant to the student's personal
experiences heighten his interest and motivation in
school. This principle is one the Commission has
stressed in its recommendations on Mexican Amrerican
education.
Because language is so much a part of culture,
a program which utilizes the child's native tongue can
more fully incorporate his or her cultural background.
Other language programs, designed simply to impart a
knowledge of English to non-English speaking students
are not as likely to successfully foster personal identification and self-worth in language minority student:0
By integrating the language and cultural background of
all students, bilingual-bicultural education reinforces
and increases the communication between home and school.
When schools communicate with parents in a language they
can understand, when parental input into school programs
is solicited and efforts 'are made to include parents in
school activities, they will become more responsive and
will play a more active role in the education of their
children,
This in turn will have a positive effect on
the students' motivation and achievement.

Altogether, the principles which Underpin the use of bilingual-bicultural instruction for Leaching conventional academic subjects to
limited English speakers reflect the simple, but basic, notion that the
school curriculum will be more effective if it is designed to accept and
build upon those characteristics and skills with which a child enters school.
This is in contrast to the view that the cultural characteristics and

language skills of the language minority student are of no particular academic
value and that the student must be changed to fit the predesigned curricula.
The valuelof bilingual-bicultural education, however, lies in more than
helping language minority students raise their.achierement in conventional
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academic subjects.

Bilingual-bicultural education has additional objectives

which are important, not only to the ethnic communities involved, but to
the Nation as a whole.

Bilingual-bicultural instruction is also geared to developing literacy
in the native language, both for native speakers and for English speakers
enrolled in the programs, for whom it is a second language.

The value of

being able to speak, read, and write in a language other than English is
recognized in this country as a personal advantage and as a.0 important

national resource for our relationships with other countries.

This is

attested to by the millions of public and private dollars that go into
second language instruction in the United States yearly.
Of the methods commonly qsed to teach a second language, it is
evident that bilingual-btcultural instruction offers certain advantages
from an educational standpoint.

First, it deals with children, who

generally have greater facility than adults for learning languages.
Secondly, it seeks to develop literacy among persons who already speak
the language.

Third, it aims to teach English speakers a second language

by making maximum use of their association with their peers and with
teachers who speak the language as a first tongue.

Moreover, as language is so closely related to identity and self

determination among ethnic groups, the wine of bilingual-bicultural
education in offering the option of language maintenance to ethnic
communities, concurrent with English instruction, must be stressed.

If a

minority community views development of reading and writing skills in their
native language as a valid academic goal for their children, they should
be allowed the option of including this in the educational program.
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In addition to teaching native language literacy, bilingual-bicultural
education emphasizes two further noncognitive objectives.

The fostering

of positive student attitudes toward self and toward learning is viewed,
not only as a means to improve student achievement, but also as an
important objective in itself.

This is of particular importance to

minority children, for whom negative attitudes toward self, nurtured
during the school years, often continue to diminish their opportunities
for success long after he or she has left school.

Similarly, the

importance of promoting positive student attitudes toward learning goes
far beyond the immediate effect on achievement in school, for attitudes

toward learning will significantly effect the individual's later opportu
t

nities for personal growth and career advancement.
Another, longer range goal of bilingual-bicultural education is
improved understanding and communication among ethnic groups in this
country.

Much of the prejudice, mistrust, and hostility among ethnic

groups is rooted in the inability to understand and accept differences.

among racial and ethnic groups.

Integrated bilingual-bicultural programs

promote the sharing of two, languages and two cultures and, thus, offer

hope for improving understanding and group perceptions in the communities
involved.

This Commission has, on many occasions, stressed the importance

for the future of our society of fostering in our schools an atmosphere
where ethnic groups can work together in harmony with respect for each
other's differences.

To summarize, in the Commission's view, bilingual-bicultural education
offers an opportunity to move toward these other significant objectives

as wellas to improve achievement in conventional academic subjects.
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I would Like to direct my comments now to the results shown thus far
by bilingual-bicultural education.

Valid comprehensive methodology and

instrumentation for the evaluation of bilingual-bicultural education have
not yer been developed.

Because of this, there has been a great deal of

misunderstanding and inaccurate interpretation of results.

Research and

development of evaluation techniques is one of the major needs in bilingual bicultural education.

There are several matters of crucial importance in

assessing results.
First, because bilingual-bicultural education has several 'major goals,

an overall evaluation of results must include an assessment of the results
obtained in all of the major objectives and not merely in some..
}

Secondly, bilingual-bicultural education programs need to be implemented
for at least 5 or 6 years before a comprehensive evaluation can be begun.
This is particularly critical in evaluating impact on English language
skills, and on other academic skills as measured by English language
tests.

Because bilingual-bicultural programs do not introduce English

reading and writing until the second or third year it is meaningless to
evaluate student performance in these skills until the students have
actually had an opportunity to learn English reading and writing.
A third basic concern is the lack of achievement tests and other
types of assessment instruments which have been validated for
bilingual-bicultural students.

Many authorities have pointed coot inherent

cultural and linguistic biases, not only in IQ tests but also in standardized achievement tests.

The use of these tests thus raises questions

regarding what is actually being measured.
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Another concern Is that certain conditions have to be met in evaluating the effects of one educational program relative to some other program.
In order to compare the effects of bilingual-bicultural education with
another educational program, it is necessary to have a systematic experimental study comparing a group of students who have gone through a bilingual-bicultural program with a comparable control group of students exposed
to an alternative program.

Both groups of students have to be very similar

in such characteristics as socioeconomic status, intelligence levels, and
entry skills in the native language and English.

Since numerous other

Variables enter into the effectiveness of educational programs, there
would have to be controls for such :things as the quality of teacher training

and the quality of curribilum materials.
Because of the complexities involved in evaluating bilingual-bicultural
education programs, the prerequisites necessary for broad generalizations
have not yet been met.
I would like to turn now to some general comments and specific
recommendations regarding the two bills being discussed.

The bills contain

a number of strong elements which we urge be retained iu the legislation
reported out of this Committee.

Important Elements of the Bills Which the Commission Supports:
First, .concerted efforts must be directed toward the authorization

and appropriation of adequate funds on the Federal level if the goals cf
bilingual-bicultural educational programs are to be attained.

In order to

assure the continued development of essential components of bilingualbicultural education, the Federal Government must authorize and appropriate
the full amount called for in the Bilingual Education Reform Act--$135
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million for fiscal year L974 and increasing amounts each succeeding
year to $250 million by the end of fiscal year 19PS.
Appropriations must be increased annually if they are to
meet adequately the increased costs due to normal rises in
living costs, increased student enrollment, and the necessity
for completing tasks begun in earlier years.

Moreover, these

Federal funds will attest to the Government's commitment to
bilingual-bicultural education and will serve to encourage
additional funding by State and local governments.
Secondly, we are in full support of the establishment of
a Bureau of Bilingual Education within the Office of Education, as
caller

for by S. 2552.

A Bureau of Bilingual Education separate

from, but equal in stature to, other bureaus within the Office of
Education will have meaningful input not. only into policy and

decision-making at the top level but also into those bureaus
which bilingual-bicultural education will affect, such as the
Bureau of School Systems and the Bureau of Renewal.

This is

essential if bilingual-bicultural education programs are to have a

chance ios*ceed.
Third, the importance of allocating separate resources for the
tasks of curriculum development, research and evaluation, and
clearinghouse functions cannot be overemphasized.

Research and

evaluation are too critical to risk their not being accomplished

WA
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because of insufficient funds.

The proposed legislation must include a

mandate to conduct research and evaluation and an authorization for at
least $10 million, so that these tasks can be accomplished.
Fourth, in requiring as a condition for funding that an application
for a bilingual-bicultural program be developed with open consultation
and approval by community members, the Comprehensive Bilingual Education'
Amendments Act assures parental involvement in the program's developmental
stage.

These requirements will provid

several things:

that parents

and communities have a choice as to whether they need and want bilingualbicultural programs; that they can decide what type of program it should
be; and that the curriculum will be relevant to the groups served.
Fifth, the specific requirements for State eligibility for the
funding of State administrative and coordinating functions as outlined
in S. 2553 are extremely important.

They require that in order for a

State educational agency to be eligible to receive Federal funds, the
State must have already made specific commitments to bilingual-biculutral
education in legislation and funding.

Further, by limiting the amount

of Title VII funds which a State educational agency can receive to 5
percent of the total Federal funds spent on bilingual-bicultural programs
within the State, the bill assures that the emphasis of the program
remains at the local level.
Sixth, it is critical that some Title VII funds be
specifically. allocated to the training of needed administrative

and teaching personnel.

The Bilingual Education Reform Act
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does assure that a substantial portion of Title VII funds will be
used for staff training by specifying that not less than 35
percent of funds allocated for Title VII which exceed $35
million shall be used for training, and by also specifying that
from 200 to 500 fellowships be granted each fiscal year.

If

these provisions are included, we feel it would not be necessary
to authorize additional funds for special training programs for
State educational agency personnel, as is specified in S. 2553.

The seventh point we wish to stress is that there is d
great need for bilingual-bicultural education for thousands of
adults with limited English-speaking skills.

This type of education

would provide them with job training and with the necessary
language skills to participate fully in our society.

The Bilingual

Education Reform Act helps meet this need by appropriating $40
million for bilingual instruction under the Vocational Educational
Act.

Eighth, the ComMission supports the idea, expressed in both
bills, of establishing a "National Advisory Council on Bilingual
Bicultural Education."

The fact that both bills specify the

qualifications of persons to be named to the Council works toward
guaranteeing the appointment of qualified persons.

In addition,

the specifications in 5.2552 that the Council meet four times a year
and submit its own annual report are essential if the Council is to
have significant impact into the administration of bilingual-bicultural
education at the Federal level.

However, we recommend that the

proposed legislation make the existence of the Council coterminous
with the existence of the Bureau of Bilingual-Bicultural Education.
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Specific Recomm,,ndat.ions on Change; in Wording

There are several specific changes in wording which the Commission recommends.

A number of these concern the importance of

the cultural component to bilingual - bicultural education.

Because 'of the direction which will be set by the tone of this

national legislation, it is important that in the title and
throughout the bill the term "bilingual-bicultural education" be
used instead of "bilingual education."

The phrase "bilingual

education" can be interpreted as meaning programs which do not
incorporate the cultural background of students of limited Englishspeaking ability. In our opinion, that is not the intent of the legislition.
The significance of incorporating the cultural background of
these students into the educational program needs to be equally
stressed in the bill's policy statement.

For this purpose, the

five points spelled out in the policy statement in 5.2552 sufficiently emphasize the value of both language and

to

learning, as well as the importance of these resources to the
Nation as a whole.

Immediately after these five points are made

in the policy statement, however, the wording should read as stated
in the policy section of S.2553.

With this change the section will

state that Congress'declares it to be Federal policy to encourage I
and provide funds specifically for bilingual-bicultural education.

Another point regarding culture pertains to the definition
of bilingual-bicultural education.

The definition should include

I

the idea that culture must be incorporated not only through a study of the
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history, and cultule 01

the nation or area with which the child's

native language is associated, but also by basing the curriculum on
the student's values, interests, and familiar experiences which
stem in part from cultural heritage.

The Comprehensive Bilingual

Education Amendments Act does include such wording, stating that a
component of bilingual-bicultural education is that "instruction is
given both in the native language of the child and in English and
with appreciation for the cultural heritage of the child in all
those courses or subjects of study which are required of a child."
We recommend that this concept of cultural inclusion be incorporated
into the definition of bilingual-bicultural education given in the
legislation.

Another wording recommendation concerns the use of the phrase
"Special educational needs of children of limited English-speaking
ability."

word "special" in this phrase suggests that there is

something inherently wrong with these children for which the school must
compensate.

The need of these children to understand that is being said

in the classroom is not a "special" need.
common to rill children.

It is, rather, a basic need

Also, the need of these children to be able to

relate to cultural content is not a "special" need but, rather, a basic
need they share with all children.

For this reason, we would encourage

this Committee to replace the word "special" with the word "basic"\whereever the phrase "special educational needs" appears.
The proposed legislation should also be worded so as to avoid
establishing "English speakers" as a catt.gory in addition to that of
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"children of limited English speaking ability."

The conceptual

difficulty such a classification will raise for Ouse who will have ti'
administer Title VII stems from the fact that these categories are
not mutually exclusive.

Although for purposes of simplification

such phraSes as "dominant in Spanish" and "dominant in English" are
often used, the reality is that bilingualism is an extremely complex
phenomena for which there is an absence of assessment instruments,
making it both theoretically and practically difficult
children as "English speakers."

to classify

For example, is a child who speaks

English sufficiently in some contexts, but not others, an "English
speaker?"

This problem can easily be avoided if the proposed

legislation simply uses the phrase "children who are not of limited

English speaking ability" instead of "English speakers." This would
.

avoid admimistrative problems arising from provisions in both bills
permitting voluntary enrollment of "English-speaking" children who
wish to participate in a bilingual-bicultural program.
In both bills, the sentence following this voluntary enrollment
clause is a clause which sets a 50 percent limit on the number of
such "English-speaking" children.

The obvious intent is to prevent

bilingual-bicultural programs from becoming dominated by children
who have no English language difficulties.

We support this intent.

However, we urge that instead of applying to "English-speakers" the
phrase read as follows:

"In no case may the number of children who do not

share the same cultural heritage as the children of limited Englishspeaking ability constitute more than 50 percentum of the total

number of children participating in a particular bilingualbicultural
program."

Such wording properly emphasizes the cultural inputs of
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bilingual- bicultural programs, avoids difficulties in categorizing
children, and yet prevents the program from being abused.
Further, we suggest that this same clause be followed by a
provision allowing 4 local educational agency to pay the total
per-pupil expenditure of any child over the 50 percent cutoff who
does not have the same cultural heritage as the children of limited
English-speaking ability.

A provision to this effect would promote

integrated bilingual-bicultural programs.
Also, there is a provision in 5.2553 requiring local educational agencies, in order to be eligible for funds, to include,
as program participants, children of limited English-speaking
ability enrolled in non-profit private schools in the area served.
This should not be a condition to the local educational agency's
eligibility to receive funds.
A final recommendation that we would like to make is the
inclusion of the word "preschool" in all sections of the two bills
where the phrase "elementary and secondary education" appears, except
where this is in reference to the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965.

This would give those schools having preschool programs

the option of having bilingual - bicultural education at that level.

The present monolingual-monoculttiral educational system

has, by every measure, failed the cMld who comes to school with
a different language and cultural background from that of the
majority student.

Unless appropriate language programs and

culturally relevant curricula are developed and implemented,
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this Nation's failure to educate children of limited English-speaking
ability will go uncorrected.

Congresg has an opportunity, with this

legislation, to make clear to all our basic national commitment to
provide equal educational opportunity to all children.
A Federal program for bilingual-bicultural education adequately
funded and strengthened by important provisions in each of these two
bills will offer new promise to the millions of children for whom equal
educational opportunity is not yet a reality.
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Senator CEA xsToN. We ill now hear from the first, of four panels
that. arc on the tirentla, for today's hearing. Our first panel. will
;11 focus
OD the overall need for bilin;rual-bicultural education. The panel consists of Dr. Henry Casso, executive secretary. National Education
Task Force de la Raza : I lernan 11,a Fontaine, executive administraf

tor, 01 lice of Bilingual Education. New York City; Birgit hills
Straight, executive director. National Coalition of Indian-Controlled

School Districts; and Dr. Ling Chi Wang, Department of Asian
Studies. University of ('a 1i fornia at. Berkeley.
I know you have name cards but please introduve yourselves for the
record.
STATEMENT OF DR. HENRY J. CASSO, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
NATIONAL EDUCATION TASK FORCE DE LA RAZA; HERNAN LA
FONTAINE, EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATOR, OFFICE OF BILINGUAL
EDUCATION, NEW YORK CITY; BIRGIL KILLS STRAIGHT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL COALITION OF INDIAN-CONTROLLED
SCHOOL BOARDS; AND DR. LING CHI WANG, DEPARTMENT OF

ASIAN STUDIES, UNIVERSITY CR CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY ;
A PANEL
DIMENSION OF NEED

Dr. CAsso. First of all, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I and 1)t'. Henry J. Casso. executive. secretary of the National
Education Task Force, de hi Mutt: which has its national office at the
'niversity of New Mexico. Albuquerque. N. Mex.
It. may interest you to know that the task force, has four regional
chair 'WV:1+011S. )r..lose Cardenas is the director for Texans for Educational Excellence in San Antonio. Tex.; Dr. Roberto Segura is an assistant professor or education in Sacramento State University, Sacra!tient°, Calif.; Dr. Soloman Flores is the director of Spanish-speaking

programs for the Chicago State University, Chicago. Ill.; and Dr.

Manual. Andrade is an assistant superintendent in the Denver school
system. The national elm rman is Dr. Rupert Trujillo, assistant. dean

for student affairs. the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
N.

The National Task Force de In Raza. has as its objective the improving of the quality of education for the Mexican American child in this
countr'y.

Mr. Chairman. permit me to give a brief background of myself, not

in the spirit of braggadocio but rather in one of providing nothing
mom hail htickground and experience, from which the remarks presented to you today 11W O von.

It was my privilege. to by the first director of education for the
Nfexican American Legal Defense, and Educational Fund in San

Francisco, Cali f.
I.DEF. has been involved in very many significant
lawsuits dealing Nvith quality education and the Chicano child. It was.
MAI-MEP that. litigated the historic and extremely important
Pocta/cR..New Mexico lawsuit, (1.973) which is presently under appeal.
This significant court suit recognized the notion of Iiilingual bictiljural education under the concept. of quality education. It is my understanding that. the. Puerto Rican Legal Defense, and Educational Fund
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is leaning heavily on !'reset(.~ for its own litigation on behalf of
Puerto Rican children in New Vork.
From San Francisco and AL:11,1)EF I was fortunate to he able to
study and receive my doctorate in CdllCati011 at the school of education.

'the university of massaehusetts in Amherst. The University of
Massaellusetts is the largest. State teacher training institution in

Massachusetts.
I was invited to become it member of that school of education faculty
as founder and first director of their school of education undergraduate
bilingual bicultural education teacher training program. T also served

on the Massachusetts State Advisory for
Educal ion.
This has relevancy to our concern here today for two reasons: First.
Alasachusetts. the State of the distinguished Senator Kennedy. here
present today, whose legisial ion we art, considering lucre today, was the
first. State in the Union to legislate bilingual education.

This example has led to some 11 States following in her footsteps.
Second. illy own knowledge and experiences outside the southwest
have made me realize, through very personal experiences, (hot there
are large populations of other ethnic and language groups in the midwest, the northwest. the north. and the east who not only suffer the
educational experiences of the Chicano, but who are likewise. in »eed
of the hopes that are embodied in all effective hlllllgllitl nuilticultural
education progrant---t he discussion of today.

While in New England, an experience *I will always relilellTher,

had the good fortune to

lie

mu

keynote speaker to educators in

Massachusetts.. VerIl1011t, C011lleCtiellf, and New jersey.

Finally. its a member Of the college of education :faculty at the

University of New Mexico. Albliquenve, ;11(1 executive secretary of
the National Education Task Force de In Raza, as well as the current

chairman of the Mexican .1merican Edncation Study of the V.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, from which you have just-. heard, these
provide a unique vantage point to make the ohserVations and recomIllendatiOnS on this important legislation dealing with an educational

strategy and program that offers so much hope to millions of our
children and even a hope for a more psycholorically sound country..
as we enter our 200th year as a nation of many languages and many
cultures.

T have been asked to speak to the continued need for bilingual

education in the United States. so my remarks will be directed at that
particular objective.

In 1965. the National Education Association and the Arizona.
Editeation Association sponsored it team of educators to conduct a
survey on the "Teaching of Spanish for the Spanish Speaking." The

findinrs clearly pointed out that there was a tremendous need to

provide bilingual edlIcation. The following recommendations were

made as a result of that study:
There is a need for a well-articulated program of instruction front
the preschool level to the high school level in the student's nati ye
lam-xuage.

The preparation of teachers for bilingual programs must he based
on (a) the personal qualities of the teacher. (b) their knowledge of
children and appreciation of the cultural environment. of the community from which those studentF, derive. (c) skill in the teaching
process, and ((1) be bilingual.
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'Teachers must he recruited from the Spanish-speaking population
and young Mexican Americans must he encouraged to pursue teaching
as a career.

Curriculum models twist. be characterized by their diversity so
that the needs of students will he met rather than continue to fit the

children to the curriculum.
A year later in l9(M, as a direct result of the N EA-Tucson survey.

a symposium, "The Spanish Speaking child in the schools of the
Southwest," W118 CO/WCONI /1 t. the IThiversity of Arizona in Tucson.

The symposium served as a sequel to the survey and was rightfully
qualified as a prolog to action. Six main areas of concern emerged
consistently in the interaction amonp the participants; the need for
(a) innovative classroom practices, (h) community participation in
the schools, (c) preschool education, ((I) university involvement, (e)
State legislation for bilingual education, (f) Federal support. for
bilingual education.

The mandates resulting from the symposium were decisive and

I nequivocal :

First. Spanish-speaking teachers must lie trained in Accordance with
.specific criteria.

Second. The school is an extension of the 'community and mutual

support. is imperative.

Third. Universities and colleges must. intensify their mobilization
of talent.
Fourth. A concerted effort ran4ring front the local to the national
levels of government must. he .put into motion toward theaccomplish-

ments of the complex goals set for the education of the MexicanAmerican child.

Fifth. A variety of State and Federal funding resources must be

vigorously pursued.

Senator Ralph Yarborough. your former colleague, received the
fire to go forth and ultimately see through the first legislation on
bilingual education as a direct. result of "Tucson." As a result, this
country has federally funded bilingual programs for some 5 or 7
years since Tucson.

Yes, much gain has been made. There have been sonic successes.
However, it is the position of some of us today, certainly it, is mine.
that we have not done enondi either legislatively nor through appro-

priation on the National and the State levels. To substantiate my
point, perhaps it. would he well to examine recent data on bilingual

education.

In a report written by Mr. Cris Escamilla, a recent intern in the
office of Senator Edward Kennedy, he came up with some startling
information much of which was based on his interviews with the
persons \oking on a study of hilingual education at the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
Mr. Escamilla stated the following:

Since 1h1 5.. the Congress has taken actions to alleviate the shameful failure
of education systems to recognize that not all children speak English.

Spanish, as a language, for example, is spoken by more than 12.000.000 people
in this country. and it is estimated that up to 50,000,000 persons speak a language
other thattEnglish. Congress has recognized that for a In rge percentage of people,
English is a second language and in fact to 1111111y, 'English is not even spoken.
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This reality, Ihis country can 110 longer ignore. educationally, socially, economically. politically, and psychologically. Tt is a known
fact. that thepro!rrams implemented as a result of the Bilingual Education Act of 196S have helped Chicanos. Cubans. 'Puerto Ricans.
native Americans, Japanese, Chinese. Portugese, and other students
Nh0 speak English as a second languiorp.

Alt hough we may he excited over the fact that the bilingual bicult oral education projects have expanded since the first national legislation, it is a serious reality that. bilingual education is not oven scratching the. surface, It was -found, based on the May 197? Commission on
Civil Rights bilingual study that. while (1.5 percent of the schools have
bilingual programs. only :7 percent, of the Chicano student population are reached.
In three States. as an example. Arizona. Colorado, and New Mexico,

bilingual programs are reachimr less than 1 percent of the Chicano
student, population, California. your State. Senator Cranston. has

bilingual programs in the greater number of schools. Si)
.
percent. when
compared to other States. but. however, it, must be. noted that they are
reachimr only 1.7 percent of its Chicano students.
It must he recognized that the awareness for the need of bilingualbicul t urn] education programs is growing. is evidenced by the attached

report. prepared for the forthcoming National Bilingual Institute to

be held ill Albuquerque, N. llcx., at the chic] of November. sponsored
by the National Task Force do la Raz.a. and NEA, to which we extend
an invitation.
This report indicates that over one-half of the States in the Nation
presently have vii her State legislation or a State policy dealing with
bilingual education. Tf we consider the above-mentioned California.
data, a. State which has moved dramatically, yet needs to go a long
way, then we can truly conclude that we continue to need a. massive
national thrust and commitment to allow bilingual education to begin
to trickle down to our millions of linguistically and culturally distinct
children who need it.

Tn a word, are we committed to the philosophy and educational
stratts7 of bilingual education. or are we about just, providing a sop.
dwindling hope. to placate the howling needs of our communities?
Let. us look at. what has been happening in the schools. running
parallel with this same programmatic edtwational thrust of bilingual
education, keeping in mind it. is not reaching sufficient linguistically
and culturally distinct. children. Tn the five reports of the. TT.S. Commission on Civil Hi,dits--Mexican-American Study, each of the reports
has documented di (Tema aspects of the -failure of the schools. Some of
these it. concludes:

One. To a large. degree, Chicano students attend school separated
from their Anglo counterparts.
They are isolated by school districts and by schools within individual districts.
They also are underrepresented as teachers and counselors and in

decisionmaking, positions.

Second. The language and culture of Chicano children are ignored
and even suppressed by the schools.

The school curriculum rarely includes programs and courses designed to meet the particular needs of these students. Mexican-Amer-
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lean pilelnS are largely CXellided front part
i 11 5111001 Ira 1
Th
opportunity in the finunine. of public schools.
it is concluded that schools that have an enrollment which is predominantly Mexican .t.inerican are underlinanced in comparison to the
schools attended by All!r10 C161111'011.
F01111.11. F1111111'0 eXiSiti 111 the (111:111ty of 1111e11(41011 hetWeell 10:1e1101'S
1111(1

1111'11 S11111e111S 111

1 he ehISS1101115 a the So11111 Weti1.

The Commission found that many teachers fail to involve. MexicanAmerican children as active participants in the education process..
"Nfany teachers seldom praise or encourare 'Afexican-American stu-

deMs, make use of their contributions in class, or even ;tsk them
miest ions.

.F.ducational outcomes of the schools of flue Southwest as found
by the study are:
First. For every 10 'Arexican-.1merican students who enter the first
grade, only t' graduate from liidu school. This contrasts with 9 ()LW
for the Anglo counterpart.
Second. The. proportion of Chicano students reading. 1; months or
limn', below grade level IS twice as large as the proportion of A11.010S.

Third. By the time Alexican-.1merican students have reached the
1.2th gradethe no percent who have not already dropped out three
or every four are reading below the level acceptable for that grade.Fourth. They ; e more than twice as likely to be required to repeat a grade as .nglo students and as much as seven times more

likely than

nglos to he overage for their grade.

Senator Cm\ xsTtix. Dr. Casco, may I interrupt. Because Senator
Kennedy has to 114111'11 to the j11111(.1111y C011111.11ttee 1111(1 then has Un-

01 hoe committee conference after that. T would like to have Senator
Kennedy proceed to ask his questions of you at this time.
Casco. We have indicated in the report, Senator. some of each
of the. major points and have documented some of our observations.
We \vould like to commend each of you Senators piutiularly for the
thrust oil teacher training. particularly the thrust On research, particularly on the business of fellowships, mid it' is all documented here,
and we commend you for those particular efforts.
Senator ettAxsoN. Thank you very much. T appreciate very much
your comments.
Now Senator Tennedy \in ask some questions. and we will have
your full statement presented in the record.
CAso. Senator. I have three attachments that. T would like to
in' made a part of the record, ilium!, with the rest of my prepared statenot read.
Senator C'aANsTox, Thank- yolk. They also will be made part. of
the record.
I-The prepared statement of Dr. Casco with attachments
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Sub Committee:
I am Dr. Henry J. Casso, Executive Secretary of the National
EduCation Task Force de la Raza, which has it

national office

at the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

It

may interest you to know that the Task Force has four regional
chair persons, Dr. Jose Cardenas is the Director for Texans
for Educational.Excellence in San Antonio, Texas; Dr. Roberto
Segura is an Assistant Professor of Education in Sacramento
State University, Sacramento, California; Dr. Soloman Flores
is the Director of Spanish Speaking Programs for the Chicago
State University, Chicago, Illinois; and Sr. Manuel Andrade

is a:Assistant Superintendent in the Denver School System.
The National Chairman is Dr. Rupert Trujillo, Assistant Dean
for Student Affairs, the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

The National Task Force de la Raza has as its objective the
improving of the quality of education for the Mexican American
child in this country.

Mr. Chairman, permit me to give a brief background of myself, not
in the spirit of braggadocio but rather in one of providing
nothing more- than a background and experience from which the remarks

presented to you today are given.
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ft was my privilege to be the first director of education for
the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund in San
Francisco, California.

MALDEF has been involved in very many

significant law suits dealing with quality education and the
Chicano child.

It was MALDEF that litigated the historic and

extremely important PORTALES, New Mexico Law Suit ('73) which
is presently under appeal.

This significant court suit recognized

the notion of Bilingual Bicultural Education under the concept
of quality education.

It is my understanding that the Puerto

Rican Legal Defense and Educational Fund is leaning heavily on
Portales for its

own litigation on behalf of Puerto Rican

children in New York.

From San Francisco and MALDEF I was fortunate to be able to
study and receive my doctorate in Education at the School of
Education, the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.

The

University of Massachusetts is the largest state teacher training institution in Massachusetts.

I was invited to become a

member of that School of Ed9cation faculty as founder and first
director of their School of Education undergraduate Bilingual
Bicultural Education Teacher Training program.

I also served

on the Massachusetts State Advisory for Bilingual Education.
This has relevancy to our concern here today for two reasons:
first, Massachusetts, the state of the distinguished Senator
Kennedy, whose legislation we are considering here today, was
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the first state in the Union to legislate Bilingual Education.
This example has led to some eleven state following in her footsteps.

Second, my own knowledge and experiences outside the

Southwest have made me realize, through very personal experiences,
that there are large populations of other ethnic and language
groups in the Midwest, the Northwest, the North and the East who
not only suffer the educational experiences of the Chicano, but
who are likewise in need of the hopes. that are embodied in an

effective Bilingual Multicultural Educaton program--the discussion
While in New England, an experience I will always

of today.
remember,

I

had the good fortune to he a key note speaker to

educators in Massachusetts, Vermont, Connecticut and New Jersey.
Finally, as a member of the College of Education faculty at
the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, and Executive Secretary
of the National Education Task Force de la Raza, as well as
the current chairman of the Mexican American Education Study
of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, from which you have
just heard, these prqvide a unique vantage point to make the
observations and recommendations on this important legislation
dealing with an educational strategy and program that offers so
much hope to millions of our children and even a hope for a more
psychologically sound country, as we enter our 200th year as a
nation of many languages and many cultures.
I have been asked to speak to the continued need for Bilingual
Education in the United States, so my remarks will be directed
at that particular objective.
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In 1965, the National Education Association and the Arizona
Education Association sponsored a team of educators to conduct
a survey on the "Teaching of Spanish for the Spanish Speaking."
The findings clearly pointed out that there wag a tremendous
need to provide bilingual education.

The following recommendations

were made as a result of that study:
There is a need for a well articulated program of instruction
from the pre-school level to the high school level in the
student's native language.

The preparation of teachers for bilingual programs must be
based on:

(a) the personal qualities of the teacher,

(b)

their knowledge of children and appreciation of the cultural
environment of the community from which these students derive,
(c) skill in the teaching process, and (d) be bilingual.
Teachers must be recruited from the Spanish - Speaking populaion

and young Mexican Americans must be encouraged to pursue
teaching as a career.

Curriculum models must 6e characterized by their diversity
so that the needs of students will be met rather than continue
to fit the children to the curriculum.

A year later in 1966, as a direct result of the NEA-TUCSON
Survey, a symposium, The Spanish Speaking Child in the Schools
of the Southwest, was convened at the University of Arizona
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in Tucson.

The Symposium served as a sequel to the Survey

and was rightfully qualified as a prologue to action.

Six

main areas of concern emerged consistently in the interaction
among the participants; the need for
a)

innovative classroom practices,

b)

community participation in the schools,

c)

pre-school education,

d)

university involvement,

e)

state legislation for bilingual education,

f)

federal support for bilingual education.

The mandates resulting from the Symposium were decisive
and unequivocal:
1.

Spanish-speaking teachers must be trained in
accordance with specific criteria.

2.

The school is an extension of the community and
mutual support is imperative.

3.

Universities and colleges must intensify their
mobilization of talent

4.

A concerted effort ranging from the local to
the national levels of government must be put
into motion toward the accomplishments of the
complex goals set for the education of the
Mexican American child.

5.

A variety of state and federal. funding resources

must be vigorously pursued.
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Senator Ralph Yarborough received the fire to go forth and
ultimately see through the first legislation on Bilingual
Education as a direct result of "Tucson."

As a result, this

country has federally funded Bilingual programs for some
five years or seven years since Tucson.
been made.

Yes, much gain has

There has been seine successes.

However, it is

the position of some of us today, certainly it is mine,
that we have not done enough either legislatively nor through
appropriation on the national and the state levels.

To

substantiate my point, perhaps it would be well to examine
recent data on Bilingual Education.
In a'report written by Mr. Cris Escamilla, a recent intern
in the Office of Senator Edward Kennedy, he came up with
some startling information much of which was based on his
interviews with the persons working on a study of Bilingual
Education at the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
Escamilla stated the following:

Mr.

"Since 1965, the Congress

has taken actions to alleviate the shameful failure of
educational systems to recognize that not all children speak
English.

Spanish, as a language, for example, is spoken by

more than 12,000,000 people in this country, and it is estimated
that up to 50,000,000 persons speak a language other than
English.

Congress has recognized that for a large percentage

of people, English is a second language and in fact toomany,
r
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English is not even spdken."

This reality, this country

can no longer ignore, educationally, socially, economically,
politically and psychologically.

It is a known fact that

the programs implemented as a result of the Bilingual
Education Act of 1968 have helped Chicanos, Cubans, Puerto
Ricans, Native Americans, Japanese, Chinese, Portugese and
other students who speak English as a second language.
Although we may be excited over the fact that the Bilingual,
Bicultural Education projects have expanded since the first
national legislation, it is a serious reality that Bilingual
Education is not even scratching the surface.

It was found,

based on the May, 1972 Commission on Civil Rights Bilingual
Study that while 6.5% of the schools have Bilingual programs,
only 2.7% of the Chicano student population are reached.

In

three states, as an example, Arizona, Colorado, and New
Mexico. Bilingual programs are reaching less than 11 of the
Chicano student population.

California has Bilingual pro-

grams in the greater number of schools (8.5%) when compared
to other states, but however, it must be noted, that they
are reaching only 1.71 of its Chicano students.
It must be recognized that the awareness for the need of
Bilingual Bicultural Education programs is growing evidenced
by the attached report prepared for the forthcoming National
Bilingual Institute to be held in Albuquerque, New Mexico
at the end of November, sponsored by the National Task Force
de la Raza and NEA.
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This report indicates that over one-half of the states in
the nation presently have either state legislation or a state
policy dealing with Bilingual Education.

If we consider

the above mentioned California data, a state which has moved
dramatically, yet needs to go a long way, then we can truely
conclude that we continue to need a massive national thrust
and commitment to allow Bilingual Education to begin to
trinkle down to our millions of linguistically and culturally
distinct children who need it.

In a word, are we committed

to the philosophy and educational strategy of Bilingual
Education, or are we about just providing a sop, a dwindling
hope, to placate the howling needs of our communities?
Let's look at what has been happening in the schools, running

parallel with this same programmatic educational thrust of
Bilingual Education, keeping in mind it is not reaching sufficient
linguistically and culturally distinct children.

In the five

reports of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights--Mexican American
Study, each of the reports has documented different aspects
of the failure of the schools.
1.

Some of these it concludes:

To a large degree, Chicano students attend school
separated from their Anglo counterparts.
They are isolated by school district and by schools
within individual districts.
They also are underrepresented as teachers and
counselors and in decision making positions.
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2.

The language and culture of Chicano children
are ignored and even suppressed by the schools.
The school curriculum rarely includes programs
and courses designed to meet the particular
needs of these students.

Mexican American

parents are largely excluded from participation
in school affairs.
3.

Unequal opportunity in the financing of public
schools.

It is concluded that schools that have

an enrollment which is predominantly Mexican
American are underfinanced in comparison to the
schools attended by Anglo children.
4.

Failure exists in the quality of interaction
between teachers and their students in the classrooms of the Southwest.

The Commission found that many teachers fail to
involve Mexican American children as active
participants in the educational process.
Many teachers seldom praise or encourage
Mexican Amrican students, make use of their contributions in class, or even ask them questions.

Educational outcomes of the schools of the Southwest as found
by the study are:
1.

For every 10 Mexican American students who enter
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the first grade, only six graduate from high
school.

This contrasts with 9 of 10 for the

Anglo counterpart.
2

The proportion of Chicano students reading six
months or more below grade level is twice as
large as the proportion of Anglos.

3.

By the time Mexican American students have
reached the 12th grade--the 60 percent who have

not already dropped out--three of every four are
reading below the level acceptable for that grade.
4

They are more than twice as likely to be required
to repeat a grade as Anglo students and as much
as seven times more likely than Anglos to be
over-age for their grade.

Based on the above outcomes, the Commission outlines what Mexican

American parents may expect as their children enter a public
school in the Southwest:
1.

Their children will be isolated from Anglo Children.

2.

Their language and culture will be excluded.

3.

Schools to which their children are assigned will
be underfinanced.

4.

Teachers will treat their children less favorably
than Anglo pupils.

S.

Forty percent of their children will drop out of
school before graduation and those who remain

11ESI
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in school will achieve less well than their
Anglo classmates.
Yes, that is what is happening.

We see Bilingual Bicultural

Education as a real hope to do something about this tragedy.
This data and other findings from the Mexican American Study
makes it clear that, not withstanding. the gains of Bilingual

Education, much, much work needs to be done to include
thousands, millions of children.

Perhaps, it would be well to

conclude this portion of my remarks with a statement from the
Bilingual Study of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights:
"Bilingual Education programs, considered by many authorities to
be the most beneficial curricular approach for educating the
Chicano children, reach a very small percentage of the Chicano
student population in the Southwest:
a)

Federal funding under Title VII supports programs
for less than five percent of the Chicano students.

b)

Though all of the five Southwestern states, provide
some funding for Bilingual Education, it is estimated
that these state funded programs reach less thap
2% of the Chicano students in their respective
states."

You now can appreciate that, not withstanding the fever for
Bilingual Bicultural Education, the cold reality is that based on
the Escamilla and U.S. Commission Study that BILINGUAL BILCULTURAL
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EDUCATION HAS REACHED NO MORE THAN 2.7% OF THE CHICANO
STUDENTS IN THE. SOUTHWEST, THAT IS ABOUT ONE STUDENT IN EVERY
FOUR.

It is a very safe statement, having personally examined many
law suits, HEW/Civil Rights Title VI reviews of school districts,
reading testimony from Hearings in New York, Boston, Springfield,
Massachusetts, that similar tragic data to this is true for the
Puerto Rican, the Portugese, French, Asians, Native Americans
and other linguistically and culturally distinct children in
this country.
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Let me now make some comment-4 shout 52552 specifically.

Pr

The Title:

To improve bilingtll and bicultural educational oppor-

tunities for children of limited English-speaking ability.
In view of the fact that the present legislation under which Title
Vii is operating has as its major thrust programs which are pilots,
it is my view that this should be considered as merely Phase I in
Bilingual Bicultural Education.

The Nord "improve" is rightfully

placed since this currently considered bill 52552 is intended'to move
this country out of the "pilot and experimental stage"

and onto Phase

II of implimentation and service.

P1

1.3-4

That this Act may be tied as the "Bilingual Education Reform

Act of 1973.

Titl. VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 was
and is only the beginning.
projects.

Much has been learned in these pilot

However, the data just presented signify the need for a

major reform in the sense that we must shift from pilot concept to
implimentation of the best of what has been learned from these pilot
programs, some of which are going into their fifth year of operation.

We need, as the legislation suggest, better, more expanded, more
inclusive Bilingual Multicultural programs.
P2

L1-2 (1) that there are large numbers of children of limited Englishspeaking ability;

Throughout the legisintlus it is recommended the removal of the
expressiOn "of limited English-speaking ability" and the inclusion
of the phrase "whose native language is other than English".

AltS1

Val

000
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This phrase not only is more positive toward developing positive
self image, but likewise recognizes that other children in our country
come to school speaking a language other than English.

P2

L3

(2)

that many of such children have a cultural heritage which differs

from that of English -speak Inc persons;

Part One:

Many such children

From a Spanish Speaking perspective, it is important to evaluate a
remark made by the distinguished Dr. Juan Aragoin, director of the

Cultural Awareness Center at the University of New Mexico.

His remark

was given in Boston, Massachusetts at the First Bilingual Education
Conference sponsored by the Massachusetts State Department of Education
and the Massachusetts State Advisory for Bilingual Education.
'The United States is the fifth largest country with concentration of
Spanish Speaking persons".
The rationale that he gives for this statement is the following:

The 1970 census has identified that there are nine and a half million
Spanish surnamed Americans.
However, in those state where there have been recent law suits over
the issue of the under counting in the 1970 census, namely California,

Texas, and New York, it has been shown that the census was off from
'27 to 32 percent.

This being the case, there are about 9 million Mexican Americans alone,
if the census if off even a third.

Mc continued that, it is recognized that there are about 2 million
Puerto Ricans.

Slightly under 1 million Cubans, about 2 million

of all other Spanish Speaking countries, which brings this figure
to around 14 million Spanish Speaking persons.
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The five most populated Spanish Speaking Countries are:
Mexico having 51 million population; Spain having 34 million; Argentina

having 28 mane", and Columbia having 22 million.

States

The United

comes next with 14 million followed by Peru.
This information is not as startling as his other observations:
"Within 20 years, given the population growth figures, America, North and
South America,will be a Spanish speaking hemisphere.
people today speak English.

Some 182 million

Some 174 million speak Spanish.

Given the

20 years and the population growth figures, those speaking Spanish will far
exceed English in the Americas.

Twenty years later S panish could be the

most popular sound in the Western world."
The point that stands out for me is, we have not even begun

to tap the

dormant potentials which lie in the minds, hearts, and lives of the
Mexican American Child, as well as all other linguistically and culturally
distinct peoples of this country.

.
Part 2:

P2 L4 (2) "which differs from that of English- speaking persons:"

Throughout the legislation it is proposed that the legislation use the
term "unique" instead of "differs."

It is a recognized dynamic

in this country that those things which are named or viewed as different
are not acceptable.

This may sound like a small point, but from there I

view the promotion of this educational program, it has major significance
for the acceptableness, for the participants as well as the larger society
also.
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P2 L12 (5) that, in addition, nil children benefit through the fullest
utilization of multiple language and cultural resources.
Bilingual education must be multicultural, recognizing that there are many
linguistic and culturally distinct children in these United States.
We must make it clear that Bilingual education is not only for all Americans
but economically and politically, as well.

Just as the Spanish speaking

student could see a possible future in negotiating issues like Venezuela
raising the cost of U.S. crude oil 577., so to the students of the larger

society must have and kaow this same possibility.

Isn't it true that in all

negotiations one begins with the respect for the language of the negotiators.
And is there no higher form of respect for a language that its use,
especially in such sensitive moments in history as mentioned above?
P2 L19 $135,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974.
You and I know that there have been constant efforts to raise the
appropriations for Bilingual legislation and that it has been a battle year
after year.

Even the present appropriation is not what you built into

the presently operating Bilingual legislation.

If you perceived a need

the, and there was, much more does one exist today because more people are
aware, sensitive, willing.

Their hope must no be let down.

Considered from another point of view, the U.S. Commission on Civil RightsMexican-American Education Study points out that because of the practice
of grade retention in the Southwest alone, it costs some $90,000,000 per
year.

Grade retention, in my opinion, is an educational strategy used

because of the lack of adequate and quality Bilingual Multicultural
education programs.
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Looked at yet from another view, in a study which I made of the
three law suits dealing with the disproportionate placement of
the Mexican American and other linguistically and culturally

distinct children in California, it was my conclusion that as
of 1971, there were 25,000 misplaced children in classes for
the educably mentally retarded.
UCLA,

In a report of Ur. F. Sheare,

it is the opinion of some authorities that the amount

of 705 misplacement was going on, which raises the figure of
SOS which I was using.

Important for you is that putting cost

per student from regular funds along with funds received per

child for EMR (Special Education) it is estimated that this is
costing $37,500,000.

One school administrator is quoted in my

study as saying "We just do not know what to do with them."
(The Mexican American child).

With strong, viable, quality Bilingual Multicultural education
which is the thrust of the legislation considered here today, the
above two tragic educational situations can he eliminated.

In

a word, you will impact states to use their local funds, hopefully,
in this new alternative educational program.
P4

L 1-4 "bilingual education program means a full-time program of
instruction for children (whose native language is other than
English) and for English-speaking children, who desire to participate in such programs..."

We highly support this part of the proposed legislation since
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in too many programs today Bilingual. Education is nothing more

than an English as a Second Language (ESL) program.

It really

has not been given its opportunity to work.
If we can cause Bilingual Educatio to be what it should be, I am
convienced that the parents of the larger society will want their
children to he able to know, speak and respect two languages
and cultures.

The thrust of a quality Bilingual Multicultural

education.

P5 L13-14 (ii) In no case may the number of English-speaking children
constitute more than 50 per centum of the total number of children
participating in a particular Bilingual Education program.
This'is excellent since it provides for several important needs:
a)

It protects your earlier statement in F (b)

(1)

(A) p. 1. --the inclusion of the children of the
larger society.

Unless the sons and daughters

of the middle-class and the larger society know,
sense and feel that Bilingual Education is beneficial
and available for them, it will not meet the
success it must have.
b)

It provides a guarantee that schools will net isolate,
concentrate and alienate the linguistically and
culturally distinct child.

I have seen this done

in my experiences in New England, the Midwest, the
Southwest and the Northwest.

This is a valuable protection.
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P5

1.

16-19 (iii) Children enrolled in a Bilingual Education program
shall, if graded classes are used, be placed, to the extent
practicable, in classes with children of approximately the same
age and level of educational attainment.
Others will speak to this in their statements, however, this is
seen as an excellent position, since it addresses itself to a
practice which currently is going on,.not only in Bilingual
Education, but other educational programs as well.

P6

1.

1-4....establish

with respect to Bilingual Education minimum

requirements regarding pupil/teacher ratios, teacher qualifications
and certification, and other factors affecting the quality of
instruction offered in such programs.

It has been my experience and observation that many programs
do not have qualified, certified teachers.

Your legislation will

urge school programs to provide for personnel which is prepared
to deal adequately with the linguistically and culturally distinct
child.

I urge you, continue this portion of the legislation.
P6 LIS (2)

(A)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

I urge you to keep this thrust of the bill since it provides for
improvement of training personnel, training institutes, fellowships, all of which will add to the fewness of educational
expertise presently existing in Bilingual Multicultural education.
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From my perspective and experience, I have found the lack of
provisions for teacher and professional training the most
woefully wanting part of the present legislation and practice.
It is incomprehensible to think that a school system can run
a program as sophisticated as Bilingual Bicultural Education
without providing trained staff.

Too many programs are using

only language teachers, or no experienced personnel, or arc
recruiting in other countries.
P7 L 4

(1)

This is not the solution.

a Fellowship

This is excellent.

I urge you, keep this with whatever effort

is required.

P8 L 7 Section 721 (a) There shall be within the Office of Education
a Bureau of Bilingual Education:
If Bilingual Bicultural Education is to get where it must, it has
to have the position and stature.

This provision will help

accomplish that.

P9 L17-25 Research
The need for hard data and major findings is the very reason why
the National Education Task Force de la Raza and the National Education
Association is sponsoring our Bilingual Institute November 28,
December 1, in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

(May I attach a copy of

the agenda for the record?)

P11 L2. Section 723 (a) National Advisory Council
This is a great idea.

It is supported and urged to be kept in

the legislation.
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Michigan

247,987.

543,000*

.

3'14,361;*
//58,177.*

354,031*
New 16mnpshire

158,!10M

New JerL.iey

SL9,866*

New Me:co

1,352,5w*

Now York

4,1122,939*

]20,77L*

Oh

Oklahoma

A58,i144*
115,640

Orcon

bid,z/5*
241,098*

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island.
Puerto Rico
South Dakota

85,000'

130,577!

JTeri

6,110,380*.
75,305
117,832*,
115,000

Trust Territory
Utah

Virgin Islands
Washington
Wisconsin.

301,347*
158,913*

From Title VII--Bilingual Education Office
*There are discrepancies, between amounts listed here for grants and
those reported by some states as Title VII funds implemented for
Bilingual Education,
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Erom the U.S. Commission on Civil Service Mexican American

Education Study
FINDINGS
I

1)

CURRICULUM

Information regarding the skills, abilities, and interests of Chicano
students are not taken into consideration in developing curricula in
Southwestern schools.

2)

The Spanish language and dialects of that language spoken in the
Southwest, are excluded from the curricula of Southwestern schools.

3)

Bilingual education programs, considered by many authorities to be
the most beneficial curricular approach for educating Chicano children
reach a very small percentage of the Chicano student population in the
Southwest.

4)

(a)

Federal funding under Title VII supports programs for
less than five percent of the Chicano students.

(b)

Though all of the five Southwestern States, provide some
funding for bilingual education, it is estimated that
these State funded programs reach less than 2 percent
or the Chicano students in their respective States.

Textbooks used in the teaching of all courses in Southwestern schools
either fail to make reference to Chicano culture, hisotry, and participation in the development of the Southwest, or distort and denigrate
that history and culture.

5)

Courses of special interest to Chicanos are offered to only a few
students in a very few schools.

Commission statistics indicate that

Mexican American history courses and Chicano studies programs reach
only 1.8 percent and 2.3 percent, respectively, of Chicano students
in the Southwest.
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6)

The Federal Government has funded little research to develop innovative
curricula programs for Chicanos.

7)

Chicanos are grossly underrepresented among officials and staff
members in State bodies affecting curricular decisions:

legislatures;

State Boards of Education, State Superintendents of Education, State
Departments of Education, State Textbook Selection Committees.
8)

State education policy making bodies have not taken affirmative steps
to insure equal educational opportunity for Chicano students.

9)

(a)

Four of the Legislatures in the five Southwestern States
have not required bilingual programs for Chicano students
nor have they adequately funded any type of language
program for Chicanos.

(b)

State Boards and Departments of Education have failed to
set statewide guidelines concerning the responsibilities
of districts to provide equal educational services to
Chicano children.

(c)

Textbook Selection Committees have continued to allow
textbooks into Southwestern schools which distort and
degrade the image of Chicanos.

Chicanos are underrepresented in positions affecting curriculum
at the district level:

Superintendents, school board members, district

professional staff including Curriculum Directors, and teaching staff.
10)

Chicano parents are denied input into the development and review of
curriculum and materials because:
(a)

schools and districts in general do not solicit
inp:it from parents

(b)

schools further discourage Chicano parents' participation
by failing to provide for language differences of parents
in school board and PTA meetings and in school notices sent
to parents.
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A.
1)

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT

Grade Retention
. The rate of grade repetition in the Southwest is high; ten percent

of all first graders and more than two percent of all fourth graders
are required to repeat these grades.

2)

Chicano students are required to repeat grades more than twice as
frequently as are Anglo students.

3)

The practice of grade repetition in the elementary schools of the
Southwest costs about 90 million dollars annually.

4)

Although educators who use grade repetition claim the practice aids
students with serious academic deficiencies and those whose emeotional
development lags far behind their age peers, there is no sound research
evidence'to indicate that grade repetition is more beneficial for
students with serious academic deficiencies or emotional immaturity
than is promotion to the subsequent grade.

5)

The little sound research available actually suggests that most
students with serious academic difficulties will make more gains the
following year if promoted than if required to repeat the grade.
(a)

Under current practices neither promotion nor grade
retention is an adequate remedy for students with
serious academic difficulties; both practices usually
leave the student lagging far behind his or her peers.

BEST Copy
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(b)

6)

Effective remedies are dependent on a thorough
diagnosis of the students' difficulties and special
help tailored to overcome those difficulties, but
these services are seldom provided to the students
who need them.

The diagnosis of emotional immaturity for purposes of grade retention
is often done by teachers and principals, both of whom usually Lack
training for this task; even professional counselors or psychologists
often are unprepared to make an informed and unbiased diagnosis of
Chicano pupils' level of emotional development because of their lack
of knowledge about the Chicano culture and inability to communicate
clearly with Spanish speaking students and parents.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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B.

Ability Grouping

1)

Approximately two-thirds of the schools in the Southwest practice
some form of ability grouping.

2)

Ability grouping is more prevalent in schools where a large proportion of the students are Mexican American.

3)

Chicanos are overrepresented in low ability groups and underrepresented
in high ability groups.

Two and one-half times as many Chicanos are

in low ability group classes than in high ability group classes; in
contrast, twice as.many Anglos are in high ability group classes as
in low ability group classes.
4)

Two general criteria are used to place students in groups standarized intelligence or achievement tests and staff recommendations, especially those of the teacher.

Both of these methods exhibit

language and cultural biases which tend to result in the channeling

of Chicano pupas into lower ability groups.
5)

Ability grouping results in poorer performance by low ability group
students, due partly to the lower expectations of the teacher, and
consequently, poorer quality of instruction provided by the teacher.

6)

While in theory students may move from one ability group to another
from year to year, in reality little mobility occurs once the student
is initially placed.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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7)

Available evidence indicates that students do not benefit psychologically from being placed in a low ability group.

8)

Short-term grouping, based on thorough diagnosis and specific prescription for a course of studies can be beneficial to a child.

The

goal of such grouping is to help the student in specific skill acquisition so that he or she can return to the regular classroom as
quickly as possible.

BEST

CON PAIMINI.E.
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C.

Placement in EMR Classes

1)

Chicanos are overrepresented in Educable Mentally Retarded (EMR) classes.
In Texas and California, th.ey are more than twice as likely as Anglos
to be placed in these classes.

2)

Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico maintain no data on EMR enrollment
by race or ethnic background.

3)

Authorities agree that true mental retardation is manifested by
impairments in both intellectual functioning and adaptive behavior.
Yet, the second factor, the ability to adapt to one's environment, is
generally ignored in the determination of mental retardation in the
schools.

4)

Many Chicano students placed in EMR classes are likely to be assigned
on the basis of inaccurate evaluations.

5)

(a)

Adaptive behavior is not measured.

(b)

IQ tests are inaccurate measures of intelligence for Chicanos.

(c)

Teachers who make evalautions of the intelligence of Chicanos
often have little understanding of Chicano culture and may be
biased judges of a Chicano student's intelligence.

In attempting to meausure intellectual functioning for placement of
students in EMR classes, schools rely heavily on the results of IQ tests.
However, these tests have been found to be invalid measures of Chicano'

intelligence because of their inherent linguistic and cultural bias.

°NT).

6)

Students often remain in EI.Ht classes for years without re-evaluation.

7)

Because the level of instructional material is geared to a truly
mentally retarded student, it is unlikely that a student who is
placed in such a class and then returned to the regular classroom will
have developed the skills necessary .to compete in the regular classroom.

8)

Of the five Southwestern States, only Arizona and California have
recognized the need for parental approval for placement of their
children in 101k classes.

AVAILABLE
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iii.

L)
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TEACHER EDUCATION

Mexican Americans have disproportionately Low representation in
positions which control or influence teacher preparation programs.
They are grossly underrepresented on the faculties of teacher education institutions in the Southwest, on the professional staffs of
State Departments of Education in the Southwest, and among the pro-

fessional employees of the U.S. Office of Education.

2)

A very small percentage of the classroom teaching staff in the
Southwest is Chicano and this percentage has barely increased in
the last four years.

3)

Although ethnic data on teacher trainees are not systematically
maintained, the underrepresentation of Chicanos both as public school
teachers and college students in the Southwest strongly suggest that
Chicanos are severely underrepresented as teacher trainees.

4)

Very few courses in teacher education institutions include material
specifically focused on the hackgroung of Chicanos or culturally
different students, or on the teaching skills which are particularly
suited to these students' learning needs.

5)

Teacher preparation programs seldom require trainees to take such
courses as cultural anthropology, sociology, ethnic studies, or foreign
languages, which would provide them with some understanding of
Culturally different children and a basis upon which to communicate
with such children.

n7-157 0.74 - It
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6)

Trainees who will later be teaching Chicano youth are seldom afforded
practice teaching experiences in schools with substantial numbers of
these children.

7)

The lack of material about Chicanos.in teacher education courses and
the trainees' lack of practice teaching experiences with Chicanos
result in teacher trainees' not being adequately prepared to teach
Chicano students effectively.

This inadequacy has been evidenced

by large and harmful disparities in the manner in which teachers
instruct Chicano and Anglo students in the classroom setting.
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COUNSELING

In school districts of the Southwest 10 percent or more Mexican
American, the overall pupil-counselor ratio is 1,123 to one.

2.

(a)

In elementary schools, in such districts, the
ratio is 3,837 to one.

(b)

In secondary schools the ratio is 468 to one,
almost double the ratio of 250 to one indicated
as adequat-e by the American School Counselor
Association (ASCA).

Only a small peicentage (5.4%) of the counselors in these districts
are Mexican American, whereas 28.5 percent of the student enrollment
is Chicano.

3.

In addition to a heavy student workload, councclors often are overburdened with clerical duties making it difficult for them to devote
sufficient time to advising students.

4.

Frequently the guidance counselors provide is based on incomplete and
inaccurate information obtained from the results of culturally biased
achievement rests.

5.

Reliance by counselors On the traditional one-to-one method of counseling
limits the number of students with whom the counselor can work.

6.

Chicanos are grossly underrepresented on the staffs of the various
agencies and educational institutions that control or influence the
training of counselors.

7.

Although ethnic data on counselor trainees are not systematically
maintained, the smalL percentages of all counselors and of all
college students who are Chicano strongly suggest that Chicanos are
severely underrepresented as counselor trainees.

8.

Counselors, nearly all of whom are AngLo, fail to receive the appropriate training in colleges and universities that would enable them
to work more effectively with Chicano students.

9.

(a)

State certification requirements fail to ensure
that counselors will receive training to enable
them to work with minority pupils.

(b)

The curriculum at counselor training institutions
fails to include courses relating to the language
and culture of Chicanos.

(c)

Counselor trainees have little opportunity to work
with Chicano students in performing practice counseling.

Three out of the five States in the Southwest require teaching experience as the basic requirement for entrance into counselor educetion despite the Eact that other States have found such experience
unnecessary.
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A NATIONAL BILINGUAL BICULTURAL INSTITUTE

A RELOOK AT TUCSON
'66 AND BEYOND

SPONSORED BY

The National Education
Task Force de la Raza

AND

The National Education
Association

November 28 December 1, 1973
Western Skies Motor Hotel
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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A RELOOK AT TUCSON '66
Abstract

In 1965, "The Tucson Survey on the Teaching of
Spanish to the Spanish-Speaking" posed, perhaps, the first
challenge for equal educational opportunities for the Mexican American of the Southwest. The Survey was conducted
by leading educators from the Tucson area and sponsored
by the National Education Association.

At the heart of the challenge for a more humane
emphasis in education for the Mexican American was the
unalterable belief that Mexican American children are not
deficient human beings, but rather that the schools,
techniques and materials are deficient and that these can
and should be changed to meet the needs of the Mexican
American child.
The NEA-Tucson Survey resulted in the following recom-

mendations which have since served as guidelines for
bilingual programs:
There is a need for a well-articulated program of instruction from the pre-school level to the high school level in
the student's native language.

The preparation of teachers for bilingual programs must
be based on: (a) the personal qualities of the teacher,
(b) their knowledge of children and appreciation of the

cultural environment of the community from which
these students derive, (c) skill in the teaching process,
and (d) be bilingual.
Teachers must be recruited from the Spanish-Speaking

population and young Mexican Americans must be
encouraged to pursue teaching as a career.

Curriculum models must be characterized by their
diversity so that the needs of students will be met rather
than continue to fit the children to the curriculum.

Englith must be taught as a, second language, using
appropriate techniques and materials.
Laws which directly or indirectly impede the use of the
children's native language in the classroom must be
repealed.
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In 1966, as a direct result of the NEA-Tucson Survey, a
symposium, "The Spanish-Speaking Child in the Schools of
the Southwest," was convened at the University of Arizona
in Tucson. This Symposium served as a sequel to the
Survey and was rightfully qualified as a prologue to action.

The Symposium concentrated on detailing facts about
bilingual education, stimulating ideas, offering pertinent
suggestions to interested participants, and presenting pro.
posals relative to all levels of education for the Mexican
American child. Six main areas emerged consistently in
the interaction among the participants: innovative classroom practices, community participation in the schools,
pre-school education, university involvement, state legislation for bilingual education, and federal support for bilingual education.
The mandates resulting from the Symposium were
decisive and unequivocable:

1. Spanish-speaking teachers must be trained in accordance with specific criteria.

2. The school is an extension of the community and
mutual support is imperative.
3. Universities and colleges must intensify their mobilization of talent.

4. A concerted effort ranging from the local to the
national levels of government must be put into
motion toward the accomplishment of the complex
goals set for the education of the Mexican American
child,
5. A variety of state and federal funding resources must
be vigorously pursued.
In retrospect, the questions posed at the symposium are
still valid today: "What are we doing?", "What more can we
do?" and "Where are we going?"

2
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A National Bilingual Bicultural Institute

"A RELOOK AT TUCSON '66 AND BEYOND"

INSTITUTE GOALS:

To provide participants with alternatives and options to
examine the various aspects of Bilingual Bicultural
Education in school settings with high concentrations of
Mexican American students, i.e., community involvement, teaching practices, teacher preparation, research,
legislation, and court actions.

To provide opportunities for participants to examine
current programs and practices of Bilingual Bicultural
Education as they influence public education in the
United States.

To provide opportunities for participants to acquire
greater knowledge, skills, and expertise that will enable

them to influence the direction of Bilingual Bicultural
Education.

INSTITUTE OBJECTIVES:
To review the rationale, conference activities, and recommendations of the 1966 Tucson conference.

To review the important activities in Bilingual Bicultural
Education since 1966.

To demonstrate exemplary Bilingual Bicultural Education programs which have been implemented in school
settings with high concentrations of Mexican American
students.

To review present and pending state Bilingual Bicultural
Education legislation and appropriations.

To review present and pending national Bilingual Bicultural Education legislation and appropriations.
To develop new directions for Bilingual Bicultural Educa
tion in American education for the '70s which will lead
to national legislation,

3
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INSTITUTE SCHEDULE
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1973
1:00 PM - 8:00 PM

REGISTRATION

8:00 PM - 9:30 PM

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
OPENING REMARKS:
"An Historical Overview of
Tuscon '66"
Maria Urquides
Tucson Public Schools
Tucson, Arizona

Chairperson, NEA Tucson '66
Survey Report
ADDRESS:
"A U.S. Senator's Perspective of
Bilingual, Bicultural Education:
Past, Present and Future"
The Honorable Joseph M. Montoya
United States Senator
State of New Mexico

Co-sponsor of new national
bilingual legislation
9:30 PM - 11:00 PM

INFORMAL RECEPTION

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1973

8:30 AM - 8:45 AM

OFFICIAL WELCOME
The Honorable Bruce King
Governor
State of New Mexico
Sr. Luis Saavedra, Chairman
Albuquerque City Commission
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Dr. Ferrell Heady, President
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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8:45 AM - 9: IS AM

GENERAL SESSION
ADDRESS:
"Growth Pains in Bilingual
Bicultural Education Since
Tucson '66"
Sr. Josue M. Gonz5lez

Former Director of Special Studies
U.S. Senate Select Committee
for Equal Educational Opportunity

9:15 AM 9:30 AM

CAFECITO

9:30 AM 12:00 PM

HIGHLIGHTS OF SELECTED

BILINGUAL BICULTURAL
EXEMPLARY PROJECTS

A number of projects with 4-5 years
experience have been chosen to
relate successes and failures. They
will be prepared to present major
and minor findings in their programs
and make recommendations for new
state and national legislation. Each
session will have a coordinator,
facilitator and recorder who will be
responsible for synthesizing the
information presented for inclusion
in an Institute Position Document.
Project demonstrations will be in
the following program areas:
1. Pre-School
2. Elementary School

3. Middle School
4. Secondary School
5. Community Colleges
6. Universities
7. Teacher Training in Above
Areas

12:30 PM - 2:00 PM

LUNCHEON
ADDRESS:
"The Role of the Teacher in

Bilingual Bicultural Education:
A National Perspective"
Dr. Helen Wise, President

National Education Association
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ADDRESS:

"Bilingual Bicultural Education:
A Necessary Educational Strategy

fnr American Public Education"
Dr. Rupert Trujillo, Chairman
National Education Task Force
de la Raza

2:00 PM - 3:30 PM

WORK LABS:
Major Developments in Bilingual
Bicultural Education at National
and State Levels (Panel Format)

information presented will be
synthesized and included in the
Institute Position Document.
Sessions will be held in the
following areas:

1. Legislative Action - a review
of the new proposed national
and state bilingual legislation.

2. Administrative Action - a review
of the significance and impact
of the May 25th Memorandum of
the U.S. Office of Civil Rights/
HEW.

3. Association Action - Bilingual
Education and teacher contracts.

4. Court Action - significant law
suits surrounding Bilingual
Education, quality and equal
education.

5. Community Action - the
effectiveness of community
involvement in bringing about
legislative and court actions.

3:30 PM - 3:45 PM

CAFECITO

3:45 PM - 5:15 PM

WORK LABS: State and Local Action
Development of action plans for
implementation

5:30 PM - ?

"A JOURNEY INTO A CULTURAL
EXPERIENCE" with
Dr. Juan Aragdn, Director
Cultural Awareness Center
University of New Mexico
6
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1973

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM GENERAL SESSION
ADDRESS:

"National Trends and Implications
for Bilingual Bicultural Education"
Dr. Armando Rodriguez, President
East. Los Angeles Community College

10:00 AM - 10:15 AM CAFECITO

10:15 AM - 11:30 AM HIGHLIGHTS OF
BILINGUAL BICULTURAL
PROJECTS

Simultaneous demonstrations will be
held by the following projects:

1. Bilingual Children's Television
(BC/TV) Oakland, California
2. Spanish Curriculum Development
Center, Miami, Florida

3. Curriculum Adaptation Network
for Bilingual Bicultural Education
San Antonio, Texas
4. National Multilingual Assessment
Program, Stockton, California

5. Title VII Dissemination Center
for Bilingual Education, Austin,
Texas

6. Materials Acquisition Center
San Diego, California
National
Bilingual Bicultural Children's
Program, Austin, Texas

7. "Carrascolendas"

12:15 PM - 3:00 PM

LUNCHEON

INTERACTION PANEL:
Select U.S. Congressmen Interact on
Major Institute Issues with Leaders

in Bilingual Bicultural Education
3:00 PM - 3:30 PM

CAFECITO
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3:30 PM - 4:30 PM

GENERAL SESSION

Reports from Thursday Work
Sessions continuing the

development of the Institute
Position Document
4:30 PM - 5:30 PM

WORK LABS

Continue the Development of
Follow-up Action Plans for
Implementation at National,
State and Local Levels
8:00 PM

FERNANDO LAMAS

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1973

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM GENERAL SESSION
Invitations have been extended to
key personnel at the U.S. Office
of Education and the National

Institute of Education for brief
presentations and interaction
with leaders in Bilingual Bicultural
Education

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM GENERAL SESSION
INTERACTION PANEL:
Representatives of the following
major organizations in American
public education have been invited:
National Education Association
Chief State School Officers
American Association of School
Administrators
National Congress of Parents
and Teachers

National Association of State
Boards of Education
National School Boards Association

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM GENERAL SESSION
A. Recommendations
B. Action Plans
12:00 PM

CLOSURE AND HASTA LA VISTA!
8

BUSINESS

Registration Fee:
Thursday Luncheon:
Friday Luncheon:
TOTAL ENCLOSED:

525 00
$ 5 00
$ 5.00

CITY AND STATE

STREET

CITY AND STATE

STREET

SEND REGISTRATION FORM AND CHECK TO:

TITLE

National Education Task Force de la Raza
College of Education, Room 232
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87131

I plan to attend the following
Luncheons but will purchase my
ticket upon arrival (please check):

HOME

November 28 - December 1, 1973
Western Skies Motor Hotel
Albuquerque, New Mexico

"A RELOOK AT TUCSON '66 AND BEYOND"

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM

PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: National Bilingual Bicultural Institute

I am enclosing (please check):

TELEPHONE:

7H OM E ADDRESS

1

NAME
SCHOOL OR AGENCY
BUSINESS ADDRESS

National Education
Task Force de la Raza

REST
COPY

41141148LE

Thursday Luncheon
Friday Luncheon

ZIP

ZIP

National Education
Association

TIME

Twin - $14 00

at

DATE

Triple - 518.00

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM DIRECTLY TO THE WESTERN SKIES MOTOR HOTEL.

I have no preference as to who I share with.

I will depart on

STATE

Double - S14.00

P.M.

A.M.

Western Skies Motor Hotel
P.O. Box 11158
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112

November 28 - December 1, 1973

"A RELOOK AT TUCSON '66 AND BEYOND"

HOTEL RESERVATION FORM

I will be sharing with (please provide additional names):

Single - ;10 00

DATE
Please reserve as indicated by X:

I will arrive on

CITY

ADDRESS

NAME

National Education
Task Force de la Raza

TIME

Quadruple - 5 22.00_

at

ZIP

P.M-

A.M.

National Education
Association

1
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INSTITUTE PLANNING COMMITTEE

Dr. Henry J. Casso
Executive Secretary
National Education Task Force
de la Raza

Sr. Torns Villarreal, Jr.
Human Relations Specialist
National Education Association

INSTITUTE COORDINATING COMMITTEE
Dr. Rupert Trujillo
Chairman
National Education Task Force
de la Raza

Mr. Sam B. Ethridge
Director
Teacher Rights Programs
National Education Association

Sr. Antonio Esquibel
National Coordinator
National Education Task Force

Mr. George W. Jones
Manager
Human Relations Programs

de la Raza

National Education Association

Srta. Patricia SInchez
National Coordinator
National Education Task Force
de la Raza

Mr. Robert E. Harman
Associate Director
Government Relations Programs
National Education Association
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011 very nuts il. Senat01*
Itit011.
!link our \vit !losses here this a rwriloon should he commended for
the development of their test jimmy. It \vill he of reat- value to us in
Sell:1101- KENNEDY. TII:1111:
I

the lintel araftin! or teirislation in the eonunittee and
think most
partieniarly vi,en ve reaeh the nowr of the I.S. senate.
1

.1s you \yell understand, Senator Cranston :Ind 1 do not. need much
religion On hilin:plial-lAcult urn l edneat ion :
10 do is 10 make 51111' of

:11%' st rung het inters in it..

in1.1,701 the legislation is

going to have on the other end of the pipeline. 'Those are the people
\ho are 1111.1,4h.11 1,.v. it. 'rid:, is koien. I think your particular expertise
is helpful. I 010 Impend the other \\It Itessys that WI' have here today

trill direct- their attention to a/..ttial prohleins in the classroom.
Senator Cruliston and I
vith the very strong conviction that
\'v act. nut. (loin. enough : Hint a !retit deal 11101.1' needs 10 he done.
011(1 rte are committed to doing every! hill!, rte can to itial:e sure it is
done.

these que:.tions we have here tilt'

1'1'0111

0111'

T1101%401. \ve \Valli 10 ht' able 10 tleVe101) 111e 1'0001%1 to l'eStiOnd not

just to \\*Ilat \Vt. 1111111:, hilt to \\int the p,cop,le living in these progranis
helieve.
I

n po I o!ri Ze for linvin!) to leave shortly. I hope

gvt. back before
('ox bel'ore the Judiciary
ani .member. and he is covering 11 great deal

\111' CO1111)101.1011 or the heard"''. Ave have

Committee. of \vhich

I

of extremely important toaterial at this time.

IVIten \ve scheduled these hearin,ws. We did not anticipate he would

be in this particular situation.

11.0 also hate lilt' health
OV12::111.1Za(1011
\\*11101i
billed 1110 I inlISO. 1155(11 the Senate. and IS in a final eonretvlice..
Itopefully that lOgiS1;1(1011 will reach out to Many Of
CO11111111161 les
,,,hert.
are nide to d,..\011,
oil th maintenance organiza-.

Lions in hoth urban and rural ecnitnittnities.

We are extremely hopeful. Senator ('ranston and T, that this
hill will have a real impact oil the quality of health care. t 111)11.-11-(mi.,
the Nation. 1Ve are not moyin... really very Tar ttvay vont the things
hni
to tilt, ,,T,,ps that yOil represetd so \\PI'.
Let nie just say that I holiee you are not test i
.rnt.
(.(in,nion bec;tilse you \mitt to stunk for voter oranizat ions (n..p.roups.
but you are ch)in, it because it is the
thin:!' l'01'.0111' 'country. and

this is the itnootant thin''.

I \vont to ask some spo,.i lie questions. Should the Federal programs

he altered from a Ion-percent ..rant. program to One requiring as
condition a En-percent State 01' local share?
That. has been sugge:,.ted.What is your reaction.?

a

.

l)r..C.\sso. Jiy re;tion. first of all. if .yon look at the testimony I
have sulaititted here today. already the nation:11 legislation has gen.erated efforts f 11'oughout t he States 1(11(1 second. ti State i)olicy has
howl implemented. and 1 \votild heartily endorse the contributions by
ItOse communities and those States.
TIovever. there are some school districts, and some. of tle people are'
here today:who couht not financially talc up this. so ii provision would
hove to lie made in those cases. There is a liv.vsuit, presently before the

Supreme.Court. This is a very critical area in that. issue.

97-457 0 - 74 - 12
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Senator KENN EDI'. Ti

all! a DIDICDVE Of school districts that could

not, get t hose ret;ou rcest wy are not available to them ?
CASSO. That is true.

Senator KENNEDY. We want to be able to fret testimony that there are

a number of communities that. have the desire and the will but just

cannot afford that.
Dr. CAsso, This is my testimony.
Senator Krxxi.:Dy. We will hear others that will comment about this.
Second. in your evaluation of the various profframs themselves,
when' would :,:on phirc the most
(0, cir.mont-i-..ey
school or secondary school?
Dr. CAsso. First of all, if you look at. the philosophy of bilingual
education,' it. must permeate -from early childhood all the way through
the university. The national thrust for the last several years has been

chiefly in the preschool programs, and I would suggest that there
is a need now to concentrate on the followthrough as those, children are
going into fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, all the way

up, otherwise the children are going to run into frustration as they

come out of the bilingual programs and go into the regular system.
Senator E.-1.:xxEny. You think it is important that the program be
across. the hoard rather than in early periods and in secondary schools
as well?

Dr. CASso. Yes.
.

Senator Ii:ExNEDy. Would that be the reaction of the other gentlemen .in the panel? [Thom was general affirmation.]
What can you tell us about the correlation between bilingual education programs or the lack of them and educational performance. by
t he children?
Dr. CAsso, T think that is very evident. in the testimony we have
submitted here relative to the. outcome of the students dealing with
the linguistically and culturally different, child. I have shown An my
testimony not only is this true in the Southwest but likewise in New
York; iii -Roston, in Springfield.

Senator, may T speak to your query it moment ago, I hope it was

ken more as a directive, than an inquiry, to the Commission on Civil
:Rights because our findings indicate that. the issue of disproportionate
placement of children into EMR classes is across the. Nation, and that
what is ha ppenin?. is that our children are being placed in classes with

the educable mentally retarded. I would suggest. it is affecting' all
children who are linguistically and culturally distinct.
.

Senator KENNEDY: D° tile rest, of you agree with that.?

Dr. WA xo. I fully agree. In fact I wits going to cite a couple of ex"InPles. to 'Yon. In -NO:. it used to be practically unheard of that
Chinese students \would be school dropouts. having the highest school
suspension rate ill San Francisco, and high truancy rate and now high

juvenile delinquency rates. I think the community has pretty
documented they are pretty well related to the failure of the students
. to perforin in school because: of lack. of knowledge, of the English
language.
.

Arr. LA FoNTA IN E. I might. add we. have 20 years of-evidence in New

York City when we think in terms of the influx; the large influx of
Puerto Ricans into New York City and the traditional education system that weha ve had, we see the mass of dropouts and the failures and
the retardation.
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I think it. is clearly fi lack of bilingual education that has led to the
plight of these children in the. New York school system.
Mr. Kii.Es STizA min.. Senator. as you know, we have over 2:50 spoken

languages in the Indian culture. and I was not. listening to what. the
-gentleman was saying initially, but I would like to, point out. there is
a bluer discrepane here these children are. concerned when they come
to the classroom.
They have to deal only with the English language. In my testimony
I have specific recommendations that will address this
Senator KEN NEDv. Let nu just ask you, Mr. Kills Straight, under the

existing law, title VII, has it. been implemented to permit tribes or
nonprofit, groups.afliliated with tribes to handle, this matter?
Mr.
i-inAionr. I believe throup.hout the country out. of the
over 2:50 tribes I ant talkinr aboutI just, point out the fact that we
need more.

Senator Kt:NNEDY. What has been your experience as far as the
groups acting as educational agencies to handle the programs? liave
the tribes been doing that. or nonprofit groups? I Lave you /had problems in this area ?
Yes, we have.
fJLI,S SIT:\
Senator KENNEDY. Will you, in your testimony. make some recommendations of what. can be done, to respond to thud.?
rr. Yes. I NVOUld also like to point out that to go
:\ Ir. KILLS STU. \

throught-he.Bureau of Indian Affairs is reallyby the time the money
reaches the communities. quite a bit. has been taken by the administraHon.

We have 'problems about, the .-fact. of local education groups, non-.
profit. groups. the contrat. schools, the, schools that. are directly deal-

ing with Indian educationwe have problems. where the Bureau of
Indian Affairs has used this money for general operating purposes.
There is the fact that. they NV011id rather listen to the politicians
instead of the local -Indians.
Senator I\:ES NEM'. Your are going to develop that a little in your
other testimony?

Mr. I(u.t.su STE:min'. Yes: and I would also like to have after this
question-and-answer period; several people who are knowledgeable, in -

this areamore than I an respond to that. They are sitting back
of me now.

Senator KENNEDY. Before.leavinp., I just, want to welcomesomeof
my Constituents who will be testifying.: Mr. Ernest Mazzone, who is
director of the Massachusetts Office of Bilingual Educal ion Mr. Alex
Rodriguez, who is chairman of flue Massachusetts Advisory Commission on Bilino-nal -Education: and Mr.. John 'Carrero who is director
of the title' VII program in Fall iiver, Mass.
T want to extend a welcome to you' gentlemen. 1 will make every
effort to be hack with .vou a little later in the it fternoon.
Senator CRANS.rox. Thank you very mueh. Senator Kennedy.
Senator Dominick, we welcome you to the committee.
sEN-ATott nomt-Nix's tx-rtioniTTonY TATEMENT

Senator Domrxrcic. Thank you.. Send or Cranston. T jitst want to
express my Dlettsure that these hearings'are. being held. as one of the
first, Republican s.ponsnrs of the original Yarborough bill. T have. been
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.

vt, ought to be able

licV Cannot go a low, in I lit, dominant

to find some method of reaching out to those people so they can
learn this is It cosmopolitan society.

I )I. ('.\ssi). l'reciselv t he t !trust of hilin!quil education is to be able
to have a child \vim is hilifi!run I in not Only his native tang:lingo but
IIu rount ry. .\.e.a I other content area grOlipS
also Ike lanirtule
Will In( :Tea

Specilica Ily lo

Senator I )(0I IN ICI..1.11:1111 oil Very'

'manor (1:.NNToN, Po each or cotta have a 1.01.11111l Statelliellt prepared ?
Mr.
I have :I S1;11(911010, loll I call par:11)1111Se it, and

I have some additional notes I can sulanit for the record later.
I it. 11'.Nl;. Yes. I (lo.
SI:.1(;111'. I have a

:Mil I can colldellSe it

shorter
Senator

0:sToN, I moult[ Ilk, to ask that you submit your formal
statement and proceed to summarize t he main points. takii10 into ac-

count that has heel] said up to nm. vith

each of .N-oat tT.N-ing to stay

wit hin t lie [line

STATEMENT OF HERNAN LA FONTAINE, EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATOR, OFFICE OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION, NEW YORK CITY,
N.Y.

All'. LA

Moll. I

II I;

eal'S have 1)1155(41 silute t la, last hear-

ings, held by this committee on the kilintal Ednent ion Act. I had
t he privilege of testifying heron. the committee at that time. and I :1111
eNt rentel\ pleased to lie able to offer a statement* once again in support
of the proposed leeslat
I urn going to
ry to paraphrase most of the statement, so I vin
shipping t great deal.
Senator Cu.ss.rox, IV), appreciate that,
r. 1..o Foxr.\IXI:. I Think We haste utade eollSidel'al)le strides
InSI
\' yenrS. hit the job verlailii.V ill 1101 c011Ipleted. Let me
cite. for example. Neo York City.
Rican lmckgrotind in the public
IVe have (;(1.(wil
s(.11.1,4 of New York city. ()I. those., over 9:i.oun are eias:-:itied as stu-

dents of limited aiglisii-speaking ability. in addition to that \e 1):1\
approximately another 30.(100 of other I Isispanif. groups: Cubans.
I ionlinicanS. and other South .\ merle:in count ries.

Senator ('I:Ass.rox. Of those of limit d English-sp.:11;ing :Wilk v. do
some of (hose Puerto IZican children have virtu:111v no English skills at
all

VoNTAI NI.... yes, They are classified as being severely lint-.
Heil or moderately limited in English.

lii addition. t here are close to 30.000 students of ohm. itisimiti,
classified: It is interesting. to note I hat
Inirk,r(),Ind
in recent )earsother language groups have also been increasing rapidly

so that \e limy have On additional :',0,000 pupils classified in this
same eale.rol.,V 1VIto (lane front 110111eti
French. Italian. Groot :,
are the In liginq.re commonly used for communication.
and (
Thus. %e see t hat '.vi' have a total of approNim:11,1.,.
%dm 1)\.

st

' irine of their different tangling.), bind:ground are placed in

nit ext remedy difficult school sit tint ion.

fart that our schools
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operated prim rily on all "English only" policy effectively denied
these students the opportunity to participate in a meaningful way in
the learning process.

'rho psychological and emotional harm done to a young child who
faces a strange and incomprehensible environment in the very school
\Otero his questions are supposed to be answered and his doubts are
supposed to he clarified, is nothing less than devastating...\nd yet we
continuo in many of out schools to resist any effort .to communicate
wit II our students in a language they understand.
Caballeros, si tuviera quo terminal este discorso en Espanol, estoy
seguro quo ninguno de list edes tendria la pacienrin de.escuchartne hasty
el

final. A simple translation of this statement is that. if T had to

complete the rest. of my testimony in Spanish. I am sure none of you
would have the patience to hear me out until the end. and yet thousands of our colleagues expect from these young students an incredible
amount- of tolerance and patience.

They see nothing wrong with Iniving students sit in their seats,
not for 10 or ri minutes. but for days, weeks. and months without
understanding a word of what is taking place. The. wonder is that so
many more students do not rebel against the total insensitivity toward
their needs as intelligent and articulate human beings.
As it is. the statistics describin!, the performance of our students
in the schools are appalling. in a study prepared by the Puerto Rican
Educators Association, Inc.. as background material foa report. by
the Nev.- York State. Commission on the cost. quality, and finance of

elementary and secondary schoolsthe Fleishman Commissionit
was reea.led that approximately :1:1 percent of the Puerto Rican students who reach high school drop out before graduation.
Conservative estimates of the dropout rate for Puerto Rican students

at all. ;frade levels is close to SO percent. A study of the reading
scores of eighth grade students in '21 New York- City public schOols
having :,0 percent or more Puerto Rican enrollment showed that S6
p e rem; were below

level in rOndi

belabor till, point wilich.by now must he familiar to
don't want to belabor
von. Puerto llican students occupy the bottom rung of the education
holder at all levels. Few students graduate from high school. Fewer
still are able to pursue college studies and fewer still will become the
professionals that we so desperately need to return to their commonities lit provide a helping hand to their brothers.
T am not so naive as to think that hilin!mal education will he pana-

cea to cure all of the complex problems which face our community :
however. I do believe it is an imporbmt and worthwhile educational
approach which can have a significant impact nn these PrOblems.

To date the assistance provided .throin2:h title VTT for bilingual
programs in New York City has not been sufficient to reach a large seg-

ment or the student population in need of such programs. At the present tiule there are approximately 13.0011 pupilS in bilingual programs
funded under title VTT.
Tt is obvious that this effort must he greatly increased. Toward this
end we have been actively engaged hi obtaining city tax levy .funds
specifically earmarked for the establishment of bilingual programs.
This effort is already bearing some results,.but hardly enough to r'linlinate t he need for vont inued.Federa I assistance.
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I would like to comment. now oil both bills which T find, in general,
ii)cfst sot isf act orv. 1 11111 glad to SV(' that both bills; sect ion 702-A-2

and section 70:1-F-01-A-1, ment;,o) preschool and secondary schools,
since T feel it is of utmost impormmy that we develop prograillS
provide for art iclilat ion het weed all

Our present ocus on t he elementary grade must now be broadened
so as to provide for students who arrive in Our schools at different age
levels wit hi the same problems as those of the elementary grade children. Part 11 of the same section indicates an authorization of $131 i
million for each fiscal year.

Having had the experience of funding policies of recent years, T
strono'ly uro.e t hat every effort 1)1' made to assure that the amounts ac--

tinily appropriated come closer to the level of authorization then has
happened in the past. 1 have 0110 question regarding this same section
Since Tseenl to read this paragraph as providing for -I years of financial
assistance. Con we not continue the pattern set with the previous bill
by Providing for n 5-yvar 'period of osi4istance, ending in ,Tulv 1978?

Sections 70:',-a-l--F1 and 70-1-1-1)-1-B-i state that in subjects of

study---

In Which speaking :Ind understanding of the English language is not essential

to understanding of a subject nuttier such as art. music. :Id physical education.;) program of bilingual 14W:it-ion shall make provisions for the participation
of children Of limited English speaking ability in regular classes

A Itholigh i understand and agree with the intent of this statement,
would like to point 'out that there 81V Oef`aSiOnS \VIlen n program will
be designed in such a manner that a lanfoin.fre other than English may
be used in one 1)1 thew courses. Therefore. to provide for greater flexibility. I would suggest that the word "may" be SlIbSt itiited for "shall."
This would allow program planners additional options in constructing
the instructional program.
Sections 703-b .and
indicate that the Commis-.
siotter shall establish minimum requirements re.o.arding pupil, teacher
ratios and teacher qualifications and certificat ions.

T wholeheartedly a.ree with this paragraph but in looking at the

Commissioner's proposed rules for title VII I did nnt notice any mention of such filininnun requirements. T t rust the committee will be able.
to See11111 the illiplPIMIlttition of this section in the Commissioner's
proposed rules.
Ohl very pleased to note that. sections 721 -a -3 and 704-F42-A
provide for trainin,o. prooTams which will include administrators as
well as other personnel. T have seen many situations in which supervisors and adtninistrators responsible for. (lie direction of bilingual
programs have had little preparation themselves in the specific techniques and competencies necessary for these progranis.
There is certainly n.considerable need to provide adequate. training
for these supervisors at an appropriate graduate level. Section 721 -1)x-:1. points out the need to achieve on equitable distribution of assistance vithin each "State. This brings to mind that. we should also be.
concerned with an equitable distributkm of assistance. with the Nation.
Now York City is presently receiving a little over
million. Although this represents an increase from the rather meager beginnings
in 1900. there is still some question US to whether we are Obtaining a.
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fair share of the total funds available in View of the large concentration of peopli. 11110 require such assist

Section 721-b--3-B provides for pivnient of funds for the adminis-

tration of an approved state plan of supervision of bilingual pro-

grams. I assume that. such funds would he taken from moneys over.
and above funds allocated' for implementation of programs.
We certainly could not accept the reduet ion of program funds for
State adminisiratiye purpose:-. Sections 732 an d 23 make provision
for it National Advisory Connell on Bilingual Education. i understand that. such a body had already been organized as a result of the
previous legislation.
Unfortunately, r have heard very little about this group and much
less about. any activity that. it has undertaken. I f this section- in the
proposed legislation merely intends to continue the life of the sonic
group, I would have serious reservations about accepting this
provision.
Senator C.n.vss.rox. I would like to say it. is an entirely new council

and we. intend. it to meet.
FONTA NT. Very good. Let us see if T can get down very
quickly to the section on the National Tnstitution of Education undertaking support. of services and activities.
I think it, is crucial that the education research arm of the Department, of Health. Education, and Welfare work in close cooperation
with the Division of Bilingual Education in developing a comprehensive information system for bilingual education programs.
I: think in this case we need to look at who is doing the research. I
am sure all of our communities arc pretty well tired of being tested
and evaluated and researched by many, many people who purport to
be experts but whose motives T sometimes question.
Alany of these agencies. have just jumped On the bandwagon and
rarely provide any opportunity for input, from practitioners and oomtriunity people. Also in terms of research, a great deal of curriculum
development has begun already, and I think activity from NTE
serve to assess what is already present. and try to hying together these}:
existing efforts.
The. testing and other evaluation' methods are still inadequate to
say the least. Standardized tests in .English are not only inadequate
but do not measure Spanish achievement whatsoever. I feel there is
too much dependency on the activity of profit: motivated commercial
testing firms whose sole concern in the long run is whether they Will
maim money or not.

Perhaps NTH. together with the Bilingual Education Bureau. could
begin to develop tests, which we could use,by people who would not
have to worry about. how much meney they are. going to make..
The suggestion for the national clearinghonse is essential to allow
fo.an exchange of information. By 'and large I think over the past few
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yea.N most of the people in the field have taken it upon themselves to
provide opportunities for this kind of exchange of information.
I know we have a bilingual resource center in New York City that.
is already beginning to have quite a bit of impact on the exchange of
information.
I might note parenthetically there will be all opportunity to provide
for exchange of information at the annual international conference on

bilingual cultural education in May at the Waldorf Astoria in New
York City, which we are sponsoring together with members throughout the country. Of course the committee. members or their representatives aro welcome.

I certainly support the amendments to the Vocational Education
Act, the Library Construction Services Act. and the Adult Education
Act, because I think they indicate that. bilingual education is an integral part, of the total education experience.
FinallY, I would like to congratulate the members of the committee

for their efforts in introducing a bill which is without a doubt the

most vital piece of legislation designed to improve the educational opportunities for all students whose native language is not English.
Senator CRA xsTos. Thank you very much, Mr. La Fontaine. That
is extremely helpful testimony. I suggest we hear from the other members of the panel before we begin our questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. LaFontaine follows:I
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION ACT
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Hernan LaFontaine
Executive Administrator
Office of Bilingual Education
Board of Education of the City of New York
At the Hearings Held by the Senate SubCommittee on Education
Wednesday, October 31, 1973 in Washington, D.C.

BEST CUPY
ALUilLABLE
More than six years have passed since the last hearings held by
this Committee on the Bilingual Education Act.

I had the

privilege of testifying before the Committee at that time and I
am extremely pleased to bo. able to offer a statement once again
in support of the proposed legislation.

By way of introduction, may I say that I speak no

only as a

professional educator intimately involved with the issues and
problems of educating hundreds of thousands of children for whom
English is not a native language, but also as a member of the
Puerto Rican community which includes so many thousands of these
children.

I believe we have taken considerable strides during the

last few years, and we have moved towards the resolution of some
of the problems affecting our students.

This movement has in large

part been due to the foresight and commitment on the part of
individuals such as the members of this Committee and others who
have led the struggle in securing .financial, moral and professional

support for bilingual education programs across the nation.

Needless

to say, the job has not been completed in spite of these efforts.

As

an example, let me cite the facts pertaining to New York. City with

which I am most familiar.

We have approximately 260,000 students

of Puerto Rican background in the public schools of New York. City.

Of these students there are over 95,000 who are classified as students

of limited Englishspeaking ability.

In addition, there are close

to 30,000 students of other Hispanic background who are similarly
classified.

It is interesting to note that in recent years other

language groups have also been increasing rapidly so that we now have
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an additional 30,000 pupils classified in this same category
who come from homes in which French, Italian, Greek and Chinese.
are the language commonly used for communication.

Thus, we see

that we have a total of approximately 150,000 students, who by
virtue of their different language background are placed in an
extremely difficult school situation.

The fact that our schools

operated primarily on an "English only" policy effectively denied
these students the opportunity to participate in a meaningful way
in the learning process.

The psychological and emotional harm

done to a young child who faces a strange and incomprehensible
environment in the very school where hiA questions are supposed
to be answered and his doubts are supposed to be clarified, is
nothing less than devastating.

And yet we continue in many of

our schools to resist any effort to communicate with our students
in a language they understand.

Caballeros, si tuviera que terminar

este.discurso en espaRol, estoy seguro que ninguno de ustedes
tendria la paciencia de escucharme hasta el final.. A simple
translation of this statement is that if I had to complete the rest
of my testimony in Spanish, I am sure none of you would have the
patience to hear me out till the end, and yet thousands of our
colleagues expect from these young students an incredible amount
of tolerance and patience.

They see nothing wrong with having

students sit in their seats, not for ten or fifteen minutes, but
for days and weeks and months without understanding a word of what'
is taking place.

The wonder is that so many more students don't:

rebel' against the total insensitivity towards 'their needs as

intelligent and articulate human beings.

As it is, the statistics
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describing the performance of our students in the schools is
appalling.

In a study prepared by the Puerto Rican Educators

Association Incorporated, as background material for a report
by the New York State Commission on the Cost, Quality and Finance
of Elementary and Secondary schools (The Fleischman Commission),
it was revealed that approximately 53% of the Puerto Rican students
who reach high school drop out before graduation.

Conservative

estimates of the dropout rate for Puerto Rican students at all
grade levels is close to 80%.

A study of the reading scores of

eighth grade students in twenty-four New York City public schools
having 507. or more Puerto Rican enrollment showed that 86% were

below grade level in reading.

I don't want to belabor the point

which by now must be familiar to you.

Puerto Rican students

occupy the bottom rung of the education ladder at all levels.
students graduate from high school.

Few

Fewer still, are able to

pursue co-lege studies and fewer still, will become the professionals
that we so desparately need to return to their communities to provide
a helping hand to their brothers.

I am not so naive as to think

that bilingual education will be a panacea to cure all of the complex
problems which face our community, however, I do believe it is
an important and worthwhile educational approach which can have a
significant impact on these problems.

To date the assistance provided through Title VII for bilingual
programs in New York City has not been sufficient to reach a large
segment of the student population in need of such programs.

At the

present time there are approximately 13,000 pupils in bilingual

programs funded under Title VII.
must be greatly increased.

It is obvious that this effort

Toward this end we have been actively

engaged in obtaining city tax-levy

funds specifically earmarked

for the establishment of bilingual programs.

This effort is

already bearing some results, but hardly enough to eliminate the
need for continued federal assistance.

I would like to comment now

on both bills which I find, in general, to be most satisfactory.
I am glad to see that both bills mention pre-school and secondary
schools, since I feel it is of utmost importance that we develop
programs which provide for a form of articulation between all levels.
Our present focus on the elementary grade must now be broadened
so as to provide for students who arrive in our schools at different
age levels with the same problems as those of the elementary grade
children.

The same section indicates the authorization levels for

each fiscal year.

Naturally, I would support the higher levels

of authorization indicated in S2552 which range from $135,000,000
to $250,000,000.

The present expenditure levels do not adequately

service the large numbers of students.

In fact, the expenditures

mIde under Title VII during fiscal year 1973 served 147,000 pupils.
As I stated earlier, we have a greater number of eligible students
in New York City alone.

Having had the experience of funding

policies of recent years, I strongly urge that every effort be made
to assure that the amounts actually appropriated come closer to the
level of authorization than has happened in the past.

I have one

question regarding this section in S2553 since I seem to read this
p.ragraph as providing for four years of financial assistance:.

Can

we not continue the pattern set with the previous Bill by providing
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for a five year period of assistance ending in July 1978?
Sections (703a4B and 704Fb1 Bilingual) state that in subjects
of study

in which speaking and understanding of the English

language is not essential to understanding of a subject matter
such as art, music and physical education, a program of bilingual
education shall make provisions for the participation of children
of limited English-speaking ability in regular classes...''

Although I understand and agree with the intent of this statement,
I would like to point out that there are occasions when a program
will be designed in such a manner that a language other than
English may be used in one of these courses.

Therefore, to provide

for greater flexibility, I would suggest that the word may be
substituted for shall.

This would allow program planners additional

.options in constructing the instructional program.

Sections (703b

and 704Fb1 Bilingual) indicate that the Coulissioner shall establish
minimum requirements regarding pupil, teacher ratios and teacher
qualifications and certifications.

I wholeheartedly agree with

this paragraph but in looking at the Commissioner's proposed rules
for Title VII I did not notice any mention of such minimum
requirements.

I trust the Committee will be able to secure the

implementation of this Section in the Commissioner's proposed rule's.

I am very.pleased to note that 52553 (Section 721a3) provides for
training programs which will include administrators as well as
other personnel.

I have seen many situations in which supervisors

and administrators responsible for the direction of bilingual
programs have had little preparation themselves in the specific
techniques and competencies' necessary for these programs.

There
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is certainly a considerable need to provide adequate training
for these supervisors at an appropriate graduate level.

Part C

of the same section in S2552 makes provision for the payment
of stipends to persons participating in training programs.

I

would recommend that such stipends be classified as tax-exempt
income so that trainees may receive the full benefits of the
financial assistance being granted.

Section 721b2A points out

the need to achieve an equitable distribution of assistance
within each state.

This brings to mind that we should also be

concerned with an equitable distribution of assistance within
the nation.

New York City is presently receiving a little over

$4,000,000.

Although this represents an increase from the rather

meager beginnings in 1969, there is still some question as to
whether we are obtaining a fair share of the total funds available
in view of the large concentration of people who require such
Assistance.

Section 721b3B provides for payment of funds for the

hchidnistration of an approved State plan of supervision of bilingual
programs.

I assume that such funds would be taken from monies

over and above funds allocated for implementation of programs.
We certainly could not accept the reduction of program funds for
state administrative purposes.

In fact we endorse the requirement

of a 25% expenditure for bilingual education from total state
educational expenditures.

We strongly urge the establishment of

a Bureau of Bilingual Education as in S2552 Section 721 rather
than a Division of Bilingual Education.

Appointing a director

of this Bureau at the highest level possible-and naming_him

'2 7 2 5

simultaneously as Deputy Commissioner of Education would serve
to indicate the true commitment by the Congress in setting high
priority support for bilingual education.

Everything possible

should be done to increase the bilingual resources and manpower
in order to be able to increase its effectiveness in assisting
bilingual programs in the field.

Section 732 (Section 723) makes

provision for a National Advisory Council on tilingual Education.
I understand that such a body had already been organized as a
result 'of the previous legislation.

Unfortunately, I have heard

very little about this group and much less about any activity that
it has undertaken.

If this section in the proposed legislation

merely intends to continue the life of the same group, I would have
serious reservations abot: accepting this-provision.

I would

recommend that a completely new council be established and that this
council be charged to meet periodically as in S2552 to carry out the
responsibilities described'in the Act.

I would also urge that every

effort be made to include in this body adequate representation from
the Puerto Rican community as one of the groups most affected by this
legislation.

I an also happy to note that Section 741 and 742

(Section 722) make reference to the practice of the National Institute
of Education in undertaking supportive services and activities.

I

think it is crucial that the education research arm of the Department

of Health, Education and Welfarework in close cooperation with the
Division of Bilingual Education in developing a comprehensive information
system for bilingual education programs. I trust that the National
Institute of Education will supplement the traditional sources of research
and information with an input from local minority
group agencies and organizations
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involved in education and related matters.

Our concern here is

for the implementation of relevant research activity.

For example,

in the area of curriculum development we have already witnessed
a number of efforts both at a local and national level.

Perhaps an

initial task for NIE and the Bureau of Bilingual Education would be
to assess and bring together the results of existing efforts.

Inthe

area of testing and other evaluation activities there is still a
considerable amount of work to be done.

Present standardized tests

are generally inadequate and rarely designed to measure achievement
ia any language other than English.

There is a Ear too great a

dependency on the activity of profit-motivated commercial testing
firms. A joint effort between NIE and the Bureau of Bilingual
Education could provide the necessary research activities whidh
would lead to the development of improved assessment measures
without regard to how much profit can be made.

The idea of establish-

ing a national clearing hduse for the exchange of information is
not only worthwhile but essential.

The brief experience with our

own Bilingual Resource Center in New York City indicates that we are
meeting a real need for all of. the personnel involved. in bilingual

programs in New York City.

We wholeheartedly support the Sections

in 52552 proposing amendments to the Vocational Education Act with
Library Services

and Construction Act and the Adult Education Act,

to include persons who have limited English speaking ability.
amendments

These

serve to focus on the general need for bilingual education

at all levels, while at the same time emphasizing that bilingual
instruction is an integral part of the total educational experience.
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Finally, I would like to congratulate the members of the Committee
for their efforts in introducing a Bill which is.without a doubt
the most vital piece of legislation designed to improve the educational
opportunities for all students whose native language is not English.
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Senator Cu.\ xsrox. Dr. 'Wang. would you now proceed.
STATEMENT OF DR. L. LING-CHI WANG, DEPARTMENT OF ASIAN
STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY, CALIF.

Dr. WANo.
muse is L. Ling--chi 1Vang. 3 am a lecturer in the
Fniversity of ('alifornia. T welcome this opportunity to testify be-

fore. this committee ontlie zweed for bilinrtia I bicultural education in
the. Asian .kinerican communit V.

This is the first time that such a need has been brought to the attention of Comrress since the enactment of the original Bilingual
Education Act. Public Law 90-2,17. title VII., on 'January 2, 1968.

The existinpr conspicuous absence of bilingual education projects for
.ksian .American children is clearly a reflection or a widespread ig-

norance and indifference toward the needs or thousands of Asian
.knierian school children nil the part of the V.S. (Alice of Education
and local school administrators.
For example, ill fiscal year 1972, there were only three small title

\'IT projects for Ashins out of a total of 19G projects in the United
States. and all three of them wore Chinese. T deeply l'(',1't that. T was
given very little time to prepare our case. However. T do hope that my
brief presentation today will generate a new sensitivity and interest
in bilingual education for .1sians in America.
'rho essential point." try to (ref' at is, because of past discriminatory
immigration laws agni.41st. Asians beginning with the 1882 Chinese
Exclusion Act, the lf.1.2-7 act which was designed to.cxcliule Japanese,
and the 1935 act, \Odell WaS designed to exclude Filipinosin fact, to

deport Filipinosbecauseof these past discriminatory acts, many of

our people. now are just coming into this country to rejoin their lona.separated 'families for the first time since the repeal of the Quota Act
in 1965.

So our local school districts are suddenly faced with a significant
number Of Asian Americansjust to give you 1111 example of the
tremendous influx, for instance, the Filipino, the percentage of increase from 1960 to 1970 WI1S S011101111112. Iike DO percent, compared
with an overall national averap.e of around 13.1i percent.

The percentage of Chinese increase was around 85 percent. ibis
gives you the extent of the problem that local school districts are

T do not. want to trouble you with all the statistics. but T do want.
to point out.somehing that. T understand that you are personally interested in, and that is the question of whether the right of non-English-speaking l'Ilinese students to receive an education and equal opportunities requires that the central school district must provide these
students with-special instruction in English.
This is taw 'question that is being addressed to in the 'forthconiing
Supreme. Court hearing owT)ecember 70 in the, case of Ti,,. v. Nie.ho7s.
which T and a number of people in the community have worked on
since 7969. 1Ve are Ver hopeful that the Supreme Court. will make a
favorable riding because. it will have a tremendous national impact...
Tt. may be of interest. to you that 3 days before the former Solicitor
(general was.'appointed to be acting Attorney General, he personally
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tiled an milieus brief in the Supreme. Court. and in fact requested personal appearance to argue Ill behalf of that partieular suit.

I think if the Supreme Court comes down with a favorable ruling'
this committee may have to drastically revise t he appropriations and
possibly even rewrite the guidelines and regulations for title T. because

I think certainly a lot of title I money could he -used for bilingual

bicultural education %vhich- has not yet, happened.
Senator CuAysTox. Tf %Ye face that need we will count on you for
some technical advice at. that point..

Dr. W.\ No. T would like to skip over my testimony and speak on a
number Of issues that are quite troublesome to us in the Asian cons -.
'nullity, and particularly in the Chinese community.
One is the. dilemma we are constantly .faced with, and this has to
do with the busing pro.irram in San Francisco. As you know. before

the busing program was ordered in San Francisco. we had a small

title VTT project. in Chinatown, San Francisco. and that was the third
year at, the time. when the busing order come down.
We, were faced with the tremendous problem of whether the needs
of non-English-speaking Chinese children should be placed on a higher
priority than the need to integrate, these bilingual classes.
At the end we were told there was no other way except. to integrate
the title Vii project, so as a result a number of children who had zero

Chinese language were brought into this small bilingual class and
just created a lot of chaos in the title VI T project. This is it problem
.1 do not know exactly how to resolve the question of need of nonEnglish-speaking schoolchildren and theneed for title VI-I-type projects versus the requirement of title VT of the Civil Rights Act.
I do not know whether this committee is goinn. to address to this
.onflict, but it. is a very real one totts in San Francisco.
Senator CnAxsTox. We will be looi;ing into that along with a. lot.
of other complicated problems.
Dr. IVA-No. The other one is AVIIVtiler this committee and the Con-

gress eventually will mandate that. non-En!rlish-speaking children
who are receiving education in public schools should receive. their edn-

. cation from teachers who are bilingual, because we have a lot, of
problems in this area as T mentioned earlier.
A. lot, of our Children are dropping nut. of schools or skipping schools,
and we had never heard of this in our community.

Senator CliANsTo. The question is whether we can mandate that.
when those. teachers do not. necessarily exist. We can provide some
teacher training and incentives, but unless the teachers are available,

there. is no solution.

Senator DomixicK. T might. also comment, Mr: Wang. that. T am
not; a. bit sure that. the fact that teachers are not bilingual forces them
to drop out of school. It may be simply that the schools aremot, relevant.

to anything they are living with; regardless of what language is
taught.
Dr. WAxo. Supposing, you were to enroll in a 100-percent Chinese
school where. no English was spoken? ITow world you perform I
Senator DermIN ICI:. Terribly.

Dr. Wang, if T may interrupt your testimony here, we have a fairly.
large Chinese and Japanese population in my State of COlorado, and
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they are extremely tine people. The interesting thing is without, exception as far as I know the second generation, those who have not
just moved 'here,. all speak English and stand near the top of their.
classes in school.

Why, is this true with the Asian group when I ant not sure it is true
of the ,Filipinos, because T do not have that much knowledge, of them.
but, why should it. he true with the Asian so much more so than with the
Spanish speaking in our State?
Dr. WAxo. That question is really begging the, question because you
know you are assuming that there are no problems among the Chinese
Americans.
Senator DOMINICK, There. are problems of course, but they handle
them beautifully.
Dr. IVANo. They have the highest suicide rate in the United States,
somet mes three times or six times more than the national average. They
have the highest tuberculosis rate among all national groups In this

country. They have among the worst employment situations in this
country today, working in the sewing factories, the so-called sweat
shops, and the people. are working 10, 12, and 15 hours a clay. So really
there. are of course some people that are going to be successful in a so-

ciety, but there are still a lot of other people who are not going to be
successful.

Senator DomiNICK. That has nothing to do with ethnic background
or anything. else. There are just as many people, who are so-called Eng-

lish-speaking peopleand I am not sure they are English speaking,
having read some of their letters ethnicity has nothing to do with it.
Dr..WANo. T think ethnicity has a lot to do with it because if you
t.ake a look at. the history in California, the Chinese were brought in as
labor when they needed them. and then when they were not needed,
they were shut, out. They brought. in the. Filipinos, and then they

brought, in the Mexicans. There are reasons why ethnicity has a role
here.

Senator Domix ten. I was talking about, modern days because, obviously you do not have a second generation unless your parents were
already li yin!, there. The parents had trouble, but, the second generation

in our Stateand T ant sure it, is true, of Californiais doing just

beautifully. They are leading citizens everywhere in the State:

Dr. "WANG. T would just like to mention this. The Asians, and particu-

larly the Chinese and Japanese, have been singled out as the most

successful group in this Country, and yet T. do riot think you realize how
mitch we have had to sacrifice for some of its tohe in that position, sac-

rifice, our own heritage, our own history, in fad including our own
self-respect, because we had to conform with everything that is de-

manded of us:
We arc people who are completely without any self-respect in terms

of our cultural heritage. A. lot. of people in this country admire the
beautiful high civilization of China and Japan, and yet, you take a
look at the Chinese or Japanese .Americans, and is there: anything
that, is bei ng preserved.to this today?
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Senator CRANSTON. Dr. Wang, what were the circumstances that
led to the lawsuit you referred to before, now in the Supreme Court?
Ur. WANo. I mentioned some of the indicators like high school
dropouts, truancy, high suspension rate, high juvenile delinquency
rates. Those, were the external factors that we noticed, but the other
thing that we noticed in particular was in 1960 there were around
i,000 Chinese schoolchildren who were reported by the San Francisco
school district as needing special help in the English language in order
to perform adequately in school.
We found that only slightly over .1,000 were getting very, very
partial help in the English language, and only around 200 were
getting truly bilingual help, and so the cc-;inunity was extremely
concerned that the children are getting into trouble, they are dropping
out 01' school. About :000 of these Chinese parents decided to join
together and bring this lawsuit. and to urge the school district to try
to do something to provide English language instruction for these
children.
I ant sure the Senator here would agree that something has to be
done for these people who are on the verge of dropping out of our
schools.

Senator Dom's Rai.. I would agree. But if you read the letters corning into my office, coining from all over the country, you would not
believe it. These are people who cannot spell, who cannot speak properly, who do not know what they are doing. I am not talking about
ethnics: I ant talking about people by the name of Jones and Smith,
and they have not the foggiest idea of how to write a letter.
My guess is that they do not know how to read, which is why we

put in the bills on the right to read which Senator Beall and I are
pushim., very hard to try to get instruction so the ordinary guy by
the name of Smith may find out how to read a sentence.

Dr. WAxo. I think that is just symptomatic of our school system.
It is failing our children. and the more so for the ethnic minorities.
Senator DanIxicx. What, I am trying to say is it is not restricted to
the ethnic minorities. It covers everybody.
I-The prepared-statement of Dr. Wang follows :1
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I

am a lecturer in the Univ.rsity of

veicorls this onnortunity to testifv.hecorp nis committee on

ne nee.' for hilingual-bicultural education in the-Asian Aisricen conmunitv.
is

the first time that such a need Iles heen hrnunht to the attention

,r eauoress since Or enactment of the original "qilinnual Educatinn Act"

(n.L. nn-217, Title Vii) on January 2, W, The existing conspicuens ahsence
of

education ii-Liects for Asian toierican .children is clearly a reflection

of a ul0e-leread ignorance and indifference toward the needs of thousands of
aaerican school children on the hart of the H.S. 'Vice of Education and
local :cline! Administrators.

For examele, in fiscal "ear 1n72, there were only

Om! small Title Vii !niects for Asians out of a total nfnf nrniects in the
U.5,, and all three of thra wore Chinese.
very little time to nrepore our case.

I

deeply regret that I ten given

TWPVCr, i do hone that m. brinf

^resentatien Coda,: wilt generate a not, sensitivity and interest in bilingual

Mutation for Asians in America.
Thorn ore mans, ways of assessing the\r

for.hilingual education.

,Inst cousin method is the identificatinn o' the target nonglition'in terms
of nher, concentration, 'woken llinquan,g, natinnal origin, etc.

nther methods

include measuring acadeptic achievement, self-image, relevance of existing curri.
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cula, staff competence and availability of financial and bilirqual resources.
Since this is the first time the Asian American concern is being heard in Congress,
I

have decided to speak primarily of some of the basic needs for bilingual

education in the Asian American corununity and to erase any doubt about the
extent of our needs.

I

also hone to explain why the Federal government has an

obligation to meet the bilingual education needs of the Asian American ConnunitY.
Before I begin, I would like to clarify what I understand to be the
goals of bilingual-bicultural education.

In general, the goal of a bilingual-

bicultural education program is to develop the full potential of each student
in a bilingual-bicultural setting, and to promote acceptance, annreciation and
understanding of a language and culture other than the students,/ home language
and culture.
English.

Needless to say, one of the two languages in this case is American

llithin this broad definition of goal, a bilingual education program

could either he an end in itself or it could be used as a vehicle toward
achieving equal and quality education for students who do not speak English.
It is innortant to point out that the latter does not mean teaching English as
a second language, the so-called ESL approach.
education should achieve the same result.

Both approaches to bilingual

however, in terms of existing

priorities, the latter should definitely take precedence, the large number of
non-English-speaking students in the U.S., given the inflexibility of most
local educational agencies and limited financial resources available and
competent bilingual personnel available.

THE ASIAN AMERICAN COMMNITY
According to the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Asian Americans in 1971
are made up of the following groups:
591,290

Japanese Americans

435,062,

Chinese Americans

343,060

Filipino Americans
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This is the first time in the history
is used in an official nublication.

the. Rureau that the term "Asian American"

In the nest, we were either known derogatorily

as "Orientals" or indistinguishably called "Other Non-Wtes."

But, the

Bureau's narrow definition of the Asian American is again symptomatic of
bureaucratic ignorance and insensitivity.

The term, es used in the Asian

American community since the mid 1060's, represents not only a new interest in
our common geogranhic origin, east and southeast Asia, but also a new awareness
of our common historical experience in Asia
political and economic exploitation.

and in America as victims of

(For example, Asian countries were victims

of Western imperialism and Asians in America were singled out for economic
exploitation and racial oppression).

Therefore, the term Asian American should

also include 70,000 Korean Americans and Immo other East and Southeast Asians
(Vietnamese, Laotians, Cambodians, Thais, Burmese, Sihks., lalaysians and Indonesians).

Some Asians prefer to include also the vmon Samoans, 100,000

Hawaiians and unknown number of Pacific Islanders among the Asian American
group,

In spite of our common geographic origin and historical experience,
there should be no presumption of homogeneity.

Each major Asian American group

represents a different national, cultural and linguistic origin and develops
out of diverse historical, economic and political settings in America.

I

need not point out what this means in terms of bilingual-bicultural programs.
Since the Bureau of the Census has publrlshed only population data on

the Chinese, Filipino and Japanese, my discussion must be confined only to these
three groups.

This, however, does not mean that the other Asian groups do not

need bilingual education.

In fact, I suspect there will be a rising need for

bilingual education for Indo-Chinese since more And more immigrants are coming
from that Part of the world as the U.S. slowly disentangles itself from that
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innoral and racist war.

For example, the U.S. bmnigration and Naturalization

Service already reported 4,100 Thais and 3,400 Vietnamese immigrants in its
1972 Annual Report, a substantial increase from 2,915 and 2,031 respectively
in 1971.

The full impact of American involvement in Southeast Asia on the, future

Indo-Chinese immigra..ion is yet to be determined.

Immigration figures in the

last few "ears from facist countries like South Korea, Taiwan and, the Philinines have been rising.

There is no reason to expect otherwise in the immediate

future.

PROBLEMS RESULTING FROM ANTI-ASIAN MIGRATION LANS
By looking at the 1970 census alone, we do not get the. full picture of

what has transpired in the Asian community in terms of changes in nopulation
characteristics between 1960 and 1970.

Actually, the Asian American pdpulation

in 1970, including only the Chinese, Filipino and Japanese, renresents a
55% increase from 1960 - -a marked contrast with the overall U.S. increase of 13.3 ".

By national origins, the Jaoanese population jumped

Chinese nr and Filipino 95T.

the most significant factor in the dramatic increase of course was the influx
of Asian immigrants in the 1960's as a result of the repeal of the anti-Asian,
restrictive quota system in 1965, permitting thousands of Asian Americans to
reunite with their loved ones for the first time in American'history.
following chart offers some explanations.
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OREANPIMICRATION: 1968-1972 (ALL CATF6OPIES)

CHINESE, FILIPINO, JAPANESE

Filipino

Chinese
1960
1961

1962
1963
1964

1965
1965
1967
1069
1069
1979
1971

1972

4,156
2,939
4,669
5,370
5,649
3,160
17,691
25,096
16,434
20,893

Korean

2,954
2,628

1,597
1,442
1,531
2,510
2,342
2,139
2,492
3,956
3,911
1,145
3,314
14,297
11,976

3,37
3,619
3,906
2,963
6,193
10,965
16,731

20,744
31,203
28,471
29,376

17,622
21,730

Japanese
5,471

4,490
3,897
4,156
3,690
3,294'

1,394
3,946
3,613
3,957

4,457
4,757

In terms of bilingual education needs, the dramatic increase, as a result

of imioration, means a sudden and substantial increase in enrollment of nonEnnlish-speaking school-age children.
Chinese, 10,800 Filipino

For example, between 1965 and 1969, 15,788

school -ace children were brought into our schools

(these are not absolute figures because they include adjustment of status).These

figures would he greatly inflated if we included the numberof younger schoolage children of foreign parentage, assuming that a substantial number of them
sneak only their native tonnue.

For exannle, 50". of this type of children, anes

6-11, from Filipino Parentage or 36,709 students entered our school system in
the same period.

Therefore the total number of Asian American school-ace children

in'need of bilingual education as a means of achieving equal and nudity education
is well over 100,000.

These school-age children, in my opinion, deserve too

priority in bilingual education programs.'
It this tine,

I would like to direct my attention to a subject often

misunderstood by the American public and by a small sector of the '1,sian community.
'10 often hear complaints about the troubles and orohlens created by the influx
of the Asian newcomers.

Indeed, some go so far as to sugnest a cut-off of any

further Wan inmigratinn.

This kind of talk is neither new nor surnrising.
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Throughout the history of the U.S., Asians in Asia and in America have been
used as objects of exploitation, abuse, contempt and ridicule, even though
Asians in America without a doubt have played an indispensable economic role
in the building of the West and the U.S. Government and big business have always
looked at Asia as a reliable source for American foreign trade (e.n., the
"China Trade") and domestic economic development and as a reliable suonlier of
cheap labor for the developing American monopolistic economy.

Indeed, it was

the China Trade that provided the primary incentive for the exnansion of the
American frontier from the narrow Eastern seaborard to the 'lest Coast at the

expense of the Indians, 'lexicans and Spanish in the middle of the 19th century
and furnished the necessary initial capital and valuahle business experience
for theeconomic and industrial development of the East and the Midwest.

It ws

the same China Trade and the need to protect the rapidly expanding American
foreign trade and investments that led America to the annexation of Hawaii, coloni-

zation of the Philippine Archipelago and to enter what historian A. Aitney
Griswold called

the limitless realm of world nolitics, naval rivalry and

.

imperial dominion' in Asian countries beginninn in the final decade of the 19th
century to this date.

But the development of the West could not he achieved

without a steady suoply of cheap labor.

This condition was easily met by a

successive and successful importation of cheap labor first from China, then Japan
and Korea and finally from the Philippine Islands beginning in the second half
of the 19th century.

The Chinese were first engaged as laborers in mining in

the 1850's and 1860's, then in rising California agribusiness and the railroad

industry in the late 1860's to 1390's and in sweatshop manufactwinn in the 1070's
and 1880's.

From the 1801's to the first decade of the 20th century, Japanese

contract laborers were brought in by the thousands, first to the boiming Hawaiian
sugar plantations and industry and later to the large California agribusiness.
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For the same reason, Filipino laborers, then known as American nationals, were
brought into the U.S. in larne numbers to meet the demand for cheap labor in
the flourishing California fruit and vegetab4e industries and the Alaskan salmon
industry in the 1920's and 1930's.

In spite of the great contributions made by Asian immigrants to the economic
development of the West, Asians were invariahle singled out as scapegoats and
the focus of racist agitation in periods of severe economic depression and high
rates of unemployment and each Asian group, without exception, was eventually
singled out for exclusion from immigration by racist, genocidal immigration laws.
For example, the protracted nationwide anti-Chinese movements And riots in the
post Civil War era led to a series of Chinese exclusion laws between 1892 and
1924.

The anti-Japanese agitation which henan after World War I eventually

resulted In the exclusion law of 1924.

Dy the same token, the anti-Filipino

riots during the Great Depression led to the nassane of the Filipino exclusion
law in 1935.

Exclusion laws however, did not end the exploitation of Asians in the
U.S., neither did they stop further enactment of discriminatory laws and
incessant agitation against the Asian.

California labor movements and political

Parties of all persuasions exploited the anti-Asian sentiment and used It
respectively as a means of organizing white workers and soliciting votes.
Local, state and federal law books are filled with anti-Asian legislation calculated to
further curtail Asians in areas such as employment, education, housing, business
and property ownership--and discriminatory, genocidal.immigration laws and expulsion
ordinances designed to isolate and exterminate Aiiians in America and to render
Asians criminal by reason of race.

Race riots, lynchings, assaults, bot)

physical and verbal, were frequently directed at Asians, inflictinn severe damage
on Asian lives and property and causing permanent mental and physical scars in
isolated Chinatowns, Japantowns and Manilatowns in American cities.
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Since immigration laws effectively curbed Asian immigration, prevented
Asians from becoming naturalized, and prohibited Inter-racial marriages, the
predominantly male Asian population was forcibly subjected to abnormal social
life and to maintain families across the Pacific.

Even with the gradual, token

relaxations In Immigration laws, first In 1943 for the Chinese, then In 1946 for
the Filipinos and in 1952 for all Asian groups, most Asians wore unable to reunite with their relatives.

I

Congress finally rectified t-

mentioned above, It was only until 1965 that
cruelty and Injustice against all Asians

and restored a very fundamental right accorded every American citizen.
This briefly Is the historical background and explanation for the Increased
demand for bilingual education In the Asian community.
legislations are now repealed.

The historical discriminatory

But the legacies of historical discrimination,

manifested in aff forms of socfaf, educational and economic problems in the Asian
American community today, remain to be solved by further federal legislative
remedies.

Specifically, the need for bilingual education among non-English-

speaking Asian children Is a case in point.

DISTRIBUTION OF ASIAN POPULATION: LOCATION OF NEED
Now that we have some ideas about how Inc need for bilingual education came
about, our next step is to locate the target areas where such a need exists.
The 1970 census shows Asian Americans to be primarily westerners.
Asian Americans live In the Western region of the U.S,, with 38
and 27% in Hawaii alone.

71% of

In California

Only Chinese Americans migrated to the Eastern states

In relatively significant numbers.

The following table shows the distribution

of the three major Asian groups by region In the U.S.
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Asian Population by Region

U.S. Total
Northeast Region

New England Division
middle Atlantic Division
North Central Region
East North Central Region
West North Central Region
South Penion
South Atlantic Division
East South Central Division
West South Central Division
West Region

Mountain Division
Pacific Division

Japanese

Chinese

Filipino

591,790

435.062

343,060

38,q78

115,777

31,424

7,485
31,4e3

18,113
97,664

6,962
24,462

47,354

39,343

27,824

33,002
9,352

31,001

8,347

22,375
5,449

30,917

34,284

31,979

17,46'
3,795
9,655

19,332
4,235
10,717

23,914
2,473
5,592

479,041

245,658

251,833

20,360

9,245
236,413

4,466
247,367

458,681

Asian Population in California:

1900-1970

Japanese

Chinese

Filipino

1970

213,280

170,131

138,859

1960

157,317

95,600

65,459

1950

84,956

8,324

40,424

1940

93,717

39,556

NA

1930

97,456

37,361

30,470

1920

71,952

28,812

NA'

1910

41,356

36,248

NA

1900

10,151

45,753

NA

The 1970 census further shows that 90% of the Asian population now reside In
urban areas.

By national origin, 96% Chinese, 89% Japanese and 85% Filipino are

urbanites, indicating adramatIc reverse from the situation In the 19th century
when most of the Asian pcOulation were agriculture laborers.

In fact, about 50%

of the Asian population are concentrated In three metropolitan areas: Honolulu,

San Francisco Bay Area and the LosAngeies-Long Beach area.
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Asian Populailw In major Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
Japanese

Chinese

Filipino

Honolulu, Hawaii

169,078

48,288

65,553

Los Angeles-Long Beach, Calif,

104,078

40,789

33,459

San Francisco-Oakland, Calif.

37,463

88,108

44,056

New York, Now York

17,066

76,708

12,677

San Jose, Calif.

16,644

7,817

6,728

San Diego, Calif.

7,515

Chicago, Illinois

15,797

12,653

11,823

Boston, Mass.

NA

14,721

7,530

12,025

1,393

Sacramento, Calif.

11,804

10,444

3,442

Seattle-Everett, Washington

13,877

7,434

7,361

Anaheim -Santa Ana-Darden Drove, Calif.

10,645

2,832

3,141

Stockton, Calif.

3,851

3,676

7,093

Fresno, Calif.

6,209

2,331

1,022

Sallnas-Monterey, Calif.

3,746

1,345

6,699

Denver, Col.

5,491

1,063

NA

Philadelphia, Pa.-N.J.

3,358

4,887

3,822

Washington, D.C.-Md.-Va.

4,662

8,298

5,137

NA

5,376

Norfolk-Portsmouth, VA.

NA

Des Moines, Iowa

NA

3,889

HOuston, Texas

1,350

3,708

NA

Portland, Oregon.- Washington

3,991

3,165

1,060

Vallejo-Napa, Calif.

1,288

1,093

3,553

San Bernardino-Riverside-Ontario, Cal.

3,107

1,316

2,433

Salt Lake City, Utah

3,087

NA

NA

NA
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I

hone that the above figure: will provide some directions as to where the staff

of the USPE should solicit bilingual education proposals and which Asian Americaa
groups are in need of bilingual education.

So far, most Asian American groups

have not been invited to submit their proposal
even know the existence of Title VII.

and

I

suspect most of them do not

The outcome of mutual Ignorance Is reflected

in the distribution of Title VII projects in FY 77.
112 Mexican American
35 Puerto Rican
19 Native American

19 Multi-ethnic Spanish
8 French
6 Portuguese
2 Cuban
I

Yuk-Alaskan

No wonder a recent HEW commissioned study found that "the Portuguese received
1.3% of Title VII funds compared with 1.7% received by Asian Americans although
there are 135% more Asian Americans than Portuguese."

Bilingual Education flood in San Francisco
Since
I

I

am most familiar with the school situation In San Francisco and since

have personally served on an advisory capacity in all the Chinese bilingual

education programs under Title VII, California AB 116 and ESAA Bilingual sot-aside,
I

would like to discuss the need for bilingual education In terms of critical Issues

being raised in the Lau vs Nichols case now pending In the U.S. Supreme Court.
The fact that the Supreme Court has schedliled a hearing on December 10 this year
is Indicative of the significance of the case.

I

also think that a favorable

ruling on the case should mean that a substantial mark-up in the appropriations
of the two bills, S-2552 and S-2553, is an absolute necessity and the re-writing
of Title

I

of the ESEA is Inevitable in order to meet the mandates of the Court.
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Table 1
Racial Distributions of Pupils by Division -18

for the Years 1967-1972-5

ETHNIC 0001'

TOTAL

AND TEAR

No.

TOTAL 1972

81.954
83.545
91,080
89,433
90,662
91,832

1971
1970
1969
1968
1967

J.H.S

ELEH2NTARY

% -11-6..
100.1

100.0
100.0
99.9
100.0
100.0

%

Ho.

%

"'S.H.S.
%
No.

ADUL
%

-Ho.

39.380
40.783
47,433
48,927
501928
51,635

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.1
100.0
100.1

19,665
19,732
20,484
21,648
20,798
20.743

99.9
99.9
100.0
100.0
100.0
99.9

19,977
20.387
20.840
18.858
18,936
19,454

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

--,----,----.--22,384
25.810
24.635

2,635
2,544

13.4
12.9
13.3
12.9

2,710
2,656

12.9
12.5

2,681
2,255
2.056
2,007

13.6
13.0
12.8
12.0
10.9
10.3

--.----.----,--4,355
4,912
5,118

---.---.-100.0
100.0
100.0'

-707FBH
SPEAING/
11,456
11,479
12.364
11,960
11,644
11,651

14.0
13.6
13.3
12.8
12.7

5.727
5,960
6.670
6.911
6,896
7,053

14.6
14.6
14.1
13.5
13.7

2,731
2,794
2,692
2,591

24,067
26,481
31,779
33,180
36,084
37,805

29.4
31.7
34.9
37.1
39.8
41.2

11.030
12,405
16,230
17,520
19,347
20.039

28.0
30.4
34.2
35.8
38.0
38.8

5,853
6,384
7,122
7,908
8,108
8,622

29.7
32.4
34.8
36.5
39.4
41.6

6,492
6,996
7,790
7,752
8.549
9,144

32.5
34.3
37.4
41.0
45.1
47.0

--.----.----.--9,654
12,235
12.361

NITIRTTRLAZWY 36,045

12,647
13,132
13,752
14.070
14,744
14,926

31.9
32.2
29.0
28.7
29.0
26.9

6.027
5.822
5.913
6,257
5,802
5,545

30.6
29.5
28.9
28.9
27.9
26.7

5262

26.3
25.9
25.3
24.1
22.0
20.5

--.---

24,462

30.5
30.4
28.5
27.8
27.3
26.6

--.--3,238
3.337
3,017

---.----.----.-14.5
12.9
12.2

12,193
11,542
13,436
13,037
12,413
12,439

14.9
13.8
14.8
14.6
13.7
13.5

4,980

3,296
3,314
3,288
3,370
3,036
2,905

16.7
16.8
16.0
15.6
14.6
14.0

3,579
3.658
3,620
3,212
3,146
3,351

17.9
17.9
17.4

-r.----.---

---.--

17.1

6,183

12.6
10.5
13.2
13.2
12.2
12.0

16.6
17.2

3,142
3,265
2,645

1,408

1.1

1,454
1,569
1,550
1,648
1,668

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.8
1.8

683
716
818
866
924
960

1.7
1.8
1.7
1.0
1.8
1.9

315
342
384

117

381

1.9

-----.

333
358
343

1.8
1.9
1.8

714

SURNAME 1972
1971
1970
1969

1968
1967
-011TER-VNITE
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967

1971

1970
1969
1968
1967

CHINESE 1922
1971

1970
1969
1968
1967
---311,ANicE/72
1971

1970
1969
1968
1967
amlu,..'A 11.

25,402
25,962
24,878
24,717 '

13.7

4.266..

6,263
6,455
6,231

14.1

351
365

365

5,288
5.273
4,551
4,171
3,991

-.---

-...---

.6

-

---.- - -.-

19.5
19.0
20.8

-.- - -.-

43.1
47.4

50.2

-.14.0
12.7
10.7

-.-

14
1.6

1.8
1,8

t page
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3.2
2.9
2.1
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Table

(Zont'd)

I

Racial Distributions of Pupils by Division-18 for the
Years 1957-1972-5"

ADULT

Elernintuy.7.1C17-7-7-"S.H.S.

,,,i ,:407r---"lotal
,.,) ttAR

%

No.

No.

i

No.

No.

%

%

Ho.

%

r---

.5

25

.1

.1

14

.0

55
17
19

.3

.2

1,051

5.3

992
870
537
369
300
398

5.0
4.3
2.6
2.0
1.6
1.9

---

- --

----549
705
589

- --

25
15

.1

.1

.0

11

.1

72
100
84

.3
.4
.3

...

- --

.1

7.6
7.4

2.3

2,979
3,014
2,436
2,036
1,718
1,375

3.4
2.7

.3

150

.4

33

.2

.3

141

.3

159
123

.3
.3
.2
.2

28
30

.1

.3

81
20.

.4

24

425
363
318

2.1

352

1.6

289
285

1.4
1.4

.4

1968
1967

.3

.1

.8
.0

0.2
2.7

- --

.2
.4

109

.2

76

77
46

.3

--127
141
114

.3
.2

.2

ILIRINO 1972 5,208
4,842
1971
1970
3,671
1969
2,863
2,398
1968
1967
2,135

1970
1969

- --

41
77

.4

.4

1971

---

58
42

170
146
125

293
233
277
208
119
79

arean 1972

.3

59

.3

.3

893

4.5

5.1

657

3.2

4.2

458
380

2.1

392

1.9

1.8

.1
.1

.6
.5
.5

- --

2.4
2.7
2.4

AMERICAN
j INDIAN 1972
1971

1970
1969
1968
1967

245
232
251
229
160

.3
.2

162

.2

125
127

.1
.1

1

OTHER NONWHITE 1972
1971

1970
1969
1968
1967

1

2,039
1,880
1,771

I2.5
'2.3
.1.9

1,528
11,479

:1.7

11,431

11.6

1.6

1,114
1,003

980
870
866
926

2.8
2,5
2.1

1.8
1.7
1.8

1.8
1.6

447
459
419
306
324
220

2.2
2.3
2.0
1.6
1.7
1.1

----533
377

- --

--2.4
1.5

191

.8

Senior High Schoo s, Special
Total of all Elementary Schools, Junior High Schools
Schools and Classes and Childrens. Centers. does not include Samuel Gompers and
John O'Connell-Day, or the Adult Schools for the years 1967-1972.
Samuel Gompers and John O'Connell-Day not included in Senior High School Total for
the years 1967-1972.

. The Adult Division was not a partO the -.woo in 1970-71 and 1971-1972.
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TABLE II

Total Racial Breakdown Of Elementary
Students Whose Home Language Is Other Than English

Grade

SS

C

K

703

543

57

17

1

660

504

46

23

2

610

545

48

26

3

562

645

54

13

4

516

54'

58

18

5

488

549

47

20

6

508

580

58

19

4,047

3,909

368

136

Grand

J

K

F

Samoan

Hindu

Total

274

42

15

1,651

2

327

29

14

1,605

1

307

47

10

1,594

2

299

24

11

1,610

310

28

15

1,488

334

25

12

1,477

304

20

15

1,504

215

92

10,929

AI

2

7

2,155

Total

Total
School
Population

,

5

.

727

4,980

683

170

150

2,979

--

--
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Table Ill
Racial Distributions of Certificated Employees
for the Years 1967-72

.1TNORY

Year

lrincipals

1-912

61

1971
1970

Total
'No.

244

Certificated Employees
'local
SS
OW
%

0

0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

6,6

75.0

4.3

77.1

5.1

3.0
2.0
2.0

111-Teachers 1017-- 4,72
on Basic
1971
5,135
Single Salary 1970
5,231
1969
Schedule
5,005
1968
4,712
1967
4,198

100.1,

,dministrative
Supervisory-

73
82
84
83
74
59

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

----

---

'Assistant

1969
1968
1967

r.:entral

Office

ity College
1dministraors

.ity College
Instructors

1972
1971

1970
1969
1968
1961

1972
1971

1970
1969
1968
1967

1972
1971

1970
1969
1968
1967

1972
Total

:ertificated

1971
1970
1969

1968
1967

279
276
267
259
248

19

17
15

----

468
460
399

5,042
5,496
5,489
5,842
5,522
4,871

99.9
100.1
100.0
100.0
100.0

--

100.0
100.0
100.0

X

%

%
.0

3.4
2.9
2.7
2.5
2.0
2.0

77.9
76.3
79.9
82.3
84.0
86.0

9.4
8.2
7.8
7.5
7.0
7.0

5.4 1.2
4.7 1.2
4.4 1.2
4.3 1.1
5.0 1.0

2.7
2.4
2.0
2.0
3.0

84.9
86.6
85.0
85.0
86.0
93.0

---95.0
100.0
100.0

.0

----

---1.7
1.0

100.1

J

%

81.2
83.0
90.0
91.0

---100.0

100.1

C

3.7 1.2
3.9 1.1
.7
2.9
3.0 1.0

.0

100.0

%

12.3
11.8
8.3
9.0
7.0
4.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

ti/8

.0

.0

.0

---91.2
94.0
95.0

3.4
3.0
2.8
2.4
2.0
1.0

77.9
76.5
79.9
83.2
86.0
89.0

.0
.0

Al
%
.0

.0
.0

.0
.0

.0
.0 .0

.0

1.0 .0
.0

.0
.0
.0
.0

F
%
.8

.4

.0
.0

1.3

.61.0

.1

.9
.7
.7

.0.

.0

11.0
9.8
12.0
12.0
10.0
6.0

1.4
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0

.0
.0

.0

.0
.0

.0
.0
.0
.0

.0
.0
.0
.0

.0
.0
.0
.0

.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

---5.0

----

----

----

.0

0

.0

.0
.0
.0
.0

.0

.0

.0

---

----

--.-0.0
.0
.0
.0

----

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0
.0. .0

.0
.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0
.0

.0

--

..-

--

---

--

--

3.2
2.0
2.0

.0
2.5
2.0 1.0 .0
1.0 1.0 1.0

.0

.0

.2

.0

.0
.0

.0

9.5
8.4

5.3
4.6
4.4
4.0
4.0
3.0

.0
.0

1.3

.1

.7
.7

.5
.4
.4
.4
.0
.0

7.3
6.0
6.0

5.3
2.9
1.2

.4
.4
.0

--

.7.8,

.0

.0

.0

----

.0

.4

---

----

.0

.0

1.0

.0

.0

2.0

.0

.0

%

.4
.4
.0
.0
.0

.0
.0

.0

----

6116

%

1.4
1.4
1.0
1.0

4.0 1.0 .0
.0

012

--.8

1.2

.0

1.2
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gives the racial composition of the San Francisco Unified School

District between 1967-1972.
bilingual education.

This, in general, is the universe of need for

The dramatic decline of white students and the steady

:

Increase among the minority groups In the last six years are similarly reflected
in the overall city population.

Thu decrease of white students from 41.2% in

1967 to 29.4% in 1972 Is somewhat balanced by increases, in the same period,
of Spanish-speaking students from 12.7% to 14%, black students from 26.6% to
30.5% and Asian students from 16.7% to 22.8% (including 14.9% Chinese, 1.1%
Japanese, 6.4% Filipinos and 0.4% Koreans).

The sudden drop in the Chinese

enrollment between 1970 and 1971 was caused by the nationally publicized Chinese
boycott of the elementary schools following the implementation of a court-ordered
busing program in San Francisco.

The trend in Junior High and Senior High schools

era consistent with city-wide minority trend.

The Japanese Student enrollment,

on the other hand, shows steady decline In both the elementary and Junior High
schools.

The most staggering increases occurred among the Filipinos (2.3%-4.6%)

and the Koreans (0.1%-0.4%), reflecting the Impact of recent rise in immigration.
Table II shows the ethnic breakdown of elementary students "whose home
language in other than English."

These figures are quite useless for our purposes

since data collection method is not provided.
questionable.

Besides, their accuracy is highly

For example, the total for each minority group by strange coinci-

dence Is identical with its total school enrollment!
A somewhat more accurate set of figures is available from the findings of the
U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California in Lau vs Nichols.
On May 26, 1970, the court declared that (I) "At present, there are 2,856 ChineseSpeaking students in the San Francisco Unified School District who need special
instruction In English;", (2) "Of these 2,856 Chinese-speaking students need of
special Instruction in English, 1,790 receive no special help or instruction at
all," and (3) "Of the remaining 1,066 Chinese-:speaking students who do receive some
special help, 633 receive such help on a part -time basis and 433 on a full-time basis."
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The Court further found "a; 0 fact
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that only 260 of the 1,066 Chinese-speaking

students receiving special instruction In English are taught by bilingual, Chinesesneaking teachers."

These fiture clearly demonstrated the extent of bilingual education need
among the Chinese students.

It should be pointed out that there was no similar

data available for the Filipino, Japanese and Korean students in the district and
there was no bilingual education program of any kind for those who did not speak
English.

Except for one small Chinese project at the elementary level, a state

funded pilot class at the Junior High level, and a small Japanese bilingual
education, there Is no Title VII program to date for the rest of the Asian students
in the school district.

Few months ago, the school district did receive about

half a million dollars under the bilingual sot-aside of the Emergency School Aid
Act.

Out, once the grant was distributed city-wide, Its impact is hardly visible.
Time does not allow me to no into detailed discussion on the quality of the

existing small bilingual education programs and the local politics of bilingual
education.

I

would like, however, to conclude this section by identifying some

critical Issues which should be of interest to this committee.
I. Accelerating rates of school suspension, truancy, drop -out, juvenile

delinquency and, more recently, violent fights among Asian youth--all

problems quite rarely heard of in the Asian communityare unquestionably
linked to the unavailability of relevant bilingual education for nonEnglish-speaking students.

2. The serious lack of bilingual-bicultural teaching personnel in the school
district, shown on Table Ill, is a direct result of a deliberate policy
and practice of not affirmatively recruiting and hiring bilingual
bicultural teachers on the part of school administrators.

Unless the

school reverses its discriminatory hiring practice, no effective and
sufficient bilingual education programs could be carried out.
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3, The continuing output of well - moaning ESL teachers by Teachers Training

Colleges not only will prevent potentially qualified bilingual teachers
from getting some training, but also will obstruct community efforts
to pressure local schools to come up with more bilingual education programs.
Universities should be allowed to sponsor bilingual teachers training
program in collaboration with not Just the local educational agency, but

also local community organizations.

By giving priority to bilingual

teachers training, federal assistance for different teachers training
programs could greatly alter the current shortage in bilingual teaching
personnel.

4. The busing program In many ways destroyed the small bilingual education
program in Chinatown.

Originally designed for Chinese-speaking children,

It now has students from almost every ethnic group In San Francisco.
This simply means that needy Chinese-speaking 'childrenare to longer
given high priority in this type of program.

Instead, achieving perfect

school lutergratIon and providing Chinese bilingual education for a very
small select group of children of all races are now given the number one
priority.

With so little money available for bilingual education, what

does Congress intend to achieve?
children?
Act?

To meet the need of non-English-speaking

Or to meet the strict mandate of Title VI

the Civil Rights

Is it possible to separate the need of non - English- speaking

children from the strict legal requirement under Title VI?
5. These are some of the questions we hope the Lau vs Nichols case and
Congress will d.dress to.

But the crucial nuestion is whether the right

of non-English-speaking Chinese students to receive an education and equal
opportunities requires that the San Francisco Unified School District
must provide these students with special instruction in English.

Federal

District Court felt surface equality of facilities, textbooks, etc.
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satisfied the judicial mandate of a right to education.
decision, the Ninth Circuit Court uphold the decision.

in a 2 to
As

I

I

mentioned

earlier, the U.S. Supreme Court has scheduled a hearing for this case on
December 10 this year.

It maybe of interest to the Committee that an

amicus brief was filed by the former Solicitor General Bork three days
before he was named Acting Attorney Deneral of the United States.
hope Is a favorable decision.

If

it Is,

Our

it will guarantee all non-

English-speaking children the right to an education.
6. Two closely related issues must be raised in connection with the suit and
the bills now before this committee:

(a) Whether the right of non-English-speaking Chinese students to receive
an education and equal opportunities require that such special instruction
in English must be taught by bilingual, Chinese-speaking teachers.
(b) Whether the best and the most desirable education for non-Englishspeaking children Is in fact the bilingual education approach rather
than the so-called ESL approach.
For obvious reasons, the Supreme Court is not being asked to speak on these
two questions.

In my opinion, Congress could and should address Itself

these two questions and answer them in the affirmative..

Many

educators

and researchers have responded positively to these two questions while
non-English-speaking groups are demanding affirmative answers as well.
Bilingual education gives a non-English-speaking child the surest and
quickest way to achieve his full potentials without taking away his
language and culture, without undermining his self-confidence and destroying
his self-respect.
I

urge you to Include your affirmative stand on these two issues In the two

bills under consideration.
7.

I

would like to raise another fundamental issue on bilingual education.

Should bilingual education be troated as remedial program,aPADprogram
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or a complete educational program to be made available first to non-Englishspeaking children and eventually to all American children?

Your answer to

this question will greatly affect the future direction of bilingual education
the amount of money to he appropriated.

I

think we should flatly reject the

remedial approach and should allow no funds to be used for that purpose.
I

think bilingual education needs further research and development.

they must be conducted under competent and strictest supervision.

But
It

Is

my hope that bilingual education will eventually become a reality for all
Americans.

But for the time being, limited resources require that the

highettnpriority for bilingual education be assigned to students with
non-English-speaking background.
In conclusion,

would like to urge that Congress declare its strongest'

I

commitment to provide bilingual education for all non-English-speaking children
in the country.

This recommendation In no way suggests that

I

am In favor of

not providing bilingual education for native-born Asian Americans or for that
matter, any native-born of any ethnic group or nationality.

We have gone too far

already with the melting -pot myth and we have destroyed many positive aspects of

our cultural pluralism.

Especially for those who are now rediscovering their

lost cultural and linguistic heritage, bilingual education is an absolute must.
For Asian Americans who have been taught to abandon their cultural heritage and
to disassociate themselves completely from the Asian American community, bilingual
education is by far the most viable program for regaining their lost heritage.
Their need for bilingual education is just as great.

Unfortunately, time and

priority do not allow me to address to this very Important need In the Asian
American community.

I

think Congress should respond to these rising Interests

in ethnic heritage.
I

still think that a true bilingual education is tho best answer to these

concerns.

I

only wish that everyone In this country could have a bilingual education.

But for the time being, our number one obligation Is to the non-English-speaking
in terms of bilingual need.

I

thank you.
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NsTox.
Senator (
order to keep titoiho. and to got to the other
panels, may Ne 110M' note 1.1.1)111 11r. K ills tit r ;iiglit. I have
I WSt 10115

1

Ivan! to submit to )ou in 'writing. Dr. \l'am.2,. and I will

t honk

STATEMENT OF BIRGIL L. KILLS STRAIGHT, PRESIDENT. NATIONAL
COALITION OF INDIAN-CONTROLLED SCHOOL BOARDS, INC.

Mr. 'C.:1,1,s Sru.ktutrr. My name iti Birgil Kills Straig.lit, 1 am an
Oglala Sioux front the Aledirine flow I )ist riet of the Pine Ridge Indian lieservation i South Dakota, and 11 menther of the ()g-htla Sioux
Tribal ('ouncil. i ;tin Upp0arinur before volt today in Inv caparity as
president. of the Coulit ion of Indian -('out rolled School Iloirds,
composisil
Tito
swots 95. schools and Indian organizations in 2:i skii,s ur the
which Parry on or are interested iti
carrying oneditrat hula] programs for Indian children. 'Hie coalition
is the first. national. grassroots. Indian organization devoted to editrational reform. We started in October of 1971 with four member
i

.

hoards and 11,:iVe grown to our present size in just 3 years.
Before. I present our testimony regarding Senate hill 255:2, the
Bilingual Education Reform .14.f of f973.. and Semite hill 255;1, the
Nutpreltensive. Iiilittrua 1 Education Amendinents .let of 1913, 1 ',you'd
like. to extend -to you, Senator Cranston. and your cominittee,.and lit
particular ;candor Ieitnetly, t he greet iuirs of our excel!! ve board anti
Our general membership. and to thattic you for inviting us to partici.-

pate in-this hearing,
I would like to advise volt that we were informed last Friday about
this hearing. mitt smilc of its were completely' 11311)rePlired for this.
There is a convention roing on in Tulsa. the Nat ional Congress of
.kinerican Indians. :Ind most of our people are atteml.ing. that.
There is another conference c()Iiillig Hp with HU! N'titiolial Indian
1.:ducation Associat ion in .1filattl:ee. I not sure these groups lotild
like to present some form of resolution to t his committee.

I would like to state ako that eye would like to respond to your
questions in writing after this Itearihtr. I have the material which the
-coalition is presenting, hut, as I have indicated before. there are well
oe 250 spolcen iangua;res, among the Indians; and every one of those
t rihes has ifs own speci fir problems.

Senator Cn.\:,,'S'ro-s. I understand fully. and let me say that f do not
know ',vim; ow. st.b.(bc,
In,. but by some method, intber Jo

-ing or b .anothe method, We do ',vain to :Yet a foil opportunity for
everyone from the Indian communities or any other to submit totally
their views to its. and we will take into account I heir views.

Mr. l(int.s STa.uotrr. I ant sure. this. will he appreciated. 'There are
Indian educators in the andience here today. and I would like to have
these people 'respond to some of these questions. Perhaps this cut he
arranged.
Senator CuANSTi ON. In scmie way we \vill seek to do that.

Mr. Iirm,s STuAicirr.. To begin, I would like to make some initial
comments, which I believe will lay the g-romitlwork for the substance
of my comments upon S. 25112 and S. 255:1.

A theme which the Coalition of Indian-Controlled School Boards
has maintained throurrliont. its brief 2-year existence is that governmental ap-encies. in their implementation of legislation must be held

.
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accountahle for carrying out. the purposes of Congress. Indeed, the
President Of the. t inited States must, be held accountale for the implementation of legislation which is enacted by Congress and which he
himsel f signs into law.

It seems to ns that the present turmoil in high places, the events
of the past 'ew months, the circumstances of the resignations of the
Vice Presidt,4..., of the Attorney General. and all the related events
it seems to its Alr. Chairman, that these things come to bear upon this
problem of accountability.
We sincerely hope that these events servo to give you, the Congress,
as well as the American people as a whole, it new perspective. We hope
it gives you a perspective which will bring you up to a level of under-

standing and perhaps empathy for the problems we face as Indian
people demanding accountability of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and

State and local educational agencies. and even. as the events of
Wounded Knee have demonstrated, accountability of present. day

tribal
%Till mon
might add a note at this point, which deals not with the coalition,

but rather with my experience. as a tribal eouncilman on the Pine,
Ridge Reservation..
In February of this year, I and two other councilmen of the Oglala
Sioux Council, upon repeated outcries froth mendwrs of our districts,
introduced an intpeachntent. resolution calling for the impeachment
Of the president. of the Oglala Sioux Tribe, Mr. Dick Wilson. We felt.:
at that time, and still feel, that there was sufficient documentation to:
warrant 1Nfr. Wilson's impeachment.

fortunately, Mr. Wilson controlled the impeachment process

and, in effect, presided at. his own impeachment, hearing. We, appealed

to the Bureau of 'Indian Affairs. but found that their interests were
coterminous with Mr. 'Wilson's. when the people found they had no
fair recourse for their complaints, in desperation, they called uponthe leaders of the American Indian Movement..

As a result,"this country had to contend with the occupation of
Wounded Knee. I bring this up to highlight. this whole question of

accountability. Accountability to whom? On .Tanuary :11 of this year,
I testified before, Senator Ervin's Committee on Government Operations relative to the impoundment. of funds authorized by Congress
for the Indian Education Act of 1072.
'In concluding my testimony. T stated :
We hope for the sake of our children as well as for the sake of the nation as a
whole that. whatever he the final content of S. 373 the impoundment control
billthat you act to retain It (lovernment accountable to the people. .

Accountability to the people.- Mr. Chairman,. isn't. that what. our
Government is all about? If the Coalition of Indian-Controlled School.

Boards is anything, sir, it is simply this:. Indian people demanding
an account from Government, for the mess that has come to be known

as "Indian Education." Accountability, Mr. Chairman, can only he
GONI'llffilt. and the structures for
Cove
attained when the structures
the implementation of Government- programs, are designed with
checks against bureaucratic abuse.

If the purpose of a particular piece of legislation is to provide
for the educational needs of Indian childrenand specifically for
educational needs of Indian childrenthen it is the duty
of Congress to insure that the structures of implementation provide
for accountability to Indian people.

the
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We are the only people who can validly assess 111Q degree to which
a bilingual program is meeting Our children's needs. 'We are the people

who can tell von whether or not, moneys. villein von authorize and
appropriate after long and exhaustive. hearings. are being spent, for
the purposes which you intended.
Iii concluding this prefaeo to our remarks, Mr. Chairman, we would
like to emphasize very strongly that it is not enough to recognize
the needs of Indian studentsand in particular bilingual Indian studentsit is not enough to compile scat isties documenting- those needs.

to hoar testimony from people like myself. and thmthrough legislatior to make moneys available to meet, those needs.
The heart, of the. matter is, to whom do yon make, those moneys
available? There, must be mechanisms developed in the legislation that,
both monitors and controls the expenditure Of the moneys appropriated. These mechanisms must he. mechanisms of accountability to
Indian people.
We can say without hesitation that, we support, the passage. of legis-

lation extending the authorization of title VII of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act of 1965. We, feel that, it, would be
foolish for the Federal Government. to abandon this program at this
time. We note that. both S. 2552 and S. 2553 call for the establishment

of a Bureau of Bilingual Education and establish a 15-member National Advisory Council on Bilingual Education.
We feel that this is a reasonable step in the direction of providing
for an accountable structure, particularly we, would say from the
standpoint of our Spanish-speakine. brothers. We note that. S. 2552
provides for training of bilingual Ancators..emphasiZeS colleges and
junior colleges where the. majority of the strident, body are Spanish
speaking, mandates bilingual programs in all subject. areas in the
language a child learns in, amends the Vocational Education Act. and
Adult. Basic Education Act and the act. which estahlishes the National
Institute of Education in such a way as to provide for bilingual programs in the respective, acts.

We. feel such provision will provide a broader forum to deal with
bilingual education. Senator Cranston, you stated in your introductory
statements before. the Senate.
The measures we introduced today have an .identical goal : To provide editcational.programs that regard the bilingual child as advantaged. I believe that
bilingual education can lie a great force in fostering educational change in
America. And it clearly rejects the idea that the prime objective of the school
is to wipe out all differences in style, heritage, and language backgroand.
delivering to societyat the end of 12 yearsa nicely packaged, vell-rehearsed
automatic reciter of majority maxims.

We think this is a. significant. statemeni on the part of a U.S. Senator
and concur with this view. In general, then. we W0111(1 support the
passage of these bills. However, we (10 not think that the provisions in

either bill am adequate to provide for the needs of the Indian

conummity.
The rest, of the statement consists of recommendations.
Senator CRANSTON. The rest of your statement covers your pro-

posals re bilincrual education for Indians?
Mr. MIAS STRAIGHT. Right.. It refers to the bill, item by item.
Senator CnAxs-roN. And you spell out, what, you feel are the needs
for bilingual education among the Indian children?
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Mr. Kti,i,s Sitmoirr. It covers it,. I would like to emphasize this

point :

(:3) To provide financial assistance to LEA's or to educational

institutions, whether public or private, in conjunction with local educational agencies for the purposes as outlined in section 721(a) (2),
(3), and (-I) with special preference. given to those institutions con-

stituted from members of the particular limited English-speaking
cultural group.
The reason for the suggest ion we have presented above is twofold.
First, our experience with technical assistance agencies as well as
institutions of higher learning has shown that too many times an institution is given a grant which liiis iio, knOWledge of the particular
Indian community which it is siitikised to be helping.
We have testimony which I inild like to incorporate with this.
Senator CitAxsTox. You are submitting that for the record?
Mr. KILLS STRAIGHT. Yes.

Senator CRANSTON. Fine. Thank you very much,

As you know, the educational affairs of native-American children
are spread among several different Federal agencies with overlapping
j urisdict ions.

What do you see as the prover polo for the U.S. Office of Education
for Indian education programs?
Mr. Kii,i s STRAIGHT. I think we must take the initial role or the
role of applying that legislation which was created by the Congress to
make it, more appropriate for Indian people in the communities.

Last. year, Senator Kennedy introduced a bill called the Indian
Education Act. It is parallel to the Bilingual Education Acts only in
that act it deals with the American Indian people. Fifteen members of
our committee were appointed by the President which we feel personally were based on political expediency rather than choosing qualified.
people serving on the committee..

We would like to recommend, as pointed out here, if this bill is

passed, and, if moneys are made available and everything is included
in this which meets the approval of Congress, this 15-member advisory
council be appointed by the Secretary.
There you would find people who are interested in education who
are involved on this council.
Senator CRANSTON. That is 1)140Vid0d, you know, in the bill.
Mr. ICius STamonT. Right. We, found ourselves fighting amongst.

ourselves as an Indian organization, and from tribe to tribe, merely
because the whole appointment process was actually left, up to the
President, and the majority of the 15 members of tlie hoard were
appointed heCanse of the fact. that they were Republicans, the fact that
they knOw some Republican person involved here.
We find that, even through it helps us very much, we still have a big
battle. ahead of us.
would like to point, out there is a need for comprehensive legislation to address overriding problemg in 'Indian education. We believe
that. si1;11 legislation must, be enacted, and most be enacted by Congress
which is Avillitvrto help the Indians..
In closing. Mr. Chairman. T would like to incorporate for the record
those items I mentioned previously.
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you. The entire matter will go in the
record.
rThe prepard statement of Mr. Kills Straight, follows:1.
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Mr. Chairman,

name is

Kills Straight.

I an an 061nla

Sioux from the Medicine Root District of the Pine Rid,;e Indian Reservation
in South Dakota, %ni a MeMl'vr of the 01:11.i Sioux Trflal Council.
appearing before you today in my capacit:; aC Ptc

of Indian Controlled School Bards, inc.

I am

thnv of the Coalition

The Coalition is co:

need of

some ninety-five r,...hdois and Indian orani:.ations in twenty-five states

of the Union which carry on, or arc interested in carrying on,
oducat;onal rrogra:%s for Indian children.

The Coalition is the first

national, grassroci..s, Indian organi.,:ntion devoted to educational rotors:.

We started in October of 1971 with four member boards and have grown
to our present sise in just two years.

Before I present our testimony regarding Senate Dill 2552, the
"Bilingual Education Deform Act of 1973", and Senate hill 2553, the
"Comprehensive Bilingual Education Amendments Act of 1973", I would
like to extend to you Senator Pell and your committee, and in particular
Senators Kennedy and Cranston, the greetings of our Executive Board
and our general membership, and to thank you for inviting us to participate
in this hearing.

To begin, I would like to make some initial comments, which I believe
will lay the ground work

or the substance of my comments upon S. 2552

and S. 2553.

A theme which the Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards has
maintained throughout it$ brief two year existence is that governmental
agencies, in their implementation of Legislation, must be held accountable
for carrying out the purposes of Congress.

Indeed, the President of

the United States, must be held accountable for the implementation of
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Legislation which 1:; ennetcd by Congress and which he himself' signs
into Law.

It SOM3 to US that the present turmoi 1. in high places,

the events of the l'hst few nKlt.hs, the circumstrcioes of the resignations

of the Vice President, of the Attorney Ceneral, and all the related
event";, - it semi t.0 US Mr. Chairman - that those things come to bear
upon this problem or Accountability.

We sincerely hope that these

events serve to give you, the Congress, as well as the Amerietui people
as a whole, a new perspective.

We hope it gives you It perspective which

will bring you up to a level of understanding and perhaps empathy for
the problems we face as Indian people demanding accountability of the
Bureau of

Affairs and State and Local Educational Agencies, and

even, as the events of Wounded Knee have demonstrated, accountability
Of present day Tribal Governments.

I might add a note at this point

which; deals not with the Coalition, but rather with my experience as
a Tribal Councilman on the Pine Ridge Reservation.

In February of this

year I and two other Councilmen of the Oglala Sioux Council upon
repeated outcrys from members of our districts, introduced an impeachment
resolution calling for the impeachment of the President of the Oglala
Sioux Tribe, Mr. Dick Wilson.

We felt at that time and still feel that

there was sufficient documentation to warrant Mr. Wilson's impeachment.
Unfortunately Mr. Wilson controlled the impeachment process and in effect
presided at his own impeachment hearing.

We appealed to the ilurcau of

Indian Affairs, but found that their interests where co-terminous with
Mr. Wilson's.

When the people found they had no fair recourse for their

complaints, in desperation, they called upon the leaders of the American
Indian Movement.

As a result, this country had to contend with the
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occupation of Wounded face.

L bring this up to highlight this whole

question of accountability.

Accountability to whom?

On January 31 of

this year, I testified before Senator Ervin's Committee on Governmental
Operations relative to the impoundment of funds authorized by Congress
for the Indian Education Act of 1972.

In concluding mu testimony I

stated, "We hope for the sake of our children as well as for the sake
of the Nation as a whole that whatever be the final content of 5.373
(The Impoundment Control Bill) that you act to retain a Government
Accountable to the people."

Accountability to the people - Mr. Chairman -

isn't that what our government is all about?

If the Coalition of

Indian Controlled SchocI Boards is anything Sir, it is simply this,
Indian people demanding an account from Government for the mess that
has come to be known an "Indian Education".

Accountability, Mr. Chairman,

can only be attained, when the structures of government, and the
structures for the implementation of government programs, are designed
with checks against Bureaucratic abuse.

If the purpose of a particular

piece of legislation is to provide for the Educational needs of Indian
children, and spedifically for the Bi-lingual Educational needs of
Indian Children, then it is the duty of Congress to insure that the
structures of implementation provide for accountability to Indian people.
We are the only people who can validly assess the degree to which a
Bi-lingual program is meeting our children's needs.

We are the people

who can tell you whether or not monies, which you authorize and
appropriate after long and exhaustive hearings, are being spent for the
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purposes which you iuteuAcd.

In concluAing this preface to our remarks,

Mr..Chairman, we would like to emphasise very strongly, that it is not
enough to recc,,:ni.Le the needs of Iadimn students, and in particular

enough, to compile statistics

Ili-lingual 'Indian students it is

documenting those needs, to hem: testimony from people like myself,

and then through legislation to make monies available to meet those
needs.

The heart of the mutter is to whom do you make those monies

available?

There must be m?ch:ulisms developed in the legislation that

both monitors and controls the expenditure of the monies appropriated.
These mechanisms must be mechanisms of accountability to Indian neonle.
GENFRAh STATEY,1!T VF SUPPORT FOR S.2552, and S.2553

We can say without hesitation that we support the passage of
legislation extending the authorization of Title VII of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

We feel that it would be foolish

for the Federal Government to abandon this program at this time.

We

note that both 5.2552 and 5.2553 call for the establishment of a Bureau
of Bi-lingual Education and establish a 15-member National Advisory
Council on Bi-lingual Education.

We feel that this is a reasonable

step in the direction of providing for an accountable structure,

particularly we would say from the standpoint of our Spanish-speaking
Brothers.

We note that-S.2552 provides for.training of bi-lingual

educators, emphasizes colleges and junior colleges where the majority
of the student body are Spanish speaking, mandates bi-lingual progiams
in all subject areas in the language a child learns in, amends the
Vocational Education Act, the Adult Basic Education Act and the act
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which establishes the National institute

as to provide for bi-lingual progr

of

Education in such a way

in the respective actn.

We feel

such provision will provide a broader forum to deal with Hi-lingual
Education.

Senator Cranston stated in his introductory statements before

the Senate "The measures we introduce today have an identical goal:

To

provide edu,ational programs that regard the hi-lingual child as
advantaged.

I believe that bilingual education can be a great force

in fostering educational change in America.

And it clearly rejects

the idea that the prime objective of the school is to wipe out all
differences in style, heritage, and language background, delivering
to society

at the end of 12 years - a nicely packaged, well rehearsed

automatic reciter of majority maxims."

We think this is a significant

statement on the part of a United States Senator and concur with this
In general then we would support the passage of these Bills.

view.

However, we don't think that the provisions in either Bill are adequate
to provide for the needs of the Indian community.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS 5.2553
Sec. 702 (a) Policy; Appropriations.

We suggest an addition (a) (3)

to this Section which would specify as one of the purposes to provide
financial assistance for Teacher Training, and other related activities.

Suggested wording for this section would be,
"(3) to provide financial assistance to L.E.A.'s or to Educational
Institutions whether public or private in conjunction with local
educational agencies for the purposes as outlined in Sec. 721 (a)(2),
(3) and (4) with special preference given to those institutions constituted from members of the particular limited ,English speaking cultural
group.
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The reason for the suggestion we have presented above is twofold.

First

our experience with technical assistance agencies as well as institutions
of higher learning has shown that too many times an institution is
given a grant which has no knowledge of the particular Indian community
which it is supposed to be helping.

Thus we think an emphasis should be placed upon the background of the
Agency providing these types of services.

We believe a priority should

be placed on the development of Indian Controlled Institutions to
serve Indian people.

I would like to note here Mr. Chairman that I

speak of Indian Institutions and Indian Communities, rather than
"limited English speaking groups" primarily because I am here to make
recommendations which will make this legislation relevant for Indian
people.

Secondly I think consideration should be given to L.E.A.'s
themselves receiving Bi-lingual Grants to conduct developmental
activities at the local level with the Grant Funded at a level allowing
them to secure their own technical assistance by sub-contract whether
from institutions of high learning, private organization or from
individuals.

But I want to emphasize that I am considering the expanded

definitions of L.E.A. under Section 722.

In this discussion, and am

concerned specifically with elementary and secondary schools operated
for Indian children which are Indian controlled nonprofit institutions
or organizations of Indian tribes.

We are concerned with developing

thnt mechanism which will most closely provide for community control
of the educational process.
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Section '(03 (u)(1)(C)

"Derinitionn/Regulations"

Although the intent of the bill is to provide fur the needs of 'children
of limited English-speaking ability' it seems to vs that a great munber
of Indian children will only be eligible by definition or the Commissioner
through regulation.

We would rather see Indians eligible by definition

in the Bill., thus we would suggest a new Section (C) which states

"Native American children whose dominate language is other than English"
be added wad designate the Section 703 (a) (1) (C) as provided in the
Bill as Section 703 (a)(I)(1)).

Section 703 (a) (4) (A) (iii).

We would suggest that there be an

addition of the word "Tribe" between Nation, and Territory.

Although

we prefer to think of ourselves as Nations we realize that the definition
as accepted by most non-Indians does not conform to ours.

Thus to

eliminate any doubt that the law is concerned with tribal history we
think it appropriate to make this specification.
Section 703 (a) (4) (E) (ii).

Although we believe that there should

be involvement by parents, teachers and students we would prefer the
weight of the committee to be in favor of parents.

For this reason

we would suggest strong language in this section which would eliminate
teacher domination.

Suggested language might be "with the participation

and approval of a community committee composed of, and selected by such
parents from their own number of which at least one-half the members
shall be such parents and, where applicable, secondary school students,
and such teachers in.an advisory capacity as are selected by the
community committee."
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Section 722 "Children in Schools on Reservations"

We suggest this

section be changed to provide for coverage for all bilingual. Indian
programs.

Thus we would suggest the heading be "Native American

limited-English speaking children."

There arc two reasons for this approach; first in the states of
Oklahoma and Alaska technically there are no reservations.

Secondly

not all Indians are recognized by the Federal Government or the state
governments.

We believe the program should be made available to all.

Indian communities where children have limited English speaking abilities.
In view of this we would further recommend that Sen. 722 (a) be amended
to read "For the purpose of carrying out programs pursuant to this title
for individuals serviced by elementary and secondary schools operated
for Indian children, a nonprofit institution or organization of the
Indian tribe concerned which operates any such school for the purpose
of this section, may be considered to be a local educational agency
as such term is used in this title."
Section 722 (6)

We feel it important to dwell for a moment upon the

requirements as set forth in this section.

The effect of the language

in this section is to require that all bilingual programs to schools
either operated or funded by the Bureau of Indian Affairs for elementary
and secondary school programs be channeled through the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

by B.I.A.

We object most strongly to the designation of schools funded
This would include contract schools such as Ramah, New Mexico

or Wind River High School, Wyoming.

Such schools are continually

fighting to shed the yoke of B.I.A. dominion.

Such a requirement would
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only help to strengtheh the dead Bureaucracy of the B.I.A., an agency
severely criticized in the Senate Report "Indian Education:
Tragedy - A Nation Challenge".

A National

We concur in the assessment of this

report that the B.I.A. is the Agency most unresponsive to the educational
needs of Indian people.

It is our opinion and our experience that the

Bureau, in its present structure, will not allow for the full impact of
the proposed legislation.

It would in fact provide funds to pay for

the rention of Civil Service personnel to whom this Federal agency has
a greater committment than to the needs of Indian students.

We recommend that funds appropriated for Indian students under 5.2552 and
S.2553 be placed under the responsibility of the recently established
Office of.Indian Education within the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.

We believe this will provide a more accountable structure

for the Indian programs for the following reasons:
.1.

The framework for awarding grants and contracts directly to Indian
communities and institutions is now well established'in the Office
of Indian Education and would make such awards on.the basic of
need through a developed award system;

2.

Funds appropriated for Indian bilingual projects would, if placed
under the authority of the Secretary of the Interior, trickle through
their bureaucratic structure, without a significant impact reaching
those beneficiaries funds are intending to reach.

3.

Mechanisms for control and direction of programs are ensured in
the grant process developed by the Office of Indian Education.

4.

A practical reason Mr. Chairman is that in 1973, 23.1 million dollars
went for Bilingual Educational programs for Spanish speaking peoples
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while 2.6 million dollars was spent upon Alaskan and American
Indian projects.

While we acknowledge the fact of the larger

number of Spanish speaking peoples we must point out to you that
there are well over 250 Native American languages.

In order to

develop materials and expertise in bilingual methods for
languages that do not have a European history there will necessarily
have to be a much greater effort and expenditure in the beginning.
We do not feel that the interests of the Indian community will be
adequately protected under this structure.

We are recommending

therefore that there be a set aside of the total appropriation for
Indian projects, that this set .aside be administered by the Office

of Indian Education, and that the amount be determined by need
rather than by population statistics.

By recommending that the

Office of Indian Education administer these monies we are not
suggesting Federal Boarding Schools should be excluded from
eligibility for funds.

Rather we say that they must follow the

same criteria and requirements for funding established for all
potential Indian grantees.

This would ensure that they must

include the Indian community in the development of bilingual
program and be subjected to the same measures of accountability
that would be developed for other programs funded under this act.
We therefore recommend that Section 722 (b) be deleted and in its place
a section included which incorporates the above recommendations.
Part B - Administration
We have already commented upon the Administrative needs for the Indian
communities.

We do not oppose the establishment of the Office of
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Bilingual Education, in fact we think it will be particularly helpful
for the Spanish speaking community.

We might suggest a greater

emphasis upon community members in the make-up of the National Bilingual
Education Advisory Board.

Our experience with Presidential appointments

would lead us to recommend Secretarial appointments as is provided in
S.2553 rather than Presidential appointments as provided in 5.2552.
We felt political expediency far out weighed educational merit in the
process of Presidential appointments for the National Advisory Committee
on Indian Education.

We think that the inclusion of a specified term

of office for the Advisory Board Members is of merit.
Part C, Sec. 742 (C)

We would recommend an addition after the word

Organizations which would read as follows:

"with special preference

given to those institutions constituted from members of the particular
limited English speaking cultural group."

Again our concern is with

the question of to whom monies are given for the performance of
Education Research.

We believe there are Indian organizations

capable of adequately performing these services.

S.2552, the "Bilingual Education Reform Act of 1973".
comment in detail on 5.2552.

I will not

However I believe that my major

recommendation of S.2553, the "Comprehensive Bilingual Education
Amendments Act of 1973 ", will apply to both Bills.

In conclusion

I would point out that there is a need for comprehensive legislation
to address the overriding problems in Indian Education.

We believe

that such Legislation must be enacted, and it must be enacted by a
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Congress and an Administration willing to work with the total Indian
community, willing to address the key issues of Indian Education
Financing as well as Indian Education Financing as well as Indian
Education Control.

All of the legislation we have today is piecemeal

legislation which doesn't key upon the root causes of failures in
Indian Education.

We have supported the passage of the "Indian

Education Act of 1972" P.L., 92-318, as well as S.1017 "The Indian
Self-Determination and Educational Reform Act of 1973."

Given the

incorporation of our recommendations we are now supporting 5.2552, the
."Bilingual Education Reform Act of 1973", and 5.2553, the "Comprehensive
Bilingual Education Amendments Act of 1973".

NeVertheless we are

prepared to put forth a full effort to help develop that Comprehensive
Legislation that is so long overdue.

In closing Mr. Chairman, I would like to incorporate for the record a
presentation which we made to the Office of Management and Budget along
with other Indian organizations on October h, 1973.
Thank you.
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Senator ('a.\Nsrox. I want to thank each of you for your very helpful testimony.
Dr. Wang, you were good enough to stay up all night to get, here.

You came a long way. I would imagine you are pretty tired. I am

familiar with the excellent work you are doing.
Our next panel concerns itself with "Issues of Bilingual Education:

Structures and Direction." It consists of Gloria Zamora, former director of title VII bilingual program. San Antonio, Tex.; Alex Rodriguez. chairman, Massachusetts Advisory Commission on Bilingual
Education; and Ophiella Flores. principal. Belvedere. Junior High
School, East, Los Angeles, Calif.

Before yon start, I would like to point out that we have three other
panels after this one. In fairness to each of the panels, we do have to
try to distribute time equitably.
Please summarize your statements and make rather brief summary.
The full statement, will go in the record.
STATEMENT OF ERNEST .1. MAZZONE, DIRECTOR, MASSACHUSETTS

OFFICE OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION, STATE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION; DR. GILBERT T. MARTINEZ, DIRECTOR, BILINGUALBICULTURAL TASK FORCE, CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDU-

CATION; DR. HENRY PASCUAL, DIRECTOR, CROSS-CULTURAL
EDUCATION UNIT, NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION;
DR, CECILIO OROZCO, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE FOR BILINGUAL
EDUCATION, NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY; MARIA
GUTIERREZ SPENCER, DIRECTOR OF BILINGUAL TEACHER
TRAINING, DEMING PUBLIC SCHOOLS, DEMING, N. MEX.; CONSISTING OF: A PANEL ON PREPARATION OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL

Mrs. Spr.Ncr,R. My name is Maria Gut i6rrez Spencer. I usually teach

in the first three, grades. I teach English and Spanish subject matter.
I)r. Orozco is going to outline the prospective program for bilingual.
teachers in the university setting. I would like to speak of training of
experienced teachers already in the field. Nowadays it. is quite common

for a. superintendent to find himself bowing to public pressures to
come, up with a. bilingual program. He casts about for a teacher with
a brown face or a. Spanish name to head the experiment. This particula teacher may not know anything about the rationale, the methodology. or, the materials.

ff the experiment. fails, the administration will add bilingual education to the list of programs that, didn't work. In New Mexico, the
State Department, of Education asked the State legislature. to establish a network of demonstration centers where teachers can spend 2
weeks in a natural setting, observing master teachers working with
Mexican-American children.
The trainees also have the opportunity to discuss rationale and receive approPriate materials. They are video-taped to encourage selfevaluation. Later, the network staff visit the trainees in their own classroom and offer further assistance.
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Innovation in educat ion is difficult at best. A. teacher who strays front
the ivell-worn rut can become very lonely. To cut, down on their isolation and encourage innovators, the State provides a stair which is al-

ways ready to answer a cry for help. We hope this type of help is

provided.

There. is a need for attitudinal changes. Rather than thinking of
bilingual children as disadvantaged, they should be considered a national resource. It is interesting to note that in countries like Mexico,
it is usually the rich and the upper middle class which can afford to
attend bilingual classes and become multilingual. In the United States,
on the other hand, many educators feel bilingual classes should only
be. available to the poor. As long as bilingual education is considered
remedial, the children will suffer because they are, labeled. Studies like
those. described by Robert Rosenthal, "Teacher Expectations for the
Disadvantaged," show the potential and achievement of the student
depend largely on the attitude of the teacher as expressed by verbal
and nonverbal messages. All of us see ourselves in the eyes of others.
.And children especially perform according to the way they perceive

themselves. A facilitator of learning, therefore, must help a child

find his identity and think of himself -as a worthwhile individual with
ninny potentialities.
It. is well that you are in favor of giving the monolingual English-

speaking child the opportunity of choosmg bilingual programs. It

should not be. necessary to send children to South America, France, or

Hong Kong to become bilingual and bicultural. Right here in this
country we have the resources to give the monolingual child a new
language and allow him to discover a new world of feelings about.

time, work relationships, age, beauty, et cetera. Contact with bilingual
peers and properly trained bilingual teachers can achieve the miracle.
I would like to suggest that there should be more awareness of the
problems of teaching English at the level where the child is. In a way
Twas lucky because T did not know any English when I started school.

The teachers recognized my problem. Pity the child who conies to

school with a little social English but who does not understand instructions given in academic English. When lie fails to follow directions the
teacher assumes he is a nonlearner. He is labeled and written off.

I have worked at schools where none of the children understand

English at. their age, level yet the teachers are carrying on the instructional program as if they were being understood. This. is an exercise
in futility.
Even people like me, who supposedly have diagnostic skills, can be
fooled. One day I walked into a class without my lesson plan. I said,
"I am going to have to be more efficient or the boss will fire me." Many
little hands went up. They -wanted to know what efficient meant. I
was very pleased. The next day a little boy asked me if I was efficient
yet. He said he hoped T would try harder because he did not want the
boss to burn me up.

The structure of English is very different from that of Spanish.
Little function Words defeat us. To me "on the carpet." and "in the
carpet". were the same. Yet, many teachers ask parents not to speak

Spanish to their children, but to help them by speaking English.
Recently T heard a candidate for a school board address a group of
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my colleagues. Ile said, "I am telling you teashurs, I wanted my
shilren to speak good English. I don't want any of this tesol. You know
what, that is. '"feashing Englich to Speakers of Other Languages." No
sir, I want, my keeds to speak jus plain English." The gentleman cornpomided our problems. His children would have been better off if he
had not been such an enthusiastic teacher of English.

When .Juanita fails. Johnny pays. My heart, goes out to Junnito
because his life is destroyed. But I also feel sorry for Johnny, the

adaptive child %vim does his homework. fills in all the dotted lines and
pays tuition to go to college so he ran have the, privilege of supporting
those. who fail. A person who fails in school may hell go on welfare,
to it mental hospital, or to prison.
Today we all win or we all lose to some degree.

The schools have sometimes been like a gardener who buys an
expensive rosebush and cuts its roots. lie plants it and lavishes care
On it and is surprised that he has only produced a stump. For in his
enthusiasm for change he has killed the plant. The schools in trying
to make us what we are not. have often killed our spirit, stunned our
curiosity, and deadened our feelings. It is most commendable that.
sonic of you national leaders recognize the importance of nurturing
our spirit. through our roots and allowing our talents to flower. Bilingual education is part. of a strong national trend towards it more
humanistic education. On behalf of .our children, I thank you.
Senator eitAxsos. Thank you very much for a very eloquent statement.. I want to stress my agreement. with your point. about, this being
a resource. not basically a problem.
[The following answers were subsequently supplied by Mrs. Spencer
for the record in response to Senator Kennedy's request, :1

.
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Bilingual-Bicultural Demonstration and Teacher Training Center
New Mexico Bilingual Network

DEMING PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Deming, New Mexico 88030

November 6, 1973

The Honorable* Edward M. Kennedy
United State Senate
Washington, D. C.
20510

Dear Senator Kennedy:

Encltaad are the answers you requested.
my colleagues and I thank you for your interest in our children.

Sincerely.

(\Cci

Mar

MS /rt

(A

ql6T9-A

Gutigrrez Spencer

QUESTIONS - -PANEL ON TEACHER TRAINTNG

(1)
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What is you experience with the current level of understanding
of the need to develop bilingual teachers, paraprofessionals,
counselors or administrators at the state level? at the local
at the federal level?
level? at the university level?
The State Department of Education of New Mexico is very much

aware of the need to develop bilingual nersonnel,'but I have heard
complaints from teachers in other states that their state departments
are not taking any initiative in teacher preparation.

Our state is

the only one which has certification requirements for bilingual
teachers and T. E. S. O. L. (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other
Languages).

The State Department of Education persuaded the New Mexico

Legislature to set up a network of bilingual bicultural demonstration
and teacher-training centers, where experienced teachers can spend
two weeks observing and teaching in a natural sctting.
Very few of the local administrators are concerned with teachertraining.

They assume any Mexican- American is automatically a

bilingual teacher.
The universities usually rename courses to give the impression
that they have offerings for prospective bilingual - bicultural teachers.

New Mexico Highlands University is one of the very few that is beginning
to offer realistic courses.

In setting up a bilingual program there is

much inter-departamental competition.
In my experience the best preparation of bilingual teachers has
taken place at the E. P. D. A. eight-weeks summer institutes for
experienced teachers.

For instance of the participants in the New Mexico

EPDA 1970 Institute at Guadalajara, Mexico almost all are involved in
bilingual education, and many of them are directors or teacher-trainers.

97-457 0
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(2)

How can junior colleges, community colleges and universities
best aid in developing the necessary bilingual personnel?
Junior colleges, community colleges and universities can best

help in developing bilingual personnel by giving them the appropriate
materials and the opportunity to try them out.

In the Network we

give the trainees the S. C. D. C. materials (Spanish CurricUla
Development Center, 1420 Washington Ave., Miami, Florida 3313P)
developed with Title VII funds and ask them to teach math, science,
social studies, reading, fine arts, etc.
to children.

to other trainees and later

In the meantime the staff provides assistance, video-taping

to promote self-evaluation, and hints on methodology.
learn fast because they are involved.

The trainees

All too often university

professors talk about bilingual education but do not practice it.

(3)

Can in-service bilingual teacher training programs be effective in
improving bilingual education programs?
Many of the teachers now in the field need more preparation.

service, workshops, and summer institutes can provide help.

In-

The training

provided at a demonstration center is most valuable because the nrocess
can be seen.

(4)

It is easy to see what works or does not work with children.

Should every bilingual grant to a local school district include a
requirement for in-service training?
In my opinion it is imperative that each grant require in-service

training.

Bilingual teachers need a profeciency in the home language,

knowledge of English methodology, and the role of the mother-tongue
in learning concepts.

They must also be aware of the importance of
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teacher attitude in improving, the self-image of the child.

Teachers

know very little about our rich Indian and Hispanic cultural heritage.
Unless they know something of our history, heroes, music, literature
and art they may present a damaging model of our home culture.

(5)

What are the kind of roles that paraprofessionals can play?
Paraprofessionals can provide help that will allow the teacher an

opportunity to be more creative.

A bilingual-bicultural paraprofessional

can make the school appear less hostile to a child, and can act as a
link with the community.

Teaching by example is the most valuable.

When children see people of their on ethnic background interacting
successfully in a multicultural envoirnment with adults of the majority
group, they are motivated in a positive manner.

(6)

What is the need for bilingual counselors and administrators?
The lack of competent administrators and counselors is even

more acute than that of teachers.

Some of our colleagues who visit

our Center tell us frankly that they are afraid to try bilingual
education and other innovations because of their principals.
Unfortunately most of our administrators are ex-coaches rather than
master teachers.
master.

In other countries the administrator is the head-

At present even minority group principals can be very

insensitive to the needs of bilingual children.

Generally they have

attained their position by being adaptive and submissive.
In our area counselors are notorious for channeling minority
group students. into low-aspiration jobs..
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Are universities equipped to provide adequate bilingual teacher
training?
It is true that it is difficult for the universities to find

enough coordinate and compound bilingual instructors, but'it is
possible to hire subject- matter specialists from other Spanishspeaking countries.

Their Mexican-American instructors can conduct

the classes on cross-culture, rationale, and methodology.
Some universities will use excuses such as lack of money and
difficulty in finding the staff.

Lack of money should not be an

excuse since there are many teacher-training institutions which are
using their money for less important things.

Western New Mexico

University in Silver City, New Mexico is an interesting case.

In

spite of the fact that it is a teacher-training institution in a
county that is about 70% Mexican-American it has only two MexicanAmericans on the teaching staff and does not offer any courses in
bilingual education during the regular school year.

New Mexico High -

lands University with a lower pay scale has 50 Spanish-speaking faculty
members.

Three years ago Wester New Mexico University turned down an

offer of $90,000 for an E. P. D. A. bilingual bicultural summer
institute for experienced teachers of the area.

It would appear that

addressing themselves to the problems of the children of the area
would be one of their legitimate concerns.
In my opinion grants should only be given to universities who
can clearly demonstrate their ability to offer practical courses
taught by a competent staff.
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Can non-Spanish-surnamed be trained so as to be effective in
bilingual roles in Chicano or Puerto Rican or Cuban communities?
Non-Spanish surname teachers can be trained to work with Spanish-

speaking children, provided they are sensitive to the feelings and
learning style of the children and their culture.

There are some

Spanish-surname teachers who should not be in bilingual programs
because of their attitude towards themselves, the people of their
own culture and the culture of poverty.

We do not need missionaries

but sensitive, exciting people who are interested in humanistic education.

Name and ethnic background are no guarantee.

Naturally one must admit that it is more likely that a person
who from infancy has been bilingual and bucultural to understand the
nuances and communicate and be able to reinforce the children of his
or her own culture.

One of my concerns is that we do not develop exclusively a system
where the teacher is of the dominant group and the paraprofessional is
of the minority group.

The situation should be reversed whenever possible.

Otherwise the child will think that people of our group must always have
the secondary position.

Last summer in South America I" was overwhelmed by the stupidity
of our educational system.
markets.

Our dollar was devalued because we had lost

Our diplomats were having difficulty communicating.

Yet in

our country we have millions of citizens that could make excellent
salesmen, journalists, and diplomats, not only because they know the
language, but because they understand the psychology of the people of
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twenty-one Spanish-speaking countries.

It is a shameful waste of

our resources.
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Senator CRANsTox. Mr. Pascual.

Mr. PAsc.m.. I ant the director of the Cross Cultural Education
Unit of the New Mexico State Department of Education. I have been
workini with hilin"ual education for many years. I do not want to read
my testimony, because it will he presented for t he record.
In addition to the short testimony I have, I have four exhibits, one
entitled Bilintrual Education for New Mexico Schools. Exhibit B is
entitled Determining Needs for the Education of Alinority Groups for
Now Alexico Schools. with accompanying attachments. Exhibit is
Preservice and Inservice Training ( 'Niter for Nat i ve American Teach-

ers. Exhibit I) is Samples of children's writin,,s in English, which
testifies about themselves, about the needs that we have in our State
or New Mexico.

Senator ('uANsox. They will all he printed in the record at the

conclusion of your testimony.

Mr. l'As.m,. I would like to point out. that New Mexico was a

very unique State in this Nation. "We have a population of 1 percent
Mexican-American students in the public schools, a population of 8
percent.native Americans.
I ould like to point out. that. we have it 3 percent black population
with it black dialect of English. That makes the native speaking
English population only -It) percent or rather -IS percent.

Our needs in New Mexico are many. Our efforts are good, and I

believe laudable. but of course not sufficient.

The State of New Mexico has the only certification criteria for
teachers in the teaching of English. as a second language. in this

Nation. T believe we will have the certification of bilingual teachers
this week. so that Nye. can provide significant training for teachers of
minority groups.

I wish to congratulate and commend you .for including the State

education agencies and design some. responsibilities for these agencies
in your bill, in asking that 'State plans be presented to the U.S.. Office
of Education for participation in title VIT.

I wish to make my continents very brief and hope that tnedocu-

motifs presented to you by me will be read-by the committee because
believe. that the needs of the South vest. anti Mexican-:American
children of the Southwest and the Native -Americans are somewhat

different from the needs of other children in this Nation, and I

ike-to point out that bilingual education to this point has been
it remedial token type of education for children. and it. should not, be
classified in this manner.
I propose a change in the meaning of bilingual education and its
intent. i believe it is the human right of the minority groups to maintain their language. and their culture and the schools and-social institutions of this Nation should serve the needs and wishes of the com-

1V0111(1

munities, and of course in maintain their language and culture as
well as attaining proficiency in the English language, so that they
may function at, a level of proficiency and the level of expectations
that this country needs of our citizens.
Furthermore. and my last, statement. I would like to point out that

there are 21 Spanish-speaking countries in this hemisphere. and the
5th largest Spanish-speaking country in this hemisphere is the United
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States, and this is a human resource in language and culture that we
cannot ignore.
Thank you very much.

Senator CRANsTox. Dr. Pascual. could you briefly describe what
qualifications you would ascribe to an ideal bilingual ieacher?
Mr. PAscum.. An idea bilingual teacher is one who would have
specifie literacy skills in the language in which she, will be teaching
or the two languages in which she will be teaching; the children. She
would be fluent and able to understand the vernacular of the children
she or lie should already be well trained in teaching. She would have

training in the fundamental aspects of the culturethe daily life

aspects of the culture of that minority group.
She would have a thorough knowledge of the culture herself, the
history and civilization of the people involved, both English speaking as well as Spanish indian, or whatever nationality. so she will be

very well prepared so the children will not; miss out on their conceptual and intellectual school skills.
Senator CaAxsox. Thank you for an excellent statement.

Mr. PAscum.. I would like to make a part of the record an additional document which is entitled liequireMents for Certification of
:Bilingual Teachers.

SenatOr CaAxs.rox. Thank you. That will i.ro in the record following your prepared statemea and previous ex'---hibits supplied 'for the
record.

[The prepared statement, of Mr. Pascual with accompanying exhibits and questions supplied to Mr. Pascual subsequently supplied
for the record in response to Senator Kennedy's request followl
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Opening Remarks

As a member of one of the largest minority group citizens of this country
I want to thank the chairman and members of the Education Committee, and Senators

Kennedy, Cranston, and Montoya, for their efforts in providing for the full
development of the vast human resources available in this country -- resources of
languages and cultures other than English by supporting the concept of bilingualbicultural education with S.B. 2552 and 2553.
There are twenty-one Spanish speaking countries in this hemisphere, and the
United Stares is the fifth Largest Spanish-speaking nation of the 2L.

Therefore,

by providing legislative and financial support for the education of bilingualbicultural as well as English-speaking children you are developing citizens
for a future society which will need these human resources.
Bilingual-bicultural eudcation has, in the past five years, opened the door
for full intellectual development of thousands of children who otherwise would
have not reached their true educational potential.

We have learned much about

bilingual children and what they can achieve given the opportunity.
Bilingual education has come of age and it is time that it be accepted not as
a remedial program for deprived children, but as a vehicle for developing and
expanding the richness of languages and cultures of this country.
To achieve the true promise of bilingual-bicultural eduction, it is imperative
that a comprehensive teacher training program be instituted

- a program which will

give teachers the basic skills of language, F firm background in all aspects of
the culture of the minority group they will be teaching, and methods and materials
to do the job.

It is important that teacher training programs be designed both for the native
speaker of the non-English language as well as for the speaker of English, because
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the Anglo-Saxon teacher has to be a partner in the intellectual and general
academic development of minority group children.
We are at present faced with the problem of the untrained Mexican-American
teacher, for example, who can be an excellent linguistic and cultural model
for Mexican-American children but who, because of the hisotry of neglect for
his language and culture feels inadequate to teach bilingually.

In the state

of New Mexico, for example, we have a cadre of over 2,000 Mexican-American teachers,
already in the profession, who could, with good training, become excellent bilingual
teachers.

We are not in the same position in relation to Indian teachers.

In my state,

New Mexico, we have over 22,000 Indian children in the public schools but only
114 teachers representing them.

students is a critical need.

Bilingual-bicultural education for our Indian

The training of teachers from the Navajo nation and

the Pueblos is so critical that I have proposed to various state and federal agencies
that teacher training centers be established in the Indian communities rather than
in the college campuses, and that on-the-job training be the rule rather than the
traditional campus oriented programs we have.

The frustration of the community is

so great that in one tribe in our state a study revealed a

Auf
amide

rate

ofgfit

You will decide during this session of Congress what bilingual-bicultural
education will be, and with your decision what the future of millions of children
Will be.

We as educators can tell you with facts and figures what the needs are.

Researchers such as Lambert, Fishman, De Avila, Pascual-Leone, Mackey and others
have proven that bilillgual education is an avenue for academic as well as vocational
achievement not only for the minority group student, but also for the speaker of
English.

7herefore, knowing that the first five years have provided the proving

ground, I would like to urge that you consider bilingual-bicultural education not
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as compensatory or remedial; not in terms of a limited program for elementary
schools, but as an integral part of the general curriculum from early child-

.

hood education through the 12th grade and for any child regardless of ethnic
or socio-economic background.

It is great to be an American -- greater yet to

be a bilingual American.

I would like to present the following exhibits to the Committee and ask
that they be made part of the record:

Exhibit A -

Bilingual Education for New Mexico Schools.

Exhibit B -

Determining Needs for the Education of
Minority Croups for New Mexico Schools - with
-

Exhibit C -

accompanying attachments.

Pre-Service and In-Service Training Center
for Native American Teachers

Exhibit D -

Samples of Children's Writing - English

Terminology for identification of bilingual chllren
I refer the committee to page 2, line 1, of SB 2552 after the word of,
delete the rest of line 1, and all of line 2, and insert after the word 'of' 'culturally and Linguistically different children.'
I further suggest that the term 'culturally and linguistically different'
be used throughout the bill.
The rationale for this change is that many children speak English but not
to the degree required for instructional and learning purposes.

Furthermore,

these children give the impression that they are functional in the language whereas
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they arc not truly so.
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In addition, utter the school day is over they live in

an environment where the language and culture are not related to the school language
nor curriculum content.

At this point, I would like to proptise a definition for bilingual education
as follows:

Bilingual Education means a full-time program which uses two languages as
mediums of instruction to permit students to reach the outer limits of their
intellectual potential in both languages, one of which is English.
With this definition in mind, I refer the Committee to SB 2552, Section 2,
item F, page 4, line 1.

In page 4, line 1, de:ete the last word "of".

delete all of lines 2, 3, 4.

Also,

Reword the statement to read, on page 4, line 1,

"bilingual education program means a full-time program which, through the use of
two languages, one of which is English, as mediums of instruction, permits the
students to reach the outer limits of their intellectual potential in two
languages.

This program is for and will accommodate culturally and linguistically

different children and is also for English-speaking children who wish to participate in such programs, in which;
Further, on page 4 of SB2552, line 15, after the word 'or' insert the words
'United States."

Certification of Teachers
I refer the committee to SB 2552, pages 5, 6, line 25; page 5, and lines 1, 2,
3, page 6.

It is my opinion that minimum requirements on teacher/pupil ratios,

teacher qualifications and teacher certification arc matters pertaining to state
minimum standards.

The bill should direct the Commissioner to require; in consul-.

tation with State Education Agencies, that minimum requirements regarding pupil/
teacher ratios, teacher qualifications, and certification, and other factors
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affecting the quality of instruction offered in such programs be established.

Teacher TlainIng
I refer the committee to SB 2552, page 6, line 24.

I suggest that an

additional item be included to read:
In order to ascertain quality training, such grants
shall be given only to teacher training institutions
which establish quality training programs for bilingual education.

These programs shall include training

in literacy skills, culutre, and pedagogy, in a language
or languages other than English.

In addition, such

programs shall have a component to train teachers in
theory and practice for teaching the English language
to culturally and linguistically different children.'

On page 5 of SB 2552, line 14, where 50 percentum of the total number of.
children is cited, there should be some provision fir districts with small number
of children who may not speak the English language and a balance of 50 per centum
may be inadvisable.

The provision should state that for these children,

instruction up to 75 per centum of the school day, should be conducted in their
native language using a graduated scale diminishing this time as they acquire the
English language and can study along with their English language speaking peers
in the regular bilingual program.
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I refer the committee to S. 2553: page 9, lines 17 thru 2,.; page

10, all of the contents of this page; and page 11, lines 1 thru 14.

I

wish to commend Senator Cranston for including State education agencies
in the bill and indicate that unless these agencies exercise decisive
leadership as called for in this bill bilingual-bicultural education will
suffer from the neglect and apathy of those who are in positions of authority to guide the instruction of minority groups and enforce the provisions of State and Federal education laws.
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EXHIBIT A
BILINGUAL EDUCATION FOR NEW nEy.lco SCHOOLS
Preparel by Henry W. Pascual
Rationale

Bilingual education is not a new concept in education.

In the United States

there were many bilingual schools using German, French, Norwegian, Spanish and
other languages in many states during the 1880's through the pre-World War I years.
There are many countries vcs, have bilingual education in their public schools an
.4

a matter of national policy (Finland, Yugoslavia, several of the U.S.S.R. nations,
and the Philippines).

Much research has been done recently on the merits and effects of bilingual
education on the learning process.

The following are few of the sass: significant

studies:

Mexico
.The reed for Indian-speaking Mexicans to learn Spanish has been advocated
since tin

;p:e:ish conquest in 1522.

For four centuries a varying numl'er of mission

and Government schools have generally failed to bring asufficient number of pupils
to fluerey in speaking or reading Spanish.

Under President C6rdenam, a bilingual

school. experiment was begun in 1939 in the Tarascan Indian group.

Morris Swadesh,

a linguist/from the University of Wisconsin, and Max Lathrop of the Summer Institute or Linguistics (S.I.L.), established the program.

Although distinctly suc-

cessful in terms of rapid literacy in their own language and rapid progress in
learning Spanish, for political and.financial reasons this and later projects
have not always had consistent Government support.

At present, there are bilin-

gual school programs in eight of the predominantly monolingual Indian groups, with
.14,000 "promoters" (instructors) employed by the Ministry of Education.

The children

spend only one year in learning to read and write their own language and in introduction to Spanish before going cn into the regular Spanish schools.
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A comparative study was carried out to test the results in one of the bilingual programs in the Highlands of Chiapas, Mexico, in 1968.

The Spanish compre-

hension of Tootoil and Tzeltal children who had attended the bilingual National
Indian Institute test schools was compared with that of children who attended the
ell - Spanish Federal and State spolsored test schools.

The research was designed

and carried out by Nancy Modiano, Professor of Education, New York University.'
Her ommlusicns are as follows:

"The test scores, like the proportions, favored

the bilingual Institute schools at beyond the .001 level of probability....

Thus

we see that a significantly greater proportion of students in the bilingual Institute school read with significantly greater comprehension in the national
language.'

"The Institute schools were also more successful.in teaching the girls, the
more resistant members of the population, and in establishing a higher level of
adult l'.teracy (despite Cr. average existence of only 11.5 years for the Institute

schools as compared to an average of 26 years for the Federal and State schools)."
Professor Modiano proposes three factors which may account for the above conclusions.

(1)

The nature of the reading act was important, i.e. "learning to

read in a foreign language is far more difficult and confUsing than learning to
read in one already known.

Youngsters who first learn to read in their mother

tongue approach reading in a second language strengthened by their existing skills."
(2)

Attitudes towards reading in a second language greatly influenced pupils'

perception.

If the learning of a second language is approached through the mother

tongue, it becomes more cultural, more desirable and less frustrating, and therefore easier.

(3)

The teachers' ability to communicate meaningfully with their

students played a crucial role in students' academic achievement.

Although the

Institute teachers' command of Spanish and standard of education generally was
much inferior to that of the Federal and State school'teachers, they were fully..

----cognizant of the more-subtle-nuances-of-the-local-cultures.
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Perri

The Jungle Program
In 1953, at the request of the Minister of Education, the Summer Institute of
Linguistics (S.I.L.) began preparing vernacular and vernacular-to-Spanish primer
materials in preparation for a bilingual jungle school teacher training program
at Yarinacocha.

By 1969, 240 Indian men and women from 20 different language

groups had been trained in the program and were employees of the Ministry of
Public Education of Perri%

They were successfully teaching their own people to read

and write, first in their mother tongue then in the national language, Spanish.
In the village school, the children spend the first two to three years becoming proficient in reading and writing their own language and in completing the
Spanish"school transition year.

In grades one and two the school materials parallel

those in Lae regular Spanish schcol but are in diglot form (i.e. opanl.h .1tL m

Yeuacula: translation on each pege).

The final three primary grades are in Spanish

only, with perhaps some explanatcry notes in the vernacular.

It therefore takes a

bilingual school pupil seven to eight years to, complete the six years of Spanish
primary srhool.

The Highland Qncrhua Program
Among the highland QUechua there was a much more extensive Government school
system than in the jungle, but no more than 30 percent of school-age children
were enrolled, and the results in the mastery of Spanish were generally poor.

The

Government was so impressed by the jungle bilingual program that in 1965 it requested a Peruvian professor of linguistics and an S.I.L. linguist to present a
plan for applying the bilingual e.pproach to the largely monolingual mountain
Quechua.

A five year pilot project vas conducted, the results of which led the

Minister of Education in 1971 to extend the program to the remaining Quechua and
incorporate the program in the Government curriculum.
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The Quechua bilingual project includes two years of "transition" (pre-first
grade) and the first grade year.

During the first transition year the students

learn to read and write in the v:rnacular, progressing to independent reading in
The teaching of Spanish begins with simple oral Spanish in the

their second year.

first transition year and goes or to the reading of Spanish diglot materials in
the second year.

In the third :flax, or first grade, there is greater emphasis on

Spanish so that the pupil is ready for transfer to the Spanish curriculum in the
regular schools at secend grade level.
The Jungle bilingual school.; have been in operation for sufficient time to see
some long term results:
corps in the jungle;

(1)

they have been the source of an expanded teaching

(1 many _.lingual school students have successfully advanced

to tertiary and voc4tienal educa'Aon and a feu to universities;

(3)

the schools

h.e:eca*sed gr"tev r.V.21/Unr., ,d.wegeout tl.e Jungle of the respensPzilities and

privileFes of citizenship.
The U.S.S...

In 1927 the U.S.S.R. implemmted a bilingual adult education policy in order
to promote rational unity and aslist every adult to gain a master/ of Russian, the
national language.

A bilingual program was necessary because of the multiplicity

of languages,in the 1.5 Republics (100 such languages spoken as indicated in the
1959 census).

When the program to abolish illiteracy was initiated in 1927, only 12% of the
population were literate whereas 89% were literate by 1939.

Under this program

literacy was defined 43 being able to do the following, all in the mother tongue:
(1)

read a story silently and retell it, and read a newspaper;

(2) .read aloud

without distortion of words, and with correct intonation reflecting observance of
punctuation;

('3)

and write receipts, letters, and fill out forms.

Based on

literacy in the mother tongue, instruction in Rusdian was added to the curriculum.
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Instructors for this literacy program were chosen from each language and
locality.

They included college-students, technician; and literate peasants.

These volunteers were trained by professional educators in "bouic schools."

Once

the program we; un.ier way, the fuActica of these basic schools was taken over by

professinally. trained supervisor; regularly checking each class and holding
yearly refresher courses for the ..:ol-nteerse

Pricers and textbooks were written for ;each language.

Those languages which

were as yet unwritten were analysed and orthographies prepared.

All literature

was written and graiel to correspond with the psychology and experience of the
adult pupil.

Literature for new literates included regular newspapers as well as

canons eduoationll pamphlets.
lllitoratc

and semi-literates were taught in separate classes.

To keep

morale high, Gtu2.:-:t.; v-re also grouped according to age, occupation aad

T),e course content for illiterates included arithmetic and literacy in the
mother tongue; for semi-literates, a course in geography was added.
instruction was equivalent to two years of elementary sUhool.

One year of

Exams were given

at the end of the year and any who did not pass were required to stay in the
course until they mastered it.

Certificates and teaching awards Were given out at

a final ceremcny each year.

Today this program of bilingual education is a part of the regular primary
school.

Children are taught to read and write in their mother tongue.

Russian

is first introduced orally, and then in reading and writing in the second semester
of the first grade.

Philiroines
Experimentation in the use cf the 'vernacular in education was conducted by
Na'. Jose V. Aguilar.

His hypothesis was that learning would improve in the

primary schools if the vernacular were used exclusively in the first and second
grades and English were introduced in the third grade--there would be no mixing
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of languages in the first two grades.

This experiment was initiated in 1946.

Three years of exlerimentation are reported here.
The purpose of the first yeEr was to seek answers to given questions:
1.

As a medium of instruction, which of the two languages is more effective in
teaching Grade I pupils to lead?

2.

Which ofthe two languages tontributeit more to the development of the ability
to compute and solve simple arithmetic problems and exercises?

3.

Which of the two languages is more effective in the field of Social Studies?

4.

what is the extent of carry-over, if any, from Hilaganon to English in the
case of the experiments..1 group, and from English to Hilngaynon, in.the case

of the control grans?"
The conclaclons drawn from the first year's study were as follows:

(1) As

a medium of instruction in Grade I, the local vernacular Hilagaynon produced
more "teachin,; r Jults" than did English.' Pupils taught reading, arithmetic and
Social Studies in liilagaynca were superior to the English-taught pupils in these
subjects.

(2) Pupils seemed to to able to transfer their training into the medium

of instruction of the opposite class with about the same ease in both experimental

-cam

and control groups.

The purpose, method, and results of the second year experiment approximate
thotie of

first year.

In the third year, answers to the following questions were sought:

(1) Nov

that English is the medium of instruction for those who began in the vernacular,
do they still hold their lead in superior teaching results? (2) What is the significance of the difference in results between the two groups?
In the report of the results after three years, Mr. Orate states:
''What was most unexpected was the fact that the experimental group--the

group instructed in the vernacular during the first two years of studycaught. up.
with the control group in knowledge of English after six months of being exposed
to this language as the menium or instruction."
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The report concludes with a discussion of the "non-academic results of the
experiment," including the Opinions of teachers and parents.
Reader's evaluation:

A weakness of this report is that although the results

are based on "objective pencil-ard-paper tests," neither the nature of the tests
(for example, the feature of lanEuage dependency) nor the actual statistical results are indicated.
State Efforts

The New Mexico Department of Education obtained a Ford Foundation grant in
1963 to implement a Spanish Language Arts and Socis.1 Studies program, taught
through Spanish, in 7.cod.

This was a three year program in which a native Spanish

speaker from Chile taught New Mexico Spanish-speakers using materials designed
for non-speakers of English.

The program vas highly successful and a seventeen-

minute film of the program made ly the department is wrai,uble aria showshow fifth
grade students performed in the Trogram.
In 1965 the West Las Vegas Eehcols imi:lemented a Spanish Language Arts program

This program paved the way for pre-

in North and South Public Elementary Schools.
.

sent on-going bilingual program in this aistrict.

With the passage of the National Bilingual Education Act in1969 and the
addition* of Title VII to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, funds have

been made available to local schools to develop models in bilingual education.
New Mexico presently has 13 districts participating in the Title VII effort.
At the present time and in E,ddition to Title VII bilingual programs, there are
18 Program Enrichment bilingual projects.
Nev Mexico i,r.;,the only state in the nation supporting n. Bilingual Teacher-

Training Network.

The operation of three demonstration centers with teacher-

training components has been made possible by Title III, ESEA and Program Enrich -

went funds.
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Results of bilingual Instru,tion
Although bilingual programs hare not been in operation long enough to evaluate
fully its effects on the intelle:tual development of the children involved, the
following statements, taken from the evaluation reports of the districts cited,give

inn---"^n

u: an orientation on ,ne re-"- ,f
Lan Cruces

"By the end of the third mi.ide year a:.1 groups are essentially eoual in achiev..

ment.

In addition, the experimental Spanish/English group has developed Spanish

language skills that have not yet been measured.

It is significant that children

learning in two languages achiete equally as well as children taught in one language.
Further, time spent with Spanish lane:lave instruction does not appear'to cause the
experimental Spanish/English group to fall behi:nd the control or experimental English
gro-ss."

Albseuereue
The Inter-.4meriean Test renoltn by te.c.her, by class, indicate that in the

open classrooms where the students have the Spanish and English models together
all day, higher test scores Were obtainen.

However the growth is not statistically

significant there is not enough difference in scores in English and Spanish to be
signifiCant.

This seems to support the claim that some children are bilingual and

also that the tests are parallel.

Since these children are being taught through

two languages and therefore expanding or acquiring extra functionality through a
second language, it is assumed that the program is providing a unique type of educational experience for the students.

The possible importance of family economic

level as relatedto test performance needs to be explored.
Artesia
In.this district, first grade bilingual students were slightly outgained during the year by regular program students in comprehension and study skills but
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maintained the same gains as the regular program students in arithmetic (Stanford
Achievement Test).

Vhen one corsiders that the bilingual program students began

school with lower av,rage abilities than did the regular program first graders.

(as indicated by the OLMAT), the fact that the bilingual program students seem to
be holding their cvn, as opposed to the traditional pattern of falling further
and further behind is very encoLraging.

The second and third grade students in

this bilingual program actually achieved Iiigher gains in the above mentioned skill

areas than did the control grout students (SAT in second grade; SAT comprehension,
Metropolitan Achievement Test it study skills, and arithmetic in third grade).
Although we are talking about a rather small number of students, it nonetheless
appears that this particular program is enabling some children to maintain a fair
degree of closeness to nor -ilingual program students.

One of the comconenta of
of the students.

Curticular n -ram deals Wi,...

self-i.age

A f!ve-item scale was locally developed; it required each child

to sele:t from various pictures the one which he or the felt was most like himself.
The items generally dealt with talking abilities, learning activities, and feelings
of being liked.

Although the scale is limited in number of items and the number

of studrnts is small, the results are interesting.

The bilingual program students

show a gain in self-image, as measured by this Scale; in the first and second
grades.

This gain diminishes, however, by the end of the third grade.

for the regnlar ore.. -+:m students are suite different:

The results

there ib an increasing loss

in self-image for the first and second graders, with a further loss (though not as
large) in the third grade.

It seems that the bilingual student feels better about..

himself than does the non- bilingual program student, as well as over a greater
number of school years.

The schools have accepted the definition contained in the U. S. Office of Education guidelines for programs under this act.

The definition reads;

"Bilingual

education is the use of two lam sages one of which in Enlish, as mediums of instruction for the some ouril 1.onulatien in a well organized program which encomnasses
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cart or all of

c-r-iculnr. end include:: t' e, r..ulv or the hio!.ore and cult.nre

a.7no..ial.cd with

touru!.

childeen'

1 le,-

A ocr.clete reram develcrs and maintains the
in

'

cel.ures."

The New Mexico State Legisl,,ture has enacted two bills, 11.B. 270, 1969 Session
and S.B. 155, 1971 Ses,allun meth:v.:zing bilingavil instruction in the public schools.

In both of thesl hills, as well ;.s in the reaeral act, the primary, but not only

population addressed, is that of children wIth limited English-speaking abilit:
pbi:ecophy and rationale for bilin-

This cmillasis has create: dirricutitien in

ival e',.:on teciuse it has croa*.el the idea of ntmediation no the basic purpose
for bilingual !-.rograr.o.

If

education is to contain the study of lien lan-

guage, the history, and tee culture of the children who are linguistically and culturally plural, ti,en it

tuould call for a cootinlous process and a planned program

wH.oh will doveloa bilingualism anl hi-

both for eler.ntpry a%d ceconlar:,
eultt.r lism

factur in the

u

tbeee children.

If bil,ngual education is to be nosep'ed no, an educational process for

New Mexico schools, the questions of what, when and for whom bilingual edudation
is have to be nnswcred.

the purposes of the rrogramo should be described aim

Other prcblemn are to be identified as programs are planntd:

What part of the

curriculum is to be taught in English--what part in another language?
'

dren to be:I:reused for instructional purposes?
mother tongue to participate in 'the program?

gual education?

Are chi'-

Are non-speakers of the non-English
What are the final goals of bilin-

How long should instruction through a language other than English

be maintained?
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Educators and theoreticians in bilingual education do not agree on all
aspects of the definitions of bilingual education.
1.

The main disagreements are:

The use of the child's :crnacular versus a standardized version of
the mother tongue of the child.

2.

The amount of daily tic

devote'd, to the:lse of the non-English

language as a medium of instruction
3.

The qualification of teachers to implement programs.

h.

The type of materials to be used in the program.

5.

The basic purposes of bilingual education.

6.

The extent of progress vartigally and the content after grade 3.

In order tc estfl:lish a clear positiori for the New Mexico State Board of

Education in the msttr of bilinm.:al education, two plans designed to answer the
questions posed and the disagreements listed arc presented.
The first plan is designed to prevent educational retardation and is for chid-

dren.who have limited English language competeae.. A program for these children
will be formulated after determining the English 'anguage needs as well as the
conceptual deyelopment of the children.

For both purposes the following diagnostic-

procedures arc necessary:
1.

Administration of English language fluency tests on an individuct] basis.

For this purpose two tests are recommended:

The

Michigan Oral Language Production Test and the Southwestern
Cooperative Educational Laboratory Oral Language Program Tests.
.

.
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These instruments will give the teachers results which can be
used to implet,ent an English language acquisition program de-

signed to give the chi.dren the basic language power to begin
the acquisition of concepts through English.

Administration of a telt in the vernacular of the child to determine his language power

that vernacular.

There are no

acceptable tests of this rature, bt.ica native bilingual teacher

who understands and speaks the local vernacular should construct
this test on the basis of what a five or six year old is expected to know, (entry skills) conceptually speaking, so he can
proceed to cope with what will be taught to him.

If the child

uses a grafted language, that is, a cemtosite of English- Spanish

or a localized dialect. the teacher should rake an anlsis of
this and use that type of language to teach the concepts so that
the child develops is Lis fullest potential..
3.

Administration of a no:: verbal production test of mental maturity

such as the Leiter Test or the De Avila Piagetian Concepts test.
The test selected should be administered by a bilingual, bicultural
teacher whom the child will identify as belonging to his cultural
background.

Any directions and verbal cr non-verbal relationships

to be established with the child prior to administering the test should
be directly related to the child's language and general background
so that optimum readings of his mental maturity and'eapacity can be
obtained.

After careful examination of the-results of these tests, a bilingual.instrucLionel program should be planner. for the children tested.

Since the objective of

this plan is to meet the needs of children for conceptual deVelopmcnt and to use
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his vernacular as a medium for

integration into a complete English language

curriculum, the program uses th language and the culture of the child as "conceptual bridges" for an all Englis, curriculum.

Materiald and methods for '.he conceptL1 bridge plan are those readily available
to the teacher hy whichever cur!'iiulum the tloonl school wishes to administer.

An

important exception is the implementation o' an English as a Second Language pros

gram designed to expedite the a,quisition of the English language so the child can
eventually function in a comtlee English language curriculum.

It is innortant

to note tha' this o_on in a ful_ acculturation plan where the language. and the cul-

ture of the child are used for nears other than.to maintain and expand the home
language of the historv. and the cult :!re 3f the

-A.ngin-Saxon ce-msniolv.

The conceptal bridge plan is designed only for those children who cannot
function in an all English envionment.

lanruage teaching does not

exist, although reading and writing skills can be taught through the vernacular
(language experience approach).

Stills thus'acquired can be transferred to the

all English curriculum.

The length of time required for a full transition into the all English curriculum varies, but a maxim-,:m of three years is considered acceptable.

Specific

provisions for a gradual ingrease towards an all-English language program must be
made.

The following formula' could be used:

Kindergarten - 50i vernacular and English--50: English.

Both languages

used interehargeday as teacher determines facility of
children with either or both languages in the 505 vernacular-English.

The 505 all English is dedicated to a well

prescribed English as a second language program.

First Grade

- For children with a full kindergarten year as'delineated
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above, 25

English as a Second Language program., 25%

vernacular-English for b%sic concepts (math, science)

505 English .ang,5! Arts.

The latter well correlated

with the ESL pre5ram.

Second Grade - 25/ vernecuLtr-English for basic concepts, 75i English
content and .anguage Arts.1:ith possibly 10% for an ESL
oriented com::onest to correct basic language patterns
both in acne. :s and grasztatical structures.

Third Grade

- :eerything taught in Enclish.

An ESL orientation remains

to further set standard English crouch patterns and basic
English lan.glge sM11.3 of reading and writing.

tat the vlau described above excludes the monolingual

It aunt Le

w'netner be is a minority group member or Anglo-American.

spe.,.:ter o:

This

plan is popular with thcso who see biliz.gual efucation as a tool for ifblving the

educational difficulties of minority children in terms of a monolingual, monocultural end product.
.

In order to implement this Man a state-wide testing program should be im-

plemented and all children showing English-language an

mental maturity deficien-

cies not connected with mental retardattc.1 or handicaps, should participate in the
biling':al program.

From our experience a d present test data available, it is

estimated that about it ,000 minority group children could benefit from programs as
outlined.

An analysis of current first and fifth grade test, data should be made,

and those districts wt.ire first grade and fifth grade test results show low.

achievement prognostication and actual achievement should'be selected for bilingual programs as described, provided that the communities involved wish. to have
this type of-education.
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The costs and n....mb-r of children involved are to be determined after the tests
analysis it; conducted and the local schools and comm.lnities contacted.

Based on

present Program Enrichment grant; the cost formula appears to be approximately $112
per child clove regular allocati)n.

It must be pointed out however, that practically

all present bilingual programs ii the state, whatever the funding source or level of
expenditures. are either experimintal in nature to determine feasibility of curriculum modification and effect on tie learning process, or based on the wishes of
local schools to provide innovation in the eurrieul=.
No prejudpement should be pissed on bilingual ecileatica, regardlesS of model
being used or goals being pursuel.

It is a matter of record that the traditional

curriculum during the past third or.forty years has sot met the educational needs
of linguisti:ally and culturally diverse children.

Hesearch studic:. :.gm ti,e 1533's

through the i7's r;:nrding achievement of these children show this to be true.

The evoltion of bilingual education during the pant five years points to
goals much di:fere:It than those of remediation and acculturation to an all English
language and culture curriculum.

Minority groups, especially those who have ex-

tensive histcrical-cultural heritages, are demonstrating a desire to have their

languages and cultures become on-goingcomponents of the total curriculum not only
in grades one through twelve in the public schools but also in the universities.
Bilingualism and biculturalism cv:e.beginning to be considered as positive identity
factors to be'cultivated not only for positive self- concept values, but also as

mar%s of a broader education with concommitant wider societal perspectives.

The

trend in federally funded programs for bilingual curriculum models, materials development, and teacher- training are definitely oriented in this manner.
reason all Title VII projects are funded on a five-year basis.

For that

It is expected

that in those five years the children participating will show evidence of a very
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positive ethnic self-ilentity, equal functionality in English as well as the nonEnglish mother tongue, cultural pluralism with no negative attitudes to either of

the two cultures, int achieeme:t levels in the content areas commensurate with
the intellectual endowment of eech student.

As one observes children who have

been in these programs for a mitimum of five years (Las Cruces), these expectations
seem to be confirmed rot only fcr minority group children, but for the Anglo child
as well.

On the basis of public attitutdes toward bilingual education and the realization by educators that a bilingual- bicultural curriculum can beeome a reality, es-

pecially in a state like New Me>ico in which the Spanish-surnamed public school
population exceeds 103

e plan for a bilingual-bicultural curriculum is

presented here. This plan inclui*es most of the aspects of the full acculturation

all children, not only the bilingual

rlaz ex:ept tnat it
child.
Curriculum Cn......onts

Grades 1-3 - Time Allotment -Minutes Weekly
(Minimum time allotments)

Subject Areas

English

Spanish

Total

Language Arts

275

225

500

Mathematics'

150

150

Science

80

80

Social Studies

50

50

100

60

60

120

Fine Arts
Physical Education
Health Education

125

125

25

25

Enrichment - To be divided as follows:

ESL

125

125
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SSL
Totals

690

125

125

460

1350

Grades 4-6 - Tine Allotments - Minutes Weekly
(in. mnsi tine allotments)

Subject Areas

English

Spanish

Total

Language Art.:

400

200

600

Maihematics

200

200

Science

175

175

Social Studies

100

75

175

75

75

150

Fine Arts
Physical Education
Hel:th Education
Totals

150

'150

60

60

1160

151C

150

Grades 7-8
1.

Offer a Spanish Language Arts period Of 45 einutes daily for all students
who have developed the basic skills in this area in grades 1-6.

Content

and skills to emphasize composition, language analysis, and literature.
Ho foreigo.language to be offered the bilingual student since he is functioning in two languages.
2.

Offer an integrated English-Spanish fine arts period in which emphasis on
both cultures is placed.

This can be an alternating type course.

Stu-

dents can stcay art, music cc related activities through English throe
days a week (Anglo-Saxon content), and through Spanish (Hispanic content)
for two days a week.
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Grades 9-12

Open electives in Hispanic art, literature, world history, comparative literature,
world literature, language and acmposition, speech, business education or any
appropriate ccurs, which would maintain and expand the concept of bilingualism and
biculturaliam for allth,,c wi.birg to ri:main in thcbilingual cur:it-11nm.

These

courses to be taught through the medium of Spaniel..

This plan is designed to give the non-Edglish cultural group a minimum of
one hour daily instruction in the taste ese.is of Language Arts, Social Studies,
and Fine Arts.

These instructional components through a language other than Eng-

lish will give the students basic literacy skills (transferrable to English),
cultur%1 heritage values, and apprecia%ion of the non-English fine arts.

It should be :eLed that far thane children who have poor language dominance
in either or both languages, second langungc teaching techniques should be used.

The areas of %anguage Arts, Social Studies, and English as a Second Language can
be combined into d specific bloc% in English.

Using second language acquisition

methodology and materials an integrated approaa.11 can yield maxim= language, concepts, and skills development.

There are excellent materials available in the

State Free Textbook List to meet these needs.

In the Spanish Language Arts, Social Studies, audFine Arts, excellent experimental materials are available, for first and second grades, and third grade materials
are in preparation.

For the non-Spanish speaker, a total, of 460 minutes weekly in Spanish as a

Second Language, Spanish Language Arts, end Spanish Fine Arts, using an emphasis
of second language'licquisition should be implemented.

The acceptance of this model is especially important and feasible with the
present trend towards -open concept education which uses multiple learning activities, self orientation, 'iind small group or individualized instruction.
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Whereas in the full acculturation model the vernacular of the child is used
for the development of concepts, in the bilingual-bicultural pluralism model the
vernacular is accented as a mole of personal expression for the child, but the teacher and the materials offer the lea "ner standard language models, thus the child
will eventually acquire facility with standard la. .,:age - -n facility which will

enable him

not only expand hisxoutrol of the mother tongue, but alio to study

the history and the various aspects of the culture of his predecessors as he moves

through the varies stages of learning.
The four to six grade curriculum maintains a narrower stream of Hispanic
studies which will continue to maintain and expand skills of language usage,

reading, and writin4 with the :sntent zpeially selected to give the learner insights into his culture.

tar to the nature of the 3cccndary curriculum and the personal decisions to
be made by the learner the 7-12 curriculum in a non-English mother tongue should
be elective in nature.

However, children who are bilingual and bicultural should

not be put in classes in which their mother tongue is taught as a foreign language. 'Instruction for them should parallel the English language offerings for

native speakers of this langume.
Community Involvement

It is the responsibility of the administrators in'local schools to serve the
educational needs of the community and to keep the parents of school children informed about the type of curriculum offered:

It is also the duty of the administra-

tors to seek'the approval of innovative programs, such as bilingual instruction, from

the local school board.

If an acculturation bilingual model is to be adopted both

board and the parents should be given the reasons for its adoption.

If a language

and culture maintenance and expansion model is to be adopted, consultation with
the community is imperative.

'.'he program organization and its goals should be ex-

01 CO?
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meetings.

plained thoroughly IC.

to program should be implemented without plan-

ning for long range c>als with :Icarly stated objectives for each grade level.
Costs
Federal pragie:. in bilin:,.11.,:dueation are heavily tended.

The reason for

f,learch oricnt0 to .1.2termine the effects or hil;n-

this is T.:11'.

gual instruction on the achievur.ent of bilingual-bicultural children and to try
out .different models.

The stat

being spent through

crnnot allor'qte the amounts of money presently
It' bilingual eth:cation is to become a per-

gralts.

manent curriculum rea'i..y in tat public schools, it should become part of the
regular operational tni:c:.
the renr-nlihility cf

liv;ever, if an accuI:uration model is chosen, it is
to p..ovlde wha%ercr a:sistance is needed to assure

equal educational st:--r:t..nity ft.r all children.

Flnds rrenently allocated for re-

medialleadins, pee-: ire: programs and posstely kindergartens could be channeled

.

into full as7ultura'i,:n nclels if the csn.munitic: involved wish It have this tyre

of instruction rcr tneir rhildrm.

In any event costs' are to be determined afte,'

a needs assessment has been conlueteitand the data compared with the state's first
and fifth grads assesnrr:nt results.

It must be pointed out that in order to meet the educational needs of minority
groups, fully qualified and competent professional personnel should be employed.
Stop gap methods such as the employment of bilingual. aides to assist English language speaking mcnoling.aal teachers "to get the point across" to children is an
unacceptable profegsional practice.

Well trained, bilingual associate teachers

can, however, be invaluuble in implementing acculturation bilingual programs.
Costs for language and culture maintenance models can .be greatly reduced if
schools hire bilingual-bicultural staff.
speaking teacher is to be cast aside.

This does not mean that the English-

On the contrary, it is of great importance
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anl ,.ulture models be provided for the learner.

that authentic

The answer lies In t'.e Ilanninr, of staff utilisation.
the E:-...:lint-cpea

It is inconceivable that

t,a.e%er le idle while tI,

anish medl..1 instructor is

coot of prcidin,.:

education stould be no greater

than that of previdine any othel ourri-,ulumcsmr:,nent.

Schools having tilingual t: actors on tbe staff should use them in bilingual
If training or retrai.ning is needed, good teacher prePara-

instruotion programs.

sor,

tics moaels have

.y

:tate 7.:epartmr.-.. of Education and by at least

t,aoh.,rs are re :id to expand their professional

two state universitioa.

prnparation for continua:ion of em;acyment.
native

teao..,rx Yo.

Local. administrators could encourage

fartal:-1- their i'reraiT.tion for bilingual education by

uttendi;.g rumm...r tr,tinir.t nersi;ns or inserl..ice training.

State universities

te required to offer courses designe-I to expend the language (Spanish) of
the Lilingual

nal their cultural 17a:kground.

should receive preparaion on the ltu.izv'

In addition, the teachers

of subject matter (mnthe-matics, social

studies, literature, etc.) as will as the language of classroOm management.

Lli5

will be discussed later.
In cases where a limited bf.lingual program is to -be initiated, such as a

Spanish Language Arts component to provide literacy skills, the raximun teacher
loud may he 125 Students.

The teacher would be considered h specialist,and she or

he could tetiah this component-to five gro..ps of 25 students for a minimum of 45
minutes ca:11 group.

If a specialist ia.ymployed for tore than one subject coo-

poncnt ulj'mtocnts should be male commensurate with the time spent through the
non-English medium., A school. o: 500 students could implement a bilingual program with a minimum of four to five specialists.

In self-contained classrooms where a qualified bilingual teacher is in charge
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of the entire program, bilingual education could be implemented by the teacher at
no additional cost, except for tie needed materials, provided these materials ere
not on the free textbooks list.
Teacher Comnetenciea fnr Bilin,utl Pro,,rann

Language Arts - In order to teach the language arts in a language other that
English, the teacher rust have tie skills she or he is to impart on the learner.
She or he must have full command of the writing conventions of the language, be
able to read the lang%age with native comprehension, not only for direct meaning,
but also for inferred me,ninos a; well.

In reading a language one must know the

cultural under;innings of the lalguage and how it reveals the realities of the
culture through the printed page.

The readin;precess must go beyond skills.

Thus,

the teacher of :lpaninn LAn:;eage :rts should be a r..1,rson native to the culture.

Since the chi3O fur whnm the lanle.uge arts ':cmp^s:nt will Le blliaeal to a cer-

tain degree,

ir:-.rtant. that the teacher know or be familiar with the dialect

the child orings to school.

In the acculturatien.model this is of utmost importance.

If the bilingual teacher is to teach Spanish as a secord language, she or he
should /,%ve training in second language teaching methodology and contrastive linguistic antlysis.

her general preparation in this area should be in line with the
Knowledge of the Ian-

standards set by the-Modern Language Association of America.

gunge and the culture should be. such that the teacher-can perform at the "good"
level of those standards.

Bilingual teachers who will be teaching content areas

such as Social Studies, Fine Arts, or any of the areas listed in both models,
should know the terminology needed to put across concepts.

The specialized vocab-

ulary needed to teach tie various content. areas must be learned and internalized
if the learner is to benefit from an authentic language model.

Although good teach-

ing materials will provide an acceptable range of this vocabulary, Special training
is still needed to give the teacher confidence in its use.
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In general, the most basic qualification for a Spanish-medium teacher is the
ability to understand; speak, real, and write the language at the "good level"
specified in the already cited stindards of the ::odern Language Association of
America.

Ono must not overlook, aowevar, the faat that the native New Mexican

bilingual can develop these skill; through inservice training and the use of good
teaching materials.

The idea that any native bilingual can implement a quality program in bilingu2'
In addition to the expertise discussed above, it

education should to dispelled.

is important for the teacmer to knew the purposes and objectives of bilingual education.

He or she should also nave complete understanding of the entire curricu-

lum so that his or her perfcrmamce be consonant .withthe over-all goals of the school.

It is expected that the bilingual teacher will also have the general prepareLic. which will

Lim ur he.

.... wtd..ta..d the total educational process rather

than to be restricted to knowledge of a limited component.

This is especially

critical for prcgrrrc at the elementary school level.

The teacher in a bilingual program who will teach the ESL component also has
to have special preparation.

A knowledge of the mother tongue of the children

will enhance his or her effectiveness but complete fluency in the language other
than English is not mandatory.

What is of importance is that the teacher be the

best possible model of the English language and understands the cultural values
and salient components of the general American culture,

The preparation of teachers

of English as a second language has been outlined in the State Adopted Criteria for
TESOL.

Excellent state adopted materials are available for the teaching of English
as a second language at practically all grade levels.

:

Summary statements
1.

The formal definition of bilingual education is teaching curriculum
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content through two languages.
2.

There are two things that can he done in bilingual education:

a) accul-

turate into the all English curriculum through a E -3 program which

uses.a dual language approach to provide for the conceptual development
of children, b) provide a language and culture maintenance program in
grades 1-12 designed to graduate literate bilingual students who are
functional and appreciative of two cultures.
3.

The number of students for the acculturation model is estimated at
approximately 14,000.

4.

The acculturation model can be operated byateachers who speak the vernacular of the children. and by a team-teaching approach.

The mainten-

ance model requires wel: trained personnel and standard curricula in
two languages.

The maiLtenance models can be achieved also through

team teaching.
S.

Cost factors teFend on Lssessment of needs.

If extra teachers are

needed the maximum testier pupil ratio is 1-125 for teachers who would
do a minimum Component.

There may sze sore costs for extra materials.

The acculturation model should be for children who are tested fd English language deficiencies.

The maintenance model is operated as part

of the curriculum and if. coverned by the same policies as any other
component of it.
6.

Evaluation of acculturation programs should be pone. with standardized
tests or test. s based on the objectives and the materials selected for
the program.
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EXHIBIT B

:on of ,linority Groups

for tha

Detr-linias;

r
114

614,0 /5

Y.insrity grono students in New 1.!exico Schools ccutinue to nndt-r5chieve

in the basic aretz of th

required currics.lum, especially in En..l.isa language

skills, Reading, rend %..thematice.
diararity in ac:tievem.tnt:

Two bn5ic factors appear to influence

rainy students' are from.homea where the Znvlish

lar4usze is not spoken end a 1!..r.E.e war.ter of stullate are from ho-:es where
F.ngliah and another dr..;:z.p.z are ars'aen.

Also of importance i3 t'de fact that

51% of the studeut ss7elatits livesin environments where the culture in

liaJimilar to tte culture cad vic systems presented in the school curriculum.
Since cultural fazters are difficult to atudy to ascertain to what degree th..;

mierity grea;. st_iovemant in the :.:nglish

15arnimi; envirsumel:

apsunntiona must De

sen-.0at

L.

on .taiies 'elated to ns%iev%meat in ZmIlish lange.e, Seadin3,
and problems in speech and languago production.

This di :Jewel= is 'ac;el on

test rcuults obtained in t:csa areas.

The Diviaion of Specid Fducttion of the State Department of Dduce:
conducted e.n incidence Study of Exceptioe.aity in the spring of li)73

includAM a parent survei to msccrtmi:i the home language or languagea of children:

In edlitien T.2 children were tested in the areas of Seeding, Arith-

metic, mad speech end lyhguago prolemo.

The data gathered in this study re-

preschte 1/4 of 1.% nf the total student population.

The sample utilized

in the atudy heA been accepted as a valid and repro:tentative sa,uple, therefore,.

the assumptions made in this report arc verifiable and representative of
New Pcxico's population.

The assumptions arrived at in this report

i1l bear similarity to prev-

ious national and state studios relatin: to leiscuage factors en direct in-,
fluencei is celoitive lavelopm.ent; that is, achievement by minority grou P
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students in basic carriculum areas.
Another assummtion is that a statistically significant difference in the
Reading and Arithmetic area:, imrlies a severity-of problems when achievement
is statistically fiirnificantly lover than the national norm.

These problems

may be deft with better by using a bilingual c:nd multicultural approach to

problem solving 65 proven by :Pala= and Lambert in research studies with
bilic tat students.

It ia.naticipated that the results obtained with the ample of toe
cited incidence study would bear similarity if we were to use a larger sample
or the entire population.

Of course, the coot of dealing with a' rr4oh larger

mamTle or the e-t4 ve ro-nlation has tm be considered before a dee4.4en is

male on whether the msresentative sample given here is to be accepted.

It

must also to taken into conaideratien that the analysis of the 01:4T and
CTBS done by the Eepartmest (attachments) obtaised positive correlations between hi-b ethnic concentration of minority rroup students in school buildings
with

low

scores and by CIES 5th grade achievement scores.

Incidence Stndv - 7caiinz Achievement
Mean

National Norm:

100, Standard Deviation

15

Results:

Croup

-

English-Speaking Only
English 4. Other Lan;vages
Son-Engliah

N

Mean

383
226

104.27
91.61
83.10

33

S.D.

21.1T
20.30
29.32

The results listed above show a mean scorn differential of 12.66 between
the English mad bilingual group.

This differential for a group which speaks

two languages is nearly statistically significant, lacking only a 2.34 mean
score points to be so.

BEST COPT AVAILABLE
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Those student. where home lar.;,:us;e is other than EnF,lish

dhow the

severity of reading problems with a differential of 21.0i1 mean score points
betveen them and the 7n7lish-sueshin,:-only group.
cally cui te

This differential is statisti-

ri ct.,at

An ansunption can to :lade that both thcibilincuml,ntudents, those who use

Erglish and another lancusge in the home. and the student who do not use
English at all in tho home need special- instruction in reading skills.

It can

also be inferred that nulticulturs/ content and bill »rsnl instructioa may be

avenues for cicuing the Slaps:ity of achicrement in reading for both nonspeakers of Engliah and bilingual children.

Incidence

- Arithretic

- ent

Stational Nem e ICI, Standard Deviation
Croy::

English-See.iAn7 Only
English an! Other Langusle
Ron-2nclish

:
383
226
33

Mean

3. D.

93,.63

16.77
13.92
27.42

85.61
79.39

Again the three groups, Ehglieh-speaking only, bilingual, and those stu-

dents with non-Ehglish-sr-wsking be environments, ehov a disparity in achievement.

Althou;h the range of differences among the throe groups is not as vide

as that for Beading, it still shows the Ilropessively low scores for bilingual
children and non-English hone environment studente.

This is consisteat with

results obtained in the state-wide testing data using the Comprehensive Test
of Basic
Experience has shown that when word proUleme in Arithmetic are prevented
to bilingual students they hare much difficulty with them.

The assumption

eta be =Zvi that language does Ple7 a significant rcle in achievement in

BEST COPY AVAILABLE-
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mathematics for Nev Xoxico bilingual children.

In contrast, immigrant

.childr7.! from !CS'iC0 do rot nr-ter to have these difficulties when concepts

in msthcmatics are nur,it to then in S7acish.

Thie has been observed in many

class -cram in the -oLtthwc3t vhcre tl:ene.chiliren tttend school upon arrival
.;

from :4exico.

Incident'? Stuiy 1.

ani Len.-feee

Speech:

Eng. Omlv

d - Props
H - :.o Yroce

No R:12.

22

20

6

:''

2.066

7,4

% vita Probe.
2.

Enr. -Other

5.741

18.16%

3.P.55

Lani.uage:

rn.T. only
It - Probe

N - 7o Prob':

% with Probs

2777. -Oth--

17

6

209
7.52%

3TT
1.57%

.

no nny.
3

30

909%

The teal: for :5neech and Langva.ve are usually given to determine phy-

siological difficult:en in eptech production end possible impairments of

language production due to several facto,.
that a dia^arity emiete among the groups.

Again it must be painted out
In speech and language rroduction

testa it should elves be determined whether or not the same problems exist
in the home language of the bilingual ntudentn.

Physiologicel problen7 in

.1mnguage production are not to be confuoed with lack of fluency in Enp,V.sh.

BEST COPY AVAIUIBLE
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InCi!ln,t
1.

En7lish tan.,:uav2 Only

P - V = 1.91
1.33 (not significant)
t

2.

Enz;lish + Other %monuar,e

P 4 7 . 7.51
t

5.'11

(P(.901)
3.

14.69

P

non-:English

2.1i
t
(17< .01)

.

Coe Cr the moat 1.7.7ortant factors imoing4ng ur.on the education of minor-

ity grou73 'is the recording of I.Q. scores cn atuients' records.

'say educa-

tors develop by achievement expectancy levels for atudents vith low 2.Q.
scores.

It io important that bilingual students be riven verbal Pod non-

verbal titu **het dca.1:n; vith
student:.

varishles.

Purthermore, bilingual

J Oee.! both tyres of teats given In bctn 2naish and the he

lanr.unc.: before records; I.Q. scores on records.

It =sot a7aln be ;tinted out that the abo'Ve diffdreaces (Performance minus
Verbal) for the three r,-ro.t's tested show the so= 7ror-ressivn net:ative per-

formance of the bilinxual otudent when comrazed with the monolingual English
speacker.

NUMber of ohil!ren with si:nificant academic croblvonl
A scaled score of 55 is used ai a cut-or:, which is one stanlard deviation
below the :tan of national norms.
1.

Reading:

Eng. Lmorunfp! Only

Eng. and Other Lao;unFs
Bon -rhg.

n Lcv

I

Oro,In

_

%

383
226

C9
85

18.14
37.45

33

17

5P,.39

Pop Estim
30,152
36,728
7.503

BEST COPY MAILABLE
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Arithm2:tic:

Oroun

Eng. Only
Eng. an Other language

Non-Ehg

A

P Lai

Pon ?Latin

383
226

, 117
110

33.50

33

19

57.93

48.0

50,678
47,660
8,296

The table above gives population estimateS having significant academic
problems.

These estimates are based on the 1972-73 ADM figure of 278,618..

The computations and the randum sample took into consideration the
ethnic breakdown of the state, vhicb according to the Civil Rights Survey
of 1972-73 indicated the folloviog breakdown:
Mexican-American
Native American
Diacx
Oriental
Other
Total

'TM
2.2%
0.2%
10.21
3-170-1

For estimating costs for bilingual education, the 5% non .Ehllish pop elation based on the 1972 -73 ADM of 273,619 yield; a figure of 13.930.

Aa-

auonizg that this 5% belonge to the 51% minoriv group enrolment, that leaves
a 46% population to deal vith.
Given a distribution of skills across a standard achievement curve, we
estimate that 15% of the bilingual student population will fall into the
lowest achievement category for this population.

Thus, ve have an estimated

population of 41,792 stuents which should be served with special programs
to overcome achievement deficiencies due to language and culture differences.

AVAILABLE
BEST' CON
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55 of 2TMlq
15,t of 273,613

Totals 20%

55,72 x :111

*

f3EST COPY AVAILABLE

13,930
!1,7x2

'students

55 ,722

students

students

estimat6d cost for bilinzlual

or crecinl nro.-7=s - rxme.,:s

'Coat per
based on 1773,74 Bilinsusl FrocTran Enrich:I.:sat distribution
as requested by districts and based on identified children vita special needs.
Prepared fly:

Scary W. ?annual. Director
Cross-Cultural Education unit
State Department of Education

With Assistmme. of:
Alan Kor7.a. )irector
Evaluation at Assessment Unit
State Departnont of =ducation
....Paula Parks

Education Services Specialist
Special Education Unit
:-State-Department of Education'
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3.84

3.91

4.35

Loving

Roy

Wagon Mound

,..__

TOTALS

,
:

22
264

176
-

1,087

135

138

,

22

14

11

248

48.9

65.7

52.3

33.1

3P.7

2h1

IL6

7'-.6

8.2

1h.h8

16:'

12

95

It z-Ao-r

230

230

Students
inAi7n

ETHNIC DISTRICCTIC:.'
Lo. of
!.:recut

of
Students
2::.r.

hh

)43

37

118

13
-

19

32,.

9

44

No.Thstet
Total N
Ceurt

1971-)97;',

35.f6

rurcent
.

its n

93.7

90.2

937

95.1

96.9

92.0

(.',.D.F.)

Age Deviation
OLMAT SCORES

New Mexico State Department of Education
1971-1972 .Sttistids

EvaluaticL and f::::esement Unit

Information suppliedby:

As:sumrtions:

Criteria For Tnclusion On This List:
1) Size of district
2) CTBS be significantly below the national norm,

The results of the Otis-Is-non Mental Ability 'lost for these districts indicate that the children
should achieve successfully in the English language skills ereas, but are not. Given the ethnic corio-i.i,% of
the schools above, it is surmised that the curriculum and its implementation arc not geared to the tasic educational
reeds of the line ....... ........ B culturally different child. This rtatement is tuned on the fart thnt the dirtricts
listed show 17( 7tn.1-,ntc
q.ie one year or more below nati,nal norm:, in Language Sk511s Achievement.
Although,
th- GMT qcros are lower than 'utionul norms, th-y are net signifirantiv (1 standard deviation below nati:nal norm)
-lower.
However, the Comprehensive Te.A. of Basic Shills (CT13) results are significantly lower than national porma.

h. 31;

5

29

43

Lana. Nn

Below Natl.

No. of L.7

4.33

):.26

.1

cumrARIL:uN OF SELECTED 012iTIGTS--Cilk2/31.Y.Af MEAN SCGRES

434

3.49

Cimarron

'

-

.CTBS LANG .7
Below Natl.Norm

Monnt'ainair

Encino

Magdalena

DISTRICT

AL 1

BIE1NGUAL/BICULTURAL UNIT

1;Z A:' h

rT1

KM:1

:rx

-19
.44

CD

C79

rrt
C/9
7-4

Edison
Gallina
Lake Arthur
RooseYelt
Lindsey

ZuBi

Tows Yallane
Tse Bonito

E. Gan Jos&
Naschitti
Newcomb
Pre-Ed Center
Bunland Park
Cnurch Rock..
Navajo

School

!

. 86.1

TOTALS.
550

26

41
20
6
12
36

20

8l.5
83.6
86.1

75.5
78.3
62.6
79.7
76.5
86.7

33
19
80
33

76.8

26
30

104
29

81.1

35

Score
85.0
64.0

Sealer of children
below 84 (01.%AT)

OLMAT

3

849

76
25
95

95

48
48

1,875

3.771

7

230

91

352

4

60

134
95

445
69i
431
183
519

h64

358

2

2

97

251
305
192

8

3

86

34

5

5

512

9

510

Ind: an

8

Bluster of students

M.x-Amer

11
22

56
25
63

115

35

47

51

152

35

56
44

Total N

3.3
3.2

2

61

3

99
56
96
92
19
99

6

4.0

4.2
3.6

3.5
3.7
3.4

3.9
4.2

3.3

-

3.2

-

3.4

96
57

1

5th Grade
Lang A,hw soon

93

I

District with 1o..° OLMAT scores apt scores ( months or more below national norm CTBS Language
(1/71-32 PeaulIn)

*Low is defined as being 13 points or more below national norm.

Information supplied. by:
and

BilingualEicultural Unit

Evaluation Assessment Unit

The results of the Ctis-Lenon !I:mita/ Ability Test as conpared to the 5th grade CTBS Language Achievement indicate
the following possibilities:
1.
Tee Otis-Loran test ray not be a fair test linguistically
and culturally speaking.
2.
The CBS Language AchieWement appears to velify the f-ct
that darigpage chills are 'mot fully de,eloiod by the 5th grade.
It nay be that the cprriculum and its implen!ntation are not
meeting the needs of the linguistically and uu.turally different
pupils.
3.
It nay be that the_OLMAT is predicting accurately the general mental
ability of the group and that the children need special programs
presided that the difficulties are related to language and culture.
If this statement is thought to be true, d'uther testing is necessary.

Pei-tales

Magdalena

Hobbs
Jones Mtn
Lake Arthur

Gadsden
Gallup

Albuquerque
Central

District

DEPAETMENT OF EDUCATION

BlhllIUAL/BICULIRAL UNIT

NEW MEXICO STAI'

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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04

e,

4.34

4.33
4.26

4.33
3.84
3.91

4.35

Estae,'a

Mountainair

Cimarron

Loving

Roy

Wagon Mound
, -.-

TOTALS

i..

-

176

14

11
.

264

22

1,087

135

138

248

44
22

'.

156

43

18
37

141

43

12

95

48.9

65.7

52.3

33.1

03.7

90.2

93.7

95.1

9.6.9

91.1

32.7

92.0

35.06

OLMAT SCORES
(A.D.F.)

Age fe'ciation

2.6

230

230

Percent

8..i

14.48

ETHNIC DISTRICUTION
So. of
lereentlis. of
Students
Students
India
Vex-Amer

19

.

162

9

44

No.Testud
Total N
Count

32

29

5

13

No. of N.7
Below Natl
Lana. Norm

197]-19(2

information supplied by:
Evaluaticn and Atsetrment Unit
New Maxieo State Department of Education
1971-1972 Statistics

Criteria For Inclusion On this List:
1) Sint of dintrict
2) TBN be significantly below the national norm.

AFsumptions: The results of tile Otis-Lemon Mental Abili.y Tout for these districts indicate that the children
Given the ethnic c,mios!tion of
should achieve successfully in the English language skills areas, tut are not.
the schools above, it is surmised that the curriculum and its implementation are not seared to the basic educational
needs of the
and culturally different child. This statement is based on the fact that the districts
listed show 17G rtudents w1u au' one year or more below national normn in Language Skills Achievement.
Althongh,
the CIMAT scores are lower than eatiowil normr.
are .et ni5nif1eantly (1 standard d,-.4a:inn below national norm)
lower.
However, the Comprehensive Tezt of Basic Skills .CIMS) results are significantly lower '.ban national norm:-

3.49

Encino

.CTBS LANG .7
Below Natl.Norm

Magdalena

DISTRICT

BILINGUAL/B1CULTURAL UNIT

COMPARIGON OF SELECTED D=r1MLIS--CTEZN=: MEAN SC'JHEE

rTl
too

CO

Edison
Oallina
Lake Arthur
Roosevelt
Lindsey

Zuni

Town Yallane
Tse Bonito

Tohu.,ehi

E. San Josh
Nasehitti
Newcomb
Pre-Ed Center
Sunland Park
Church Rock
Navajo

School

79.7

TOTALS
550

26

849

22
hS
43

11

6
12
36

'112:6

76.5
86.7

34

20

78.3

hl.

35
115
56
25
68

Go
33
20

19

29
33
1:7

35
157
53

30

81.1
IG:-

44

16.8
75.1
80.5
83.6
86.1
86.1
75.5

56

26

,

gn,bt

Total

35

'

Number of childzen
below 86 (01513)

6!-.0
614.0

Score

OLMAT
N

1,375

158
136
95
95
352

5

5

512

9

510

.

95

91
76
25

60

2

2

97

3

66

3,771

7

230

4

519

163

2

61

3

6

99
96
96
92
69
99

3

3.4
4.2
3.6
4.0

3.5
3.7

3.9
4.2

-

3.3

_

3.2

3.3
3.2

3.4

1
96
96
57

5th Grade
Lang Achy score

%

404
445
693
437

19?

6
251
3t5

Number of students
%
Indian

5,,x -Amer

Low is defined as being 13 points or more below national norm.

Information supplied by:
and

It nay be that the OLMAT is predicting arctrate4e the gncro: mental
ability of the group and that the childr-n nee:, Special -rograss
provided that the difficulties are related to language ,and culture.
If this-statement is thought to be true, father testing is necessary.

pupils.

Evaluation Assessment Unit
Bilingual Bicultural Unit
State Department of Education
1971-72

The results of the Ctis-Lenon Mental Ability Test at comituel to the 5th grade CTES Language Achievement indicate
the following possibilities:
1.
The Otis -Lenon teat soy not. be a fair te:t linguistically
and culturally speaking.
2.
1 e CTES Language Achieyemont appears to vcrify the fact
that Inngunge skills ere not fully di,velrped by the 5th grade.
It nay be that the curriculum and its imelementation arc net
meeting the necis of the 1Gguislicully -ad culturally different

Fortales

Magdalena

Hobbs
Jemez Mtn
Lake Arthur

-Gallup

-Gadsden

Albuquerque
Central

District

BILINCUAL/BICULTUHAL UNIT
District with low* CLIIAT scores and scores 7 mentl:s or mire below national norm CTES Language
(1071-72 PcsultS)
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Pace 5

After havin'.- colcoted ci.-ht soal, dirtricts with rood ()Inn' scores but low
ach:e7-:%ent, it wl: decided to mae a Similar comparison to see ir :4hool t.7.17. with copd Ol.t predicability but low CTBS
7. ch...wed a correlation with lincluistically and
fifth

culturally diiron: pop.:latisn
All distrfcts were studied and this coparison shows the followinz:
1.

Cot of L2 dis:ricts.P.-.c%in7, c-;'Id to excellent Gl.T scores but
one year or more la-. in 1*.r.:Ifrsh

'wo
c.21t=.L.L._,Y:
2.

h.1
2.

fifth
wahicvement
Mn-u:-Yo,.11y and

in .s

303 out of 102 rrhoals c::ow a high corrqlation 1w- """ti concendi',.,,ent children and
tration of Zio.-.:istioally
uchi-:vec.ent at the fifth Grade level Cone
low Enclinu

year or mre below natienul norm).
,;.:ro 73: r,apeaters in ::radao. 1-3 in then:, schools.
Fi.urrttio
1-^5
an avaras:.e oss; of .510,h30

3.

the,^
c
t:
ont th:t not :11
Also, ali pre-first
repors ;tam.
ss.:e
stu.le%ts w..%o do not cc fro:: pre-first to second grade are con:t

sidered :pers.
Assumctions

Given the facts lintcd, it in 1:nsumel that 23,335 r.exicanh...erienn children and a,11:6 lice: children rho:: rood to excellent
intellectual potential for
in the curriculum when they
enter school, bur. by the fifth Grade this potential is not
xealized. Since laneuni-,e is the vehicle throuGh which most of
the learninif. ta*.s place, and since the f7eneral curriculum is
based cn
lanE:sa7.0 competence, alternatives to the stancurriculum should be found.
Also, there
dard Enlirh
are implizatir.nz for lov:lopine Inncuace shills in the mother
toncue of these children.

1.

.

Children with =AT scorns of 85 and below who ero not clessificd as syocial cduo%tisn children would have much crcater. dif-

2.

'

'

.

ficulties
aohie7ir:, throuGh Bnclish lancuace 'instruction alone.
These children whould ha tau.cht throuch their vernacular cud
special Eni..ish
prozrams should be prOvided for them.
Bilinc.sal early childhood education seems to be a priority for
these and other children who are not achieving at their potential.

Prepared by:

Fwalnatios ani hinessont Unit
Uit'
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EXHIBIT C
CONCEP; PAPER

PRE-SERVICE AND IN-SERVICE TRAINING CENTER
FOR NATIVE AMERICAN TEACIDNIS

The State of New Mexico has a school population during the 1972-73 school
year of 285,419 students.

The state is a multilingual-multicultural state.

Of the total enrollment in the public schools, 21,993 have been identified
through an October, 1972 statevida survey as being Native Americans.

In addition to the public school enrollment there is a large Bureau of Indian
Affairs enrollment of Native Americana at a 1971-72 survey number of 22,630.

It in eatimated that TO of the Native Americans who enter schools have
language dominance in their home Indian language.

It is also a known fact

that the daily life and traditional tribal affairs of these children and their
parents are conducted in their native language.

According to established and researched theories of learning, it is well
known that all children develop their intellectual structures at given stages
in the maturational and growing process.

This process is effected by not only

the environment provided for the development of the children, but also by the
mediums through which the developmental process is stimulated.

It follows,

therefore, that if education is implemented from a base which is alien to a
child's language and life experiences, the school is creating barriers for that
child which will rake it difficult for him to meet the demands of the traditionally established curriculum as well as those of the total school experience..

The above can be substantiated by continuous low academic achievement records
established by several minority.groups in the schools of the state.

These
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records indicate that many of the Native American children are. being

prevented from achieving at their potential level.

This is further sub-

stantiated by the 1971-72 dropout rates for districts which enroll high
percentages of Native American students.

For example, dropouts in five

districts which have a high coneebtratios of Native American students range
from 25% to 69% between the 9th and 12th grade.

It is assumod that most of

the dropouts in these districts are Native Americans.

We cite the above facts to put across the idea that the schools as they are
presently being conducted and the curriculum efforts being implemented do
not provide for the educational needs of Native American students.

Therefore,

we propose that the use of Native American persons as teachers is an urgent
need for the education of this segment of our school population.

Since a great majority of the children have a non-English mother tongue as
a dominant language, members of their language end their culture group can
shape and implement a basic or part of a curriculum through the language of
the children which will assure not only satisfactory intellectual development
but will also reaffirm their identity.

This identity factor is not only

valuable in term of developing the needed self-concept which is provided by
Native American adult models, but also by factors from their environment within
the curriculum.

Through the Native American teacher, the:student will be able

to experience full understanding and thus identify in a more positive manner
with the school as an institution - -that icr, that there is 'someone in the

school who fully understands him.

A recent survey of institutions of higher learning in the state vbieh train
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teachers indicates that there are a total of 63 Native Americans of
different language groups who are being trained for the teaching profession.

However, none of these people are enrolled in programs designed to meet the
above stated needs of Native American children.

According to available data,

there is an immediate need for approximately 2,000 Native American teachers
from the dominant Indian language groups for Nev Mexico schools.

This concept paper proposes the immediate establishment of a program to prepare Native Americana to do the following thingst
1.

To use the mother tongue of the child as a medium of
instruction to insure conceptual development ea his
level of maturity.

2.

To expand the native language power of those children.

3.

To provide an adult, linguistic, end cultural model for
the child which will insure proper self-concept development
and positive identity in the school environment.

b.

To teach Native American history and culture.

5.

To enhance the children's ability 'to acquire English

language proficiency.
6.

To use sound pedagogical techniques in implementation of
bilingual-bicultural programs.

T.

To use existing materials developed in Native AMarican
languages and in the curriculum.

3.

To develop language and culture materials in the Native
AmericarCaanguages for une in the curriculum.

In order to achieve the goals listed, training models for this project
must be formulated.

In order to achieve the stated goals end satisfy

- 3 -
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existing needs, it is recommended that a center be established and staffed

with trained Native American personnel who can prepare a large group of
Native Americans. to assume teaching duties in the schools end implement the
items discussed above.

It is proposedithat a center be established and staffed with Native American
people who are able to operate an ongoing program which will prepare Native
Americana to implement programs in the schools which will meet the needs
described above, to work with the community and the schools end the develop-

ment of a bilingual/bicultural curriculum end materials, to utiliie local and
university personnel and reeourcee.outlined and to disseminate materials and
information generated by the program to provide opportunities for actual
teaching experiences for the trainees.

The long range success of such a program depends upon the involvement and
valuable support of both the Native American peoples themselves and of the
schools serving the Indian population in all phases of planning and operation
of the program.

To this end, a number of meetings with all affected groups have been initiated
for the purposes of discussing the need°, goals and ultimate form of such a
center.

These include the following:
November, 19T2

Meetings of the State Department of Education
personnel to.promote the concept of the center.

November 20-29 -

Conference on Navajo language programs and teacher
training.

Proposal for Navajo language, teacher

training unnainously endorsed by representatives
from:

Navajo Tribe, the Dinar) Biolte.

Dev Yoxico State Department of Education-Bilingual/Bicultural Unit
Navajo Community College
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University of Few Mexico
Bureau of Indian Affairs
College of Cenedo
Rough Rock Demonstration SchoolRock Point Community School
Ramah Navajo High School
Borrego Pass School
Sanoatee-Toadlena Bilingual Training
Program
Gallup- McKinley School Board
Gallup- McKinley Bilingual Project

November 12-13

-

Meetings with the school end bilingual program
personnel of Gallup - McKinley, State Department of

Education personnel, community and schools. (Rescheduled)
Kirtland -Shiprock schools (rescheduled)
January 1T -18

-

Navajo bilingual conference, Window Rock, Arizona
Center concept to be discussed.

January 30

-

Community meeting in Shiprock between State Depart -

ment of Education and the community.

Also, the State Department of Education has been informed by Nev Mexico
Highlands University officials that they have had extensive communication

with the Pueblos and the Navajo nation regarding the preparation of teachers
to meet some of the needs outlined in this paper.

They are now actually

engaged in training personnel, but have not reported their efforts formally.

It is essential that time be alloyed for the Native American people to fully

discuss and communicate their thinking with each other and express their
ideas to tha institutions involved so that these Institutions will be responsible to what the people vent for the education of the children.

This concept paper is presented because ve can no longer ignore the state of
educational process for Native:Americans as it exists in public and government
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school°, and so that education and government agencies will be responsive
to a forthcoming proposal to fund centers as described in this paper and
as presented by the Entire AMerican people.
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PRE-SESVICE A:4) IN-SERVICE TRAINING CENTER
FOR NATIVE-L.:ERICAN TEACNERS

Pronosed by

henry W. razeull

Objectives:
1.

To provide a teaching- learning center for Navajo and KeressspeakinP. children,

2.

To develop teachinz-learning materials in at least three curriculum areas in :;avajs and '::cress in at least. three levels of instruction (Grades K-3).

3.

To use existing Navajo and Keress materials as demonstration
tools for at least three areas of the curriculum and at least
four levels of instruction (i -3).

It.

To select at least tmo English language acquisition, developmental skills program:, for non-native speakers of English for use in
the center.

5.

To incorporate Native-merican societal patterns and specific Cultural items into the curriculum.

G.

To obtain the assistance of the Navajo and Keress copmunityfor
inclusion of items in objective 5.

7.

To study and incorporate the traditional learning styles of the
Keress and Navajo people in the teaching-learning environment.

8.

To use Keress and Navajo resource people in the teaching- learning
process.

9.

To employ three master teachers, sces:e.ers of Navajo and three
master teachers, speakers of Keress to implement the aspects
of the curriculum being taught through these languages.

10.

To employ six master teachers, native speakers of English and
members, of the General Anclo-American culture to teach the
English language components of a K-3 program.

11.

12.

,To employ Native-Americans of the Keress and Navajo languages to
undergo training as teachers mhile actixely engaged in the teachin.,;learning process (No.
).
To employ three teacher-training specialists from the three lengunge groups represented in the center to coordinate the training
aspects of the program.
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13.

To involve the University of New Mexico, College of Education,
local school districts (two), the Navajo and Leress communities,
and the State Nenartmcnt of Education in the training of teachers
for Native-American children.

lh.

To use multi-mdia and multi-approaches in the teaching-learning
process through three languages, but not on a simultaneous basis.

15.

To use both dual language as well as one language approaches for
conceptual dovelourent of children.

16.

To record, analyse, and report rositive or negative effects of the
lcurning modes used in the center.

17.

To provide open-ended learning alternatives (ability to depart
from prescriptive education) for Native-American children.

18.

To bring professional preparation (University training) to the site
rather than require the trainees to be on campus.

19.

To appoint a multi-cultural curriculum decision making committee
as a governance body for the center.

20.

To use senior high school Native-American students as "teacherapprentices" to "recruit" future teachers.
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EXHIBIT E
hEQIEFEgENTS FOR CERTIFICATION
Bilingual Education
B.A. - Elementary Education

In order to qualify for certification in Bilingual Education, persons
earning a Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education must satisfy the requirements listed below. These requirements are to be a component of
an approved program in Bilingual Education for the elementary schools.
There are three basic areas of competence Language, 'Culture, and Methodology. The Culture component is divided into two aspects. Due to the
multicultural aspects of the training, this component is designed to
provide the teacher with a knowledge of the socio-cultural content in
which the bilingual-bicultural programs function.

An in-depth analysis of issues will prepare the teachers to cope with
the ambient factors necessaryto generate changes to improve education
for New.-4ex-i-e& children.
Furthermore, a comprehensive emphasis on the
historical and fine arts aspects of the cultures of New Mexico will tend
to enhance the affective and cognitive preparation of the teachers.
These requirements, when applying to persons preparing to teach Native
Americans, shall be interpreted in terms of the needs of the children
and of any specially designed programs for multicultural education in
the various Native American languages of the state.
In relatiOn to Methodology, the various 0.11nie grov.ls of N.t.w-ge4c-ice are

supported by cultural values which cannot be overlooked.
The children's
learning and motivational styles are in part 'dependent on these cultural
manifestations. Therefore, all modern pedagogical systems must be analyzed
in relation to the appropriate cross-cultural referents of these ethnic
groups.

Areas of Competence
Language
a)

b)
c)
d)

2.

Fluency in the local dialect - to be measured by observation in field experience and practice.
Extended functional vocabulary.
Classroom terminology - (instructional lang.qlge)
Literacy skills - Degree of proficiency to ?se determined
by an acceptable instrument when applicriAle.

Culture
a)

Fundamental aspects of ethnic group cultures of the Southwest.

b)

.

Monumental aspects of cultures with pre-requisite preparation
so that these courses may be taught in the language of the
culture..

BES
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MAhodology
a)
b)

Practicum to'be conducted in a bona ride bilingual setting.
There shall be three minimum components in the practicum:
Language Arts, Social Studies, and Fine Arts which should be
taught in the language of the elture.

The above requirments also alTly to ;.re-.,,rvi,:e
teachers and for
training of teachers already in the 1..rc::;51,,n.
For t:.est teachers programs are to emphasize the lnncuage euni the culture and instruction in
these components are to be taught in the language of the culture if applicable.

BEST CGII
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - EDUCATION BUILDING

SANTA FE - 87501
November 23, 1973
FONBO J. OF L FO
%UPI FIN! ENDFNI OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

The Honorable Senator Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Kennedy:

This letter is in response to your communication of November 1.
I want to thank you for having invited me and the New Mexico
group to study your bill on bilingual education. It is indeed
a great professional pleasure to kicow that you are very concerned
about the problems of minority groups in our public schools and
have dedicated much of your time and talents to proposed legislation to strengthen federal support for their education. It was
a pleasure to appear before the committee and give testimony on
this issue.
Attached you will find my answers to the questions that you forwarded.
Sincerely,

Henry W. Pascual, Director
Cross-Cultural Education Unit
WWP:meg
Enclosure
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QUESTIONS - PANEL ON TEACHER TRAINING
(See attached sheet for answers.)

(1)

What is your experience with the current level of understandig

of the need to develop bilingual teachers, paraprofessionals,,
counselors or administrators at the state level?

at the local

level? at the university level? at the federal level?

(2)

How can junior colleges, community colleges and universities

best aid in developing the necessary bilingual personnel?

(3)

Can in- service bilingual teacher training programs be

effective in improving bilingual education programs?

(4)

Should every bilingual grant to a local school district

include a requirement; for in-service training?

(5)

What are the kind of roles that paraprofessionals can play?

(6)

What is the need for bilingual counselors and administrators?

(7)

Are universities equipped to provide adequate bilingual

teacher training?

(8)

Can non-Spanish surnamed be trained so as to be effective in

bilingual roles in Chicano or Puerto Rican or Cuban communities?
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Answers - Panel on Teacher Training

1,

Colleges and universities still are not implementing significant
teacher training programs nor programs for counsellors and administrators.
There are some significant programs for paraprofessionals.
Local districts do have some good prograns (Las Vegas, Artesia,
Albuquerque, Las Cruces, New Mexico). The New Mexico Department of
Education has a teacher training network (see article attached) which
is giving some significant training as a "stop-gap" measure. Federal
funding has contributed significantly. This writer obtained a
$250,000 grant from the Office of Education and trained 93 teachers,
many of whom arc now master demonstration teachers. (Model program
available upon request and on file at Bureau of Higher Education
EPDA - U.S.O.E.)

The best way to develop personnel is to establish programs to
satisfy the certification criteria attached. Too much money is being
spent in rehashing education courses in languages other than English.

2.

Yes,' provided that they are designed to upgrade specific skills
in teachers, especially the ability to read, write, and to give them
true knowledge of culture.
3.

Yes, but the training component should be tied to specifics as
outlined above.
There are too many free-loaders charging $100 a day
end mnvina from nrniPet to rrniPnt dnina the REIVP greed.
4.

5.
Paraprofessionals can assist teachers in reinforcement work.
They should not be assigned basic instruction which requires professional preparation.

6.

The need in great provided that they understand the philosophy and
aims of bilingual education - they, for the most part still do not.
Very few. The colleges of education have picked people who cannot
speak or read the non-English language to do the training. Ninety
percent of these professors lack knowledge about the true cultural
heritage of the minority groups, so, in the case of the Mexican-American
they can't get out of the taco-tortilla-chiapanecas syndrome.
7.

8.
The Anglo, English-speaking
bilingual education.
They need
history, and culture ofminority
and interact with the community

teacher must play a vital role in
special training in the psychology,
groups so 'they can teach properly
in a positive manner.
Henry W. Pascual, Diregtor
Cross-Cultural Education Unit
New Mexico Department of Education
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ON BILINGUAL TFACBER TRAINING

Gentlemen, I have before me two fine pieces of legislation.

They

are long overdue.

As I read the remarks introducing the bills, I an gratified that the
intention of these bills has far-reaching and sound implications for a
student population long ignored.

It tries to remedy a situation created

by many of us who, in our enthusiasm with the original legislation, literally "put the cart before the horse" by launching bilingual programs with
little effort to train teachers.

These bills cen,and should,fulfill the American dream of "equal opportunity" so that all children who need and want bilingual education can
receive it.

TO implement the intention of these bills,a raare of well-

prepared teachers must be produced.

The interest

that bilingual education

has generated, as exemplified by the passage of bilingual education legislation
by many states, coupled with the educational resources of the United States

of America should make the production of this bilingual-program teachers
cadre a reality in a short time.
Training of
/ Bilingual teacher trainers, teacher training as well as the training
of peraprofesionals, must be made in harmony with bilingual program models
that are designed to foster a sound education for culturally and linguistically
different children.
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It is imperative, then, to state the premises on which this training
is envisioned.
1.

The programs in the United States, which have been widely demons-

trated to be inadequate for bilingual-bicultural children and for otherthan-English monolinguals as well as for children of limited English ability,
may be described basically as containing an English Language Arts (ELA) component which is re-enforced by subject-matter teaching in English (S.1E) during
the remainder of the school. day. Graphically:

School day
E

L

SmE

A
Figure I

2.

The programs with a "foreign languacje" 0420 component have been

equally infective in that the bilinguality of the children is based on
"foreigness".

These programs at all levels (FLES in Elementary as well as

"foreign language" at the upper levels including "tiodern Foreign Languages"

at the University level) have failed to serve the needs of the bilingual
student as well as the other-than-English monolingual or, for that matter,
the "Limited-English ability" student or the English monolingual.

The

exception to this, of course, has always been the top student, the highly
motivated student who can stand the pressures of "foreigness" in his own
land.

Graphically:
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School day

E
SITE

A
Figure 2

L
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In this type of program the student finds little value for his "foreign"
language.

The school does in effect teach it but, does not recognize its

value in the rest of the curriculum.

Often the "foreign" language is

prohibited during the rest of the day.
3.

An initial bilingual program needs, of course, to take into consi=

deration its population.

Many quantitative differences in the subject matter

taught exclu-ively in English (SmE),the subject matter taught exclusively in
the native language (SmX) of the children as well as the initial mixture
(SmEX) must be consid,,.6.

It is to be noted that the SmE as well as the

SmX are an essential part of an initial program, as it is these units
that must. show not only quantitative but also qualitative increases.

Althoug

these models do not include specifics in subject matter, it is to be'notcd
that the relevance of the Fine Arts of the native language as well as the
History and Sodial Studies would be included in that model's SmX or SmEX.
Graphically:

The school day

E
L
*A

SmX

SmE
SmEX

X
L
*A

Figure 3A
*XLA and *ELA are to be specifically designed for the
particular linguistic groups
An initial bilingual program for a bilingual with
limited English ability but with high bilingual
potential because of own -unity, home, family, etc.
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The School dayE

L

X

L

SnX

SrnE

*A

A
Figure 3 B

An initial bilingual program for an other-thanEnglish monolingual
*note that ELA again is specifically designed
for the target groups
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The school day
1

X
LE

STnE

A

SmX

L
A*

Figure 3 C
*XLA is specifically designed for the groups and the
community in which they live.
An initial bilingual program for the monolingual
English speaker.

The aforementioned initial programs are not mutually exclusive.

New

trends in methodology, classroom management, as well as good teacherb
preparation programs (which this paper proposes further on), permit the

2851
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simultaneous operation forthe three aforementionelmcdels with the refinements
so as not to exclude variations within each group.
The aforementioned models are initial and should lead to a bilingual
model where instruction for all groups grows into a bilingual day.

Language

arts ceases to be "specifically for X group", particular subject matter
instruction in any one language (on a I-Ong-period basis) becomes a teacherpupil choice.

Graphically:

The school day

X

1

&TIE

STLX

A

Figure 4

A bilingual program in its advanced stages.

Note that

SmEX has been eliminated at ELA and ?MA units prepare
the children.

It is to be notod also that SmE and SmX

may reenforce each other but do not duplicate learning!
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General Discussion on Teacher Training

Assuming the previous evolution in bilingual models and assuming
local control of schools in the United States bilingual- program teacher,

teaching aide as well as paraprofessional preparation assumes a rather
broad spectrum.

Are we at an age of specialization in teaching?

teachers be certified only for specific bilingual program tasks?
children at an early age be subjected to a team of spectlists?

Should
Should
Partially,

at least, the answer to these three questions is no lest we dehumanize
learning.

Yet one must ask himself if it is possible for any one teacher

to assimilate, let alone accept and internalize, the miriad of cultural
values which often contrast the different linguistic groups of the U.S.A.
The proportions of this problem would lead one to different answers on the
questions before us.

I believe that teachers from the relevant minority group can best be
trained for bilingual programs of that group.

Monolingual English teachers

or aides can be trained to help these bilingual-bicultural teachers to effect
the elements of the bilingual models before us.

To this extent, specialization,

yes.

On the question of certification, some indication should be made as to
the preparation to deal with particular-group cultures.

I believe, however,

that in order to implement the New American Dream of cultural sad linguistic
pluralism, all teachers need to be fully capable in the various areas of
the teaching of and in English.

The certification of a teacher should not

however, limit her to her own abilities in the language of the children,
ability to use the local resources to overcome her shortcomings is an
integral part of bilingual-program personnel training,
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Specific Areas in Teacher Training.

In light of the previous discussion it would seem that we must now get
specific.

Course work for degree people and/or in-service training must be

worked out at the institution-level.

General areas of preparation can be,

however, readily identified:
1.

In-depth knowledge of the history and historical problem-solving

of the target population.

Including its contributions to the world and the

USA.
2.

Knowledge of the minorities' present problems in the USA (economic,

social, linguistic, etc.), including a historical knowledge of American
education's failure to meet the needs of the particular group.
3.

Knowledge of the problems of learning English that the target group

has, coupled with effective, and efficient intensive exercises to help the
student overcome these problems quickly and not at the expense of subjectmatter learning.

(New methods in TESOL with specific instruction in particular

linguistic groups).
4.

Knowledge of the language, literature and tradition of the target

group as well as that of the group's ancestors, i.e., England and Europe are
to the USA as Spain and Latin America are to the Indo-Hispanic -American, or

the pre-hispanic civilization of America (and their relation to present-day
North America) is to the Indian groups of America.

Etc
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CN WHO CAN BEST TRATN BILINGUAL TEACHER TRAINERS,
TEACHERS AND PARAPROFESIONALS

Teacher Trainers
Because the training of Teacher Trainers

requires an overall view

of our educational system from pre-school levels to future teachertrainers, this endeavor

shoUld be relegated only to Universities and

Colleges which establish complete programs.

These schools must be able

to offer aster's level (or higher) work and be involved in the many
aspects of PAlingual Teacher Training at the Bacherlor's level as well
as in-service training for bilingual programs in their area.
Minority-group members should be encouraged and helped to become
teacher trainers for their own groups.

Teachers
I believe that the most economical bilingual teacher training as
well as the most effective is one that utilizes the resources of the
cultures for which the teacher is preparing.

A minority-group member can

most effectively be trained to be a bilingual teacher in a bilingual
bicultural program which includes his own people.

English monolinguals

must be trained specifically to impart English culture with full knowledge
and respect for those linguistic and cultural contrasts which so often cause
anxiety in children.
In the case of the minority groups,of which we find up to 70% in
community and junior colleges, these

institutions should play a strong

role in the guidance and training work that will produce the teachers.

BEST COM AVAILABLE
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institutions have demonstrated commitment to these groups as well
as flexibility to acconcdate them.

"Sister" four-year institutions

should then continue and finish the training culminating in a B.A. in
Bilingual Education at the different levels.

Four year colleges and

universities engaged in teacher preparation and which are attended by
large numbers of minority group students could establish, by redesigning the first two years of their programs, programs to train
Bilingual-program teachers.

Bilingual in-service and M.A.-level work should be an integral part
of programs in areas where bilingual programs are needed and are functioning in the public schools.

Obviously this would have to be done

by colleges and universities with facilities for implementation or
which are willing to give permanence as part of their regular program
to such a training.

Paraprofesionals
Because often the bilingual-program paraprofesionalsltraining leads
to an advanced degree when the interest

is generated, this training should

be done by schools also engaged in the training of bilingual program teacher
trainers and/Or the training of bilingual-program teachers.

The junior

and community colleges, because of their commitments to the idea of the
individual and community service are best suited for the development of
paraprofesionals.

This, of course, does not exclude those four-year institu-

tions which because of their populations and/or locationiestablish such
programs.
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Specifics on Senate Bills
S2552
and
S2553

In light of the previous discussion the following changes,
delitions and/or additions to 52552 and 52553 are adbnitted:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ON A POSITEM IDENTIFICATION OF CHILDREN
Lest we perpetrate a low teacher expectation of the disadvantaged:
lest we, therefore, condemn these children to low achievement because of
the image perceived of his teachers; lest we acid to a stereotype which has

not permitted these youngsters to be perceived as "potential spurters" as in
the case of R. Rosenthal and E. Jacobson well kmama experiment; we should
dse appositive term that might reflect the children's potential rather than
his uvakness.

"Children of limited English ability" does not recognize the

potential for full bilinguality and biculturalism that children from bilingual

ummunities have.

May I suggest that wherever "children of limited English

ability" appears to identify the children in question, the term "culturally
and linguistically different" be used.
It is to be noted that this definition will accomedate angle children
in certain communities (environmental) and it includes' Indian-language and

Spanish speakers who in effect have a limited English mastery and, above
all, it provides for those children who, because of their home-community
environment enter school with some degree of bilingualism.
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CN IDENTIFICATION OF CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY

DIFFFIIDIT CIIIIDRFN
Under 52553 "Sec. 703(a)..." on page 3 an added definition to (A)
(B) and (C) seems needed to accomodate a very typical child whose community

isbilingual and bicultural and in which both English and his language are
widely used.

Many other such communities exist throughout the Southwest.

These communities have maintained, without the aid of schools, languages
other than English which constitute a
United States of America.

American and the

rich

These Children. as

and vital resource for the
in the case of the Mexican-

Native-Americanjhave contributed, through their ancestors,

much of the heritage which now enriches our Continental United States of
America.

Through the indian we have received a great legacy of bravery as

we have from:the Hispanic people who, in 1810, declared such of what now is
the U.S. S.W. free and independent from foreign oppression such like our
thirteen colonies.
I suggest an added subsection to inserted in the series:

"(B1) Children who core from bilingual-bicultural communities in which
both English and their other language is widely used and" I additionally
suggest,to clarify (C) of the aforementioned section,that the word "daninant"
be replaced with "widely used."
The word "daninant" seems to discriminate against so many Indian and
Hispanic communities that have tried so hard to make it in the all-English
speaking world that they have suppressed their own language, and have,
themselves, relegated it to the home and intimate relationships there in.
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C4 BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM DEFINITION

It is imperative that thc final legislation contain a firm and ample
definition of bilingual education programs.

The present definition on

S2552 p2L25 and p3LI-4 could easily be interpreted as a "remedial program"
for students with problems.

A more positive definition which would reflect

the potential of these children and accomodate them regardless of their
position in the bilingual-bicultural spectrum would change the present definition to read in S2552.

"UMW For the purpose of this section, the termtbilingual education
program moans a full time program (delete: "of instruction for children of
limited English speaking ability") which, through the use of two languages

(one of which is English) as mediums of instruction, permits the student
to reach the outer limits of his potential in both languages.

This program

is for and will accomodate culturally and linguistically different children...
(continue lines 3 and 4 a.4 presently stated)1("and for English-speaking

children who desire to participate in such program, in which -"
On 52553 on page 4 lines 5-8
(4) (A) should be also re;.orded as above in case both bills are presented.
(4) (A) (i) should substitute "includes" for the phrase "given with appreciation

for" on lines 10 and 11 to insure the teachers know the children's history
and heritage.
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'NOvember 12, 1973

Honorable Edward Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.
20510
Dear Senator Kennedy:
Thank You for your letter of November 1, 1973 which
included your questions to the panel on Teacher Tranining.
I am most grateful for your_interest in the problems of
our children. Please convey this same feeling to Senator
Cranston and Senator Montoya.
Although my formal presentation at the Hearing (S 2552
and S 2553) includes my opinions on many of the questions you
sent me, I am enclosing reiteration and/or expanded
opinions.
Thank You again.
Sincerely,

Cecilio Orozco, Director
Enclosure
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ON QUESTIONS POSED BY SENATOR KENNEDY
Q.1.

What is your experience with the current level of und..rstanding
of the need to develop bilingual teachers, paraprofessionals,
counselors or administrators at the state level? at the local
level? at the university level? at the federal level?

A.1.

As my written testimony declares, many of us, in our enthusiasm
literally "put the cart before the horse". Many of us had no
choice but to declare ourselves bilingual "experts". We have
by trial and error learned alot.
There is a definite scarcity if not total absence of real
experts in bilingual education in the United States. We have
done a poor job of preparing the communities, the paraprofessionals,
teachers, counselors, and administrators. The attemps in
producing teacher trainers have been feeble and at the federal
level I have found little in the way of expertise'and/or actual
experience in bilingual programs.
This must be made the primary goal of any bilingual effort, that
Teams
is,to first train personnel and then initiate the programs.

uniting many talents must first be organized to define bilingual
education in the United States and then design programs to produce
the defined qualifications for all the personnel involved.
Q.2.

How can junior colleges, community colleges and universities
best aid in developing the necessary bilingual personnel?

A.2.

Again I make reference to my testimony "on who can best train

bilingual teacher trainers, teachers, and paraprofessicnale
With the exception of teacher trainers,the junior colleges seem a
most logical place for the training of paraprofessionals as well as
for the initial two years of any of the four-year training
programs.

The junior colleges can,by establishing close ,'elat.ions

with a four-year teacher training institutionjbecome highly
effective "farm clubs" in the production of professional bilingual
personnel.
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Q.3.

Can in-service bilingual teacher training programs be effective
in improving bilingual education programs?

A.3.

In-service training is by admission a retraining program or a
supplementary training program; in both cases it is "patch work"

the skills needed for effective teaching are acquired under long
periods of time with inten;tve direction.
In-service, however, can be turned into effective personnel
training if that in-service work is done only if it's part of a
permanent program at a junior college or at a university.

Also

see my testimony"on who can best train teacher trainers, teachers,
and paraprofessionals.
Q.4.

Should every bilingual grant to a local school district include
a requirement for in-service training?

A.4.

Not only should in-service be a part of any new bilingual. effort

but the proposals should clearly state and submit the program of
The universities which
will do the in-service should clearly meet the requirements
which their in-service will be a part.

established for bilingual teacher training.
Q.5.

What are the kind of roles that paraprofessionals can play?

A.5.

A paraprofessional working as a teacher aide should play the -role of a teacher under the supervision of a professional teacher.
Much of the liaison work between schools and communities should be
done by paraprofessionals.

Q.6.

What is the need for bilingual counselors and administrators?

A.6.

Until such time as administrators internalized the values of
bilingual education for all groups, the school boards will not
be able to make intelligent choices for the implementation of
bilingual programs.

A "bilingual director" can suffice but little
Teacher training institutions

or no permanency is acquired.
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A.6.

should be encouraged to submit administrator - training programs

which include a sound basis for decision making in the area of
bilingual education.
the role of the counselor is in need of radical
I
revision for dealing with minority group children. The counselor
should come from/and counsel students of his own cultural group.

The accepted role of the counselor as a "whipping boy" to mold
all children to the system must now take a new dimention of an
advisor in the design of new strategies, new programs, new
systems as he deals with minorities.
Q.7.

Are universities equipped to provide adequate bilingual teacher
training?

A.7.

The answer to this question is categorical.

I think that in the

case of the child who comes to school from a bilingual community
and who is not a new arrival to this country and whose perents
are bilingual the answer is that we have been very slow in
Lack of well prepared
designing sound teacher training programs.
teacher trainers has been a major concern. Again at in the case
of question number one there should be teams organized uniting
many talents.
Q.8.

Can non-Spanish surnamed be trained so as to be effective-in
bilingual roles in Chicano or Puerto Rican or Cuban communities?

A.8.

The answer to this question is ves.

Very few, however, have

been trained to be effective in crossing linguistic and/or
cultural lines. Certainly, these people can bemade the best
teachers of English. They must know, however, what problems
their own language presents to the target group they are working
with.

As in the case of the bilingual teacher, a full training
It is my hope that future

program must be set up for them.

teachers coming .out of bilingual programs will have a much easier
time accepting and internalizing the linguistic and cultural values
of the people they live with.
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Senator (.u. NsTHN.

Al.trri N

Inez.

Senn or Cr:ilk:40n,

111114211;d education.

.

11 foni

hati :I iriVat lived fOr

\s you know. the State is present ly providing

some $5 million of its own money tor birm.on I education. 1Ve have a
cross-cultural eredent la I \vhielt is competency based; a
nmster plan for biliwnial education, and a
1)1(.111'11:11 unit
within the State department of edueat loll 111:11 15 I'VS1)011tilhlt` for Indian

education, !Jilin..nal education, and foreign language instruction.
From a survey we have found that t here are approximately 200.01)0
youngsters who were limited and non -English speal:in!, in ( Honda
in 1:indergarten throwdt irrade 12. . dd inte!ecation, luTscho()1 ethica1 ion, We have approximately a half million yonwrsters in (':ilifornia

presently in .need of biliwrual education. Yet through the Federal
dollar and t he
we are only providing, bilingual education
for appl'OXillintvI 25.000 youwsters. Obviously within the Ton language groups t hat %e have identified I
Spanish speaker is t he predominant one.

t he language survey, the

One of the greatest problems that we have is a Inel: of higher institution involvement in bilinrital education in California.
Presently t he institutions of higher education in California are
producing less I han .200 teachers per year who are trained in bilingual

education, The present ratio for Spanish surname to the child in the
classroom. Spanish surname is ahout I to I:. There is obvious need

to provide bilingual education 'instruction in institutions of higher
ednatMn; There is a great. need to improve the education of the native
Indian population we have in ('ali fornia. which; represents some 1.8,000 to 9.0.00n youn.o.stees or approximately lo percent of about, n.
.2no,ono impolat ion iii cart fornitt, the majority of \vitom live oil' m'serv111 ions.

A great need exists to institutionalize
programs. oftentimes bililynal. bicultural programs should he more culturally oneitt.ed than bilingually oriented, at least in Cali fornitt. 11'e have a great

need then to install hiliwrinil programs, but we cannot install these
pro(rra ins until we have sufficient ly involved and trained
personnel in this area of hiiimi:11:11 education.

I would like to stop there. I do have some st row, recommendations to

make on hoth legislation of which i will deliver to your office personally. as well as a tvo_pa,re statement to he written into the record
if you will,
von very imieh.
Senator Ca.ss.rox.
sh,/,,11111. referred to was not- available for inclusion in the
re.eortl.a1.1 he time of printing

vant to t hank pm for all your help in yorl;-

'Senator C

no, on this lerislation.

.

You know., the b i l l mandates an animal national assessment
t he
he. number
I children t o be served and the numbers. of editcat hanal tWrsonitel available sot hat we. will 1;now how ma ny.lia ve to he
.

developed, in addition to learning ot her.matters. I linow in Cali fornia.
.voithave.conipleted thoroa!ril study of the windier of
childron to lie served, This'is the most comprehensive survey. and appal.
ly, it has just-been eoniPleted.
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It \vould by helpful i I. you could. say a \vord 01 (NV() Ah011t 11(1%%. that
;U'l pia together, limy it came about. and how it will be -used.
r. Al.\ irrixEz. Hy manila( e of the law. each school district \ AS
Mandate:I 10 II)) a Inn..move survey. This survey \vas to be completed
by grade level and by langlia!re group. It was not aimed at identifying
literacy ttlid deYrees of proficiency \vithin a language. A language
dominant survey inst tat/nem. developed lit Illy hilin roll. bicult ural
task- Collat. State I >epa lat mew of Education was used. NVe counted those

who are limited and non-Eny.lish speaking in 1:indergarten through
0.:1(le 1. 1Vre defined non-Enlish speal:ing as one who speaks t he
mot her ton.,tly at home and has difficulty with t he English language
at school.

Front the instrument developed, we thinl( we are about 80 percent
school districts reported the results
of (twir survey to the I hitartioent or
Tile information ivceied I5 ...oing on to a computer drum right now and we are going
effective (with the inst !ailment.

to do some demographic st tidies and ot her Studies (which twill relate to
those lan.(niae.e groups et ceter:t.
'1;.\ NsToN. VI'llat are y011 (10111.1r WIRT('

Is ti very small

number of children. like 11...I. or T. in sonie language gronps?

IVe are doin,:thsollitely zero.

r. .M.\

Senator CtIANo:,:. May I

asp:

it' thew has heel, ally similar cool-

proiwnsi , surv,,y. sm.!, as in :to assmhilsei is and

1).\sm..

?

110Nt. A ()111111VIIIAII SlInTy Of ail spailish
Indian, blacks by ethnic !croup. as (yell as A riglo-.1niericans.
I have t he miniher ate:tellers.
Senator ('1.\...:sroN. AVIittt alwmt other groups?
At Ia.
NVe do not
V('
Ot
grotips.sir.
Sentitor.('ItAxs.rox. :\-ono at ail?
l'Ascum.. No. 1Ve have perhaps five orient als. Our main gr(ups
I

are )foxican-Americans. Indians. and blacl:s and Anglo-Aericans.
Senator ('It.\ NsToN. What. about Massachusetts ?
fAzzoN. Senator, in Massachusetts two have surveyed the popu-

lation and discovery(' that we have lary.e numbers of Spanish speaking. Port ugtiese, ('Ilinese, Italian, Greek, French, loth Canadian and
I !tilt ian.

Y-ou will find that t hey are receiinY minimal services as far as
(.(lli(' at ion is concerned.

Senator Cit.\ NsTox. 1)o vou t
tal:in the not itmal survey?

there trill be much (lifliculty in

Nr.Z. In relation to .the survey itself, it van only be a,.
is quite a clegive.or error dependinp. on instrumentation being used. teacher judealient, object ivity' of that judpnent,
and the like. Yes, we will find difficulties. The validity- of those data
survey. been tist.

will be some \dna quest ionable.

[The following ittformat ion \vas subsequently snoplicillw Ari% Marfor the record in response. to Senator Kennedy's request:I.

. tinez
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Superintundent of Public Instruction
and Otnscior of Education

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
TR CAPITOL MALL, SACRAMENTO 95011

November 8, 1973

Hon. Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Kennedy:
Enclosed please find the answer to your excellent questions on
teacher training for bilingual education programs. I hope they
will be of some use to you and your staff.
The California State Department of Education stands ready to assist
you in your quest for the passage of S. 2552 and S. 2553. The
combination, of these bills will no doubt bring about changes in
dollar amounts necessary to improve bilingual education for the nation.
I respectfully suggest that S. 2553, beginning at page 9, line 13,
to page 11, line 14, will best serve the needs of the states which
have shown interest in providing the educational leadership for
bilingual programs.
As you so well know, the Tenth Amendment, States Rights, defines
education as a federal interest. We know that education is a state
responsibility and a local function, and with this in mind I would
suggest that the final bill provide monies for state administration
of bilingual programs.
If we can be of any help or support to this end, please let us know.
Sincerely,

Gilbert Martinez
Task Force Manager
Bilingual-Bicultural Education
(916-445-2872)
GM:gg
Enc.
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Since the advent of Title VII, BEA, in 1968, very little is being accomplished
at the federal level to place major emphasis on teacher training and paraprofessional training.

Over $100,000,000 has been spent thus far from these

sources of funds with very little effort to provide teacher training programs.
With this kind of planning, many programs are doomed to failure because of the
great need for trained personnel in bilingual education.

Question 1:

What is your experience with the current level of understanding
of the need to develop bilingual teachers, paraprofessionals,
counselors or administrators at the state level?
level?

Answer:

at the university level?

at the local

at the federal level?

Specific Facts
a.

The ratio of Spanish surnamed teachers to Spanish surnamed
students:

b.

1

to 152 in California.

Teacher training institutions in California graduated less
than 200 trained teachers in bilingual education.

c.

California recently adopted a bilingual crosscultural credential
through the auspices of the Teacher Preparation and Licensing
Commission.

d.

The Bilingual-Bicultural Task Force has identified approximately
200,000 students who are limited and/or non-English speaking
(see enclosure).

Include preschool students and a 15 percent

chance error on the survey plus 100 percent integration of
classrooms (which is a necessity for bilingual education), we
have upwards of 500,000 students in need at the present time.
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e.

California presently has 58 programs under Title VII, ESEA.
Twenty-six of these are in their fifth and last year of
operation according to previous guidelines.

f.

California presently has 69 programs funded under AB 2284 $5.000,000.

g.

Because of the estimated 500,000 population in need in
California plus others (for bilingual education is an
excellent tool to be used in educating all foreign language
students and the like), we are estimating upwards of 15,000+
teachers are needed who are bilingual-bicultural and who have
had college training in this area.

Question 2:

How can junior colleges, community colleges and universities
best aid in developing the necessary bilingual personnel?

Answer:

Specific grants must be made for the secondary education to colleges
and universities to upgrade our schools of education to include
professional personnel who can train bilingual teachers.

The

career lattice approach to this seems a most viable way, i.e.,
California presently has SB 498 which allows for a community
college to give an AA degree in teacher assisting.

Those persons

interested could complete half a portion of their education at
the community college level, receive an AA degree, and continue
on to a four-year institution which can provide them with training
to become bilingual teachers.
Question 3:

Can in-service bilingual teacher training programs be effective
in improving bilingual education programs?

0.51
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Answer:

At the present time this is the only effective way of improving
bilingual education in California.

In-service training programs

sponsored by individual school districts have planted many
educational seeds and have turned -an many teachers.

This, however,

is limited because of the numbers of dollars available to hold
such programs.

The immediate implementation of new strategies

in preparing teachers to teach in a bilingual- bicultural setting
are needed and can be made available by:
a.

Second-language training with an equivalent rating of at
least literacy in that language for every teacher.

b.

Saturation of much more training and experience in sociocultural
education.

This can be done by frequent visits to all

neighborhoods in the community and by contributions from the
community, such as parents teaching in a college classroom.
c.

Training in anthropology and psychology -- allowing for the
competence and understanding necessary for the development of
bilingual future citizens.

d,

The retraining of teachers in the field.

This can be done

by implementing a financially suitable arrangement between
school districts and the teacher.

This retraining must have

contributions from the communities being served, as previously
mentioned.
e.

Class biases consisting of nothing more than a narrow segment
of middle-class orientation of many educators today must be
reshaped to include the positive aspects of all social classes.
Given the tools to understand the complexities of sociocultural
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education, teachers and administrators will have the
broader horizons a bilingual-bicultural setting needs.
Question 4:

Should every bilingual grant to a local school district include
a requirement for in-service training?

Answer:

Every grant to a local district, in my experience, should go
through the State Department of Education.

This will install

administrative requirements, organize, control, monitor and
review in-service training programs for local school districts.
This is an absolute must if bilingual education is to succeed
to a far greater degree than the present.

Question 5: What are the kinds of roles that paraprofessionals can play?
Answer:

To develop a paraprofessional staff consisting of members of the
community whose commitment to the program is equal to that of
the professional staff:
a.

Suggest qualification of paraprofessionals, i.e., (1) should
be able to get along well with students and reflect their
cultural background; (2) should possess bilingual fluency;
(3) should know the regional or local language; and (4)
priority should be given to a resident of the community at
large.

b.

Recruit paraprofessionals by publicizing job specifications
and disseminating information through newspapers, radio
stations, school bulletin boards, community churches, employment agencies, colleges, department of welfare, and other
federal projects in the two languages that are most
appropriate to the community.

BEST CON
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c.

Develop guidelines for paraprofessionals for bilingualbicultural programs.
(1)

To help individuals or groups of students learn specific
course content, aides may do the following:
(1.1)

Provide oral or written models for student imitation.

(1.2)

Direct oral or written pattern drilling.

(1.3)

Cue responses in oral or written practice of
dialogues and conversations.

(1.4)

Assist students in the execution of assigned
practice, including homework.

(1.5)

Help students with special problems in specific
skills.

(1.6)

Assist the teacher in demonstrations and other
instructional presentations, field trips, and
club activities.

(2)

To help relieve the teacher of certain routine administrative or "housekeeping" tasks, paraprofessionals may
do the following:
(2.1)

Score tests.

(2.2)

Correct homework.

(2.3)

Operate equipment.

(2.4)

Prepare bulletin boards.

(2.5)

Take attendance. -

(2.6)

Record grades.
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(3)

To help in the preparation of materials, paraprofessionals
may do the following:
(3.1)

Type worksheets, tests, and the like.

(3.2)

Prepare multiple copies.

(3.3)

Mount visual aids.

(3.4)

Record and edit audiotapes.

(3.5)

Organize and file collections of visual aids.

(3.6)

Research availability of supplemental materials.

According to the Teacher Preparation and Licensing Law of 1970,
commonly referred to as the Ryan Bill, an eminence credential may
be issued to any person who has achieved eminence in a field of
endeavor commonly taught or service practiced in the public schools
of California (Section 13133).

The person receiving this credential

does not have to have a college degree.

After three years of

successful teaching, that person may receive a permanent credential.

Experimental, exploratory, or pilot program of preparation offered
by an educational institution may employ individuals under a
special credential.

The applicant must have a Baccalaureate or

higher degree from an approved institution to be eligible (see
Section 13144.1 of Education Code, 1970 Supplemental edition,
pages 194-201, for this type of credential).
d.

Train paraprofessionals and teachers together whenever applicable
so that they will develop a team or partnership attitude; the
training should be ongoing.

Pairing of teacher and paraprofessional

should be mutually agreed upon.

NIUM31.t.
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Include the following in the in-service training program:
Assess the kind of paraprofessional needed for programs; the
individual's abilities should be determined before training
takes place.

Training and selection should be determined

locally since rural and urban differences in communities
necessitate flexibility.
as a possible model.

Analyze Follow Through*guidelines

Encourage colleges to participate in

the pre-service and in-service training for teachers and
paraprofessionals.

Orient paraprofessionals to leadership

concepts, to group dynamics, and to an awareness of cultures.
Introduce them to the role and function of the school.

Both teacher and paraprofessional should be aware of what is
expected of them at school and in the community.

Include both

teacher and paraprofessional in the instructional process to
lessen any possible friction that may exist between professional
and paraprofessional.

Some of the training should take place on

school premises so that the paraprofessional will learn to know
the people who work at the school and will learn the location
of school facilities.

Paraprofessionals can be responsible

for completion of performance objectives as determined by a
project district policy and/or the Stull bill.

People from

the community may assist in the paraprofessional's training
on community needs.
Question 6:

What is the need for bilingual counselors and administrators?

*Can be obtained from Follow Through Unit, ESEA Title I, California State
Department of Education.
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Answer:

The immediate implementation of college training for bilingual
counselors and administrators can only be done at the present
time if universities are given direct grants to train bilingual
counselors and the like.

This, however, is tied in with Question 7

and can only be done if such universities are equipped to provide
excellent bilingual teacher training.

Adequacy in this respect

would not be a goal, excellence is.
Question 8:

Can non-Spanish surnamed be trained so as to be effective in
bilingual roles in Chicano or Puerto Rican or Cuban communities?

Answer:

There is no question that non-Spanish surnamed, trained personnel
can be effective and are effective in bilingual roles in the
Chicano communities in California.

If one were to look for a

quality in a teacher, I would suggest empathy for and need to
serve humanity would be a major criteria in selecting personnel.
Combine this with sociocultural education, anthropological
foundations, psychological foundations, and bilingual methodology
instruction will certainly round out a well-defined bilingual
teacher.

1311S1
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Senator CRA NSTON. Mr. Mazzone, do you want to proceed now?

Mr. MAzzosli. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am extending to you

and the members here present my deepest gratitude for the opportunity to appear before the subcommittee to testify on behalf of S.
2552 and S. 2553, Comprehensive Bilingual Education Amendments
Act of 1973, and the Bilingual Reform Act of 1973.

Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement which I will not read

verbatim, but which I will submit for the record.
The purpose of the statement is to support in principle the specific
provisions of both bills. I would like to go back to one of the previous
speakers and support a couple of the provisions that Tiernan La FontaMe cited, specifically with reference to the creation of a bureau at the
Federal level to administer and supervise the program.

I would support in principle the creation of a bureau rather than
a division. I would also support more comprehensive appropriation
and more specific authorizations in the act. The question raised by the
distinguished Senator from Masachusetts, Senator Kennedy, with
respect to the participation of the State on the funding aspects of the
program interested me. At the present time, title VII is 100-percent
funding.
A suggestion was made that perhaps there could be a partial participation of 25 percent, or 50 percent from the State. I think that particular question needs sonic study. However, my first reaction to it
would be that as far as Massachusetts is concerned, at least the present
funding system seems to be adequate. We. do have a mandated program,
and the Federal funding would come in as a supplement.

It seems to me that is the present spirit of title VII. Tt is a supplementary program. It should not displace or replace the State's obligation to educate the children. particularly in this case children of limited Engl ish-speaking ability.
would like to proceed on three points in terms of the priorities in
the act as I see them. The first noint T would like to speak to is the
matter of vocational education. It seems to me to be crucial to insure

and T think the bills will do thisto insure that a proportionate and
substantial part, of the occupational, education funds appropriated by

Congress be earmarked to serve the needs of children of limited

English-Spetiking ability. It seems to me this is important because if

We did not do:this, it would be inconsistent with the rationale of

bilinb.unhbicultural education. not. to provide this opportunity to pro'

vide occupational skills. Tn its present form, title VII prOgramf;

emphasize a purely aegdemic. curriculum focusing.on traditional subjects.. Althouzh the State agencies- have the opportunity to -provide
to loCal agencies funds to serve the needs of the limited English speak.ing. who are not, college bound, an adequate, effort has not been made
to provide incentives for occupational skill development. projects for
:the limited FaUr,lisli-speaking child.

I will cite two instances in the State of Massachusetts where we
have outstanding prop:rams only, because of the sheer imagination,:
effort. and energy of individuals concerned about bilingual occupational education.
There has recently been opened in Massachusetts the South Middlesex. regional vocational school: which has gone out literally to select
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25 Spanish-speaking students for t heir vocational pro,.rrant which is
designed to he a hilingual one. In the city of Boston. Boston 1 ligh
School otters an excellent program for the students, and it combines
near-len-tie training and on-the-job training with five bilingual tpahers.
(.)11 the basis of its success it seems to me. with its viable curriculum,

this could serve as a model for development of similar situations
elsewhere. I cite these only because they are ext 1.00111in:try instances of

what should ire available on call to the thousands of students in our
State and elsewhere who would benefit by these kinds Or prO(rIllItliz..
lt. seems to
that Federal dollars
the sante time are also

being appropriated for a drop in program, to bring the some students
hack into schools for occupational skill development.
'rhc second point \vould like to speak to very briefly is the question of the availability of competent bilinrual and bicultural teachers
Who ;Ire sensitive. I think that is probably the key \void that I would
1

like to stress. to the needs of children of limited English-speaking
lbility PartictdarlY in the nrhan and rural areas. The experience of
haying learned to be a teacher throttoh English with the ability to
talk Spanish does not prepare a teacher for Spanish media work.
Although teachers play 0 key role in the process of instruction. the
role of` other service personnel most also lie considered. It is perhaps

inappropriate to speak only in terms of training the bilingual teacher
that is necessary to carry out
t1101101 a single_ individual were
successfully so complex a process is the education of the hilingrnal
imrticularl v in the inner city school. Actually a good program
will involve guidance counselors, tetwher aides, parents, and other
members of the community. All of these will require-special training
for an elfect ire bilingual program.
Let me pro to 111V lost point. One area of concern :111(1 significant im-

portance is the role of the State in the supervision and administration
of the federally supported bilingual programs.
Before any 'State propam ran be expected to he adequately implemented there is a clear and urgent need to have the State agency
responsible for administration of the program adequately staffed and
funded to carry out the task.
Senate bill :2 5:13. part. AFinancial Assistance for Bilingual Education Pro!rram. section 731.:1.: and 3.11 are of particular concern to
us in the Commonwealth of Alassachusetts.
As .vott know. 'Mr. Chairman. Afassachusetts is the first State to MILO-

(IMO biliinuil/bi(!ultural instruction. The process of the enactment of
that lerislat ion has been a prototype for Other States seeking to enact.
log.islat

1Vhile, there hats liven a general acceptance in principle or the provisions,dr thc.Sta t (-ma minted program, actual implementation has been
slowed and tit warteil hy operational and prouTammat lc problems:
In Arassachusetts. , the Great and General Cdurt proyided,Subst:intialfunds for' reinlialr:ieltlent to Vocal sehool districts for the excess costs
or cdnentinp. the)imitcd English-socakhnx cln,ilil. with.cosnect to stato.,
odministcation of the: in.ogcnni. funds lutVe been: limited because
severe bildget const ra

s:itaI

I leyelS.

Sonatiir Cranstons provision to foster State education ii

ao.ency

leadership:ill 'promoting bilingual-1;1(11411nd programs, is a' matter of
signifiCatit. imPorbuice in insuring emutl educational 'opportunity to
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Hti litio or ronitt,t

"*BrsT ropy Alt AI 111B LE

ahility. 1Vithout state leade-

ship, local educational a.,,encies \ill be slow to implement legislation
whether of a .rnali(hi
41.15(.1.,.1 ionary nature.
State. educat lona! depart mews need t he financial support of the Fed-

oral program to provide the supervisory and related service:4 needed
to service local educational ,_curies. Without these services the success of bilingual-hien!! oral education will he in jeopardy.
experience in Nlassachtisetts over t he last 3 years shows that t he

quantitative as well as the qualitative aspects ti:vhilin.,rual education
need the technical support of State personnel to insure adequate implement:It ion and compliance at the local school district level.
Mr. (
I believe that t he salient features of the legislation
being discussed here today will provide a much needed incentive to
States and local school districts to provide (401k:title educational experiences for linguistic minorities and children of limited
speaking ahilit V.
Perhaps the most significant aspect of t he hilimrual-hicull oral move-

ment in this count ry is the humanism inherent itt the very concept. It
is this fact I think whirl \vill bring :Wont in time the roil realization
atilt. American dream.
Senator Co.xsrox. '!'haul: you very nitwit,
:\lazzone. for a very
construct ive and helpful. statement. Members of this panel have been
such models of hi.vvity and directness and stwrim.tiless that I would

like to run the risk of asl:im, one question that each of you might

answer.
I

pose t his to each of you. and if you can try to answer it in three

or four sentences. t hat would he helpful. I f t here is one thing
oach
of our donor it that you feel should first he done or is most important
thimr to 10 11011e. lot its say. to stimulate dmplupment of qualified.
hilimnial teachers. what 11'0111t1 that 011(' thing he?
All. 1'IISCII11?
Af 1).s.m.

1:11:e sure that each grant given to any college or uni-

versity is accompanied by a hooker that that college or university has

shnificant program for training that teacher itt the basic skills of
literacy. culture. and peda.,ogy. Otherwise. we may be washing it lot
of money.
Senator Co.\ Ns.rox. V-ery good. I see t here are a lot of heads nodding
,es in the burl:. Mrs. Spencer?
st,EN(.1:u. I think the person who asks for the grant S110111d
some experience.
()IOZ(.0.
CR.\ NSToN.
DI% 01:OZCo. I have II III011e folksy type of it IIS \\Tr. I OleSS. T would
to see us develop prouTants to raise t he teaclierr, expectal ions, of

the bilitoriod children. Iltinl: that Matta alluded tic Iosenthal's experiment. I f I \Yore to he granted only one
T ltelieve that that
1

math] be the one.
Senator (i \ NSTON. Very good. l'hanl: You.
"Air. 11..\trrINI.:%. TIP` itulilentenlation Or Il`giShlti011 In Ii ill feather
II CII I fornin. These aides are doing I he lion's share of the \York

in the hilimnial classroom. They need mitre t raining st;irting front the
carper ladder. and into t he university level, with the coil result being
Ph. 1). and s() on. Of course the dollar amounts \could lw needed to
do so.
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Mr. .AfAzzoxE. There are so many things with such it complex issue.

Perhaps the only thing 1 \vottld like to think most .important. in a
teacher of the child who is limited in English speaking is sensitivity

to the child in terms of his characteristics. I think it is more important
that the teacher be sensitive than that the teacher be bilingual. If I had
to choose, that would be the first thing.
Senator Cn. xsTox. Thank you. The summing up was superb. Very
helpful.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mazzone and other information
subsequently supplied for the record in response to Senator Ken-

nedy's request follows

. ecat.
KAth
%.5:1
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Ernest J. Mazzone, Director
Bureau of Transitional Bilingual Education
182 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts, 02111
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE UNITED STATES SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON EDUCATION ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION LEGISLATION PENDING
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE GIVEN ON OCTOBER 31, 1973.

In classrooms all over the nation the bilingual phenomenon is taking hold.
Kindergarden children are rhythmically chanting favorite Spanish nursery
rhymes as well as learning the wordsof their English equivalents.

Five

million school-aged youngsters - about 10% of the total - speak a first
language other than English; four million of these speak Spanish.
About 2.7% of these are being serviced by bilingual instructional programs
while the remainder become potential drop-outs.

When a first generation limited English speaking child comes to

.7.

school

his language habits and his cultural and religious.beliefs are set and arm
quite deeply rooted.

Whether by design or by default when the school

takes away, diminishes, undermines or threatens the value of these
characteristics, it is'certain that the child will have a lower view of
himself as a human being.

A child's view of himself is directly related to

his ability or inability to function adequately in school or out of school
particularly outside his ethnic group.

The history of instruction for the limited English speaking child has been
one of ignorance and ignominy.
child feel inferior.

Schools:have done a good job of making the

Research bears this out.

Examples of this are
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numerous at various levels.

instances of the deliberate and even ruthless

extinction of the primary lcnguage of the child even by means of corporal
punishment is well documented.

A child's social and cultural habits such

as the way he eats or what he eats, the clothes he wears and the way he
gestures have all been subjects of a subtle demoralization which actually
takes place in the nations schools.

Teachers can lower a child's motivation by what seem to be kind words.

The

child is told, "I know you're different than tha rest of the children; you
dress differently and speak differently.

Now crushing!

Do your best and you will pass.

Even if the child could get over the fact that he's different

the most effort he is expected to exert is a "passing" one.

The school has a social responsibility to meet the needs of all children it
serves.

It has a very distinct role then in leisening the differences in

cognitive, affective and physiological growth caused by social class, and
by multi-lingual and multi-cultural backgrounds. 'In fact it should
capitalize on the backgroundS and behavior patterns children bring to
'school to enrich the total development of all the children it serves.

The importance of meeting the needs of the linguistic minorities through
adequate inst:uctional prograMs has been supported by federal and state
legislation.

In the main the support has been inadequate.

At the federal

level appropriations for Title VII were not voted in Fiscal 1968-1969.
In subsequent years compromise appropriations were voted.

In Fiscal 1974

the allocation was reduced to 35 million, although the appropriation was
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voted at 45 million and this was itself far below the authorized amount,

"As few as five years ago more than 20 states - including some with the
largest non-English speaking populations - had laws requiring all teaching
in public schools to be in English.

In seven states, a teacher risked

criminal penalties or revocation of his certification for not teaching in
English.

And prior to 1968, there was no state or federal legislation

pertaining to bilingual education.

But with the passage of the federal

Bilingual Education Act came the recognition that Puerto Ricans, MexicanAmericans, Orientals, American Indians and other foreign-language children

were being short-changed and neglected by the American educational
process."'

A recent survey shows that 11 states now have legislation dealing with
bilingual-bicultural education.

Massachusetts has gone further than

any

State by requiring every distriit with more than 20 non-English speaking
students to provide them with

bilingual education.

Five other states -

Alaska, California, Illinois, Maine and New Mexico - have what Rep. Herman
3adillo, D-N.Y., calls "explicit and substantive" laws on the issue.
Others, like Pennsylvania, provide, for programs without legislation.

That

state's guidelines now require districts to have a bilingual or English as
a Second Language program for any student whose native language is not
English.

The survey, conducted by the National Advisory Council on the

Education of Disadvantaged Children, also concluded that most states would
lose their programs without federal bilingual aid.2

The Congress is now considering amendments to Title VII of the Elementary
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and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to extend, improve, and expand programs
of bilingual education, teacher training and child development.

The Ecnorable Senator Cranston of California introduced the, "Comprehensive
Bilingual Education Amendments Act of 2973" and in it he states the
following goal:

"To provide educational programs that regard the bilingual

child as advantaged, not disadvantaged; that provide opportunities for the
monolingual English-speaking child to encounter the rich resources the
bilingual-bicultural child brings to the classroom; and to provide
opportunities for parental and community involvement in the building of a
sound bilingual.- bicultural proRram available to all children."3

Our own Senator Edward Kennedy introduced a joint resolution called the
"Bilingual Education Reform Act of 1973".

In his statement before Congress,

Senator Kennedy emphasized the need to mi.:1(e good on the promise of eqVal

education to all school children and the bilingual education program is a
vital element in achieving that goal.

While there.is a difference

in

emphasis between Senator Cranston's Bill and BenatOr Kennedy's Bill, the
importance of expanding the services to the limited English speaking
child was the center of focus in both Bills.
following:

Senator Kennedy stated the

"It is our hope that these reforms in the Bilingual Education

Act will begin to fulfill the promise of guaranteeing that language and
culture no longer will be barriers to full educational opportunities in
America, but will become positive values that the educational system .
protects and supports";4

I have examined the legislation proposed by Senator's Kennedy and CranstOn
.
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to some extent and have concluded that although all of the provisions
contained in each of the Bills are meritorious, I should like to limit my
reactions to the issues of vocational education, teacher training and
federal-state administration and supervision

of programs.

An examination of the disbursement of funds for bilingual programs in
occupational education reveals that very little support is being given
to this effort either at the State or local levels.

The simple facts are

that at both levels personnel responsible for the administration of
programs and disbursement of funds are not aware of the need nor are they
sensitive to it.

It seems to me to be of crucial importance to ensure that a proportionate
and substantial part of the occupational education funds appropriated by
Congress be earmarked to serve the needs of children of limiteu English
speaking ability.

It would be inconsistent with the rationale for bilingual-bicultural
education not to provide for the opportunity to develop occupational skills
in children of limited English speaking ability.

In its present form the

ESEA Title VII program emphasizes a purely academic curriculum focusing
on traditional subjects.

Although the States have provided opportunities for local agencies to apply
for funds to serve the needs of English speaking students who are not
college bound, an adequate effort has: not been made to provide incentives

for occupational skill deVelopment projects for the limited English
speaking student.
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In Framingham, Massachusetts, the recently opened South Middlesex Regional
Vocational-Technical School began serving in September of 1973, twentyfive Spanish speaking students through a bilingual curriculum.

T single

this out because it is an instance where through the special efforts of
the Curriculum Coordinator sensitive to the issue a prototype program was
started.

The work-study program at Boston High School offers an excellent opportunity
for students to combine academics with practical on-the-job-training.
The five bilingual teachers there are well qualified in this field.

On

the basis of its success, and the viable curriculum offered, this program
serves as a .:odel for t7.1(1 develoy:lent of siNilar situations elsewhere.

I cite these two cases only because they are extraordinary instances of
what should be available on-call to the several thousands of students in
our Skate who would benefit by these kinds of programs.

The irony of the situation is that federal dollars are also being appropriated
for drop-in programs to bring these same students back into school for
occupational skill development.

The availability of competent bilingual-bicultural teachers sensitive to
the needs of children of limited English speaking ability particularly
in urban and rural areas is one of the most pressing problems needing
attention. in bilingual. educatiorcprograms..

"The experience of having learned to be a teacher through English plus the
ability to talk Spanish does not prepare a teacher for Spanish-medium work.

2SS5
Good knowledge of the language by the teacher implivs knowledge of the
literature, songs, folklore, geography, dialects, history, etc., of people
who speak the language in question."5

Although teachers play a key role in the instructional process the role of
other service personnel must also he considered. "It is perhaps :thappro-

priate to speak only in terms of training the "bilingual teacher" as though
a single individual were all that is necessary in order to carry out
successfully so complex a process as the education of the bilingual child
in the inner city school.

Actually, a good program will involve guidance

counselors, teacher aides, parents, and other members of the community.

all of these will require special training for an effective bilingual progra46

In spite of. increases in teachers' salary scales in the cities and elsewhere

the financial crisis remains critical.

Due to the shrinking tax base and

the increased demands of other city agencies for tax aid, the cities are
finding it increasingly difficult to pay the salaries which will attract
sufficient qualified personnel.

Given the overall shortages, the cities

are faced with increasingly stiff competition both from other schools private and suburban - and from private industry for these qualified
persons.

The pressures somewhat greater in today's urban school - numerous
antiquated buildingt and facilities, demanding teaching conditions and the
possibility of student and community unrest - make it even more difficult
to attract those teachers to urban teaching.

.It'should be eqUally clear that theurban schools must overcome greater

'7 -4F,7 0' 74 - 23
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obstacles in attempting to resolve the problem of specific teaching
shortages.

To fill these vacancies they can no longer rely solely on

the customary pool of well - trained, certified teacklers - the existing

pool simply isn't large enough to meet the need.

The problem of personnel shortages at the beginning of each school year has
subsided in several academic areas.

However, the need to prepare personnel

in bilingual education continues to be critical.

Beyond the national and

society-wide factors contributing to these shortages, unique problems
confront our cities' schools.

First, due to the size of these school

systems, the sheer number of teaching vacancies to he filled poses an
almost overwhelming problem for personnel departments.

Urban schools can no longer rely exclusively on existing teacher training
and preparation practices if they are to attract and hold adequately
qualified teachers.

To attract these persons, new procedures must be

devised to train candidates which are intelligently geared to actual
teaching experience, and reasonably inexpensive for the recruit.

The

preparation must also be adequate to maintain the schools' desired
standards of teacher preparation and competence.

The legislation proposed by Senators Cranston,

Kennedy and Montoya has

indeed addressed several of the program issues such as the need for
research, teaching training, vocational education, pre-school education
and kindergarden programs.

One area of 'concern and significant importance is the role of the State in
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the supervision and administration of the federally supported bilingual
programs.

Before any state program can be expected to be adequately implemented
there is a clear and urgent need to have the State Agency responsible-for
administration of the program adequately staffed and funded to carry out
the task.

Senate S2553, Part A - Financial Assistance for Bilingual Education Program,
Section 721. 3.A and 3.B are of particular concern to us in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, rassachusetts is the first State to mandate
bilingual/bicultural instruction.

The process of the enactment of that

legislation has been a prototype for other States seeking to enact similar
legislation.

While there has been a general acceptance in principle of the provisions of
the State mandated. program, actual implementation has been slowed and

thwarted by operational and programmatic problems.

In Massachusetts, the Great and General Court provided substantial funds
for reimbursement to local school.districts for the excess costs of
educating the limited English speaking.child.

With respect to state

administration of the program, funds have been limited because of severe
budget constraints at all levels.

Senator Cranston's provision to foster

state educational agency leadership in promoting bilingual - bicultural

programs is a matter of significant ,importance in ensuring equal educational
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opportunity to children of limited English speaking ability.

Without

state leadership, local educational agencies will be slow to implement
legislation whether of a mandated or discretionary nature.

Staid education departments need the financial support of the federal
program to provide the supervisory and related services needed to service
local educational agencies.

Without these services the success of

bilingual-bicultural education will he in jeopardy.

The experience in Massachusetts over the last three years shows that the
quantitive as well as the qualitative aspects of bilingual education need
the technical support of state personnel to insure adequate implementation
and compliance at the local school district level.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that the salient features of the legislation being
discussed here today will provide a much needed incentive to States and
local school districts to provide. equitable educational experiences for

linguistic minorities and children of limited English speaking ability.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of the bilingual-bicultural movement
in this country is the humanism inherent in the very concept.

It is this

fact I think which.will bring about in time the full realization of the
kmerican dream.

030,
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CURRICULUM AND INTRUCTION

BUREAU OF TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION
November 11, 1973

Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington, D. C., 20510
Dear Senator Kennedy:

As you requested recorded below are my reactions to your questions
concerning the Amendments to the ESEA Title, VII, Bilingual Education
Act of 1968.

I trust these responies will be useful to you and the

ComMittee in the recommendations it will pre.sent to the Congress with
respect to, the Provisions in 52552 and S2553.

(1)

Question

How effective has the implementation of the Bilingual
Education Law been?

Answer

The. effectiveness of the Massachusetts Transitional

Bilingual Education Act of 1971 can be considered on two
levels, namely, quantitative and qualitative.

At both

levels a great deal of progress has, been made, yet a
great deal more has to be accomplished.

Let me qualify

that statement by indicating that in some cities and
towns there has been an almost:total.implementation of

and solid)vogram, while in others,there
has been a strong resistence on the part of School
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Committees and Staff to begin programs at any cost.
In between these two extremes lies the majority of
programs.

The will to implement completely a full time

program of bilingual-bicultural education

is thwarted

not by philosophical differences as much as by the
practical matter of operational and programmatic
problems.

Some of the major issues needing attention are listed
below:
1.

Upgrading the teaching, language and cultural

competencies of teacher's.
2.

Curriculum and material acquisition and

development.

3.

Provisions for special services such as guidance,

special needs, occupational skill development, pre-echOol
and summer programs and other related issues.
4.'

Identification and placement of children of limited

English speaking ability.
5.

Parental involvement.

6.

Financial. assistance.

7.

Integrated programs.

8.

Evaluation of student progress and program

effectiveness.

The first full year of implementatiOn of the State mandated Transitional
Bilingual Education program has been devoted almost exclusively to the
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process of giving structure and framework to the State mandate.

Much

of the qualitative aspects of programming have been either unattended
or given low priority emphasis.

The latter, of course, is a dangerous

course of action for this very factor could he instrumental in the
complete collapse of bilingua2-bicultural education as supported in the
legislation.

The issue of priority for structure over quality is not new to a new
program.

In the haste to get the thing moving a great deal of pressure

was executed by the proponents of the legislation including community
agencies, politicians, linguistic ethnic and minority advocates and
1

others.

As a result program needs assessments and planning were

minimized.

Two very important factors should be considered in future legislation.,
it seems to me.

First, adequate phase-in features should be written

into the legislation to allow for needs assessment and planning.

Second,

State.,leadership should be secured to ensure that adequate supervisory

and related services are available to local educational agencies faced
with the issue of implementing a program which for all practical purposes
is ccmpletely foreign to them.

(2)

Question

How much of an impact has the Law had on encouraging local
school districts to meet bilingUal needs?

Answer

This question is related to the first for the State mandated
program assumes that local school districts must meet the
needs of the limiLed English speaking Child.

The queStion

of efficiency and effectiveness has been treated above
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from the perspective of quality to some extent.

Let

me discuss here some of the quantitative issues referred
to above.

Based on the data on the attached status reports it is
our iudmment that the implementation of Transitional
Bilingual Education in Massachusetts has been moderately
successful.

Inasmuch as the Act and regulations pursuant

to it were passed under emergency measures, and inasmuch
as most cities and towns were not geared up either
financially, attitudinally or operationally, the 61% of

the estimated children to be sewed who were actually
served in fiscal '73 represents a major leap forward in
the first full year of implementation.

61% is short of full compliance, yet it represents the
highest percent of :limited English children being served
by bilingual-bicultural programs in any State in the
Nation.

This, of course, is due to the State mandated

program under Chapter 71A Transitional Bilingual
Education.

(3)

Question

Are the programs in Massachusetts fully bilingual or are
they solely English as a second language?

Answer

In order to speak to this question more fully consider the
following situations with respect to English as a second
language.

BEST COPY
AVAILABLE
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Past.

Prior to the passage of Chapter 71A in November 1971, the
teaching of English as a second language predominated the
approaches used to serve children of limited English
ability.

These ESL programs as they are called took the

following forms:
1.

ESL Pull-out.

This program usually consisted of

taking children out of the standard class for anywhere

from onelour to two hours per day and grouped very
often in small quarters like closets, stairwell or
hallways where they were given instruction in English
as a second language generally ilia teacher or aide
paid out of ESEA Title I funds.

2.

Intensive English.

This generally was an intensive

program with a specific focus of ensuring the exclusion
of native language and culture for the sake of rapid
acquisition of English language skills.

It was hoped

that after a year or two of this intensive work a child
could master enough English to compele4in the standard
curriculum and make it.

Present.

Mandate.

The ESL pull-Out and Intensive English

programs described above are no longer legal in
Massachusetts to serve the needs of children of limited
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A full time program of

English speaking ability.

bilingual-bicultural instruction in accordance with
the provisions of the Act must be provided to meet
the needs of children of limited English ability.

Actual Situation.

Approximately 39% of the low estimates of 13,000
children of limited English speaking ability in the
Commonwealth are not now being served by bilingualbicultural instruction.

Consequently the majority of

these students are still being served by either the
ESL pull-out, the intensive ESL described above or no
program at all.

(4)

Question

How many children are now in bilingual programs in
Massachusetts, and how many who need them are not?

Answer

This question is related to the previous one.

Attached

to this response is .a BureaU'Status Report dated August 1,

1973 which will answer this question specifically in terms
of numbers by language groups.

(5)

Question According to a U. S. Civil Rights Commission report some
2,300 school age. Puerto Rican children were not enrolled

in school in Boston a year ago - what is the situation as
far as enrollment and dropout rates for the Puerto Rican,
Community?
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Answer

This is a difficult issue to get a handle on.

Although

Chapter 71A mandates the conduct of a census to ascertain
the number of school age children in a school district of
limited English ability, the actual conduct of the

census,

the process and the reporting thereof has been unsatisfactory.
This is particularly true in the large urban centers.

The one certainty in this matter of the number of children
out of school who should be in school is that there are
indeed substantial numbers of children out of schbol
continually whether registered or not who are not in
attendance.

The figure could very well he 2,300 or higher.

With respect to the drop out rate, the facts are patently
clear.

There is virtually a ninety percent drop out rate

of Puerto Rican students in the high schools of the large
Urban Centers, Boston included.

Sincerely,

Ernest J. Mazzone, Director
Bureau of Transitional
Bilingual Education
EJ14:ini
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COMIVIO:;-.7EALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

182 Tremont Street
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02111'
AUGUST 1, 1973

BUREAU OF TRANSITIONAL BILINCUAL EDUCATION

STATUS OF TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR FY' 73

I.

Number of programs implemented and served

31

II.

Number of possible programs for FY'74
A. 1/5 of cities and towns in the Commonwealth
B. 17 additional programs.

48

III.

Total number of students serviced
7816
A. 611 of estimated 13,000 students of limited English
speaking ability.
B. 56% of estimated 14,000 students
C. 52% of estimated 15,000 students

-IV.

V.

Breakdown of linguistic groups:
Spanish

Portuguese

Italian

Greek

French

Chinese

4,597

2,054

485

167

213

300

582

27%

Elementary
Secondary-

6,380 or 81% of 7,816
1,436 or 19% of 7,816

Teachers
A.
B.

306 or 70% of 439
Bilingual
133 or 30% of 439
English as a Second Language
N.B. Some bilingual teachers taught both bilingually and E.S.L.

VI.

Teacher- pupil ratio

VII.

Approval status
A.
Approved
B. To be approved
( Need waivers or pending)
No program
C.
D.
Future or possible programs...
(.Numbers fluctuate etc.)

N.B.

15%

18-1

19
12
3

14

The above information is only a projection of the status of programs
for Ft'73. The actual and final information will be submitted when
all cities, towns and school districts file their reinbursement
foram for Ff'73. Then, and only, then,' will the Bureau of Transitional',
..Bilingual Education have the final statistical inforlation on the
status of programs:
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BUREAU OF TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION

PROJECTIONS FOR FY'74,

1.

Addition of at least 5 new programs

2.

Hang communities had waivers on the secondary level

3.

Some communities had waivers on certain linguistic groups

4.

Change in attitudes on the part of many administrators

5.

Funds appropriated for FY'74

6-

Experienced personnel

7.

More materials and curriculum
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Report prepared by Ildeberto Pereira,
Senior Supervisor
Bureau of Transitional Bilingual
Education
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BUREAU OF TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION

SWUM

BUREAU REPORT

SEPTEIiBER 11, 1973

FY - 73

1.

Not in operation

2.

Plans Approved

3.

Approval Pending
Total 2+3
Total 1+2+3

12

-

But possible for PY-74

16

17
33

45

4.

Waivers granted

- 17

5.

Additional waivers needed

-

6.

Additional waivers requested

- 13

7.

Narch 73 CenSus.

- 33

8.

Claim for Reinibersement In

-

9.

Claims

- 24

5

9
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CHIPTEP LOOS

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY -ONE

AN ACT PROVIDING FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
PROGRAMS IN TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS OF THE COMMONWEALTH, WITH REIMBURSEMENT BY THE COMM
WEALTH TO CITIES, TOWNS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO FINANCE THE
ADDITIONAL COSTS OF SUCH PROGRAMS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same,
as follows:
SECTION 1.

Declaration of Policy.The General Court finds that

there are large numbers of children in the commonwealth who
come from environments where the primary language is other
than English.

Experience has shown that public school classes

in which instruction is given-only in English are .often
quote for the education of children whose native tongue is
another language.

The General Court belieVes that a compen-

satory program of transitional bilingual-education can meet
the needs of these children and facilitate' their integration

into the regular public school curriculum.

Therefore, pur-

suant to the policy of the commonwealth to insure equal edu
cational opportunity to every child, and in recognition of
the needs of children, of limited English-speaking ability,
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it is

the purpose of this act to provide for the establish-

ment of transitional bilingual education programs in the
public schools, and to provide supplemental financial assistance
to help local school districts to meet the extra costs of such
programs.

SECTION 2

The General Laws are hereby amended by inserting

after chapter 71 the following chapter-

CHAPTER 71A

TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION
Section 1.

The following words. as used in this chapter shall,

unless the context requires otherwise, have the following
meanings:

-

'Department

.

the department of education.

'School committee

,

the school committee of a city.

town or regional school district.

'Children of limited English-speaking ability
(1) children who were not born in the United States whose native
tongue is a language other

than English and who are incapable

of performing ordinary classwork in English. and (2) children
who were born in the United States of non-English speaking
parents and who are incapable of performing ordinary class=
work in English.

'Teacher of transitional bilingual education';

with a speaking and reading ability in a language other than
English in which bilingual education is offered.and with
communicative skills in English.
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Program in transitional bilingual education

.

a full-

time program of instruction (1) in all those courses or
.

subjects which a child is required by law to receive and which
are required by the child's school committee which shall be
given in the native language of the children of limited
English-speaking ability who are enrolled in the program and
also in English, (2) in the reading and writing of the native
language of the children of limited English-speaking ability
who are enrolled in the program and in the oral comprehension,
speaking, reading and writing of English, and (3) in the history and culture of the country, territory or geographic
area which is the native land of the parents of children of
limited English- speaking ability who are enrolled-in the
.program and in the history and culture of the United States.
Section .2. Each school committee shaIl ascertain, not later

than the first day of parch, under regulations prescribed by
the department, the number of children of limited Englishspeaking ability within their school system, and shall
classify them according to the language of which they possess
a primary speaking ability.
When, at the beginning of any school year, there are within.

a city, town or school district not including children who
are enrolled in existing private school systems; twenty' or

more children of limited English-speaking abilityin any,
such Iahguage classification, the school committee Shall
establi.sh, for each classification; a program in transitional
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bilingual education For the children therein provided,
however, that a school committee may establish a program in
transitional bilingual education with respect to any classification with less than twenty children therein.
Every school -ace child of limited English-speaking

ability not enrolled in existing private school systems shall
be enrolled and participate in the program in transitional
bilingual education established for the classification to
which he belongs by the city, town or school district in which
he resides for a period of three years or until such time as
he achieves a level of English language skills which will
enable him to perform successfully in classes in which instruction is given only in English, whichever shall first occur.
A child of limited English-speaking ability enrolled in. a

program in transitional bilingual education may,in the
discretion of the school committee .and subject to the approval

of the child's parent or legal guardian, continue in that
program for a period longer than three years.

An examination in the oral comprehension, speaking, reading
and writing of English, as prescribed by the department, shall
be administered annually to all children of limited English-

speaking ability enrolled andparticipating in a program
in 'transitional bilingual educaion.

No school:committee

,.shall:transfer a child of limited English-speaking abili"ty.oUt

of a program in transitional bilingual education "prior to his
third year 'of:enrollment therein unless the parents 'of.the:
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child approve the transfer in writino, and unless the child
has received a score on said examination which, in the
determination of the department, reflects a level of Znglish
language skills appropriate to his or her grade level.

If later evidence suggests that a child so transferred is
still handicapped by an inadequate command of English, he may
be reenrolled in the program for a length of time equal to
that which remained at the time he was transferred.
Section'3.

No later than ten days after the enrollment of

any child in a program in transitional bilingual education
the school committee of the city, town or the school district

in which the child resides shall notify.by,ail the parents
or legal guardian of the child of the fact that their child
has been enrolled in a proprath in transitional bilingual education.

The nctice shall contain a simple, non-technical

'description of the purposes, method and content of the program
in which the child is enrolled and,shall inform the parents
that they have the right to visit transitional bilingual
education classes in which their child is enrolled and to come
to the school for a conference to explain the nature of transitional bilingual education.

Sall notice shall further inL

form the parents that.they have the absolute, right, if they
so wish, tci withdraw their child from a 'program in transitional

bilingual education in the manner as hereinafter' provided.

The notice shall be in writing in English and in the langdage of which the child of 'the Parent's so notified possesses

arprimary speaking ability.

13'ES1
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Any parent whose child has been enrolled in a program in
transitional bilingual education shall have the absolute
right.: either at the time of the original notification of

enrollment or at the close of any semester thereafter, to
withdraw his child from said program by written notice to the
school authorities of the school in which his child is
enrolled or to the school committee of the city. town or the
school district in which his child resides.
Section 4.

A school committee may allow a non-resident

child of limited English - speaking ability to enroll in or

attend its program in transitional bilingual education and
the tuition for such a child shall be paid by the city,town,
or the district in which he resides.

Any city, town or school district may'join.with any other
city, town, school district or districts to provide,the
programs in transitional bilingual education reauired or
permitted by this chapter.
The commonwealth, under section eighteen A of chapter.

fifty-eight, shall reimburs6 any city, town or district for
one-half of the cost of providing transportation- for children

attending a program in transitional bilingual education outside the city, town,or district in which they reside.
Section 5.

Instruction in courses of subjects, included

in a progra6 of transitional bilingual education which are not
mandatory may be given in a language ether than English.

In those courses or subjects in which verbalization is not
essential to an, understanding of the subject matter, inclading

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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but not necessarily limited to art

music and physical edu-

cation, children of limited Englih-speaking ahilitv shall
participate fully with their English- speaking contemporaries

in the regular public school classes provided for said subjects.

Each school committee of every city, town or school

district shall ensure to children enrolled in a program in
transitional bilingual education practical and meaningful
opportunity to participate fully in the extra-curricular
activities of the regular public schools in the city, town or
district.

Programs in transitional bilingual education shall,

whenever feasible, he located in the regular public schools
of the city, town or the district rather than separate facilities.

Children enrolled in a program of transitional bilingual
education whenever possible shall be placed in classes with
children of approximately the same age and level of educational
attainment.

If children of different age groups or educational

levels are combined. the school committee so combining shall
ensure thatthe instruction given each child is appropriate
to his or her level of educational attainment and the city,
town or the school districts shall keep adequate records
of the educational level and progress of each child enrolled
in a program.

The,maximum.student-teacherratio shall be

set by the departmtnt and. shall reflect .the. special educational-.

needs .of Children enrolled in programs in transitional bilin7
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Section 6. The board of education. hereinafter called the
board, shall grant certificates to teachers of transitional
bilingual education who possess such qualifications as are
prescribed in this section.

The requirements of section

thirty-eight G of chapter seventy-one shall not apply to the
certification of teachers of transitional bilingual education.
Teachers of transitional bilingual education, including
those serving under exemptions as provided in this section,
shall be compensated by local school committees not less than
a step on the regular salary schedule applicable to permanent
teachers certified under said section thirty-eight (1.

The board shall grant certificates to teachers of transitional bilingual education who present the board with satisfactory evidence that they (1) possess a speaking and reading
ability in a language, other than Enc.lish, in which bilingual

.education is offered and communicative skills in EnFlish

(2)are.in good health, provided that no applicant shall be
disqualified because of blindness or defective hearing: (3)
are of sound moral character. (4) possess a bachelor's degree
or an darned .higher academic degree or are graduates of a

normal school approved by the board(5) meet such requirements as to courses of study,semesterhours therein, ex-:
pe.rince and training as may be requiyed by the.board. and,.
(6) are -legally preSent in the. J.Jnited .Statesand posSess legal

authorization for employment.
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For the purpose of certifying teachers of transitional
bilingual education the board may approve programs at-colleges
or. .universities devoted to the prepationof such teachers.

The institution shall furnish the board with a student's
transcript and shall certify to the board that the student
has completed the approved program and iz recommended for a
teaching certificate.

No person shall be eligible for employment by a school
committee as a teacher of transitional bilingual education
unless he has been granted a certificate by the board.
Provided, however, that a school committee may prescribe
such additional qualifications, approved by the board.

Any

school committee may unon its request he exempted from the
certification requirements of this section for any school
year in which compliance therewith would in the opinion of
the department constitute a hardship in the securing of
teachers of transitional bilingual education in the city,
town or regional school district.

Exemptions granted under

this section.shall be subject to annual renewal by'the
department.
.

.

A teacher .O.ftransitional bilingual education serving

under an exemption as provided in this section.shall be
granted a certificate if he achieves the rec.uisite qualifiethtioos .therefor.

Two.years of service by a'teacher of

fraft.Ait.;:onal bilingual edUcation'.under-suchan exemntionshall:

be credited to the teacherinacquiring the status of SOrving

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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at the discretion of the school committee as Provided in
section forty-one of chapter seventy-one, and said two years
sh:.11 be deemed to immediately precede, and be consecutive

with, the year in which a teacher becomes certified.

In te-

questing an exemption under this section a school committee
shall give preference to persons who have certified as teachers
in their country' or place of national origin.

All holders of certificates and legal exemptions under
the provisions of section thirty-eight G of chapter seven-one.

who provide the hoard with safisfactory evidence that they
possess a speaking and reading ability in a language other
than English may he certified under this section as a teacher
of transitional bilingual education.

Nothing in this chapter shall be deemed to prohibit a
school committee from employing to teach in a program in
transitional bilingual education a teacher certified under
section thirty-eight '(3.of chapter seventy-one, so long as

such employment is approved by the department.
Section 7.

A school committee may establish on a full or

part-time basis pre-school or summer school programs in transitional bilingual eduCation for children of limited English-.
speaking ability or join with the other cities , towns

or

school districts in establishing.such' p're-school or summer
programs.

Pre- school or summer programs in transitional,i-,

1ingeal,.e0ationsball not substitute-for programs-intransi
tional bilingual education required tobe:provided during
Ihe regular sChool Year.
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Section S. The costs of the programs in transitional bilingual education required or permitted under this chapter,
actually rendered or furnished

shall, for the amount by

which such costs exceed the average per pupil expenditure of
the city, town or the school. district for the education of

children of comparable age, be reimbursed by the commonwealth
to the city, town or regional school districts as provided
in section eighteen A of chapter fifty-eight.

Reimbursement shall be made upon certification by the
department that programs in transitional bilingual education
have been carried out in accordance with the,re(!uirements

of this th'apter, the department's own regulation, and approved

plans submitted earlier by city, town or the school distriCts,
and shall not exceed one and one-half million dollars for the
first year, two and one-half million dollars per year for the
second and third. years, and four million doll4rs,44.'elye.ar

for the fourth and subsequent years of programs in transitional
bilingual 'education.

In .the event that amounts certified by

the department for reimbursement under this section exceed the
available state funds therefor, reimbursement of approved
programs shall be made based on the ratio of the MilXiMUM

,available state funds to the total funds expended by all of
the school committees in. the commonwealth.

rothingherein shall be interpreted to authorize cities,
towns or school districts to reduce expenditures from local
and federal sources, including monies allocated under the

BES.i COPY AViliLABLE
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federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act. for transitional bilingual education programs.

The costs of proFrams in transitional bilingual education,
other than those actually reimbursed under this chapter, shall
be

reimbursable expenditures

within the meaning of chapter

seventy, and shall be reimbursed under said chapter.
Section. 9.

In addition to the powers and duties pres-

cribed in previous sections of this chapter, the department
shall exercise its authority and proMulgate rules and regula-

tions to achieve the full implementation of all provisions of
this chapter.

A copy of the rules and regulations isr.ued by

the department shall be sent to all cities, towns and school
districts participating in transitional bilingual education.
Section 3.

Subsection (b) of chaotei. 58 of the General

Laws is hereby amended by striking out paragraph (3), as appear-

ing in section 7of chapter 546 of the acts of 1969, and inserting in. place thereof the following paragraph:
(3) On or before. November twentieth, the reimbursements

for the special education programs required to be paid by the
commonwealth under chapters sixty-nine, seventy -one and
seventy-one A'
SECTION 4.

Chapter 69 of the General Laws is hereby amended

by inserting after section 34 under the caption BUREAU OF TRANSITIONAL EDUCATION the following section:
Section 35.

There shall be established within the depart-

ment, subject to appropriation, a bureau of transitional
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bilingual education which shall be headed by a project director:
The project director shall be appointed by the board of education upon the recommendation. of the commissioner, and said

project director shall have the minimum qualifications of a
bachelor degree in either business administration, liberal
arts, or science, and shall have at least two years of
documented administrative or teaching experience.

The project

director shall file a quaterly report with the board of education, the clerk of the house of representatives and the clerk
of the senate.

The bureau for transitional bilingual education shall he
charged with the following duties: (1) to assist the department in the administration and enforcement of the provisions
of-chapter seventy-one A and in the formulation of the regulations provided for .in said chapter: (2) to study, review, and

evaluate all available resources and programs that, in whole
or in part, are or could be directed toward meeting the language capability needs of children and adults of limited
English-speaking ability resident in the commonwealth.
(3) to compile information about the theory and practice of
transitional bilingual education in the commonwealth and.else'-

where, to encourage exnerimentation and innovation in the
field of transitional bilingual education, and to make an
annual report to 'the general court and the governor: (4)
to' provide for .the maximum practicable involve -rent of parents

of children of limited :English-speaking ability in the plan-.
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ling, development, and evaluation of transitional bilingual
education programs in the districts serving their children,
and to provide for the maximum practicable involvement of
parents of children of limited English-speaking ability,
-eachers and teachers' aides of transitional bilinrual education, community coordinators, °representatives of community

groups, educators and laymen knowledgeable in the field of
transitional bilingual education in the formulation of policy
and procedures relating to the administration of chapter seventyone A by the commonwealth

(5) to consult with other public

departments and agencies, including but not limited to the
department cf community affairs, the department of public
welfare, the division of employment security, and the Massachusetts commission against discrimination, in connection with
the administration of said chapter: (6) to make recommendations
to the department in the areas of pre-service and in-service
training for teachers of transitional bilingual education
programs, curriculum development, testing and testing mechanisms, and the development of materials for transitional bilingual .education courses. and .(7) to undertake any further .

activities which may assist the department in the full implementation of said chapter.
SECTION

Chapter eight hundred and 'fifty -two of the

acts o'fnineteen hundred and seventy is hereby repealed.
House of Representatives,.
October 26, 1971

Passed to be enacted, THOMAS W. MCGEE

Acting Speaker

DAVID M. BARTLEY
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Senator elm ss Tos, Before proceeding to the next. panel.
to declare about a 4-minute recess.
[Short recess.]

.I

am going

Setudor CRANsToN. The third panel on issues of bilingual education,

structure. and.direction, consist of Muria Zamora, former director of
title V I I bilimond program, San Antonio. Tex.: Alex Rodriguez.
chairman. 'Massachusetts Advisory Commission On

Educa-

tion: Ophelia Flores, principal. Bek.edere Junior High School. East
Los Angeles. Calif,: and Carmen Rodriquez. superintendent, district
7, New York City.
We are delighted to have you with us. We are also delighted to have
Senator Mond'ale. here.

Senator Afoxiw,E. I am sorry f was not able to be here. during the
early part of these hearings. As you know, \e held extensive hearings

before, the Equal Education Committee on the whole question of
bilingual and bicultural education, and one of the strongest. sections
in our report called for a major new commitment of resources and
initiative at the Federal level to assist. local educational groups and
nonlocal edOcational groups to bring' bilingual and bicultural educational opportunities to the several million children who need it,
I am very glad to see' you push in this direction. I ant hopeful that
we can get. the kind of support that we need.

would like to ask at. sonic point in our record if we mild include.
our chapter on bilingual education.
Senator Cu:\ Ns.rox. Certainly. We are delighted to have you with us.
I In ow you have been swamped with so many other activities.
May we now proceed.

STATEMENT OF GLORIA ZAMORA, FORMER DIRECTOR OF TITLE
VII BILINGUAL PROGRAM, SAN ANTONIO, TEX.; ALEX RODRIGUEZ, CHAIRMAN, MASSACHUSETTS..ADVISORY COMMISSION.
ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION;. OPHELIA FLORES, PRINCIPAL;
BELVEDERE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, EAST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.;
AND CARMEN RODRIGUEZ, SUPERINTENDENT, DISTRICT 7, NEW
YORK CITY, CONSISTING OF:A PANEL OF ISSUES OF BILINGUAL
EDUCATION i STRUCTURE' AND DIRECTION

\Js Z,otoR.:.

want to thapk VQ11 very

uch for invitipg.me:to

appear before you apcl other cucumbers here as Well as-those vho had to
by 'saying 'WV.

p

in edttcat ipif which

Says that behavior that .is aded tends. to he repeated..
The last panel, referring to their .4oevity,. was certainly rehifOrced
and rewarded by you very positively.
I also want, to be rewarded, so there-fore I will make-my remarks:._
very
SenatorCHAxs-ro. That is beauti fully put.
'Nfs. ZA3ton.k. I have had experieoce in teaching children who are
.

PredominatelY Spanish speaking, and who have the poteotial to

become bilingital, and I have. directed a title. VII bilingual program
I.Was asked. to address. My remarks to issues that are encountered in
impleinenting 'bilingual education programs, more speCifIcally class.
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addressed a quest ion to t he gent 101110 n from Cali Tornio in regard to.this
language survey.

11..1 experience with teachers ill t he classroom is that they do not
111 Vt.. :IS yet. t he tniiniIfl g to adequately 055055 the preferred language

or the (lontinant language of the children in their classroom. Now
this assessment or t his determination is one of the most crucial issues
in implement ing a. bilingual education program in the classroom, and
it is. the teacher who must- assess each child as an individual. \\lien she
inal(es this determinat ion. she then 1(nows the way she is going to move

in the two Ian..tiges, Of conse,

ISS111110 that the host. \ Vay to C011-

till 110 till'. ('0j11.1( iV( growth of the child., of the itellectual growth of
thie
ild. is through the language he Ithows..111(1, of course. bilingual
education. is bi I ingutil'avilaitse we.also include the teaching of English
as 0 second language.

Senator Om NsTo:c. how (10 we deal with that problem?
Z.krott.k.
e'annot. deal with it On a 1 teacher to 30 pupil ratio.

rho only way WV can deal itli that is by lool(ine at. dierentiate('
stalling in the classroom. I think if we ask one teacher to be till things
to all children ill her classroom..we are almost. tislitus, the impossible.
Senator CR.\ NSTON. I f you could inal;e some si)eciiie suggestions to
as to how we should conduct the national surrey that we intuida.to
in the bill and what should bP done in the hill to trial:e it more
this will come out properly. IVi.1.1.yon please submit. that in writing,-?
-Ars.
All right. I veri.nini.. \yip.. 1 am going to conclude
by giving von a few snit i.stiln"rar'fi,xas Shat I N;is able to gather before
1 came. That is, t he Texas Education Agencv has determined that \\e.
have 6511,non Spanish surnamed. children in the state of Texas alone.
This comprises '23 per cent of our school population. That percentage .
is growing at the rate or .3,./.1 or I perc'entII year.
only :111.1)(11) of these
Through title VII 0 ltOrtS, we were :11)10 to
only 8.700 Ai,,xican_Anwrican
,01 tigstv rs. At present, we
et's.. not all or whom are bilingual. Our present education needs are 101'
:21.PMO\vell-t rained bilingual teachers.
,
so I !mot o
\ow bills.
Hs. and...) do !loud;
lilt' Kuhl,
Y911 very 11111(11 for Ole 0111)01.1 1111ik' of midn'ssing You :11u1 columoal
Nvorl: you are

you for

:\ loNum.E, \\liar percentage or t he children needing quality
eductit ion in vour State no receive it ?
lrs.'ZA:on.\. only :16,000.
senat or
. Nrs.
hire. WV have 650,000..
Let.: Mt' 11111 <e
IFt I 1111
Spanish-surnamed children. \Viten I requested these ligues from
Texas- Education :1g-ency. I hey were not able to tell tne what
ventage. of those 650.000 aettialivne'e(1. I should mit say actually need.
ethic:it-ion is good for everyedtlealion--e thinli
one what percentage of those 651,001) students
soallish as t he
dominant language. They \vere intableio. give 1110
Senat6r 1.(-)N-D.\1.1.... And oft Ile 30.000 being served----1 recognize there
:;4(quit

.

:1

.
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art' different degrees of quality ill educatio71--hoW many are receiving
sensitive, adequate bilingual-bicultural help?
Ms. ZAMORA. You are asking MO to Make a guess hero. and I think
that [ would not be on very safe grounds trying to make a guess at,

.1 do have some personal feelings about ti... quality of
bilingual education programs throughout the Nation. and I would.
guess that an awful lot of the kids are not getting quality bilingual
the 11101110Ot.

programs.

Senator AroxnAl.K. That is one of the big problemsthat they just
label something, bilingual. and leave it at that. A Language is not just.
a language. it is a culture. it is a sense of values. a system of beliefs.
Successful programs must have truly sensitive teacheN and sensitive
teaching material. and the relationship is very difficult and expensive.
)1s. Z.otoim. We know' that there are many programs that call them-

selves bilingual education programs in the State of Texas,and I am

sure this is true across the :Nation as well that are really nothing more
than English as a second language program. This is \Try sad. indeed.
Senator IoNuAl.E. The trouble is, they turn around and say the
program does not work, so what is the sense of spending money on it.

That is why I think it is important. if we can, to make an estimate

of how many really adequate programs there are.
Ms. ZA.moit.. We would have to develop that criteria to determine
whit
adequate.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Zamora and other information
subsequently supplied for the record in response to Senator Kennedy's request. followsd
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.

MR. CHAIRMAN- AND MEMBERS OF THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON EDUCATION.

MY NAME IS GLORIA RODRIGUEZ ZAMORA, A FORMER

BILINGUAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER, SUPERVISOR, DIRECTOR OF
A TITLE VII BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION PROGRAM AND PRESENTLY
ON THE STAFF OF OUR LADY OF THE LAKE COLLEGE IN SAN ANTONIO,
TEXAS, WITH PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE TRAINING OF PRESERVICE BILINGUAL TEACHERS.

I WISH TO THANK YOU FOR THE OPPOR-

TUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY IN BEHALF OF CHILDREN.

SEVERAL YEARS AGO, AS A YOUNG IDEALISTIC UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT.MAJORING IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, I CONSISTENTLY

HEARD SEVERAL PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION WHICH MY PROFESSORS INDICATED WERE EXTREMELY IMPORTANT TO THE TEACHING-LEARNING
PROCESS,

THE PRINCIPLES WENT SOMETHING LIKE THIS:

" YOU MUST INDIVIDUALIZE INSTRUCTION."
YOU MUST MOVE THE CHILD FROM THE KNOWN TO THE UNKNOWN."
" YOU MUST BEGIN WITH EACH CHILD WHERE. HE IS."
I LEFT THAT INSTITUTION IMBUED WITH THESE PRINCIPLES-- -

PRINCIPLES WHICH I SOON DISCOVERED WERE ONLY BEAUTIFUL, PUT
EMPTY WORDS --PRINCIPLES TO WHICH ONLY LIP SERVICE WAS PAID.

WHAT I DISCOVERED IN MY EARLY YEARS OF TEACHING PREDOMINANTLY
SPANISH-SPEAKING CHILDREN OF MY OWN ETHNIC GROUP, WAS THAT THEY
WERE EXPECTED TO CONFORM TO AN INSTITUTION AND A CURRICULUM THAT
WAS NOT GEARED TO, NOR WILLING TO, "BEGIN WITH EACH' CHILD WHERE
HE IS", AND TO " MOVE HIM. FROM THE KNOWN TO THE UNKNOWN."

FACT THAT HE WAS A SPANISH SPEAKER MADE NO DIFFERENCE.

THE

IT SOON

BECAME APPARENT TO ME THAT MY MISSION WAS TO HELP HIM ASSIMILATE
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INTO MAINSTREAM AMERICA AT THE EXPENSE OF HIS LANGUAGE AND
CULTURE -- INDEED AT THE EXPENSE OF HIS VERY BEING.

WE ALL

KNOW WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THESE CHILDREN.
THIS KIND OF NARROW EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY, THAT ONLY ENGLISH
SHOULD BE USED AS A MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION IN THE SCHOOLS HAS
RESULTED IN PSYCHOLOGICALLY AS WELL AS EDUCATIONALLY DAMAGED
STUDENTS.

INDEED, OUR STUDENTS HAVE HAD-TO FLEE THE SCHOOLS

AND THEIR DYSFUNCTIONAL.RESPONSES IN SUCH ALARMING NUMBERS THAT

ARMANDO RODRIGUEZ HAS CALLED IT " EDUCATIONAL GENOCIDE,"

,

AND THEN CAME THE KENNEDY AND JOHNSON YEARS -- YEARS OF
" THE NEW FRONTIERS" AND " THE GREAT SOCIETY" WITH ITS MASSIVE
FEDERAL SUPPORT TO EDUCATION.
THEN.

BILINGUAL EDUCATION MADE THE SCENE

OUR FIRST ATTEMPTS WERE RATHER SIMPLISTIC -- NOT FULLY

REALIZING THEN THAT WHAT WAS NEEDED AND IS STILL NEEDED IS TWOFOLD: ,FIRST, INSTITUTIONAL REFORM - FROM THE COLLEGES THAT PREPARE THE TEACHERS, TO THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS THAT RECEIVE
AND TEACH OUR CHILDREN.

SECONDLY, ATTITUDINAL CHANGE ON THE.PART

OF THE CITIZENS OF THIS COUNTRY -- ATTITUDINAL CHANGE THAT WILL
HELP US TO SEE. THE BEAUTY OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND THE ASSET OF

BEING ABLE TO SPEAK MORE THAN ONE LANGUAGE,

WE HAVE A SAYING IN

SPAN4H THAT " EL QUE HABLA DOS IDIOMAS VALE DOS HOMBRES."
ROUGHLY TRANSLATED, IT IMPLIES THAT IF YOU CAN SPEAK TWO LANGUAGES.
YOU ARE WORTH TWO MEN.
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A RECENT ISSUE OF THE HOUSTON CHRONICLE CARRIED AN ARTICLE
WITH A WASHINGTON, D. C., DATELINE IN WHICH REP. H. R. GROSS,
R.-IOWA WAS QUOTED AS SAYING "IF A CHILD HAS NOT LEARNED SOME
ENGLISH BEFORE HE OR SHE ENTERS THE FIRST GRADE, THERE IS SOMETHING RADICALLY WRONG WITH THE FAMILY."
WAS QUOTED AS FOLLOWING,"

REP. WAYNE HAYS, 1:10HIO

AS FAR AS SPANISH-SPEAKING PEOPLE ARE

CONCERNED, I WILL SAY THAT HALF OF THEM ARE HERE ILLEGALLY, SO

THEY OUGHT TO AT LEAST LEARN OUR LANGUAGE."

MAY I RESPECTFULLY

SUGGEST THAT THESE ARE THE VEIPZ ATTITUDES THAT GET US EXACTLY
NOWHERE.

THESE JUDGMENTAL ATTITUDES THAT IMPLY THAT THERE IS

ONLY ONE WAY -- MY WAY -- HAVE NO PLACE IN THIS COUNTRY.

WHAT WE

NEED IS TO LOOK AT EACH OTHER AS HUMAN BEINGS -- NOT FROM A
DEFICIT STANDPOINT, BUT RATHER WITH THE ATTITUDE THAT WE ALL
HAVE SO MUCH TO LEARN FROM EACH OTHER.

WHEN WE LOOK AT BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION NOW, WE
MUST LOOK AT IT IN MUCH GREATER DEPTH.
"WHAT ARE OUR GOALS?

WE MUST BEGIN TO ASK,

WHAT DO WE WANT OUR CHILDREN TO BECOME?"

ONCE ASCERTAINING THIS (IN CONCERT WITH THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY)

THEN WE MUST DESIGN ACTIVITIES THAT ARE CONSISTENT WITH THOSE
GOALS AND COMPATIBLE TO THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LEARNER.
THIS MAY MEAN A RADICAL REORGANIZATION OF OUR SCHOOL STAFFING
PATTERNS, AS WELL AS NEW WAYS OF UTILIZING OUR CLASSROOM TIME AND
SPACE, RE-DESIGNED CURRICULUM OFFERINGS, AND INNOVATIVE TEACHER
TRAINING.FOR EXAMPLE:

A TEACHER IS FACED WITH THIRTY CHILDREN IN

A SELF - CONTAINED CLASSROOM.

SHE' RECOGNIZES THAT HER STUDENTS.

ARE INDIVIDUALS WHO SPEAK DIFFERENT LANGUAGES AND ARE AT DIFFERENT
LEVELS OF ATTAINMENT.
HOW DOES SHE DO IT?

HER GOAL IS TO INDIVIDUALIZE INSTRUCTION.

SHE CAN'T, UNLESS THE INSTITUTION IS WILLING

TO LET HER REORGANIZE HER STAFFING PATTERNS.
:
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THIS DOESN'T NECESSARILY MEAN THAT THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
HAS TO HIRE MORE STAFF.

BUT IT DOES MEAN THAT ATTITUDINALLY,

THE SCHOOL DISTRICT MUST ENCOURAGE THE PARTICIPATION OF PARENTS,
YOUTH TUTORS, ETC., WHO CAN BE SOURCES OF VOLUNTEER HELP.
CENTRAL TO THE TEACHING-LEARNING PROCESS IN A BILINGUAL -

BICULTURAL EDUCATION PROGRAM WILL BE THE DECISION AS TO THE
PRIMARY LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION.

THIS IMPLIES THAT THE TEACHER

RAS BEEN TRAINED TO BE AN ASTUTE OBSERVER OF HER STUDENTS
AND THAT SHE HAS THE COMPETENCIES AND ATTITUDES NECESSARY TO
CORRECTLY ASSESS THE PREFERRED LANGUAGE OF EACH OF HER STUDENTS.

ONCE THIS IS DETERMINED:, THEN THE TEACHER CAN MATCH THE LANGUAGE
OF INSTRUCTION TO THE CHILD'S PREFERRED MODE OF COMMUNICATION.
SHE-WILL ALSO PROVIDE FOR THE.LEARNING OF THE SECOND LANGUAGE.

FOR EXAMPLE, THE PROGRESSION OF THE LANGUAGE ARTS SKILLS IS
LISTENING AND SPEAKING, READING AND WRITING.

GETTING THESE DUT

OF ORDER (i.e., PLUGGING A SPANISH-SPEAKING CHILD INTO AN ENGLISH
READING PROGRAM WITHOUT THE PREREQUISITE' ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT)
IS PEDAGOGICALLY UNSOUND.

A SPANISH-SPEAKING CHILD SHOULD HAVE

TWO ENTRY POINTS IN THE LANGUAGE ARTS AREA AS OUTLINED BELOW:
SPANISH-SPEAKING CHILD

LANGUAGE ARTS SPANISH
ri.LISTENING
2.SPEAKING

14.WRITING
LANGUAGE ARTS ENGLISH
I2.SPEAKING

p.READING
14.WRITING

A MODEL LIKE THIS ENCOURAGES THE CHILD TO MAKE MAXIMUM
USE OF HIS HOME LANGUAGE INJORDER TO CONTINUE COGNITIVE GROWTH.
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IN THE AFFECTIVE. DOgAIN, THERE IS A PRINCIPLE THAT SAYS

"SUCCESS BREEDS SUCCESS,"

THE CHILD WHO EXPERIENCES ACADEMIC

SUCCESS-BECAUSE HE HAS BEEN ALLOWED TO LEARN IN HIS HOME LANGUAGE
WILL BE HIGHLY MOTIVATED TO LEARN.
CONFIDENT CHILDREN.

COMPETENT CHILDREN ARE

THEY POSSESS POSITIVE SELF CONCEPTS.

THUS WE SEE THE INSEPARABLE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THE COGNITIVE
AND AFFECTIVE:. DOMAINS.

AT THIS POINT IT BECOMES NECESSARY TO CLARIFY SOME
METROD0LOGI1.S.

IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO TEACH ALL CONTENT

AREAS AND CONCEPTS IN TWO LANGUAGES.

CONCEPTS ARE BEST,

.LEARNED IN THE HOME LANGUAGE AND ARE LEARNED ONCE.

WHAT DOES

OCCUR IS THAT NEW LANGUAGE LABELS ARE LEARNED AND ACCOMMODATED
TO THE CONCEPTS ORIGINALLY LEARNED IN THE.HOME LANGUAGE.
BECAUSE WE RECOGNIZE A DUAL RESPONSIBILITY IN A BILINGUALBICULTURAL EDUCATION PROGRAM:
1.

TO FACILITATE LEARNING THROUGH THE USE OF THE HOME

2.

TO TEACH ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE,

LANGUAGE AS THE PRIMARY LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION,

WE MUST NOW ASK, "HOW DO CHILDREN LEARN LANGUAGES?"
LINGUISTS ARE NOT AT ALL SURE 110W CHILDREN ACQUIRE LANGUAGE.
,THEY SUGGEST. THAT THE CHILD DEVELOPS LANGUAGE OUT OF HIS NEED TO.

COMMUNICATE HIS NEEDS AND TO PLEASE HIS PARENTS WHO ARE EAGER
TO HEAR HIM 'SPEAK.

THEY DO KNOW THAT LANGUAGE IS UNIQUELY

HUMAN AND THAT CHILDREN WILL NEVER LEARN A LANGUAGE UNLESS THEY
HEAR IT AND ARE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK IT AND PRACTICE
IT EXTENSIVELY,

ALL OF THIS IS INTENDED TO REFLECT ON TWO

BEST COPY
AVAILABLE
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QUESTIONS:
I.

SHOULD SPANISH-SPEAKING CHILDREN BE INTEGRATED
WITH ENGLISH-SPEAKING CHILDREN?

2.

IF ONE OF OUR GOALS IS TO HELP TO DEVELOP COMMUNICA-

TION SKILLS, CAN A ONE TEACHER TO THIRTY STUDENTS RATIO
BE :A: PRACTICE CONSISTENT 'WITH THE GOAL?

CHILDREN, INDEED ALL HUMAN BEINGS, HAVE MUCH TO LEARN
FROM EACH OTHER.

INTEGRATION.OF CHILDREN OF DIFFERING LINGUISTIC

AND CULTURAL STYLES CAN RESULT IN MAGNIFICENT LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES IF APPROPRIATELY HANDLED BY A SKILLFUL, SENSITIVE
TEACHER.

LANGUAGE LEARNING REQUIRES MANY OPPORTUNITIES TO USE
LANGUAGE.

THE TRADITIONAL EDUCATIONAL STRATEGY -- THE LECTURE

METHOD -- IS NOT CONDUCIVE: TO LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT.

ONCE

AGAIN, IT BECOMES NECESSARY TO CONSIDER DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING.

PATTERNS TWT WILL REDUCE THE STUDENT 71: ADULT RATIO THUS
ENHANCING THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTERACTION.

OUR EARLY EFFORTS IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION HAVE SERVED
TO WHET OUR APPETITES.
,DONE IN ALL PHASES:

WE SEE SO MUCH MORE THAT NEEDS TO BE

PARENT INVOLVEMENT, CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT,

STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH AND EVALUATION.

WE NEED.TO.

EXPAND OUR EFFORTS FAR BEYOND OUR PRESENT SCOPE IN ORDER TO
LIVE UP TO OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO ALL CHILDREN.

IN THE STATE OF TEXAS, ALONE WE HAVE 650,000 SPANISH
'SURNAMED CHILDREN WHO COMPRISE 23 PER CENT OF THE TOTAL. SCHOOL
POPULATION. AND THIS PERCENTAGE IS GROWING AT THE RATE OF

THREE-FOURTHS OF rk EACH YEAR.

THROUGH TITLE VII, WE HAVE BEEN
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ABLE TO SERVE ONLY 34000 OF THESE YOUNGSTERS.

AT PRESENT. WE HAVE

ONLY 8,700 MEXICAN-AMERICAN TEACHERS, NOT ALL OF WHOM ARE BILINGUAL.
OUR PRESENT NEEDS ARE FOR 21,000 WELL-TRAINED, BILINGUAL TEACHERS.
THESE FIGURES REPRESENT ONLY THE MEXICAN- AMERICAN POPULATION AND
DO NOT EVEN REFLECT THE NEEDS OF OTHER ETHNIC GROUPS.
WE NEFO NOT FEAR THAT BILINGUAL-8(CULTURAL EDUCATION IF
APPROPRIATELY DESIGNED AND IMPLEMENTED WILL RETARD OR HINDER ENGLISH
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT.

WHAT WE CAN HOPE FOR IS A NEW GENERATION OF

AMERICANS, PROUD OF THEIR HERITAGE, THEIR LANGUAGE AND THEMSELVES,
WHO POSSESS RESOURCES THAT CAN ONLY BE ASSETS TO THEMSELVES AND
THEIR COUNTRY.
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AS I HAVE READ THE

TWO BILLS BEING CONSIDERED TODAY,

S. 2552 AND S.2553, I RECOGNIZE AND APPRECIATE THE TREMENDOUS

THE FOL-

AMOUNT OF WORK THAT HAS GONE INTO THEIR PREPARATION.

LOWING RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS TO THE BILLS
ARE INTENDED TO BRING FORTH ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION.

I.

I REFER THE COMMITTEE TO S.2553, SEC. 702 (a):

IN RECOG-

NITION OF THE LARGE NUMBERS OF [CHILDREN OF LIMITED ENGLISHSPEAKING ABILITY].... DELETE THE PHRASE IN BRACKETS AND SUBL
STITUTE THE PHRASE "CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY DIFFERENT
CHILDREN"

I ALSO REFER YOU TO S.2552, SEC: 2, PAGE 2,

(13THAT THERE ARE

LARGE NUMBERS OF [,CHILDREN OF LIMITED ENGLISH-SPEAKING ABILITY1...

DELETE THE PHRASE IN BRACKETS AND SUBSTITUTE THE PHRASE " CULTURALLY
AND LINGUISTICALLY DIFFERENT CHILDREN"...

.AND THAT THE PHRASE "CHILDREN OF LIMITED ENGLISH-SPEAKING
ABILITY" BE STRICKEN FROM THE BILLS WHEREVER THEY OCCUR AND THAT
THE RECOMMENDED PHRASE "CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY DIFFERENT
CHILDREN" BE APPROPRIATELY SUBSTITUTED.

RATIONALE FOR RECOMMENDATION
THE PHRASE IN QUESTION "CHILDREN OF LIMITED ENGLISH-SPEAKING
ABILITY" HAS A NEGATIVE CONNOTATION IMPLYING THAT THESE STUDENTS
ARE DEFICIENT AND IN NEED OF A REMEDIAL OR COMPENSATORY PROGRAM.
BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION IS NEITHER OF THESE.

IT IS A

POSITIVE RESPONSE TO THE NEEDS OF "CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY
DIFFERENT CHILDREN" WHO POSSESS THE TREMENDOUS POTENTIAL OF BECOMING BILINGUAL AND BICULTURAL.
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.2.

I REFER THE COMMITTEE TO S. 2553, SEC. 703,

PAGE 4, LINE 16: AND S.
13.

2552, SEC..703, (F),

(4) (A),(ii),

(ii), PAGE 4, LINE

FOLLOWING THE WORD "INCLUDING" AND PRECEEDING THE WORDS

"SPEAKING, READING, AND WRITING!', INSERT THE WORD "LISTENING".

RATIONALE FOR RECOMMENDATION
LISTENING IS THE FIRST OF THE LANGUAGE ARTS SKILLS IN THE
DEVELOPMENTAL SEQUENCE.

CHILDREN LISTEN TO THEIR FIRST LANGUAGE

BEFORE THEY PRODUCE IT.

IT IS A SKILL VITAL TO THE DEVELOPMENT

OF SECOND LANGUAGE.
3.

I REFER THE COMMITTEE TO S. 2553, SEC. 703, (4) (A)(iii),

PAGE 4, LINE 18; AND S.
14.

2552, SEC. 703, (F),(iii), page 4, LINE

FOLLOWING THE WORDS "THERE IS" AND PRECEEDING "STUDY OF THE

HISTORY ...", INSERT THE PHRASE, " A DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE".
RATIONALE FOR RECOMMENDATION
IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGLAMS FOR VERY YOUNG CHILDREN ( i.e.,

PRESCHOOL AND EARLY ELEMENTARY), IT WOULD BE L2VELOPMENTALLY
INAPPROPRIATE TO STUDY HISTORY OF A NATION, ETC., BECAUSE CHILDREN
AT THIS LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT DO NOT USUALLY HAVE A WELL-DEFINED
CONCEPT OF TIME.

THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE WOULD BE CULTURAL

REINFORCEMENT THROUGH INVOLVEMENT OF PARENTS, USE OF THE HOME
LANGUAGE, THE USE OF STORIES, RHYMES, AND PLAY ACTIVITIES WHICH
HAVE A CULTURAL

BASE.

BY INSERTING THE RECOMMENDED PHRASE " A

DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE" STUDY OF HISTORY AND CULTURE....
WE THUS AVOID A POSSIBLE SITUATION IN WHICH VERY YOUNG CHILDREN
WOULD BE FORCED INTO A PEDAGOGICALLY UNSOUND SITUATION.
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4.

I REFER THE COMMITTEE TO S. 2553, SEC. 703 (B), PAGE 4,

LINE 25, AND PAGE 5, LINES 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,AND 9; AND S. 2552,
SEC. 703 (B)

(i), PAGE 4, LINES 21,23,24, AND 25, AND PAGE 5,

LINES 1,2,3,4,5,AND 6.

RECOMMEND THAT THE ENTIRE SECTION BE

DELETED FROM THE BILLS.

RATIONALE FOR RECOMMENDATION
A FULL PROGRAM OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION AS DEFINED IN THE
PRECEEDING SECTION WOULD PROVIDE FOR ALL SUBJECT AREAS INCLUDING
ART, MUSIC, AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION, THUS ELIMINATING THE NEED FOR
SECTION 703 (B) AND SEC. 703 (B)(i).

THE ELIMINATION OF THIS

SECTION WOULD ALSO SERVE TO DISPEL THE IMAGE THAT OUR CULTURALLY
AND LINGUISTICALLY DIFFERENT CHILDREN WOULD BE SEGREGATED FOR ALL
LEARNING EXCEPT ART, MUSIC, AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION, IN WHICH AREAS
THEY WOULD BE INTEGRATED INTO "REGULAR CLASSES".
A GOOD BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM WILL RECOGNIZE THAT
INTEGRATION OF STUDENTS IN ALL CLASSES CAN PROVIDE MANY OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEARNING FROM EACH OTHER AND ABOUT EACH OTHER.
5.

I REFER THE COMMITTEE TO S.

2553, SEC. 703,

(E),(b), PAGE

6, LINE 14; and 5.2552, SEC. 703, (B),(iv), PAGE 5, LINE 25.

DELETE

THE PHRASE, " THE COMMISSIONER SHALL, BY REGULATION, ESTABLISH"...
AND SUBSTITUTE '"DIRECT THE COMMISSIONER, IN CONSULTATION WITH THE

STATE EDUCATION AGENCY, TO ESTABLISH"...
RATIONALE FOR RECOMMENDATION
BECAUSE THE SUPREME COURT RECOGNIZES THAT EDUCATION IS A
FUNCTION OF }.THE STATE ( AS UPHELD IN THE RECENT RODRIGUEZ CASE

DECISION) IT IS FELTTHAT a!AINING THE AFORE-MENTIONED SECTION
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WITHOUT THE RECOMMENDED CHANGE WOULD PUT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
IN DIRECT CONFLICT WITH A STATE FUNCTION.

THE RECOMMENDED RE -

WORDINGCOULD SERVE TO AVOID THE CONFLICT.

CONCLUSION

GENTLEMEN, MAY I AGAIN THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY OF
ADDRESSING YOU TODAY, TO STATE MY POSITION AND TO MAKE MY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A STRONGER BILINGUAL EDUCATION BILL.
I AM REMINDED OF THE WORDS OF OUR LATE, BELOVED PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY: " CHILDREN ARE THE WORLD'S MOST VALUABLD
RESOURCE AND ITS BEST HOPE FOR THE FUTURE".
IT IS TIME THAT OUR CHILDREN BE GIVEN PRIORITY BY THIS NATION
AND YOUR EFFORTS IN THIS DIRECTION ARE COMMENDED AND APPRECIATED.
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Our ladu [lithe Labe College
III 5.W.24th STREET

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78285 CI .13.1 67)1

November 13, 1973

Senator Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Honorable Senator Kennedy:

I am pleased to send you my written response to the questions you were
unable to pose during the recent Senate hearings on bilingual education.
A speaking engagement at the National Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC) Conference in Seattle, Washington, last week, has
caused the delay in my response. Nevertheless, I hope this will be of
some assistance.
I wish to take this opportunity to-personally thank you for the efforts
you are exerting in behalf of our children.
Please call upon me if I
can be of further assistance.
Sincerely,

.-77-"'1411"--(4'
Gloria Zamora

ircL4-1....4-4. <LI
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED IN WRITING BY SENATOR KENNEDYPANEL ON STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
(Gloria Zamora)
(1) Should children with English speaking deficiencies be enrolled
in orash English language courses at the outset until they can enter
regular olaases at an equal level with their elite:mates?
The teaching of English as a Second Language (ESL) is a vital
component of a good bilingual education program, but it must be
taught in as stimulating and motiviating an environment as possible.
We learn language by exposure to it in a natural setting (in
context), and an opportunity to practice it extensively and over a
long period of time.

Native speakers of English hear and speak

their language for about five years before they are asked to use
it in an academic setting.

It is my opinion that a child enrolled

in a orash ESL course in an attempt to oatch up" with his English speaking peers would su:fer irreperable intellectual, academic,
and psychological damag:, to the process.

(2) Should bilingual programs be fully bilingual with the children
essentially learning In both languages?
Yea.

In a good bilingual program the first decision that must

be made is to ascertain each child.' preferred mode of communication.
When this is determined, then the teacher can match the language
of instruction to his dominant language.

His intellectual growth

will continue to be stimulated through the use of his home language
and he will also learn the second language.

As he becomes more

proficient in the second language, more instruction can take place
in this language until the child reaches a point at which he can
function competently In either language.

i3EST COPY
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(3) Is the goal of bilingual programs to permit ohildren to
speak and understand and learn in English while they aoquire
skills through their native language until they reach a sufficient level of English language fluenoy to permit them to
operate in an all English environment?
The goal of bilingual programs should bet

a)to encourage, extend, and maintain the native language of
the students;

b) to help the student beoome oompletely fluent in the aeoond
language - English.

Children who achieve the above goals can then independently
ohoose which language environment to operate in - one or bothit would beoome their option.

Education must provide options.

(4) Cr should bilingual programs be structured so that there is
a oonsoious effort to preserve and develop a fully bilingual
capacity throughout the child's educational life?
I believe my response to number three also covers question four.
(5) Should limited English speaking be separated or should there
be full integration with those with no bilingual background?
I believe that segregation of ohildren of diverse language
groups is a pedagogioally unsound praotioe and it my also be a
violation of their oivil rights.

Children learn muoh from eaoh

other and language is one of these.

A skillful teaoher will

Integrate ohildren of the two language groups so that language
learning oan be stimulated.

Prejudioe is born of fear.

Segre-

gation of ohildren of diverse ethnic baokgrounds would serve to
perpetuate prejudioe.

Integration oan be a magnii'ioent learning

experienoe for. all.

BES1 CON
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(6) Are the programs, from your experience, reoeiving federal
funds, fully bilingual programs or are they weighted heavily
in favor of teaching English as a second language with little
attempt to preserve the native language?
This question must be answered in several ways,
a° There are many programs receiving federal monies that are token
bilingual programs - little more than ESL programs.
b) There are bilingual programs that would like to be fully bilingual
but cannot find sufficiently well-trained bilingual teachers to
staff the programs.
c) Most programs don't even teach ESL well!

This is a sad state of affairs, but we simply do not have
adequately trained teachers nor puffielently adequate ourrioulum.
Some sohool distriots do not even al10,4 adequate time for staff

development of their teaohers, whioh is one of the most oruoial
oomponents for suooessful implementation of a good bilingual program.
(7) Are parents involved in the setting up of bilingual programs?
Should they be?
So$e of the existing programs have had parents participating in
setting up the program.

Others have token partioipation.

If

parents haven't been involved, they should be.

(8) How should the community be involved in bilingual programs?
The oonoept of "shared decision-making" between community and
sohool Is my ohoice, but it oan be diffioult to implement.

My own

personal opinions is that the oommunity must be Involved in all
phases of the program - its design as well as its day-to-day operation.

When we oan aohleve this, I believe we will see a great deal

of much needed institutional reform.
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Senator. ilosii. u.E. Ms. Flores. if yon have an airplane problem,

perhaps you should go next

Ms..FLonF.:-. I would wait nut it the end. buff I will go next.

Senator Cranston and Senator 'Mondale, I want to extend my ap-

preciation Inc being here at this particular t Mu% I would like to answer
some questions first.
I do have a report which I have submitted to .vour secretary and at
t his time I %visit to answer some questions first.

Senator Kennedy asked \\lint vas the State board or education
\ild say that t he superintendent Of
public instruction has supported the growth a bilingual education
nt the State of California and last year he organized a task force to
doing for i,ilirn rn,ui education?

point ("'ali fornia schools in the direction of more bilingual teachers
for children whose prinutry language is not English. lie has a task
force and they will be looking into setting statewide goals and "objectives, providing an overview of slthject matter content and oiler
guidelines for specific programs. 1 will not go on All of this is in my
rejourt.

.1lso. Senator 1(ennedy had a concern about the civil rights bill and
is definitely a concern of mine. inasmuch as Belvedere Junior High
School has an extensive bilingual-bieultural education program.
T have 30 percent bilingual-bicultural staff. I have 20 additional
it

start' menders who can converse in Spanishtotal of about 50 percent who are bi lingual.

The civil rights bills.

I

believe. will be zeroing in on the. Los

Angeles city cshools, the Mexican-American staff will be distributed
among all Ow other schools. I particularly need them at my school in

order to carry on the bilinrual-hicultural program that we have
developed. So. yes. T do have a concern.

I want to also answer some of senator I)ominiek's concerns. even

though he is not here. T would like to begin, not with the first question
that he posed, lout a question that he asked: why are the second generation Asians successful ? T wtmt to point out in the Belvedere COM1111111ity We 11111T Asian-speaking people in our community. Language, is

taught ill the home, it is tawrlit in the churehes, it is constantly re-

inforced. They have seen success through their language. This is one.
faction of our life that we have not had the privilege of. and that is
success. As we were growing up, we were not able to sit in the same
classroom with von. Senator Mondale. T would not have been able to
have sat in the same classroom with von, Senator Cranstim. I-Tad I
spoken a word of Spanish while in a class with a monolingual teacher.

I would have been 'placed out in the hall and waited there until the
teaeher could comp out to me, I went to East Los Angeles. and we still
had teachers that were sending a student out ; indieating to a student
that one yoll walk hi this P1:1:->S1'00111, Volt (1C) not speak Spanish. So I

umswer Senator Dominick that the difference lies in that the Asians
have seen success, the Mexican-Americans have not.

Senator MosnAt.E. 'file situation with recent Asian arrivalsis that
imbued with total success! T remember Nye held hearings in the bay
area of San Francisco a couple years ago. "We had witnesses there who
IVPIV pleading for the very thin!, you are. talkie! about.
Ms. 'Finia.:s. That is correct. T was merely using his question at that
particular time, which he stated second generation Asians were.suc-
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I ant sum', hnt thee are not. They allk having problems, the
second generation. The lirst generation Asians will attest to that as

cessful.
Wen.

A Iso these was another question - -I do not mean to be disrespectful,

tdrid,", will 1(,11 von I 1 very sonsitivt, person-1 will say that
Senator Dominick indicated.
that what t hey talk at home?" Not
meaning to he disrespectful. but I will correct hint,. that is not grammatically correct. lie should have said, "Is that what they speak at
mr..

bonny

?

I want to .(e0 into the Oiliest on (limit he (1.1(1 1;0,e before I (10 that,

1 will state that I am sure. I

11111

111001. by

110

Means,

I would state that approximately 19)
percent of the people in the united States do not speak grammatically correct EnHish at all tittles.
In order to clarify Senator Dominicks statement here.'he made a
110r aln 1

:I

1:111;411:114e Major, lint

point that he rel'eiVell letters front !rt.:1(1110(1'S of high school \vit It such

poor English, and I felt I had to make this comment at t his part icular
tune.

IIe did ask a question, what are we (loin!, to teach English'? We
are using bilingual-bicultural education in order to teach English. A
good example is Belvedere Junior High School. The report states
and will show we spend 50 percent of the. time emphasizing. the English

language and 50 percent of the time emphasizing the Spanish language. We 1.4.ive instruction in Spanish to two- thirds of the school
population.
There are 1.9-10 students. All of t he seventh and eighth graders are
in a bilingual-bicultural education program. The students that come
into our school are reading at 4.5 level. This is how they come into t he
seventh grade level. retuling at fourth grade and fifth month level.
Through the use of formula-phonics and the Spanish language, which
is so elo9ely related---t he Spanish langintge is a phonetic language
we find t hat the students are itwreasing their Spanish language about
15 percent and increasing their English readittg vocabulary, comprehension. and increase of 1 year 4 months in 7 months. I f you look at
that figure again, you will note that they are almost learning 2 years
for every year. 'We have proven this this past year. The Sth grade students, we hope, at the end of this year will have increased again all
equal amount of time, and .ve- hope that by the time they leave the
9th grade and go into the 10th grade, they will have :a reading skill of
1.0th grade level and a comprehension skill of an equal rate.
What is it that we need ? We need to expand the program so we
will go 100 percent bilingual bicultural education.
Senator Aroxiw.t... Could I interrupt thaw. I have read that in California under t he Riles' leadership you are beginning a program ofI
do not know if you would call it preschool curlier education. for 15 or
20 percent of the schoolchildren of the State. moving into the earlier
year:. Is there a bilingual Component ?
'rs. 1+101ts. In that program. yes.
Senator MoNDALE. Do you not think that is very important?

FtoaKs. Yes, it. is very important. but T being of a junior high
school feel that that is a crucial age, both in their maturity and in their.
editcation, and I feel that the emphasis has to he at, the juniorhigh level.
I think we need it at the beginning, yes.
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Senator MON 1).11.E.. I 11111 not arguing that.

Ms. FoEs. Has that helped us any. is t hat what von are saying?
Senator Mosom,E. The idea of the quick fix has not worked out.

Ms. FLORES. it has not.

Senator MoxnALE. But you need, do you not think the children need,
this to start earlier and then maintain t his program through ?
Ms. FonEs. Yes. 'What has occurred in the past through title V.I I is
that. the students have had kinderrarten through third. For 4 years this
program has been going On, hilingual education, kindergarten through
third. Every year they have been saying they are going to expand it to
the next year. I t is not until this year that they have expanded it to the
fourth gra de. I If you take a look at that. figure. 4.5 grade reading level,

they have lost the fifth and sixth grades read level. We do have to do
the remedial work.
Senator Mosn.mr.. When we had our witnesses, the three top witnesses we had were Spanish education. all of them had spent 2 01.3 years
in subnormal classes, because they were different and had language
problems, they were considered dumb. In fact they were brilliant and
were lucky to work their way out. They are young. It must be happening in these early years to children throughout this country.
Ms. FLoas. Yes. When I first went to Belvedere Junior High 5 years
ago we had three EMR classes. We now have only one. Those students
have been tested out. They are not mentally retarded. They have a
language deficiency.
T also wanted to point out earlier to Senator Dominick that when I
first, went to Belvedere Junior Hipit School, the students there, all of
the students had to take homemaking and industrial arts, every single
semester for 3 years because they were not capable of having any kind
of other academic subjects. There were no algebra classes. The students
have gained such skills that they are even doing calculus in their basic
math skills. There was no drama. The reading teacher indicated, "How
can .You give these students drama when they cannot learn to read?"
Having taught in the elementary grades, I know if you give the stu-

dent material that is relevant, they can learn to read much quicker.
than if you give them something that they are not interested in.
To go on. I wanted to point out the bicultural aspectsT think in

the bill you indicated something to the effect that you could notanticipate having bilingual education in physical education. art and music.
but T \Vallt to point out that you can have bicultural education in art
through the mosaics; in music (brought the choral groups and mariachi,:
in homemaking through Mexican menus and the making of costumes
for the -folkloric° grout!). Tn social sciences our teachers have taken the
American life series and made it. releva.nt to the needs of the com-

munity; Mexican-American studies. T also want to point. out. that
because of the Japanese. community .that we have in our paticulai
community. we offer an elective which- we, title Japaese bilingnalbicultltral education, and some of our Mexican students are involved
in that particular subject.
The key to the success of the programs in the local schoolswell I
think yon have to have a board of education that is supportive, a
superintendent that will go all the way out if you .have a good program, and T am sorry to have to put it in this manner. but. T think volt
also have to have. a Mexican- American administrator in order to have
a successful program in the school.
.
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Senator ClANSuN. Would you describe the problems you faced in
at t tinting the posit ion of administrator in the school ?

Ms. FLonEs.. It is not a problem only I have faced, .but my colleagues also have faced. The principals of the local schools, when We
placed
Vi" principal IMSitiIS (tillbth1111111StratiVe positions},
they FOSPeet us, they praised us, but yet they do not listen and will
not implement programs, because:they fear community pressures (one
segment or the other of the community). they fear Ifni stair relationship that t hey have and so on. A prorressive education program for
the, .1exican-Anierican child needs it principal at the school who will
move and win not fear. L. will
poi ntment as an administrator, both as a vice principal and then again

as aprinipal.

,

As a, vice principal, attended a meeting, :It. the first meeting the. superintendent indicated to all administrators t here that there were some
acting vice principals, and that. they were equal o all. that :we, had
m assignments, die.
the sae
d same responsibilities, evert
though. we care

ried the title of acting vice principal. Later on. at that very same
and announced that we could join the

meeting, t he secretary, got

talministrative orgawzation by picking up a form and sending in our
chock or having it deducted from our pay check. I submitted a form
and there was no deduction in the month of October. In the month
of November. no deduction.:.
I decided they did Want my
money. Iii .January.I loCeIVM1 a letter and they indicated to.nie' that
the executive board had met and deeidedth at I could join the organization. it has not been any different. as a principal, there still is that
discriminat ion as a specia) appointment, regardless of the kind of job..
I inn doing at this particular school.
I brought with me. a .proposal from a group of Mexican American
administrators that got together .and developed an taltuinistrative
doctoral program in order to put in top. leadership into the
communities that are conducti bilingual and bicultural education.
Senator CuAssros. Is that a report yotto re going to submit for the
record ?

FLon s VOS. I have submitted a copy to you.
Senator C'u.xs.ro-x. All rip.ht..
Ms.FLonEs. 1Ve have asked ,that it be funded under education pro-.
lession development actiia rt. (!., but there were no .funds for it.
I also feel that the colleges are doing an outstanding job of training
teachers, but I feel that we.ptit the finishing touches on in the training

Of teachers. I have picked up a proposal that was submitted to the
Health Science Foundation what is it ?
Senator (.'HANsToN. National Science Foundation.

Ms..FLonr.s. Yes. I have read this
proposal. It. is an outstanding
.
proposal that. deals with the training of stair within the school:I
have submitted that to yon. It. was not fth(.16(k I think these two are
'outstanding programs. and I would like to sea something similar to
.

dieSe proposals funded soinewhere, if not for Cali fornia..in one.of the
iither States.
Thank yOu.
Senator C'a.Ns.rox. Thank you very much.
.

[The information referred to and subsequently supplied.. by M5.

FloreS follows i]
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BREAK TUMOR IN MOTIVATION
BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION

Break through in motivation?

I prefer to feel that what we have pro-

vided is some "success" and "challenge " - -two ingredients that are quite

familiar to you.

In California, teachers were prohibited from teaching their classes in

any language other than English, until the late 1960,s.

Classroom failure

was assured for many Mexican-American children who were placed in classrooms and expected to achieve academically in English, though they possessed
limited or no English speaking skills.

Those pupils who were successful at

achieving at levels comparable to English speaking pupils did so at the
expense of their native language.

Generally, the trend followed a pattern

where the non-English speaking child struggled to learn English skills
while neglecting or losing ground in his native tongue.
child who lacked proficiency in either language.

The outcome was a

Another unfortunate result

of this procedure was that the child developed a negative self-image and
negative attitude about his culture.

There is no doubt that you recognize the need for a system of instruc"
tion which would not penalize the non-English speaking child.

State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Wilson Riles, has supported
the growth of bilingual education.

Last year he organized a task force "to

point California schools in the direction of more bilingual teaching for
children whose primary language is not English." (Los Angeles Times, Oct.
8, 1972 - "State Panel will Spur Bilingual Teaching ")

The task force,

headed by Dr. Elaine Stowe, will analyze and make recommendations.

It will

also "set statewide goals and objectives, provide an overview of basic
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subject matter content, offer guidelines for specific programs, provide a
guide to budgeting for such programs, and sum up expert thinking on
bilingual teaching."

Our educational systems must scrutinize and become intimately involved in the quest for new insights and solutions.
oblivious to agitation and discontent:

They cannot stand

to the demand of every man to find

pride in his past and dignity in his future.

Bilingual/bicultural education holds great promise for the removal of
this barrier and must bo an integral part of any educational system that
is to afford that education guaranteed every child under the constitution.
Tho concept of "cultural deprivation" has frequently been used when
speaking of "culturally different" children.

The negative term "deprivation"

implies that non-Anglo minority groups do not possess a "culture" which can
be utilized or enhanced by the schools.

The schools can no longer assume

the task of "making up" for so- called "cultural defieiency" or "culturally
disadvantaged" by forcing an "assimilation" which disregards cultural
diversity and cultural pluralism.

Cultural differences must be viewed as

positive and bicultural educational directions to meet these differences
must be endorsed.
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PRCGRANS

Let's consider bilingual education.

There are three basic

approaches:

One:

Fluency and literacy in both languages are not equally
emphasized.
language.

Initial instruction, however, is in the native

The Ultimate objective is for the pupil to attain

fluency in the second language.

This approach has been -.Ised

in the N.E.S. programs (Non-English rpeaking) or the E.S.L.
programs (English as a Second Language).

Two:

Fluenoy and literacy in the English language heavily
emphasized.

Insertion of the second language only for clari-

fication purpose.

This approach has been used to "wean" a

student from his "mother tongue".-technique most commonly used.

Three: Fluency and literacy in both languages are heavily emphasized.
Equal amount of time is spent in reading and writing, both in
English and the second language.
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BELVEDERE PROGRAM

The enrollment at Belvedere Junior High School for the fiscal year
The minority percentage (i.e., Spanish surname) is

1972 -73 was 1,940.

99%, with the transiency rate at about 55%.

75% of the students qualify

for the Federal Government Free Lunch Program.

In a student and parent survey taken by the Title I staff, it was
determined that 90% of the community speak Spanish as a mother tongue.
To clarify this we can indicate that our students come from homes in which
Spanish is spoken solely, or from homes in which both Spanish and English
are spoken.

Using the CTBS (Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills) as a measuring
instrument, pupils coming from feeder elementary schools are at a
reading level.

4.5

In fact, 32.3% of the Mexican-American students in the Los

Angeles Unified School District are more than three years below grade level
when they graduate from high sdaool.
California average of 22.1%.

This can be compared with the

Perhaps this data supports the tragic figure

that nearly 50% of the Mexican-American students drop out of high school
in East Los Angeles.

The initial step toward raising the children's achievement in relation
to their educational and cultural needs was to lower the pupil-teacher
ratio, with the assistance of the educational aides, and parents and tutors
in the classroom.

This step Was designed primarily to increase individual-

ized instruction, but also to allow active community involvement in the
project.

The specific objectives of the bilingual/bicultural curriculum were,
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(1) to allow students to develop self-concepts through identification with
relevant curriculum and (2) to allow students to achieve educationally.
The bilingual element would be emphasized through Language Arts (aural,
oral, reading, writing).
through:

The bicultural component would be emphasized

(1) Language Arts (Chicano and Mexicano Literature), (2) History

(History of the Southwest), (3) Art (Mexicana and Chicano Art), and (4)
Contemporary Events (analysis of barrio problems, Chicano movement).
Parent participation would be in the form of volunteer classroom tutoring,
advisory council interaction, and Parent-Teacher Convorsaciones.

Student

involvement outside the classroom would involve tutoring at feeder elementary schools and Big-Brother, Big-Sister activities where they would act
as chaperones for visiting elementary pupils.

Belvedere was able to staff the Title I Reading Component with 3 monolingual teachers and 3 bilingual teachers.

The schedule for the year in-

cluded 90 minute classes meeting every other day with Wednesday as the
common class day (i.e., Monday, Thursday, Periods 1-3-5, 90 minutes;
Tuesday, Friday, Periods 2-4-6, 90 minutes; Wednesday, Periods.1 through 6).
The decision was made by the staff to implement the following concept:
seventh grade student body with the exclusion of ERR, ESL, and EH pupils
were identified as the project participants.

2 Classrooms:

English

45 minutes

Bilingual Instructional Model

Spanish

45 minutes

BEST COPY

ccm F
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Withil. a regular 90-minute class period, pupils are exchanged while

teachers and aides remain in the classrooms.

This model was an internal school modification for the following
reasons:

--shortage of bilingual Language Arts teachers
--economy in purchase of materials due to limited budget
Fortunately, the classes wore all located in the same building complex so
the movements of pupils was orderly.

Pupils made the switch with the

adjacent classrooms' pupils at tho end of 45 minutes of instruction.
This framework gave the pupils the benefit of dual concepts (English and
Spanish) within one 90-minute class.

Students would remain with their

assigned reading teachers on Wednesday.

The biggest factor in setting up a bilingual program like the one at
Belvedere is the attitude of the teachers.
ported a bilingual program.
staff.

The community'obviously sup-

The next step was to sell the idea to the

Fortunately, Belvedere's staff was receptive to the idea.

Running

such a program was in effect a double work load for the teachers because,
while the rest of the staff was teaching six classes, they were teaching
12 due to the bilingual structure.

The motivation and desire of the

Title I staff to fulfill the needs of the children and the community was
vital to the success of the program.

Pro - school inservice training was set up to train new teachers and

aides in the Formula Phonics Reading Program.

The teachers who would com-.

prise the Bilingual Staff were provided in-service in the techniques of
teaching Spanish.
period.

Resource materials were also developed during thie

Staff members were encouraged to develop resources and implement

BEST COPY fiVtliLABLE
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new ideas based on their experience and knowledge of the Mexican-American
Emphasis was placed on pupil understanding and appreciation of

student.

their Mexican-American heritage.

This emphasis Zrevailed throughout the

year.

Staff workshops were held during the year to devise new materials and
to push the issue of unity and a commoness in the project.

The in-service

training also made new teachers aware of the children's immediate community,
of how language affects them, and the children's heritage.

Informal staff meetings were held frequently.

The purpose was to

evaluate progress of the project, resolve common concerns, and share ideas.
Educational aides were in attendance at all in-service sessions and staff
meetings.

The aides were considered a vital asset to the instructional

program.

They were important in developing the concept of teamwork.

Their

importance was noted by the fact that they were considered as community
teachers by the teachers who worked 'with them.

Staff members, without too much encouragement, became active in school
activities of all types.

Their attendance at various school functions

enabled them to gain the confidence and respect of the parents of the project
pupils.

The staff desire to take pupils on curricular tours allowed pupils

to gain exposure to experiences and activities which exist beyond their
community.

A Bilingual Advisory Committee was organized to allow representation
from the community in the program.

Its purpose was to keep the parents in-.

formed of the progress of the program and to allow parent input through
recommendations for a more effective program.

Since the staff works closely

with the community, it was relatively easy to crganize an advisory committee.
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Elected officers of this committee were involved in the selection of
Educational Aides for the program.

Several steps were taken to insure active community involvement.

Parents were frequently encouraged by the staff to visit the classes to see
what was going on.

Teachers and aides made several telephone oalls prior to

Parent Conversaciones to invite parents to come and meet them.
community members were recruited as tutors whenever possible.

Parents and
They were

also invited along on curricular tours with the teachers and pupils.

A

fa-u parents were hired as Community Representatives to assist in the program
and to work as community liaisons.

Whenever possible, parents were encouraged

to interview for openings in the Educational Aide staff.

I mentioned previously that the attitude of the staff was an important
factor in the success of the program.
community.

The same can be said of the

With their help, support, and encouragement, the program was

able to function more smoothly than the previous year.

.
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BELVEDERE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Instructional Services
Goals of a Bilinqual-Bicultural Reading Program

POINT OF VIEW:

The teaching of bilingual reading is directed toward the orogressive development
of the students ability to communicate effectively through the skills of listening,
speaking, reading and writing in Spanish and English.

Understanding and appreciation

of himself, his ancestry, his community, the cultures influencing him, and of the
people of Hispanic and English speaking countries and their cultures are an integral
part of the development of bilingualism.

The order of enphasis in beginning language study is listening and speaking, then
reading and writing.

The skills cf listening and speaking arc developed through

extensive and varied imitative practices.
material practiced orally.

Reading will be developed through

Finally, material learned through listening, speaking,

and reading is practiced in written form.

As pupils progress from basic stages to complex ones, listening and speaking will
continue while reading and writing receive increased emphasis.

Reading for compre-

hension will be extended and attention will be directed to the development of
literary appreciation.

Instruction will be carried nut with use of culturally

relevant materials.

GOALS:

Students will participate in a bilingual reading, program in order to derive the
following values or benefits:
- Tha student will :7,ain media for thinking and acquiring knowledge as well as a

breath of outlook through use of both of his native languages;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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- He will become a progressively more involved citizen since he will be able
tc think an! act more intelligently in all aspects of his local, national,
and international life through his English and Spanish Language abilities.
- The student will gain knowledge and use of two languages which will broaden
and strengthen vocational opportunities in many fields.
- The study and use of two languages will significantly broaden the possibilities
of creative thought and action.

- The student will gain greater insight into the values of his own cultures which
will enable increasing respect for his own beliefs and attitudes and acquire
a better perspective of his values;
- The student will serve as a positive force to improve and maintain harmonious
relationships among the people of his local community as well as those of the
larger community.

- The student will gain appreciation of his customs, bicultural development and
total history in order to foster development of a positive self image.
- Strengthening and preservation of the family through the development of common
languages between off-springs and parents is one of the most imprtant outgrowth:
of a bilingual program.

- The development of a stable and enlightened community and a humane society are
goals of a bilingual-bicultural reading program.
- Each pupil will maintain or develop proficiencies, knowledge, and attitudes
that are possible only through a bilingual reading program.
- Understand the political motivations of peoples in the English speaking and
Spanish spenkine world.

- Understand and appreciate the cultural and individual diversity within this
country.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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- Provide the opportunity to all students to study the languages in use in
their community on a formal and daily basis.
Provide opportunity for native speakers of a language to continue development
and proficiency in their native languages.
To develop literacy in the languages of the community.

TERMINAL ODJECTIVES:

A major aim of a bilingual-bicultural reading program is to develop the pupil's
ability to read twc languages.

Reading is part of the communication cycle of

listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

The other three communication skills

will be taught as needed to reinforce and refine skills important for best performance
in reading.

The following terminal objectives will be taught progressively from

the most basic to the most complex levels.

- Develop ability to recognize words inlependently through the use of contextual
and configuration clues, structural and phonetic analysis.
- Improve ability to obtain literal meaning from what is read and to use
information gained from reading.

- Build an adequate functional vocabulary.
- Learn to use the fundamental skills effectively for better reading performance
in school subjects and practical situations.
- Learn to use the skills of listening, speaking, and writing as they are needed
to reinforce and refine performance in reading.
-:Improve ability tc rend bobks, periddicals, and newspapers.
- Develop reading skills to highest possible peak of attainment and to challenge
the full use of abilities.

- Development the ability to select material appropriate to individual interest
and purpose.

- Develop more discriminating tastes in reading.

01010
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- Learn to set personal goals and evaluate personal achievement.
- Use ideas gained from reading in problem solving.
-.Develop the habit of reading a wide variety of books and periodicals.
- Develop an enduring habit of reading for rleasure and profit as a leisure
activity.

- Apply reading skills learned in a variety of practical situations.
- Perceive subtle as well as obvious meanings of material road.
- Develop cbility to discuss effectively, in a small group, ideas gained from
reading.

- Increase capacity for attention, concentration, and diligent work habits.
- Increase ability to set individual goals and evaluate personal achievement.
- Work toward mastery of more complex word recognition and vocabulary building
skills.

- Perceive relationships within sentences, paragcaphs, and entire selections of
increasing complexity and maturity.
- Understand literal, meaning of increasingly difficult material in various
subject areas.

- Develop positive and realistic self-concepts of reading abilities through use
of diagnostic measures, observation, and collections of data to provide
guidance; such diagnosis to begin during the first week and continue throughout the semester.

- Learn that flexibility of reading rate may lead to greater comprehension; that
rate of reading should be adjusted to the demands of the material and the
purpose for which it is read.

- Test the accuracy and thoroughness of comprehension by frequent participation
in purposeful small-group discussions.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ATTAINMENT COAL:

The median achievement of all students will be raised by more than one grade norm
each month of instruction in English and Spanish language development.

PARENT ADVISORY APPROVAL:
DATE:
BY:

Wednesdav, March 28, 1973
Committee formed of representatives of the school advisory councils

- Principals' Advisory Council
- 9th Grade Compensatory Education Title I Reading Pro,lram

- 7th Grade Com7ensatory Education Title I Readiu

Program

Members of the Goals Committee, School Preferred Reading Program.
Joseph Flores
Francisco Hernandez
Joseph Kowalson

SG:vc

Richard Stumpe
Yolanda Tarango
Salvador Gonzales
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Senator CHANsTos. Mr. liodrignez.
Senator.Cranston., Let me first say that
Mr. Roomomm
I Mil Alex Rodriguez, assistant to the director of the. ITnited

nit Services of Boston, and T come before you as chairman -of the
State. Advisory Committee on Bilingual Education.

We cc submitting to ycin a copy of the Massachusetts Bilingual

Educat ion. Act. and regulations t hat go along with that act, defining the
operation of our program in Massachusetts.
As the chairman of the State, Advisory Con-unit-tee, it. is my responsibility in concert with SI )111e :i() members of that. committee statewide to

work along with the State's bilingual staff, and the bilingual bureau.
in the process of implementing the that mandatory bilingual-bicultural.
education act in this Nation. It. is also our function to advise the State
board of education on policies -road regulations a trecting our far-reaching legislation.
i think that the pieces of legislation that ve are discussinff.
and S. 2553. are rather far reaching and are beginning to deal wSit.1215051(2:
many multiple needs of bilingual education in this Nation. T. want to

commend: your staff. the staff of this comittee and your personal
staff, both Senator Kennedy, and yourself Senator Cranston,: for the
work that; has been done.

I also waat to spend sonic time talking to the stractureof bilingual

edneation above arid beyond title. ''II and the a menilments we a re deal-

inr with .here today. I think it. is rather difficult in a nation that has

IQ a racist history like 'ours to he a nonwhite person, a minority pe -

son, and to advocate for progress in that. same nation when you know
that your advocating to correct willful errors that created a negative
condition for ns: us a "people." and it, is kind of difficult for me sitting
here and in 111V role. as. State chairman of INfassachusetts' advisory
committ cc return home and to explain that things are getting better,
.when ill fact I do not believe things'a re getting better, but I will not
participate in the process of putting down people. who are trying to
make.' it better that. much faster. as I think you legislators are doing;
But. T think that in dealing with structures and directions in bilin-

gual education we have got to begin to delVe into some very. hard
questions. For instance,' when we started dealing with bilingual edu-

cation in Massachusetts. we found by attending national-meetings that
there is a unique correlation between bilingual education acceptance
in a State and its nonacceptance and the size of linguistic population

in thatState. The correlation is rather simple.
The smaller the linguistic minority. the. more acceptable bilingual
prOgrams arc. The larger the linguistic in inority. the more resistance to
bilingual programs.

I 'think that some attention has to be paid to that phenomena, because T do think there, is an economic reality to be considered ; that if
We take bilingual education and bilingualism to its fullest and furtherest point, we know that we are talking about., developing a 'claSsroom
situation, where those people most able to teach children. culturally
as well as academically. are. those people responsible for carrying on
the prOgrams. '

Now if you take this concept in your own State, and a State, like

NeW York, you_ will understand ouicky why certain types of resistance

presents itself to bilingualism. Many people imagine their jobs to be
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threatened in the teacher profession. I have seen this type of reaction
in the past, among t he teachers of English us a second language. Tim
question becomes where are we (roing to be? I think if we admit. for
one second that bilingunlisin besides being resisted because of normal
ignorance is resisted and will continue to be resisted in this Nation
by more sophisticated people who understand certain economic implieat ion in terms ill lulls, joh 1)1)( VVI 1011 in the teacher profession. and in

the administration of that. profession, that we would be somewhat
ignorant, if we did not accept this reality. I felt, ti need to say that
because. I fotiod that in most, bilingual conferences throughout this
Nation nail have attended manythat most people really go away
just. thinking that people just do not understand our goals. I think
that, is very dangerous underestimation of people's ability to circumvent some good ideas in this country.

To fully achieve the goals of bilingualism, one part of me says that

we really have to do it on a local level.

I do not think it is the intention of our type of federalism, and I

think it is clear in our national legislation to have a national education
system. We do not advocate that in our Constitution, It is not part of
our governmental process. We do leave these issues of education to the
States.

But I would offer an analogy. had we really left. the issues of

desegregation to the Mates. where. would we he today? I think that
is analogous because I think we are leaving a primary policy issue of
bilingual education to :he States, when we talk about. appropriations
of 1',15 million, which is an authorization, and not an appropriation;
and when we spend t he $:15 million throughout these States, and we
see. how little gets in the hands of certain populations, we know that.
we are talking. hopefully only of seed money to stimulate creativity
on the local level, so that States and local school systems can take up
their appropriate responsibility.
I again jump hack to my correlation that the larger the linguistic
minority population, the. least, apt any State will be to legislate for
that population. because of the exorbitant expenses that. State, will
bring upon itself and because that State. and its legislators know that
to deny that linguistic minority has no real political implications.
These. are realities. realities that we have to deal with in this process.
In Mossachtisetts we dealt, with it and we were lucky because we were

on the other side of that. correlation. We. had a rather small linguistic
population, and it is our estimation that perhaps 40,001) children in the

entire State would use our bilingual program if it. were totally implemented. We presently have 20m0 children in the program.

The program is mond:001'y. It (loes cover the provisions that. some
people are still seeking in their States, such as regulations for teachers
who are teaching in the program. definitions of the character of the.
program. We do have a fairly adequate reimbursement, procedure that,
reimburses above and beyond I he normal per public expenditure. in
that, city or town. and. in fact. I know any title VII people would be
somewhot upset. t he t it le. VII money for program operation in Massachusetts is relot ively onneeessary.
Title VII money for research for development, for teacher training.,
for innovation is 'cry necessary, became we do not. have the means of
getting those types of funds from our present State program.
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last, election, t he lint ional one,
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other States, as witnessed in our

I am trying to figure a way that suite day we can get this type of
local responsibility distributed throughout, the 50 States, and I find
t hat the only way we can really guarantee local responsibility is to
go beyond title VII types of legislation, which I think are adequate
bandages for 1973 and adequately respond to the type of situation that
we are, prepared to deal with now, considering the.lack of trained
teachers nationally. et cetera ; but I think, in the long run, if we are
really, truly concerned with the, quality of education and harmony
among the. different people of t his Nat ion who refuse cont inually to be

melted down, that we are going to have. to deal with the question of
some Pederal impositions on States, on standards of education, and
we are going to have to raise t he question one day of some minimal
Federal' controls on the quality of education throughout the _Nation.
It. frightens me to think that our education nationally is such that.
it would allow a relatively :diluent State to abandon its minority community by defending its school system and moving into a private
school situat ion. leavinp. those nonwhite citizens that would remain
in public school to provide education at the level of their own taxing
ability, which would be fairly minimal. but, under our existing Federal legislation. and our existing laws. that can happen in this country.
A whole. population can he abandoned. We are seeing this in some cities

in the South where t hat city will refuse to raise taxes. We see this
happen in cities where, the elderly population begins to outnumber
the families. you see, so this is possible and can happen.
I use that analcogy again because I want you to imagine the same
problem that exists with that of large linguistic minority populations.
When I visited Illinois to consult with them on ways of initiating
bilingual legislation for their State., and they explained to me they
were spending.n.uwe money in Chion...o than we were in all of Massachusetts. I was somewhat excited, but., when they explained to me how

that. money was being spent. and let me know that it. was total 100
percent 'funding of all bilingual programs. and how proud they were,
I became, somewhat shocked, because I was fully aware, at that time
that. when they were talking about. covering 10.000 children in Chicago

bilingually, that they were also talking, about alleviating the citizens
of Chicago from their tax burden for those children. and there'll-ire
removing the $000 per pupil cost. times 10.000 children from the citizens of Chicap.o, shifting that responsibility to the State government
and therefore having. that many extra dollars, perhaps $900,000, to
share:111101W thei r Other

St

These types of examples made me conclude that the responsibility
of fundincr should never really he moved from the local tax base.. unless we,are really fully ademiately prepared to take on a. national re-.
sponsibility, which T do not think we tire going to do.
The point, being. Senator Cranston. that unless we start, putting some
emphasis, as yon have in V011r act, on some State leadership, on some

State staffs, in the office of instruction or the office of education. and

really started beefing up the stall' in that department to get the

conscious raising attitudes in each and every State. you know. that we

are not going to move rapidly in the field of bilingual education,
especially in the high density States. We have got. to beef up those

departments.
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I want to talk for -II moment about some Of the other problems that
have come up today. You have talked about the question of satisfying
ninny languages in bilingual education. 1 do not see that as a great
problem. I do not see the fact that we have 250 Indian languages to
deal with and many more non-English languages to deal withI will

not say foreign language, they are not foreign, they are American
languages as it major problem.
I think the problem lies in State and local government, and Federal
Government, conunitments to totally educate the American people.
To totally educate the American people means to educate the child where he is when he collies to you. That is what bilingualism, bicultualisin is all about..
The added ingredient for the non-English speaking is the retention
of the language. There is nothing terribly wrong with that ; in fact,
everyone in this room who chose the academic path of success was told.
they had better wet it together with a second language, and they were
told in college if they were going to get their Ph.b.'s to get it together
with a second language, because in this country that is one way we
separate the "intelligent" from the "nonintelligent."
That is kind of ironic when the problem we are talking about today
is how do we stop people from removing that second language from
the child when he comes into our public education system.
It scents to me that in talking about certain things like national surveys that you are concerned with in your bill, we seem to produce mindboggling dilemmas, and they are really not mind-boggling; they are
really questions of will. They become questions of people's will to get
somethine- done.

That is' the magic ingredient of course, and I do not have the answer
here today on how do we make people want, to educate all the children
in America to the best of their ability. That is not the conditions that
we are presented with in our States today. We in Massachusetts with

our mandatory legislation cannot get our rascist school systemthe
Boston school systemto enforce the State law. We are going to have
to go into court.

They luiVe jut recently won a ease on racial imbalance, that our
Supreme judicial Court has ruled on. Boston is still one of the most,
segregated systeins in terms of this Nation, and I am including the
South.
When the will is not there, Senator Cranston and Senator Kennedy
and the other members of this committee, we are going to have to look

past the title VII legislation. We are going to have to ask the staff
to start examining legal ways that we can guaranty these rights for

all children.
Senator Kennedy started asking i-xune relevant questions to the U.S.
Civil Rights people. I am on theMassachusetts SAC. We dealt; with
this question 1- years ago. ;111(1 we published a report about the problems

in(rual education and the problems of the minorities in the school
system.WQ came up with some suggestions but not, answers.
olf

At sonic 'mint the courts are going to have to rule or our great
legislators in this country are going. to have to rule that it is in fact
the right, just like public accommodation became a right, that every
child be, educated using the bilingual instrument so that he in fact
can compete in lin English school system.
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Again people were before you today and they will come again. It
is not. our intent ion to become a multilingual Nation. We are that
already. We do not need schools to do that, and it is not our intention
to remove English as the primary language of this country. although
I do not see that as a terribly threatening thing. But perhaps that
is because I hate two languages: but it, is our intention to guarantee
those children t he best educat ion possible.

We have found a tool. We have to have that tool effectively implemented in every State. We think in Massachusetts that we have a
model that is not problem-free. and we ()tiered that to many people,
and we continue to offer that, and we will offer our services continually

to you. to Senator Kennedy and the staff, to try to get. thiA to tie a
national model.
Again I am happy tosee S. 2552 and S. 2t353 in print. I tun in prin-

ciple. clearly endorsing them. Our State committee in principle. endorses this, but I think we have just. seen the tip of the iceberg, and
we have a lot. more work to do.
Senator ('RAxs.rox. Thank you very much.

Our next. panel is on "Research and Development., Evaluation. and
Testing for Bilingual Education." The panel members are Dr. Adalberto Guerrero, assistant. dean of students, University of Arizona:

John Correiro, director, title VII program. Fall River. Mass.: and

Dr. Alba r A. Pena. director, Division of Bilingual-Bicultural Education, University of Texas.
We are delighted to have you with us. Please proceed, and if you can
help us by summarizing, we would appreciate it.. We will put, your
full statements in the record at the conclusion of your testimony.
STATEMENT OF ADALBERTO GUERRERO, ASSISTANT DEAN OF
STUDENTS, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA; JOHN CORREIRO, DIRECTOR, TITLE VII PROGRAM, FALL RIVER, MASS.; AND DR. ALBAR
A. PEIIA, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL
EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, A PANEL

Mr. Gun-tur,ao. I am Adalberto 01101T010, aSSIStallt dean of students

at the University of Arizona. I would like to speak on behalf of the
culturally and linguistically different students. including preschools.
elementary, secondary. adult. and higher education levels. I would like

to speak in support. of Senate bills 255 and 2553. I am going to try
to be very brief, Senator Cranston.
Senator Ca:\ Ns.rox. Thank you.

Mr. Gur.ato. I am very proud to he here again because I' have
the honor of also having testified on behalf of the original title VII
bill and before the late revered Senator Kennedy.
I wish to address myself especially to the area of research included
in both bills. 1 am not goin(r.to speak about all the recommendations
that I would like to include. I have submitted a written statement
which I. will expand in 2 or 3 days..

Senator CRANSON. Fine.
, Mr. GUERRERO. I would like to reaffirm what other speakers have
implied: That extensive research is needed in many. many areas. The
areas that I would like, to speak about. arc the areas concerned with

oral tradition, oral history, and language.
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The oai tradition about.

I

ant speaking includes stories,

riddles. cradle songs. children's ..allies, rhymes, ballads, and even what,
It is all 0111 1 tradition found throughIS in tihanish eallVd
only to Spanish. it,
out our entire country. Even t1101,1ril I Illay
includes all the languages, all the ethnic groups, all cultures.
I'Ateli area and rerion, each etlmie, cultural, and linguistic group in
individual piece
our country has its own manifestations: each like
of a large mosaic which contributes to the greatne,ss and beauty of our
country.

I have submitted for the record a number of examples of this oral
tradition in Spanish. These materials eau be important teaching tools
at all levels and ar,- valuable also in inculcating a positive self-imago
in culturally and liutmisticallv different students of all levels.
I have sulimitted the samples because I should like to have them ineluded in the Congressional Record because they are beautiful illustrations of what I believe should be conserved for our country's
posterity as well as for their present value in bilingual programs.
These materials must le compiling, by published. disseminated and
also stored aslil I valuable documents are stored.

Extensive ri"...earch projects should Is' carried out also in the field

of history. Ave all know that traditionally textbooks present history

front the point of view of a very few people.. Recently, we have seen
our young. people demanding to have other perspectives to. history.
Chicano history, black history: history presented, as they say. "as it
really was.'

I fowever, this should not he a concern only of our youth. Rather.
it should be a universal concern. It should lw a universal concern and
effort to recognize the many facets of our Nation's history seen from
the perspect ives a all participants in its development.

I bring this out because I have read the bills and they do call for

research. I am stressing the fact that special funds should be allocated
for research of this type.
An enormous amount Of \l'01'1: remains to he done in this area. I)r.

alomr with other Chicano historians. has begun the
task of writing our history from the perspective of the Chicano. Oral
history, found in all ambient:4, must he collected and recorded. for it
forms a most important emit ribution to the resources with which his"Henry

torians NViII 1V011:.

A. special concern of ours now is that the oral tradition 1 spoke of
and for which I submitted es:mil-des. and oral history are threatened
with extinction as the elders who have this wealth of information are
gradually disappearing.. For t his reason I urge research projects which
have as objectives the compilation of these materials be instituted immediately.
This all ties up with the matter of teaching preparation. If we are
going to prepare our teachers adequately, we must have this in forma
Lion that we can relate to them so they in turn can he more effective
in bilingual education programs.
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research is in the

lie ;ire, or g.Tealesi import ;ince

iieid of language, lan!ruag,e teaching, ;mil lanpliage learning at all
levels. A Itholl.H1 hilin,ual education is nosy accepted as all approach in
which t wo la iiriiares are used as mediums of instruction, one or
is English and the other t he Mother language of t he stmlent, too often
teachers have I it t le knowledge of t Im t 1.114' hi nruage of the students with

all t he subtleties in intonation, lexicon, and syntax t hat intermingling
with other languages and cult rays ha ve produced.
I n regard to the t liree 111'4'11:4, of research Whit'll

I

1111114 :41)01:011 above,

I want to stress that research must be a continuing nature. Its 'Aitrinsie

value to bilingual education is evident. litt in addition. it must be
recognized t hat it is equally important as a body of 1:nowledge which.

is worthy of preserving. ;is are the most valnahle douments 1:ept in
our Nat iona I Archives, heca use they reflect the beliefs. the dreams. the

history. :mil priceless cult oral mani fest at ion of an important and often
ignorml se!mient of our count v.
The l)rh anniversary of our country is rapiclly.iipprotwhing. What
het ter way of celebratinir our Bicentennial ain't payin homage. to the

greatness of our country than by reco..nizito, the existence of and.
.

cherishing. the oral tradition, the. diverse historical perspect ives aml
the multilingual cont ributions of all its citizens.
Peln lin rron. director of the ()flice of Spanish-Speaking Foment(); A A(

is already lending the way in insti.o.at 1114r research ill

these three. areas. Ile hits 1:((ii active ill many other fields of bilingual

education vIiich thromdi his efforts. part icularly. and those of the
.kinerican Association of community and .Junior Niioges is becomin!,

a reality ill the community and ju'llior college level throughout the
count rv.

[In format ion sulequently supplied for the record by Mfr. Guerrero
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"Naranja dulce"

Unlimited number of players.
The children hold hands forming a circle, in the center of which is placed
one of the players. The circle goes around at the same time that all sing
the following verses:

Naranja dulce

Si fueran falsos

limofi partido.

mis juramentos

Dame un abrazo

en otros tiempos

por Dios te pido.

se olvidargh.

When the group sings "Dame un abrazo..." the child in the center of the circle embraces whomever he likes from among the other children, who in turn
goes into the center of the circle. The child who was originally in the circle leaves the circle at the end of the second verse.
At that same moment the circle stops going around and all clap their hands
rhythmically to the music as the following verses are sung:

Toca la marcha,

A mi casita

mi pecho llora,

de sololoy;

adios, senora,

compro manzanas

yo ya me voy.

yo no te doy.

The game continues following these same steps (until the'patience of the
teache\ is exhausted).

iiiii0111.1
13ZSI
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"La viudita"

Unlimited number of players.
The children hold hands forming a circle. One of the little girls will play
the part of "la viudita" and will be placed in the center of the circle. The
circle goes around at the same time the following verses are sung:

Yo soy la viudita

Mi madre lo supo

de Santa Ysabel

que'palos me dio

Me quiero casar

;Mal haya sea el hombre!

y no hallo con qui41.

que me enamoc.o!

El mozo del cura
me mando'un papel
y yo le mando otro
con Santa Ysabel.

When the group sings:
"que'palos me dio..." the children strike the "viudita"
with the palm of their hands. The circle comes to a stop and the child who plays
the part of la viudita sings the following verses as she point to each of the
players finally choosing one of them with whom to marry:

Me gusta la leche

Contigo sip

me gusta el cafe;

contigo no;

pero ma's me gustan

contigo, mi vida,

los ojos de usted.

me casare"yo.

Me gusta el cigarro
Me gusta el tabaco;
pero mg's me gustan

los ojos del gato.

The little girl to whom the "viudita" points at the last syllable plays the part
of "la viudita" the following game.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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"Atka. to"

o:' river:. rho' ohi'dren are
nun[
into two ,tours. The
ehlidren fern ;we l'.ner and holline 1a.t. faro ivinh oilier at a ir tine of
mor., or

wt. when the first, , inc.
paces and then stet..n linek four pae ott stay
is done twice:

The gams

the I': rtt veriie. advances four
in rhyti-r with the nuFic. Thin

A; Inn tec natarile, rile, rile.
Agu.

td, natarile, rile, re-

It stops in its place, and the siniond Ii no, nosing in the steno grinner, answers singing the following verse:
tQuic quiere usted?

truer quiere us ted?

matarile, rile, rile.
matarile, rile, ro.

Thus they ,,Ttern!,te :12 they sing, with the respective steps .forearci and bock-

'

ward.

1st line:
2nd line:

rigua te", ;Intorno, rile, rile.
Agues te guitarile, rile, no.
Cue" quiere usted, matarile, rile, rile?
Que'quiere usted, matarile, rile, ro.

:

.1st linen.

Quiero
Quiero

2nd line:

paje, natarile, rile, rile.
paje, natarile, rile, ro.
usted, matarile, rile, rile.

Escrcjalo usted, matarile, rile, ro.

1st

Escojo a

2nd line:.

matarile, rile, rile. (etc.')

'nortbre le pondremos, matarile, rile, rile? (etc.)

1st line:

he pondremos maLaperros, matarile, rile, rile (etc.)

2nd line:

.se nombre si le gusts, inatarile, rile, rile. (etc.)

They continue suggesting names with one is found acceptable:

2nd line:

Ese nombre sr le gusta, matarile, rile, rile. (etc.)
Celebrernos todos juntos, matarile, rile, rile. (etc.)
v'/one joins hands forming a circle which goes around as they sing the ht

All

verse.

.

Any number of names can be used:

lava plates, barredor,carpintero, cocinero,

mull-equita, retina de las flores, barbs azul, prrncipe azul...

BEST COPY AlliliLIBLE
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murec:;"

rn this game generally only little girls play.
Unlimited number of player s.
The children hold hand: and font a circle which ;7ce around as they sing the
They jump when they sing:
followdng verses.
"irinc a la tab ita"

e: i

otra yen...

"Dos y dos son cuatro, etc.," the circle comes to a stop
and they hold no :heir finger: aocording to the numbers they say.

'Allen they sing:

Tongo un meeca
vestal: de azul,
zapatitos hlancos
dellnt,: do tui.
saqu,f a it calle
me constiper;

it mt.f en it cama
con much() dolor.

Esta manlita
me dijo el doctor,
quo le de/jarabe
con us tenedor.

Brinca Is tablita,
yo ya is hrinque.
Princala otra yes,
que yo ya me canse.

Dos y dos son cuatro,
cuatro y dos son seis;
sets y dos son ocho,
y echo dieciseis,
Y ocho veinticuatro,
Y ocho treintaid&s:

Ya ver6, muneca,
si to curo yo..

"la huerfanita"

Unlimited umber of players. The children hold hands and form a circle, in the
center of whid: one of the players is placed.
The circle goes around as the children sing the following verses:
Pobrecita hunrfanita,
sin su padre, sin su madre;
is echaremos a is calle
a llora su desventura.

As they finish singing this first verse, the player's force the "huerfanita" out
of the circle shouting:
"huee'rfana,hu6fana."

The "huerfanita" comes back into the circle and kneels in front of another playShe sings the second verse:
er she has selected.
Cuando yo tenfa Mi5 padres,
me vest/4n de oro y plata;
ahora que ya no los tengo,
me visten de hojadelata.

BEST COPY
AVAILABLE
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"Adivinanzas, rimas, Juegos y cuentos"

These simple riddles can serve to help recall others or as a stimulus for
children to make their own.
Fui a in plaza,
comnre de ella:
vine a mi casa
y llore con ella.

Lyue es aquello
que colgado en la oared
da sin tener manos
y anda sin tener vies?

Siemnee quietas,
siemnre inquietas,
durmiendo de dfa
de noche desniertas.

A Spanish equivalent of "button, button" is:
El flordn este en las manos,
y e las manos se ha de hallar.
Adivinen quien lo tiene
o se queda de nlanton.

Vowel sounds, as well as proper formulas for giving one's name and
Spanish, can be taught through this short rhyme:

age in

A, e, i, o, u, arbolito de Rini' - little tree of Pirtf
- tell me your name
dime el nombre que llevas td.

A, e, i, o, u, arbolito de Pird - little tree of Pim':
dime cuantos anos tienes td.
- tell me how old you are.
Parts of the face can be learned with "Mi carita" as the teacher points to the
mouth, the nose, etc.:
"Mi carita"

Una boquita para comer
una naricita para oler
dos ojitos nara ver
dos ofdos pare oir
y la cabecita nara dormir
One of many Spanish equivalents of

-

a little mouth for eating
a little nose for smelling
two little eyes for seeing
two ears for hearing
and your little head for sleeping

"This little piggy went to market":

"Los cochinitos"

Este comnro'un huevo
4ste encendid'el fuego
Ate trajo la, sal
date lo guiso
y este picaro gordo
se lo comic.

-

This one bought an egg
this one turned on the fire
this one brought the salt
this one fried it
and this fat rascal
ate it all up.

Similar to "Teensey weensey spider" are the two following rhymes:
"La arafi'a pirulina"

"Al subir una montana"

La. araEa pirulina

Al subir una montdffa

por la pared se subid
y mi tie Catalina
con la escoba la barrio.

una pulga me pia,
1a cogf de las narices
pero se me escape:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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poesias y un cuento"

I

II

Como estrellitas
son tan hermosas
como las rosas.

Ya no voy al camp°
a cortar las floras,
porque Martinito
me trata de amores.

Ya me cierra un ojo,
me aprieta la mano;
;Ay que Martinito,
tan enamorado!

III
Jestfs me dio una rosa;
Isabel me dio un clavel.
Toma, Jestn, to rosa,
yo me ird'con Isabel.

IV
Papa, mama;
me quiero casar
con un pajarito
que sepa bailar.

Estas manitas
son chiquititas
y traviesitas.

son las nillitas;

V

;Ta -ron- ton -ton!

"Canta arroyito"

De las montaMs

Las palomitas
beben sus aguas
y los jilgueros
en el se banan.

baja el arroyo;
viene cantando

su cato de oro.

Canta arroyito
de mis montanas
que yo to beso

cada manna.

"La botella de vino"
I

Esta es is botella de vino
que guaria en su casa el vecino.

II

Este es el tapon de tapar
la botella de vino
que guarda en su casa el vecino.

IV

Esta es la tijera de cortar
el corddn de liar
el tapcia de tapar
la botella de vino
que guarda en su casa el
vecino.
V

Y Ate es el boracho ladrdh
que corta el cordon
que suelta el tapoil
que empina el porron
y se bebe el vino
que guarda en su casa
el vecino.

III
Este es el cordOn de liar
el tapon de tapar
la botella de vino
que guarda en su casa el vecino.
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t-Teakinv rtudents of all

There at,. rrtt:y n0n.,on:17, rhym.t.
,10e0 100

1,:ar

::coo,

are ,n,ed wi ot: very yonng
Aqni.

'1

th,ty have hoard In their int'aricy ancl
:drott Ic provoke '..,tughter Ity tick:
tier: in the neck :

ci

viene In erttrella

coniendo :al ca cisc
echando las ttit:,-tarar

o7m::endo .70 'urea
etthan.lo
ol's,7,tran

Lou:. 1001.
dame una tuna:
torque la que ccc di: t.e aye:

Ittna,
dame otro quoco;

a to

cc

Inc

eve( a la Laguna.

Lat.: :a.

vi ene In luna
tomiendo cu tuna
y echando Inc caltcaras
a la Laguna.

el quo me diste aye:
se me atotaf on el pescuezo.

To keep ohildren quiet for a few minute:7, mother:, often revert to:
"Mallana domingo"

Mauna domingo

cc Casa Benito

con un pajarito
que canto bonito.

es la madrina?
-DO:: Catalina.
-iQuiecn es el padrino?
-Don Juan

Botij&I.

hable primer()
se queda bocdii.

-El quo
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reque ran"
The mother pi %COE her child on her knees. facing her.
back and forth at,. she ca's the l'ollow!ng verses:

She rock:' him rhytiunically

les rn:ideros do :-;an Joa:,

Aserrrn, aserr:fh,
ler maderor de fan ,bran

pi den uee y lor dan un huere

piden queso y les dart un hueso,

lI.eque repo ran
;Ido-,n pan y ne ler dir.;

atora en ei poseueze.

y

To express joy when It rain:':
vi one e1 agua per l a lomi ta,
y alter% se r70.4 a tat, t ra Ju 'on: ta

1:ti vione ci .1g.na por ler cert.: tos,
abora cc mojan mi., hermani tor.

le!: 1..(n y

dan;

y so rientan a llorar a It on] in de
nn zagua'

scone el agala por la ea/Th(1a

quo so me moja la caballada.

Ahr viene 01 agua por los corritos
quo se me mojan rat a bocerritos.

"Poerias"

"Risa infantil"

"1.1i

;Cuailto quioro a mi easita
y que"feliz coy en ella!

Es muy llmpl a, coy chiquit a

es muy tranquiia y coy hella.

Etta rojo on techito,

la f achada es ama ri I la;
on comedor tarry chiqui to

y in sala tarry sect Ila.
Un

dormitiorio precioso,

desde !thr yo puedo ver
el lago, prolundo, hermoso,
urea granja y un verge].

linda es mi casita!
Ahi yo quiero ilevar
a la nina pobrecita
iQui

La nifra jugaba
jugaba err el mar;
piesi ton de na"car

lea! ton de azahar.

La nin cantaba,
cantaba on el mar;
con trinos do alondra

do plata y cristal.
La niMa rera

rein en el mar;
y el. mar se rein
con dicha sin par.

Teatro escolar mexicano
por A.L. Jatrogui

un buen dra a merendar.

Igoe tome lecho fresca;

(pi ion) quo tenga alegrra
y que brinque y que se meza

y quo goce, y que ne rra.

por A.L. JEruregui
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"Poesias"

"Meciendo"

"El sumo"

El mar sus millares de olas
mere, divino.
Oyendo a 1.0j mares amantes,
mezo a mi nine.

Tres cabezas de oro y una
donde ha nevado la luna.

El viento errabundo en la ::oche
mere los trigos.
Oyendo a los vien',os amantes,
mezo a mi

-Otro cuento mds, abuela,
que manana no hay escuela.

Dios Padre sus miles de mundos
mace sin ruido.
Sintierklo su man° en la sombra

Pues senor.

era el caso...

(Las tres cabezas hermaras cayeron
como manzanas maduras, en el

mezo a mi niftb.

de Gabriela Mistral

regazo.)

de Rafael Alberto Arrieta

"El pajarito"

-igUer tienes ah1?
- Un pajarito.
- eCon quer lo mantienes?
- Con pan y quesito.
- OLo mataromos?
- ;Ay, no,.pobrecito!
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"A Margarita Debayle"

Margarita, estdlinda la mar,
y el viento
. lleva esencia sutil de azahar;
yo siento
en el alma una alondra cantar;
tu acento.
Margarita, te voy a contar
un cuento.

Este era un rey que tenfa
un palacio de diamantes,
una tienda hecha del dfa
y un rebaSo de elefantes,
un kiosk° de malaquita,
un gran manto de Usti,
y una gentil princesita,
tan bonita,
Margarita,
tan bonita como

Una tarde la princesa
vio una estrella aparecer;
la princesa era trPNiesa
y la quiso it a coger.
La querfa para hacerla
decorar un prendedor,
con un verso y una perla,
y una plum y una flor.
Las princesas primorosas
se parecen mucho a ti:
cortan lirios, cortan rosas,
cortan astros. Son asf.
Pues se fue la nifia bella,
bajo el cielo y sobre el mar,

a cortar la blanca estrella
que la hacfa suspirar.
Y siguio'camino arriba,
por la luna y ma's and;
mas lo malo es que ella iba
sin permiso'del papal
Cuando estuvo.ya de vuelta
de los parques del Sdror,
so miraba toda envuelta
en un dulce resplandor.

La princesa no mentn.
Y asf, dijo la verdad:
"Ful a cortar la estrella mfa
a la azul inmensidad."
Y el rey clama: "/No to he dicho
que el azul no hay que tocar?
Nalocural Que'capriehol
El Seribr se va a enojar."
Y dice ella:
"No hubo intento;
yo me fui no se'por qua;
por las olas y en el viento
fui a la estrella y la cortex"
Y el papa'dice enujado:
"Un castigo has de tener:
vuelve al cielo y lo robado
vas ahora a devolver."

La princesa se entristece
por su dulce flor de luz,
cuando entonces aparece
sonriendo el buen Jesus.
Y asi dice:
"En mis campias
esa rosa le ofrecf:
son mis floras de las nines
que al sonar piensan en mf."

Viste el rey ropas brillantes,
y luego hace desfilir
cuatrocientos elefantes
a la orilla de la mar.

La princesita estdbella,
pues ya tiene el prendedor
en que lucen con la estrella,
verso, perla, pluma y flor.
Margarita, esta'linda la mar,
y el viento
lleva esencia sutil de azahar:
tu aliento.
Ya que lejos de mf.vas a estar,
guarda, ni6a, un gentil pensamiento
al que un dfa te quiso contar
un cuento.
Poema de otofib

Ruben Dario

Y el rey dijo: LQue te has hecho?
Te he buscado y no te hand:
quS tienes en el pecho, que encendido se te ve?
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"Romance del amorml:, podoroso

"Romance do IkalSadina"

Cando Mill-a nor arnooa
on ni:TO y paso; in mar:
vl a da r :4,7;n1 a. su ca hallo
11 maiiana do San Juan.

pante to falda de soda;

quo la muerte"

.

MI.ont sae

n1 can La duloe rant:iv;

todan Jan aves dot. cdela

se paraban,
oscuchar.
c:u9inanite qua canina

olvida su caminar,

na vogante:que navega

la nave VI:C.17e hael:1 al . a":

reina tal,a int:sande,
IN hija duns: ends es

-fern:tato, Al

gar,
sentirAn canter hermosb
do -vuefitr0 du I

:a rani Is del na
-No en 1.a .i.irenita, maitre,
. la de tan hol lo canta,.
:An° or el Cando NIFO

.

sole por rn Itt i ore
us.
pudlese. valor
all nu tan trl s te pona r !
-Si pOr tun anlorea
i9h. malhaya
camas!

yinorque nunca los gore
yo le mandare matar.
-Si. ie manda

maitre,

juntas no han de onterrar.
El muid a la mectianovlie,

ella a los gallon cantar;
a ella cam hija de royal
Is entierran en el altar,

a 61 coma hijo de conde
-anon pasos mss atrafl.;
De ella nacio un- nasal blanco,
del nacio un espino al.bar;
erece el uno, erece el' (Aro.,
los dos ne van a Jun tar;
las samitas quo se al cannan

fuertes abrazos se dan,

y las qua no no 'aka:Inaba:1
no dej an de su sot var.

La reina, liana de e:aVidia,
aMbon los mandd costar;

el gal&I qua los cortaba
no casaba de llorar

he QUa naciera una: garna,
do &I. un flier te gavilAi,

LOVArt t..a to, Dr I radina

perquo no:; vamcs

a

mina

lacludad de Morel in.

Cuando salieron de misa
su papa' If) platicaba;

-Delgadina, hija utia,

yo te quiero pars: Claina

-No la quiet.° Di on del Cie]

ni la Virren soberand,
que
ofensa paa Dios
y pardiaidh do :al alma.

-Jdntenne min once criados
y enc16'senme a Delgadina,
remachen bleu los candados,
qua no oiga nu von ladina.
-Mamacita de nut wida

un favor t.e pedirel

quo Ina des un vaso de agua
que ya me mere de sod.

-Papacito de mi villa
an favor to estoy picliendoi
cue no des un vaso de amia
quo do sed me ostoy muriendo.
-.Jul:tense min once criados
lldvenle agua a Delgadina,
en plato sobreclorado

vaso de cristal de China

Julatanse los once criados,
Delgadina la hallan muerta;
tonic los ojos cerrados,

tenn su boqulta abierta
La cama do Delgadina
de a'itge I en as La rodeada

earna del ray an padre
de domonios apretada.

Delgadina esta en el cielo
dindole cuenta al Creador

y su padre en el infieno
con el demonio mayor.

juncos irdelan por el ciela,
juntos vuelan par a
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Traditional tests of intelligence are inappropriate
for minority children, particularly children of nonEnglish specLking backgrounds.

Such diverse groups as

the National Education Association, popular press, courts,
civil rights organizations, state and federal agencies
and school psychologists have all pointed to the failure
of the test publishing industry to fully consider the
cultural and linguistic differences of minority children
when constructing, publishing and selling tests.
Publishers have responded to this criticism by:
1)

translating existing intelligence tests for
non-English speaking children;

2)

adjusting norms for ethnic sub-groups;

3)

attempting to construct culture-free tests.

There are distinct problems with each of these
approaches.

In addition, there are problems concerning

the basic validity and utility of information produced.
by IO,tests.

A discussion of the inadequacy of the

response of test publishers and a presentation of several other issues follows.

TRANSLATIONS
.

'Translating existing intelligence tests for non-

English'speaking children often creates more problems

0973

than it solves.

Regional differences within a language

make it almost impossible to use a single translation.
Thus, while the word "toston" refers to a quarter or half
dollar for a Chicano child, for a Puerto Rican it refers
to a squashed section of a fried banana.

Mono-lingual

translations are also inappropriate because the language
familiar to non-English speaking children is often a
combination of two languages as in the case of "pocho"
or "tex-mex".

Furthei'more, many non-English speaking

children have never learned to read in their spoken
language.

One finds many examples of tests written in

Spanish being given to Chicano children who may speak
Spanish but have had no prior instruction in reading
Spanish.

Another problem in translating test, is that the
direct translation of a word or phrase in one language
may result in a word which is not used with the same
frequency or have the same potency in the second language.

English.

For example, the word pet is a common word in
Its Spanish equivalent, animal domestico, is

almost never used. Also, translating a word from one
language to another can vastly alter its meaning, like
the wide variety of seemingly harmless English words
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which translate into Spanish swear words or "palabras verdes".

Thus, translating a large egg into a "huevon" may

satisfy grammatical requirements and seem harmless to
a translator, but it has a more earthy connotation for
Chicanos and Puerto Ricans.
ETHNIC NORMS

The second major response of the testing industry
to criticism has been to establish or propose reestablishment of regional and ethnic norms; in other worc:s,

to "compensate" minority children for their "deprived
backgrounds".

Not only will such a practice lead to

lower expectations for minorities (which, in turn, lowers
children's aspirations to succeed), it is as shortsighted
as awarding Chicano children extra points because "they
speak a little Spanish."

Ethnic norms take no account

of the complex reasons why minority children on average
score lower than Anglos on IQ, and they are potentially
dangerous because they provide a basis for invidious
comparisons between different racial groups.

The ten-

dency is to assume that lower scores are ultimately
indicative of lower potential, thereby contributing to
the self-fulfilling prophecy of lower expectations for
minorities as well as reinforcing the genetic inferior-
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ity argument advanced by Jensen (1971) and others.

Furthermore, if test publishers and users are
willing to consider the establishment of ethnic norms,
similar arguments could be made for the establishment
of norms based on sex differences as well.

Considering

sex and ethnicity would require an almost infinite set
of different norm tables in order to account for all of
the different ethnic subgroups in the United States.
From the practical point alone this leads to an absurFinally, the establishment of ethnic norms assumes

dity.

that the groups are ethnically homogeneous with little
or no cross-over or intermarriage.

One might wonder

what publishers would propose to do with a set of male/
female twins who had a Mexican father and a Hungarian
mother?

CULTURE-FREE TESTS
Another way in which the testing industry has
responded to criticism of conventional IQ tests has been
to create"culture-free" tests.
if not impossible, to construct.

Such tests are difficult,
In tests of mental

ability an attempt is made to determine the ability of
a child to manipulate certain elements of a problem into
a predetermined solution.

But if all or some of the
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elements are not equally familiar to the child, the
test is unfairly biased.

The influence of culture on

conventional IQ test items is subtle in some cases,
blatant in others.

But the fact remains that in a large

number of traditional IQ tests, the items are measuring
something other than that for which they were designed.
Items particularly influenced by cultural factors fall
into the following general classifications:
Socialization.

Items of this type are couched in

such a way as to actually be measures of the child's
family value system.

The referent system is, of course,

the dominant Anglo-American middleclass.

The confounding

effects of this problem are particularly evident in the
"Comprehension" scale of the Weschler Intelligence Scale
for Children (WISC) where children were asked such questions as:

"What is the thing to do if you lose one of
your friend's balls?

or "What is the thing

to do if a fellow much smaller than yourself
starts a fight?"

Allowing for the stilted manner in which the questions are phrased and assuming that the child knows all
of the vocabulary, it still seems perfectly obvious that
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this type of question has little or nothing to do with
a child's ability to process, manipulate and/or code
information; the answers depend almost exclusively on
whether a child has been socialized under the particular
ethical system implied by the question.
Productivity or Level of Aspiration.

Many tests

confound what they hope to measure with a measure of
productivity or level of aspiration.

For example, in

a large number of tests the child who produces the largest number of responses is rewarded while the child who
stops responding after only a few attempts is punished
by receiving a lower score.

Thus, in the Draw-A-Man

test the child who produces the more elaborate figure
stands the better chance of receiving the higher score,
the assumption being that all subjects will produce as
many responses as they are able--that they all have the
same level of aspiration.

Timed tests and "endurance" tests also fall prey
to a confusion between the measurement of ability and
the measurement of aspiration.

In timed tests, which

constitute the majority of published group tests, the
children are asked to work quickly, quietly and efficiently without regard for the child who is simply not in a
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hurry and not particularly motivated to be so.

The

endurance test, for the purpose of boosting statistical

reliability, requires that the child answer a large number
of questions which vary little in content.

This problem

is particularly evident in group tests such as the LorgeThorndike and the California Test Bureau series.

Similar

to the "endurance" test is the test where items are sequenced in order of increasing difficulty.

This design

feature characterizes most of the standardized tests.
In this situation the child is forced--by design--to
encounter increasing levels of failure and frustration.
In the case of the child who starts out fearfully, as

do most minority children, the first indication of failure
or difficulty is enough to discourage him or her from
continuing and one finds the child "staring blankly off
into space".

Experience or Specific Learning.. In tests which

require answers of fact, there is an implicit assumption
that all the children taking the test will have had an
even chance, more or less, of having been exposed to the
facts being tested.

The spuriousness of this assumption

is witnessed by any number of examples where children
are asked questions of vocabulary.

In such instances,
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it is impossible to determine whether a minority child
has missed a test item because he lacks the capacity to
understand a given word or because he simply has never
been exposed to the word.

Nitroglycerin (in the WISC),

fire hydrant (in the Betty Caldwell Preschool Inventory
and Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test) or crevice (in the
Otis-Lennon) are terms unlikely to be heard or used in
the home of the average low SES or minority child.

The WISC, perhaps the most widely-used individuallyadministered intelligence test in the world, is replete
with examples of the importance of specific experience
on test results.

Take the WISC "General Information"

item, "In what kind of store do we buy sugar?"

If a

child lives in an Indian reservation, he might buy his
sugar in a drug store or at a trading post.

A Chicano

child might reply to that question, "at the Chinitos",
a small variety shop owned by a Chinese family.

Yet

these are not acceptable responses for credit in the
WISC.

Consider another WISC item, "Where is Chile?"

What if a child eats chile, as a Chicano child might.
Or consider the item, "What is the thing to do if you
lose one of your friend's balls?"

The acceptable WISC

responses are "Give him one of mine.

.

.try to get it
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back or replace it.

.

.or try to find it."

A probable

reaction of a Barrio or inner city child (depending on
the size of the othcl. child) would be avoidance, to escape the child's anger.

That is not to say that these

kinds of experience-based items are only found in the
WISC scale.

They are examples of these kinds of biases

found in almost all tests of intelligence.

THE VALIDITY AND UTILITY OF THE IQ SCORE
The basic justification behind the use of the IQ
score is that it'statistically predicts to mental retardation and low achievement.

In fact, the IQ test is

the sine quo non for screening children suspected of mental retardation.

Mercer (1971) found that of those per-

sons who would have been labelled as mentally retarded
if their classification depended solely on test scores,
a full 84% had completed 8 grades or more in school, 83%
had held a job, 80% were financially independent or a
housewife, and almost 100% were able to do their own
shopping and to travel alone.

In other words, it is

probable that even at the task for which experts agree
the IQ test is best suited--screening for mental retardation--the IQ measure has a dubious real life validity.
The IQ test is also considered by many educators
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and politicians to be a useful instrument for teachers- -

for discovering unnoticed learning problems or intellectual strengths, for example.

Indeed, many states mandate

that districts administer IQ tests several times in a
child's succession through the school system.

the result really help the teacher?
cal example.

But does

Let us take a typi-

A teacher suspects a child of having a severe

learning disability.

She asks the school or district

psychologist to test the child.

The psychologist gives

the child the WISC in which he scores, let us say, an
IQ of 87.

This psychologist happens to be extremely

conscientious, so he devotes the next few days to writing
up an extensive report of his impressions of the child's
performance and potential. The child comes from a poor
background, the psychologist writes.

He has many sibs

and is low in the hierarchy with regard to getting attention.

After much reviewing the child's school file and

hit own notes, the psychologist writes a report and hands
it to the teacher.

The teacher responds in surprise,

"But I knew all that.

What I want to know is what to

do; how can I teach this child."

Thus, in most cases

neither the psychologist nor the teacher are any wiser
despite consideraple time and expense administering and
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evaluating the IQ test.

In this situation the psycholo-

gist often finds him or herself in the middle of the
delicate quasi political-social balance between the
classroom teacher, the principal, the district administration, the child and his family.

While few psychologists would agree with the notion
that educational decisions affecting the life of the
child should be made exclusively on the basis of a single
full scale IQ score, the fact nevertheless remains that
these decisions are made by educators who, through personal fiat supported by state mandate, ignore both the
individual sub-scale profiles as well as psychologists'
admonitions, simply for the sake of practical expediency.

The results is, of course, a form of default institutional
racism.

INFORMATIONAL NEEDS WITHIN THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM AND THE
12 TESTS

Much of the controversy surrounding IQ tests and
minority children focuses on whether the IQ model is a
valid one.

A more practical, and less abstract issue

which needs to be answered concerns the general utility
of the information produced by the test, i.e., what can
one do with the information provided by such a test?

In
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order to answer this question we must consider who is
asking the question and for what purpose.

It should be

apparent that there are qualitiative differences concerning
the type of information needed within the educational
system.
need.

These differences depend on the source of the
To a large extent, much of the confusion surround-

ing the issue of whether to test stems from a failure
to consider these differences.

A consideration of the

qualitiative difference between these different needs
will hopefully lend some clarity to the general controversy as well as serve to introduce a procedure that
attempts to meet some of the specific needs of each.
There are three general levels of organization within
the educational system that require information traditionally obtained through IQ testing.

These three may be

described as (1) the funding level which involves educational agencies supra-ordinate to the local school

districts; (2) the locarlevel which consists of both
district personnel and building-principals and finally;
(3) the classroom teacher, paraprofessional and parent.

Whether or not the IQ bUUe information can serve any
ultimate useful function will depend on the partL:ular
and peculiar needs of each of these three groups.

It
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is unfortunate that historically all three attempt to
use the IQ score for radically different and often
conflicting purposes.

Consider first the supra-ordinate funding agencies
such as state and federal departments of education.

For

purposes of determining the allocation of funds, these
agencies require information concerning educational and
program needs at the school district level.

While one

source of information they generally use are IQ measures,
one wonders whether the information produced by IQ tests
adds anything of value to needs assessment.

More appro-

priate "needs assessment" procedures, it would seem,
would be restricted to the assessment of whether specific
educational programs in areas of reading, arithmetic or the
like are needed rather than attempting to infer specific
need from omnibus assessments based on so poorly understood a concept as IQ.

The supra-ordinate agencies have a second related
informational need.

In contrast to needs assessments

which very often can be conducted through examinations
of school attendance records, age-grade placement patterns
and achievement data in the broad sense, funding agencies
need to know about the effectiveness of particular programs.
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Due to "accountability" and "evaluation/audit"
requirements, the agencies chiefly responsible for the
allocation of funds have mandated that testing be conducted at the child level as a means of collecting information which can be used to evaluate dducational programs.

In actuality, program evaluations can be made through

a variety of means or procedures, none of which necessarily has anything to do with IQ or summary-score types
of measures discussed above.

For example, a reasonable

assessment of program effectiveness can be made through
the collection of nominal data at various levels of school
and community organizations.

Thus, administrators, teachers,

parents and children can be interviewed as to their perceptions of the effectiveness of the different processes
of the program.

On the other hand, more product-oriented

assessments, at the child level, can be made according
to the specific educational objective of the program.
The reporting of these latter data can be made on the
basis of group change scores, without reference to individual scores, eliminating the potential dangers inherent
in individual scores.

Finally, all of the various data

can be integrated to produce a report which describes
the program and weights the relative importance of each
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aspect of the prograJ in recommending changes in various
parts of the total operation.

It is interesting to note that there is a paradoxical
element in using IQ scores to evaluate program-related
change.

The paradox stems from the fact that the IQ model

is based on the notion that intelligence is static and
hence not subject to change.

What this means is that

educators have been using IQ scores to evaluate change
which can not occur according to the IQ model.

The IQ

model, which negates time or age through the division
of mental age by chronologica:1 age, is by definition a

static model and, therefore, inappropriate for measuring
program-related change which must take place over time.

At the local level, school district personnel need
information as to the needs of children and the effectiveness of individual programs in the same way as do the
supra-ordinate agencies.

However, needs assessments are

usually conducted at the state level and school officers
more often than not use the state-provided information
as a statement of need, preferring not to conduct detailed
expensive in-house initiated research.

Ideally, the evaluation of individual programs should
center around the collection of data which follows directly
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from the particular program objectives and activities.
However, it is often the case that instruments of evaluation have very little to do with actual programs.

Rather

than program-specific measures, very often IQ or nationally
normeL achievement tests are used.

Since IQ and other

such scores provide precious little in the way of information about the effectiveness of individual programs
and program components, there results great confusion
in interpreting program evaluations.

For example, in

comparison with an appropriate "control group" suppose
that children who participated in a special. program on

arithmetic computation had received higher scores on a group
IQ score.than.they had the year before.

With this type

of evaluation officials would be hard put to say exactly
which aspects of the program had led to the improved IQ
scores since the connection between the two remains either
ill-defined or nonexistent.

However, in contrast, a test

(administered before and after a specific program) which
sampled from each of the different aspects of the program
would provide specific information on which aspects of
the program led to improved scores and which did not.

In other words using IQ scores to evaluate programs not
specifically designed for the purpose of elevating IQ
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scores is a little like using a thermometer to record
height changes in a given period of time.

Unfortunately, the last to be considered in the educational hierarchy is the classroom teacher and what she
needs in order to assist the learner.
do with an IQ score?

What can the teacher

The limited utility of the IQ or

for that matter any other summary score whether it be
reading level according to grade equivalent score, grade
point average, percentile rank or the like has already
been discussed.

Perhaps the fact that to a large extent

the tests do not provide the teacher with much usable
information is historically related to the fact that
psychological tests were initially developed for purposes
not functionally related to the present daily needs of
the classroom teacher.

It is also of some interest to note

that even to the present day it is not the classroom teachers
who either design the format of the information produced
by the testing or, select the specific test or tests which
are to be used.

There is still another way in which the use of IQ
scores in the classroom might be questioned.

Given it

is possible to avoid the problems associated with adopting
tests which employ the IQ model there is a final question
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at the teacher-level concerning the ultimate functional
use of the IQ score.

If it is given that the IQ score

is an accurate index of the cnildren in a classroom,
then what?

What a teacher is asked to do is to discrim-

inate between scores in deigning curriculum for each
and every child on the basis of information which she
can not discriminate.

What would a teacher do differently

for a child with an IQ of 92 that she would or would not
do for a child with an IQ of 100?

One might agree that

they two scores are functionally equivalent because
they are both within the normal range (i.e., within one
standard deviation of the mean).

However, what about

the case of a child who has an IQ score of 84 which is
approximately a standard deviation below the mean and
in some states considered as possibly falling into "EMR",
"retarded" or "slow learner" categories?

In the one

case where the comparison is made between 92 and 100
there would be no difference in educational recommendation,
however, iri the other case where scores of 92 and 84 are

compared, very different educational recommendations would
be made.

In both cases there is the same absolute dif-

ference in scores.
The point is that we have been basing educational-
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decision:: on IQ tests which often produce questionable
results.

In many cases, the same criticisms apply to

achievement tests which provide collapsed .scores.

Func-

tionally, what programmatk difference can the teacher infer
from scores provided in grade equivalent terms.

What

are the different educational decisions to be drawn from
reading grade equivalency scores of 3.2 versus 3.6 and
3.6 versus 4.0?

In the case of both the IQ score and

the collapsed achievement score, the teacher, who is
ultimately the person held "accountable", is simply not
being provided with enough information upon which to base
sound daily educational decisions.

The teacher is thus

by default forced to make arbitrary decisions which in
most cases can not be defended.

The fact

that the tests

have "predictive validity" in that they forecast failure
on the part of Spanish-speaking or other minorities and
success for the majority only speaks to the inappropriateness of the curriculum and to the failure of the American
educational system to provide education for many of its
children.
PAPI:

A PIAGETIAN-BASED ALTERNATIVE
In the following, a computer-based model will be

desCribed which was designed with many of the above con-
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cerns in mind.

This model has been successfully tested

in a variety of ways in three Southwestern and two Western
states.

The discussion provided below will outline the

elements of the model.

More substantive discussion con-

cerning the psychometric features of the measures the
model employs are subjects of several other articles
currently in the journals or being prepared for publication.
The program Assessment Pupil Instruction (PAPI) system
uses a number of Piagetian-based measures to generate
two basic types of information by means of a centralized
computer data-processing program.

The first type of information provided by the PAPI
system is statistical in nature and is meant for program
evaluation at the funding, administrative and district
levels.

The second type of information is oriented towards

the needs of the teacher and consists of recommended activities specifically designed for each child in the classroom.

In its present form, PAPI uses four Piagetian-based
measures developed jointly and individually by PascualLeone and DeAvila.

Two types of measures are used.

The

first is used as a base measure of achievement where information is collected which follows from classroom
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activity.

The second type of measure attempts to provide

'an index of the child's current level of development and
involves three different tests.

In the following section, each of the four tests in
the battery is described.

The first to be described is

the measure employed as the basic achievement index.

The

following three are used to provide an index of level
of development.

The description of the tests is followed

by a more detailed description of the PAPI system.
1.

CARTOON CONSERVATION SCALES (CCS)

Several measures of Piaget's conservation tasks
are assessed by means'of a cartoon format developed
by De Avila, Struthers and Randall (1969).
In
De Avila's procedure, three horizontal cartoons
are presented in which two children are discussing
the task. In the first frame an equality is
established between two objects according to the
dimension being tapped (i.e., number, length, substance, etc.).
In the second frame an identity
transformation is depicted and in the third frame
the question of equality is asked. On the right
side of the panel three possible answers are presented
in a vertical order. The three alternatives which
show the characters responding to the question are
randomly ordered as to correctness in order to avoid
position effects.
Similarly, within a scale wording
is altered from panel to panel in order to avoid the
possible effects of acquiescence.
Background on
the conservation scales and an illustration of the
dialogue frbm each scale are presented below.
Struthers and De Avila (1967) and De Avila et al
(1969) and others have validated the CCS procedure
in a variety of ways.
In one study De Avila, et

al (1969) tested thirty male and female first
grade subjects using both group and individual clinical methods.
Statistically significant correlations
were obtained across the two methods of assessment
(r = 0.663).
The scales also possessed a high
degree of internal consistency as shown by an
examination of factor analytic structure and
reliability indices.
In its current form the CCS consists of thirty
cartcon panels; six examples of five tasks. The
panels are presented to the subjects and the story
line is read and elaborated upon in order to facilitate
understanding of the question. The subjects task
is to mark the one (alternative) "that makes the
story true."
2.

WATER LEVEL TASK (WLT)

The conservation of the horizontality of water
described by Piaget and Inhelder (1948), and used
by Smedslund (1963), Dodwell (1963), Rebelsky (1964),
Beilin, Kagan and Rabinowitz (1966) and PascualLeone (in press). This task involves the subject
being able to break perceptual set to recognize
that no matter what angle a bottle placed on a flat
horizontal. surface is viewed from, the water level
will always be parallel to the horizontal surface.
A more complete description of the relative parameters of this type of task can be found in the
semantic-pragmatic analysis of Pascual-Leone (in
press).

A special version of Pascual-Leone's group tests
developed by Pascual-Leone and De Avila is used.
Subjects are presented with individual booklets
which contain five horizontal'or vertical twodimensional bottles, eight two-dimensional-tilted
bottles and four three-dimensional bottles, two of
which, are also tilted.
The subject is asked to
draw a line where the top of the water would be if
the bottle were half full and then to place an "X"
in the part that contained the water.
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3.

FIGURAL INTERSECTIONS TEST (FIT)

The figural intersection test is a group administered
paper-and-pencil test in which subjects are required
to place a dot in the intersection space of a varying
number of geometrical figures. It was developed
by Pascual-Leone and constitutes a figural analogue
to Piaget's work on intersection of classes.
In
a series of unpublished studies, Pascual-Leone has
shown the test to have a high degree of internal
consistency (split-half reliability = .89) as well
as being significantly related to tests of similar
logical structure (Pascual-Leone and Smith, 1968).
For example, it has shown a high correlation with
the WLT described above.
Combined with the WLT, and
ST described below, in the present context, it is
taken as an index of developmental level.
This
relationship has been previously found in a series
of unpublished studies by Pascual-Leone and Parkinson at York University, and De Avila (1971).
4.

SERIAL TASK (ST)

The serial task (De Avila, 1971) is a short term
memory task which is individually administered in
two phases.
First, subjects are pre-exposed to the
stimulus materials used in a second testing phase.
In the pre-exposure or pre-training phase, each subject
is shown a series of 10 different 35mm color slide
transparencies of pictures depicting a donkey, house,
airplane, etc. Subjects sit facing a screen situated
on a wall six feet away. The 10 illustrations are
presented by means of a Kodak 650 carousel slide
projector.
To introduce the task, each subject is
shown each figure and asked to give its name and
color (i.e., "a yellow hat").
Following this inistial introductory phase and after the subject is
able to correctly identify each figure ten times
when presented in rapid random succession, the testing phase takes place.
The test phase is conducted in a "free recall" manner
where, without any prior knowledge of the length of
a list, the subject is asked to reproduce the list
ignoring the order in which the individual items
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are presented. Subjects are shown a series of
individually presented figures terminated by a
blank slide, and asked to tell the experimenter
what they have seen.
The exposure time for each
'individual slide is .750 msec.
There is no requirement that the sequence of the presentation be maintained, or that the subject respond within a specified period of time, or produce a predetermined number of responses. The child is simply asked to
reproduce what he has seen using whatever label:;
are convenient.

There are seven sets of figures presented to each
subject.
These seven sets vary as to the number
of stimuli within a series. The number of figures
presented within a series, as well as the individual
figures, are randomly varied. Finally, each illustration is presented no more than once within a
series.

The PAPI system uses these four measures to produce
several types of information each of which has a particular function.

First, psychometric information on each

test is produced as a means of assuring that the tests
used in any given case have satisfactory levels of
reliability and validity.

This information is of primary

importance to the researcher or program evaluator as a
check against various types of problems associated with
test administration, sampling procedures and so on.

The

second type of information produced by the PAPI system
can be described as developmental-normative.

These data

provide normative information regarding the current
developmental levels of the entire sample.

Moreover,

these data can also be stored to serve as baseline
data which can be compared across temporal (as in a prepost design) or situational/program dimensions.

In sum-

mary, these two types of information, the psychometric
and the normative/developmental data, are geared to the
needs of program'evaluation and needs assessment at the
administrative levels.

The third type of information generated by the RAPT
system consists of lists of recommended classroom activities for each child tested.

These activities are geared

to'providing children with experience in specific educational activities thought to be important in the overall
educational/program objectives.
In generating the suggested classroom activities
for each child, four factors are taken into account:
1)

The child's achievement level with respect to
the concepts measured by vhe CCS.

2)

The child's developmental level as measured by
the WLT, FIT and ST tests.

3)

The achievement level of the child's referent
group with respect to the concepts measured
by the CCS.

4)

The developmental level of the child's referent
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group as measured by the WLT, FIT and ST tests.
An example of one computer printout which lists specific classroom activities is provided below.

Using the

four factors listed above, the following example would
indicate that:
1.

The child's overall developmental test profile
is similar to children of the referent group
who have already acquired the concept.

2.

The child does not understand the concept.

It is then inferred that a specific set of activities
are developmentally/educationally appropriate with respect
to the concept of number as tested by the CCS.
.

For example,

.this conjunction of conditions would lead to the following
set of recommended classroom activities:
CONCEPT OF NUMBER

THIS CHILD DOES NOT HAVE A CONCEPT OF NUMBER,
HOWEVER, HE IS READY TO LEARN. TRAIN HIM BY
GOING THROUGH THIS SEQUENCE,' USING CONCRETE
'ACTUAL OBJECTS ONLY.
A.

97-477 0 - 74 - lo

SORTING AND CLASSIFYING OBJECTS BY
1.
COLOR
2.
TEXTURE
3.
SIZE
4.
WEIGHT
5.
NUMBER
6.
WHATEVER OTHER ATTRIBUTES YOU
CAN THINK OF
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B.

COUNTING ACTIVITIES, SUCH THAT THE CHILD
LEARNS...
1.

SEQUENCE, NUMBERS INCREASE BY
ONE EACH TIME

2.

INVARIANCE

3.

C.

A.

PATTERN, 5 OBJECTS BUNCHED AND
5 OBJECTS IN A ROW ARE BOTH 5

B.

OBJECTS, 5 ELEPHANTS AND 5 FLIES
ARE BOTH 5

SYMBOLS, LEARN THE ARBITRARY NAMES
OF-THE NUMERALS

CONCEPT AND LANGUAGE OF EQUALITIES AND
INEQUALITIES
WHICH HAS MORE, IS BIGGER,
IS LONGER, ETC.

1.

>

2.

<

.

.

WHIcH_MS LESS, IS SMALLER,

IS SHORTER, ETC.
3.

WHICH HAS JUST AS MUCH, IS
=
JUST AS BIG, IS. JUST AS LONG, ETC.
.

The above is an example of what is sent directly
to the teacher.

It can also be sent to the home so that

the parents are made fully aware of what the teacher is
trying to accomplish with the child.

In this way,

possibly with some guidance from the teacher, the parent
can participate in the child's education while supporting the teacher.

It should be noted that the PAPI system is designed
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so that a child's peer or referent group can be designed according to any number of nominal descriptors such
as grade, sex or ethnic group.

Thus far, only chrono-

logical age has been used because of the importance of
the age variable in Piaget's theory.

It should also

be noted that, in the present description of PAPI system,
the CCS is treated as an achievement test rather than
as a test of development as it was originally designed.
Actually, any test of achievement can be used within
the system as long as it is linguistically and culturally
appropriate and is constructed in such a way that it can
be used to generate suggested activities.

In summary, the PAPI system can be used with any
child to produce educational program data, or data for
program evaluation.

The purpose of the present discussion

has not been to suggest that the system is in any way
a complete educational package.

Further development

is needed in creating test procedures and in training
educators, on how to use this type of system.

But given

the problems associated with testing, the PAPI system
suggests one approach to the issue which speaks to the
different needs of people within the educational community.
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SUMMARY

The major thesis has been that test publishers and
the users of standardized IQ and summary-score achievement
tests have failed to consider the problems associated
with testing the minority child.

And since the results

of these tests are used to aetermine the educational and,
by extension, the economic and social future of schoolage children, it behooves test publishers and the educational community to take a harder look at the minority
child's cultural background.

It is the authors' opinion

that consideration of these issues leads to the conclusion that the problem of testing cannot be solved by
attempts to recreate standardized tests for minority
children which are based on old conceptions of intelligence and educational achievement.

It is concluded that

what is required is a radical change in the whole approach
to testing and the generation of entirely different models
of education and of testing.

There is growing support

for this conclusion (for example see McClelland, 1973).

The PAPI system is just one step in an attempt to move
in a new direction.
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Senator ("HA NSTo N M r. fella.

STATEMENT OF ALBAR A PERA, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, SAN
ANTONIO, TEX.

honor to be here to testify on
Mr. PEA. It is indeed for me a
behalf of the bills being proposed for
''()Teat
bilimmal-bicultural education. I
am Albar, A. Pella, director, Division oniilingual-Bicultural Education, University of Texas at San Antonio, San Antonio,:Tex.,
The, previous panels have commented extensively on the need for
bilingual-bicultural education;but I would like to speak from pa:41.
experience I had in heading the title VII ()nice for the past 41A years.
We can all attest to the great need for bilingual education, but even

today, 0/, years afterward, there are still a lot of misconceptions
about the subject. The primary reason for this is a very poor system
of communication that still exists to disseminate the type of .information that is necessary for the school districts and the communities
at large to find out about the benefits of bilingual education, so they
can be knowledgeable about the subject to help plan the particular
programs that would be necessary for their schoolchildren. I hope
these, hearings will serve as a vehicle to clarify these misconceptions.

This panel is to address itself to research and development and

testing methods. Based on my past experiences, T can state that there
is a great, need for research. But it has got to be in the sense of action
research, not just, research for the sake of research. I think in your
bills. Senator. you recommend a great deal of cooperation with NIE:

Being that NIE is the research arm for the Oflice of Education, it
would be a tremendous way of coordinating efforts, so that there is
no duplication of effort but rather an attempt to complement the de-

velopmental efforts presently undertaken by title VII.
Concerning testing methods, we have in the time when I was the
director of the division fought many attempts by the. Office of Education to conduct a national evaluation on achievement results at this

time for fear that at this early stage, because of lack of adequate

available instruments, it would turn out to be an actual indictment of
the program rather than to find out the type of information that was
necessary. I say this because of the many programs that, are being,
implemented today. 217 to be exact, we should seriously look as to
how they am being implemented in order to determine their effectiveness and then measure the children's achievement.
In Order to do this we must first determine the following:

Did they receive adequate administrative support at the time of
implementation? Did they have adecinately trained teachers? Did
they have adequate materials? This is the process by which we can
determine whether or not these programs are being implemeliteil
properly, and until we find this out, any kind of Ovaluation on children'sachievement at this point, would be invalid, or, at best, superIn order to determine. Aildren's achievement. I think it is our responsibility at this point to work cooperatively with the. projects,
NIE, et cetera, to try and determine the types of tests that are neces-
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nary in order to yield the kind of data that we need and should be
forthcoming from these projects.

Also there has been a great deal of effort put into these programs.
Some have met with tremendous success in many instances, but, we
also had sonic failures. Therefore, we should also study all of them
to find out the different prototypes that exist :111(1 describe the successful practices that have been developed to determine their repliability so that others can profit, from them.

In addition to havin,, elie proper research and the right testing

methods, if we are ever going to Institutionalize bilingual education.
we have got, to insure that institutions of higher learning must provide the kind of programs that are necessary to t rain our teachers, but
more importantly to insist on having the adequately trained faculty
at these institutions of higher learning so that they can provide time
proper taininr. As an example of this, I believe the ITniyersity of

Texas at San Antonio is unique in establishin.., the. lirst

totally dedicated to bilingual education which provides for the prepa-

ration of bilingual teachers as well as persons in other disciplines
who desire to ()Chilli an in-depth background of bicultnralism and thus
prepare them to work with this population. Hut until this is done, our
research efforts will be to no avail. We must then have the adequately

trained faculty at these institutions to work cooperatively with the
schools to develop the. kind of programs that are necessary in bilingual
education.

hn looking over the proposed bills, mention is made of a national
advisory committee. It has been my experience that the one that was
in operation at the time was heading the program only operated for
2 years. At that time the Commissioner of Education declared a mornorium on all committees, so therefore it has not been in effect since
that time.
Senator C71tAxsrox. When was that moratorium declared?

Mr. P S-A. About a year and a half ago, sir, and just before my
leaving the Title VII in June the Commissioner did indicate time
national advisory committee would be reinstated. What I was trying
to say, was that in the Senate, bills being proposes(, no mention is
made about the inclusion of community people in the makeup of
that national advisory committee.
I think withOut their resources and their advice, the committee
NpUld be very much handicapped.

Senator CRANsTos. I am working on that on many other fronts
at the moment.
Mr. PR.. One of the bills also .recommends the setting up of advisory committees. We need to have more distinct amid clear guidelines
in terms of advisory committees. because heretofore. what school dis-

tricts have done is just sulmiitted names on paper, but have actually

given them no responsibilities, no roles, so in many instances They end
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up being just purely rubber stamps for the administration. Therefore,
very clear definition of their role and responsibilities should be clearly

stated in the bill.
Also, as I said before, the cooperation and coordination efforts
between the National Institute of Education and Title VII in any
kind of testing or national evaluation, since the /bills require that. at
the end of the first year the committee or the director provide an evaluation report to the Congress, be greatly emphasized before this is done.
I think we must bear in mind that bilingual education, by its own nature, has to be a longitudinal study, and we must be patient in securing
it and not. provide preliminary information that. would be detrimental
to the program at this point for expidency sake.
Thank you, sir.
Senator CRAxsTox. Thank you very much, Mr. Pefia.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Pefia and other information subsequently supplied for the record in response to Senator Kennedy's
request follows d

.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ALBAR A. PENA
FOR HEARINGS HELD
EDUCATION, COMMITTEE
ON S. 2552 AND S.
SENATE

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTE ON
ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,
2553, ROOM 4232, DIRKSEN
OFFICE BUILDING

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Subcommittee on
Education:
My name is Albar A. Pella, former Director of the Divi-

sion of Bilingual Education, Title VII, in the U. S. Office

of Education and presently Professor and Director of the Division of Bicultural-Bilingual Studies at The University of
Texas at San Antonio, San Antonio, Texas.

It is indeed an

honor and a privilege to have the opportunity to testify in
favor of the two Senate bills presently being considered
dealing with bilingual and bicultural education programs.

Having been the past Director in charge of administering
the initial Title VII legislation, I can attest to the great

peed that still remains for providing further assistance to
local educational agencies for the purpose of developing and
implementing bilingual- bicultural education programs.

Of the

approximately 5 million plus children who would profit from
bilingual education we are presently serving a very minute percentage--approximately 140,000.

The clamor still remains from.

the many school districts and communities throughout the nation

which have not received any or adequate assistance for the
opportunity to provide viable educational programs for their
children.

And this we must do, if we are to provide. equal edu-

cational opportunities to all our children.
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During the past four and a half years many new and innovative
programs in bilingual education were launched which met with
tremendous success and some which were not quite successful.

There are many reasons why success has not been met in some
cases, i.e., lack of administrative support, failure to involve meaningfully the community being served, lack of adequately trained teachers, lack of an adequate curriculum and
materials, or simply because the school district failed to
really understand the philosophy of bilingual-bicultural education.

But bilingual-bicultural education programs have been

proven to work given the right ingredients and its proper implementation.

Therefore, in recommending that NIE work cooper-

atively in this endeavor, dire needed assistance in research
and development can now be provided.

But I must caution that

it should not be for the purpose of research for research sake,

but rather action research that will complement the developmental
efforts presently undertaken by Title VII.

Similarly, NIL in its

role of assisting in the evaluation of these programs must
ensure that the adequate testing instruments have been developed
to yield the kind of data that is needed - in the native language
of the chi.,dren as well as in English.

Let us not be too hasty

in demanding hard data from these programs for expediency sake

and end up in wrongfully indicting a fledgling program because
the proper instruments were not available.
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May I also take this opportunity to comment on the two
present bills and offer my recommendations.

That wherever the term "children who have a limited
English-speaking ability" appears that the term be changed
to "child _n who are cilturally and linguistically different".

The rationale for this would be to discourage school districts
from the idea that bilingual education is remedial education:
a method of correcting a defect in a child.

To your recommendation that a National Advisory Committee
be set up composed of fifteen members, I would also add that at
least three of those members be representatives from the community to insure their input and advise.

To your recommendation that Advisory Committees be set up
composed of community members, I recommv.ld that a clear delin-

eation be made of the meaningful role and responsibilities that
these committees would have which would be mutually agreeable to
the committee and school district in question.

Too often in the

past these committees appear only on paper and only serve as
rubber stamps of the school administration.

That before a national evaluation effort is undertaken, I
,ecommend that care should be taken to have a process evaluation
conducted first followed by an evaluation on children's achievement based on adequate testing instruments.
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In mandating that a Division be set-up to administer
the program, I recommend that the Office of Education insure

the uoper staffing of that office to provide the necessary
monitoring and technical assistance to school districts
carrying out the programs funded by that office.
a

I also recommend that -whenever possible, children parti-

cipating in bilingual-bicultural programs should be in integrated classrooms so that they may profit and learn from each
other's experiences and engender a mutual respect and pride
for each other's language and culture.

To conclude, I would like to state that although our
priorities at this time focus on the culturally and linguistically different child and his educational needs, that we,

at this point, should agree that every child has the right
to expect the fullest and best utilization of the multiple
language and cultural resources of his community.

That speak-

ing another language other than English is an asset and that
opportunity should be afforded to everyone.

Therefore, let us

remember at all times that bilingual-bicultural education is
quality education and it benefits everyone concerned.
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COLLEGE OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
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November 12, 1973

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Kennedy:

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide you further
information on the very important issue of bilingual education.

Enclosed please find my comments on the additional questions
submitted.
Please be assured that if I can be of further
assistance I will be more than happy to comply.
Let me take this opportunity to commend and salute you for
the tremendous interest and effort you have demonstrated in
I, like you,
furthering the cause of bilingual education.
share the dream of eventually providing true equal educational
opportunities to all our 'children and firmly believe that our
children will be all that richer having had the opportunity to
profit from the benefits of bilingual-bicultural education.
With best wishes and every success, I remain,
Very sincerely yours,

(dazz,vo:
Albar A. Pena, Ph.D.
Director, BiculturalBilingual StudieS
AAP:obt
Enc.
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Federal Directions in Bilingual Education

(1) How effective has the federal bilingual education program been?
In my opinion, the federal bilingual education program has

been significantly successful in the majority of the cases
and has been quite effective in many areas.

However, the

program would have met with more significant success had an
adequate appropriation been available.

For example:

1) Data received from individual project evaluation reports
indicate that in academic areas such as mathematics, reading
and social studies children in bilingual programs are performing better than those children only receiving instruction
in English.

Other projects are reporting that in tests given

at the end of the school year, pupils in bilingual classes
could speak, read and write in both Spanish and English, without interference, at the end of the first grade; and students
i

the bilingual classes made more progress in every measure

(communicative skills, conceptual development, and social and

personal adjustment) than those children taught in English only.
Many more examples, such as the. ones cited above, are coming in

to attest to the many successes the program has accomplished

.

(for further information,the Title VII Office in Washingion can
provide these statistics).

2) The majority of the programs are reporting that children in
bilingual classes have markedly improved their attendance'in
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school, therefore signjficantly reducing absenteeism and
potential dropouts.

The reason for this is that now chil-

dren can communicate, understand and now have a feeling of
.accomplishment so necessary to academic success.
3)

In many cases, these projects are also reporting that

the home-school relationship has been greatly enhanced by
providing parents the opportunity to communicate with the
teachers and administrators in a language they can understand, making them feel that they contribute something and
allowing them to be meaningfully involved in the actual
implementation of the program.

4) Other significant spin-offs derived from Title VII are
as follows:

The role that Title VII has played as serving as the stimulus
to encourage State, Legislatures to change antiquated laws

prohibiting the use .of another language other than English

as a medium of instruction in the public schools to either
enacting legislation making Bilingual Education mandatory
for its non-English speaking youngsters (Massachusetts, Texas,

New Mexico, Colorado, and New York in the process) or proSiding state allocations for bilingual education (California,
Illinois, and Alaska).

In some cases, school districts

having received assistance under Title VII have also provided
local tax-levied funds to replicate the bilingual program
presently being developed on a wider scale.
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Since a tremendous neeJ has been created for the adequate
preparation of teachers for bilingual-bicultural programs,

many institutions of higher learing have begun offering
programs leading to the Master's and Doctorate degrees in
Bilingual-Bicultural Education

id many are also planning

to develop programs offering a baccalaureate degree in the
same area.

Through the initial implementation of these programs, school
districts, communities and educators have increased their
awareness and knowledge that, indeed, bilingual-bicultural
programs do work when properly implemented.

Additionally

they are beginning to 'realize that every child has the right

to expect the fullest and best utilization of the multiple
language and cultural resources of his community that will
engender pride and mutual respect for the languages and cultures in question.

How much of its deficiencies have been a lack of funding?
Lack of funding has indeed contributed to the majority of
deficiencies that beset the program.

Since the appropriations

have been minimal and the need is so great (we are presently
serving approximately 140,000 children of the 5 million plus
*wit would profit from bilingual education) we have had, by
necessity, only provided school districts with seed money for

the.development of theseprograms oh a

program basis,

e.g., school or schools having 10 to 15 f',st grade classes

93-457 0.. 74 - 91
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will only be allowed to involve 3'or 4 of these classes in a
pilot program because of lack of funds to launch a more comprehensive program.

Similarly, teacher training monies have only

been provided for those teachers participating in the progr,m,
rather than allowing school districts the capability of retraining all the necessary staff needed.

The provision of stipends

for prospective teachers to enroll in bilingual-bicultural tea-

cher training programs in institutionsof higher learning is also
needed in order to have a cadre of adequately trained teachers as
they prog re :J1;ap.....t.b.e-444,14e-1.- To- =An -t

trev-trs-o-t- .t nit. programs

being implemented or in order to replicate the program on a larger
scale.

Sufficient money has also been lacking to develop the necessary
curricula and materials that are vital to the program.

Presently,

only the bare minimum is possible and school districts find themselves again-at a disadvantage to meet the needs of presently enrolled school children and those to come.

The same applies to

the development of adequate testing instrumoats.

Heretofore,

school districts have had to rely on project developed criterionreference tests which yield vitally needed data but only on an
individual project basis leaving the program without the proper
instrumentation to conduct a national evaluation for comparison
purposes and determine better alternatives if that is the case.

Sufficient monies are also lacking to launch a full scale dissemination effort of the many successful practices now being
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implemented for replication purposes and to avoid duplication of
efforts or "re-inventing the wheel".

Also lacking is the availa-

bility of funds for the sheer dissemination of information concerning the philosophy of bilingual education, its benefits and
different prototypes to properly inform the public and interested
school districts.

Lack of funds have also prevented the federal

government to provide an adequate amount of money, on a propor-

tionate basis, to State Departments ofEducation to provide an
administrative staff to help the Office of Education coordinate the
projects in their respective states.

Also, indirectly, the fail-

ure of the Office of Education to properly staff the Division of
Bilingual Education,charged with the administration of the Program,
to simply provide the necessary monitoring and technical assistance
necessary to insure the proper implementation of these programs.
In spite of these deficiencies, great strides have been made in
the area of bilingual bicultural education by dedicated persons
who have overcome many obstacles to give the program the much deserved opportunity to succeed.

(2) What has been the distribution between Chicano and Puerto Rican
communities?
Statistics. gathered by.the Office of Education during my tenure

as Director, indicate that there are approximately 3.2 million
school-aged Chicano children compared to approXimately 800,000
school-aged Puerto Rican childrent
ratio in terms of population.

This indicates a four to one

The projects presently ftinded show,

*Based upon analyses of several sources: 1960 and 1970 Census Data, 1969
Sample House-hold Census Data, Immigrant Statistics-, Civil Rights Data,
Data from the Smithsonian Institute on Indian Populations, and estimates
'from State Educational Agencies.
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however, that in the distribution of funds the ratio is three
to one (for every three Chicano projects there is one Puerto
Rican project).

There are several projects however, that serve

a mix population, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans and Cubans, specially
in the Midwest.

(3) Has there been a political measure used in evaluating where federal
funds should be expended?
To the best of my. knowledge, all decisions for funding were based,

as mandated by the legislation, on criteria developed to give priorities to those states and areas having the highest concentrations
of non-English speaking children.

Proposals were funded based on

the cirteria of need adequately documented and the quality of the
proposal which indicated a thorough knowledge of bilingual education and its philosophy on the part of the school district to insure
its proper implementation.

(4) How helpful do you think the proposed legislation will be in stimulating more attention at the federal and state levels?

I

think the proposed legislation would be of tremendous help in

stimulating more attention at the federal and state level for the
following reasons:

1) Since we have only been able to serve but a minute fraction of the
population who would profit from bilingual-bicultural prograMs, com-'

munities and school districts are vitally interested to see the
legislation continued so that they may receive assistance to either
launch new innovative programs or be given the opportunity to replicate those successful practices that have already been developed in-
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order to adequately meet the educational needs of .their children.

These communities, at this point, will demand that either the
Federal or State agencies provide them with the necessary assistance to put a stop to the unnecessary waste of human resources by
implementing viable programs.

2) Since the proposed legislation promises a more comprehensive
approach to include vitally needed areas heretofore not allowed
in the present legislation, i.e., teacher training programs, sti-

pends for fellowships, better coordination of the research aspects
in the area through N1E, better results and more comprehensive
data will be available to adequately develop and expand programs
already in operation.

3) Through the proper coordination of these programs and its dissemination, more and more States will follow the example of other
States in prOviding State legislation to assist school districts
in the implementation of these programs.

Hopefully, from the in-

terest shown at the federal and state levels, school districts will
be in a better position to devote their tax-levied funds for this
purpose and thus leading to true equal educational opportunities
for everyone concerned.
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Senator CRANSTON, Mr. Correiro.
STATEMENT OF JOHN R. CORREIRO, DIRECTOR OF TITLE VII PROGRAM, FALL RIVER, MASS.
Mr. CORREIRO. My name is John R. Correiro. I
am director of title
VII program, Fall River, Mass.
Our program is a middle grades program and it is called bilingual
middle school research and development center. Our program is for
the Portuguese students. I am pleased to have the opportunity
to
address the Subcommittee on Education regarding the expansion of
Bilingual Education Act..
I am going to submit a summary of our 1972-73 evaluation report
for the committee's information. I would like to draw on a few
points from the summary which will not take too long, be quite brief
frankly.

Senator CRANsToN. Thank you very much.

Mr. CORREIRO. Our program began in 1972 and included staff of
a
project

director, stall development specialist, guidance counselor,
which in title VII programs is fairly unique, parent-community co.

ordinator, four curriculum specialists, one each for the areas df math,
social studies, language arts and science, and six teachers and six aides.
In reference to the question raised earlier about whether communities
ought to provide a percentage of the cost of title VII, I think you find
in some cases many communities already do provide percentage of the
.cost of title VII.
All teachers and teacher aides, as well as other ancillary personnel,
assigned to the title VII program in Falls River Mass., are paid out
of the Budget of the Falls River public schools. These are municipal
funds.

The program operated last year in three grades, each with two

classes,.one-Portuguese dominant, one English dominant. The average
class size was 18.

A review of the attached table which the committee will have summarizes the accomplishment of project objectives and indicates that
a substantial percentage of objectives, 69 percent, were accomplished
as was stat ed.

An additional 23 percent were partially. accomplished or a sub-

stitute product or process was accomplished in its place. Only 4 percent
of the. objectives were judged to be nonaccomplished and 4 perecent
were not assessed at all.

I think the kind of specific information we might be interested in
begins in the area of instruction. The instruction product objectives
were defined for selected areas, mathematics, science, Efigligh as a
second language, Portupese as a second language, oral Portuguese
as a first language and social interaction. The. metropolitan achievement test is administered as a pre.- and post-test in the student's native
language,
English or Portuguese, to assess math and science skills act.
quisition. Portuguese-dominant students demonstrated statistically
significant gains in math and science.

The Portuguese-speaking children identified as having- average or
above average language competencies achieved the criterion of the raw
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score equivalent fo the 50th percentile in math and science. In fact
these students scored well above the criterion level.
Portuguese-speaking children identified as having below average
language competency did not achieve the criterion of an average

raw score equivalent to the 35th precentile as we predicted they would,
.but these student: did make substantial gains and achievements.
I think it is significant because what we are really saying is we are
providing a bilingual program for students, regardless of their native
language capacity, and recognizing there are differences among these
children.
Most of these students at the lower intellectual level would probably
have been shunted aside to special education type programs and really
not have the benefit of a true Cht.3::', situation.

The Portuguese oral production test was administered to assess the
skill acquisition, if Portuguese is the second language of the student,
that is English-speaking students who are in the program and taking.
Portuguese as a second language. They demonstrated statistically significant gains and earned an average score of better than 50 percent
correct on-the Portutimese oral production test. This means that American or Anglo children who. did not speak Portuguese who were involved in the program began to demonstrate ability to speak Portuguese language, which gives us a bridge to integrate these two groups,
Portuguese and American students together, on a basis of practical
communication.

Now we have charts that will be in here to illustrate that.

I would like to move to an area of guidance, which I think is significant. All objectives in the guidance components were accomplished or
partially accomplished. Through meetings with all program students,
at least once a month during the school year, the counselor organized
a file of information for each child and subsequently prepared a report

which identified the needs, interests, and abilities of the program
students.

The -counseling of high priority students seemed to result in the
improvement of their behavior as measured by the pupil behavior inventory. The counselor also succeeded in informing the teachers about
the nature of their student& problems, and as a result informal and
formal meetings with them were.held.
The major outcome of the guidance component was the production of
a guidance curriculum.

The curriculum included instructional packets on the following

topics: social interaction, hygiene and vocations. Again the important
thing is that the student in addition to dealing with the .classrOom
teacher had an advocate in the person of a guidance counselor who
served as an intermediary in the classroom situation.
The areas of material development and parent community are well
recorded in here. I would like' to go to the end of this, and it is the
recommendations.
Now, these recommendations were provided before any information

of what was contained in the two bills referred to today was made
available to us, but they really seem to have a significant relationship
to both .S. 2552 and S. 2553. The evaluators offer the following rec-
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ornmendations for improving program operation during 1973 and 1974 :
(1) Increased teacher training should be pursued. (2) increased teach-

er training on the use of teacher aides in the classroom should be
followed up. (3) Training specifically for teacher aides should be
developedwhich we are now doing, but not in a really substantive
and in-depth basis. (4) Training for teachers in the areas of small

group and individualized instruction should be pursued. (5) Training
concerning traditional and progressive education practices should be
incorporated in the teacher-training program.

I think that really supports the need for teacher training that is

incorporated in the bills today.

I would like to conclude my remarks with references to two or

three, of the questions that were raised here today. Senator Kennedy
raised a question, how do the children fare in relation to regular public
school students?

I think there is enough evidence prior to bilingual education to

indicate that, the children statistically did not fare well, that the dropout rate was excessively high, that students that came out of Englishas-second-language programs tended to be 2 years at the minimum
behind regular grade students in given classrooms. We find out in the
bilingual program that we are able to place children at the grade level
they ought to be.
We can make school more relevant to their needsthe non-English-

speaking childby taking advantage of their language and making

them feel imre important in the school system.
Senator Dominick asked, what is being done about teaching English ?

The bilingual program requires, that we teach English as a second
language. i think evidence indicates that as the students in the pro grain begins to develop their English languaoe. skills, that we begin
to increase the amount of instruction in English. So that we are truly
striving to develop in our students a bilingual capacity, capacity to
deal with the world in both languages. whether it be Portuguese and
English, Spanish and English, and what have you.
Finally, in your statement, Senator Cranston, in the Congressional
Record on September 9, you pointed out that $650,000 was provided

last year for Portuguese bilingual education in the 'United States.
would like to point out that the city of Fall River. a community of
approximately 100,000 persons, with both Federal and municipal
funds,,spent last year for Portuguese bilingual education $624,000, so
that nationally we are matching amost the national output.
Senator CRANFrox That is a startling figure.

.

Mr. Comm. I feel we are not servicing an adequate. number of
children and we are not really dealing with some of the specific needs
such as vocational edUcation.

Despite the fact that we are spending that amount of money. we

feel we are not. really reaching all the children that. should he reached.
Senator CRA,NSTON. How many Portuguese American children need
to be reached in the country?
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Mr. CORREIRO. In the country, I would venture to say between.
75.000 and 100.000.
Senator CriAxsTox. How ninny are von reaching in your community?

Mr. CORRE1RO. In the city of Fall River in our programs there are

approximately 500 students. Perhaps another 1,500 that ought to
benefit by it. In the city of New Bedford, they are dealing with an

equal number. There were 16 Portuguese bilingual programs operated
in the State of Massachusetts under the State bilingual law last year.
Senator CRANsToN, If we authorize and appropriate the money in-

volved, there would not only be a moritorium on committees and
commissions, but also on spending.
Mr. CORREIRO. I would like, to say one other thing about vocational

education. Some people have indicated in the past that non-Englishsneaking students have been shunted aside in some areas to vocational

educational programs because aademically they. could not seem to
make the grade.

On the other hand, there are cities and there are States that have

pumped a lot of money into improving and upgrading vocational edu-

cation to the point the non-English-speaking students are discriminated against and kept. out of vocational education, because of the
requirements for testing to get into the vocational education program. Some vocational education schools are run more like prep
schools for selected youngsters.
We feel that this is a great need, not to place youngsters into voca-

tional education because they cannot hack it academically, but because they deserve the opportunity, and it is really a right to pursue
vocational education if that is where their interest and their ability lie. Right now do not believe this is happening.

Thank you. very much for the opportunity to present this state-

ment,.

Senator CRANTON. Thank you very much. Dr. Pefia in his statement discussed the National Institute of Education and his role in
this field. If the two other members of the panel do not in their prepared statement touch on that and what you feel NIE should do in
research and dissemination assistance to bilingual education, would
you submit it in writing, rather than verbally now'?
Mr. GUERRERO. I have included this in my statement.

.Senato CRANSTON. Thank you very much. You have been very
helpful to us. I appreciate your brevity.
[The prepared statements of Mr. Guerrero .and Mr. Correiro and
other information subsequently supplied for the record in response.
to Senator Kennedy's request follow
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On behalf of the culturally and linguistically different students,

including pre-schools, elementary, secondary, adult and higher education

levels, I speak to you in 'support of Senate Bills 2552 and 2553.

I wish to address myself particularly to the area of research included

in both Bills. May I here commend the National Institute of Education and

the sponsors of the two Bills, Senator Kennedy and Senator Cranston for

their wisdom in including in the Bills the very important sections

concerning research.

I am referring to Section 742 in S. B. 2553 and to

Section 722 in S. B. 2552.

Bilingual bicultural education programs can continue to develop and

succeed only in relation to the support that comprehensive research can

offer them.

Specially is this true in the fields of resting, language

and language acquisition, and in the too often ignored area of our

priceless oral tradition.
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It

is urgent that we undertake immediately research projects which

objectives would be to collecv the.ural tradition which is threatened
by extinction with the rapid desappearance of cur elders.

This oral tradi-

tion includes stories, riddles, cradle songs, children's games, rhymes,
ballads and even what is in Spanish called "picardias", it is an oral
tradition found throughout cur entire country.

Each area and region, each

ethnic, cultural and linguistic group has its own manifestations, each
like an

individual piece of a large mosaic which contributes to the

greatness and beauty of our country.

These materials can be important teaching tools and are valuable also
Ln inculcating a positive self-image in culturally and linguistically
cilffereht studew-q of all levels.

Following are brief examples of Spanish oral tradition.

"Naranja dulce"

Unlimited number of players.
The children hold hands forming a circle, in the center of which is
placed one of the players.

The circle goes around at the same time that

all sing the following verses:

Naranja dulce

Si fueran falsos

Union partici°

mis juramentos

Dame un abrazo

en otros tiempos

por Dios to pido.

se olvidaran.
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When the group sings "Dame nil abrazo..." the child in the center of the

circle embraces whomever he likes from among the other children, who in
turn goes into the center of the circle.

The child who was originally

In the circle leaves the circle at the end of the second verse.

At that same moment the circle stops going around and all clap their
hands rhythmically to the music as the following verses are sung:

Toca in marcha,

A mi casita

mi pecho Mora,

de sololoy;

adios, senora,

compro maneanas

yo ya me voy.

yo no to doy.

The game continues following these steps (until the patience of the
teacher is exhausted.)

"Rimitas y jueguitos infantiles"

There are many nonsense rhymes and games with which Spanish speaking
students of all ages are familiar.

Some, like those following, thay have

heard in their infancy and are used with very young children to provoke
laughter by tickling them in the neck:

Aqui viene el sol

Aqui viene la estrella

Aqui viene la luna

comiendo su caracol

comiendo su brea

comiendo su tuna

y echando las cascaras

y echando las cascaras

y echando las cascaras

a su labor.

a su botella.

a la laguna.
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Luna, luna,

Luna, luna,

dame una tuna;

dame otro queso;

perque la que me diste ayer

el quc me diste ayer

se me cayo a la Laguna.

se me atoro en el pescuezo.

To keep children quiet for a few minutes, mothers often revert to:

"Manana domingo"

Manana domingo
se casa Benito

con un pajarito
que canta bonito.

- Quien es la madrina?
- Dona Catalina.

- Quien es el padrino
- Don Juan Botijon.

- Li que hable primero
se queda bocon.

"Reque reque ran"

The mother places her child on her knees, facing her.

She rocks him

rhythmically back and forth as she says the following verses:
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Reque reque ran

Aserrin, aserran,

los maderos de San Juan

los maderos de San Juan

piden pan y no les dan;

piden pan y no les dan;

piden queso y les dan un hueso

piden queso y les dan un huesq

y les cortan el pescuezo.

y se sientan a llorar a la orilla
de un zaguan.

To express ,

when it rains:

Alla viene v, agua por la lomita,

Ahi viene el agua por la canada

y ahora se moja mi tia Juanita.

Que se me moja la caballada.

Alla viene el agua por los cerritos,

Ahi viene el agua par los cerritos

y ahora se mojan mis hermanitos.

que se me mojan mis becerritos.

"Romance del amor mas poderoso

"Romance de Delgadina"

que la muerte"

Conde Nino por amores

Levantate, Delgadina,

es nino y paso la mar;

pontt to falda de soda;

va a dar agua a su caballo

porque nos vamos a misa

lamananade San Juan,

a le ciudad de Morelia.

Mientras el caballo bebe
el canta dulce cantar;

Cuando salieron de misa

todas las ayes del cielo

su papa le platicaba;

se paraban a escuchar,

-Delgadina, hija mia,

caminante que camina

yo to quiero para dama.

olvida su caminar,
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navegante que navegn

-No to quiero Dios del Cielo

la nave vuelve hacia alla.

ni in virgen soberana,

La reina °stabil labrando,

in hija dunniendo esta.

que es ofensa para Dios
y perdicion de mi alma.

-Levantate, Albanina,
de vuestrn dulce folgar,

-Juntense mis once criados

sentireis cantar hermoso

y encierrenme a Delgadita,

In sirenita del mar.

romachen bion los candados,

-No as la sirenita, madre,

quo no ciga su von lading.

in de tan bello cantar,

sino es el Conde Nino

-Mamacita de mi vida

quo poi* mi quiere finar.

un favor to pedire:

Quten le pidiese valor
en su tan triste penar!

quo me des un vaso de agua
quo ya me muero de sod.

-Si por tus amores pena,
Oh, malhaya su cantar!

-Papacito de mi vida

y porque nunca los goco

un favor to estoy pidiendo:

yo le mandare a =tar.

que me des un vaso de agua

-Si le manda a matar, madre,

que de sod me estoy muriendo.

juntos nos han de enterrar.
El murio a in medianoche,

-Junt,:nse mis once criados

ella a los gallos cantar;

llevenle agua a Delgadina,

a ella como hija de reyes

en plato sobredorado

in entierran an el altar,

vaso de cristal de China.

Bt.)
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a el cones hijo de condi:

Juntense los once crtados,

unos pasos mas atras.

Delgadina la hallan muerta:

Dc ella nacio un rosal blanco,

tenta los ojos ccrrados,

de el nacio

tenta su boquita abierta.

cspino albar:

crece el uno, crece el otro,
los dos se van a juntas;

La cama de Delgadina

las ramitas que se alcanzan

de angeles esta rodeada:

fuertes abrazos se clan,

in cama del ray su padre

y las que no se a/canzaban

de demonios apretada.

no dcjan de suspirar.
La reina

,

Ilena de envidia,

Delgadina esta en el cielo

ambos los mando a cortar;

dandole cuenta el Creador

el galan quo los cortaba

y su padre en el infierno

no casaba de llorar.

con el demonio mayor.

De ella naciera una garza,
de el un fuerte gavilan,
juntos vuelan por el cielo,
juntos vuelan par a par.
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Extensive research projects must also be instituted in the field
of history.

Traditionally, textbooks presented history from the points

of view of only a few.

Recently our culturally and linguistically different

youth have deman.lai to learn history as "it really was".

not be a concern only of our youth.
to

Hut this should

Rather, it must be a universal effort

recognize the many facets of our nation's history seen from the perspectives

of all the participants in its development.
An enormous amount of work remains to be done in this area.

Dr. Henry

Acuna, along with other Chicano historians, has begun the task of writing
our history fram the perspective of the Chicano Oral history, found in all
ambients, must be collected and recorded for it forms a most important
contribution to the resources with vAlich historians will work.
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Perhaps the area of greatest importance regarding research is in
the field of language, language teaching and language learning at all
levels.

Although bilingual education is now accepted as an approach

in which two languages are used as mediums of instruction, one of which
is English and the other the mother language of the student, too often
teachers have little knowledge of the true language of the students, with
all the subtleties in intonation, lexicon and syntax that intermingly
with other languages and culture have produced.
In regard to the three areas of research which have spoken above,
I want to stress that research must be of a continuing nature.
intrinsic value to bilingual education is evident.

Its

But in addition

it must be recognized that it is equally important as a body of knowledge
which is a worthy of preserving as are the most valuable documents kept
in our National Archives, because they reflect the beliefs, the dreams,
the history and priceless cultural manifestation of an important and
often ignored segment of our country.
The trImo'hundralth anniversary of our country is rapidly approaching.

What better way of celebrating our Bicentennial and paying homage to the
greatness of our country than by recognizing the existence of and cherishing the oral tradition, the diverse historical perspectives and the
multi-lingual apportation of all its citizens.
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Research has not discovered one single test which measures the true
mental ability of minority-group children.

This has been researched by

Hd de Avila and Pascual de Laoni in the assesments of multibilingual
programs in the U.S.

They have revicw(A all of the tests available and

there is not one mental ability test that is good enough that reflects a
true image for the minority groups.

Research and development monies should

be allocated for continued research in this area.

Tests which are based

on Piagetian stage* of development for children and which have specific
Mexican/American or minority group cultural reference and which are presently
in their initial develcpasntal stages should receive strong attention and
funding to see than to their termination.

Only this way can we

assure that the minority groups in this nation will not be placed in special
education classes or given instruction in content matter and through a language with which they cannot copa.

Development should also include the develop-

ment of materials for secondary schools for instruction in literary skills,
language, culture, fine arts and content matter.

At present the majority of

the bilingual programs have concentrated on elementary grades.
in many programs have started in the 3rd

The children

or 4th grade and they will soon

go into a secondary curriculum which is still inappropriate for them because
of the lack of materials.

Support must be forthcoming for developing cur-

riculum materials at all levels, elemeary, secondary, colnartity and junior
colleges and universities which include the history and culture, prose and
literature of minority groups rather than imposing upon all minority groups
an anglo-socially oriented curriculum which denies them representation and
identity in that curriculum.
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ROBERT J. NAGLE

JOHN R. CORREIRO

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

DIRECTOR

FALL RIVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Bilingual Education Program

Title

VII

128 HARTWELL. STREET
FALL RIVER, MASS. 02721

October 3,;,

1973

Chairman
Senate Subcommittee un Education
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 2051J
Members of jubcommittee on Elucation:
as pleased to have the opportunity to address the Subcommittee on Education regarding expansion of the Bilingual Education Act.
I

In support of this needed legislation I um submitting a summary of the Fall River,
Massachusetts' Public Schools Title VII bilingual program - Bilingual Middle
School Research and Development Center - 1972-73 evaluation report.
This summary evaluation report provides some very positive information relative
to program objectives, staff training, and student progress.
What is more, it provides u series of recommendations to idprove the program at the
local level.
Unfortunately, what it does not provide for you, and it is the reason that I zip-.
preciate the opportunity to be here today, is information regarding the fact
that the funding level of the project does not permit all of the students woo require this type of education to be serviced by the project. Further, the program
is academically oriented and thus does not provide sufficient funds to develop vocational oriented curriculum.

Finally, it would seem to me that expansion of bilingual education opportunities
to provide for more children and in greatly expanded curriculum areas :is both urgent and necessary.
Evaluation reports, such as is available regarding the Fall River project can provide to your committee hard data relative to measurable progress of students possessing linguistic needs versus those with similar needs but not served by bilingual project.
I wish to thank Senators %dward M. Kennedy and Claiborne Pell for inviting me,
to appear before your subcommittee and on behalf of the Fall River Public
Schools invite you to visit our bilingual project at anytime convenient to you for
a first hand observation of our program in operation.
Sincerely,

4/ohn R. Correiro

JRC/mls
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SUMMARY OF THE EVALUATION

OF THE FALL RIVER TITLE VII
BILD:GUAL PROGRAM - 1972-73

The Fall River Title VII bilingual program began operating on September 6, 1972,
the opening clay of the public schools, with its full complement of professional staff.
The staff included the following personnel:

Project director - responsible for overall program management;
Staff development specialist - responsible for the nevelopment of inservice activities and for liaison between the teachers and the noninstructional staff;
Guidance counselor - responsible for providing counseling services
to all participating students;

Parent-community coordinator - responsible for program dissemination
activities and for liaison between the project and the community;

Four curriculum specialists - responsible for the development of curriculum units in mathematics, science, social studies, and language

arts;

Six teachers - responsible for instruction in all academic subjects;
Six teacher aides - responsible for assisting the teachers in instructional
and non-instructional activities.
The program operated at the fifth grade level in three Fall River schools--Mcdonough Annex, Watson, and Hartwell Street- -with two bilingual program classes in each
school. The McDonough and Watson schools had one Portuguese dominant and one
English dominant class; the Hartwell Street School had two Portuguese dominant classes.
The program had an enrollment of 111 students - -34 English-dominant and 77 Portuguese
dominant students. The average class size was 18 students. In addition, two fifth grade
-classes at the McDonough School were used as a comparison group.

Prv-rfl '1".r0/
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Fall River Title VII Project operated very smoothly especially considering it was a first year program. A review of the attached table which summarizes
the accomplishment of project objectives, indicates that a substantial percentage
of objectives (60%) were accomplished as stated. An additional 23% were partially
accomplished or a substitute product or process was accomplished. Only 4% of
the objectives were judged to be not accomplished, and 4% of the objectives were not
assessed. The following narrative presents, by component, a summary of the
program's accomplishments.
Instructional

Instructional product objectives were defined for selected subject areas:
mathematics, science, English as a Second Language, Portuguese as a Second Language, oral Portuguese as a first language, and social interaction. The Metropolitan Achievement Test was administered as a pre and post-test in the students'
native languageEnglish or Portuguese--to assess mathematics and science skill
acquisition. Portuguese dominant students demonstrated statistically significant
gains in mathematics and science. Portuguese speaking children, identified as
having average or above average language competencies, achieved the criterion
of an average raw score equivalent to the fiftieth percentile in mathematics and
science (I-1). In fact, these students scored well above the criterion level.
Portuguese speaking children identified as having below average language competencies, however, did not achieve the criterion of an average raw score equivalent to the thirty-fifth percentile (1-2). However, these students did make sub
stantial, gains in achievement.
The English dominant students made statistically significant gains in mathematics, but not in science. Furthermore, they did not achieve the criterion of an
average percentile rank equivalent to fifth grade students who did not participate
in the program (1-5).
The Portuguese Oral Production Test was administered to assess the skill
acquisition of the Portuguese as a Second Language students. They demonstrated
statistically significant gains and earned an average score greater than 50% correct
on this test (1-6). The English as a Second Language students also demonstrated
statistically significant gains on the English Through Pictures Test, but did not
earn an average score of 50% correct (1 -1) which was the criterion established.
No assessment of the acquisition of oral Portuguese as a first language
skills (1-3) of the social interaction (1-7) gains of the program students was made.
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Results or Portuguese Oral Production Test--English
Dominant Students--by Test Level

Raw Score
Test
Level

Level 1

Testing
Session

Pre

15.0

9.0

Post

19.4

8.6

Pre

18.5

1.2

Post

20.5

2.2

(NI=14)

Level 2
(N=13)

5.973**

3.308*

* p <.05
** p < .001
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Staff Development

The staff development training was characterized by its diverNity. Various
program staff members participated in the Brown Bilingual Institute, attended
workshops sponsored by Project Spoke, participated in sessions at the Southeastern
Massachusetts Portuguese Curriculum Center, and attended in-service meetings
in the Fall River Public Schools (SD-1.1). The second major activity of the staff
development component was the training of the staff by the staff development specialist. Through her regular observation of program classes she assisted both
teachers and aides in improving their instruction (SD-6.1). She also served as a
link between the curriculum specialists and the teaching staff to insure the
appropriate utilization of thc project developed materials (SD-2.1)
The outcomes of these process activities were the increased knowledge of
bilingual materials by the teachers (SD-1.0), their use of project developed curricula and materials (SD-2.0), their demonstration of empathy toward the problems
of the children in the bilingual program (SD-5.0), and the improved methodology
of both teacher .. .nd aides (SD-6.0).
The major limitation to the Staff Development Component was the lack of

regular meetings of the bilingual teaching staff. The absence of such sessions prevented the discussion of evaluation techniques (SD-3.1), and resulted in the lack
of improvement in thc teachers' knowledge of the rationale of testing and evaluation as related to the bilingual program (SD-3.0). Although the teachers evaluated
the new curriculum materials (SD-4.0), the lack of regular in-service sessions
prevented a discussion of their results (SD-4.1). Also, because regular in- service

meetings were not hold, discussions of problems encountered in the program, as
a way of encouraging the teachers' empathy for the program children's problems,
were held more informally than originally planned (SD-5.1).
Guidance

All r,b;ectives in the Guidance Component were accomplished or partially accomplished. The lack of complete accomplishment of objective G-2.1, which required biweekly counseling of any child in the program who has been identified as having
socio-emotional problems, did not limit the accomplishment of any other objective.
Through individual meetings with all program students at least once during the year,
the counselor organized a file of information for each child (0-1.1 and G-4.2), and
subsequently prepared a report which identified the needs, interests, and abilities of the program students (G-1.0 and G-4.1). The counseling of high priority
students (G-2.1) seomed to result in improvement of their behavior as measured
by the Pupil Behavior Inventory (G-2.0). The counselor also succeeded in informing
the teachers about the nature of their students' problems (G-3.0) as a result of
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informal and formal meetings with them (G-3.1). The major outcome of the Guidance
Component was the production of a guidance curriculum (G-4.0); the curriculum
included instructional packets on the following topics: Social Interaction, Health
and Hygiene, and Vocations.
Parent and Community Involvement
The objectives of the Parent Component focused on encouraging parent
participation in the Title VII program, disseminating information about the program
to the parents and the community-at-large, and develcping a positiv: attitude toward
the program. The Parent-Community Coordinator was responsible for insuring
the accomplishment of the component's objectives.

Parents became involved in the Bilingual Program through their participation
in the parent-community advisory group, which included representatives of both
Portuguese and English parents (P-1.0), and in second language classes (P-5.0
and P-5.1). However, only a limited number of parents were involved in the program in either of these two ways. Opportunities for more extensive participation
are planned for 1973-1974.

Parent attitudes toward the program were positive. Most evidenced a positive attitude toward bilingual and bicultural education during a specially prepared
structured interview conducted by the Parent-Community Coordinator (P-2.0).
Similarly, the bilingual program became more valued by the community during the
year as reflected in the number of invitations to speak about the program received
by staff members (P-4.0).
These reactions may be attributed to the extensive dissemination of information about the program. Many newspaper articles appeared in Fall River newspapers during the year (P-3.0 and P-3.1). In addition, parents and the community
were encouraged to become involved in the activities of the program by letters from,
personal contact with, and individual meetings with members of the project staff, and
by attending group meetings where project staff members spoke (P-1.1, P-2.1,

P-4.1).

Materials Development
.
Four curriculum specialists prepared fifth grade curricula for social studies
Portuguese language arts, science, and mathematics during 1972-1973 (MD-1.0). In
each subject area the curricula included, generally in the form of curriculum packets,
a topical outline, list of objectives, written materials, audio-visual materials, and
pre and post-tests. In addition, second language materials were also prepared
in each subject area. A catalog of materials, which listed published, project developed
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and audio-visual materials, was formulated. The high quality of the project-developed materials was verified in teachers' responses on the Materials Usage Forms.
Although the curriculum specialsits visited the program clsses regularly (MD-1.2)
and identified the ability levels of the students as a means of determining their
skill level (MD-1.3) , the specialties did not meet formally with the teachers to review the program objectives and curriculum materials (MD-1.1).
Management

The accomplishment of the majority of program objectives attests to the high
caliber of program management. Regular monitoring of the activities requisite to
accomplishing program objectives was conducted from January to May; 82% of the
activities were accomplisited as scheduled.

Recommend/lifting

The evaluators offer the following recommendations for improving program
operation during 1973 -1974:
1.

In-service meetings in Fall River should be instituted at least
monthly for all project staff. Weekly meetings of the non-instructional staff should be maintained. Some topics which should
be considered are:
a.

training teachers on the use of aides in the classroom,
b. training specifically for aides.
c.

training about small group and individualized
instruction,
d. training concerning traditional and progressive
educational practices.
2.

Si-weekly counseling of program students identified as having
social-emotional problems should be conducted during the
entire program year.
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3.

Testing in reading in first language and social studies should
be added to the program evaluation.

4.

Additional audio-visual materials should be prepared to accompany
all curriculum units.

5.

Activity charts should be formulated in August, 1973 for the
1973-1974 program year, monitoring of the accomplishment of activities should be on-going.

6.

A filing system should be implemented and maintained for the
Parent Community Component.

7.

Publication of a program newsletter and Family I3ook should be pursued.

8.

Methods of increasing parental involvement (e.g., attracting them
to the second language courses) should be pursued.

9.

Additional emphasis should be directed toward the curriculum for
English dominant students.

10.

Additional emphasis should be directed toward coordinating the
ESL-PSI, activities.

11.

Hiring of a person to coordinate the curriculum for ESL and
English dominant classes should be considered.

12.

Methods of increasing the social interaction between Portuguese
and English dominant students should be pursued.

13.

Liaison activities by the staff development specialist between the
teachers and curriculum specialists should be continued.

14.

Procedure of evaluating curriculum materials by the teachers should
be continued.
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Summary of Degree of Accomplishment of
Program Objectives
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Summary Table (cont. )
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JOHN R. CORREIRO

ROBERT J. NAGLE

DIRECTOR

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

FALL RIVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Bilingual Education

Program

Title VII

120 HARTWELL STREET
FALL RIVER. MASS. 02721

November 13, 1973

Senator Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Kennedy:

In behalf of the Fall River Public Schools, I am most grateful for the
opportunity to provide additional information regarding the important
issue of bilingual education.
In framing my responses to your questions, I have consulted my Title VII
project staff and Dr. Robert Consalvo, President of Heuristics, Inc. of
Dedham, Massachusetts.
The responses submitted represent our collective thinking on the questions
at thi. time.
Sincerely,

Cdan164..Correiro

JR0/mls
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(1) What is the current level of emphasis on research and development at the state
level? At the federal level? In universities.
It seems fairly clear that the answer to the question at each level is - "there
is pr'ctically speaking, no emphasis on research and development in the bilingual area. At the state level, it is safe to say there is no emphasis at all on
bilingual research Emd ,i.v.16pment; the same is true at the federal level represented by what appears to be either an inability to coordinate nationwide
evaluation findings or a failure to logically relate the many pilot projects
into a rational nationwide research design. The same holds true at the university level. Inclusion of bilingual-bilcultural undergraduate and graduate
offerings are fragmented at best and appear to be responses to current practical demands rather than substantively thought out course work based upon indepth research of student needs, teacher needs, and para-professional needs.
Moreover, there does not seem to be at the university level any significant effort toward inter-university cooperation.
(2) What areas should be pursued more intensively in the field of bilingual education research?
a)

Testing is a priority. There is a need for the development of second
language tests, both English and non-English (e.g. Portuguese, Spanish,
etc.).
Such tests should be designed to assess reading, oral; and aural skills.

b)

Longitudinal studies (including long term follow-up) of participants
in bilingual programs - e.g. success in school an at jobs, drop-out
rate, and post high school training.

c)

The effects of the native culture of the bilingual child upon his achievement in U.S. public schools:

d)

1)

What is the press for school achievement in the home in a Portuguese (or anyethnic group) culture?

2)

How does this affect the student's desire to learn and willingness
to stay in school?

3)

Can this cultural effect be overcome if it is contrary to United
States demands and should it be?

There should be conscious
gual education models:
1)

e)

and concerted efforts to test various bilin-

Massachusetts Transitional Bilingual Education model versus, the
Title VII model.

Individualized Instruction Model versus the Group Instruction Model (The
Fall River Public Schools is formulating a plan for September 1974 to
test four models a.

The neighborhood Integration Model - Grade K-4.

b.

The Self-Contained Classroom Middle Grades Model.
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c.

The Delartmentalized Middle Grades Model.

d.

The Individualized Guided Education - Multi Unit Structure
Middle Grades Model.

and could serve as a significant national center for research and development in Portuguese-English bilingual education).
e.

f)

What are the effects of bilingual education upon the native English speaking student? Longitudinal and follow up studies are
required.

The theoretical bases for bilingual instruction need to be defined (materials and methods) within various ethnic groups, that is, given the
cultural, educational, and attitudinal background of non-native students,
what are appropriate methods and procedures to teach English?
their own
language? different culture?

(3) How much of a need is there for a national clearinghouse for bilingual education
research and development and information?
There is extreme need! There are more than 200 Title VII projects in the United
States currently. Each is developing curriculum materials and tests. The question is how is it being shared? Inadequatly it would seem, at the present time.
The same is true for relevant activity between or among states.
(4) What are the current methods of evaluation of the effectiveness of bilingual education programs?
For state-wide or LEA sponsored programs, generally no-evaluation is occurring.
There is a reluctance or unwillingness to spend funds.
Evaluation consists of
counting the number of children served, the number of programs operating, and
other imputs. The only major evaluation effort occurring is in Title. VII projects. Here the focus has been on setting very specific objectives and measuring the degree to which they were achieved. This has not always been successful - because while mandated - evaluation was not considered an integral part
of the project and subsequently, information wasn't used as it should have been.
Also, many so-called "evaluators" were not trahmed adquately to perform their
task, thus demands were placed to evaluate projects without a sufficient number
of qualified evaluators available. This led to many inappropriate and unreliable
evaluations and also contributed to the lack of acceptance, in many instances,
of evaluation data.
(5) From your experiences, are bilingual

programs effective?

There is insufficient systematic evidence to answer this question completely.
From my personal experience and intuition, I say yes. From my first year Title
VII evaluation (the summary of which has been submitted for the record) the
answer tends toward yes, also.
(6) Is there a need for other kinds of evaluations beyond those that are now in use?
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There is a nuoi Con a is tienully coordinated effort to systematically evaluate
projects (not a national evaluation as is the case in Title I and FollowSuch efforts as Title I and Follow-Through are not generally sucThrough).
cessful because of the size and scope of the undertakings. What is needed then,
are local efforts which attack central problems and questions using a variety
of approved techniques - all coordinated on a national level so that all the
information gathered will fit into a larger picture of effectiveness of bilingual programs.
(7)

Is there a need for the development of bilingual education curriculum?
level?

At what

There is a continuing need for the development of bilingual education curriculum development not only from K-12, but in the pre-school, post graduate, and
adult education areas as well.
Curriculum change or revision is taking place at all levels of American public
education, too slow to suit some, too quickly to suit others. Bilingual curiculum development is relatively new. Title VII is completing, as you well know
its fifth year this year.
In limited number of programs nationally (relative
to the national need) that developed bilingual curriculum under Title VII, there
is a need to reassess, and revise what has been developed to date. And what has
been developed to date has inconsequential in face of the need. What is more,
Little if any, bilingual education curriculum has been developed in the areas
of pre-school, post-graduate school, adult education, and of utmost importance vocational education.
Respectively Submitted By,
John R. Correiro
Director
Title VII Bilingual Project
Fall River, Massachusetts
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Senator CaAxsox. Now we have the final panel on the topic of
"Federal Directions in Bi !input' Education," consisting of Luis

Alvarez, executive director, ASPIRA, New York City ; and Dr. Francisco Trilla, president. Puerto Rican Association for National Affairs,
New York City. We welcome you.
STATEMENT OF LUIS ALVAREZ, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ASPIRA OF AMERICA, INC., NEW YORK CITY; AND FRANCISCO TRILLA, PRESIDENT, PUERTO RICAN ASSOCIATION FOR
NATIONAL AFFAIRS, NEW YORK CITY, A PANEL

Mr. Tmu.A. I am Francisco Trilla, president, Puerto Rican Association for National Affairs. I come here because of our concern about

the education of Puerto Rican children of 77 major cities in the

country which face devastating odds with respect. to equal education
opportunities.
We have assigned the, highest priority to bilingual education in the
Puerto Rican community. We appreciate your efforts, and the efforts
of Senator Kennedy and Senator Montoya, in sponsoring bills S. 25:53
and S. 2552. It will be a major achievement if a bill is passed by Congress and the funds requested are allocated to implement such programs.
Our children need and depend on what this bill has to offer, but our
experience in the past with similar programs has not, been good.

I would urge you to look into this bill in order that measures be
taken for the protection of the educational interests of the Puerto
Rican children and for the allocation of appropriate funds to meet
their educational needs.
I have with me a document I wil I put in the record with your permission, that is titled: "How Equitable Are Bilingual Bicultural Programs Servicing the Puerto Rico Students?"

This was prepared by the Puerto Rico Association for National

Affairs, and gives you information and statistics about our very poor
experience in the past.. We hope that in years to come we do not have to

prepare statements of this sort..

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you for your directness and brevity.
The material referred to and subsequently supplied for the record

follows :]

h
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PUERTO RICAN ASSOCIATION FOR NATIONAL AFFAIRS
2121 P STREET, N.W. ( WASHINGTON, D.C. 20037

- ^- - -...

PANA Exists because: In 1973 we Puerto Ricans as an ethnic
group are Predominantly a poverty stricken population, facing
discrimination, inequities and injustices in education, employment, housing, health services, the administration of justice,
and in participation in the political process.
The exodus to the U.S. has brought our people face to
face with the massive gulf that separates the American Dream
from the American reality. In the darkness of the barrio in the
slums of New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Newark, Philadelphia and
other major cities throughout the United States tens of thousands
of Puerto Rican families live totally caught in the ranks of
poverty. Today a new restlessness can be sensed in ovr people
behind which lies consierable social and economic despair.

The Emergence of PANA
PANA'was born in March 1971 out of a serious need for a strong
voice and national image for Puerto Ricans in the United States
our lives. Since our
to he felt on national issues affecting outreach
is broad and
problems are national in scope, PAN A's
expensive to bring together determined and responsible Puerto
Rican
Community in
Rican leadership from thoughout the Puerto
the U.S.
February 1971 publication of the U.S. Census Bureau. Some key
indicators arc:

Median School Years Completed by Puerto Ricans
(age 25 and over) in U.S.
National Median

9.9
12.6

'. 54

Unemployment Rate for.RPerto Ricans (age 16 and over)

/02

in U.S.

340

National Rate

$4,969
7,894

Family Income of Puerto Ricans in U.S.
National Rate
Median Age of Puerto Ricans in. U.S.
National Rate

18.3
28.0

Blue Collar Workers of Puerto Rican Origin
(age 16 and over) -- percent of total
National

63.3

White Collar Workers of Puerto Rican Origin
(percent of total)
National Rate

19.3
41.4

NATIONAL CHAIRMAN
Dr. Francisco Trills

NATIONAL DIRECTOR
V. Hector Rodriguez

WASHINGTON OFFICE
NEW YORK. OFFICE
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(202) 78C-1822
)2121,

384.1507
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.eoonortic or social indicators
In en mince then, recardlesn of
used to measure the condition or the Puerto Rican, we in :972
are found to be very low on the ladder of prosperity in America.
our childreri in the berries thiTuudtcnU 7:i mayor cit.ies in this
country' Coco devastating odds witL 1:0!1,0c1

opportunity.

This is why we have

the hi(.;hont priority to

bilingual education in the Puerto Rlodn coismunity.
tin weleesm Lilo efforts of E.,

-ponsoring bill

S2S52 and thinb it yill be a osjor achioeument if the bi31
is passed by the Congresb and tho funds routs:e;ted are allocated

to implement Lhe prour,m,

our children need and

epond un

what this bill hos to offe as 000 exp,:riertuc in the

hna out

},un good.

Other koy representative:. from:the Puerto Rican community
who work 0,ily with out: educational problems are.here today to
join with us

iii

;11i515,5)-.L

and at: this I would like

to present them Lo you for their statements.
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HOW EQUITABLY ARE
BILINGUAL- BICULTURAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

SERVICIA THE PUERTO RICAN STUDENTS?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

A PUERTO RICAN ASSOCIATION FOR i4AT I ONAL AFFAIRS
(PAIIA) PUBLICATION
.

;
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ThirRODUCIION

".... in recognition of the special educational need:. of the large
numbers of children of limited English- speaking ability in the
United States," Congress passed the Bilingual Education Act (BEA)
in 1968 as an amene,mt to the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act (ESEA) of 1965. Defining what these "special educational needs"
are, as well as setting the parameters for bilingual programs has
been largely left up to the imagination of local educational agencies.

The absence of any clear-cut bilingual policy has lead to
the misuse, mis-application and general waste of too precious funds
proVided for under the law. And, the priority placed on Loa-income
families has created the unfortunate identification of bilingual
education with compensatory education.
The following discussion may stir-up debate and dissent.
Hopefully, it will create the understanding that the BEN is neither
emergency nor compensatory legislation; but that it can be a.
conscientious means of providing equal educational opportunities
to all children, if it is implemented to its potential.
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THE PRORTFM

Although Puerto Ricans have the second largest non- English
speaking population (35% of the 2.5 million Puerto Ricans in the
United States are of limited English-speaking ability), they have
been systematically excluded from full participation in bilingual
programs funded under Title VII.
Let the numbers of non-English speaking Puerto Rican pupils-still unreached--speak for themselves: (The conversion Plan for
Title VII, Sept. 1971.)
% Served
of total state need

Served
Conn.
Mass.

1,206
745
New Jersey 2,000
New York
11,921
Penn.
2,992
Ohio
517

5%
5%
3%
2%
9%

Illinois

1% (less than)

776

1%

Need programs
(est. #)

17,282
13,227
67,604
630,329
34,876
45,039 ancl.other
Sp.Sp.)
89,162 (ncl.other
Sp. Sp.)

To date, R total of $53,750,000 has financed bilingual programs
in 31 states, including Puerto Rico. Only $8,215,798 has gone to major
Puerto Rican areas; 15% of total appropriations.
At least 37% or
of English -speaking
programs carried out
more will be lost to

$3,000,000 of this money has financed the education
pupils who held 30-66% of the places in bilingual
in those areas since 1969. At least, $1,311,100
Englisbrspeaking pupils during FY 1973.

Over the last' three.years, Puerto Rican projects enrolled twice
as many pupils as did projects in other areas. This was done in an
effort to cope with lower budget appropriations providing 50% less
per child than in other major areas.

Out of 31 projects presently operating in Puerto Rican areas,
onl 14 have Puerto Rican project directors. Policy is being
established and implemented for Puerto Rican communities by nonPuerto Ricans.
Costly evaluations (siphoning off 10% of project funds) are
monopolized by a handful of research companies (non-Puerto Rican),
preventing the participation of interested ethnic professionals and
research centers.
Poor statistical documentation of the Puerto Rican population and
its need in the areas of education and manpower points to the noninterest at official levels. According to the conversion Plan for
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Title VI:, than are r

Puerto Rican pupils of limited
15.41 or all the non-English speakers in
the U.S.
idt.h.a..;
figs= accounts for Puerto Rican pupils in
only five ctates. it has becnre the basis for all appropriations to
Puerto Ri..:an etc::. :.
officials in the Office of Education (OE)
place the fig.:..Le at w11 over 800,000 or 20% of the total.
English-spe21::_nc:

$5,000,000 has raw been a2propriated to Puerto Rican areas for
FY 1973. That thim represents only 12% of total funding is not
surprising. Far in r-:ality, the Bilingual Education Act (BEA) as it
is presently defines and implemented does not represent any tangible
commitment to thel75Z,313 Puerto Rican children estimated to be in
need of progzars.-

WHAT IS B:LINGUn EDUCTION?
Whether BiJingual Education is a right or a privilege has been
a question in many communities as well as at Congressional hearings.
Is it simply an efficient means of socializing outsiders to the
American language and culture? Or, does it imply certain crosscultural es %Ill r.a language requirements?
Is it merely the presence
of two diffeent language groups in a simultaneous learning situation?
Or, does it invalve a mItual process of learning and teaching between
the majority ,tal minority cormanities?
In an att,--;-:-. to define the law more clearly, the OE printed a
regulation bod.:1(:t which interprets the terms and mandates of the law.
Section 123.1 ::efinec bili3tel education as "the use of two languages,
one of which is 2nglish, as mediums of instruction." According to
or non-English speaking pupils can be
Section 123.4 the
met through activities such as:
1)

bilingual education programs; (again, no definition)

2)

0,IsiLne1 to :npart to students a knowledge of
the hists,:y an.:1 culture associated with their languages;

3)

efialts to c.s'ittN'Ir.

closer cooperation between the

schocl and tho
4)

early chi2dhood educational programs related to the
purposes of this title and designed to improve the
potential for profitable learning activites by
children;

5)

adult education programs related to the purposes of this
title, parLic_lacly for parents of children participating
in bilinguci programs;

6)

procn::ms dlcigned for dropouts or potential dropouts having
need cf bilinga l programs;
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7)

programs conducted by accredited trade, vocational,
or technical schools; and

8)

other activities which meet the purposes of this title.

The components of bilingual education are still undefined.
As you can see, educational agencies can use Title VII for funding
almost any innovative program they.can dream up% some merely
providing classes in English as a Second Language, others adding
a full complement of ethnic studies taught in the mother tongue.
Believing that diversity is our country's richness, many
people have been hopeful that the BEA, Bilingual Educational Act,
would capitalize on language and cultural differences using them
as curricula, not just tools for learning. On the other hand,
pragmatists have been skeptical that legislation for bilingual
education will ever come to represent: more than emergency measures
to alleviate an educational crisis, and reluctant measures at that.
A RATIONALE FOR BILINGUAL SCHOOLING
The fact that the U.S. O.E. has not approved one acceptable
approach to bilingualism suggests that the American educational
system has not yet fully swallowed the idea of teaching in a
foreign language. However, it is also symptomatic of a more
serious problem that it is not really committed to providing a
truly equal education to all its citizens;
An equal education
to the some 800,000 Puerto Rican children in the U.S. means more than
teaching English as a second language; and providing a quick transition
to regular classes.
.

It demands:

1) Teaching to read and write effective Spanish as well as
English;
2) The continued use of Spanish to teach some subjects
especially Spanish literature, history and culture;

3) Well designed curricula and materials for teaching
Spanish history and culture -- on the elementary and
advanced levels;
4) The use of high quality teachers of both languages (all
native and highly trained speakers of the language in
which they teach )
This implies the need for a strong
program for Bilingual teacher training.
The Bilingual Education Act was conceived to improve educational
opportunities for over a million American children. Yet, discrimination
in schools continues as long as they refuse to encourage the selfesteem among its-children and pride in their own heritage for achievement.
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Critics are quick to protest that this is special, privileged
education; we maintain it is merely a right to equal education.
As a result of historical circumstances occuring nearly 100
years ago, Puerto Rico has become a part of the U.S. as a commonwealth.
As both American citizens and Spanish-speaking Prior to arrival on the
mainland, they do not regard it necessary to give up language and
culture as downpayment for citizenship as other emigrants had to do in the
past.
The dual role of the Puerto Rican in our society suggests new
patterns of adjustment to the new country, and some educational
adjustments, as well.
And why not emphasize language and cultural differences in a
pluralistic society? Cross-cultural studies around the world have
shown that children learning, to read in their native language are
able to master reading in the second language more quickly than peers
who began in that language; Secondly, they develop better cognitive
and concept building skills -- basic tools for all further learning.
Two McGill University psychologists have shown that children who have
received a balanced education in two languages, and developed normal
literacy in both languages are markedly superior to their peers in
late adolescence on verbal and non-verbal tests of intelligence.
Secondly, studies of reading readiness conducted by Columbia
University in Puerto Rico showed that children's achievement in
English was markedly retarded compared to those who learned in
Spanish; mare interesting -- the Puerto Rican children's achievement
in Spanish was markedly superior to American children in the U. S.
using their awn mother tongue, English! The reason? Spanish is a
Phonetic language; it is easier to learn as a native language than
is English. Thus, Spanish schools are able to begin teaching primary
curriculum so much earlier. The spectacular achievements of two
Dade County public schools with Cuban children in Miami serve as models
One can choose this route; or one
for effective bilingual programs.
can continue to condemn more children to the vicious cycle of poverty,
educational failure and unemployment as plagued by our communities.
IS BILINGUAL EDUCATION

EQUAL OR COMPENSATORY EDUCATION?

Unfortunately, recent studies of bilingual projects in the U. S.
have shown that non - English speaking children remain in classes
taught in the mother tongue only until English is mastered. The
children are then transferred to "regular classes." No real effort
is made to preserve the mother tongue, or increase its prestige and
competence among the students. Such a compensatory-type approach
defeats what many educators see as a main goal of bilingual education;
to provide a more enriched experience for the non-English speaking
child which will aid his developing a more consistent and positive
self image. Instead, his own language is regarded as a handicap to
be overcome, rather than as the tool for communication, learning and
concept development it truly is.
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':c.where is this negative point of view more clearly Alustrated
than in the law's stipulation "that the project(s) will be carried
out c:iy in schools with high concentration of children of lirdted
Engla3h-speaking ability from families (1) with incomes below
$3,000 per year, or (2) receiving payments under a program of aid
to families with dependent children under a state plan approved
under Title IV of the Social Security Act." (Section 123.5 of OE
Regulations)
Ironically, the federal government has transformed
sucposedly serious educational policy into just another bit of
anti-poverty legislation. The consequences are several:

It makes the law an issue of the noor, not one of language
and learning, obscuring the issue of bilingual education

1)

itself.
2)

By emphasizing economical as well as language differences,
it also opens the door to other disadvantaged groups, or
even others in general.

3)

Bilingual education, with its eventual goal of enrichment
for all Americans is degraded by relating it to conditions
of welfare and poverty; in short, the idea of a two-way
bilingual education becomes stigmatized for the middle class.

4)

Although Section 123.50of the OE Regulations states that
non-English speaking children other than those from poverty
level families will not be excluded, they are included only
"in the area to be served by a project" funded under normal
priorities.
Bow many needy Puerto Ricans are excluded in
this way?

5)

It encourages the idea that speaking a foreign language is
a handicap, with all the negative stereotypes that
accompany being Puerto Rican, being Black or being poor.

6)

It supports the cruel and unrealistic idea that annual
incomes above $3,000 are not in many cases "noverty level."

In effect, these children are getting an "educational dole,"
rather than their inherent right to an equal education. Such a
situation only encourages the widely quoted belief that you get more
if you're really ncor than if you're only half noor.
PUERTO RICAN CHILDRE34 ARE EXCLUDED FROM PROGRAMS OF BILINGUAL
ECTOCArIrli

Are federal funds as they are presently distributed reaching as
many non-English speaking children as possible? and, are programs
funded under Title VII operating in areas that have the greatest need?
Puerto Rican communities throughout the U.S. have failed to receive
the maximum funds possible (that they deserve) for two reasons:
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1)

at least 37% of their total appropriations to date
has financed the participation of English-speakers
in their program.

2)

although a total of $53,000,000 has gone to 31 states,
including Puerto Rico over the last three years, only
15% of these funds has gone to Puerto Rican areas;
Puerto Ricans, with the second largest non-English
speaking population in the U.S. have been consistently
underrepresented.

Bilingual programs were established to equalize educational
opportunities for children of limited English-speaking ability.
Yet, according to Section 123.51 of OE Regulations:
"Children in an area to be served who are from environments
where English is the dominant language should be allowed
to participate in an approved project if such participation
would enhance the effectiveness of the project."
BASED ON NHAT CRITERIA IS SUCH PARTICIPATION JUDGED TO DE
BENEFICIAL?
To date, a total of $765,684,000 has been spent on 23 projects
in the states of Connecticut, :Lassachusetts, New Jersey, New York and
Pennsylvania -- areas with the largest Puerto Rican population in
the U.S.2 As much as $3,000,000 (37%) of this budget has gone to
the education of English-speaking pupils, (average cost per pupil
in those states was $598), who numbered 30-60% of the estimated
20,527 pupils enrolled.
Children Served:
c,TE 4

FY 1969 - 19713

Penn.
Conn.

10,021
1,789
569
1,613
408

Eng.-Bp.
2,911
923
296
1,379
618

TOTAL

14,400

6,127

N. Y.
N. J.
!lass.

Total
12,9 E?.
2,712?,

30%
30%

865'
2,992
1,026

30%
46%
66%

20,527

As of September 1971, the participation of at least 30% Englishspeakersper project has been specifically required under the
Conversion Plan for Title VII. This can potentially reduce the
$5,000,000 alloted to Puerto Rican areas for FY 1973 by as much as
$1,811,100, if participation rates of English-speaking pupils as
quoted above are similar.
(cost per child for first year programs
has been set at $300.00)
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These funds reprasct onI.y 12% of the total budget to
bilingual areas, and there are still an estimated 763,318 nonEnglish speaking pupils in those five states alone who have not
yet been helped.°
'.That is more ironic is that thn ESFA Title VII Conversion
Plan estimates a total of 5.4 mi:Iton non - English speaking target
children of all languages still to be served. The inclusion of
30% English speakers increase this group to 7.7 million -- at an
estimated cost of 4.2-17=o,:. Yet, they admit that at the
current level of funding they can't even reach all these children
until 1990: With the present rose of pupulation growth, they
might plan for the year 2000.

Nhat is most absurd is that although English-speakers continue to use up funds for our children, the OE has recommended
to the Federal Government that funds remain at a "medium level."
Nhat could possibly explain this tragic violation of the original
purpose of the law?

Three statements are commonly offered defending the presence
of English- speaking pupils:

1) That biling,!.al classes require the simultaneous presence
of two mono-lingual groups: that by definition -- a
bilingual class does not truly become "bilingual" until
both groups a:e mixed together.

Such a literal translation of the word bilingual is both
absurd and unrealistic.
Bilingual classes are truly "bilingual"
only after both
. learn the language of the other, and maintain
separate functions Lnd use for each of the two languages. However,
the Bilingual.Educatien Act -- an implemented -- has subordinated
this goal to that of simply taching in a foreign language for the briefest
period posSible until the minority pupils can function in English.
2) That bilingual classes completely composed of one or the
other groups foster educational segregation and discrimination.
But, discrimination to wham? The English-speakers? Hanagenous
groups of students within one school have always been segregated
from each other in sep:-...te and unequal classes based on ability
and need. "Interest" bsconas a variable for grouping later on.
3) That the presence of English -speakers in a class induces
the non-English speakers to learn English by providing
role models.

This is not a valid assumptica for two reasons. Spanish-speakingchildren are in bilingual programs primarily to learn
their curricula, not cly to learn English. They are failing in
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our schools today because they have little or no acadendc instruction, not specifically because they do not speak English.
Secondly, adequate role models are to be found within
their schools and canmunities. However, the very presence of
large numbers of Spanish-speaking people in the U.S. today who
have remained locked in their own ccmmunities for over 20 years,
and resisted learning English at all is some evidence that the
presence of English-speakers is not the significant factor in
learning to speak English. People learn languages through use
and repetition, which in the classroom situtation can be done on
a one to one basis: between student and teacher.
However, if the
teather has to devote one third of his time to teaching in English
for English-speaking pupils, his language teaching efforts must
not be too effective.
Apparently, the belief that bilingual programs are in sane
way providing "special" or "extra" education to the Spanishspeaking has caused a demand for the participation of other
children within the community. The Federal Government with its
compensatory attitude towards bilingual education has encouraged
this feeling of competition, by not underlining the essential
point of the Bilingual Education Act, as an attempt at merely
liz
educational opportunities for pupils who cannot use
s appropriated under Titles I or III.
(2)

Establishing Equal Appropriations

lAhat are the guidelines established by the law for distribution
of funds?

According to Section 703 of the Bilingual Education Act,
"In determining distribution of funds under this Title,
the Commissioner shall give highest priority to States
havimggreateot need for programs pursuant to this Title."
It seems logical, therefore, that areas would receive funds
Proportionate to the number of children needing programs.
Puerto Ricans and all other non-English speaking groups should
receive as much Money as they need to help all their children get
an equal education. If there are not enougFTunds, appropriate more;
we do not suggest taking funds from one group to give another.
Instead of committing itself tothis ideal, the policy of the
U.S. Office of Education seems to be assigning monies on a percentage
basis; Puerto Ricans represent 15.4% of all nonEnglish speakers -so they should receive 15% of total appropriations; Mexican-Americans
are 60% of all non-English groups -- so they receive 60% of all funds,
American Indians -- 2% etc.
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However, these percentages do not represent the real need
of each group. Rather, they provide an excuse for actually
limiting funds.
Critical examination of program budgets for the largest nonEnglish speaking groups in the United States - Mexican-Americans,
Puerto Rican, CUban and Nmerican-Indian - suggests that need
itself is not the significant factor in appropriating money;
rather, it is the influence of political power and pressure
group status - tub assets Puerto Rican areas have not yet developed
to their potential. How else can one explain that areas with
equally severe needs may receive grossly different funds, while
other high need areas are virtually overlooked?
Nor .English Speaking School Ponulation in U.S.

Mexican-Americans

3,045,111

Puerto Ricans

777,583

CUban

9

% of all groups:
(5,044,578)
60%
15.4%

73,04410

American Indian

-

.01%

129,432

Total Ethnic Population in U.S.

2.6%

% N.E. w/in groups

:!exican-American -

6,000,000

50%

Puerto Rican

2,500,000

35%

2,000,000

.01%

827,091

16%

-

Cuban
American Indian

-

The real need of both Puerto Ricans and Mexican-American
areas are almost equal - 35 and 50% of their respective populations
are non-English speaking. Consequently, appropriations to both
should be relatively high according to these proportions.
However, Budget figures from the OE shag that appropriations to
all groups have been consistently lower in proportion to their
numbers, while anoropriations to the Southwest have been well over
50%, Total obligations to date show that Mexican-Nrerican groups
have received $33,458,607 or 80% of combined funds to major Sranishspeaking areas, while Puerto Rican areas received only $8,215,798
or 19.7%,11 American Indians received $4,962,307 or .09%, Cubans
received approximately $2,246,025 or .0,1% of all bilingual,funds.-

'ihy has the Southwest been able to achieve more recognition
of its problems and better funding levels while other areas have not?
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In pushing for educational reforms in the Southwest, the MexicanAmerican groups managed to get funds assigned according to their real
numbers, not according to the percentage their children represented.
Being more organized and vocal in local politics, and having the
representation in Congress of "interested" legislators, they had the
necessary power to do this.
This is as it should be; but all groups should be 'represented as
fully as possible too -- irrespective of their ability to make themselves
heard or FEARED. This right was "guaranteed" with the passage of Title
VII.
The following comparisons are not intended to stir up conflict or
competition between peoples whose goals are similar. They do show,
however, that the Bilingual Education Act has became an object of
politicking and lobby group activity, and that the commitment of the
U.S. O.G. is determined by considerations other than just educational.
need. This defines the guidelines set up by the Bilingual Education Act.
The Mexican-American school population in need is 4 times greater
than the Puerto Rican. They should receive 4 times more funding.
However,
as the following project figures show, in some cases, they have been able
to get eight times more programs and money than Puerto Rican areas.
# Projects
1969
M.A.
P.R.

Total Budget

Pro9eEfagize

Average Cost
per child

12
53
7

$9,410,779
$1,921;880

513
1,041

$345.96
$263.63

$4,147,861
$1,056,660

197
432

$582.24
$489.19

197013
n.A.
P.R.

36
5

Conclusions - FY 1969 - 1970:
Need in the South ?lest is 4 times greater; however, it has set up
7
-8 times as many projects.

nexican-American appropriations were 71.9% of the total budget
assigned to all Spanish-speaking areas during FY 1969 and 51% during
1970. Although Mexican-American funds decreased over the two
periods, so did appropriations to Puerto Rican areas (from 14.7%
to 13% of total funds to those areas). T.lere was the conmitment
to either the South Tlest or the East?
Puerto Rican projects were grossly overpopulated. Enrollment in each
project was nearly twice that of Mexican-American projects, whiCh were
already overcrowded.
Despite the density of Puerto Rican projects, cost per child was
nearly $100 lower than in Mexican-American ones.
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1971 (FY)

14

4 Projects

P.R.
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'Dotal Budget

Average
Project Size

Average Cost
per child

12

51,630,504

917

$148.12

11

X1,418.280

425

$305.20

Conclusions - FY 1971
ilexican-American areas received 33.5% of total funds to Srenishspeaking areas; Puerto Picz.ns areas - 29%.
These percentages are deceiving. Although 1971 brought Puerto Rican
areas a significantly higher proportion of total funds, in truth
their $1,418,280 is $361,620 more than forFY1970, but $503,600 less
than during FY 1969!
Although apprcpriations and project numbers in the South !lest
drastically decreased, they were able to reach proportionally the
same number of pupils by increasing project size, and lowering
expenditures per child - hardly an ideal condition for adequate
classroom instruction.

Over the last three yearsMadolmAmerican areas had a total of 101
nrolects,
83% of all projects to major Spanish-speaking areas; Puerto Rican
areas had 23 projects, 17% of the total. The point is: while the East
Coast was barely represented in proportion to their need, the South Vest
was ever represented by 26%. In other words, they have not been restricted
by a percentage criterion - hich is the only fair committed solution for
all groups.
Perhaps, Now York City irovides the best illustration of this situaIt has 82% of the U.S. Puerto Rican population, and same 86,000
non-English speaking children of that origin.. To date, it has received
only 56% of 13 of the 23 projects cited above. It received $3,926,744
(47.7%) of the $3,215,798a1-tzed to those Puerto Rican areas.
tion.

As a major problem center, New York City has been under-represented.
Look at this more reasonable situation. California and Texas combined
(which represent a majority of the Mexican-American population in the U.S.)
have set up 79 projects - nearly 80% of all projects to major MexicanAmerican areas.
Proposals Submitted for Title VII Funds
Lou levels of funding to Puerto Rican areas are ccmmonly explained
away by the suggestion that not enough proposals are received. The
following figures shw that although the actual number of proposals
Submitted for Puerto Rican areas have been consistently lower than for
the South Nest, the percentage of those accepted for funding have also
been consistently lcwer. Furthermore, although the number of proposal's
accepted for New York ^tate more than doubled for FY 1971, the South Nest
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continued to have a higher rate of acceptance in general. Nhy
houldn't the Puerto Rican areas push for the same milestones the
South West has made?
It is interesting to note that proposals from Texas continued to be
funded in large numbers over the last three years even though other States
in the area experienced a serious decline.
Proposals Submitted for Title VII Funds from Major Spanish-speaking Areas:
(FY 1969-1971)

1969
Sub't.
Ac'd.

Aritona

%

1970
SUt't
Ac'd

17

4

25

5

2

102

26

25

69

19

Colorado

8

?

?

5

New Am.

26

5

20

Texas

51

18

Conn.

4

Ness.

Calif.

New Jersey
New .York

Penn.

1971
SUb't
Ac'd

%

%

5

1

20

28

63

8

13

?

?

3

?

5

2

40

5

3

60

33

27

12

44

13

7

54

1

25

3

0

0

3

2,

66

15

2

13,

12

1

8.

9

3

33

3

1

33

3

2

6

2

0

0

14

3

20.

29

4

11

30

14

5

?

?

4

0

0

1.

1.

40'

?.

47.
100

AUDITING AND EVALUATIONS OF BILINGUAL PROJECTS

The conspicuous Absence of Puerto Rican or Mexican-AmericanTroject
evaluations is another indication of the reluctance to implement truly,
bilingual-bicultural programs under Title VII. Over the last three years*
63 projects carried out in Major Spanish-speaking areas were evaluated
by a total of 16 people. Out of these 16, only one was of Spanish=speaking
origin.
However, his total activities amounted to only 6% of all projects
evaluated; his earnings 3% of the total $354,214 earned by evaluators of
those 63 projects:

(?) - Indicate figures unavailable.
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How can people evaluate a program of bi- cultural education in
any meaningful way if they have no knowledge of the components of
that culture? It is no wonder that existing research activities have
not lead to a significant or reliable definition of bilingual education
and its canronents to improve these programs for our children.

In fact, according to the Conversion Plan for Title VII - the
source for most of the statistics quoted within this text - federal
policy for bilingual education is still predicated on the need for
more research.
And, the Advisory Committee on the Education of Bilingual
Children suggests in a report to the U.S. Commissioner of Education
that, "So far the results of research have not been sufficient or
have not been sufficiently publicized
"
Moreover, they state
that "Certain questions concerning bilingual-bicultural education
will be laid to rest only by means of conclusive research." They
also list a number of urgent topics still needing examination.
A second issue concerns the fact that these audit - evaluation
activities are swallowing up precious funds that could put more
children in clazsrooms. As of late 1971, there were an estimated
3,004,526 Mexican-American pupils, 763,318 Puerto Ricans, 325,535
other Spanish-speaking and 126,999 American Indian pupils still in
need of bilingual programs. 15
At least 8 -10% of a project's total appropriations are allotted to
evaluation and auditing activities. The true valuecf research activites
cannot be overestimated; for nowhere are Puerto Ricans more neglected
than in the area of sound statistical documentation. However, over
the last three years, a total of 45 auditing activities and 63 evaluations
of Title VII projects were controlled by only 16 individual research
organizations. out of a total budget of $9,391,324 for these 63 projects
$354,214 went to evaluation and auditing contracts.15
!fiat does this mean in terms of program funds? If the average
cost per.child is $300, that $354,214 could have provided services for
approximately 1,174' ore non-English speaking pupils!

During FY 1969 and 1970, there were eight Mexican-American
projects evaluated by one man. Total project funds were $995,372; this
researcher made 8% of thosafunds for his two evaluations and 2% for his
six audits: altogether - $23,082.
The average cost per pupil in those projects was $464.17 Auditing evaluation activities in those eight projects replaced the particination
of 63 Pupils.

During FY 1969 - 1971, there were nine Puerto Rican projects
evaluated by one company. The nine projects were funded for a total of'
$1,566,748. After doing seven audits and two evaluations, this company
made $49,393.
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The average cost por pupil in those projects was $598.19
Auditing - evaluation activities in those nine projects replaced the
participation of 82 pupils.
The point is: for what kind of evaluation are those funds going?
And, are they worth the toll they take in pupil participation?
MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS FOR BILINGUAL PROJECTS
As the evaluation of programs in Puerto Rican areas is implemented
by non-Puerto Ricans, it is not surpri ing that the actual design and
development of these programs is also carried out by non-Puerto Ricans.
The centers for curriculum development are all, located in non-Puerto
Rican areas: San Diego, Austin, Texas, Miami; and the national testing
program for developing bilingual tests is located in Stockton,
California.
The problems of different Spanish-speaking peoples may be similar,
but their goals and methods are by no means the same. Personnel from
those centers are naturally more attentive to the needs of their an
areas. Yet, they are formulating curricula about Puerto Rican culture
for the Puerto Rican child!
To be truly relevant, curricula for bilingual education must be
tailored to meet the needs of Puerto Rican areas - considering their
an individual goals and handicaps. This can only be done by interested
professionals trained and orperienced in the life and culture of a
people whose future they so P:".dly seek to direct.
The lack of Puerto Rican professionals administering, designing
and evaluating their own educational programs is not unusual. f.'n
New York City where Puerto Ricans comprise 22% of the entire school
population, Puerto Rican professionals hold less than 1% of all
positions in thy schools.
Again, this is indicative of a national educational policy that
disregards the building of self-respect and pride as a basic component
to learning.
PUERTO RICAN NEED IN THE AREA OF EDUCATION HAS BEEN CONSISTENTLY IGNORED
To state that Puerto Ricans have been excluded from the administration,
design and evaluation of bilingual programs, and to illustrate that
fact is not enough. Lack of educational policy, inadequate funds, and
poor administration of those funds has held back all groups from full
benefit under the law.
However, Puerto Ricans have been consistently ignored,.for more
than thirty-two years. NO accanodation has been made for the faces
that they are citizens who have arrived in this country out of necessities
different from all previous immigrant groups (even the Mexican- American),
and have educational 97.-c:lelms unique to their unusual status here.
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The passage of the Bilingual Education Act has not changed this
situation, nor was it intended to.
It has focused its programs on
the "poor" and those of "limited English-speaking ability" in general,
rather than specifically on the needs of individual groups.
The very history of the bilingual movement in Mashington shows
that legislation was never initiated on behalf of the Puerto Rican.
It took the sudden migration of some 450,000 Cuban refugees into
Florida during the early 1960's to force the issue; and it took
the Mexican-Americans to get the law written and passed.
ith their
larger numbers, longer residence in the U.S., and consequently louder
voice in "ashington (or the potential of a larger voting bloc), the
Mexican-Americans became the subject of several National Educational
Association conferences during the tO's; formed the Mexican American
Affairs Unit (an in-house lobby group); and mompLud Senator Yarborough
of Texas to draft the first bill jii 1967, aimed at appropriating funds
to the South T'est.

The Puerto Ricans got included through a rash of similar bills
introduced into the House to include "other" non-English speaking
groups. 'lerged into a single meAsure by a conference conmittee, those
bills became Title VII -- to which the Puerto Rican was included
because his needs were similar to those of others, not because of
his own needs.
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RECOpi ECNDATIONS

In conclusion, we must require the following if Title VII is to
live up to its potential for all non-English speaking Children:
1) Clearly defined educational policy in the area of bilingual
education that will act as a guide to national consciousness,
and commitment to these children.
There is a need for a
basic philosophical statement on Bilingual - Bicultural
Education.

2) Carly defined parameters for all programs of bilingual
education funded under Title VII, with provisions for
bilingual education funded under Title VII, teacher training;
especially designed curricula and teaching aids relevant to
each language group; development of bilingual tests,
3) The understanding that English as a second language is not
bilingual education.
Convert ESL, English as a second language,
funds into Bilingual Education by merging both programs.
4) An elimination of all priorities to low-income families; which
makes the issue of bilingualism one of ccmpensatory education and not equal education.
5) A realistic examination of why English-speakers are taking up
valuable places from non-English speakers it programs of
bilingual education and the elimination of this administratively
imposed requirement.
6) Program funding to he in proportion to the need of the group:
30-40% of all funds should go to Puerto Rican carnanities both
on the mainland and in Puerto Rico.
7) Contracts to Puerto Rican agencies for research act:vities,
development of curriculum, materials and tests for Lilingual
projects and contracts for the evaluation of these rcojects.

8) Employment of Puerto Rican administrators in the U.S.O.E.
formulating and implementing bilingual policy, ae we]. as
project directors. administering local projects.
9) The establishment of research centers for currimlum and tests
development in the urban Northeast (New York) where 41,4).35011qty

of Puerto Ricans reside.

10) Reactivate the National Bilingual Advisory Board et Bilingutt
projects unaai. Title VII '.f,d include a zr.I.gr.ificant number of

Puerto Ricans in it.

11) Establish a national consortium to evaluate and design materials
for Puerto Rican projects.
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12) The most important recanyendation is related to the
administration of Bilingual education programs funded
under Title VII. The former administration of these
projects under Bureau of Elementary School Education
accepted the poorly defined educational policy and
inadequate funds that have prevented bilingual school
programs from becoming viable solutions to equal
education for millions of children.
Bilingual Education must not be returned to the Bureau of
Elementary School Education MESE).
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FOOTNOTES
1.

The Conversion Plan for Title VII, September, 1970.

2.

The Conversion Plan for Title VII.

3.

Statistics from U. S. Office of Education.

4.

OTE - other than English.

5.

Includes 1,011 Chinese and French pupils.

6.

The Conversion Plan for Title VII cites 2,000 Puerto Rican
pupils.

7.

Includes 20 Portuguese pupils.

8.

The Conversion Plan for Title VII; a more detailed breakdown
of this figure can be found on p.1.

9.

This figure seriously underestimates the total as it only
includes non - English speaking school population in Conn., Mass.,
New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. An estimated 30,000 estimated
ethnic Spanish - speaking children are in Ohio, Illinois, Michigan,
California, Indiana, Florida, and Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

10.

Cuban population figures include only Florida and New Jersey.

11.

Other sources cite $9,000,000 +.

12.

1969 project areas: M.A. - Ariz., Calif., Colorado., Mich., New
Mexico, Texas, and Wisconsin.
P.R. - Conn., Mass., N.J., N.Y., Penn.

13.

1970 project areas: M.A. - Ariz. Calif., Colorado., New Mexico,
Texas, and FMmhinagton.

P.R. - New Jersey, New York.
14.

1971 project areas: M.A. - Calif., Colorado, New Mexico, Texas,
Washington.
P.R. - Conn., Mass., New York., and Penn

15.

The conversion Plan for Title VII, September, 1971.

16.

Budget and pupil costs fran U.S. Office of Ritration.

17.

Budget and Pupilcostsfrom U.S. Office of Education.

18.

Ibid.
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THE PUERTO RICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR NATIONAL AFFAIRS

PANA came into existence in March 1971. It grew out of a
critical need as recognized by Puerto Ricans in the United States
for a strong voice and national image in the influencing of
critical issues affecting our community.
The main objective of PANA 13 to improve the quality of life for
Puerto Ricans in this country by insuring positive attitudinal,
and institutional change on the conditions of poverty, exclusion,
and discriminatory practices which have plagued the Puerto Rican
people in this country.
As a national organization concerned with strong advocacy in behalf
of the Puerto Rican community, PANA is establishing a communications
and social action mechanism in order to bring together determined,
responsible Puerto Rican leadership from throughout the U.S. for
concerted national action.
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Senator CoANsrox. Mr. Alvarez.
li.v.xunz. I know the hour is late. I have already placed a formal statement in the record. I would just like to address myself to
several issues. First. I would like to thank the distinguished senior

Senator from Cali farina for bearing with us all day.
Senator yaANsox. Thank you.
Mr. AINAREz. Svcomlly, I want to commend the committee for doing
:something I think is essential on the question of bilingual education,

and that is having omitted an income criteria. I think that the whole
concept of bilingual education has been somewhat. stigmatizing in the
sense that it has focused exclusively on children of low economic backgrounds. The thrust of bilingual-bicultural education should be for all

ildren.

I have just. recently returned from working within the Office of
Education on the Title VII Bilingual .Education Act, and S want to
cite the committee and its staff for introducing the establishment of a
bilingual education bureau within the legislation. .I believe this to be

substance in structure, and when one analyzes the structure of OE, one
begins to see that the formal placement of bilingual education within
flue division has not been adequate. Under the concept of a bureau, the
bilingual education program will take on added permanency, visibility,
and respectability. It will attract additional resources, and more importantly, it can begin to bring in from other legislation, specifically

NIi; or other parts of OK funds so that programs can be developed
in a. comprehonsiye way and delivery will be much more effective.

also think that with the establishment of a national advisory
begin to bring in from all ever the country a component that is very sorely needed, a coalition of educational leaders
from all segments of the Hispanic community whose role it will be
I

council we Nv i

I

to advise and grapple with the problems of the successful implementation_ of bilingual education.

I would like to strongly urge the Senators to consider that this

council have its own staff with its own resources. so that it would be
able to maintain an independent posture. Furthermore. I would like
to urge that it be worked into the legislation that such a council not
be appointed by the commission in order to insure its independent
status.

One of the things that has concerned me most. about bilingual

education has been the traditional int ragroup rivalries that have been
fostered by the Federal bureaucracy through its lopsided allocation

of funds. For example, recent statistics indicate that a total of

53.7:10.000 that has wale to finance bilingual eduottion programs in
31. States, only $8.12?-5.708. or 15 percent of all appropriations have

gone to major Puerto Rican areas. Moreover. almost 37 percent of
this expenditure has supported the education of English-speaking

pupils who held :3040 percent of the bilingual program slots conducted
in those areas since 1969. Moreover. the conversion plan for title VII
holds that there are 777,583 Puerto Rican students of limited English-

speaking ability, 15.4 percent of all the non-English sneakers in the
United States. Although this figure accounts for Puerto Rican students
in only five States. it has become the basis for all appropriations to

Puerto Rican areas. According to some officials in the Oflke of Education. the figures are well over 800,000 or 20 percent of the total. Because

of t he t remenclons need Io secure marts from t1111. FV(11.1.111 (1()VVI*11111V1115

the Hispanic community has round itself a house divided, 1)tierto
Ricans against t'llicatios. 'hicanos against. (.7tilanis, and so 1)11 down
this.
,Nlitatrity tvnuntinities situpt don't have the time nor the

eiter4ry to be looking into one anothe's clipboard to find example s of
injudicious bureaucrat iv fund ug!rling at. ilich to point all accusing
linger.

would I ikp the committee to seriously consider the establishment
of a formula that will try to create an equitable distribution of these
Federal funds..Tbe committee cannot
internal inireanerat iv
inhibitions to thwart, an evenhanded approach to the dispersement of
Itilingital educational moneys.
I ,.vorked very int iminely
programs, anti I know Senator Cranston did also., and we saw firsthand what could occur. cite
the bilingual children's television situation as a specific exatiple.

think the time has come in which -Federal funds (.1111 he brought to bear

to create, coalitions and create educational opportunities.
The other thing, I hat occurs to me is, as 1 study t he bill, that. i would
also like to urge t110 committee to consider a 10-percent set-aside for
the use and support, of national and local nonprofit. private educational
otranizat ions.
As I view t lir sit nation around t lie vomit ry. and after having worked

with State departments of education. 1 do not think that they really
have the. technical and financial resources. tin., capabilities nor the
desire: to bring about the necessary new bilingual-bicultural models
that. need to be!created for our children.
I tliitlk educators to sortie extent have failed in the area of bilingiml
eilin..at ion. I sulanit. to you that there are nely entities. both private
ional
and piddle. t hat. are successfully .rappling Nvith
SI) that 1101V innovative. program;
issues.: and these eau he undervrit

can he created for our children..
For. example, Aspira has a major operatic))) in New York which

recently hail an experimental Ililimrual program named C11'0.
Itt'S01111PS rm. Educational ()pport unities. a project designed to
enhance the quality of education to the Puerto 'Rican youth In New
City by int inducing a biling.thil mode Of classroom inst raction
combined with cocullinated and complementary services centering
aromad the school and family. The prooTain Was done in conjunction
with Benjamin hranlain -High School and was geared to 75 youngsters. Youngsters w'110 11:111 it 11 the

l'/111

flirt 1'1.1S1 ics of potential droponts.

I am happy to say that of those 75. BO have passed their equivalency
high school examinations. and of those 69, ii.1stialents tire presently
tittencliitir collecres and universities. This was not clone by the State

department of education or the board of education, this was done by
Aspitt, a Private. noni)rotit, community based educational agency.
I would like to take this opportunity to have placed in the record
the animal report of Aspira of America, which will !ri\-6, tile 0ommit-.
tee greater detail of \dint some of the private commiiiiit- efforts are
doing around the count r.\- in eclucation.
In closing. I ,watit to urge all of its tri think ill terms of bilingual
ilon-Eilidish-sp,A-111.,,hildiTti. hitt for the
eclacation as notonly
.

entire rountry. We must born 111 111111(1 1-11111 all 11014111 the issue seems to

Ile somewhat exPlosiye. and there, is to great. deal of resistance and con
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trMYrsy siirrounding it ,.we have to begin to recogioize in Amei-ica that ,

there. is ! st rengt h in diversity. \Vt must begin to support cult urally
pluralistic efforts because %ye area rillttirally pluTalistic society.
I 11111 til/1Ty that

S1111:1101'

I )0111illiCli IS 110t

11;.11'.;

1)111- I think the tinge

has passed \viten vve- could all la, stamped (tot like rows of factor
intl;ed (.(mkies. I think WV 11:11'010

1'111111'01TV ;11111

111111Z0-1110 vulture 811(1

strength of all our minorities in order to st rengt hen the total socipty.
Thank von very mach.'
Senator elt.1NSTtIN. I t hank you for the eloquent statement.
[The prepared statement of 'Arr. Alvarez With 1111 accompanying
attachment follow :]
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STATEMENT BY LUIS ALVAREZ, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF ASPIRA OF AMERICA, INC. TO THE
SENATE SUB-COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

October 31, 1973
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Gentlemen, the issue which brings us together today is, as
you're all aware, of paramount importance to millions of minority
children along the length and breadth of this country now hopelessly foundering within American classrooms and to future
generations of these same children who, because they don't fit
into someone's idea of the proverbial "melting pot," have been
forced to suffer the terrible concequences of not only social
and political but educational banishment.

All too often, half-hearted, half-funded bilingual programs
have catered to the minority child's native heritage only to the
degree that they could assimilate the child into anglo culture
and the English language.

The notion that minority children should

have to divest themselves of their native culture and be forced to
accept the dominant culture in order to become "good Americans" is
unfortunately the reality to this day; it is also a social travesty
of the highest order and totally unacceptable as the basis for any
framework of bilingual and bicultural education.

Indeed, I feel

that the philosophical nucleus for any approach to bilingual education must resolve around the idea of cultural pluralism and in the
acceptance that diversity of experience, heritage and culture provide
a source of identity and strength that our children and nation despera
need. .

30S0
The miniscule percentage of minority children reached by
bilingual programs today underscores the need for a total federal,

state and local effort toward making public education a significant
experience and a useful tool in making social, political and economic
advancement for the nation's minorities a reality.
The legislative measures before this committee are progressive

steps toward the realization of meaningful bilingual education on
a national scale.

It is incumbent upon every conscientious public

servant of this committee to work toward forging the strengths of
both bills into a clear and unequivocating resolution that will be
able to emerge from the Senate with noLliing less than an emphatic
stamp of approval.

Of course, the success of the creation of sound bilingual
programs depends upon sound legislative groundwork and planning
to insure that every aspect of the problem
its. solution

incorporated.

is touched upon and

Along those lines I would like to

comment upon various aspects of the "Comprehensive Bilingual
Education Amendments Act of 1973." and the "Bilingual Education
Reform Act of 1973."
Fist of all, I am pleased to note that both bills have stayed
away from such formulas as income criterias as a measure of a child's
bilingual educational needs an element in governmental policymaking
that has previously only served to stigrwirize and AlienArp those
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children already excluded from the mainstream of national educational
opportunities, and have sought to maintain English speaking children
in bilingual programs.

I see this as a necessary component of bilingual

education and one that addresses itself to the idea that English
speaking children should be exposed to the riches of the multilingual
and multicultural communities.

In view of the magnitude of the problem before us and the lack
of progre

LhaL has been made in the past, I believe that the Education

Reform Act takes the most aggressive strides in the matter of appropriation and length of term.

Only the most sweeping legislative measures

will guarantee the effectiveness of such a congressional directive.

We simply can't afford to compromise the future of our most precious
of natural resources, the potential of millions of young, inquiring
minds.

I also want to reaffirm the emphasis that this bill places on the
development of a pool of trained and qualified bilingual teachers and
paraprofessionals who will form the critical element of bilingual
programs throughout the country.

A teacher who has undergone the

trauma of bilingual deficiencies through his or her own educational.

experience can he of enormous inspiration to a child in search of
positive reinforcement from someone of his own background.

30S2
Similarly, the amendment to the Adult Education Act should gu
a long way toward becoming just as strong a role model developing
force at home for the child as his teacher is in sch.:ol.

Parents

are of course an indispensable part of a child's primary'education,

and as such must be brought into the forefront of any long range
program aimed for minorities.

Parents must be made to seP the

merits of bilingual education through direct exposure to such an
experience that will enable them to actively participate in the
education of their children.

Although well intentioned, the development of an amendment to
the

Vocational Education Act within the Education Reform Act needs

to have its aim resighted.

Too many of our young men and women have

gone through the meaningless experience of vocational training, the
systematic programming at an early age into an educational dead end
frustrated Lmbitions and an empty future.

Only a major redesigning

of what has been euphemistically called vocational training into
purposeful, professional career opportunities will remove the hollow
ring from the resounding failures of past state vocational training
programs.

With regard to the administrative sturcture of bilingual. educa-

tion called for by both measures, I would endorse the creation of a

separate bureau of bilingual education as included in'the Reform
Education Act.

The advantage of a bureau over the existing division
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of bilingual education is simply that it would facilitate the consolidation of funds and therefore make it easier to administer and coordinate
bilingual programs.

The creation of a 15 member National Advisory Council on bilingual
education is a sound concept and I am glad to see that the Education
Amendments Act allows for local representation on this advisory body.
Similarly the inclusion of the provision for major participation
of individual state education departments is of vital importance to
the successful implementation of bilingual education on a state and
local level.

Historically, we have had a little to do with state

departments of education, therefore, this legislationwould be an
opportunity for states to become sensitized to the educational problems
of our bilingual youth.

It would afford state departments of education

the chance to hire bilingual educators, administrators and teachers
and open up new avenues in education..

Bearing that in mind, I would like to urge that funds for developing and implementing not only be made possible for state education
departments, but. also for private educational agencies like Aspire
to assess educational needs and formalize new ideas at the local level.

To conclude, I would like to see incorporated into this legislation
some formula that would insure that the various minority groups involved
do not wind up bickering among themselves for a larger share of the
monetary pie.

Such intra-group rivalries have always. made us loose
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sight of the very pressing matters that face our children and us.

With that in mind I would recommend to this subcommittee that some
independent agency be given the task of auditing the program on a
a national basis to insure and to assure all concerned that an equal
effort is being made to conbat the nation's educational deficiencies.
If America ever hopes to stem the tide of resentment and anger
that has too often resulted in the unleashing of violent frustration
from its disenfranchised people, them America must be willing to
commit herself to the kind of unprecedented effort that may rekindle
a spark of faith from the ashes of broken promises and neglect.
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This is the twelfth year of Aspire's program..
Our educational and leadership development counseling programs have
continued to serve the Puerto Rican communities of New York,
At the
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Illinois and Puerto Rico.
same time we have been seizing every opportunity to bring
the problems of Puerto Rican youth to the attention of education authorities at the city, state, regional and national
levels.
Members of Aspira's national and regional boards,
staff members, and students have been presenting the case of
the nation's Puerto Rican community at conferences, on panel
discussions and by taking positions on their local Boards of
Education; parents of Aspirantes are active in high school
Parents Associations; students, staff and Board campaigned
for bilingual teaching in schools with predominantly Spanishspeaking students.
As the only national Puerto Rican organization, Aspira has been making itself heard, and at the
highest levels.
We have witnessed a dawning awareness and a
measure of success.

Bilingual education was perhaps the key issue of the year.
In both New York and Chicago, Aspira is running its own demonstration bilingual schools, with curricula designed to
fit the needs of the community; and in Philadelphia, Aspira
worked with the local Board of Education in a recruitment
and training program for bilingual teachers.

The experimental CREO (Creating Resources for Educational
Opportunity) Program, administered by Aspira of New York,
under a two-year grant from the Office of Economic Opportunity in Washington, completed its first year of operation.
High school juniors who had. previously attended school
sporadically, if at all, now stay for tutoring sessions
after school, and their grades show a marked improvement.
The Aspira School, administered by Aspira of Illinois, under
a grant from the Chicago Committee on Urban Opportunities,
was designed for Puerto Rican high school drop-outs.
This.
was their second chance.
With intensive bilingual courses,
the majority of these students passed their high school equivalency tests and'have been admitted to college.
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Aspire of Pennsylvania took part in the Philadelphia Board
of Education's program to train and recruit bilingual
teachers for high schools with a predominance of Spanishspeaking students. Aspira recruited 18 former Aspirantes
for this progressive program. Candidates took courses during the summer at Temple University and in September were
placed as bilingual teachers in, the school system.
Each affiliate serves communities with different needs.
Aspira of New Jersey opened a second center to service
Several
those Puerto Ricans who live too far from Newark.
towns surrounding Newark have substantial Puerto Rican communities, including Hoboken, Camden, Jersey City, Paterson
and Perth Amboy. The second New Jersey center is located
in Hoboken, reaching the Hudson County area.

The National Health Careers program has had another sucOf all the professional needs of the Puerto
cessful year.
Rican community, the need for doctors is perhaps the most
critical. There are currently fewer than 60 Puerto Rican
doctors practicing on the Mainland where, on a proportionOur National Health
ate basis, there should be 1,800.
Careers program at the graduate level this year helped 14
students gain admittance tb medical school. This figure
may not seem impressive on its own, but one should consider that, according to the Association of American Medical
Colleges, the national enrollment of first year mainland
Puerto Ricans in medical school for 1971-'72 totalled only
40 students.
Thus, the Aspira group represents a 38% increase in Puerto Ricans, entering medical school nationally.
A key function of the national office is to provide training and technical assistance to the affiliates. Week-long
training seminars conducted at.each affiliate by the Director of Training and Programs were very well received.
Regional Board members also participated in these sessions..
It has.been a difficult year for fund raising. Although
our original Ford Foundation grant of $750,000 for two and
a half years was renewed, it was renewed at a reduced level.
One hundred fifty thousand dollars was granted this year by
Ford, and next year'S allotment of $110,000 is the terminal
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We are faced with problems of replacing this money
with other private funds.
This year corporations contributed $127,995, Foundations - $194,892 and the community $33,800.
It is imperative that fresh sources of funds be
made available if the national office is to continue to
function effectively. The national office ran fund-raising
training sessions for the affiliates, so that they could
themselves run local fund-raising programs. This accounts,
in part, for the diminished private monies raised this year
by the national office. Through their own fund-raising
efforts, with guidance from the national office, some substantial grants were made directly to the affiliates by
local foundations.
In Philadelphia, a $52,000 pledge from
the Haas Community Fund; in Chicago, $15,000 from the Field
Foundation of Illinois; in New Jersey, $12,500 from the
Florence & John Schuman Foundation; New York being the
original Aspira office, continued to receive many grants
directly.
grant.

.

To help broaden the base of our corporate support, a dinner
dance was held in May to introduce new corporations to
Aspira's program.
The dinner was chaired by Gustave Levy,
and was held in honor of William Levitt, one of Aspira's
earliest friends.
Thirty-three thousand eight hundred
dollars were raised from the more than 400 corporate representatives who attended.
Louis Ndriez, who had been with the agency since its inception, and Executive Director of Aspira of America since
1969, left in June to take the position of Executive Director of the United States Commission on Civil Rights in
Washington.
This makes him the highest ranking Puerto Rican
Luis Alvarez returned to Aspira
in the Federal Government.
after a year's leave of absence as a fellow in the National
Urban Fellows Program of the Ford Foundation. He took over
as Executive Director in July.

Luis Alvarez
National Executive
Director

Gilbert Ortiz, M.D.
Chairman of the Board
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ASPIRA PROCESS

New York, New Jersey, Philadelphia, Illinois and Puerto
Rico- different places, with different needs, but the heart
Aspira offers Puerto
of the Aspira program remains the same.
Rican students a network of services designed to foster aspiration, awareness, knowledge and a commitment to the Puerto
Why do Puerto Rican youngsters need these
Rican community.
special services? To answer this, we have to look at the
probable life of an average Puerto Rican child on the Aainhe may speak English only marginally, and certainly
land:
not as well as other mainland-born children; as a newcomer
his family is poor with a living standard far below average;
his neighborhood and school are often hotbeds of drugs; at
school his teachers treat him with, at best, indifference,
at worst, intolerance of his cultural and linguistic heritage.
By the time he reaches high school, if he does, he thinks
he has rarely experienced
there is something wrong with him.
He has little confidence and sense of self-worth.
success.
In the Aspira program, the Puerto Rican student is given a
chance to succeed, is given the training and support needed
His Aspira
to work towards realistic educational goals.
Club gives him a chance to communicate with his peers; gives
him a sense of security and unity; gives him the right atmosphere to develop self-confidente.
The programs at the core of the "Aspira Process" are the
counseling and leadership development programs.

Counseling --- The Aspira counseling program is an in-depth,
on-going service available to all high school freshmen,
The educational counselor's
sophomores, juniors and seniors.
job is to develop the educational and career aspirations of
the high school student. The counseling program provides
discussion workshops, and lectures, career counseling, personal as well as educational guidance, extra and remedial
At the core of the counseling program is the
tutoring.
one-to-one personal relationship between the counselor and
The student can rely on his counselor to be accesstudent.
sible to talk over problems, not only educational difficulties,
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but also personal worries too, which a parent might find
difficult to understand. The counselors understand, because they too have experienced the same kind of home and
school life, and most important, they have surmounted the
obstacles, they have made it through college, and into a
good job, a professional career.
The basic objectives of the counseling program are:
.

.

.

.

to help ensure that the student continues
his education;
to help ensure that the student is getting
the most out of school;
to encourage the student to develop specific
educational career objectives;
to encourage the student to realize that education is the principal means of achieving his
goals.

In the past year, over 7,000 Puerto Rican high school students have taken part in the counseling program nationally.

Leadership Development
The Aspira Club Program is designed to encourage a sense
of identity and to develop the leadership qualities of the
Puerto Rican high school student. Each affiliate is responsible for, a certain'number of clubs, usually based in
schools with a high percentage of Puerto Rican students.
There are also "home clubs" based in the Aspira Center for
students at schools without enough Puerto Rican students to
merit their own club.

The Club goals and activities are determined by the students
themselves, and are related primarily to the educational and
community issues of the day. Within the clubs, by designing
and carrying out their own programs, the students test and
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put into practice the new skills that they are acquiring.
By taking the floor in elections or discussions, they learn
to articulate their ideas. By formulating their own internal club structure and by designing a method of communication with other clubs at other high schools, the students
in each city, form a city-wide federation of Puerto Rican
students.
Each year the structure is slightly different,
as the times, issues and students change.
Through their
newly formed federation, students acting as a unit, learn
the power of organization; learn that, united they have a
voice, alone they have little or none.
They design strategies, carry them out and, finally, are able to see their
effectiveness.
Thus, active participation in his Club
teaches the student the techniques of democratic action,
advocacy and the responsibilities of educated Puerto Rican
leaders.
Students have strong representation on the Boards
of the affiliates, thus making the agency truly their own.
The benefits of the Aspira leadership development program
are felt in the Puerto Rican community. At the college
level, former Aspirantes are the leaders of a growing number. of Puerto Rican college student groups, whicn are work-'
ing to make colleges more responsive to the needs of the
Puerto Rican student.
As well as returning to take leadership positions at Aspira, former Aspirantes hold positions
of responsibility at the city, state and federal level, as
well as in private agencies.

These are the fruits of the Aspira process, which will in
time achieve for the Puerto Rican community its rightful
position in United States society.
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Aspira of Illinois has made a huge difference to the lives
of Puerto Rican young people in the area.
In 1968 there
were oU Puerto Ricans attending college in the Chicago Metropolitan area. This year aim! Aspira has placed 300 students in colleges nationally.
The ACP has a record membership of 397 and we have added 8 clubs, making a total of 17.
Aspica of Illinois is fortunate in that the Illinois state
All our
policy on financial aid is an enlightened one.
students who gain a place in college are automatically provided with a financial aid package, adequate for their needs.
Tnis happy situation means that Aspira staff have more time
to pursUe special projects.
Aspira of Illinois is indeed a go-ahead affiliate. It is
quick to see the special needs of the area, formulates its
own projects to fill them, designs its own fundraising campaigns to fund them and carries them out.
This is the target for all Aspira affiliates:
the national office providing
only technical and financial assistance and acting as a resource on national issues affecting the regional center.
One of the most exciting new programs at Aspira of Illinois
is the Aspira School, administered under a grant from the
Chicago Committee of Urban Opportunity (CCUO), Neighborhood
Youth Corps Program.
This program is aimed specifically at 16 - 18 year old high
school droup-outs.
These students dropped out when younger,
realized that without a high school diploma all but the most
But where could they turn?
menial jobs were closed to them.
Too old to go back to school, they thought, and certainly
too great a financial effort. The Aspira School took care
of these problems:
they were in the company of young people
in,the same situation, and a small stipend from CCUO made
the financial burden lighter.
The 9:30 - 4:00 basic schedule includes courses in math,
science, Latin American History, Spanish and English, all
taught by a bilingual faculty.
A special extra group was
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formed initially for more advanced students who were preparing directly for their G.E.D.. Students at the school
formed a Club with the ACF; they helped renovate and decor-e
ate their school premises.
All students had weekly counseling sessions, to help orient them to the idea of college.

This year, staff saw the need for a special counseling program for 7th and 8th grade levels, feeding into the high
schools.
It is here, as nationally, that the first major
group drops out.
A Talent Search Proposal was written asking for six special counselors to service this younger age
group.
The program devised consists of an intensive counIt
seling program involving the parents of these students.
is very often the parents who need to be enlightened about
the school and college system. Aspire plans to explain to
these families the advantages to their children of graduating
from high school and acquiring a college education. The
financial aid package is explained because parents of 7th
and 8th grade students are often deterred by the financial
aspect of their children's remaining in school.
Aspira staff sought and won the support of Senators Percy
and Stevenson for this program and at present a decision
about funding-it is pending.

It was found that there are now only four Puerto Rican
lawyers in Chicago, and that three of those were trained
on 'the Island.
Aspira devised a special program in law
with the cooperation of the De Paul Law School. A total
of 20 applications were submitted to De Paul and 12 are
pending.
A community law program is being developed for
these students in collaboration with a local law firm.
A civic group from Northern Indiana representing the
Spanish-speaking community there called on Aspira for
advice and guidance.
Having heard -abdut Aspira, they
wanted to set up their own group along the same lines.
As a result of the aid we were able to give this group,
the Inland Steel Ryerson Foundation doubled its annual
contribution.'
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This has been a successful year all around for fundraising.
Much of our success is owed to our Board of-Governors, in
particular ChRirman Donald M. Graham and Claude Peck, Jr.
who have worked with great enthusiasm on our behalf.
On
April 13, Donald Graham hosted a corporate luncheon on
Aspira's behalf.
It is interesting to note that a presentation made by Roberto Ruiz, an Aspirante, most impressed
the corporate representatives who attended. By their own
efforts, Aspira of Illinois raised $78,718 this year.
The Aspira of Illinois summer program was the most sophisticated and successful yet developed.
It was divided into
three different programs:
1)
The Neighborhood Corps Out of School Program: 80 students
ranging from ages 16 - 19 enrolled in a nine month continuous,
intensive academic program at Mayfair City College.
In addition to English and Spanish, they take experimental math,
biology, and social science. At the end of this crash course,
they are prepared for the equivalency exam and the job of
college placement follows.

Special Health Careers Program in which 50 high school
juniors and seniors enrolled in a nine'week, full-time program to.help prepare them for a health career. Courses
included math, health careers theory and politics, and weekly
hospital visits.
2)

3)
College Program: 200 high school sophomores and juniors
took part in a liberal arts curriculum, receiving credits
in escrow.
Part of this course is a special interdisciplinary social science seminar on the Latin American in the
United States, with built-in leadership training workshops.

Staff has participated in many complementary activities outside their immediate Aspira duties: lecturing at schools
and colleges, to community groups, both in the city and the
subdrbs.
Sylvia Fox, the Executive Director, participated
in a wide variety of local Boards, where it was useful to
promote Aspira or which led to helpful contacts.
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ASPIRA OF NEW JERSEY

When Aspira first opened the Newark Center, they were aware
that an administrative problem existed in the fact that smaller
cities in Northern New Jersey have sizeable Puerto Rican populations.
How were they to service these communities from a
Newark Center? This year, under a grant from the Hoboken
Model Cities Agency, A Hudson County Aspira Center was established to reach the outlying communities.' The Center went
into full operation in February.
It started with a caseload
of 63 students and by the end of Lhe year Lhe ca.-;eloadhad
grown to 235, a most encouraging beginning for the new Center.
Aspira of New Jersey has been working closely with several
community and educational groups. Aspira heads the committee
on Teachers Recruitment of the Mayor's Task Force on Education.
A good working relationship with the Mayor's Special Assistance Program of Project Trend has been set up.
Project
Trend, responsible for funnelling Federal and State funds for
educational purposes in Newark, has regularly used Aspira as
a resource for information on the needs of Newark's Puerto
Rican community.

A staff member has been assigned to the Newark Curriculum
Committee, and in this capacity has been able to present the
need for Puerto Rican studies within the educational system

ofNewark.
Aspira is a regular member of the Title 1 Funds Committee
and as such is able to influence decisions concerning the
bilingual program in Newark.
A system has been set up by which one Aspira staff member
will always be present at the Board of Education meetings.
OUr Outreach Program has been most successful and has enabledus to put over 1,000 students in touch with more than 45
Two good results:
many students new to
different colleges.
Aspira were attracted to the program; and good working relationships were established with College Admissions officers.
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A referral system was set up with colleges admitting
Aspirantes, to enable Aspira staff to keep tabs on our
students so that the college could call on us for information on the students and we could be kept informed of
the student's progress.
Counselors worked closely with the education committees of
the Aspira Clubs, in an effort to get information about the
Aspira program to all high schools. "Aspira Days" were
On these days a counselor
instituted in the high schools.
and a club organizer set up information desks in the schools
to hand out information about Aspira. Students in the Aspira
Clubs federation were instrumental in setting up courses in
Puerto Rican history and culture in Jersey City and Newark.
As a'result of this, several schools have requested and
received our assistance in developing courses in Puerto Rican
history and culture.
Aspirantes made a significant contribution the the New Jersey
Puerto Rican Convention and sent delegates to the BoricuaChicano Conference in Washington.
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ASPIRA OF NEW YORK
This has been an active year for Aspira of New York.
Aspira staff have been deeply involved in the first major
step being made by the City towards bilingual education,
the establishment of a Bilingual Office at the New York
City Board of Education. Aspira's experimental school,
CREO, was visited by .arvey B. Scribner, Chancellor of the
Board of Education. Impressed bywhat he saw, he had this
to say, "I see CREO as the beginning of a systematic effort
to increase specialized services to segments of the student
population with more particularized needs."
As
Aspira of New York has just completed its 12th year.
the original agency, it is the largest, most complex, and
services the greatest number of students. It has a main
office at 296 Fifth Avenue which coordinates its three
centers, and the new CREO school which opened this year in
The three centers are located in the Bronx,
East Harlem.
Brooklyn, and Manhattan. The Manhattan Center, larger
than the others, also houses the Scholarship and Loan Center,
the College Retention Program, and is the home of the Aspira
The new East Harlem location also houses
Clubs Federation.
the Parent-Student Guidance Program.

The Centers -- Brooklyn, Bronx, Manhattan
Alongside the regular activities of the Centers, a large
number of special projects and community activities took
place.
Among the diverse activities were:
The Brooklyn Center became aware that the
College Enprocedures for administering
trance Examination Board's Preliminary Scholarship Aptitude Test/National Merit Scholarship
Test (PSAT/NMS) were blocking Puerto Rican and
other minority students from registering. The
staff of the center alerted the agency city-wide,
and fought for a postponement of the tests which
resulted in the registration of the majority of
the students who had been blocked.
.

Another instance of the staff acting as advocate
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in a community educational crisis occurred when
the community's candidate for principal at a
local school was turned down out of hand by the
School Board.
During the conflict, Aspira provided the community committee with supportive
services and put their expertise to work on the
community's behalf in presenting the case to the
Board of Education.
With unemployment among teenagers still running
very high, Aspira determined to make July and
August a constructive period for as many Aspirantes
as possible.
A city-wide program was designed and
operated from the three Centers which enabled some
300 Aspirantes to learn the practical requirements
of community involvement; it helped younger Puerto
Ricans in need of educational support; and adults
who needed instruction in health care and consumer
.

buying practices..

The Aspira Clubs Federation
The 36 Aspira Clubs in New York now have a membership of
some 2,800 students, and, as such, can command attention
in the City.
When a tuition fee 'was threatened by City University, the
ACF network got to work and over 500 high school students
joined Puerto Rican college students in a well organized
protest demonstration.

ACF Board members took part in a series of panel discussions
on Channel 25, the Board of Education station; they were
also called .to testify at the Federal Civil Rights. hearings
in New York.
Four students sit on the Aspira Board of
Directors.
Scholarship & Loan Center
The S&LC works with'high school seniors.
Special counselors
concentrate on college placement, career advice and locating
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financial aid. S&LC statistics for this year reflect the
success of the Center:
1,065 students placed in colleges
nationwide;
$804,646 in financial aid found for the students.

As well as regular counseling sess.thns, S&LC arrange, once
a year, for juniors to meet with college representatives.
This year, a two-day session was planned to allow time for
informal meetings between college and high school students,
college representatives and Aspira staff-.
The unprecedented
number of 170 college representatives came from as far away
as California to meet the 2,000 Puerto Rican high school
juniors who streamed in during the two days.

College Retention Program
The. College Retention Program, designed to cut the drop-out
rate of Puerto Rican college students, individually counseled
1,862 students and located $321,295 in financial aid for these,
In
students, in this, its second complete year of operation.
only two years CRP has proved that it is a vitally needed program, as the caseload shows. The problems encountered by
college students fall into two main areas:
lack of financial
aid and difficulties with curriculum and the unfamiliar college
system.
CRP has a main office on 14th Street and offices on
the campuses of Fordham, Hunter, John Jay, Long Island University, Manhattan College, Pace and New York University.

The Health Careers Program which is administered by CRP was
extremely successful, helping 14 students gain admittance
to medical school.
CREO Program
CREO, the latest addition to the Aspira of New York program,
successfully completed its first year. A pilot group of 75
Puerto Rican juniors from Benjamin Franklin high school in
East Harlem have been attending the Aspira-run CREO school
on an intensive 9:00 - 5:00 schedule. The staff of four
bilingual Puerto Rican teachers offer the.core subjects of
English/Spanish, ma h, science and history with a supportive
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program of intensive personal and academic counseling.
Aspira aims to ensure that all students graduate from high
school and gain admittance to college; to provide a model
for bilingual education and help reduce the 70% drop-out
rate in New York City.

The students in the demonstration project were selected
according to characteristics usually shared by school
drop-outs, such as low attendance and poor scores on standardized tests.
To complete this first year, it was arranged for the students to spend a month at summer school in Puerto Rico.
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ASPIRA OF PENNSYLVANIA
Aspira of Pennsylvania started their year with a severe
setback:
the 50 places awarded them at Penn State University, after lengthy negotiations, were withdrawn.
Staff devoted time and energy into winning back these
places for Puerto Rican students, and eventually did win
Local radio stations helped Aspira in a
back 35 places.
recruitment drive to fill these last minute places. Students from all around the state called and came to the
Aspira Center, and the places were filled.
Despite the slow start, more than 80 students were placed
in colleges, and approximately $160,000 in financial aid
was found for them.
Although Aspira's main aim is to ensure that students graduate from high school and go on to college, it is pointless to ignore the.high school seniors who choose to find
It is
a career that does not require a college education.
often these students who are most in need of guidance in
For this reason a special career counselor
their choice.
has been added to the staff. By making contacts in the
right places, he has been able to help Aspirantes identify
careers in fields such as government and industry. Working
in liaison with the Civil Service Commission at the State,
Local and Federal level, with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the State Commission on Human Relations,
and a new group, Abacus, the groundwork has been set for
positive aid to this particular group of students.
The Board of Education sought Aspira's guidance and help
in their recruitment drive for bilingual teachers. Having
identified the need for more bilingual teachers in
Philadelphia's high schools, the Board, aware of Aspira's
special knowledge in this area, sought help in the recruitAspira was able to find 18 Puerto Rican candiment drive.
dates for the program, who took intensive courses at
Temple University during the summer and were placed as
bilingual teachers in the school system),
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
The Aspira Club Federation two-day seminar, an annual event,
gives the new ACF officers a chance to get to know each other
and to discuss plans for the year. The meeting this year
focused on problem solving, action planning, the Puerto Rican
stereotype in Philadelphia and public speaking. With the
addition of two new clubs, the ACF now consists of ten clubs
with a membership of over 500 students. This year, 100 new
students were attracted to the program.

Summer workshops arranged by the agency in coordination
with the Aspira Clubs Federation and community agencies
were particularly successful. Over 114 students attended
discussions on such subjects as drug abuse, teenagers and
V.D., community action and planning for higher education.
Special trips and cultural activities were arranged for
students and their parents: trips to Wildwood and French
Creek; 300 students went to the Temple University festival;
300 parents and students attended a performance by Jose
Greco; 200 students attended concerts by the Philadelphia
Philharmonic.
Aspirantes took part in a special six-week leadership program organized by Chestnut Hill College, which, among other
activities, took them to Washington to see Congress in
action and to a variety of New York City museums.
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ASPIRA OF PUERTO RICO
Perhaps the most important factor to be considered at
Aspira of Puerto Rico is the relationship with the University of Puerto Rico.
Most of the Aspirantes aim at
enrolling here, due to the virtually impossible financial burden a mainland university or college would impose.

Aspira staff have for some time been trying to get the
University to make some changes in their extremely rigid
entrance requirements.
This year we made a break-through:
a special experimental program for students with academic
promise but lacking the exact entrance requirement was
Fourteen Aspirantes were admitted under this
instituted.
special program and Aspira has undertaken to continue with
intensive counseling and extra tutorial work with these
students.

Another special program at the University, begun at Aspira's
request, was a part-time evening program for students who
cannot afford to attend full-time and must keep their day-'
time jobs.
According to the agreement, the 50 Aspirantes who entered
the University last year, continue to receive tutoring
sessions from Aspira staff. The success of this process
is evident, in that there have been no drop-outs, despite
some very real difficulties: social sciences and humanities
are taught primarily via the lecture method in English.
A poor student coming from the public school system will
find this a great set-back. We are working with university
officials to find an alternative to this method.
Our final achievement for the year was to get the University
to agree to admit ';'5 of our students for the coming year.
What was of particular note was the fact that this agreement
came after only two weeks, such is the reliable reputation
Part of these
our staff and students have managed to build.
negotiations were carried out by graduating high school
seniors who formed a group called "Futuros Universitarios
de Aspira".
.
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We were approached this year by the Department of Labor,
Job Opportunities Sectioh, and were asked to run a tutorial
and counseling program for 30 young people, and 'we organized
and ran remedial summer ccurses in English, Spanish and Math.

Under the national Health Careers Program, we identified
20 college students interested in the possibity of pursuing a career in medicine.
Special seminars were set up
for these students, including visits to hospitals and
health agencies.
Students took part in a summer internship
program in various health institutions arranged by Aspira.
Our health counselor formed such a good relationship with
the University of Puerto Rico that the group was granted
free use of space for meetings in the University.
This year has seen the establishment of the Aspira Theater
Workshop, which haS staged several successful productions,
under the guidance of experienced professional ators. We
have managed to keep the Ponce Center open, despite inadequate facilities and staff problems, and are planning for
full-time operation next year.
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ASPIRA of AME7ICA, INC. and AFFILIATES
bALANCE SNEET, June 30, 1972
(NULL 1)

ASSETS:

Cash

Certificates of deposit

Aspira of
America, Inc.
and Affiliates
Combined

Aspira of
America,

$207,121

$37,729

Inc.

65,575

Security deposits
Funds receivable

Land and buildings (Note 2)
Office equipment

7,345

950

50,813

21,750

131,009
37,551
8,000

Intercompany receivable
(payable)

18,349

Other, principally salary
advances

$517,763

$68,429

LIABILITIES and FUND BALANCES:
$ 31,416

::ortgages payable

Accounts payable and accrued
liabilities
Total liabilities
Fund balances, June 30, 1972

The accompanying notes are an
integral part of the financial
statements.
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56,850

$ 4,753

88,266

4,753

429,497

63,676

$517,763

$68,429
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ASPIRA of AMERICA, INC. and AFFILIATES

COMBINING BALANCE SHEET, June 30, 1972
(Note 1)

Aspira of
New York,
Inc.

$ 87,299

Aspira,
Inc. of
New Jersey

Aspira,
Inc. of
Pennsylvania

$11,308

$ 5,083

1,125

30

Aspira,
Inc. of
Illinois

$45,981

Aspira,
Inc. of
Puerto Rico

$19,721

65,575
4,740

5,342

113,817
13,302

500

13,803

9,918

1,070

7,969

4,334

2,870

$65,188

$40,978

17,192
9,102

6,108
(8,00o)

9,644

1,501

$294,377

$28,378

$ 26,139

$20,413

$ 5,277

31,301

$ 2,294

2,309

$11,760

$ 4,433

57,440

2,294

7,586

11,760

4,433

236,937

26,084

12,827

53,428

.36,545

$294,377

$28,378

$20,413

$65,188

$40,978

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ASPIRA of AMERICA,. INC. and AFFILIATES

COMBINING STATEMENT of RECEIPTS, EXPENDITURES
and CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES (Note 1)
for the year July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972
Aspira
America, Inc.
and Affiliates
Combined

Receipts:
Contributions:
Foundations
Corporations
Community

$

Governmental grants

Aspira of
America,
Inc.

442,834
188,797
46,493

$194,892
127,995
33,800

911,821

71,250

Transfers from Aspira of america, Inc.
Total receipts

1,612,357

2,187
430,124
(325,269)
104,855

Expenditures:
Personnel and fringe benefit costs

1,263,902

111,667

115,014

20,323

50,982

23,565

109,207
74,876
52,577
8,246
73,389

14,201'

1,748,193

192,593

22,412
1,612,357

Interest and other

-

Program costs
Development costs
Administrative Ind other:
Space costs
Equipment, including rentals
Consumable supplies
Board of Directors
Other

.

Total expenditures

Excess of (expenditures over receipts)
receipts over expenditures
Fund balances, June 30, 1971
Adjustments to June 20, 1971 fund balances,
principally to record cost of previously
unrecorded fixed assets
Fund balances, Stine 30, 1972

4,862
4,437
.6,796

6,742

(135,836)

(87,738)

543,836

151,414

21,497
$

429,497

$

63,676

The accompanying notes are an
integral part of the financial
statements.
-22-
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ASPIRA of AMERICA, INC. and AFFILIATES

COMBINING STATEMENT of RECEIPTS, EXPENDITURES
and CHANGES IN FUND HALANCEs

(Note 1)

for- the year July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972

Aspira of
New York,
Inc.

$126,475

9,760
691,093
13,973
841,301
122,630
9b3,931

Aspira,
Inc. of
New Jersey

Aspira,
Inc. of
Pennsylvania

Aspira,
Inc. of
Illinois

Aspira,
Inc. of
Puerto Rico

$ 55,25G
11,550
1,973
41,689
1,035
111,497
45,735
157,232

$12,500
3,000
960

$ 53,717
25,702

$ 20,550

673,847

131,733:

64,552

5,158

43,782
945
17,405
44,434
61,839

47,095
172,554

64,007
2,014
86,571
65,375
151,946

69,050

161,876

1.15,729

6,864

8,729

.9,388

2 258

2,417

26,000

68,871
61,721
37,563
1,450
40,142
973,146
(9,215)

246,152

10,193
4,898
4,517

992
1,477
1:415

9,600
1,918
2,515

5,350

8,226
.164,725

6_361
8b,159

4,334
188,972

7,584
142,598

(7,493)

29,342

4,235
$236,937

$ 26,084

(24,320)

( 16 , 4 18 )

19,885

69,846

2,130

9,348
27,197

17 262'

12,827

BEST. COPY AVAILABLE
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$ 53,428

$

36,545
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ASPIRA of AMERICA, INC. ay.: AFFILIATES

NOTES to COMBINING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1.

The combining financial statements include *he accounts of Aspira
of America, Inc., and affiliates: Aspira of New York, Inc.,
Aspira, Inc. of New Jersey, Aspira, Inc. of Pennsylvania,
Aspira, Inc. of Illinois and Aspira, Inc. of Puerto Rico.
Aspira of America, Inc. is a national organization which coordinates and maintains a unified Aspira program for all Aspira
affiliates. Major functions of the national office are to
develop programs, raise funds, train personnel and provide
financial and administrative support.
Aspira of America, Inc. and Aspira of New York, Inc. maintain
their accounts on a modified accrual basis; however, their
financial position and results of operations would not be
materially different if the accounts were maintained on a
generally accepted accrual basis.

2.

As is common with many pon-profit organizations, Aspira of America,
Inc. and affiliates, except for Aspira, Inc. of Puerto Rico, do
not provide for depreciation on property and equipment since
such assets are purchased from donated funds and it is expected
that replacements or additions will be likewise acquired.
Depreciation for the year amounting to $1,096 is recorded over
the estimated useful lives of the assets and is computed using
the straight-line method.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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LYDRAN D. Ross BROS. C. NI ONTOOME
CEP ririED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

COOPI:US

LYBRAND

PRiNG.PA, .0MA%

00 TIC

To the Board of Directors of
Aspira of America, Inc.:
We have examined the combining balance sheet of ASPIRA of
AMERICA, INC. and AFFILIATES (Note 1) as of June 30, 1972 and the
related combining statement. of receipts, expenditures and changes
in fund balances for the year then ended.

Our examination was

made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and
accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such
other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the aforementioned financial statements
present fairly the combined financial position of Aspira of America,
Inc. and Affiliates and the individual financial positions of such
Affiliates at June 30, 1972 and the combined and individual results
of their operations for the year then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

IV44// 64/ 44421/644
New York, August 15, 1972; except with
respect to Aspira, Inc. of New Jersey
and Aspira, Inc. of Puerto Rico for
which the dates are September 12, 1972
and September 20, 1972, respectively.

-2 5.-
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ASPIRA DIRECTORS
LUis Alvarez
National Executive Director
Aspira of America, Inc.
245 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10016
Tel: (212) 683-6054

Mario A. Anglada
Executive Director
Aspira of New York, Inc.
296 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10001
Tel: (212) 244-1110
Sylvia Herrera De Fox
Executive Director
Aspira, Inc. of Illinois
767 North Milwaukee Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
60622
Tel: (312) 243-1630
Carlos J. Pilieiro

Executive Director
Aspira, Inc. of New Jersey
20-24 Branford Place
Newark, New Jersey 07102
Tel: (201) 642-8080
Epifanio DeJesus
Executive Director
Aspira, Inc. of Pennsylvania
526 West Girard Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123
Tel: (215) WA 3-2717

Hilda Maldonado
Executive Director
Aspira, Inc. of Puerto Rico
1911 Cayey Street
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00913
Tel: (809) 724-8235
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ASPIRA OF AMERICA, INC.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Antonio Berrios

Gilbert Ortiz, M.D.
Chairman

Angel Candelaria
Antonia Pantoja
Vice Chairman, Program

Blanca Cederio

Francisco Trilla, M.D.
Vice Chairman, Finance

Iris N. Corchado
Isolina Ferre

Hilda Hidalgo
Secretary

Olga S. Gandara

Maria Cerda
Treasurer

Edwin Maldonado
Jose Ramon Morales

Jose A. Cabranes
Reynaldo Reyes
Ruben I. Cruz
John Rios
Domingo Martinez
Eduardo Rivera

award G. Ortiz
Jua'n Vera

Sixto Toro Cintron
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ASPIRA OF AMERICA, INC.

.

NATIONAL SPONSORS COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN

William J. Levitt
President
The Levitt Foundation
The Honorable Herman Badillo

William W. Keeler
Chairman of the Board
Phillips Petroleum Company

John R. Bunting, Jr.
President
First Pennsylvania Bank &
Trust Company

Edward J. Lenihan
Vice President in Charge of
Marketing & Urban Affairs
Public Service Electric & Gas
Company

Manuel A. Casiano, Jr.
Administrator
Economic Development
Administration

Teodoro Moscoso
Chairman of the Board
Commonwealth.Oil Refining Company

Patrick Crowley, Esq.
Crowley, Sprecher, Barrett
& Karaba

Donald M. Graham
Chairman of the Board.
Continental Illinois National
Bank & Trust Company of Chicago
Floyd D. Hall
Chairman
Eastern Airlines, Inc.

Angel M. Rivera
President
Banco Credito y Ahorro Ponceno
Samuel J. Silberman
President
Gul & Western Foundation
LOuis Stulberg
President
International Ladies' Garment
Workers Union

Donald P. Kircher
President
The Singer Company
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ASPIRA AFFILIATES

Summary or Clubs & Services
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972

New York
(Divisions In Bronx
Brooklyn 3 Manhattan)
Illinois
New Jersey
(Divisions In Hudson
County, Jersey City
and Perth Amboy)
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
(Division In Ponce)

Club
Membership
2,600

Intake

Cumulative
Caseload
5,20o

264

693

397

395

835

320

127

367

500

10

80

277

597

500

12

63

6,139

7,698

3,917

64

1,631

Clubs

17

College
Placement
1,0b5

300

123

Aspira Nationwide
'Petal

-20-
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CONTRIBUTORS TO ASPIRA
1971 - 1972

I..

FOUNDATIONS

ASCOLI (MARION R.) FUND
CAMP (SAM & LOUISE) FOUNDATION, INC.
CARNEGIE CORPrItATION OF NEW YORK
CH.CCAGO COMMUNITY TRUST, THE

CLARK (ROBERT STERLING) FOUNDATION INC.

EDWIN GOULD FOUNDATION
EDUCATIONAL & SCIENTIFIC FOUNDATION OF
ILLINOIS MEDICAL SOCIETY
ELJABAR (WALLACE) FOUNDATION
FELS (SAMUEL S.) FUND
FIELD FOUNDATION OF ILLINOIS, INC.
FOREST FUND, THE

FORD FOUNDATION
GRANT FOUNDATION, INC., THE
KLINGENSTEIN (THE ESTHER A. & JOSEPH) FUND, INC.
NEW YORK TIMES FOUNDATION, INC.
PHILADELPHIA FOUNDATION, THE
ROCKEFELLER BROS. FUND.

-30-
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FOUNDATIONS (Cont'd)

POLICE DEPARTMENT CHARITY FUND
RIVERSIDE CHURCH, THE
SAGE (RUSSELL) FOUNDATION
SCHERMAN FOUNDATION, INC., THE
SCHUMANN (THE FLORENCE & JOHN) FOUNDATION
SEYBERT (ADAM & MARIA SARAH) INSTITUTION
FOR POOR BOYS & GIRLS
SRA FOUNDATION

STONE (W. CLEMENT & JESSIE V.) FOUNDATION
VICTORIA FOUNDATION, INC.
WALLACE (DeWITT) FUND, INC.

-31-
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II.

CORPORATIONS
A.

National Sponsors - Gifts of $5,000 and Over
AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH COMPANY
BANCO CREDITO Y AHORRO PONCENO
CNA FINANCIAL CORPORATION
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY
COMMONWEALTH OIL REFINING COMPANY
EASTERN AIRLINES, INC.

GOLDMAN SACHS & CVFANY
GULF & WESTERN INDUSTRIES, INC.
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES. CORPORATION

INTERNATIONAL LADIES GARMENT WORKERS UNION
(DAVID DUBINSKY FOUNDATION)
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPNAY
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
SAHARA COAL COMPANY
SCHULTON, INC.

SEARS ROEBUCK & COMPANY
SINGER COMPANY
STANDARD OIL COMPANY (NEW JERSEY)
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION
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II.

CORPORATIONS
B.

Other Contributors - Gifts of $100 to $4,999

AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS, INC.

BORDEN, INC.

AIR REDUCTION COMPANY, INC.

BORG WARNER COMPANY

ALLIED MILLS, INC.

BORINQUEN EXPRESS

AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.

BOWERY SAVINGS BANK

AMERICAN BANK AND TRUST COMPANY

BRISTOL-MYERS COMPANY

AMERICAN METAL CLIMAX, INC.

BULLARD-AYLOR, INC.

AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST
COMPANY OF CHICAGO

BUSTELO COFFEE ROASTING COMPANY
B.V.D. COMPANY

ANIBAL L. ARSUAGA, INC
CARSON PIRIE SCOTT AND COMPANY
ARTHUR ANDERSEN AND COMPANY
CERTAIN TEED PRODUCTS CORPORATION
ASE CARPENTRY CONTRACTORS, INC.
CERVECERIA INDIA

ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY
CHASE MANHATTAN BANK
AVON PRODUCTS, INC.

CHEMICAL BANK
BAMBERGERS
BANCO DE PONCE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, MILWAUKEE, ST.
PAUL & PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

BANCO POPULAR

C.I.T. FINANCIAL CORPORATION

BANKERS TRUST CORPORATION

COLGATE PALMOLIVE COMPANY

BEAUNIT CORPORATION

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.

BELDING HEMINWAY COMPANY, INC.

COMPTON ADVERTISING COMPANY

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF
PENNSYLVANIA

CON AGRA

SANFORD C. BERNSTEIN AND COMPANY

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF
NEW YORK, INC.

BIRD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.

CONSOLIDATED CIGAR CORPORATION
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CORPORATION (Con't)
CONTAINER CORPORATION OF AMERICA

FOOTE, CONE AND BELDING COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY OF CHICAGO
COWLES COMMUNICATIONS, INC

GENERAL MOTORS OVERSEAS OPERATIONS
GENERAL TELEPHONE AND ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION

DEAN INDUSTRIES
GOYA FOODS, INC.

DRY DOCK SAVINGS BANK
GRAND UNION COMPANY

EASTMAN DILLON UNION SECURITIES
AND COMPANY, INC.

GULF OIL CORPORATION

EPSTEIN (A) AND SONS, INC.

HARRIS TRUST AND SAVINGS RANK

EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF
THE UNITED STATES

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
HARWOOD COMPANIES, INC.

ERNST AND ERNST
HILLS SUPERMARKETS, INC.

ESSO STANDARD OIL COMPANY
HILTON INTERNATIONAL
FIDELITY UNION TRUST COMPANY

HOOKER CHEMICAL CORPORATION
FIELD ENTERPRISES, INC.

ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
FIRST BOSTON CORPORATION
INLAND STEEL COMPANY

FIRST FEDERAL AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
OF PUERTO RICO

INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH CORPORATION

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF CHICAGO

IRVING TRUST COMPANY

FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANK

ITT AETNA CORPORATION

FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANK
(PUERTO RICO)

ITT CARIBBEAN MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, INC.

FIRST PENNSYLVANIA BANKING AND
TRUST COMPANY

JERVIS CORPORATION
JEWEL COMPANIES, INC.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CORPORATIONS (Con't)

KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION

NEW ENGLAND PETROLEUM CORPORATION

KINNEY NATIONAL SERVICE

NEW JERSEY BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY

KIRSCH BEVERAGES, INC.

NEW YORK TELEPHONE COMPANY

KRAFTCO CORPORATION
KRAFT FOODS DIVISION
SEALTEST FOODS DIVISION
BREAKSTONE SUGAR CREEK
FOODS DIVISION

NORTHERN TRUST COMPANY

KRESGE (S.S.) COMPANY.

O'NEIL AND BORGES

LERNER STORES CORPORATION

OSCAR MEYER AND COMPANY

LEVITT & SONS PUERTO RICO, INC.

PEOPLES GAS LIGHT AND COKE COMPANY

MACY (R.H.) AND COMPANY

PFIZER, INC.

MAIDENFORM, INC.

CARL H. PFORZHEIMER AND COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST
COMPANY

PHELPS DODGE PUERTO RICO CORPORATION

OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION
OGILVY AND MATHER, INC.

PHILLIP MORRIS, INC.

MARSHALL FIELD AND COMPANY
PITCAIRN COMPANY

MERRILL LYNCH PIERCE FENNER AND
SMITH, INC.

PLAZA PROVISION COMPANY

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

PLAYBOY CLUB

METROPOLITAN STRUCTURES

PONCE DE LEON FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

MOBIL OIL CORPORATION
MONTGOMERY WARD & COMPANY, INC.

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF
AMERICA

MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS
COMPANY

NABISCO, INC.

PUEBLO INTERNATIONAL, INC.

NATIONAL NEWARK AND ESSEX BANK

PUERTO RICAN CEMENT COMPANY, INC.
PUERTO RICO TELEPHONE COMPANY
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CORPORATIONS (Con't)

QUAKER OATS COMPANY

WARWICK ELECTRONICS, INC.

RAPID AMERICAN CORPORATION

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY

RCA CORPORATION

WOOLWORTH (F.W.) COMPANY

REXCO INDUSTRIES, INC.

YOUNG AND RUBICAN INTERNATION, INC.

R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION

R.R. DONNELLY AND SONS COMPANY
SCHERING CORPORATION

SEAMEN'S BANK FOR SAVINGS IN THE
CITY OF NEW YORK
SIGNODE CORPORATION

SMITH KLINE AND FRENCH LABORATORIES
STAR-KIST FOODS, INC.

SUN OIL COMPANY
TIME, INC.

TRANS UNION CORPORATION
UNION DE TRABAJADORES LA INDUSTRIA
DEL CEMENTO DE PUERTO RICO
UNIVERSAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS, INC.

URBAN INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY
-VAN CAMP SEA FOOD COMPANY

WARNER COMPANY
WARNER-LAMBERT COMPANY
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III.

GOVERNMENT GRANTS
United States Office of Economic
Opportunity

National

City of New York Council Against
Poverty

New York

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico

New York

Special Service - United States Office
of Education

New York

Talent Search - United States Office
of Education

New York

United States Office of Economic
Opportunity

New York

Neighborhood Youth Corps of Chicago

Illinois

Hoboken Model Cities

New Jersey

Department of Community Affairs of
New Jersey

New Jersey

Talent Search - United States Office
of Education

New Jersey

Talent Search - United States Office
of Education

Puerto Rico

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico

Puerto Rico
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Senator' CEANSON. I would like to a:4k one question of eaell 'of
you, 1 Ivould a pprociate a I wief, but, vory candid, rcsrom=e.
bulllr series or disonssion.
As I trust. you know, I Nr8Spri!ra!red

and other :let ions \Vith the minliniSA rat inn Which eventually led to
the establishment of the bilingual education program as at division
within the ()nice of Education. The hill that I have introduced now
esta 1 d ished

a ..)io,tual division
;

1

1

bill, as. you indicated, pints the program it the level of a bureau.
our goals are of course the same. 11'e want to see the hiiingnal
prop.ram in rt 11111(11 higher level in tile office and with a far greater
priority givei) to thiS work.

r would like to hear your suggestion on \Olaf. Congress can do
to keep the bilingual program from heitur so ignored by the administration.
-Do you have :Inv specific suggest ions on that single point'?

'rr. 11,AuEz. T ran tell you quite candidly. just rooting out of

the Office or Eductitinn. that r would strono.ly recommend that we
renmve that program from the Office of Education and that we do

what we hare done with the National Institute of Eduration, reporting directly to either the: Under Secretary of I.:dur ation:or the
Commission.

.

I don't think that. within OE there is any sensitivity to bilingual
education, nor any desire to insure its sitecess. A quirk glance at the

history of OE with regard to iiilinoand NIneatiOna pr-00TallIS can

attest, to this..0E. for crxample, has never even enunciated a formal
policy on bilingual education. All the efforts in bilingual education
have come, from' the le.0-islative proceSs. 1, can't help but feel that'
they see this process as a source of fundraising.

Furthermore, note thy omission of any high officials of the Office
of Education,durin these hearintrs. I would inquire where 1)r. John
°Him, Commissioner of :1-47Alneation. is? 11'here is )t. lintints Glennon, the Director, of N1F,? Should they riot be here I istenin!, firsthand

to this very iniportant anti new leoislation
Senator CRANs-ros. What did yOu mean by your statement that'

tvSf.
he

VieW it ass a fundraising
fu
mechanism'?

i..un:z. They wily see hiliny.nal nro,rams at the legislative

niSin for attracting new funds.
Senator CitAxsCoN. New funds to be used in another way?:
:11,vma-.7.. No. l'he\ use it' for the same thiurr., lint they seldom:
take technology money. They seldom 'take disseminatiOn money, iresearch money and package itunder
lrograurr.
Sena t Or ('n.\ Ns:111N. T g,et your point. Mr. Trilint?
Mr. 7riol.h.\. Nit% Alv;IreZ is not (nil V the expert, lrftt more eloquent
than I run, and I Support wholeheartedly what he has said.
pnceSs as a out

,

Senathr CIZASSMN. Thank You very nundt:

That, ronhules our. lwaintr. 1 want to close by tleankin,r
.1 )(fridge of in stall' for his excellent work in prepn ri»o this. hearing

together with the stair members of the other members of this con-
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mittee. 1 would like to 1,11:111k the. minority St a trROy. .1fillenson and

Robert Targ--for preparing helpful written comparison of Senator
Kennedy's hill and my ()WI' bill. It will be made a part. of the record
or this hearing and I know it 1vill be helpful to all of us.

At this time I order printed in the record the comparison of bills I
mentioned ;lion.. 1vith all statements and material submitted for the
record by persons unable to be present for this hearing.
(The following material was subsequently supplied for the record:)

Policy
aetogaizes special educational need., of the
many children of limited English-spe-%kinz
ability in the United States.

Declaration of Policy

Amends Sec. 702, ESEA, by striking out
that which precedes "declares" and inserting
afterwards:

to enable such amencies to implement
appropriate programs. (Sec. 702)

local e.-.1ucationel eE,encies in order

() provide financial assistance to

Congress declares it to be policy of U.S.:
(1) encourage the establiamant and
operation of educational programs
using bilingual educational methods
and techniques.

improve, cad exuand proi.;rana of bilinzual
caucation, teacher traiaing, cad child development. (Sec. 2)

limited English - speaking ability. (Sec. 2)

Recognizing:
(1) there are large numbers of children of
limited English-speaking ability
many of these children have a different
cultural heritage
children learn thru the use of language
and cultural heritage
many children thus have special educational needs for bilingual programs
all children. benefit through the full
use of such programs

To ammnd Title VII of the Elementary
endSecendary Education Act of 1265 to e,tr.d,

Purpace

EiacpCo.,nrchansive
tic,n Amendments Let of 1973
(Sec. 1)

6la.484E

To improve bilingual and bicultural
educational opportudities for children of

or

:anort Tit)e:

.F.11-17

Statement

Bilincual Tat:cation Reform Act
of 1973 (Sec. 1)

CO:APART'70N OF BT"%al::::.

Statement of Purpose

Short Title:

Kennedy Bill (S-25521

(:Unority Stuff Mcmoranaum)

C6I/j1

- ;135 million
- :;150 million
- t175 million
- :200 million
- .1:250 million
(Sec. 703 (a))

(62C. 702 (b))

Definitionulmtican (Ccn. 701.,)

Definitions (Sec. 704 (b))

there is instruction given in
both the native language and in English
in all subjects of study in preschool,
elementary, or secondary school;

and siting;

(b)

both the native language and English
are studied, including speaking, reading,

(a)

Similar

Same

Cr;

teachcr trcinit,s ,nd mlr.tc-d clunc;,ioaal
pc:mono:A i;cyclopo:_ot. (Sec. 7C2 (b))

Bilingual education program means a
full -time program of instruction for
children of limited English-speaking ability
and for English-speaking children vho desire
such programs; in vhich -

GJ

vraL1-.7o.

Dcrcrven 33 1/35, of cny FY r_pprorition
nllicn to to
for

(Sec. 702 (b))

octivit±ca, and otl,:-!r

Poscrvs up to 105 for ea_imi.strstion, connus

* plus such sums

FY 1977 - 35 million*

Reserves 35% of any FY appropriation exceedin5 S35 million to be used for teacher
training end related educational personnel
development. (Sec. 703 (a) (1))

No Similar Provision
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1975
1976
1977
FY 1978
FY 1974 - 4135 million*
FY 1975 - ::135 millicn*
Ff 1976 - ;135 nillicn*

(F-255)

FY
FY
FY
FY
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Autborincs:

Cr.

Authorizes:

Annronriations

Kennedy Bill (S-2552)

(c)

the Coa=issioner, by regulation, shall
estnbliab miaizum requirements re.:-ardinc pupil/
teacher ratios, teacher qualifications and
ccrti2ication, and other factors; regardina the
quality of instruction.

(f)

if graded classes used, childrea in
the program are to be placed to the extent
practicable in classes with children of the
same ace and level of educational attainment. if ai.;:e and education vary, the program provides that instruction be appropriate
for the student's level of educational attainment.

(e) provides for voluntary enrollment for
EaElish-spechinz children in a bilingual
education prozrnm if they desire to learn
the len5us,e and cultural heritage of those
for whom the program is designed.
Ia no'case nay these voluntary participants constitute aore than 50 of the
total number of all students.

(d) in all courses where Em^lish is not
essential, i.e. art, zusic, physical education, a
education prozram
provides for particir.ation in regular
classes

(c) there is study of hfstory and culture
of the nation or ccaLraphical arca with
which the native lan,uage is associated
and of the history au3 culture of the U.S.

Kennedy Bill (S-2552)
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(h)

.

No Sinilar Provision

No Sindler Provision

No Similar Provision

native lwagutoe wheu uzed with reference to children or lialted
creaking ability, means the leazuage
normally used byzanch children, or by
the parents, or in their eaviron2ent.

Kennedy Bill (S-2j52)

An epplicstion fer t ba:1 cd-

r-rats.

tne.

children born in U.S. and whose

(c) of Titic 1,

(Zoo.

(,1) (3))

Irto:--a factor in Ctn.

(c) other children az r4rther defined
by Consisgioner (Sec. 73 fs (e))

parents do not spask 1p1ib

(b)

than isc,,lish

(n)

rsnily rclat.:!5 to

lO

:at

:!

p.1 lie

children who were not hen in the
U.S. cad wzase ltstaLe in other

stAlity ns:

dsffsar.

--nt 2.ct

ssari,;1:-

heardn. Alto
crov1 or s

secondary scfseal sta...csts,

uattlen trtrrsm shall be davelt;ed in opea
cansnitstion vita parcsts cf
whore
children, tcechcra,

Kennedy Bill (S-2552)

Fin-ncial 4asistKnon fcr
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irseralzs

The Commissioner, tits-such arreuraments
with institutions of higser education and
with local educational erencies, makes grants
fsr sae establishment, oseration, and improvement of traiaLs7 programs for persons pareicipnting in bilinzv.al eiuoation programs.

u
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p

(L=n- 704 (b) .(2) (n))

Provides for onoratien of short-term
training institutes desi,mod to upgrade
kills of program partisipants.
Avards fellowships for study leading
to a da:-ree in bilingual education.
Commissioner shall award not less than
230 or =arc, tlaaa 5CD fellowships in any FY
eiacation
to sparosriate parsons in

prsgram.
Provides for Comaissioner to pay such stipends to
training program carticisasts es he deems necessary and consistent with other federal programs.
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to Similar Provision

r.o Similar Provision

No Similar Froviaion

No-Cimilar Provision

410 Similar Provision
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Tbe Commissioner deleeates all respeneibilities for any bilineual or bicultural
proeeres to the =rector of tae Bureau. (Sec.
721 (t) (2) (c))

(Sec: 721 (b) (2)1,1c))

eigeated by "hector an Deputy Director.

Creates 2 additiceal positioms is the
.benreaa which are et grade 17. One is de-

Bureau shall be headed by a Director
.:ho is given the rank of deputy Commissioner
emd at grade 18.
(Sec. 721 (b) (1)

Education throushvbich the Ceneireloaor
r:=11 act. (Sec. 721 (a))

Creates within C'..3 a Bureau of Bilingual

Administration - Bureau of Bilincal
eeueation

Lo

No Steller ?revisits

Kennedy Dill (S-2552)
e:17.

_

cf Illin-e:1

sac:: fit t., ef-

(2))

fectively carry out ectivilies. (Zee. 731 (b)

and units an 4"-e

The Division is divided iniv brenthea

the Division ul.iee ere
grade lo. One is
nm=o1 Deputy Director. (Sec. 731 (b) (3))

Zetablishes 2 adaitionel ponitione in

Division shell be headed by a Director
.ointed by the Cor:issioner and at grade
17. (Sec- 731 (b) (1))

Sr_ ezen withie C2 n 21eisice :f
Eleuacn tlee.een .b.ich the Cceeiseicner shell est (Sec. 7;1 (a))

;'-lnietene!cr -

Pereits eaynents to bn =de to the
Secretary of Interior fe: tse sane purpose.
(See. 722 (b))

Provides th.A `ecibal orcaniinticns Or
cee:eaed eith Indian
othar nomnrerit
e---ion, for eesoels on renal-vet:ens, nEy
be censidered to b.: the lc:__ edeostieeel
egoeoy az defined by tnn set amd elielble
for grants. (Sec. 72.1! (a))

CeIleren

fr-:ffL)

.1:La

an =1 re-

No Sinflar'Provision

description of personnel end information
available at the re-ional offices.
(sec. 721 (d))

FY

from Fedcre.:., State,

extent to vnica such needs are being net
inlecal
cluding not later than July 1, 1976 census of
a five year
the =her of suca
bilingual education plea.

of ii :_.._.d IlaLlien-zpaahing- chtlnrem anti the

a national aszeosnant of the educational needs

So I:L=11er Frovisica

cost estinate

stetent of act1v4t'--

extent to vhlel: these avniev_ the policy
sips

status of programs and projects during the
current FY

cotinate of pro3reT. and project costs for
the saceeding FY

report on activities daria7 the preceding

The report stall include -

;sr: en the condition of hill'e-uel eaucation.
731 (c))

to CehreBs an

Ceuncil en 73:111=7fuel Edu z at::oh =tall c..1=it tha-eufn the Cez:.istrlonar

12: _za,.:11tIon with tlx

- ---1

s rtvieu and evaluation of the activities of
the Bureau in the precetlinz fiscal year

The report shall include -

The DirectorsLell sutadt, through the
Capwissicner, to Con.reso, a report on the
activities of the Bureau. (Sec. 721 (d))

Xemnev Bill (S-2552)

Ad.vIrc.n. Ccr.nacil.

2 ex-parlance:I elemnntary or secon-

3 experienced in training such teachers

5 rery
:;=ars, 5 scr...e th.ree years, en.f.. 5 serve
2-yeara. (Sec. 723 (a))

oncsr.t initial prt.>1;ii&ntial apoaintees of %diva

arnbcrs anointed for terns of throe years

(4)

2 indiViduols cxpericnced in elementary
and secondary education

(3)

dary school teachers of bilingual education

(2)

(1)

8 nemars vho are exnerienced in
educational problens of bi24."ual
prozrams

ors of the rational Council shall be
appointed as follows. (Sc. 723 (a))

on Duzl Education

Establishes a fational Advisory Council
of five
=hors appointed within 90 drays after
enactxnat, by the
(Zoo. 723 (a))

ticl

No Similar Provision

Kennedy Bill (C-2552)

of

Zic.dlar Zravislc,a

(L:.=.-71.2. (a))

:::Lar7 of

ratinanl

Cc-:c11 an
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menbers
of
Una 9D d7s. afoar
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F:era tc:7chern and ea,2catica:1

one

an.; stL.L.eLlant

tzn,lc "rxin titic to

1Lr,-;.111 nra;:ra.:L, in tLe

a5r=1-..azat. of the nuf.:er of to:ancro and
c!.er atucatior.7.1 T,renonel raz.cad for bi-

(a) (2))

Research desirned to develop bilinrual
end bi--1--al curriculum, develom instructional materiels, establish a antional clenrinzhouse,
and ansivaa existir- testier reettr4s (fl- 722

Commissioner and Director of the National
Institute of Education are authorized jointly
to enter into. coatracts with public erencies,
institutions, and ort:vnizaticas to conduct research end experimental projects in bilinsual
and hicultural.education (Sec. 722 (a))

Research and Experimental Projects

No Sizilar Provision

National Council Shall make reports of its
activities, findlazz, etc., as it may deem
appropriate and shall make an annual report to the
President and Cotsress prior to i.hIrch 31 of
each year. (Sec. 723 (d))

Reviews and evaluates the administration
end operation of this title. (Sec. 723 (c))

National Coancil shall _et lour times
in each year. (Sec. 723 (b))

Kennedy Bill (S-2552)
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7;2 (b))

(Sec. T:: (0)

=

71.2)

Sinilar

shall carry out a pro-.ram of research in
I- crd-- to
the field of
Droassist LEA's in Pit `_sr
Eraha.
The Director and Commiseicaer are authorised to ma'ke cont!e.cts vita paltlic and
erivete asencies, institutions, etc. (Sec.

The Netictl Institute of Eaucation

UO2f11

L.--!ts.st teas ne-

Resetiota and iktonatraticas

:e Coa_Lia::lancr
viedry nnd
to the fe.lviscry Council

(Zee

his:,sree vita 'L_ Cam-i.s ai caer's retort.

Tte Advisory Council rny at its option
tc tht
submIt a :-;ort of itz
of
a
and Presicant only

paretioa o: Fe:*.v:el leieditticas had with
in admitto pol,cy
isterinc the title (:tt.
(c))

Advises the Cortissicacr in th- sre-

!a

(0e2- 3 (0)

Adds:ncv authorization for Vocational
Education Act, See. 122 (a) (4) of Title I,
(for I..ernonL unable to s----" In rezular
vocaticanl education pro7rann) as follows:
*2,0 cillioa for each of FT 1975 and FY 1976.

of 1964

Amend=ta to Vocational Education Act

So Similar Provision

Ho Similar Provision

hot to exceed 10); of funds aspracrinted in
any FY to NI3, but not lees than :10 million
snall be available to carry out this section.
(Sec. 722 (b))
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3 (c) (4) (El))

is effective on and after June 30,
1974. (Sec. 4 (b))

Amands State anneal nro:ranz to include, and
to pro,:rams End pro.Jects uhich serve areas vith
high concentrations of persons vith limited EnFlishsanking ability'. (Sec 4 (a))

:ant to Library Services end Construction Act

fusandments effective on and after July 1, 1274.

Amands State Plans to include the folloviag:
'Provides that grants made from sums cp2ropriated
under Sec. 102 (c) snail be allocsted within the
State amon,, LEA's servinf, areas with high concentrations of persons vitL limited BsTlich-ueeking
atllity". (Sec. 3 (c) (5))
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At lesst 10i, of Stnte's allotment of funds
far any Ff beginning after June 30, 1974.
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No Cimflar Pro,-TI:afcd

Includes in State Vocational Education AdvirCmy Councils, "including students of limited
'nglizh-speaking abilit:i". (Sec. 3 (a) (3))

Includes in voentional education for other
tt7.n hmlicarsed "vocational education for
students of limited English-speaking ability".
(Eec. 3 (a) (4))

No Elmfiar Proviricn

Includes in Esticnnl Advisory Council, "and
of rcr.:,ons who.have limited llfsb-si:ualing
Cadlity". (Sec. 3 (a) (2))
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Prmvit:imn

Amcnis demonstration projects and teacher
tralair.,- to include, nincludinG bilinGual
methTds". (Sec. 5 (a) (2))

ATends State plans to incluae, 'provide
that snacial emphanis be Given to the nee!s of
in,glish-spcaking persons throuGn the
cr,ltion of bilingual adult education pro,zrams."
(See. 5 (a) (1))

A:-:n.im-fatn to theAdult nuction Act
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0I-LINGUAL TEACHER TRAINING
AND COMMUNITY COLLEGES

STATEMENT:

Since community based education is a prime thrust of
American. Indians and Alaskan natives, to serve their own
people locally, the quality need for bi-lingual educatiOn
is apparent.

Some 23 developing Indian controlled community colleges,
and 150 other colleges throughout the nation have recognized
Indian cultural centers.

Eighty percent of these are emphasizing

cultural and bi-lingual education as a necescity in Indian
education.

They serve over half of the American Indian population and
work with the present and future educators of American Indians
and Alaskan natives.

In the Midwestern states alone, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Minnesota and Wyoming there are tribes developing the
Community College structure.
is

The population of these tribes

more than 40,000 with an approximate 43% attending the

Community College.

All of these stress the development of bi-lingual education
and teacher training for their primary and secondary systems.

Americar Indian Higher
Educatica Consortium
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STATEMENT BY

DR. GIBLERT SANCHEZ, DIRECTOR
BILINGUAL BICULTURAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
CENTER FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE
UNITED STATES SENATE
31 OCTOBER 1973
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee.

On behalf of the Center for Applied Linguistics, we
should like to take this opportunity to express our appreciation for
the foresight you have displayed in sponsoring new and improved
national legislation for bilingual education.

The Center for Applied Linguistics is a non-profit research
organization specializing in the area of applying linguistic research
to the needs of public education in the United States, as well as on
the international level.

Our staff includes linguistics and educators

with considerable experience in bilingual/bicultural education and
early childhood education, including administration, teacher training,
evaluation, and curriculum development for Chicanos and Native
American children.

It is from this perspective that we wish to comment.

Ceneral Statement:

We are basically in accord with the spirit

of both bills (5.2552 and 5.2553) as introduced by Senators Kennedy and

Cranston and cosponsored in both cases by Senator Montoya.

Based upon

our careful analysis of the current trends in bilingual education programs
funded by local, state and federal agencies, we would like to direct our
remarks to three general areas in the two bills.
(1)

These areas are:

Administration; (2) Research and (3) National Advisory Council.
I.

ADMINISTRATION
Senator Kennedy's bill, 5.2552, proposes a "Bureau of

Bilingual Education" while Senator Cranston's bill, S-2553, proposes

3141
a "Division of bilingual Education".

We propose that a bureau be created to administer
all portions of this legislation and possibly to coordinate all other
USOE efforts in bilingual education.

Presently bilingual education is

a component within the bureaucratic structure of USOE and it (Title VII)
is still buried within a bureau structure with little influence on
other bilingual educat -ion efforts in USOE.

Without this type of up-

grading, bilingual education cannot achieve the recognition and program
statue within USOE which is enjoyed by other comparable programs.
Another reason for elevating theprogram administratively is that
Local Educational Agencies will be able to look toward Washington for
leadership and, hopefully, will begin thinking of bilingual education
as a forum for achieving cultural pluralism.

In an effort to strengthen the administration of bilingual
education programs on the national level, Section 731 (b) (2) of
S.2553 should be adopted with one minor modification, that division
be changed to bureau.

This would allow the director to develop a

flexible and responsive organization in meeting the needs of the program.
II.

RESEARCH

One of the major shortcomings of bilingual education
in the past has been the total lack of basic research.

When the

first bilingual education act was passed in 1967, .schools all over
the country were suddenly placed in a peculiar situation.

The U.S.

Congress had made the money available, and the school districts had
to develop bilingual programs practically overnight.

',1-457 0 - 74 -

There was no
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thought given to research into this new educational endeavor,

perhaps because of the immediately-pressing needs for such programs
and the lack of time for planning.

The past several years have made us painfully aware of the
need for basic research into the diverse areas that together comprise
bilingual education.

Lacking such research, the first years of

bilingual programs have been devoid of real direction.

At best,

this has resulted in programs with different philosophies, varied
emphases, and limited development efforts.

Bilingual programs in

many cases have been prevented from reaching their full potential
by lack of solid information regarding the nature of bilingual
education.

In our testimony today, we would like to identify areas
of investigation that need to be explored in addition to those
mentioned in Section 722 (a) (2).

Many of the areas needing reserach

were outlined at a national cor,ference on bilingual education,

sponsored in September 1969 by the Bureau of Research, USOE. Four
years later, the needs remain the same; the research remains undone.
The research proposed below will require highly-skilled
personnel from different disciplines.

Such personnel are not usually

found on the. staffs of local or acate education agencies.

We

propose, therefore, that other institutions with the required
research capabilities be eligible for support in carrying out such
activities.
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By conducting research in the areas proposed below, it
will he possible to devise more effective teacher training techniques
for teachers involved in bilingual teaching situations; to develop
appropriate curriculum materials for the target population being
served; and to develop new ways of assessing the progress of each
child in the two languages.

The areas we propose for study are the following;
1)

Developmental bilingualism and the study of first
and second language acquisition and their inter-

relationship.
2)

A study of the degrees of bilingualism and how
to measure them.

3)

Relationship between the age of the student and
the most effectiVe conditions and methods of
learning.

4)

Study of the regional variations in minority
languages as used within the United States.

5)

The acquisition of the target child's first language
and the linguistic structure of such language when
he first enters school.

6)

Study of cultural differences in styles of learning
and conmmnication.

7)

Identification of the characteristics that make a
good bilingual teacher (including language proficiency)
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8)

Identification of successful teacher practices
in a bilingual setting.

9)

The development of alternative. objective measures

of achievement in a bilingual setting.
III.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
Finally, both bills call for die establishment of a

National Advisory Council.

We concur that this most important activity

and the responsibilities assigned to it are needed.
We propose that the membership include representatives
from the target community; the various disciplined concerned with
bilingual education, i.e. linguistics, psychology, sociology, history,
etc.; and the decision-making groups, i.e. educational administrators
and school board members from the local and state levels.

One last area which is not to be over-looked in Section
732 (c).

We propose that this be expanded to include a dollar figure
so that a Secretariat for.the Advisory Council could be developed and
operated.

Possibly 2% of the total budget could be allocated to

operationalize the Secretariat.

Once again we should like to express our appreciation for
your efforts in promoting this important legislation.

On behalf of

the millions of minority children who will be directly affected by
this bill, we thank you.
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CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE
RESOLUTION

By the Honorable Peter R. Chacon, 79th Assembly District; and
the Honorable James R. Mills, 40th Senatorial District

Relative to the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo'
and the Constitution of the State of California

WHEREAS, Californians share in a bountiful and gracious
heritage; and
WHEREAS, The land we live on and the law we live under compose
and protect our liberty to enjoy opportunity; and
WHEREAS, Our bilingual founding documents affirm and define
our heritage of responsible citizenship; and
WHEREAS, The treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo went into effect on
July 4, 1848; and
WHEREAS, The Constitution of the State of California was
ratified at the election on November 13, 1849; and
WHEREAS, The State of California grew from the confluence of
cultures giving us the great heritage guaranteed and perpetuated through
these two agreements; and
WHEREAS, The government of the State of California rests upon
and derives its authority from the Treaty signed by coequal sovereignties
and the Constitution accepted by citizens of California; and
WHEREAS, Six score and five years have passed since the signing of
the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo by Mexico and the United States; now,
therefore, be it
Resolved by the Joint Rules Committee of the Senate and the
Assembly, That the period from July 4, 1973, to November 13, 1975, be
proclaimed as the 125th anniversary observance of our bilingual founding
documents and that this event be celebrated by a restoration and
reaffirmation of the g'iocious and bountiful heritage of bilingual,
molticultural California.

Resolution No. 115
Approved by the Joint Rules Committee
Subscribed this [3rd day of August, 1973

s/ James R. Mills, Chairman
Senate Rules Committee

s/ John L. Burton, Chairman
Assembly Rules Committee

s/ Ed Reinecke
President of the Senate

s/ Bob Moretti
Speaker of the Assembly
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Honorable Claiborne Pell
Chairman, Subcommittee on Education
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
U.S. Senate
4230 Dirksen Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:

When the legislation to extend the Environmental Education Act was
before the House Select Subcommittee on Education, we testified in support
of the bill, pointing out how this program has helped us In environmental
activities sponsored by the UAW. We have utilized this program to great advantage in the past and we expect to continue to do so in the future.
As you know, Senator Nelson has introduced S. 1647 which would
provide for a three-year extension of the Act as does ay. 1, Ise-passed bill.
We appreciate the demands upon your Subcommittee, but we do wish to express
our hope that it might be possible to take up S. 1647 in the near future.

When hearings are scheduled on this legislation, we would be pleased
to have the opportunity to testify in support of it if the Subcommittee schedule
would permit time for a witness from the UAW.

Once again, we hope it will be possible soon to bring up the hill to
extend the Environmental Education Act. On behalf of the UAW, 1 want to thank
you for your consideration of this request.
Sincerely

Jack Beidler

Legislative Director
113:cd
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Cignr:2717, " STATEMENT OF TILE NATIONAL OMBUDSMAN ADVISORY ON COMMUNITY
SERVICES LEARNING, BOX 311, UNToNVI ILE , CONNECTICUT

Events often happen so quickly, It is not always possible for
Legislation to "catch up".

A bill all too frequently can be introduced,

even have what seems to be adequate hearings, yet be already hopelessly
outmoded.

The Community Schools Development Act is a case in point, which in
this session can easily be obsoleted before it is passed, unless the latest
developments in Community Services Learning are specifically included.
Similarly, thin bill on bilingual Education, no matter how valuable it
seems to be.

runs the danger of "instant obsolescence" unless a single

sentence is added, to include the breakthoughs this year of the new
Community Services Learning that is rapidly sweeping the country.
The National Ombudsman Advisory for Community Services Learning is
not against this bill on bilingual education.

Indeed we would like to see

this measure passed, and appropriations increased, if possible.

However,

we must warn that in September of 1973, some events have taken place which
need 1.1., be taken into account in this legislation,

if we are indeed to

provide optimum benefits, without waste or obsolescence.
First, please note several exhibits attached hereto, to be included
in this statement.

First, the State Department of Education of Ohio,

starting in September of 1973,

in its STANDARDS FOR DEFINING THE SCHOOL DAY

(EDb-403-01(P). HIGH SCHOOL, has already redefined its academic high school
day, so that external school credit can now be granted to all its high
school students.

The granting of such credit can he a boon, to deliver

valuable services to the community, as students learn while gathering
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important work experiences oul.de of their classroom.

Note, too, that

New York City has already done the same thing, in essence.

By offering a

"new diploma", to be issued for the first time this year, every one of
New York City's 285,000 high school students can get Community Services
Learning Credit.

This means, for bilingual education, or any remedial instruction, a
phenomenal increase of potential tutoring or other service force.

Teacher*

will be able to train such student tutors as part of the regular school day.
This can happen, however, only if the legislation specifically acknowledges
this, helps set up the proper guidelines.

We need to note that Community Services Learning is rapidly expanding,
and is new in its scope.

It is all over the nation, not just in Ohio, or

New York City, as in two exhibits here attached.

Oregon State was among the

first of the pioneers within the past two years to expand the scope of the
old idea of work-study or cooperative education, and change it into this
new experimental learning on its much enlarged scale.

While every school

system has some of this, the scope of Community Ser.vices Learning is almost

entirely new this year, and thus needs to be encouraged by specific legislation, or it could be put on a time lag of change that is costly and
detrimental to children's welfare, or we would have learning units in
community services that were not optimum.
In essence, the meaning of community schools itself is changing.
Schools can now reach out, at last, during the school day, to help the entire
community, as well as students.

What this neans for improvement of bilingual

education, is literally, a "new ball game".

BEST

It means a potential of
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improving quality of education of all kinds, not just bilingual instructional needs.

The funds allotted here are quite limited since they have to be
divided foe each state.

By a simple recognition of this newest Community

Services Learning trend, specifically, a fixed percentage of funds could
be earmarked for bilingual programs where students learn to assist others
and receive credit rather than stipends.

The limite..; funding can then be

stretched greatly, without strain or stress.
It is likely that we can avoid obsolescence, but only if we specifically
set in such guidelines into this legislation, as this single sentence of
"percentage allotment of Community Services Learning funds".
We therefore recommend that there be specific mention that funds be
made available for grants that encourage experimental Community Services
Learning programs where students are given credit during the academic day,
to assist other students.

If there should be any controversy, we recommend that every Congressman and Senator read not only the Ohio State Department of Education
"Redefinition of the School Day; and the copy of the New York City newspaper story of that city's new diploma, but also the front page story of the
National Observer, which Congressman Quie inserted into the Congressional
Record on November 5th of this year, pointing out that this work-duringschool is already here, over the nation.
attached hereto.

All three of these exhibits are

In addition, all should read the 100 page report of the

National Association of Secondary School Principals, recommending that what
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"Action Learnin....;

by expanded everywhere.
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A fulL copy of this

report appears in the 1973 Hearings for S 1146 on March 15, 1973, en pages
452 to 557, as further evidence of this important new trend of Community
Services Lear::inq, which ..iakos

e

of "community schoulE"

hopelessly obsoLete.
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In or Out of Classes
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Ito' BERT SIIANAS

. The rity2whool system will change its requirements foi the high school

diploma starting in September with a major emphasis on !unconventional
atudy procedures ranging from independent student work to high school
credit for travel.
glee'
he

olio re regnirementn, For esnnin e.
communications and English If
much!
dent credit in English fur Intl,
interns on S ussrsas IS,: or
writing: follsingIng
aaok.rp, who travels through pendent

ing and the school:: will be ordered to become flexible
enough to handle the change.,
The requireraents were not Inl WI' irhw in will net up "Ww"..
officida last
ot,
for approving and graottit,
nehaod

for wink done awl
special; knowledge obtained Isiah in schwrl
rear.loap study by
task force. Although Ore changes and not, whether it i, irubsiduray,
!lave not been made public, a ropy i in small group projeets, m in

Chancellor Harvey Scribner after credit

1.17 the rulings, dated loot Thnrs.'chtss.
day. has been obtained by Tug
For example,
News.
Tinder

the

new

student may is.

r.

able to get social studies mitt

guidelines,. if he works as an intern in

smile
; am numerous options In the an
able to tric;1
abbe to get credit In a student will

eenmental ngeney for

Under the plan, which will affeet about 235,000 sin. dents in the city',
academie raid %Irrational senior big/ex
!pupils will be encouraged to take part in new ways of learnI

Europe studying at Et ninseutti might be accepted as a substilutt
far music nppreelittiun.

may pith up credit for that.,
t

The programs, whwh ell go

The school system ' will nnI
shirting With the longer roast morocco in terms of
graduating class of lute 1971, "units.' that lint a full sehont;
set stiff rules and guidwIlnew yinr. To allow store flexibiity in

into effect

that make the wd,eiduul sh,wl pupil programing, the srhuols
Prmlitwi revg,Thible for eurouu will switch to a system of
"credits" for

:tient

halt year of work.

"A professional aceountinig Thus, the minimum requirements
committee" inimposed ed sehoul for a diploma will consist of

',a( ...het, will be net SP.., "reedits" instead of 19 "units.;'
all city but rrhooi t ,u"'"
A student will be required
..,reenummendnlym. wn whet
sr- take three yearn. of Pluvial at
I Ir. with student t redlt

itta

ntS id the present three and
subject to the final say of Chet insti
to to Lit SCOnalairil will
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'iprincipaL
required toe tine first time,
'eonFWrttten
In agnements"
will be an extra half year
Toboir,-,1
students
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setliriotis will he niti'iled in s,nee ploelitt.l ha, and physical

,taxes Wore a Vol',

wFwrlww keatant

Mill bg r sprit e d f o r

:for "the mutual benefit csd
understanding of students, par. seven terms hut no rmilt .1n
he given tor il.
cola anti !nit."
iihglully nwr, rime' will be,
While the minimum afdentle
reapareslanta for the diplinnt 'Wynn to elective subpiets
will not change much, the new the new steal end for the first
rob.,
rb..._aa_jor ch.aibuir, time a student May
able to
stweialite inihyricul
I
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NATIONAL :
OMBUDSMAN
ADVISORY Ffill

COMMUNITY.

SERVICES

Effective 9eptcolter, 1973

AND.XRDS FOK DEFIN!NG THE SCI1001, DAY
EDP- 4a.12,1(r,t.

SCHOOL

ilre official school day lot each full.tirrie pupil shall consist of not less than six

(h) hours of scheduled classes and other guided learning
experiences in high schools
organized on a semester. quarter, or pentarnester plan;
and six ahil six-tenths 16.6)
hours of hrne.toled dittos and other guided lea:rung experiences in high schools
organized en a in:nester plan.

(I)

"Other guided learning experiences." within the meaning of this standard,
are those educationally related uses of pupil tune desiened to annment
the pupil's graded course of study winch are planned cooperatively by

the pupil, parent or guardian, and canard school pc:sal-aid. and u lull
are approved by the principal pursuant to diAncs rules and regulations.

(2)

(3)

Such experiences may be provided off tre school cantons.'

A full nitre pupil. within the mearune of this standard, is
one who

participates in scheduled classes and other guided learning experiences
for the duration of the official school day and is carolled for a minimum
of four (4) units of credit or the equivalency thereof.

Lunch time, up to thirty minutes in length, may be included within
the minimum time required.

INTERPRETATIVE ANI)EXPLANA TORY !NFORMATION
The trandard defining the high school day is designed to permit school

management to apply judgment, to the learning needs of individual students.
This :anon IPI Places she opportunte for planning learning experience:
which

meaningfully to the varkt needs and special

of.

Indisiduals and groups with school district personneL Flexilohry is provided
to permit the iodation of 11:12411officampus learning experiences.

For purposes of interpretation;

(1

'Zither guided forming experiences" are those user of pupil time
which are cooperatively identified and planned by MIMn or guardian.
certified personnel and pupil and are intended to maximize learning
opportunines. Final approval of the schedule is lotion the authority
and responsibility of the hqh school princiNI pursuant to ruler and
regulations as adopted be the Diviner Hoard of Education or estahlithed
by the Stipenntenilent of Schools. Aunt schedules providing for "other
guided laming expenences" officarnpus shall include parental signature
indicating approval and shall become a part of the permanent record
of the pupil
(a)

EMployment

Employment related to the needs of the pupil and his in- school
objectives is approvahle.
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Ombudsmen

=a-a,
lb) Independent Study
Approve.: independent study may take piece in a cornmuiuty mita

museum, universikv, or a ssmildr location.
Indivuludi or snail ernap protects, not cnsitlered regydr "homework" assiormnis, would be in comphanve. Regularly assigned
labordrorv, library,

"lessons" or " horuseork" traditionally consuls'? ed as an inteera part
of the school experience are viewed as beyond the nunintuns school
day and arc not approvable,
lU

Volunteer Work

Volunteer work in comunction with such institutions as a commu
nity service twiny. Liboratory, library. museum or university is
opposable.
(2) .4 high school pupil enrolled in less titan a futinte program may be
counted for school funding purposes on a part rime basis. For example,
for
a pupil needing Only rwo courses to ,graduate. could be
the two units of study, Pte remainder of his da would be awnlable for
employment or other useful pursuits. Such a pupil would be included
for parks( reimbursement us accordance with lunestablished mad.
dares through the School Foundation Itograns
E.1)6405.01 (I) JUN IOR t UGH SCHOOL

The official school day for each pupil shall consist of not less than six (6) hours

of scheduled classes. indlviduatzed instruction, and supervised study in junior
high schools organised on a semester, quarter, or pentantester plan: and six and

sitenths (6.61 hours of scheduled classes, individualiced instruction, supe
vised study in junior high schools organized on a trimester plan.

(I)

Lunch time, up to thirty minutes in length, may be included within
the minimum time required.

EDb-401.02 (F) ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
The official school day for each pupil shall consist of not less than five (5) hours,
exclusive of noon recess, for scheduled classes, individualized instruction, and su
pervised study in elementary schools organized on a semester, quarter, or penta
messes plan: and five and tive.tenths (5.5) hours. exclusive of noon recess, for
scheduled classes, individualized instruction, and supennsed study in elementary
schools organized un a trimester plan.

(I) The length of the official school day for a kindergarten pupil shall
not be less than two and onehall hours.
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U.S. High Schools:
Just an Aging Vat?
BUM III) FROM 111E.
By Michael T. Nt,moy

/THE TROUBLE with kids nowadays is they
spend too much time sitting on their tails in
schoolrooms Send them out to make a buck.
rub them up against the real world for a change,
and maybe they'd stop a lot of their foolishness.

Archie Bunker speaking" No. its a crude but
fair translation of what a lot of heavyweight edir
colors are saying to each other about American
high schools. They use logger words, of course,
but the idea isn't so different
With every decade the length of schooling
has increased, until a thoughtful person must ask
whether society can conceive of no other way for
youth to come to adulthood," says educational
authority James S Coleman in the foreworiho a
recently published slimy commis.siond by the
President's Science Advisory Committee.

wish, Will Itke Again
Coleman's panel conceived of a lot of other
ways, including experiments with easier child.
labor laws. a lower minimum wage for youngsters.

using big kids to teach little kids. more service
corps like the old CCC or the modern VISTA, and
taking the stigma off dropouts by making it easier

forthein to drop back in
Some of these suggestions have raised hackles
among teachers' organizations. They earned-('ole.
man's COMMiSS1011 a New York Times %online.

about the horror of child latior Butwith apolo.
gies to my highschool English teacher
them
folks ain't seen nothing yet.
"I think compulsory education beyond I-) is
unconstitutional," says chairman It Frank Brown

of the National Commission on the Reform of
Secondary Educa
Bon. His commis.
stun

may

make

Coleman's look
tepid when it un
loads a study this
autumn

suggest

ing we roll back
the sehoo6till.I6
rule that has been

almost sacred III
this country for
close to half a
century.
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h e National
Association of Secondary School Principals and a
Federally sponsored comunittee headed by toluna
lot John Henry Martin are supposed to cootie up

pal. Who halal cope singletiandedly with

with further high-school studies soon They will
probably surf: to the selandtill.loi rule, but they
mu.stion the good sense of keeping all young

until they are 20 or so." says Dr ..1111/1oS
Becker tit the National Foundation for the
Iloproteinent 111 Etli,e,tiOn "We may

so, long Ii a claorooni syslein that same

In leans Of learning what the responsi

suers

educators deride at the ago;' vat

the Generations'
There are a lot of reasons why educators have
began in lust the (riot few years to look askance

both influences

"Where you ,toed to ..issunitate youngsters 111110 society i at

have flailed

.t

12, now you Moil

whole generation of kids

hoboes of a citizen are in terms of work
Thr opportunities for growing up are
not as plentiful." says Owen Li. K11737011,

executive secretary of the National As

belief that we all

sedation of secondary school Principals
tie says his organization's report will talk
about "action learning, edticatlonese for

beneftt by getting as omen o.
learning as plus.
sible, whether we Want it or not I oletnati.s report.

time to du something, paid or unpaid. in
the real world.

at the deeply felt Allier.

letting Olds out ot class from bale to

for tostaowe. Is suffused with dismay over evtdeuce that we have herded our young pimple lido
d hostile "youth culture' by keeping them in re.

when they were elite Intaltutions designed

alai all bl Via dependence at an age when
previous generations of Americans were learning
responsibility and self.rellattee tit the real world
of work.

prepare their children tor, but most young
people don't go to college. Most Who do,

-The adolescent is more mature, larger, and
more experienced than his parents and grand
parents were. says Nathamel (Ober. supermtend.
ent of sehools
N
"At the same
Una. we are bolding bun in dependent status a
lot longer than his parents and grandparents ..
It carries a pretty large responsibility for the acting

ItrnubtennkrllgI you
get from a proportion of
hiehehool students. You
out

Another worry to that high schools are

still trudging down o rut originally worn

to train a minority ot blight students to
go to college College is still the goal
most laymen imagine the high schoOls

drop (Oa The roughly 20 per vent who
finally get it degree often rind they can't
get a lob related to it.

The Try.ftFIrst Idea
The Nixon Administration hos been

trying to deal with this by promoting
"career education." a favorite project of
Sidney P Marland, Jr., assiStant Secre.
tarp for Education In the Department of
Eduention and Welfare. The con
coot embraces everything from the famil-

iar shop classes to -distributive educt
tion"jargon that frequently means part.
time work in a store Mariana insists he
does not want to shunt youths into the
job market as fast as possible but to give
everybody. collegehaund or not. the abili-

van pinpoint some of it to

ty to net a lob at any point in his education Ile sees this as a vocational Me

continuing adolescence hryond what makes sense to

line it college doesn't pan out, or an oPPortunity for teenogers to try a field he..
fore committing themselves to four years'
tit preparation tar it
The most radical Idea growing out of

Imo or anybody els."
Brown says you can't
do much teaching in an IIP
stitution when, sit many
inmates are just walling to
get out, and raising bell in
the meantime: "We have
tit) per cent of the school

this alallelit Is Brown's proposal to cut

hark compulsory education. surprising.
lye large number of educators from mar
laud en down are attracted to the Idea In }
theorysince compulinry.education kites
are so widely twined that absenteeism

furs 50 per cent in some Inn..city high
schoolshut frightened 01 It in practice.
"Like most educators,
have mixed

systems now employing Po:
lire... I was in one school
that has been written up seven times in four years

1

emotions about compulsory :meat:lance."

as one of our great schools. I talked to Et girls
before I found one who wasn't afraid to go to the
rest roam. They go to the gas station across the
street."

explains Ober. -my guess Is that It you
got rid of compulsory attendance, your
attendance would stilt be about the some

as it Is now.... But it could be a terrine

copout. 'We'll turn them loose and let'

Martin talks of "recoupling the generations"
and worries that toting people segregated so lung

(ruin the grownup world get all their sortal "dos
and don'ts" from other juveniles, Tv, and par.
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somebody?"

worry about It

'

What

"We are not optimistic about revising
our ecoranny so employment for Ideally

seAR4,1/

billions of Iglear-Olds is going to take
place," says Martin "You want to know
what the kids would do', asks the priori.

Din

pal of a Minnesota high school that many
kids quit at 16. "Conte here at noon and
see the wine bottles and the beer cans In

the street and the cats driving aorund
The A:rtios' are a bigger problem than

6frret;211d°

the dropout s'
So the reformers who want young

pie to spend more time out of the class
room hasten to Insist they are not lust
planning to dump them nn the Job market.
They talk Instead of replacing the convene
clonal school with "something like a
school" that helps its students experience
lolls, apprenticeships, volunteer work, and

other out.ohe-classroom activities that
will add to Instead of subtract from their
education

In this Meal high school a teenager
might work in a hospital for awhile to
learn If he can stand the sight of blond
before Investing Ills famlly's savings on

medical school. Before becoming a patent

he would learn about small children by

Ile would learn
about other careers by trying tell and

helping to teach damn

return to classes to perfect the skills he
disemers they need "Ile sputa out of
Isehooll. spins back Into It. Is accepted
readily. continues to higher education.
and always keeps Id, (Illt IOUS °nen.Marland says

just US OWN] a bad as a hammer is
In followttP Interviews two scars later.

85 per cent of the youths said the wurk
study experiment had helped prepare
them to hold a lob Fewer than 10 per
cent of die youngsters in a control group
could name .y school program that had
helped them that Way.

Well, it vomits nice, hot there are oh
stades, parents, teachers, numbest:. lobar,
and goverontent, to nanie a few
mo,,,eapons is a good laboratory In
which to view the prOhleins and suevess
es of ibis kind of program Fripentdendent
John li I la v is. Jr , a Member of Cole.

nun's panel. has tried to tie the sehools
to the real world with experiments that
have allowed thollSaluis of te,n.aeoe,

try their wings al everything front enib
struction sites to ballet studios
Com lacing the Companies

A program to place 00 student:: on

Work Study Henchts Seen

An the youngster builds his classroom
education ornund his growing awareness

part.titne construction ooh, required convincing unions and employers that It would
work. then eurivineing the romPanies that

of the real world instead of following an

thou insurance would rover the young.

math and 00 many hours of English. At
the same time lie learns tongs such as
Independence. caring for old people or

scattered construction sites

arbitrary formula of so many hours of

. young ones. tuut maybe even to trust some
people over 30.

"You'd learn that If Me boss gives you
it Isn't because he
doesn't like you but because he's got
dirty lob that needs doing" explains Paul
Muller, assistant director of vocational
programs In the Mime:moils schools. It's

dirty lob to do.

that kind or lessonthat the job and the
product are more important than you and

your problemsthat a student can hardly
expect to learn in a school, which exists
only to worry about him and his probe
lems.

Muller says an experimental work study program for 14.year-old potential

dropouts led to prompt Improvements In
their school attendance, grades, and per-

formance on a IyInsHakIng" test, It led

youngsters with rotten grades to discover.

In one boy's words, "You know, math is

se,_

Niers, then convincing the insurance companies that it was all legal. and then

ruling herd on the boys themselves at
It required

specint waivers from several state and
Federal agencies. It cost more than a
classrcom program, and this
autumn it was only half foil itecause roll.
smallon work is slack in Hume goes
State laws may require so many hours
of a stitileet In each grade. Phrsical-edo
cation teachers in one Ntinneapolla school

promptly raised that legal Issue when it
looked like parttime work assignments
of is students would cut a lob from their
department. State aid to local school districts is generally based on the number

of children in school, so local officials
may worry about cutting their financial
throats 11 they let too :navy out.

Chid -Labor Laws
Child -labor laws forbid hiring children
under 16 to operate a power lawn mower
or to push the buttons on a self - service

elevator. A t7- year -old may operate a
machine gun In the Marine Corps or a
lathe In a shop class. but he can't oper.
are the same lathe for pay In a eommer
cull machine shalt

Parents often don't want anything

b?-464RA,te".rort

4 te46

th44'1.11.

that seems to shunt their children down
a dead 'end "vocational" track. Voters

study program for hard core dropouts
Unions -:Ire' wary lit anything that
smacks of entrap child labor or threatens
lo Inundate their jobs with new eritopeti

tors A survey of the need lot people
trained ro the graphic arts found that
Stioneopolis businessmen believed they
needed 1,000 inure, and the unions thought

they didn't need any
Students themselves may see tailor.
school opportunities as Just an opportuni
ty to get out of school An attempt to visit
one young man In klinnealaills' hard.won
emistruction.work program revealed Mat

he hail arrived au law late that morning
mut was lime Iwo hour, overdue from
funrh 14111'n things reinforce edrsentors
who say outarfsclaad learning will rerpare

more instructors and money than class
room ethic:01mi in whin one leacher can
keep an eye no 311 student5 at a dme.
That brings us to what some teachers

bluntly call the high schools. -babysit
ling !Lawman" It sounds crass, hut

alt

roughly fl per hour per child the putlic
schools are a haby.sitting bargain, with
a gymnasium anti 0 classroom education

thrown hl for free. It action learning or

career education doesn't "keep the kith:
off the street." It Is likely to he unpopular and quickly forgotten.
Teachers Are houbtful

Teachers sometimes fear the whale
outof.school idea is a gimmick to dump
their st tdchtsand a lot of teachers
on the job market. They also argue that
It's hard for anyone else to improve on
their triedand.true classroom methods.
"Students can learn a great deal in
work plaCeS, hilt they will learn It better
if the :earning lobes place under the dlof a professionally qualified
teacher," said John A. Sessions, an AFL -

reetion

CIO education official, speaking against
some of Marl:intik nations last winter. "I
have never attempted to milk a cow, but

I am vain enough 10 think that I could
develop a hotter curriculum on how' to
do it than could most dairy farmers."
The point. though. Is not to produce
school children who can milk cow:. but
tel turn them Mtn grownups who may
never have to see a cow again.
'I'm sure he would have dropped out."
Jeanette Sweeney says of a blg and thor-

oughly hared young intro who was as.
proaching the schaol.leaing age Of 16

often rate their school boards on the

last year at Champlain Valley Union High
School to Vermont. Mrs. Sweeney, ,helps

without thinking much Shout
classmates who don't, "About half of

school

Percentage of graduates wlio go on to
College.

those I've dealt with come from the suburbs, because they have nothing there
for their dropouts." says Frail Reed, who
counsels youths in a MintleapolLs work.
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c2n

direct an extensive program of oatdf
experience for

Students

there.

"That boy needed nothing more than
good, hard, physical work. We got him

some on a dairy farm and later, at a

lumber company. And guess who's back
in school this fall?"
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P 0 BOX 311
UNIONVILLE
CONNECTICUT 06085

FOR THE EDUCATION COMMISSION OF THE STATES
RESOLUTION:

FOR A STUDY BILL FOR EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

WHEREAS
the State Department of Education of Ohio as of
September, 1973 has redefined the high school day for all
students of Ohio, so that they can receive academic credit
for learning experiences outside of the classroom;
WHEREAS
other states have recently instituted similar
breakthrough for the new experiential learning for academic
students;

WHEREAS'
New York City has adopted as of September, 1973,
a similar concept, through its new high school diploma to
be issued in '74 for the first time, enabling all 285,000
NYC public high school students to get academic credit for
Community Services, as they provide experiential learning;
WHEREAS
in recent years the concept has been expanding
without any attempt to standardize such community service
learning experiences into measurable units;
WHEREAS
there is almost no awareness by educators generally
that such units can indeed be creatively planned and standardized so as to be able to UPGRADE the new diplomas, rather than
downgrade, as some educators fear might be the case if such a,
concept is applied to all students;
WHEREAS
researchists now propose that there be immediately
established an American Board of Learning Experiences
(A.B.L.E.) for Community Education, with local "OFFICES OF
A.B.L.E. STANDARDS," set up in each city, to insure optimum
delivery of needed community services and the quality of
learning possible only if educators do creatively develop
A.B.L.E. units in cooperation with students, parents, business
and community and government agencies, all working in cross
diqciolinary creative' processes;
WHEREAS
there tends to be much confusion because there are
some new names in 1973 for new types of experiential learning
that can be confused easily with the old ones, such as Work
Study, Independent Studies, distributive education, even
continuing education, or internship or volunteers, apprenticeship -- all operationally delivering outside of class, learning
experiences for external school credits.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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the many names by which external school credit
WHEREAS
is called, for secondary and post secondary institutions,
tends to obscure the fact that the scope for 1973 is brand
new since not just vocational and trade school students
are eligible, but now also all academic students can work
and learn outside the school for pay or school credit;
the October 13, 1973 issue of the National
WHEREAS
Observer confirms in its front-page story that these are
brand new recommendations, rather than old plans, to
expand experiential learning programs;
the Federal and state and city legislation has
WHEREAS
not yet become aware that this is a brand new educational
reform recommended by educational heavyweights, such as
the recent major 100-page Report of the National Association'
of Secondary School Principals and the James S. Coleman
Report commissioned by the President's Advisory Commission
on Science;
(First draft with some additions to be
included here.)
WHEREAS

etc., etc.

that there be immediately established a
BE IT RESOLVED
Study Commission to explore pilot Standardized Community
Service (A.B.L.E.) units.

NATI ONALN
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A
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FLASH BUL.LETTN
Newe.,t Definition or Cernmeeity Schools

Effective September, 1973, the State Department of Education of Ohio
has already REDEFINED ITS PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL DAY, no that all students
ran receive school credit for community services learning. This transforms
ALL ITS SCHOOLS INTO POTEDWAI: COMINITY SCHOOLS.
In September, 1973, also, New York City inaugurated its own NEW
DIPLOMA, to be issued first in June, 1974, where 285,000 high school students
in that city can row receive academic credit for delivery of valuable services
to the community, as they are learning.
Many school systems are following suit, or have already conducted
smaller pilot programs, but none on any large scale or scope.
This important innovation needs immediate assistance from Coreress. The
members are not yet aware that this is happening, as they initiate legislation that brings Si, CCMMUN1TY SCHOOLS that still mean largely what happens

AMR 3 IN.

49'
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It is still not generally knoWn that the National Association of
-page report on what they
Secondary
dary School Principals has just issued a100
100-pe
call ACTION ISJUIMO, which spells it out that every school system ought to
encourage such Q to 3 CriiMUNITY SCHOOLS (Note;
not just the keeping of
school buildings open after 3). The National Observer, on October 13, 1973,
in its full trent page story, indicates that EDUCATIONAL HEAVYWEIGHTS are

suf6) 01 now increasingly calling for this exciting new direction, for this important
newest definition of community schools.

rig4

ALL CONGRESSIONAL LEGISLATION NEEDS TO BE RECONSIDERED FOR HR 69, and
It is hoped that new
the Senate in the light of these recent developments.
amendments will reflect these new educational needs, and that increased
funding will be made available specifically, to this important "Academic Day"
breakthrough no that, in particular, young persons can immediately get credit
for many new types of environmental services in the comnunity that can better
teach them math, science or art or many academic subjects, even as our
environmental problems can get better solved with school assist.
PLEASE CHANGE HR 69, TITLE IX' AMENDMENT....
ROTE IN THIS EXHIBIT THAT THE. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS (NASSP) HAS ONLY RECENTLY
FULLY ENDORSED CUD:UNITY EDUCATION PROGRAMS DURING THE
ACADEMIC DAY
FOR ALL HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS, SOT JUST
IN VOCATIONAL OR TRADE SCHOOLS.
Community schools will
quickly mean if CONGRESS SPECIFICALLY SUPPORTS THIS
BREAKTHROUGH, THAT 9 to 3 educational services for the
community -- not just "after-school programs -- will
veld schools to community.
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Statement of

Joseph P. McElligott
Director
Division of Education
California Catholic Conference

Submitted to the
Subcommittee on Education
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
United States Senate

Wednesday, October 10, 1973
10:00 a. m.
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The Division of Education of the California Catholic Conference is

responsible for the coordination of various educational programs for students
in the nine Catholic school systems of California (i. e. , the 770 elementary
and secondary schools operated by the Archdioceses of Los Angeles and

San Francisco and the Dioceses of Fresno, Monterey, Oakland, Sacramento,
San Diego, Santa Rosa, and Stockton). One of the Division's areas of

responsibility is that of assisting Catholic school personnel in obtaining
needed educational services for eligible students under programs authorized
by Congress and administered by local public school districts.
The Bilingual Education Act (Title VII, ESEA) has been a laudatory

effort on the part of Congress to meet the special educational needs of children
who have limited. English speaking ability, who come from environments

where the dominant language is one other than English, and who come from
low income families. The need for bilingual education services is particularly
acute in California where 16% of the public school student population and 21%

of the Catholic school student population are Spanish surnamed youngsters.
It is to these unmet needs of eligible nonpublic school students that we

respectfully call your attention.
Currently in operation in California arc some GO Title VII Bilingual
Education projects whose combined annual budgets amount to 10 million

dollars. These projects, administered by local educational agencies, provide
bilingual services to some 20,000 California youngsters.
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Our investigation of these California projects indicates that there may

be some failure on the part of local educational agencies and/or the U. S.
Office of Education to make provisions for the participation of eligible children

attending nonprofit private schools in ESEA Title VII programs. We use
the words "may be" because we have experienced some difficulty in obtaining
specific information regarding nonpublic school student participation from
the U. S. Office of Education and local educational agencies.

From the information we have received, however, the picture looks
like this:
a)

Only one out of every ten California projects provide
bilingual services to nonpublic school students.

b)

While 10% of California's Spanish surnamed students
are enrolled in Catholic elementary and secondary
schools, only 2% of Title VII project participants are
nonpublic school students.

c)

While 2% of the State's Title VII project participants are
nonpublic school students, only I% of the State's ESEA
Title VII federal funds are expended on services for these
students.

From these figures, and after consultation with many of our local school
administrators, we have concluded and .wish to point out that p. serious problem

appears to exist in the matter of extending bilingual education services to
eligible nonpublic school students.

It is our opinion that the problem is an administrative one and centers
around three issues.
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I)

local needs assessment activities which overlook the
needs of potential project participants in attendance
at nonpublic schools

2)

local project planning activities which fail to involve
persons knowledgeable about nonpublic school students

3)

federal grant approval processes which inadequately
monitor the assurances of local educational agencies
regarding the provisions for participation of nonpublic
school students.

In order to remedy the problem, we respectfully suggest that the Subcommittee consider some minor changes in the Bilingual Education Act- changes which we believe will help direct the federal benefits to some students

who are in need and have been overlooked or "short-changed" in the past

four years.
1)

We suggest that, as in other Titles of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act, local educational agencies
be advised to involve people knowledgeable about the
needs of children attending nonprofit private schools in
ESEA Title WI needs assessment and program planning

activities. We suggest that this involvement be incorporated
into assurances given by the local educational agency.
2)

We suggest that the U. S. Office of Education more
adequately investigate the nonpublic school student
assurances given by local educltionai agencies prior
to the issuance of federal grants.

3)

Above all, we respectfully ask that language be int-erted
in the law to raise the quality of service to eligible nonpublic school students above its present state of 'tokenism.
We suggIst that local educational agencies be required
to make provision for the effective participation of nonpublic
school students on an equitable basis consistent with
their numbers and with their educational needs.

On behalf of California's Catholic school students and their parents,
we wish to express thanks to ti:e Subcommittee for your concern for nonpublic
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school students in programs of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act and for the opportunity to comment on federal educational programs
in the State of California.
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Statement of
Edward R. D'Alessio, Ph.D.
Director
Division of Elementary and Secondary Education
United States Catholic Conference
Submitted to the
Subcommittee on Education
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
United States Senate

Wednesday, October 10, 1973
10:00 a.m.
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Title I

The Catholic school community strongly endorses the extensionof
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Thousands of

educationally disadvantaged youngsters in nonpublic schools across the
country have been assisted through special educational services provided
by this Title.

Although Catholic schools have experienced some serious

problems with several areas of this legislation, Title I is a proper
instrument for this nation to provide for the needs of educationally
disadvantaged children.

On the basis of our experiences.in attempting to facilitate the
implementation of Title I on the national level and thcouyh broad-based

consultation with a representative group of Catholic school diocesan and
state level administrators, who are attempting to facilitate this
participation at the local and state levels, we have identified several
problem areas concerning the effective participation on an equitable basis
of nonpublic school children and teachers in this Title.

The general consensus of these administrators is that significant
progress has been made during the past seven years toward ensuring that
eligible nonpublic school children and teachers participate equitably
in the educational services provided by Title I.

These administrators

feel, however, that despite its effectiveness and despite significant
progress, much improvement remains before eligible children attendiiiy

nonpublic schools can effectively participate on an equitable basis
in Title I.
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The problems identified focused on the following general areas.
1.

Involvement in the Total Planning Process

2.

Comparability of Services

3.

Comparability of Expenditures

Involvement in the Planning Process

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act is founded upon the
"child benefit" theory that all eligible children, regardless of where they
attend school, may receive special educational services to meet their
needs.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act is also founded upon

the concept of mutual cooperation and collaboration between public and
nonpublic educators working in partnership to help overcome the educational
deprivation of disadvantaged children.

The Elementary and Secondary

Education Act, moreover, has been the strongest compelling force yet to
joint collaboration between both sectors of education for attaining
nationally specified objectives.

Catholic school administrators strongly

feel that an essential aspect of insuring equitable participation in Title I
programs is the involvement of appropriate nonpublic school officials in
the total planning process.

We define the total planning process as

including the following activities.
1.

Determination of Target Areas

2.

Identification of Target Population

3.

Participation in Needs Assessment

4.

Selection of Eligible Children

5.

Consultation in Program Design

6.

Involvement in Program Evaluation

3159
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If nonpublic school officials at any level (state, local, school)
are excluded from any stage of this planning process, it is probable
that inequitable treatment will result.

Where participation is poor,

it can nearly always be traced to a lack of involvement in one or all
phases of the planning process.

Catholic school administrators feel that

there is a definite correlation between involvement in program planning
and equitability in actual participation.

In varying degrees, appropriate nonpublic school administrators find
themselves invited by public school officials to cooperate and collaborate
in the planning of Title I programs.

This mutual cooperation and collaboration

between both sectors of education occurs within parameters established
by the public sector; it is they who determine at what stage of the planning
process they will seek the involvement of nonpublic school representatives.
Hence, nonpublic school administrators find themselves included in certain
aspects of the planning and excluded from other aspects, depending upon
the decision of the public school officials.

The degree to which nonpublic

school administrators are involved in the total planning process cannot
definitely *and accurately be measured.

Catholic school administrators have expressed strong dissatisfaction
with the level of consultation and participation in the total planning
process.

They concluded that although there is apparent involvement in

many cases of appropriate representatives of nonpublic schools in the
planning of Title I.programs, this involvement is ineffective and largely
pro forma in many-instances.
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Comparability of Services
Are the special educational services for eligible nonpublic
school children comparable to those services rendered eligible public
school children?

Many Catholic school administrators identify one important

stage of the planning process--participation in the needs assessment--from
which many nonpublic school administrators are excluded.
feel

These administrators

that public school officials have a lack of knowledge of the needs

of nonpublic school students; consequently, Title

I

programs are frequently

not suited to meet the needs of nonpublic school children.

Persons

knowledgeable of these needs ought to be involved in assessment in the
planning process.

In cases where nonpublic school administrators were

involved in needs assessment, programs were designed to meet such needs.
Programs can never be comparable in scope and quality if they are designed
in a vacuum, or for a group of children without consulting persons
responsible for and knowledgeable of the needs of such children.

Comparability of scope and quality also includes evaluating the
delivery of services, that is, where was the service delivered, how was
the service rendered and by whom?

There are many delivery systems for

services to nonpublic school children; for example, public school teachers
teach special classes in nonpublic schools, nonpublic school children
attend special classes in public schools during the regular school day,
and nonpublic school children attend special classes in the public school
after regular school hours and on Saturday morning.

The least effective

and clearly incomparable in scope, quality and opportunity for effective
participation on an equitable basis is the after regular hours or
Saturday morning approach.

Catholic school administrators feel that one

consideration overrides all others in determtning where and how

131ST anq Ay/Alb-WU;
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the nonpublic school children should be served; the effectiveness of the
program.

Other measures of comparability are the assignment of teacher-aides
for Title I activities conducted and supervised by Title

I

teachers.

Many Catholic school administrators report that in certain Title I
programs conducted and supervised by Title I teachers, the public school

assigns teacher-aides to assist the Title I programs in the public schools,
but that no teacher-aides are assigned to assist similar Title I programs
for nonpublic school children, even when requested.

Comparability of Expenditure
Measuring comparability of service vis-a-vis comparability of per
pupil expenditure shows a wide disparity among states and even within
states.

Some Catholic school administrators feel that a "comparable

or equitable" amount of their school district's Title I funds are not
allocated to provide services to nonpublic school children.

ESEA legislation

suggests an "ideal" per pupil expenditure for Title I services--one-half
of the local educational agency's normal per pupil expenditure.

In

some states, the state educational agency has established a per pupil
expenditure for ESEA programs, while in other states there is no established
policy or per pupil cost--it is left to the discretion of the local
educational agency.

In many such local educational aoencies, moreover,

there are disparities of per pupil expenditures for public scnool programs
and nonpublic school programs.
$400 per pupil for Title

I

One large city school district expends

services for public school children; that is,

one-half of the local educational agency's normal per pupil cost; while for
services to nonpublic school children, the same district allocates $233
per eligible pupil which supposedly is one-half of the.nonpublic school
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Is this comparability of scope, quality and

opportunity to participate?

We realize that there is no requirement that

a certain amount or percentage of money must be spent on each nonpublic
school child--or for that matter, on a public school child - -nor is there

any formula or device as to the number or percentage of children who must
be served.

However, the per pupil expenditure is an indicator of comparability

of scope, quality and opportunity.

Convergence of these types of problems at the local level combined
with various indigenous administrative problems often results in a lack of
genuine opportunities for eligible nonpublic school student participation.

Summary

Catholic school administrators strongly support the extension and
amendment of ESEA Title I.

Their rating of Title I programs ranges from

excellent to poor depending upon a variety of factors: restrictive
state constitutions or interpretations thereof, rapport with the
state or local educational agency, degree of involvement in the planning
process, and comparability of services and expenditure and others.

In

providing effective participation on an equitable basis to eligible children
in nonpublic schools, Title I cannot be supported wholeheartedly.

Basically, the Catholic school community feels that Title I is rendering a
worthwhile service to nonpublic school children, but there is much room
for improvement before the full intent of Title I is realized.

Reasons for inequitable participation of nonpublic school students
in Title I programs follow.
1.

Catholic school administrators in some areas of the country
are not involved in the total planning process.

317:3

2.
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Programs for Catholic school children and teachers in some
areas of the country are not comparable in quality, scope
and opportunity for participation to programs for public school
children.

3.

Programs for. Catholic school children and teachers in some

areas of the country are not comparable in per pupil
expenditure to the per pupil expenditure for public school children.

4.

Local educational agencies in many areas of the country have
been ineffective in assuring that Catholic school children are
receiving equitable benefits under Title I.

Recommendation

The United States Catholic Conference makes the following recommendation
to insure equitable participation of eligible nonpublic school children
and teachers in ESEA Title

I

programs.

A bypass provision must be added to Title

I which will provide the

federal government with the necessary mechanism to remedy a situation
which cannot be resolved locally.

If the state educational agency

or local educational agency is either unable or unwilling to provide
services to nonpublic school children and teachers on an equitable basis,
the law should grant the federal government the necessary bypass authority
to provide those services directly or through some intermediary agency.
An example of a provision that would accomplish this objective is the
bypass language incorporated in Section 132 (b)(1), 132 (b)(2), and
132 (b)(3) of H.R. 69 as approved recently by the General Subcommittee
on Education of the United States House of Representatives.

Ti-457 0-74.41
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The 1972 and 1973 Reports of the National Advisory Council on
the Education of Disadvantaged Children have recommended the addition of
a bypass provision to Title I.

The National Advisory Council has

also made a number of proposals for administrative changes to ensure the
effective participation on an equitable basis of nonpublic school children
in programs under this Title.

We concur with these recommendations.

Pertinent sections of these reports have'been submitted for inclusion in
the Record.
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Title II

The U. S. Catholic Conference strongly supports the extention of
Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

The purpose of this Title is to provide school library resources,
textbooks and other instructional materials for the use of children and
tevehers in public and nonpublic elementary and secondary schools. Since

its inception in 1965 this Title, more than any other Title of the Act, has
made provision for the equitable participation of nonpublic children and

teachers. The average rate of participation of nonpublic school children
since 1965 has been 96,5 percent of those eligible, Ninety-three percent
of the 132 Catholic dioceses surveyed by the Harvard Graduate School of
Education study of The Effects of Revenue Sharing and Block Grants on

Education in 1970 rated the educational impact of Title II as "excellent" or

"good," higher than either Titles I or
Title II has been a positive catalyst both for the establishment of libraries
in nonpublic schools as well as for upgrading the quality of library resources

available to children in these schools. The Director of School Libraries,
Archdiocese of Philadelphia, has appeared on behalf of the Catholic Library
Association before the General Subcommittee on Education of the United

States House of Representatives earlier this year.
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Her testimony stressed that in the Archdiocese of Philadelphia, 106

schools relocated their libraries in larger quarters. In sonic instances,
these new quarters were built by the parents themselves. Since 1966 269
new libraries have been established in the diocese; these are especially
appreciated in the very poor urban schools of Philadelphia and Chester County.

i'hc "comparable efforts" in these areas are often acts of real sacrifice
and valor,

In the secondary schools of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia, Title II
has strengthened the scholastic program by making it possible to meet the
needs of the non-reader--by adding books of high interest and low reading

level to libraries, especially those in the city's urban schools.
has been made by this program, but the task has just begun.

Progress

Children are

reading, but books are limited and books are still the essence of a reading

program..
U. S. Catholic Conference endorses the adequate funding of Title U.

It is estimated that if this Title were funded at $90 million for FY 1973, over
48 million elementary and secondary school students would benefit at an
average expenditure of $1.86 per student. About sixty-five percent of the

school districts that participate in this program report continuing insufficient
school library resources.

About $8. 3 million or 9.2 percent of the funds

requested for FY 1973 would be expended for.eligibls items for use by teachers

and students in nonprofit schools. According to a U. S. Office of Education estimate,
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such an expenditure would result in an increase of 2.5 million library

resources and related materials in the nation's nonpublic schools. This
expenditure or an increased expenditure would meet a well-demonstrated
need.
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Title III

From the inception of Title IU of the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act, nonpublic school children and teachers have not shared equitably in its
benefits and we have consistently registered our complaints to the U. S. Office
of Education, the President's National Advisory Council on Supplementary Centers

and Services and to Congress,
In the 1970 Harvard study mentioned earlier, the educational impact

of Title III was characterized as "poor" by over half of the 111 dioceses that
responded to this item. Thirty-nine percent judged the educational impact of

this Title "good" and five percent, "excellent." This data reflects the attitude
of the Catholic school superintendents toward Title III.
Realizing the lack of equitable participation of nonpublic school children

and teachers in Title III, the U. S. Catholic Conference independently surveyed
Catholic school superintendents to obtain direction concerning-our posture

toward this Title. Almost 77% of 129 (72.39% of total) respondents stated that
Title Ill should be strengthened to provide for effective participation on an

equitable basis for nonpublic school children and teachers. Twelve percent
stated that

III should be dropped outright.

Most of these Catholic school superintendents felt that the general
concept of educational innovation, creativity and experimentation was given

a forward and positive thrust by Title III. However, the ahticipated benefits.
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of this Title in terms of nonpublic school children and teachers never
materialized. Catholic school superintendents felt that, although the

intent of the legislation is sound. it has not been successfully administered
by the U. S. Office of Education, the state educational agencies or the
local educational agencies to provide effective and equitable participation
of nonpublic school children and teachers.

That nonpublic school children and teachers arc not participating
equitably in Title III can readily be attested. Father Charles Patrick
Laferty, O.S. A. , has completed a study commissioned by the President's
National Advisory Council on Supplementary Centers and Services in 1972

to assess the involvement of nonpublic school children in this Title.
Father Laferty's study supports two conclusions which nonpublic
school educators have been aware of
1.

that the level Of participation by nonpublic school

children is Most inadequate, and
2.

that proper participation by nonpublic school personnel

in the total planning process is almost non-existent.
The following statistics from Father Laferty's study support these
conclusions.
1.

In 21.8% of the projects surveyed, project directors
"themselves" indicated that nonpublic school children
were not being treated equitably.
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In 22. SI of the projects surveyed, project directors
indicated that nonpublic school children were not being.

treated equitably because of extenuating circumstances.
a. 37% - no nonpublic school in area served
b.
c.
d.

`NI - restrictive type of project
- state constitutional restriction
22% - projects designed only for public
school children

e. 171. - little or no interest on the part of

nonpublic school officials
3.

78(1. of nonpublic school administrators surveyed

indicated that they were not consulted in the determination

of needs for project participants.
1.

78% of nonpublic school administrators surveyed
indicated that they were not in any way involved
in project planning.

5.

S91 of nonpublic school administrators surveyed
indicated that they were not involved in the program

design of the projects.
That Congress intended to'provide fot. effective participation on an equitable

basis for nonpublic school children and teachers is evidenced by the fact that the
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law was amended in 19G9 to provide a bypass provision Section 307 (t) (1).

This provision does assure equitable participation but the U. S. Commissioner
of Education has been extremely reluctant to invoke it.

The experience of Catholic school administrators in Missouri, illustrates
the Commissioner's reluctance to implement his legislative authority and
responsibility for assuring justice and equity for nonpublic school children and

teachers. The Title III bypass was first invoked in Missouri in October, 1972,
after a lengthy history of reluctance. It was not implemented until February
of this year more than three months later and at the midpoint of the school year.
At present, Title III projects must be held on public premises whenever

practicable. We feel that one consideration should override all others in
determining where and how children should be served: the effectiveness of the
program. Adequate provision for this has been made in both ESEA Title I
and the Emergency School Aid Act, If it is more beneficial to the nonpublic

school children to provide the services on public school premises, then
that ought to be the determining factor. Conversely, if it is more beneficial

to such children to provide those services on the private school premises,
then that is where they should he provided, so long as the administrative
control and supervision of the program remain with public school officials.
We have outlined several problems relating to the participation of nonpublic

school children in programs under Title M. We view these problems as
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primarily administrative in nature at the level of the U. S. Office of Education
as well as at the state and local educational agency levels. Although this
legislation has been written and revised with the participation of nonpublic

school children clearly indicated, we feel that the intent of the Congress in
this regard has not been fully implemented. We have no legislative recommendations for this Title but if the Subcommittee has any proposals to remedy
these problems, we would be pleased to work with you.

Father Laferty's study has been submitted for inclusion in the Record.
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Title VII

The Bilingual Education Act, Title VII, of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act, is the weakest of all Titles of this legislation
in providing effective participation on an equitable basis to eligible
children in nonpublic schools.

According to information obtained from the U. S. Office of Education,

there are 213 currently funded bilingual education programs supported
under Title VII. One hundred seventy-eight of these programs serve

105,708 public school children exclusively; 35 additional programs
include participation by 3,755 children who attend nonpublic schools.

In making applictition for a. project grant under Title WI -- Section

705 (a).(8) provides "that the applicant will utilize in programs assisted

pursuant to this Title the assistance of persons with expertise in the
educational problems of children of limited English-speaking ability and
make optimum use in such programs of the cultural and educational

resources of the area to be served; and for the purposes of this paragraph,
the term 'cultural and educational resources' includes state education
agencies, institutions of higher education, nonprofit private schools,

public and nonprofit private agencies such as libraries, museums, musical
and artistic organizations, educational radio and television and other

cultural and educational resources."
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Section 705 (b) states; "Applications for grants under title may

be approved by the Commissioner only if -- (3) the Commissioner determines

(A) that the program will utilize the best available talents and resources
and will substantially increase the. educational opportunities for children

of limited English-speaking ability in the area to be served by the applicant,
and (B) that, to the extent consistent with the number of children enrolled
in nonprofit private schools in the area to be served whose educational

needs are of the type which this program is intended to meet, provision
has been made for participation of such children.."

Nonpublic school officials, therefore, are to be involved in the
planning of Title VII projects; the participation of eligible nonpublic school
children is to be provided for by the local educational agency.

The Title VII grant application submitted by the local educational
agency to the U. S. Office of Education requests pupil population data.

The

following information is requested by the Office of Education on the grant
application:
1.

Total local educational agency enrollment (both public
and nonpublic school).

2.

Number of children in local educational agency whose
dominant language is NOT English (both public and
nonpublic school).

3.

Enrollment of project area (both public and nonpublic school).
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Number of children in project area whose dominant
language is NOT English (both public and nonpublic
school).

5.

Number of children in project area whose dominant
language is NOT English who would participate in
project (both public and nonpublic school).

6.

Number of children in project area whose dominant
language IS English who would participate in the
project (both public and nonpublic school).

7,

Total number of children in project area who would
participate in project (both public and nonpublic
school).

Title VII provides that the Con--"^sioner may approve a grant only if
provision has been made for the participation of eligible nonpublic school
'children and teachers.

(Section 705 (b) (3) (B)

In analyzing and evaluating the 213 applications approved for project

grants under Title VII -- one hundred and seventy-eight applications do not
have complete pupil population data.

Lacking on these applications are the

data requested relative to the nonpublic schools.

Clearly, this is an indication

that nonpublic school officials were not involved in the planning of the projects
and that the local educational agency had no intention of providing for the

participation of such nonpublic school children.
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Why does the L. S. Office of Education accept and approve project
applications which have incomplete data, which give every indication that

the total "cultural and educational" resources of the area to be served were
NOT involved in the planning of the project and which DO NOT make provision

for participation of nonpublic school children according to the "extent
consistent" provision (Section 705 (b) (3) (13) ) of the legislation?

We feel there has been obvious circumventing of specific provisions
of Title VII on the part of the local educational agencies and negligence
on the part of the Office of Education 'in enforcing compliance to all-pro-

visions of this Title. Clearly, the intent of Congress to provide for the
effective participation on an equitable basis of eligible nonpublic school

children and teachers in Title VII projects has neither been seriously
inip.lemented by the local educational agencies, nor reasonably protected
by the Office of Education.
Recommendations:

We are requesting that Congressional action be taken to relieve
this indifference and disregard for eligible nonpublic school children and

the resulting injustice. We recommend the following changes in Title VII
legislation.
1.

The law should specify that the participation of

eligible nonpublic school children and teachers
in Title VII projects be on an equitable basis.
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The law should specify that appropriate nonpublic

school officials participate in the planning, establishment and implementation of Title VII projects.
3.

The Commissioner of Education should be required
to make an annual accounting to the appropriate
Committees of the Congress on the use of Title VII

funds, and this accounting should include a separate
statement of the extent of participation of eligible
nonpublic school children in projects funded by
this Title and of the amount of funds expended on

such children.
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Title VIII

Title VIII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, in addition

to dealing with the General Provisions of the Act, also includes provisions
for Dropout Prevention Projects (Section 807) and Grants for Demonstration
Projects of Improved School Nutrition and Health Services for Children from
Low-Income Families (Section 808). Both of these programs are demon-

stration tyPe projects.
There are no statuatory limitations prohibiting nonpublic school students

from participating in dropout prevention projects; there has been a lack of
administrative implementation at the federal level. Section 807 of this
Title should be amended to provide for effective participation on an equitable

basis of students attending nonpublic schools in such projects.
Section 808 (a) of this Title provides for making grants to "local
educational agencies and, where appropriate, nonprofit private educational

organizations, to support demonstration projects designed to improve
nutrition and health services in public and private schools serving areas with
high concentration of children from low-income families." Like Section 807
of Title VIII, ''Section 808, too, should be amended to provide for effective

participation on an equitable basis of students attending nonpublic schools

in such projects.
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Federal Government Responsibilities

On several occasions in testimony before this and other Congressional
Committees, we have recommended the appointment of a policy level nonpublic

school official in the U. S. Office of Education. A similar recommendation
was made by the President's Panel on Nonpublic Education in its Preliminary
Report in 1971. This recommendation was essentially repeated in the Panel' s

final report, Nonpublic Education and the Public Good, issued in 1972 which

stated that "one of the panel's first recommendations called for creation of
a new structure within the U. S. Office of Education to deal directly with nonpublic schools and to make effective recommendations to top officials in the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare." The recommendation has
also been made in the 1973 Report of the National Advisory Council on the
Education of Disadvantaged Children.

Pertinent sections of that Report have

been submitted for inclusion in the Record.
The U. S. Office of Education responded to the initial recommendation
of the President's Panel on Nonpublic Education by appointing a Coordinator
of Nonpublic Educational Services late in 1971. The services of the Coordinator's
office have been effectively utilized by nonpublic school officials. As a

result of the relatively low level position of this official in the HEW/OE

bureaucracy, however, the services offered have been characteristically
informational. This office, at this level, cannot do the job.

o . 74 -12
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A new post should be created in either; the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare or the Office of Education--a Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Nonpublic Education in the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, or a Deputy Commissioner for Nonpublic Education in
the Office of Education. Such an official would participate in policy
development and planning and would provide liaison between the nonpublic

schools and the federal government.

regulations are clearly written.

He would be able to ensure that

He could establish a system of monitoring

nonpublic school participation in federal education programs and help

to create the necessary attitudinal climate to ensure that our opportunities
to participate are adequate. The nonpublic schools would then have
an advocate.within the federal structure which they do not have now

despite the mandated eligibility of nonpublic school students for participation

in many programs. The need for such a post is illustrated by our
proceeding testimony, particularly with regard to the problems we have

reported concerning Titles III and VII.
In December, 1972, the U. S. Office of Education issued a policy

statement, "Responsibilities for Meeting Nonpublic Participation Requirements in Federal Programs," to Chief State School Officers and
Nonpublic School Administrators urging steps to ensure equitable participation

of nonpublic school students in federal programs for which they are eligible.
A copy of this statement has been submitted.
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According to the statement, the "U. ', Office of Education has a

responsibility to assure that the benefits of all programs for which nonpublic school children are eligible arc made fully available to such
children." Please note that according to the memorandum, the obtigation
incumbent on every federal program officer to implement legislation

is clearly spelled out. "Each federal program officer is expected to
assess the implementation of this policy in carrying out the functions of

review, approval, monitoring, and evaluation, and to take appropriate
action insituations where nonpublic participation is found to be other
.

than in accordance with the requirements of the law." At the state level,
the Chief State School Officer is charged with "assuring that the level

and quality of nonpublic participation fully and fairly meet the requirements
of the applicable federal programs." Several states have designated
officials in the state educational agencies to ensure effective participation
of eligible nonpublic school students in federal programs.
--Wc-applitud-thiS-Offort:'-however nfodest. With th-o issuance of the

memorandum, the Office of Education has taken a step forward on this

important issue. We hope that the Office of Education will take seriously
its determination "to achieve that degree of participation of eligible non.

public school students which is required by law."
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Education Special Revenue Sharing

In testimony before this Subcommittee in 1971, the United States
Catholic Conference expressed its opposition to the enactment of the
Administration's Education Special Revenue Sharing Bill unless a number
of significant changes were incorporated.

The Better Schools Act of

1973, submitted by the Administration, did not include the recommendations
made by the U.S. Catholic Conference and our position on this legislation
has not changed from the position taken in 1971.

Consolidation of Categorical Programs

The U.S. Catholic Conference has taken no position on the merits
of consolidation of present categorical programs.

Any consolidation,

however, should include adequate proyision for the effective participation
on an equitable basis of nonpublic school children.

An example of a

provision that would ensure equitable participation is Section 807
of H.R. 69 which was recently reported from the General Subcommittee on
Education of the U.S. House of Representatives.

It is our understanding that the Administration proposes to consolidate
the Vocational Education Act as part of an overall consolidation of
elementary and secondary education programs.

Provision has been made for

the participation of eligible nonpublic school children and teachers
in three sections of this Act.

These are Part B, Section 122 (a)(4)(A),

establishing programs for low income communities and for areas with high
concentrations of youth unemployment and school dropouts; Part 0,
exemplary programs; and Part G, Cooperative Vocational Education Programs.
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In all of these programs one hundred percent federal funding.is provided in
the present legislation which is a necessary condition in these programs
for ensuring the equitable participation of eligible nonpublic school
children and teachers.

We do not take any position on the merits of consolidating the
Vocational Education Act.

Any consolidation, however, should retain

the existing provisions to ensure the participation of eligible nonpublic
school children and teachers.

These three programs should also continue to

receive one hundred percent federal funding.

School Finance

In any legislation providing general aid to elementary and secondary
education as well as any legislation providing for the equalization of
school finance, the U.S. Catholic Conference feels that such legislation
should reflect the following principles with regard to nonpublic school
participation.
1.

All elementary and secondary school children should.be counted
equally in determining the amount of federal aid to be provided.

2.

The amount of federal aleprovided for nonpublic school children
should be proportional to the number of such children in the
school population as a whole.

3.

The kinds of services provided should be limited to those which
are constitutionally permissable.

4.

A bypass provision should be included to ensure participation
of nonpublic school children in those states which are prohibited
by law or where there has been a substantial failure to provide

REST COYY AVAILABLE
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these services and to ensure nonpublic school participation
in those school districts which for some reason do not
participate in the federal program.

Anti-busing Legislation

The United States Catholic Conference has often pointed out that
the issue of equal educational opportunity is a moral one, closely related
to the larger issue of racial equality.

in securing the right of all

children to equal educational opportunity, busing, in some instances,
is an essential tool.

We are opposed to any legislation which would

restrict the use of busing as an instrument to achieve these goals
and to secure these rights.

Enactment of such legislation would be a

serious setback to the quest for racial justice and equal educational
opportunity.

This concludes the testimony of the United States Catholic
Conference.
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Statement of

Rev. Thomas J. Riley
Assistant Superintendent for
Planning and Evaluation
Archdiocese of San Francisco
San Francisco, California
Submitted to the
Subcommittee on Education
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
United States Senate

Wednesday, October 10, 1973
10:00 a. m.
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The Department of Education of the Archdiocese of San Francisco is

responsible for 134 Catholic elementary and secondary schools in the four
Bay Area counties of Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara.
Among its duties is the responsibility of working with 43 local educational

agencies in these four counties in cooperative program planning where there
are common needs of both public and nonpublic school students.
Although good relationships have existed between the Arehdioeesan

Department of Education and the 43 local educational agencies for many

years, the relationships have been informal. Only with Congress' enactment
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act--with its provisions for
the participation of nonpublic school students in federally funded education
services - -has the relationship between the public and nonpublic school sector

become more formal and professional.
In the City of San Francisco, a 1972 grant from the Ford Foundation

brought about the Joint Planning Council of San Francisco, a group representing public and nonpublic education. The purpose of the Ford grant was

to determine whether such a mechanism for discussing mutual problems and
developing.common solutions would resat in more effeetiVe instructional
programs for both public and nonpublic school students. The current efforts
in San Francisco for implementation of the Emergency School Aid Act for

both public and nonpublic school students are a direct result of local educational agency planning which involves the nonpublic school sector and its

representatives.
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Page 2

When we look at the involvement of nonpublic school students in our

four counties in ESEA Title DTI programs, we see a bleak picture which is
probably the result of inadequate program planning. In our area there are
four bilingual projects currently in operation (San FranciSco Unified School

District; Alum Rock Union Elementary School District, San Jose; Jefferson
Elementary School District, Daly City; and Gilroy Unified School District).

Participation of Catholic school students is non-existent in these programs.
At the same time a genuine need exists among Catholic school children

for bilingual services.

In the City of San Francisco alone, where our

schools serve 17,000 elementary school students, 4,1% of the students are
of minority group background. Of these minority group students, 75% are

Oriental, Filipino, or Spanish-surnamed. (5, 621 students). Each year
since 1960, the minority group population of our schools has increased.
Our students have a need in bilingual education--but the federal benefits
of ESEA Title VII are not reaching them.
We do not blame this on bad will in the local educational agencies

but suggest that there may be an oversight in the law itself and in the process
whereby the U. S. Office of Education reviews propoSals and awards grants.
We are hopeful that this Subcommittee will incorporate into the
Bilingual Education Act some of the language tiv.i; has resuttcd in effective

nonpublic school student participation in othei federal Progams. A provision
which charges local educational agencies to seek out knowledgeable nonpublic

310S
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Page 3

school personnel for cooperative program planning would be helpful. A
charge to the U. S. Office of Education which would require review of nonpublic school participation assurances would be helpful.

Your attention to this problem--the relative failure of the Bilingual
Education Act to reach needy nonpublic students--is appreciated. We in
San Francisco look forward to the day when these youngsters will receive

bilingual education services in a more equitable manner.
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INFORMATION SHEET OF THE STREET ACADEMY
History i.nd Structure

In t.c Spring of 19:72 the Streei Acade:-i opened

to students and began full oparation.
.acre p,:4rceived a;-

i

doors

Its cducaciona/ services

:he anchor of the youth diversionary 4.4441

advocacy system since scholastic. achievement remairn a critically
important favor influencing youth::' entry into socially acceptable

occupations and life styles.

The Academy offered to a nearly

equal number of English, and Spanish speaking students bi-lingual
ceursca in remedial reading, english, math, cultural history
and social and natural sciences.

As originally conceived, CDA's youth divisionary and advocacy
system was to provide separate Street Academics for English and
Spanish speaking youth.

In fact, the two academies were combined

to bettor coordinate curriculum development and teaching methOds
which are applicable to both populations.

Of twelve staff members,

then, six are bilingual, including the Deputy Director,.one
counselor and four teachers.

Youths are referred to the Street Academy through various
agencies and instiutions.

In addition to referrals by agents

within the Juvenile Justice System (police, courts, parole
officers, D.Y.S., detention centers and state correctional

institutions), students have come to the Academy through other
educati-.nal and community organizations including:: the Martin

Luther King School; Mcvimiento Hispano, a voluntary community
based multi-Service organization for the Spanish speaking
in Dorchester; Cardinal Cushing Center for the Spanish speaking;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Action Porgram; Puente/Bridge,

an educational placement service inthe ;;outh End for black

and Spanish speaking youth.
The Academy participates in cooperctive activities with,
and is the hereficiarl of service ; from oner institutions
and agencies.

Massachupctts institute of. Technol,)TI, which

has accepted S.A. students into a training program for
lab assistants, also has provided a science consultant/instructor
for the Academy.

The YMCA's Latinc! American Program provides

the Academy with the services of its counselors-in-training.

The

Boston Children's Service Association, a private child welfare
agency serving teenage boys and girls has referred students to
the Academy, and has in turn provided summer counseling work
for an S.A. student at its Camp Baird, and has offered the camp
facilities to Street Academy students.

A Board of Director's has been established to oversee
the Academy's operational policies, resource and curriculum
development, relationships with cooperating agencies, and
coordination of academy activities with the Drug Information
Project and related CDA programs, The nine member boa:1-of
directors includes representatives from the Youth Activities
Commission, Department of Youth Services, Mayor's Safe
Street Committee,- and Model Cities Administration.

Evaluation and Operations
A

Although the Academy planned to work with a maximum number
of 30 students, the overwhelming demand for Academy services
forced a near doubling of the actual number of students to 56.

A statistical look at student progress will highlight the.positive
accomplishments which impact upon the Academy's two-pronged

3202
purpose - divertin
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youth i:um the ,levenile Justice System

and directing them into dou'rble social roles via education
and/or career opportunities.

By the end of the first operating term, the Street Academy
has served 56 youth - wheth.-217 directly, throu:iii instruct-ion

and placement with other eLs..uational institutions and skill

training programs, or indirectly, by referral to other supportive
service agencies.

. Of the first twenty-two "graduates" of the program, three
returned to the public school system to complete high school,
six have been accepted into the University of Massachusetts,

three have entered the Higher Education Program (a collegelevel, Model City-funded program providing a route for community
residents to begin working toward a college degree, with a
later transfer to local college facilitated by the HEP staff),
three have enrolled in the Elma Lewis School of Fine Arts,

one is in voice training in a special program at the New
England Conservatory of Music, two are in a Columbia University
sponsored program for training in modeling and the cosmetic
arts, one entered Harvard's Upward Bound Program, and three
have joined the United Community Construction Workers in Roxbury
to develop skills in construction and be prepared to enter the
construction industry as apprentices.

The Street Academy suspended classes for the summer and
assisted its students, many of whom will be resuming studies
in the fall, to find summer employment.

Eighteen participated

as counselors and aides in a YAC operated summer program which
featured training---i--arts--and--crafts.-and.educational.and cultural
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field trips for children aged 10-13.

Three entered an M.I.T.

work-training program for laboratory assistants; two found
part-time work with the Department of Defense and subsequently
received the option to remain; one now works with the Department
of Parks and Recreation, one with the Neighborhood Youth Corps,
and one found. work with Summerthing.

In addition to educational and career oriented services
the Street Academy has performed supportive services for nine
other youths:

four have been referred to drug counseling

agencies; three have been referred for psychological counseling;
two have been assisted in attaining paroles.

Of 56 youths served by

the Street Academy, 22 will return to assume studies in
September.

Two have been incarcerated.

These fingures can

be further delineated, showing the number of black and
spanish.speaking beneficiaries.
TABLE
Black

Returned to*Public Schools

4

Accepted into U. Mass.

3

Accepted into Higher
Education Program

3

Found Work

13

Paroled

2

Incarcerated

2

Drug Counseling, Referred

3

PsychologiCal Counseling
Referred

2

Special Programs:
My Fair Lady
New England Conservatory
Elma Lewis School of Fine
Arts

Spanish Sneaking

13

1

2
1
3
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*TABLE oont'd)
Black

UCCW Apprentice Program

Saanish Speaking

3

Upward Bound
Found Scusing

1

Returning to Street Academy

11

11

The Street Academy staff is acutely aware of the Educational
and skill training needs of Spanish speaking youth in the Model

Neighborhood Area, and of the dearth of service agencies operating
to meet these needs.

According to the most conservative

estimate in the report by the Task Force on Children Out of
.

School, (The Way We Go To School:
in Boston XBoston:

The Exclusion of. Children

Beacon Press, 1971).

48% of. school age

Spanish speaking children do not attend school, and 75% of those
who do attend are held back academically.

,

In 1969 seven

Spanish Speaking children graduated from high school in
the entire city.

In contrast, the Academy's efforts have

already contributed toward the acceptance of three Spanish
speaking students into the University of Massachusetts.
Proposed Modifications
Experience with the complex factors contributing
to actual and potential deliquency among youth has given
clear recognition to the need for broader supportive services
and increased professional competence among the Street Academy.
staff, who have more fully realized that individual aspects
in the life of a youth -at -risk cannot be significantly

altered without a simultaneous milt-faceted intervention
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A more effective total service effort is needed

to deal with youth in an environment plagued by the presence
of both drugs and adverse economic factors.
To meet these needs tha staff if: initi:Ainl modific.itions

in each of the Academy's service activit4es.

Direct educational

services will be strengthenad'by the upgrading of teachers'
qualifications to require all teachers'to have a degree in
their appropriate disciplines, and by the addition of a new
position - reading specialist (bilingual).
The Academy's major change, the expansion of supportive
services, is reflected in the replacing of street workers
with two counselors (one-bilingual) with increased responsibility
and competence in meeting Academy objectives.

The counselors

will function as advocates for the students at critical points
of intervention in the Juvenile Justice System:

with the

police, courts, detention centers, parole officers, Dept.
of Youth Services and state correctional institutions.

As

referral agents they will introduce youth to other 'health

and welfare centers, F.I.R.S.T., Child Guidance Service,
the State WelfareDepartment.

In coordination with the whole

Academy staff, the Counselors will help plan curriculum and
as linkage amants with schools', colleges, community and

employment agencies, they will assist students in the resolution

of their particular needs, whether they relate . employment,
to. reentry into the secondary school system, or entrance
to institutions of higher education.

The chart in Appendix B indicates the counsel

s!

roles in the expansion of the Academy's supportive services,
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as well as thu interdependence of tne divesionary and instriActi.onal
project elements.

These structural modifications are intended to strengthen
the professional service impact
in the Model Neighborhood Area.

n both students and community
The gradual evolution of

the Academy to a comprehensive youth service program not
unlike a Youth Service Bureau in operation and intent, is
due mainly to the staff's own evaluation of its effectiveness
and recognition of its shortcomings.

In the coming year,

the project's major thrust will shift from that of an educationcentered to a total person-centered approach.
In August the Street Academy moved from Yeoman Street
to the Model City Higher Education Building located at 460
Blue Hill Avenue.

This location will provide additional

opportunities for coordination with other Model City Education
programs.
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Dear Senator Kennedy:
In accordance with your request of July 19, 1972, and subsequent
.discussions with your office, we reviewed selected projects under the
Bilingual Education program authorized by title VII of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
As agreed, we determined the type
of instruction being received by students in these projects, particularly
the amount of class rime devoted to teaching English as a second
language and to other academic subjects in the dominant language of
the children. We did not evaluate the effectiveness of the projects.
We reviewed a total of 28 bilingual education projects which were
conducted by local education agencieg under grants awarded by the Office
of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The pro
jects were located in urban and rural communities in Arizona, California,
New Mexico, New York, and Texas. Although several ethniC groups were
served, the majority of the projects were directed toward Mexican
American children whose dominant language was Spanish.

The 28 projects involved a total of 105 schools with a total pro
ject enrollment of 16,644 students.
We visited and obtained inforMation
from 46 of these schools with atotal project enrollment of 7,954.
A summary' showing for the schools we visited the number of students
by dominant language and the type of classroom instruction on a percent
age basis is presented below:

English

tudents

Spanish
(ur other)
Bilingual
. English

3,135
'-2,904
1,915

.

29%
None
None

(or other)1

None
None
16%

English

269.

.

71%
757..

(or othotl'

45%
297.
97.
..

10ther dominant languages of students served by projects
include NavajoauniChinese, and Portuguese (one project each).
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It should be noted that the amount of time devoted to each'category of
instruction varied widely from grade to grade and from project to proFor example, the proportion of classroom time de;Joted to teachject.
ing academic subjects in Spanish to children having Spanish as a
dominant language ranged from a low of 28 percent in one project to a
high of 79 percent in another. We did not attempt to evaluate the reasons for the variances. Detailed schedules are attached which show
instruction time by individual projects (enclosure I) and by grade
We have also enclosed for your
level for all projects (enclosure II).
information certain background data, such as funding and student enrollment, for each of the projects (enclosure III).
Definitions used for classifying students by language dominance
and the type of instruction were

.

Soanissh (or otbcr)-dominant studant - One who learns better in
Spanish or some other language other than English. Child may be
monolingual Spanish (or other) or speak some English.

EnOish-dominant studunt.- One who learns better in English. Child
may be monolingual English or speak another Language to some extent.
Bilinaual student - One who has approximately equal ability in each
of two languages and learns in both with about equal facility.
Included in this category are students who may have a strong learning ability in both English and another language, as well as those
who may be weak in both languages. By definition, these students
do not receive second language instruction.

SOCOndlanVUlge
6 specified period where English is
taught to Spanish (or other)-dominant students as a second language
through language arts activities such as reading, writing, speaking,.
or listening exercises.
-d
Enctlish as

Spanish (or other) as a second lancluaae - Same as English as a
second language, except the second language is Spanish or another
project language and is taught to English-dominant students.

Academic subjects - Includes subjects such as math, science, social
studies, art, and music, other than language taught as a second
language, whether or not taught in the child's dominant language.
For example, a Spanish class is categorized as an academic subject
for the Spanish-dominant student.
The data contained in the schedules is based on estimates developed
primarily from classroom observations made at project schools, supplemented by discussions with teachers. Because of divergent teaching
methods, varying numbers of students, and differences in total
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nstructloa,ie ,Among schools in the project's, to arrive at the
'percentage of instructional time shown for Oocond- !engage and for
academic subjects, we weighted the data an .the basis of 'the .number of
children Participating in each- class, oach'grade,and each project.
The results -of the work were discussed with project directors and school
administrators who generally agreed with our observations.
As agreed with your office, we did not ask Office of Edocationi
ly co;,:mr on the enclosed data:, however, we diScusecl it wiLh them at the
of the review and they concurred
viz:a the i:odults of our
e'plan to Make no further. distribution
of. the data unless specific requests are received,. and then we shall
make distribution only if you agree or publicly announce the information.
62 i cia

.

cc fiction

Sincerely yours,

///
'

Comp troller General

of the United States

Enclosures - 3

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
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ENCLOSURE I

SUMMARY BY PROJECT OF TYPE OF INSTRUCTION
RECEIVED BY STUDENTS AT 46 SCHOOLS ENROLLED IN 28 BILINGUAL
EDUCATION PROJECTS REVIEWED BY GAO

Pro^ram
Language
dominance

Number of
sr:adenrs

Porcontaeo of instruction time'
Second language
Academic subjects
raucht in
instruvtion
Spanish
Spanish
Enolish (or other)
Enolish (or other)

Arizona
Project 265

Spanish
Bilingual
English

42
207
90

19

51

30
23

-

20

77
77

19

53
23

9

28
77
78
28
56

51

3

Cllifornla
Project 65

Project 141

Project 221

Project 222

Project 229

Project 272

Project 347

Project 441

Spaiiish

11

Bilingual
English

23

Spanish
Bilingual
English

57

Chinese
Bilingual
English

82
39

Spanish
Bilingual
English

94
22
101

19

Spanish
Bilingual
English

25
105
72

20

24
63

29

61
21

44

20

3S

40

78

Portuguese
Bilingual
English

74
63
167

14

Spanish
Bilingual
English

51
63

14

=

63
66
19

44
30
36
37
19

62
43

19

57
63

39

8

41
81
92
21

50
35

27

Spanish
Bilingual
English

195

24
15

49

50

13

11

11
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65
72

18

19

1

25
60

61

80

9

20
65

66
35

82

7

40,
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1

Prop ram enrollment.

Language
dominance

Number of
students

Porcentove of instruction time
Second language
Academic subjects
instruction
taullht in
Spanish
Spanish
Enc,lish
(or other)
Enplish (or crIlr)

Ca.lifornin (Con't.)

Project 451

Project 504

Project 615

Project 646

Project 727

Spanish
Bilingual
English

32

Spanish
Bilingual
English

22
75

Spanish
Bilingual
English

16

101

Spanish
Bilingual
English

13
13
59

21

Spanish
Bilingual
English

39
69
76

20

Navajo/Zuni
Bilingual
English

115
31
29

.28

Spanish
Bilingual
English

193
43
201

25

Spanish
Bilingual
English

25
29
22

19

Spanish
Bilingual
English

87
96

18

10

69

Y7
31

10

80

.10

31

19

52
76
76
6

52

79
48

71

7

13

13
34'
17

70
15

60

.

22

24
56

24
5

55

44
20

19

61

47
48

20.

33
52
75

35

84

37
16

11

82

7

18

18
61
69

57
39
13

36

45

61
71

39

5

New Mexico
Project 609

hew York
Project 312

Project 596

Project 617

Project 655 .Spanish
Bilingual
English

12

71

.

152
219
11

17

18

64.

67

33

15

80

5

8

63

40

.16

60
83

29

1

3212
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r,rcontn-o of im:ruct
Acaduhac subjects

Seeon.L, language

Proorim eiv:ollment
Language
Number or
studonts
dominlnco

Project 6

Project 53

Project 60

Project 114

Project 164

Project 411

Project 483

Project 515

Project 572

Snish

169
39

English

iB

instrnction
Spanish
En.,lish (or other)

tauvht in
Spanish
Etwlish (or otInlr)

36
74
73

32
26

29

32

39

-

82

18

-85

6

38
73
75

28
27
10

32

33

70
66

30

32
21

6

Spanish
Bilingual
English

486
620

Spanish
Bilingual
English

92
169
112

'34
-

Spanish
Bilingual
English

155
72
2

35
-

Spanish
Bilingual
English

179

_8

30

42

7

-

92
63

15

Spanish
Bilingual
English

20
65

35
-

Spanish
Bilingual
English

95

9

15

18

69

22

99

.

63

140
7

30
-

.

21

44

66
64

34

1.

-

10
57

21

_64

60
43
15

540
242

29

44

-

Spanish
Bilingual
English

232
211

42

19

-

75
73

6

.

.

8

35

Spanish
Bilingual
English

-

16

26'

17

1

49

22
63

37
10

64

39
25

10

1Thesa percentages represent weignted averages based on the number of
students participating in each classroom and each grade level',
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S=ATI:

n'r!:

1.;STRUCTION

IN 28I3ILINCUAL
1'13.032aS:Rii.VME0 BI GAO
SUOOLS ENRCd...

RECEINE0.1+';

EDUCATIO

Porvonrlpo nr inntrnrion imol
Soco6d 16.a1;u1l!,.2

Acad.Imic sullects
mnr-11,.

.11t,!,J11n

,!:01

Snyli!:%. (or nrhor)

in

-

Spanis:t

S;)anis1.1

:-.111.dur of

L.:01111.a

(or nth' ..)

Snanl.11

(Or oCnor)

lu

llinz.ua1

21

English

23

63
46

14

54

:

46

51

54

Kindor,.1rtc..r. Sp.m1sh
(or ot.hc:t.)

:

25

615

English
Gr,,:c',7,

57

-: 336

22

66

49
33

19

22
67
71

23

46

70

30

14

77

9

15

30
74
76

S?an;.sh

(or ocher)
Bilingual
English
C,r.&.r..!

56
43
12

19

252

2

470.

367

10.

Spanish
(or othori.:

English
Grade 3

29

739

555
493
270

31

427
653
260

32

Spanish
(or ocher)

English

36
,

26
9.

Spanish
(or other)
Bilingual
English.

37
74

242

:350
220

79

Spanish
(or Other)
Bilingual

90

EnliSh

.55

22
67
72

58

Spanish
(or other)

2I

L20:

Bilinilual

81,

English

78

!

-:..:

7(:.

14

86

34
26
10

'
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Program enrollment
Language
Number of
dominance
students
L',111La

Grade 8

Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

Percentage of instruction time
Second language
Academic subjects
instruction
taught in
Spanish
Spanish'
EnglishI
(or other) English (or other)

Spanish
(or other)
Bilingual
English

41
173
32

23
-

Spanish
(or other)
Bilingual
English

7

16

27
14

-

Spanish
(or other)
Bilingual
English

62
175"
138

19

Spanish
(or other)
Bilingual
English

16

19

92
59

Spanish
(or other)
Bilingual
English

33
28

Spanish
(or other)
Bilingual

2

80

'20

26

79
77

.21

English,

9

7

50

19

29
20

16

55
80
80

38
67

43
33

20

75

5

-

52
75
73

29

60
79

20

13

20

27
22
4

78
77

r.

15

8

4

25
14

21

79

6

15

10110.V.
61 CO
1These percentages represent weighted averages based on the number of
students in each classroom and each project.
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Fourth

Third

Fourth

MexiCAU

Chinese

Mexican

Mexican

Portuguese

Mexican

Urban

Urban

Urban

Urban

Urban

Urban

Redwood City School
District, Redwood City

San Ftdncisdo Unified
School District,
San Francisco

Los Angeles City'
Unified School District,
Los Angeles

Compton Unified School
District, Cocpton

ABC Unified School
District, Artesia

El Rancho Unified School.
District, Pico Rivera

Project 141

Project 221

,Project 222

Project 229

Project 272

Project 347

Third

Fourth

Fourth

Fourth

Fourth

Mexican

Mexican

Rural

Urban

Year of
operation

Healdsburg Union
Elesentary School
District, Heoldsburg

Phoenix Union High
School System, Phoenix

Ethnic group
served

$

230,000

97,807

102,401

526,855

226,560

56,070

46,105

40,550
$

714,425

300,939

374,103

1,484,340

690,880

185,740

191,990

310,178

Funding
School year
1912-73
Cumulative

IN CAO'S REVIEW AND. SCOPE OF RSV1SW

Project 65

California

Project 265

Arizona

School district /city

Project
area

SUMMARY OF BACKCRUND INFORmATION
ON 28 BILINCVAL.EDUCATICS PROJECTS INCLUDED

1

1

1

S

2

1

2

1

No. of
project
schools

304

136

202

1,710

247

139

95

339

Total
project
enrollment

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

No. of
schools
visited

thru

K thru

2 thru

K thru

1 thru

K thru

1 thr.,

4

6

4

3

4

4

4

9 thru 12

^rade.
covered

Scope of review

304

136

202

217

199

139

95

339

No. of
students
observed
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w
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C.?

--I

'...13

3,

Cil

r--.

1.:3

CA:,

California

Project 655

517

.

Project 596

York

project 609

project 721

646

Project -615

Project. 504

Project 451

project 441

Calif°California

01

r.=,

"

County

Oxford

himUnified

.and

cent" 1

1
City School
41, Sow

Nov
District 45,

sm.'

1.

Sea yer

v Yank City School
47, Sea
piatr'

School

oKn

School

Union City

striet,

Ua-Ored School
strict, Orange

Sch ool

'

School
el
District, Gilroy

eniCied
School District,
110

School d" rr ctic1

Year ar

Urban

Urban

urban

MC"
Puerto RicenDoalntcnn

Puerto

Puerto Rican

Second

seecnd

Second

Second

indInn

Rural

Puerto Rican

first

77,1"

Second

Third

Third

op." '

Mexican

Mexican

(lexicon

Men icon

Mexican

Mexican

Ethnic group

run'

143,750

128,519

230.0°

102,646

215,010

84,790

20,000

197 2-71

"

246'750

295'519

202,646

100.0"

150."°

401,950

166,226

,1.'e

4P4a4811-

School year

COPY

Urban

Rural'

Urban

Rural

Urban

Project

RESI

3

1

4

10

4

3

pr oJ ect
,c01'
he

No. of

765

254

.299

847

175

104

167

79

1,019

'a

total
Pr r o`c c
enroll -

4

1

1

of
01

1

vist

2

2

6

then .3

X tam

X ta"

end

9

K rhea

thou

chin 10

of
Grace,

C'Su

of

367

76

437

175

104

85

177

167

79

309

studenu

111

Troject

Ethnic vcop

Year Of

41,cti,c/41,,
727,..13

P:oject 6

V.exit5n_

Foir.th

115,1'n

556.452

iora1

!ex!c:n..

fourth

241,537

512,951

Urb,r1

Vexlchn

Tc.-.1.-Lti

4:0.0

.1,373.149

Ritrat

E0Aii,n

Fc..5th

149.419

353.435'

6ral

:teAte6,4

eorth

: G9.440

151.'721

Cr5,m

4:.,...an

lIsSrd

12a,l49

SeZT,465

Uvlion

!!,A1con

1,i1ed

117.,:0

231.247

5ooeod-

175,420

317,220

Second

129,3,0

319,_12

Lq.ato Cr.unt,.;

1,4 5rhoel D!..cyfet,
ZT,,ta

Troject 53

Wealaro
Sihrol 6i5trlet.

.

weo...co

GO
Soa .4ntello

rio3vct 114

n,ntlen
o

rrcl,Tc 154
I,r4Co
TTo3e:t. 411

..Ala..
.4,
4c Srhcal 2!.fer,

S:a

rroject 403
ni;.ttle1, Fla

icolecc 515

Cr; stal CIty

CIty
Trojecc 512

Total

T.4r:-S:,

;61-al

exlcan

f.2.1.112,11
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Senator CRANsToN,. Th.1 wa ring stands adjourned subject, to the
call of the Chair. Thank you all very much for your patience.
[Whereupon at 5:30 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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